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Introduction

This book is a guide to law and taxes for

people who either work for themselves or

would like to. The business world uses all sorts of

terms to describe such people—“self-employed,”

“independent contractors,” “freelancers,” “consult-

ants,” even “business owners.” Yet all these terms

describe the same thing: people who have left the

ranks of those working for the boss to strike out

on their own.

This book covers all the legal and tax basics

self-employed people need to know, from how to

organize their businesses to how to pay their

taxes to how to draft contracts with their clients.

This book is intended only for those self-

employed people who provide personal ser-

vices—meaning people such as writers, consult-

ants, artists, photographers, lawyers, and doctors.

If your business involves selling goods (rather

than services) to the public, this book is not for

you. Instead, you should refer to Legal Guide

for Starting & Running a Small Business, by Fred

Steingold (Nolo).

As you will discover reading this book—if you

haven’t found out already—being self-employed

can be both a dream and a nightmare. There are

a lot of rewards and a lot of risks. The goal of this

book is to help you navigate the risks so that they

do not detract from the rewards, which we hope

will be rich and plentiful.

ICONS USED IN THIS BOOK

This tells you where in the book you

can read more about a particular topic.

This means that some of the

materials may not apply to your situa-

tion, and you may be able to skip ahead.

This refers you to sources of information

beyond the book about a particular

topic.

This lets you know when you may

need the advice of a professional,

usually a lawyer or tax professional.

This is a caution to slow down and

consider potential problems.

This alerts you to a practical tip or

good idea.

■
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Working for yourself can be both financially

and spiritually satisfying. Be warned, how-

ever, that the lot of the self-employed is not

always an easy one. To strike out on your own,

you will have to make the often difficult transition

from having an employer take care of you to han-

dling everything on your own. For example, you

won’t have a company payroll department to

withhold and pay your taxes for you. Many self-

employed people (including those with plenty of

clients) get into trouble because they don’t run

their operations in a businesslike manner. You

don’t have to start wearing a green visor and bow

tie, but you do need to learn a few rudiments of

business and tax law. That’s where this book can

help.

Spending a few hours now to learn the nuts

and bolts of self-employment law and taxes can

save you countless headaches—not to mention

substantial time and money—later on.

Before you delve into the details of the follow-

ing chapters, read this chapter for an overview of

the pros and cons of being self-employed as com-

pared to being an employee. It may help you

make an informed decision if you’re thinking

about striking out on your own—or help confirm

that you made the right decision if you’re already

working for yourself.

A. Working for Yourself:
The Good

Being self-employed can give you more freedom

and privacy than working for an employer. It can

also result in substantial tax benefits.

1. Independence

When you’re self-employed, you are your own

boss—with all the risks and rewards that entails.

Most self-employed people bask in the freedom

that comes from being in business for themselves.

They would doubtless agree with the following

sentiment expressed by one self-employed per-

son: “I can choose how, when, and where to

work, for as much or as little time as I want. In

short, I enjoy working for myself.”

The self-employed are masters of their own

economic fates. The amount of money they make

is directly related to the quantity and quality of

their work, which is not necessarily the case for

employees. The self-employed don’t have to ask

their bosses for a raise; they go out and find more

work.

Likewise, if you’re self-employed, you’re nor-

mally not dependent upon a single company for

your livelihood, so the hiring or firing decisions

of any one company won’t have the same impact

on you as on that company’s employees. One

self-employed person explains: “I was laid off six

years ago and chose to start my own company

rather than sign on for another ride on someone

else’s roller coaster. It’s scary at first, but I’m now

no longer at someone else’s mercy.”

2. Higher Earnings

You can often earn more when you’re self-

employed than as an employee for someone

else’s business. For example, an employee in a

public relations firm decided to go out on her

own when she learned that the firm billed her

time out to clients at $125 per hour while paying

her only $17 per hour. She now charges $75 per

hour and makes a far better living than she ever

did as an employee.

According to the Wall Street Journal, self-

employed people who provide services are

usually paid at least 20% to 40% more per hour

than employees performing the same work. This

is because firms that hire self-employed workers

(referred to throughout this book as “hiring

firms”) don’t have to pay half of the self-em-

ployed worker’s Social Security taxes, or pay for

unemployment compensation taxes, workers’

compensation coverage, or employee benefits like

health insurance and sick leave for workers who
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are not their employees. Of course, how much

you’re paid is a matter for negotiation between

you and your clients. Self-employed people

whose skills are in great demand may receive far

more than employees doing similar work.

3. Tax Benefits

Being self-employed also provides you with many

tax benefits that employees lack. For example, no

federal or state taxes are withheld from your pay-

checks by an employer as they must be for

employees. Instead, the self-employed normally

pay estimated taxes themselves directly to the IRS

four times a year. (See Chapter 10.) This means

you can hold on to your hard-earned money

longer before you have to turn it over to the IRS.

It’s up to you to decide how much estimated tax

to pay (although there are penalties if you under-

pay). The lack of withholding combined with

control over estimated tax payments can result in

improved cash flow for the self-employed.

More important, you can take advantage of

many tax deductions that are limited or unavail-

able for employees. When you’re self-employed,

you can deduct any necessary expenses related to

your business from your taxable income as long

as they are a reasonable amount and ordinarily

incurred by businesses of your type. This may in-

clude, for example, office expenses (including

those for home offices), travel expenses, enter-

tainment and meal expenses, equipment costs,

and insurance payments. (See Chapter 4.)

In contrast to the numerous deductions avail-

able to the self-employed, an employee’s work-

related deductions are severely limited. Some

deductions available to the self-employed may

not be taken by employees—for example, an em-

ployee may not deduct the cost of commuting to

and from work, but a self-employed person trav-

eling from his or her office to that of a client may

ordinarily deduct this expense. (See Chapter 9.)

And, even those expenses that are deductible for

employees may only be deducted to the extent

they add up to more than 2% of the employee’s

adjusted gross income. This means that most of

an employee’s expenses related to employment

cannot be deducted fully.

In addition, the self-employed can establish

retirement plans, such as SEP-IRAs and Keogh

Plans, that have tax advantages. These plans also

allow them to shelter a substantial amount of their

incomes until they retire. (See Chapter 16.)

Because of these tax benefits, the self-

employed often ultimately pay less in taxes than

employees who earn similar incomes.

4. More Privacy

If you’re seeking to shield yourself from the pry-

ing eyes of the government, you’ll have far more

success if you’re self-employed than if you work

for an employer. The government uses employers

to keep track of employees for a variety of pur-

poses. For example, there is a federal law that

requires all employers to report the name, ad-

dress, and Social Security number of each newly

hired employee to the Department of Health and

Human Services. This information is then placed

in a huge database that is supposedly used solely

to aid in the collection of overdue child support.

Many states have similar requirements. Some

mandate that employers provide them with even

more information, such as telephone numbers,

dates of birth, and details of insurance coverage

provided to new employees.

When you’re self-employed, however, such

laws don’t apply to you, making it far more diffi-

cult for the government to keep tabs on you

through your work.
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B. Working for Yourself: The Bad

Despite its advantages, being self-employed is no

bed of roses. Here are some of the major draw-

backs and pitfalls.

1. No Job Security

As discussed above, one of the best things about

being self-employed is that you’re on your own. On

the other hand, this can be one of the worst things

about it too.

When you’re an employee, you must be paid

as long as you have your job, even if your

employer’s business is slow. This is not the case

when you’re self-employed. If you don’t have

business, you don’t make money. As one self-

employed person says: “If I fail, I don’t eat. I

don’t have the comfort of punching a timeclock

and knowing the check will be there on payday.”

2. No Free Benefits

Although not always required by law, employers

usually provide their employees with health insur-

ance, paid vacations, and paid sick leave. More

generous employers may also provide retirement

benefits, bonuses, and even employee profit

sharing.

When you’re self-employed, you get no such

benefits. You must pay for your own health insur-

ance, often at higher rates than employers pay.

(See Chapter 6.) Time lost due to vacations and

illness comes directly out of your bottom line. And

you must fund your own retirement.

If you don’t earn enough money to purchase

or create these benefits for yourself, you will have

to forgo some or all of them.

3. No Unemployment Insurance
Benefits

The self-employed also don’t have the safety net

provided by unemployment insurance. Because

hiring firms (companies that hire self-employed

people) do not pay unemployment compensation

taxes for the self-employed, self-employed people

cannot collect unemployment benefits when their

work for a firm ends.

4. No Workers’ Compensation

Employers must generally provide workers’ com-

pensation coverage for their employees. Employ-

ees are entitled to collect workers’ compensation

benefits for injuries that occur on the job even if

the injury was their own fault.

Hiring firms usually do not provide workers’

compensation coverage for the self-employed

people they hire. If a work-related injury is a self-

employed person’s fault, he or she has no

recourse against the hiring firm. (See Chapter 6.)

5. No Free Office Space or Equipment

Employers normally provide their employees with

an office or space in which to work and the

equipment they need to do the job. This is not

necessary when a company hires a self-employed

person, who must normally provide his or her

own workplace and equipment.

6. Few or No Labor Law Protections

A wide array of federal and state laws protect

employees from unfair exploitation by employers.

Among other things, these laws:

• impose a minimum wage

• require many employees to be paid time

and a half for overtime

• prohibit discrimination and harassment

• require employers to provide family and

medical leave, leave for military service, or

time off to vote or serve on a jury, and

• protect employees who wish to unionize.

Few such legal protections apply to the self-

employed.
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7. Complete Business Responsibility

When you’re self-employed, you must run your

own business. This means, for example, that

you’ll need to have at least a rudimentary record-

keeping system or hire someone to keep your

records for you. (See Chapter 14.) You’ll also

likely have to file a far more complex tax return

than you did when you were an employee. (See

Chapter 8.)

8. Others May Discriminate

Because you don’t have a guaranteed annual

income as employees do, insurers, lenders, and

others businesses may refuse to provide you with

services or may charge you more than employees

for similar services. It can be particularly difficult,

for example, for a self-employed person to obtain

disability insurance, particularly if he or she

works at home.

Health insurance may be easier to get, but the

premium payments could cost you an arm and a

leg without the benefit of an employer’s group

rate.

Also, it may be more difficult to buy a house

because lenders are often wary of self-employed

borrowers. To prove you can afford a loan, you’ll

likely have to provide a prospective lender with

copies of your recent tax returns and a profit-and-

loss statement for your business.

C. Working for Yourself: The Ugly

Unfortunately, the bad aspects of self-employment

discussed above do not end the litany of potential

woes. Being self-employed can, in some respects,

get downright ugly.

1. Double Social Security Tax

For many, the ugliest and most unfair thing about

being self-employed is that they must pay twice

as much Social Security and Medicare taxes as

employees. Employees pay a 7.65% tax on their

salaries, up to a salary amount capped by the

Social Security tax limit ($94,200 in 2006).

Employers pay a matching amount. In contrast,

self-employed people must pay the entire tax

themselves—a whopping 15.3% on their income

up to the amount capped by the Social Security

tax limit. This is in addition to federal and state

income taxes. In practice, the Social Security tax

is a little less than 15.3% because of certain

deductions, but it still takes a big bite out of what

you earn from self-employment. (See Chapter 10.)

2. Personal Liability for Debts

Employees are not liable for the debts incurred by

their employers. An employee may lose his or her

job if the employer’s business fails but will owe

nothing to the employer’s creditors.

This is not necessarily the case when you’re

self-employed. If you’re a sole proprietor or part-

ner in a partnership, you are personally liable for

your business debts. You could lose much of

what you own if your business fails. However,

there are ways to decrease your personal

exposure, such as obtaining insurance. (See

Chapter 6.)

3. Deadbeat Clients

Ugliest of all, you could do lots of business and

still fail to earn a living. Many self-employed

people have great difficulty getting their clients to

pay them on time or at all. When you’re self-

employed, you bear the risk of loss from dead-

beat clients. Neither the government nor anyone

else is going to help you collect on your clients’

unpaid bills.

Clients who pay late or don’t pay at all have

driven many self-employed people back to the

ranks of those working for the boss. However,

there are many strategies you can use to help

alleviate payment problems. (See Chapter 7.)
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D. How to Use This Book

This book will help you make what’s good about

self-employment even better, make the bad

aspects less daunting, and—hopefully—make the

ugly aspects a little more attractive.

Exactly which portions of the book you’ll need

to read depends on whether you’re already self-

employed or are just starting out.

1. Starting Up Your Business

If you’re just starting out, there are a number of

tasks you’ll need to complete before or soon after

you start doing business. These include:

• choosing the legal form for your business

(see Chapter 2)

• choosing a name for your business (see

Chapter 3)

• deciding where to set up your office (see

Chapter 4)

• obtaining business licenses and permits

and a federal taxpayer ID number (see

Chapter 5)

• obtaining insurance for your business and

yourself (see Chapter 6), and

• setting up at least a rudimentary bookkeep-

ing system (see Chapter 14).

You should read the chapters discussing these

tasks first.

2. Ongoing Legal and Tax Issues

Once your business is up and running, there are a

number of ongoing legal and tax issues you may

have to tackle. These include:

• deciding how to price your services and

taking steps to ensure you get paid (see

Chapter 7)

• paying estimated taxes (see Chapter 11)

• keeping track of your tax-deductible busi-

ness expenses (see Chapters 9 and 14)

• taking steps to ensure that the IRS doesn’t

view you as an employee if you’re audited

(see Chapter 15)

• using written client agreements (see Chap-

ters 18, 19, and 20)

• dealing with ownership of the copyrights,

patents, and trade secrets you create (see

Chapter 17)

• deciding how to help fund your retirement

(see Chapter 16), and

• dealing with taxes for any employees or

independent contractors you hire (see

Chapter 13).

You can read the appropriate chapters when a

problem arises or read them in advance to help

you avoid problems from the outset.  ■
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As a self-employed person, one of the most

important decisions you have to make is

what legal form your business will take. There are

several alternatives—and the form you choose

will have a big impact on how you’re taxed,

whether you’ll be liable for your business’s debts,

and how the IRS and state auditors will treat you.

There are four main business forms:

• sole proprietorship (see Section A)

• corporation (see Section B)

• partnership (see Section C), or

• limited liability company (see Section D).

If you own your business alone, you need not

be concerned about partnerships; this business

form requires two or more owners. If, like most

self-employed workers, you’re running a one-

person business, your choice is between being a

sole proprietor, forming a corporation, or forming

a limited liability company.

Don’t worry too much about making the

wrong decision. Your initial choice about how to

organize your business is not engraved in stone.

You can always switch to another legal form later.

It’s common, for example, for self-employed

people to start out as sole proprietors, then incor-

porate later when they become better established

and start making a substantial income.
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WAYS TO ORGANIZE YOUR BUSINESS

Type of Organization Main Advantages Main Disadvantages

Sole Proprietorship • Simple and inexpensive to create • Owner personally liable for
(See Section A) and operate. business debts.

• Owner reports profit or loss on • Not a separate legal entity.
personal tax return. .

C Corporation • Clients have less risk from • More expensive to create and
(See Section B) government audits. operate than sole proprietorship

• Owners have limited personal or partnership.
liability for business debts. • Double taxation threat because the

• Owners can deduct fringe benefits corporation is a separate taxable
as business expense. entity.

• Owners can split corporate • No beneficial employment tax
profit among owners and treatment.
corporation, paying lower overall
tax rate.

S Corporation • Clients have less risk from • More expensive to create and
(See Section B) government audits. operate than sole proprietorship.

• Owners have limited personal • Fringe benefits for shareholders
liability for business debts. are limited.

• Owners can use corporate losses
to offset income from other status.

• Owners can save on employment
taxes by taking distributions
instead of salary.

Partnership • Simple and inexpensive to create • Owners personally liable for
(See Section C) and operate. business debts.

• Owners report profit or loss on • Two or more owners required.
personal tax returns. • No beneficial employment tax

treatment.

Limited Liability Company • Owners have limited liability • No beneficial employment tax
(See Section D) for business debts if they treatment.

participate in management.
• Profit and loss can be allocated

differently than ownership interests.

Adapted from Legal Guide for Starting & Running a Small Business, by Fred S. Steingold (Nolo).

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/E2F4970B-236E-4728-B61716AFE940582D/111/228/
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A. Sole Proprietorships

A sole proprietorship is a one-owner business. It

is by far the cheapest and easiest legal form for

organizing your business. You don’t have to get

permission from the government or pay any fees

to be a sole proprietor, except perhaps for a

fictitious business name statement or business

license. (See Chapter 5.) You just start doing busi-

ness; if you don’t incorporate or have a partner,

you are automatically a sole proprietor. If you’re

already running a one-person business and

haven’t incorporated, you’re a sole proprietor.

The majority of self-employed people are sole

proprietors. Most sole proprietors run small opera-

tions, but a sole proprietor can hire employees

and nonemployees, too. Indeed, some one-owner

businesses are large operations with many

employees.

1. Tax Concerns

When you’re a sole proprietor, you and your

business are one and the same for tax purposes.

You don’t pay taxes or file tax returns separately

for your sole proprietorship. Instead, you must

report the income you earn or losses you incur

on your own personal tax return, IRS Form 1040.

If you earn a profit, you add the money to any

other income you have—for example, interest

income or your spouse’s income if you’re married

and file a joint tax return. That becomes the total

that is taxed. If you incur a loss, you can use it to

offset income from other sources.

Although you are taxed on your total income

regardless of its source, the IRS also wants to

know about the profitability of your business. To

show whether you have a profit or loss from your

sole proprietorship, you must file IRS Schedule C,

Profit or Loss From Business, with your tax return.

On this form you list all your business income

and deductible expenses. (See Chapter 9.) If you

have more than one business, you must file a

separate Schedule C for each.

Sole proprietors are not employees of their

proprietorships; they are business owners. Their

businesses don’t pay payroll taxes on a sole

proprietor’s income or withhold income tax.

However, sole proprietors do have to pay self-

employment taxes—that is, Social Security and

Medicare taxes—on their net self-employment

income. (See Chapter 10.) These taxes must be

paid four times a year (along with income taxes)

in the form of estimated taxes. (See Chapter 11.)

Hiring firms don’t withhold any taxes from a sole

proprietor’s compensation, but any firm that pays

a sole proprietor $600 or more in a year must file

Form 1099-MISC to report the payment to the IRS.

(See Chapter 9, Section A.)

EXAMPLE: Annie operates a computer consult-

ing business as a sole proprietor—that is, she

is the sole owner of the business. She must

report all the income she receives from her

clients on her individual tax return, IRS Form

1040, and file Schedule C. She need not file a

separate tax return for her business. In one

recent year, she earned $50,000 from consult-

ing and had $15,000 in business expenses,

leaving a net business income of $35,000. She

reports her gross profits from consulting and

her business expenses on Schedule C. She

must add her $35,000 profit to any other in-

come she has and report the total on her Form

1040. She must pay both income and self-em-

ployment taxes on this profit.

2. Liability Concerns

One concern many business owners have is liabil-

ity—that is, whether and to what extent they are

legally responsible for paying their business’

debts or judgments entered against their busi-

nesses in a lawsuit.
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IRS AUDIT RATES ARE HIGHER

FOR SOLE PROPRIETORS

In 2004, 1.86% of sole proprietors earning

more than $100,000 from their businesses

were audited. In contrast, only 0.19% of S

corporations and 0.18% of C corporations

with less than $250,000 in assets were

audited. Thus, sole proprietors earning over

$100,000 were ten times more likely to be

audited than most corporations! A similar dis-

parity holds true for partnerships.

This undoubtedly reflects the IRS’s belief

that sole proprietors habitually underreport

their income, take deductions to which

they’re not entitled, or otherwise cheat on

their taxes. Also, the IRS likely believes that

sole proprietors have greater opportunity to

cheat on tax returns because they are often

self-prepared. In contrast, tax returns for cor-

porations, partnerships, and LLCs are usually

prepared by tax professionals who know

they can be punished by the IRS if they pre-

pare a false return.

The IRS is particularly suspicious of sole

proprietors who report very small incomes

from their businesses. This is shown by the

high audit rates for sole proprietors with

incomes below $25,000.

However, as the chart below shows, the

chances of being audited are still relatively

low, so this factor alone should not dictate

your choice of business form.

2003 2004
Audit Audit
Rate Rate

Sole Proprietors
Income under $25,000 3.00% 3.15%

$25,000 to $100,000 1.33% 1.47%

$100,000 and over 1.47% 1.86%

Partnerships (includes
most LLCs) 0.35% 0.26%

S Corporations 0.30% 0.19%

C Corporations
Assets under $250,000 0.22% 0.18%

$250,000 to $1 million 0.63% 0.34%

$1 million to $5 million 1.50% 0.60%

$5 million to $10 million 3.25% 1.90%

a. Business debts

When you’re a sole proprietor, you are personally

liable for all the debts of your business. This

means that a business creditor—a person or com-

pany to whom you owe money for items you use

in your business—can go after all your assets,

both business and personal. This may include, for

example, your personal bank accounts, your car,

and even your house. Similarly, a personal credi-

tor—a person or company to whom you owe

money for personal items—can go after your

business assets, such as business bank accounts

and equipment.

EXAMPLE: Arnie, a sole proprietor consultant,

fails to pay $5,000 to an office equipment

supplier. The supplier sues him in small

claims court and wins a $5,000 judgment. As

a sole proprietor, Arnie is personally liable for

this judgment. This means that the supplier

can tap not only Arnie’s business bank

account, but his personal savings accounts as

well. The supplier can also go after Arnie’s

personal assets, such as his car and home.
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BANKRUPTCY FOR THE SELF-EMPLOYED

What happens if your debts get out of control?

One thing you don’t have to worry about is

being put in jail—debtor’s prisons were abol-

ished long ago. But you could end up losing

much of what you own.

The final resort for people and businesses

who find themselves in overwhelming debt is

bankruptcy. There are several different types,

as described below.

Chapter 7 bankruptcy is the familiar per-

sonal bankruptcy used by individuals who

can’t pay their personal debts, such as credit

card debt and other consumer debts. However,

personal debts are not limited to consumer

debt. If you’re a sole proprietor, your business

debts are legally your personal debts.

If you successfully complete Chapter 7

bankruptcy, your unsecured debts are dis-

charged—that is, you are no longer legally

obligated to pay them. To obtain such a bank-

ruptcy discharge you must surrender many of

your assets to the Bankruptcy Court—for

example, cash in the bank and some of your

real and personal property. The court then

uses the assets to pay your creditors.

However, you don’t have to surrender all

your assets. Some assets are exempt from bank-

ruptcy, which means that you can keep them.

For example, depending on how much they are

worth, creditors may not be allowed to take

your car, business tools, home, or home fur-

nishings. Retirement accounts are also exempt.

The amount of property that is exempt varies

from state to state—some states are much more

generous to debtors than others.

Chapter 13 bankruptcy is a reorganization

bankruptcy in which you agree to a plan to

repay your debts over five years. All your dis-

posable income must go to your debtors. If you

finish your repayment plan, any remaining

unpaid balance on your unsecured debts is

wiped out. In theory, you get to keep your as-

sets in a Chapter 13 bankruptcy. In practice,

however, many people end up spending down

their assets, including exempt ones, because the

definition of disposable income is so restrictive

that it doesn’t leave them enough to live on.

Chapter 11 bankruptcy is similar to Chapter

13, except it is used by businesses and indi-

viduals with very large debts.

Under the new federal bankruptcy law that

went into effect on October 16, 2005, it is much

more difficult for individuals to obtain a dis-

charge of their debts through Chapter 7 bank-

ruptcy. Among other things, the law may prevent

you from filing for Chapter 7 bankruptcy if your

debts are primarily consumer debts and your

income is above the median for your state. For a

family of four, that’s $55,000 in Texas; $68,000 in

California; and $69,000 in New York. Instead,

you’ll be required to repay your debts through

Chapter 13 bankruptcy, which has also been

made more onerous for debtors.

The law also places new limits on the

“homestead exemption”—the amount of home

equity that you are allowed to keep when you

file for bankruptcy. This will make it more dif-

ficult for debtors to keep their homes when

they go bankrupt.

Some legal experts fear that these changes to

the bankruptcy laws will have a chilling effect on

entrepreneurs—that is, people will be less will-

ing to take financial risks because it is now much

harder to wipe out debts through bankruptcy.

Certainly, this is something you should consider

before you incur any debts for your business.

For a complete discussion of bankruptcy

and the types and amounts of property

your creditors can’t reach, see:

•How to File for Chapter 7 Bankruptcy, by

Stephen Elias, Albin Renauer and Robin

Leonard, and

•Chapter 13 Bankruptcy: Repay Your Debts, by

Robin Leonard.

(Both are published by Nolo.)

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/F87C0B36-D2FB-4FE2-801B76AD0792C01A/213/
http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/9EA5A291-1D33-4DF4-BD9B1192C50CA5E4/213/
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b. Lawsuits

If you’re a sole proprietor, you’ll also be person-

ally liable for business-related lawsuits. Such

lawsuits could result in many kinds of liability,

including the following:

• Premises liability: Responsibility for inju-

ries or damages that occur at your office,

workshop, lab, or other place of business.

• Infringement liability: When someone

claims that you have infringed on a patent,

copyright, trademark, or trade secret.

• Employer liability: Liability for injuries or

damages caused by an employee while he

or she was working for you.

• Product liability: Responsibility for injuries

or damages caused by a product that you

manufacture or sell to the public.

• Negligence liability: When someone

claims that you failed to use “reasonable

care” in your actions, resulting in injuries or

damages.

Fortunately, you can obtain insurance to pro-

tect yourself against these types of risks. (See

Chapter 6.)

3. Audit Concerns

If you are a self-employed person who does work

for a client, you are generally considered an inde-

pendent contractor of the client that hired you. In

some cases, however, a self-employed person’s

relationship to a client will have qualities that

make it look more like an employer-employee

relationship. When this happens, the government

will call you an employee of the client—whether

or not you and the client view the relationship

that way. This employee label can have serious

tax consequences for both you and your client.

Because of these major consequences—which

include heavy fines and back taxes—most compa-

nies will only hire self-employed people whom

they are certain will be viewed by the govern-

ment as independent contractors and not as

employees. One thing the hiring firm will look at

is what sort of business entity you are.

A disadvantage of the sole proprietorship busi-

ness form is that it won’t help you establish that

you’re self-employed in the eyes of the IRS or

state auditors. Sole proprietors who provide ser-

vices can look a lot like employees—especially if

they work on their own without assistants and

deposit their compensation in their personal bank

account. After all, this is exactly what employees

do. For this reason, some hiring firms prefer to

hire self-employed people who have incorporated

their businesses. (See Section B.)

B. Corporations

The word “corporation” usually conjures up im-

ages of huge businesses such as General Motors

or IBM. However, a business doesn’t have to be

large to be a corporation. Virtually any business

can be a corporation, even if it has only one

owner. Indeed, most corporations have only a

few owners; such small corporations are often

called “closely held” corporations.

Relatively few self-employed people are incor-

porated—but don’t let this stop you from consid-

ering this form for your business. Incorporating

your business can result in tax savings, limit your

liability for business debts, and even help you get

clients.

1. What Is a Corporation?

A corporation is a legal form in which you can

organize and conduct a business and share in the

profits or losses. Unlike a sole proprietorship, it

has a legal existence distinct from its owners. It

can hold title to property, sue and be sued, have

bank accounts, borrow money, hire employees,

and do anything else in the business world that a

human being can do.

In theory, every corporation consists of three

groups:
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• those who direct the overall business,

called “directors”

• those who run the day-to-day business

affairs, called “officers,” and

• those who just invest in the business, called

“shareholders.”

However, in the case of a small business cor-

poration, these three groups often boil down to

the same person—that is, a single person can

direct and run the corporation and own all the

corporate stock. So, if you want to incorporate

your one-person business, you don’t have to go

out and recruit a board of directors or officers.

2. Your Employment Status

When you incorporate your business, if you con-

tinue to work in the business, you automatically

become an employee of your corporation,

whether full- or part-time. This is so even if

you’re the only shareholder and are not subject to

the direction and control of anybody else. In

effect, you wear two hats: You’re both an owner

and an employee of the corporation.

EXAMPLE:  Ellen, an independent truck

driver, forms a one-person trucking corpora-

tion, Ellen’s Trucking, Inc. She owns all the

stock and runs the business. The corporation

hires her as an employee with the title of

president.

When you have incorporated your business,

clients hire your corporation, not you personally.

You will sign any written agreement on behalf of

your corporation. When you’re paid, the client

should issue the check to your corporation and

you should deposit it in your corporate bank

account, not your personal account. You can then

pay the money to yourself in the form of salary,

bonus, or dividends. The method you choose to

pay yourself can have important tax conse-

quences. (See Section B5.)

You must withhold Social Security and Medi-

care taxes from any employee salary your corpora-

tion pays you, and you must pay this money to the

IRS just as an employer would for any employee.

(See Chapter 8, Section A.) However, your total

Social Security and Medicare taxes will be about

the same as if you were a sole proprietor. They’re

just paid from two different accounts: Half are paid

by your corporation and half are withheld from

your salary. Because all the money is yours, there

is no real difference here from being a sole propri-

etor. Some additional state payroll taxes will be

due, however—mostly state unemployment taxes.

(See Chapter 8, Section A.)

You can also have your corporation provide

you with employee fringe benefits such as health

insurance and pension benefits. (See Section 6d.)

SELF-EMPLOYED BY ANY OTHER NAME

Strictly speaking, when you incorporate your

business, you are no longer self-employed;

you are an employee of your corporation.

Legally speaking, your corporation is neither

self-employed nor an employee of the clients

or customers for whom it provides services.

Only individual human beings can be self-

employed or employees.

However, people who own single-

shareholder corporations and sell services to

clients still often refer to themselves as self-

employed when they communicate with

clients and customers and other self-

employed people. This is understandable

because their employee status is mainly a

legal technicality.

3. Audit Risks

Many potential clients are fearful of hiring self-

employed people because they are afraid they

could get in trouble if the IRS audits them and

claims that the self-employed workers should have
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been treated as employees. (See Chapter 15.) For

years, tax experts have believed that firms that hire

corporations have a much smaller chance of hav-

ing worker classification problems with the IRS

than firms that hire sole proprietors to do the same

work. This is because taking the time and trouble

to incorporate is strong evidence that a worker is

operating as an independent business.

The IRS confirmed this view in a manual

issued in 1996 to train IRS auditors on how to

determine the status of workers. (See Chapter 15.)

The manual provides that an incorporated worker

will usually not be treated as an employee of the

hiring firm but instead as an employee of the

worker’s corporation.

Because of this clear direction from the IRS,

some hiring firms try to avoid hiring sole propri-

etors or partnerships and deal with incorporated

businesses only. Others give preference to a cor-

poration if they have a choice between hiring a

sole proprietor and a corporation. The ability to

get more business may alone justify the time and

expense involved in incorporating.

Incorporating may be particularly helpful if

you’re a computer programmer, systems analyst,

engineer, or drafter, or if you perform similar

technical services. Because special IRS rules make

it harder for firms that hire such workers to win

IRS worker-classification audits, hiring firms gen-

erally classify them as employees. But they may

make an exception if you’re incorporated and

they are able to hire your corporation instead of

hiring you personally.

However, don’t get the idea that you and your

clients need not worry about the IRS at all if you

incorporate. The IRS also directs that an incorpo-

rated worker may be reclassified as an employee

of the hiring firm if the worker does not follow

corporate formalities or otherwise abuses the cor-

porate form. IRS auditors may disregard your cor-

porate status and find that you’re a hiring firm’s

employee if you act like one—for example, if you:

• deposit your earnings directly into your

personal bank account instead of putting

them into a separate corporate account

• fail to file tax returns for your corporation

• don’t issue yourself stock, or

• fail to follow other corporate formalities,

such as holding an annual meeting or keep-

ing corporate records. (See Section B8.)

IRS DOCKS DOC, BUT NOT M.D., INC.

A case from 1995 shows why many clients

prefer to hire corporations rather than sole

proprietors. An outpatient surgery center

hired two doctors to work as administrators.

They both performed the same services.

However, one of the doctors had formed a

medical corporation of which he was an em-

ployee. The surgery center signed a written

contract with the corporation, not the doctor.

It also paid the corporation, not the doctor.

The other doctor was a sole proprietor and

had no written contract with the center.

The court concluded that the incorporated

doctor was not an employee of the surgery

center, but the unincorporated doctor was an

employee. As a result, the center had to pay

substantial back taxes and penalties for the

unincorporated doctor, but not for the doctor

who was incorporated. (Idaho Ambucare

Center v. U.S., 57 F.3d 752 (9th Cir. 1995).)

4. Liability Concerns

In theory, forming a corporation provides its own-

ers (the shareholders) with “limited liability.” This

means that the shareholders are not personally

liable for corporate debts or lawsuits. The main

reason most small businessowners go to the

trouble of forming corporations is to obtain such

limited liability. However, while incorporating

your business can insulate you from liability to a

certain extent, the protection is not nearly as great

as most people think.
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a. Business debts

Corporations were created to enable people to

invest in businesses without risking their personal

assets if the business failed or became unable to

pay its debts. In theory, corporation owners are

not personally liable for corporate debts or law-

suits. That is, they can lose what they invested in

the corporation, but corporate creditors can’t go

after their personal assets such as their personal

bank accounts or homes.

This theory holds true where large corpora-

tions are concerned. If you buy stock in IBM, for

example, you don’t have to worry about IBM’s

creditors suing you. But it often doesn’t work that

way for small corporations. Major creditors (like

banks) are probably not going to let you shield

your personal assets by incorporating. Instead,

they will likely demand that you personally guar-

antee business loans or extensions of credit—that

is, sign a legally enforceable document pledging

your personal assets to pay the debt if your busi-

ness assets fall short. This means that you will be

personally liable for the debt, just as if you were a

sole proprietor. (See Section A.)

EXAMPLE:  Lisa forms a corporation to run

her part-time home business. She applies for

a business credit card from her bank. She

reads the application carefully and finds that

it contains a clause providing that she will be

personally liable for the credit card balance—

even though the credit card will be in the

corporation’s name, not Lisa’s own name. Lisa

asks the bank to remove the clause. It re-

fuses, stating that its policy is to require per-

sonal guarantees from all small, incorporated

businesses such as Lisa’s. Lisa goes ahead and

signs the application. Now, if Lisa’s corpora-

tion fails to pay off the credit card, the bank

can sue her personally and collect against her

personal assets, such as her personal bank

account.

Not only banks and lenders require personal

guarantees—other creditors may as well. For ex-

ample, you may be required to personally guaran-

tee payment of your office lease or leases for ex-

pensive equipment, like a photocopier or truck.

Standard forms used by suppliers often contain

personal guarantee provisions that make you per-

sonally liable when your company buys office

equipment or similar items.

You can avoid having to make a personal

guarantee for some business debts. These will

most likely be routine and small debts. It’s not

likely, for example, that your office supply store

will make you personally guarantee that your cor-

poration will pay for its purchases. But, of course,

if it gets wise to the fact that your business is not

paying its bills, it won’t extend you any more

credit.

b. Lawsuits

If forming a corporation could shield you from

personal liability for business-related lawsuits,

incorporating would be clearly worthwhile. How-

ever, it’s important to understand that the small

business owner gets relatively little protection

from most lawsuits by incorporating, as the fol-

lowing subsections explain.

Corporation owners are personally liable for
their own negligence

The people who own a corporation (the share-

holders) are personally liable for any damages

caused by their own “negligence” (carelessness)

or intentional wrongdoing in carrying out corpo-

ration business. Lawyers are well aware of this

rule and will take advantage of it if doing so

serves their clients’ interests. If you form a corpo-

ration that lacks the money or insurance to pay

for a legal claim brought against it, you can be

certain that the lawyer for the person suing you

will seek a way to sue you personally, to collect
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against your personal assets. Here are some

examples of how you could be sued personally

even though you’ve formed a corporation:

• A visitor slips and falls at your place of

business and breaks a hip. The visitor’s

lawyer sues you personally for negligence,

claiming you failed to keep your premises

safe.

• An employee accidentally injures someone

while running an errand for you. The

injured person sues you personally for

damages claiming you negligently hired,

trained, and/or supervised the employee.

• A product you invented, designed, manu-

factured, or distributed injures several users.

The injured people sue you personally for

negligence.

• Someone sues you, claiming you’ve

infringed upon a patent or copyright. Even

if you’ve formed a corporation, you can be

personally liable for such claims.

In all these cases, forming a corporation will

prove useless to protect you from personal liability.

Piercing the corporate veil

Another way you can be personally liable even

though you’ve formed a corporation is through a

legal doctrine called “piercing the corporate veil.”

Under this legal rule, courts disregard the corpo-

ration itself and hold its owners personally liable

for any harm done by the corporation and for

corporate debts. Corporate owners risk being

reached personally through their corporation’s

structure if they treat the corporation as their

“alter ego,” rather than as a separate legal entity—

meaning they behave as if they and the corpora-

tion are one and the same, without following the

formalities required for corporate status.  For ex-

ample, they fail to contribute money to the corpo-

ration or issue stock, they take corporate funds or

assets for personal use, they commingle corporate

and personal funds, or they don’t observe corpo-

rate formalities such as keeping minutes and

holding board meetings.

INACTIVE SHAREHOLDERS ARE NOT LIABLE

FOR CORPORATE DEBTS OR WRONGS

As discussed above, shareholders who

actively participate in the management of the

company can be held personally liable,

either for their own negligence or wrong-

doings or under the doctrine of piercing the

corporate veil. However, shareholders who

are not active in the business face no such

personal liability unless they provide a

personal guarantee. Because they aren’t ac-

tive, they don’t commit any personal wrongs

for which they could be sued. And, unlike

those who are active, inactive shareholders

cannot be held personally liable by piercing

the corporate veil. This is why, for example,

the ordinary shareholders in the disgraced

Enron Corporation are not personally liable

for its debts or wrongdoing. But sharehold-

ers who were active in the company—for

example, its president and chief financial of-

ficer—can be held personally (and even

criminally) liable for their actions.

c. The role of insurance

If incorporating won’t relieve you of personal

liability, how can you protect yourself from busi-

ness-related lawsuits? There’s a very simple

answer: get insurance. An insurer will defend you

in such lawsuits and pay any settlements or dam-

age awards up to a certain amount, as defined by

the insurance policy you choose. All wise busi-

ness owners—whether they are sole proprietors,

partners, LLC members, or corporation owners—

get their businesses insured. Liability insurance

and many other forms of business insurance are

available to protect you from the types of lawsuits

described above. (See Chapter 6 for details on

obtaining liability insurance.)
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Note carefully, however, that insurance won’t

protect you from liability for business debts—for

example, if you fail to repay a loan or default on

a lease. This is where bankruptcy comes in.

5. Corporate Taxation Basics

There are two different types of corporations, for

which federal income tax rules differ greatly:

• C corporations, sometimes called regular

corporations (see Section 6), and

• S corporations, also called small business

corporations (see Section 7).

Basically, C corporations pay taxes as corpo-

rate entities while S corporations don’t—indi-

vidual shareholders split up the S corporation’s

tax burden. You can choose to form either type

of corporation. Each has its benefits and its draw-

backs. Generally, S corporations are best for small

businesses that either make little income or suffer

losses. C corporations can be better for successful

businesses with substantial profits. You can start

out as an S corporation and switch to a C corpo-

ration later, or vice versa.

As explained in the next two sections, you

can save money on taxes by incorporating. You

can also gain some less tangible benefits—for

example, small corporations are audited less often

than sole proprietorships. And, even when small

corporations are audited, the IRS takes a less

rigorous look at their tax deductions than it does

for those of sole proprietors.

For additional information on corporate

taxation, see:

•Tax Savvy for Small Business, by Frederick W.

Daily (Nolo), and

•IRS Publication 542, Corporations.

You can obtain these IRS publications free by

calling the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, visiting your

local IRS office, or downloading them from the IRS

website at www.irs.gov.

If, after reading this chapter, you’re not

sure whether a C or S corporation is best

for you, consult an accountant or other tax profes-

sional for help. (See Chapter 21.)

6. Taxes for C Corporations

When you form a corporation, it automatically

becomes a C corporation for federal tax purposes.

C corporations are treated as separate entities

from their owners for tax purposes. C corpora-

tions must pay income taxes on their net income

and file their own tax returns with the IRS using

either Form 1120 or Form 1120-A. They also have

their own income tax rates, which are lower than

individual rates at some income levels. C corpo-

rations can take the same deductions as sole

proprietorships to determine their net profits, plus

some additional deductions as well. This separate

tax identity is a unique attribute of C corpora-

tions—an attribute that can lead to tax savings.

a. Income splitting

When you form a C corporation, you create two

separate taxpayers: your corporation and yourself.

You don’t pay personal income tax on income

your incorporated business earns until it is distrib-

uted to you (as individual income) in the form of

salary, bonuses, or dividends. This allows you to

split the income your business earns with your

corporation. It also lets you save on income tax

because the corporate tax rate may be lower than

your personal tax rate. A C corporation pays less

income tax than an individual on the first $75,000

of taxable income. (See the chart in Section 6c

below.)

In addition, you can keep up to $250,000 of

your business earnings in your corporate bank

account without penalty. You can use this money

to expand your business, buy equipment, or pay

yourself employee benefits, such as health

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/8B17922C-836F-4F71-A67225892035843E/111/
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insurance and pension benefits. However, if you

keep more than $250,000, you’ll become subject

to an extra 15% tax called the “accumulated earn-

ings tax.” This tax is intended to discourage you

from sheltering too much of your corporation’s

earnings.

There is another substantial tax benefit to

income splitting: You don’t have to pay Social Se-

curity and Medicare taxes, also called employ-

ment taxes, on the profits you retain in your cor-

poration. This is a 15.3% tax on salaries paid to

employees, including yourself (up to a ceiling

amount—$94,200 in 2006). For example, if you

retain $10,000 in your corporation rather than

paying it to yourself as salary, you’ll save $1,530

in taxes.

EXAMPLE: Betty owns and operates an incor-

porated construction contracting business. In

one year, the corporation makes a net profit

of $20,000, after paying Betty a salary of

$50,000. Rather than pay herself the $20,000

in additional salary or bonuses, Betty decides

to leave the money in her corporation. She

uses the money to buy equipment. The cor-

poration pays only a 15% corporate income

tax on these retained earnings. Had Betty

taken the $20,000 as salary, she would have

had to pay a 28% personal income tax on her

earnings.

b. Consultants and other professionals

Special tax rules apply to self-employed people

engaged in occupations involving professional ser-

vices. The IRS calls corporations formed by such

people “personal service corporations,” or PSCs.

These corporations are required to pay corporate

tax at a flat rate of 35%.

C Corporations formed by self-employed con-

sultants are PSCs if all of the corporation’s stock is

owned by consultants who are corporate employ-

ees. Consulting means getting paid to give a client

your advice or counsel. You’re not a consultant if

you get paid only if the client buys something

from you or from someone else through you.

Unfortunately for their wallets, huge numbers of

self-employed people qualify as consultants and

are taxed at this high flat rate.

EXAMPLE: Acme Corporation hires Data

Analysis, Inc., a C corporation solely owned

by Tony, a data analyst, to determine its data-

processing needs. Tony, who is an employee

of his corporation, studies Acme’s business

and recommends the type of data and infor-

mation its employees need. Tony doesn’t

provide Acme with computer hardware or

software; he just makes recommendations

about how Acme’s data-processing system

should be designed.

Tony is a consultant and his corporation

is a personal service corporation because

all the stock is owned by consultant-em-

ployees—that is, by Tony. Therefore, the

corporation will be subject to a flat tax

rate of 35%.

A C corporation will also qualify as a personal

service corporation if all the stock is owned by

corporate employees performing the following

activities or professions:

• accounting

• engineering

• law

• health services—including doctors, nurses,

dentists, or other health care professionals

• performing arts, or

• actuarial science.

Because the 35% flat tax on personal service

corporations is so high, income splitting is not

nearly as attractive for these corporations as it is

for corporations that are not PSCs. But because

earnings retained in the PSC are not subject to the

15.3% Social Security and Medicare tax, there are

modest tax benefits to keeping money in a PSC.

For example, if a PSC owner who is in the 25%
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income tax bracket has his PSC pay him $10,000

in salary, he would have to pay a 25% income tax

on the $10,000 plus a 15.3% Social Security and

Medicare tax on the amount—40.3% in taxes. But

if he left the $10,000 in his PSC, the corporation

would only have to pay the 35% flat tax.

However, Social Security taxes are subject to

an annual income ceiling ($94,200 in 2006), so

the advantage of not having to pay these taxes on

funds left in a PSC disappears at higher income

levels. For example, if a PSC pays its owner a

$125,000 annual salary, he would be in the 28%

income tax bracket and have to pay a 2.9% Medi-

care tax on the entire $125,000 and a 12.9% Social

Security tax on the first $94,200; his earnings over

$94,200 would not be subject to the 12.9% Social

Security tax. So, if the PSC pays him another

$10,000 in salary, the amount would be subject to

a total tax of 31.9% (28% plus 2.9%). If he left the

$10,000 in his PSC, it would have to pay a 35%

income tax.

c. Comparison of tax rates

The following chart offers a comparison of the tax

rates for individuals, corporations, and personal

service corporations.

2006 INDIVIDUAL AND CORPORATE TAX RATES

Taxable Income Individual Rate Individual Rate Corporate Rate Personal Service
(Single) (Married filing (Other than Corporation Rate

jointly) personal service
corporations)

Up to $7,550 10% 10% 15% 35%

$7,551–$15,100 15% 10% 15% 35%

$15,101–$30,650 15% 15% 15% 35%

$30,651–$50,000 25% 15% 15% 35%

$50,001–$61,300 25% 15% 25% 35%

$61,301–$74,200 25% 25% 25% 35%

$74,201–$75,000 28% 25% 25% 35%

$75,001–$100,000 28% 25% 34% 35%

$100,001–$123,700 28% 25% 39% 35%

$123,701–$154,800 28% 28% 39% 35%

$154,801–$188,450 33% 28% 39% 35%

$188,451–$335,000 33% 33% 39% 35%

$335,001–$336,550 33% 33% 34% 35%

$336,551–$10,000,000 35% 35% 34% 35%
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The individual income tax brackets shown are

adjusted annually for inflation. This table shows

the 2006 brackets. For later brackets, see IRS Pub-

lication 505, Tax Withholding and Estimated Tax.

You can obtain a free copy by calling the IRS at

800-TAX-FORM, visiting your local IRS office, or

downloading it from the IRS website at

www.irs.gov.

d. Fringe benefits

The other significant tax benefit of forming a C

corporation is that your corporation can provide

you—its employee—with fringe benefits, which it

can then deduct from the corporation’s income as

a business expense. No other form of business

entity can do this.

Possible employee fringe benefits include:

• health insurance for you and your family

• disability insurance

• reimbursement of medical expenses not

covered by insurance

• deferred compensation plans

• group term life insurance

• retirement plans, and

• death benefit payments up to $5,000.

You do not have to include the value of premi-

ums or other payments your corporation makes

for your benefits in your personal income for

income tax purposes. With health insurance costs

skyrocketing, the ability to deduct these expenses

fully is one of the best reasons to form a C

corporation.

EXAMPLE: Marilyn incorporates her market-

ing business, of which she is the only

employee. Marilyn’s corporation provides her

with health insurance for her and her family

at a cost of $6,000 per year. The entire cost

can be deducted from the corporation’s

income for corporate income tax purposes,

but is not included as income on Marilyn’s

personal tax return.

Sole proprietors, S corporation owners, and

partners in partnerships may deduct all of their

health insurance premiums from their personal

income tax, including their own health insurance

premiums and those for their spouses and depen-

dents. But this is a special personal deduction,

not a business deduction. Thus, it doesn’t reduce

their income for Social Security and Medicare tax

purposes.

These business owners get no other tax-

advantaged fringe benefits. If the entity provides

the owner with another type of fringe benefit, the

owner must include its value—and pay income

tax on it—on the owner’s personal tax return. For

example, if an entity taxed as a partnership pro-

vides an owner with disability insurance, the

owner must include the value of the insurance in

his or her taxable income for the year. But there

is one way around this: The business owner can

hire his or her spouse as an employee and pro-

vide the spouse with benefits. (See Chapter 6.)

However, C corporations retain another impor-

tant advantage in the area of health care costs: A

C corporation can establish a medical reimburse-

ment plan that reimburses employees for medical

expenses not covered by insurance. A C corpora-

tion can deduct these costs fully as a business

expense. In contrast, if an unincorporated self-

employed person or S corporation owner pays for

uninsured health expenses out of his or her own

pocket, the personal income tax deduction he or

she may take is limited to only those amounts

exceeding 7.5% of adjusted gross income.

e. Interest-free loans

Yet another benefit of forming a C corporation is

that the shareholders can borrow up to $10,000

from the corporation free of interest. If you

borrow any more than that, however, you must

either pay interest or pay tax on the amount of

interest you should have paid. The interest rate is

determined by IRS tables. No other form of busi-

ness entity offers this benefit.
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When you’re a sole proprietor and you want to
take money out of your business for personal
use, you can simply write yourself a check.
Such a transfer has no tax impact because all of
your sole proprietorship profits are taxed to
you personally. It makes no difference whether
you leave the money in the business or put it
in your personal bank account.

Things are very different when you form a C
corporation. Any direct payment of your corpo-
ration’s profits to you will be considered a
dividend by the IRS and taxed twice. First, the
corporation will pay corporate income tax on
the profit and then you’ll pay personal income
tax on what you receive from the corporation.
This is referred to as “double taxation.”

Income from dividends (payments of profits

from corporations to their shareholders) used to

be taxed at ordinary income tax rates, which

currently range from 10% to 35%. Under tax

changes that took effect in 2003, however,

qualified dividends are taxed at a maximum of

15% for the years 2003 through 2008. Unless

Congress acts again, the tax on dividends will

rise to a maximum of 38.6% in 2009 and 39.6%

in 2011. (For those in the 10% or 15% tax

bracket, the tax rate on qualified dividends is

5%. In 2008, the 5% rate will drop to zero, but

then will go back up to 10% in 2009.)

In real life, however, this problem rarely

arises for small corporations. Ordinarily, you’ll

be an employee of your corporation, and the

salary, benefits, and bonuses you receive will

be deductible expenses for corporate income

tax purposes. If you handle things right, your

employee compensation will eat up all the cor-

porate profits so there’s no taxable income left

on which your corporation will have to pay

income tax. You’ll only pay income tax once—

personal income tax on your employee

compensation.

EXAMPLE: Al has incorporated his con-
sulting business. He owns all the stock
and is the company’s president and sole
employee. In one recent year, the corpora-
tion earned $100,000 in profits. During that
year, Al’s corporation paid him an $80,000
salary and a $20,000 Christmas bonus. The
salary and bonus are tax-deductible corpo-
rate business expenses, leaving the corpo-
ration with a net profit of zero. As a result,
Al’s corporation pays no income taxes. Al
simply pays personal income tax on the
income he received from the corporation,
just as any other employee would.

The only time you might have a problem
with double taxation is when your business
profits are so great that you can’t reasonably pay
them all to yourself in the form of employee
compensation. The IRS only allows corporate
owner-employees to pay themselves a reason-
able salary for work they actually perform. Any
amounts that are deemed unreasonable are
treated as disguised dividends by the IRS and
are subject to double taxation. One way to
avoid this is to leave the excess profits in your
corporation and distribute them to yourself as

salary, bonus, or benefits in future years.

BEWARE OF DOUBLE TAXATION
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Borrowing money from your corporation is a

very attractive option because the loan is not tax-

able income to you. However, shareholder loans

must be true loans. As proof of the loan’s verac-

ity, you should sign a promissory note obligating

you to repay it on a specific date or in regular

installments. The loan should also be secured by

your personal property, such as your house or car.

7. Taxes for S Corporations

When you incorporate, you can elect to form an S

corporation instead of a C corporation. An S cor-

poration is taxed like a sole proprietorship.

Unlike a C corporation, it is not a separate tax-

paying entity. Instead, the corporate income and

losses are passed directly to the shareholders—

that is, you and anyone else who owns your busi-

ness along with you. The shareholders must split

the taxable profit according to their shares of

stock ownership and report that income on their

individual tax returns.

An S corporation normally pays no taxes but

must file an information return with the IRS on

Form 1120-S, indicating how much the business

earned or lost and each shareholder’s portion of

the corporate income or loss.

EXAMPLE:  Alice owns ABC Programming,

Inc., an S corporation, and is its sole share-

holder and sole employee. In one year, ABC

earned $100,000 in gross income and had

$90,000 in deductions, including an $80,000

salary for Alice. The corporation’s $10,000 net

profit is passed through directly to Alice, who

must report it as income on her personal tax

return. The S corporation files an information

return with the IRS on Form 1120-S but pays

no income taxes itself.

S corporations have been very popular with

small business owners. Owning an S corporation

can give you the best of both worlds. You’re

taxed as a sole proprietor, which is simpler than

being taxed as a C corporation and is particularly

helpful when you’re starting out with little busi-

ness income (or perhaps even losses). At the

same time, you still have the limited liability of a

corporation owner. And there’s another benefit:

You can save on self-employment taxes by setting

up an S corporation.

a. Deducting business losses

You must report income or loss from an S corpo-

ration on your individual tax return. This means

that if your business has a loss, you can deduct it

from income from other sources, including your

spouse’s income if you’re married and file a joint

return. You can’t do this with a C corporation

because it’s a separate taxpaying entity; its losses

must be subtracted from its income and can’t be

passed on to you. The ability to deduct business

losses on your personal tax return may be par-

ticularly helpful when you’re starting out, if you

have incurred business losses you can use to

reduce your total taxable income.

EXAMPLE: Jack and Johanna are a married

couple who file a joint income tax return.

Johanna earns $80,000 a year from her job.

Jack quits his job as an employee-salesperson

and becomes self-employed. He forms an S

corporation with himself as the sole share-

holder and only employee. In his first year in

business, his company earns $20,000 and has

$40,000 in expenses. Jack and Johanna report

this $20,000 loss on their joint tax return and

subtract it from their total taxable income.

Because Johanna’s $80,000 salary puts them

in the 25% income tax bracket (see Section

6c, above), they’ve saved $5,000 in income

tax (25% x $20,000).

b. No income splitting

When you operate an S corporation, you can’t

split your income between two separate taxpay-

ing entities as you can with a C corporation. If
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your business does well, income splitting can

reduce your federal income taxes because C cor-

porations may pay less tax than individuals at cer-

tain income levels. (See Section 6a.) (Whether C

corporations actually pay less tax or not depends

on their exact income—for example, they pay

more than married taxpayers on amounts up to

$15,100, but less than single taxpayers on

amounts from $30,651 to $50,000; see the chart in

Section 6c, above, for more details.)

But the inability to split your income between

yourself and your S corporation may be a draw-

back only in theory. Income splitting is a viable

option only if your business earns enough money

for you to leave some in your corporate bank

account, rather than distributing it all to yourself

in the form of salary, bonuses, and benefits. Many

self-employed people don’t make enough money

to even consider income splitting—particularly

when they’re starting out. And, if you begin to

make so much money that you want to split

income, you can always convert your S corpora-

tion to a C corporation.

c. Social Security tax

An important tax benefit of forming an S corpora-

tion is that it can save you Social Security and

Medicare tax. This is a flat 15.3% tax on your first

$94,200 in income in 2006; the taxable income

ceiling is adjusted annually for inflation. If you

earn more than that amount, you also pay a 2.9%

Medicare tax on the excess.

If you’re a sole proprietor, partner in a partner-

ship, or limited liability company member, all the

income you receive from your business is subject

to these taxes, called self-employment taxes. (See

Chapter 10.) If you incorporate your business and

you are an employee of your corporation, the

same 15.3% tax must be paid. You pay half out of

your employee compensation, and your corpora-

tion pays the other half.

Whether you are a sole proprietor, partner in a

partnership, limited liability company member, or

employee of your C corporation, you must pay

Social Security and Medicare taxes on all the

income you take home.

Only S corporations offer you a way to take

home some money without paying these taxes.

You report your corporation’s earnings on your

personal tax return and you must pay Social Secu-

rity and Medicare taxes on any employee salary

your S corporation pays you. You do not, how-

ever, have to pay such tax on distributions from

your S corporation—that is, on the net profits that

pass through the corporation to you personally.

The larger your distribution, the less Social Secu-

rity and Medicare tax you’ll pay.

EXAMPLE: Mel, a consultant, has formed an

S corporation of which he’s the sole share-

holder and only employee. In one year, his

corporation had a net income of $50,000. If

Mel pays this entire amount to himself as

employee salary, he and his corporation will

have to pay a 15.3% Social Security and Medi-

care tax on all $50,000—a total tax of $7,650.

Instead, Mel decides to pay himself

only a $30,000 salary. The remaining

$20,000 is passed through the S corpora-

tion and reported as an S corporation dis-

tribution on Mel’s personal income tax

return, not as employee salary. Because it

is not viewed as employee earnings, Mel

does not have to pay Social Security or

Medicare tax on this amount. Mel pays

only $4,590 in Social Security and Medi-

care taxes instead of $7,650—a tax saving

of $3,060.

Theoretically, if you took no salary at all, you

would not owe any Social Security and Medicare

taxes. As you might expect, however, this is not

allowed. The IRS requires S corporation share-

holder-employees to pay themselves a reasonable

salary—at least what other businesses pay for

similar services.
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S corporation owners may also avoid Social

Security and Medicare taxes by keeping their

business earnings in their corporation. The own-

ers would still have to pay personal income tax

on the amounts so retained, but they would not

be subject to Social Security or Medicare tax.

When you reduce the Social Security tax you

pay in this way, you might receive smaller Social

Security benefits when you retire, because ben-

efits are based on your contributions. However,

you can more than offset this loss by putting the

money you save now into a tax-advantaged retire-

ment plan such as an IRA, SEP-IRA, or Keogh

Plan. You’ll probably earn more money from your

contributions to such plans than you’d collect

from making a similar contribution to Social Secu-

rity. In addition, your contributions to such plans

are usually tax deductible, and you can start tak-

ing the money out when you reach age 591/2. In

contrast, you can’t collect Social Security until

you’re at least 62. (For more on retirement plans,

see Chapter 16.)

d. S corporation rules

The IRS has rules on who can establish an S cor-

poration and how these corporations must oper-

ate. For example:

• an S corporation cannot have more than

100 shareholders

• none of an S corporation’s shareholders can

be nonresident aliens—that is, noncitizens

who don’t live in the United States

• an S corporation can have only one class of

stock—for example, you can’t create pre-

ferred stock giving some shareholders spe-

cial rights, and

• S corporation shareholders can only be

individuals, estates, or certain trusts—a

corporation can’t be an S corporation share-

holder.

If you’re running a one-person business, are a

U.S. citizen or live in the United States, and will

be the only shareholder, these restrictions will not

affect  the operations of your S corporation.

e. How to elect S corporation status

To establish an S corporation, you must first form

a regular corporation under your state law. (See

Section B9.) Then, you must file Form 2553 with

the IRS. If you want your corporation to start off

as an S corporation, you must file the form within

75 days of the start of the tax year for your business.

f. State tax rules

Check with the appropriate state agency to find

out how an S corporation files and pays state

taxes. Typically, states impose a minimum annual

corporate tax or franchise fee. You may also face

a state corporation tax on S corporation income—

for example, California imposes a 1.5% tax on

S corporation profits in addition to a minimum

annual franchise tax of $800. However, you can

deduct any state and local taxes from your federal

income taxes as business expenses.

8. Disadvantages of the
Corporate Form

Although there are many advantages to incorpo-

rating, there are also some disadvantages. You’ll

have to pay some taxes and fees that other busi-

ness entities don’t pay. And you’ll have to main-

tain minimal corporate formalities that will take

some time and effort.

a. Corporate formalities

The IRS and state corporation laws require corpo-

rations to hold annual shareholder meetings and

document important decisions with corporate

minutes, resolutions, or written consents signed

by directors or shareholders. Fortunately, this is

not a substantial burden for small businesses with

only one or a few shareholders and directors.

Such corporations usually dispense with holding

real annual meetings. Instead, the secretary of the

corporation prepares minutes for a meeting that

takes place on paper only. There are also
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standard minute and consent forms you can use

to ratify important corporate decisions.

If you’re audited and the IRS discovers that

you have failed to comply with corporate formali-

ties, you may face drastic consequences. For

example, if you fail to document important tax

decisions and tax elections with corporate min-

utes or signed consents, you may lose crucial tax

benefits and risk substantial penalties. Even

worse, if you neglect these basic formalities, the

IRS or a court may conclude that your corporation

is a sham—and you may lose the limited liability

afforded by your corporate status. This could

leave you personally liable for corporate debts.

In addition, certain instutitions—such as banks,

trusts, escrow and title companies, and landlords—

often insist on a board or shareholder resolution

that approves a corporate transaction with the

institution—for example, borrowing money or

renting property.

For information on handling corporate

formalities in a streamlined manner, see

The Corporate Records Handbook: Meetings, Min-

utes & Resolutions, by Anthony Mancuso (Nolo).

b. More complex bookkeeping

It is absolutely necessary that you maintain a

separate corporate bank account if you incorpo-

rate. You’ll need to keep a more complex set of

books than you would as a sole proprietor. You’ll

also need to file a somewhat more complex tax

return, or file two returns if you form a C corpora-

tion. And because you’ll be an employee of your

corporation, you’ll need to pay yourself a salary

and file employment tax returns. (See Chapter 8.)

All of this takes time and costs money.

You’ll probably want to use the services of

an accountant or bookkeeper, at least

when you are starting out. A seasoned pro may be

able to set up a bookkeeping system, make em-

ployment tax payments, provide guidance about

tax deductions, and prepare tax returns for you.

If you have a computer, you can also use

accounting software packages for small

businesses, such as QuickBooks, Mind Your Own

Business, Peachtree Accounting, and many others.

c. Some increased taxes and fees

Finally, there are some fees and taxes you’ll have

to pay if you incorporate that are not required if

you’re a sole proprietor. For example, because

you’ll be an employee of your corporation, your

corporation will have to contribute to a fund that

provides unemployment compensation for you.

(See Chapter 13, Section B.) The cost varies from

state to state but is at least several hundred dol-

lars per year.

You’ll also have to pay a fee to your state to

form your corporation, and you may have to pay

additional fees throughout its existence. In most

states, the fees are between $100 and $300. At

least one state—California—imposes much higher

fees: $900 to incorporate generally or $600 to

form a small corporation. California corporations

also have to pay a minimum $800 franchise tax to

the state every year after their first year in busi-

ness, even if the corporation has no profits. Fortu-

nately, you can deduct any state and local fees

and taxes from your federal income taxes as busi-

ness expenses.

9. Forming a Corporation

You create a corporation by filing the necessary

forms with and paying the required fees to your

appropriate state agency—usually the office of the

secretary of state or corporations commissioner. Each

state specifies the forms to use and the filing cost.

You’ll also need to choose a name for your

corporation (see Chapter 3), adopt corporate

bylaws, issue stock, and set up your corporate

records. This all sounds complicated, but it really

isn’t that difficult to do yourself. You can obtain

preprinted articles, bylaws, and stock certificates

and simply fill in the blanks.

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/1B2BC4C7-5C24-4B89-9EA194143AC2A0B4/111/
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For detailed guidance on forming corpora-

tion in any of the 50 states, see Incorporate

Your Business: A Legal Guide to Forming a Corpo-

ration in Your State (Nolo). Or check out Incorpo-

rator Pro, software available from Nolo that helps

you create the documents you need to form a cor-

poration in any state. If you want to incorporate in

California, see How to Form Your Own California

Corporation (Nolo). All are written by Anthony

Mancuso.

THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE HOME

FOR INCORPORATING

People who live in high-tax states such as

California and New York often hear that they

can save money by incorporating in low-tax

states such as Nevada or Delaware.

This is a myth. You won’t save a dime by

incorporating outside your own state. If you

form an out-of-state corporation, you will

have to qualify to do business in your home

state anyway. This process is similar to incor-

porating in your state and costs the same

amount. And you will have to pay any state

corporate income taxes levied by your home

state for income you earn there. Even if

another state has more modern or flexible

corporation laws, these mostly favor large,

publicly held corporations, not the small,

closely held corporations that self-employed

people form.

10. Professional Corporations

As explained in Section 6b, above, you may be

required to form a special kind of corporation

called a “professional” or “professional service”

corporation if you’re involved in certain types of

professions. The list of professionals who must

form professional corporations varies from state to

state but usually includes:

• accountants

• engineers

• lawyers

• psychologists

• social workers

• veterinarians, and

• health care professionals such as doctors,

dentists, nurses, physical therapists, optom-

etrists, opticians, and speech pathologists.

Call your state’s corporate filing office—usually

the office of the secretary of state or corporations

commissioner—to see who is covered in your

state.

a. Ownership requirements

Typically, a professional corporation must be

organized for the sole purpose of performing pro-

fessional services, and all shareholders must be

licensed to render that service. For example, in a

medical corporation, all the shareholders must be

licensed physicians.

b. Formation requirements

You must use special forms and procedures to

establish a professional corporation—for example,

you might be required to obtain a certificate of

registration from the government agency that

regulates your profession, such as the state bar

association. Also, you must include special lan-

guage in your articles of incorporation.

c. Limits on limited liability

In most states, you cannot use a professional cor-

poration to avoid personal liability for your own

malpractice or negligence—that is, your failure to

exercise a reasonable amount of care while carry-

ing out your professional responsibilities.

EXAMPLE: Janet, a civil engineer, forms a

professional corporation of which she is the

sole shareholder. She designs a bridge that

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/1F7368F5-D947-49DE-8BA5DC26ACCF1154/111/182/
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collapses, killing dozens of commuters. Even

though Janet is incorporated, she could be

held personally liable (along with her corpo-

ration) for any damages caused by her negli-

gence in designing the bridge. Both Janet’s

personal assets and those of her corporation

are at risk.

You can usually obtain additional business

insurance to protect you against these types of

risks, but it can be expensive. (See Chapter 6.)

However, if you’re a professional involved in a

group practice with other professionals, incorpo-

rating will shield you from personal liability

for malpractice committed by other members of

the group.

EXAMPLE: Marcus is a doctor involved in an

incorporated medical practice with Susan,

Florence, and Louis. One of Louis’s patients

claims he committed malpractice and sues him

personally and the group. Though both the

group and Louis can be held liable, Marcus,

Susan, and Florence cannot be held person-

ally liable for Louis’s malpractice. This means

that their personal assets are not at risk.

d. Tax rates

As explained in Sections 6b and 6c, above, per-

sonal service corporations are subject to a flat tax

rate of 35% as opposed to other corporations,

which are taxed at 15%–39% based on income.

C. Partnerships

If you are not the sole owner of your business,

you cannot organize as a sole proprietorship. In-

stead, you automatically become a partner in a

partnership unless you incorporate or form a lim-

ited liability company.

A partnership is much the same as a sole pro-

prietorship except that there are two or more

owners. Like a sole proprietorship, a partnership

is legally inseparable from the owners (the part-

ners). Unlike corporations, partnerships do not

pay taxes as an entity, although they file an

annual tax form. Instead, partnership income and

losses are passed through the partnership to the

partners and reported on the partners’ individual

federal tax returns. Partners must file IRS Schedule

E with their returns, showing their partnership

income and deductions.

Like sole proprietors, partners are neither

employees nor independent contractors of their

partnership; they are self-employed business

owners. A partnership does not pay payroll taxes

on the partners’ income or withhold income tax.

Like sole proprietors, partners must pay income

taxes (see Chapter 9) and self-employment taxes

(see Chapter 10) on their partnership income.

For a detailed discussion of partnerships,

including how to write partnership agree-

ments, see The Partnership Book: How to Write a

Partnership Agreement, by Denis Clifford and

Ralph Warner (Nolo).

1. Ownership

The main difference between a partnership and a

sole proprietorship is that one or more people

own the business along with you. This means

that, among other things, you have to decide:

• how each partner will share in the partner-

ship profits or losses

• how partnership decisions will be made

• what the duties of each partner are

• what happens if a partner leaves or dies, and

• how disputes will be resolved.

Although not required by law, you should cre-

ate a written partnership agreement answering

these and other questions.

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/2B56A3E5-074A-4AE1-9E827B910E1B3426/111/228/
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2. Personal Liability

Partners are personally liable for all partnership

debts and lawsuits, just like sole proprietors. (See

Section A.) This means that you’ll be personally

liable for business debts your partners incur,

whether or not you know about them.

3. Limited Partnerships

A limited partnership is a special kind of partner-

ship with two types of partners. One or more

“general partners” run the partnership business.

The other “limited partners” invest in the partner-

ship but don’t help run it. The limited partners

are a lot like corporate shareholders in that they

aren’t personally liable for the partnership’s debts.

The general partners are treated just like partners

in normal partnerships and are liable for all part-

nership debts and lawsuits.

Limited partnerships are most commonly used

for setting up real estate and similar investments.

Self-employed people rarely form them. If there

are people who want to invest in your business

but don’t want to work in it or have any personal

liability, you’d probably be better off forming a

corporation and selling them shares. That way,

you’ll have the limited liability afforded by corpo-

rate status. (See Section B4.)

4. Registered Limited Liability
Partnerships

In all states, professionals may set up a special

type of partnership called a “registered limited

liability partnership” (RLLP). In some states,

including California, certain types of professionals

are not allowed to form limited liability compa-

nies (LLCs, discussed in Section D, below), so

RLLPs were established as an alternative.

RLLPs give their partner-owners the same type

of limited liability as owners of professional cor-

porations: The partners remain personally liable

for their own malpractice but have limited liability

for malpractice by other partners in the firm. In

addition, in most states the RLLP partners receive

personal liability protection from business debts

and other lawsuits, such as slip-and-fall suits.

RLLPs are limited to professionals in certain

occupations—typically people who work in the

medical, legal, and accounting fields, and a few

other professions in which a professional-client

relationship exists. The list of professionals who

may form an RLLP in a particular state is normally

the same as the list of those eligible to form a

professional corporation.

You need at least two partners to form an

RLLP, and the partners must usually be licensed in

the same or related professions.

RLLPs are taxed like any other partnership—

that is, they are pass-through tax entities. The

owners are taxed on all profits on their individual

income tax returns at their individual tax rates.

The RLLP itself is not taxed on profits.

For more information on RLLPs, look up

your state RLLP law. You can find it online

through Nolo’s website at www.nolo.com/statute/

state.cfm. Click on your state and then search in

your state’s codes to find the RLLP act. You can

also try calling your secretary of state or LLC filing

office for further information.

D. Limited Liability Companies
(LLCs)

The limited liability company, or LLC, is the new-

est type of business form in the United States. An

LLC is taxed like a sole proprietorship or partner-

ship but provides its owners with the same lim-

ited liability as a corporation. LLCs have become

extremely popular with self-employed people

because they are simpler and easier to run than

corporations.

http://www.nolo.com/statute/state.cfm
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For a complete discussion of limited

liability companies, see Form Your Own

Limited Liability Company, by Anthony Mancuso

(Nolo).

1. LLC Owners

When LLCs first began in the mid-1990s, most

states required that they have two or more own-

ers (or “members”), which made life difficult for

people running one-person businesses. This is no

longer the case. As of the latest printing of this

book, every state allows one-person LLCs.

Generally speaking, you are considered a busi-

ness owner, not an employee, when you form an

LLC. If, however, you receive a guaranteed salary

or pay from the LLC (instead of or in addition to a

share in the LLC’s profits), you will be considered

an employee of the LLC. For example, if an LLC

owner is guaranteed $10,000 per year regardless

of the LLC’s profits, the owner is treated as an

employee of the LLC, which means the $10,000 is

subject to income tax withholding and employ-

ment taxes.

In some states, people involved in certain pro-

fessions are not allowed to form regular LLCs.

Instead, they must form “professional” LLCs and

comply with special rules. Typically, these rules

provide that only licensed professionals may own

a membership interest in the professional LLC and

require each member to carry a specified amount

of malpractice insurance. These restrictions usu-

ally apply to doctors and other licensed health

care professionals, lawyers, accountants, and, in

some states, engineers.

In a few states, however, such professionals

are not allowed to form LLCs at all. Instead, they

must form limited liability partnerships, as dis-

cussed in Section C4, above. These states include

California and Rhode Island.

Even if you are allowed to form an LLC, doing

so may not be advantageous if you are a profes-

sional and practice with others, rather than by

yourself. This is because LLC laws in most states

do not protect an LLC owner from personal liabil-

ity for the malpractice of another professional in

the practice. Thus, if you form an LLC, you could

end up being personally liable for the malpractice

of your co-owners. You’d be better off forming a

professional corporation or RLLP, both of which

will shield you from personal liability for the mal-

practice of your co-owners.

2. Tax Treatment

IRS rules permit LLC owners to decide for them-

selves how they want their LLC to be taxed. An

LLC can be taxed as a pass-through entity—like a

sole proprietorship, partnership, or S corpora-

tion—or as a regular C corporation.

a. Pass-through entity

Ordinarily, LLCs are pass-through entities. This

means that they pay no taxes themselves. Instead,

all profits or losses are passed through the LLC to

be reported on the LLC members’ individual tax

returns. This is the same as for a sole proprietor-

ship, S corporation, or partnership.

If the LLC has only one member, the IRS treats

it as a sole proprietorship for tax purposes. The

members’ profits, losses, and deductions are

reported on his or her Schedule C, the same as

for any sole proprietor. (See Section A1.)

If the LLC has two or more members, each

year it must prepare and file the same tax form

used by a partnership—IRS Form 1065, Partner-

ship Return of Income—showing the allocation of

profits, losses, credits, and deductions passed

through to the members. The LLC must also

prepare and distribute to each member a Sched-

ule K-1 form showing the member’s allocations.

b. Changing Your Tax Treatment

Owners of LLCs have the option of being taxed as

a C or an S corporation. You do this by making

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/D1092633-48FE-489E-B8C4E6E59542339C/111/
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CHOOSING A FORM OF BUSINESS

There is no one best business form—and choosing the one that will work best for you can be diffi-

cult. It all depends on your goals and preferences. The following chart may help you analyze which

business form best furthers your own personal goals.

Goal   Sole Partnership LLC S Corporation C Corporation
  Proprietorship

Easiest and cheapest to form ✓ ✓

and operate

Simplest tax returns ✓ ✓

Avoid state and federal ✓ ✓ ✓

unemployment taxes

Deduct losses from your ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

personal taxes

Distribute high profits ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Limit your personal liability ✓ ✓ ✓

Added credibility for your business ✓ ✓

Save on Social Security taxes ✓

Retain earnings in business ✓

(split income)

Provide tax-deductible benefits ✓

to employees, including yourself

Benefit from lower corporate ✓

tax rates

an “election” to receive corporation tax treatment

with the IRS. Most businesses don’t make this

election. However, you might choose to be taxed

as an S corporation if you want to save on

employment taxes. Or, you might want to be

taxed as a C corporation because you want maxi-

mum deductions for fringe benefits.

If you want to make an election to change

your tax treatment, you simply check the appro-

priate box on IRS Form 8832, Entity Classification

Election, and file it with the IRS. The election can

be made at any time. Once you file the form,

your LLC will be treated exactly like a C corpora-

tion by the IRS (most states also recognize the

election for state tax purposes). You’ll have to file

corporate tax returns and will have all the ben-

efits and burdens of C corporation tax treatment

described above.

If you want your LLC partnership to be taxed

as an S corporation, you may do so by filing an S
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corporation election with the IRS, IRS Form 2553,

Election by a Small Business Corporation. But you

must meet all the conditions for S corporation sta-

tus to be treated as one. Your business will still

be an LLC for all other nontax purposes. If it turns

out you don’t like your corporation tax treatment,

you can change back to partnership tax treatment

by making another election, but you must ordi-

narily wait five years to do so. (Treas. Reg. §

301.7701-3(c)(1)(iv).)

Choosing to be taxed as a corporation has sig-

nificant tax consequences, so it’s wise to consult a

tax pro before making the change. (Partnerships

also have the option of choosing corporation tax

treatment as described above.)

3. Liability Concerns

LLC owners (members) enjoy the same limited

liability from business debts and lawsuits as cor-

poration owners. (See Section B4.)

4. Pros and Cons of an LLC

LLCs appear to be a clear favorite over partner-

ships because they offer the same tax benefits but

also provide limited liability. They are also a seri-

ous alternative to corporations, because they are

simpler but offer the same limited liability as cor-

porations and have some tax advantages.

Whether an LLC is right for you depends on

whether the advantages of an LLC outweigh the

disadvantages for your business.

a. Advantages of LLCs

LLCs provide the same limited liability as corpora-

tions. However, as discussed previously, such

“limited liability” is often more mythical than real.

(See Sections B4 and B10, above.)

Setting up an LLC takes about the same

amount of time and money as setting up a corpo-

ration, but an LLC is simpler and easier to run

thereafter. With a corporation, you must hold and

record regular and special shareholder meetings

to transact important corporate business. Even if

you’re the only corporate owner, you need to

document your decisions. This isn’t required for

an LLC.

LLCs also allow more flexibility to allocate

profits and losses among the business’s owners

than corporations do. The owners of an S corpo-

ration must pay taxes on profits or get the

benefits of losses in proportion to their stock

ownership. For example, if there are two share-

holders and each owns 50% of the stock, they

must each pay tax on 50% of the corporation’s

profits or get the benefits of 50% of the losses. In

contrast, if you form an LLC, you have near total

flexibility on how to allocate profits and losses

among the owners—for example, one owner

could get 75% of the profits and the other 25%.

Of course, this will be useful only if two or more

people own your business.

Unlike an LLC, a C corporation cannot allocate

profits and losses to shareholders at all. Share-

holders get a financial return from the corporation

by receiving corporate dividends or a share of the

corporate assets when it is sold or liquidated.

LLCs don’t have to comply with the rules limit-

ing who can form and own an S corporation. (See

Section B7d.)

And finally, LLC members are not employees

of the LLC, so the LLC doesn’t have to pay federal

and state unemployment taxes for them. When

you form a corporation, you are an employee of

the corporation and such taxes must be paid.

b. Disadvantages of LLCs

Perhaps the biggest drawback of LLCs is that they

don’t offer the opportunity to save on self-

employment taxes, as an S corporation does. LLC

members who actively manage the business must

pay self-employment tax on all the income they

receive from the LLC—whether in the form of

salary or distributions. In contrast, you can save

on self-employment taxes by forming an
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S corporation because S corporation distribu-

tions—as opposed to salaries—are not subject to

self-employment tax. (See Section B7.)

Moreover, money you retain in an S corpora-

tion or C corporation is not subject to self-

employment taxes. This is not the case with an

LLC that is treated as a pass-through entity.

Whether you distribute your LLC profits to your-

self or leave them in your company, you must

pay self-employment taxes on your entire share of

LLC profits.

In addition, firms that hire LLCs and pay them

more than $600 per year must file Form 1099-

MISC with the IRS to report the amount of the

payment. (This requirement doesn’t apply if the

LLC has opted to be taxed as a corporation.) Gen-

erally speaking, hiring firms do not have to file

Form 1099-MISC when they hire a corporation.

For this reason, some businesses prefer to hire

corporations instead of LLCs because they can

avoid filing the 1099-MISC form altogether. Firms

don’t like filing the forms because they often lead

to audits.

5. Forming an LLC

To form an LLC, you must file articles of organiza-

tion with the appropriate state agency. Your

company’s name will have to include the words

“limited liability company” or “LLC” or a similar

phrase as set forth in your state law. You should

also create a written operating agreement, which is

similar to a partnership agreement. (See Section C.)

For a complete explanation of how to form

limited liability companies, see Form Your

Own Limited Liability Company, by Anthony

Mancuso (Nolo). ■
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This chapter will help you choose a name for

your business, which you should do shortly

after you decide on the legal form of your busi-

ness. (See Chapter 2). You’ll need to have a

business name before you can establish bank

accounts, print stationery, and market your busi-

ness to others.

Naming your business can be confusing

because you have the option of using different

names in different contexts:

• Legal name: This is the official name of

your business. It is the name you must

always use when you sign legal documents

(for example, contracts), file tax returns,

sign leases, apply for bank loans, or file

lawsuits.

• Trade name: This is the name you use to

identify your business to the public—for

example, on your business stationery, in

advertising, on business cards, in websites,

in marketing literature, and so on. Your

legal name and your trade name can be,

but are not required to be, the same.

A. Choosing a Legal Name

The legal name you choose will depend in part

on what legal form your chose for your business.

If, like the vast majority of self-employed people,

you’re a sole proprietor, your legal name will be

simply your personal name.

EXAMPLE: Joe Dokes forms his one-person

business as a sole proprietorship. Therefore,

his business’s legal name is “Joe Dokes.” This

is the name he’ll use to sign contracts, file tax

returns, and so on.

Things become slightly more complicated if

you form a general partnership. In this case, you

can use either the last names of all the partners

or a name you create as your legal name. If you

want to use something other than your last

names, you must draft and sign a written partner-

ship agreement that includes your partnership’s

legal name. Before you do this, read Section B3

on avoiding conflicts with other companies’

names. In addition, you must register your

partnership’s legal name, as described in Section

B4, below.

EXAMPLE: Charles Smith and Mary Jones

enter into a partnership to invent and market

a new type of can opener. They can call their

partnership “Smith and Jones” or “The Smith

and Jones Partnership” or they can choose a

different name by drafting and signing a writ-

ten partnership agreement. They decide to

do the latter, naming their partnership “The

Open Sesame Group.”

If you create a corporation or limited liability

company (LLC), you must choose its legal name.

Like racehorses, corporations must have unique

names. Once you decide upon a name, you must

get permission to use it by registering the name

with the appropriate agency in your state, usually

the secretary of state’s office. (See Section B5,

below, for more on registering a corporation or

LLC name.)

B. Choosing a Trade Name

Your trade name is your public name—the moni-

ker customers, clients, and other businesses will

use when contacting you. Once you have picked

a legal name, you must decide whether you also

want to use it as your trade name.

1. Using Your Legal Name as Your
Trade Name

The simplest thing to do is to use your legal name

as your trade name. If, like most self-employed

people, you’re a sole proprietor, this means you’ll

use your personal name as your trade name. If
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you’re a partnership, LLC, or corporation, you’ll

use the name you’ve chosen as your legal name

(or the last names of the partners).

If you use your legal name as your trade

name, you may add words at the end of it to

make it clear that you are in business—for

example, a sole proprietor consultant named Joe

Dokes could use the name “Joe Dokes Consult-

ing.” There is no requirement that you do this,

but you might find it helpful for marketing or

identification purposes.

Depending on the state in which you live,

you may have to register your name if you add a

word to the end of it in this way. No matter

where you live, however, you will always have to

register your name if the additional words imply

that your sole proprietorship has more than one

owner—for example “Joe Dokes and Company.”

2. Using a Made-Up Name as Your
Trade Name

Instead of using your legal name as your trade

name, you have the option of making up a new

name that differs from your legal name.

EXAMPLE: Roseanne Zeiss quits her job with

a public relations firm and sets up her own

public relations business as a sole proprietor.

The legal name of Roseanne’s sole proprietor-

ship is “Roseanne Zeiss.” Instead of using this

as her trade name, she decides to call her

business “AAA Publicity” so she’ll come first

in her local business telephone directory.

Self-employed people often prefer to make up

names for their businesses rather than use their

personal names for marketing purposes. A made-

up name can sound catchier, help identify what

your business does, or make you seem more

businesslike. But there is an additional benefit to

making up a business name: It can help establish

your legal status as an independent contractor.

Employees, obviously, don’t use business names.

You can obtain bank accounts in your new

name (provided you file a fictitious business

name statement; see Section B4). To help avoid

confusion, if you use a made-up trade name,

you’ll usually need to provide it along with your

legal name when you file lawsuits, apply for

loans, and conduct most business transactions.

3. Avoiding Conflicts With Other
Trade Names

Your trade name—regardless of whether it is the

same as your legal name—should not be substan-

tially similar to that of another business in your

field. If your name is so similar to a name already

being used that it may confuse the public, you

could be sued under state and federal unfair com-

petition laws. If you lose such a lawsuit, you may

be required to change your business’s name and

even pay money damages.

Before selecting your trade name, conduct a

name search. If you find the same or a similar

name for a company involved in a field that is the

same as or related to yours, it’s probably best to

choose a different name to avoid potential head-

aches later on. Similar names used by companies

in fields entirely unrelated to yours probably

won’t pose a problem, unless the name is a

famous trademark like McDonald’s. For example,

even if your name is Joe McDonald, don’t name

your business “McDonald’s Consulting”—compa-

nies with famous names are usually fanatical

about protecting them.

Here’s how to do a quick and free name

search:

• Type in your proposed name or names in

an Internet search engine such as Google

(www.google.com) to see if other people

or companies are using similar names.

• Check telephone books and business direc-

tories for the cities in which you plan to do

business as well as surrounding areas.

• Find out if there is a similar federally regis-

tered trademark by using the U.S. Patent
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and Trademark Office’s website at www

.uspto.gov. Click “Search Trademarks” on

the home page.

• Find out if there is a similar unregistered

trademark at the Thomas Register, a com-

prehensive listing of companies, brand

names, products, and services (www

.thomasregister.com).

• See if there is a similar Internet domain name

by doing a search at any domain name regis-

tration website—for example, Register.com

(www.register.com) or Network Solutions

(www.networksolutions.com).

4. Registering a Fictitious Business
Name

In most states, a person or entity doing business

in the state under a name other than their own

“true name” must register that business name with

the county clerk or secretary of state’s office as a

“fictitious business name” or a “doing business as”

(DBA) name. For a sole proprietorship or partner-

ship, a business name is generally considered “fic-

titious” unless it contains the full name (first and

last names) of the owner or all the general part-

ners and does not suggest the existence of addi-

tional owners. Generally, using a name that

includes words like “company,” “associates,”

“brothers,” or “sons” suggests additional owners

and will make it necessary for a business to regis-

ter.

If you fail to register, you open yourself up to

many problems. For example, you may not be

able to open a bank account in your business

name. You also may be barred from suing on a

contract you signed using the business name.

There is usually a time limit within which you

must register your name—often within a month

or two after you start doing business.

To register, you usually file a certificate with

the county clerk (most likely at your county

courthouse) that states who is doing business

under the name. In many states, you must publish

the statement in a local newspaper to help credi-

tors identify the people behind an assumed busi-

ness name. This makes it easier to track down

those who change their business names to con-

fuse and avoid creditors.

Some communities have newspapers that spe-

cialize in publishing such legal notices. Some

states require, instead of or in addition to publica-

tion, that you file the statement with the state

department of revenue or some other state

agency.

Contact your county clerk and ask about the

registration requirements in your locale. You’ll

have to fill out a simple form and pay a fee—usu-

ally between $15 and $50. In most counties, you

can check to see if anyone is using a similar name

in your county before you attempt to register—

either by searching the county clerk’s records at

its office, calling the clerk, mailing in a request, or

using the clerk’s website.

5. Naming a Corporation or Limited
Liability Company

If you form a corporation or limited liability com-

pany (LLC), you must get permission to use your

corporate name by registering it with your state’s

secretary of state or similar official.

a. Registering a corporate name

To register a corporate name, you must follow

these three steps:

• Step 1: Select a permissible name. All

but three states—Maine, Nevada, and Wyo-

ming—require you to include a word or its

abbreviation that indicates corporate status,

such as “Corporation,” “Incorporated,”

“Company,” or “Limited” (or “Corp.,”

“Inc.,” Co.,” or “Ltd.”). Several states also

require that the name be in English or

Roman characters.

• Step 2: Clear your name. Next, you must

make sure that your corporate name is
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distinguishable from any corporate name

already registered in your state. Your state

won’t register a corporate name that too

closely mimics a name already on file. The

secretary of state or other corporate filing

agency will do a search for you prior to

authorizing the use of your name. In most

states, you can check on the availability of

names by using the secretary of state’s

website or calling its office. (Also see Sec-

tion 3, above.)

• Step 3: Reserve your corporate name. A
corporation can usually reserve a name

before incorporating if the name qualifies

for registration otherwise. This freezes out

other would-be registrants from claiming

that or a similar name during the period of

reservation, usually 120 days. Most states

permit you to extend the reservation for

one or more additional 120-day periods for

an additional fee.

The reservation process involves sending an

application for reservation to the secretary of

state, or the designated office, with a fee. Some

states even permit you to reserve a corporate

name over the telephone. You can find out about

your state’s procedures by calling the office of the

secretary of state or corporate commissioner.

b. Registering a limited liability
company name

Registering a name for a limited liability company

(LLC) is very similar to registering a corporate

name. You must choose a name that conforms

with your state’s LLC requirements. Most states

require you to use the words “Limited Liability

Company,” “Limited Company,” or their abbrevia-

tions (“LLC” or “LC”) in your name.

You then call the appropriate state office and

ask if the name or names you’ve chosen are avail-

able. Most states allow you to reserve LLC names

for 30 to 120 days by paying a small fee, usually

no more than $50.

For a detailed discussion of LLC name

requirements, see Form Your Own Limited

Liability Company, by Anthony Mancuso (Nolo).

6. Legal Effect of Registering a Name

People often think that once they have complied

with all the registration requirements for their trade

name, they have the right to use that name for all

purposes. This isn’t so.

Registering a corporate or LLC name or regis-

tering a trade name by filing a fictitious business

name or “doing business as” statement does not

make your name a trademark. Though registering

a name allows you to do business under that

name, it does not give you any ownership right in

the name—meaning it does not allow you to pre-

vent others from using it. If someone else uses

your name to identify a product or service to the

public before you do, it doesn’t make any differ-

ence that you registered the name as a legal,

trade, corporate, or LLC name. Because they were

the first to use the name publicly in the market-

place, they will have the exclusive right to use

that name in the marketplace.

Simply put, if the name you have registered

was already in use or federally registered as a

trademark or service mark, you will have to limit

your use of the name to your checkbook and

bank account. The minute you try to use the

name in connection with marketing your goods

or services, you risk infringing the existing trade-

mark or service mark.

If you plan to use your business name in your

future marketing plans, in addition to complying

with name registration requirements, you must

make sure that no one else is using the name as a

trademark.  (See Section C, below.)

If you plan to market your goods or services

on the Internet, you’ll also want to check to see

whether someone else has already taken your

proposed name as his or her domain name. If so,

at the very least you’ll have to use a slightly

modified name to do business in cyberspace. (See

Section D, below.)

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/D1092633-48FE-489E-B8C4E6E59542339C/111/
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C. Choosing a Trademark

A trademark is a distinctive word, phrase, logo, or

other graphic symbol that’s used to distinguish

one product from another—for example, Ford

cars and trucks, Kellogg’s cornflakes, IBM com-

puters, and Microsoft software.

A service mark is similar to a trademark,

except that trademarks promote products while

service marks promote services. Some familiar

service marks include: McDonald’s (fast-food

service), Kinko’s (photocopying service), Block-

buster (video rental service), CBS’s stylized eye

in a circle (television network service), and the

Olympic Games’ multicolored interlocking circles

(international sporting event).

The word “trademark” is also a generic term

used to describe the entire body of state and fed-

eral law that covers how businesses distinguish

their products and services from the competition.

Each state has its own set of laws establishing

when and how trademarks can be protected.

There is also a federal trademark law called the

Lanham Act (15 U.S.C. § 1050 and following),

which applies in all 50 states.

If, like many self-employed people, you operate

within a single state, you’ll be covered primarily by

your state trademark law should you claim or be-

come subject to a claim of trademark infringe-

ment. But if you do business in more than one

state, you may be covered by both federal and

state law. The various trademark laws don’t differ

greatly except that some state laws allow trade-

mark owners to collect greater damages from

infringers than federal law.

For a detailed discussion of trademarks,

see Trademark: Legal Care for Your Busi-

ness & Product Name, by Stephen Elias (Nolo).

1. Trade Names Are Not Trademarks

Your trade name is neither a trademark nor a

service mark and is not entitled to trademark pro-

tection unless you use it to identify a particular

product or service that you produce and sell to

the public. Businesses often use shortened ver-

sions of their trade names as trademarks—for

example, Apple Computer Corporation uses the

name “Apple” as a trademark on its line of com-

puter products.

A trade name acts like a trademark when it is

used in such a way that it creates a separate com-

mercial impression—in other words, when it acts

to identify a product or service. This can be hard

to figure out, especially when comparing trade

names and service marks, because both often

appear in similar places—on letterheads, advertis-

ing copy, signs, and displays. But some general

principles apply:

• If the full name, address, and phone are

used, it’s probably a trade name.

• If a shortened version of the trade name is

used, especially with a design or logo

beside or incorporating it, the trade name

becomes a trademark.

EXAMPLE: Joe, a self-employed computer

programmer, calls his unincorporated busi-

ness “Acme Software Development.” He files

a fictitious business name statement with his

county clerk. When he uses the name “Acme

Software Development” along with his office

address on his stationery, it is just a trade

name, not a trademark. However, Joe devel-

ops a software utility program that he calls

“Acme Tools” and markets it over the

Internet. “Acme Tools” is a trademark.

2. Selecting a Trademark

Not all trademarks are treated equally by the law.

The best trademarks are “distinctive”—that is, they

stand out in a customer’s mind because they are

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/02622C60-2769-4BE2-951FAEF145D01C85/310/
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inherently memorable. The more distinctive or

“strong” a trademark is, the more legal protection it

will receive. Less distinctive or “weak” marks may

be entitled to little or no legal protection. Obvi-

ously, it is much better to have a strong trademark

than a weak one.

Good examples of distinctive marks are arbi-

trary, fanciful, or coined names such as “Kodak”

and “Xerox.” Examples of poorly chosen marks

include the following:

• Personal names, including nicknames, first

names, surnames, and initials.

• Marks that describe the attributes of the

product or service or its geographic loca-

tion. For example, marks such as “Quick

Printing” or “Oregon Marketing Research”

are initially weak and subject to few legal

protections until they have been in use

long enough to be easily recognized by

customers.

• Names with bad translations, unfortunate

homonyms (sound-alikes), or unintended

connotations. For example, the French soft

drink called “Pschitt” had to be renamed for

the U.S. market.

Generally, selecting a mark begins with brain-

storming for general ideas. After you have

selected several possible marks, your next step

may be to use formal or informal market research

techniques to see how the potential marks will be

accepted by consumers. Then, you have to con-

duct a trademark search, to find out whether the

same or similar marks are already being used.

3. Registering a Trademark

If you use all or part of your business name or

any other name as a trademark or service mark,

consider registering it as such (in addition to your

state trade or corporate name registration). Trade-

mark registration is not mandatory, but it’s a good

idea: It makes it easier for you to protect your

mark against would-be copiers and puts others on

notice that the mark is already taken.

If you do business only in one state, register

your mark with your state trademark office. Most

local service businesses that don’t do business

across state lines or sell to interstate travelers fall

into this category.

If you do business in more than one state, reg-

ister with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

(USPTO) in Washington, DC.

To register, you must fill out an application

and pay a fee. Be prepared to work with your

state or federal trademark officials to get your reg-

istration approved.

The USPTO has a useful website at www.uspto

.gov that contains information about trademarks

and trademark registration. You can register your

trademark online using the Trademark Electronic

Application System (TEAS). TEAS allows you to

fill out a trademark registration form and check

it for completeness over the Internet. You then

submit the form directly to the USPTO over the

Internet, making an official filing online.

If you don’t want to use the Internet, you can

call the USPTO at 800-786-9199 to order a trade-

mark registration form, as well as a number of

useful publications about trademark registration.
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“INTENT TO USE” REGISTRATION

If you intend to use a trademark on a prod-

uct or for a service sold in more than one

state in the near future, you can reserve the

right to use the mark by filing an “intent to

use” registration with the U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office (USPTO).

If the mark is approved, you have six

months to actually use the mark on a prod-

uct sold to the public and file papers with

the USPTO describing the use, accompanied

by a $100 fee. If necessary, you may extend

this period by five additional six-month

periods if you have a good explanation for

each extension.

The ownership becomes effective when

you put the mark in use and complete the

application process, but ownership will be

deemed to have begun on the date you filed

the application.

You should file an intent to use registra-

tion as soon as you have decided on a trade-

mark for a forthcoming product. Don’t delay:

Your competitors are trying to come up with

good trademarks too and may be consider-

ing using a mark like the one you want

to use.

For step-by-step guidance on how to

register a trademark, see Trademark: Legal

Care for Your Business & Product Name, by

Stephen Elias (Nolo).

4. Using a Trademark Notice

The owner of a trademark that has been regis-

tered with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

(USPTO) is entitled to use a special symbol along

with the trademark. This symbol notifies the

world of the registration. Use of trademark notices

is not mandatory but makes it much easier for the

trademark owner to collect damages in case of

infringement. It also deters others from using the

mark.

The most commonly used notice for trade-

marks registered with the USPTO is an “R” in a

circle, or ®, but “Reg. U.S. Pat. & T.M. Off.” may

also be used. The “TM” superscript, or ™, may be

used to denote marks that have been registered

on a state basis only or marks that are in use

but have not yet been officially registered by

the USPTO.

Do not use the copyright symbol, or ©, as it

has nothing to do with trademarks.

5. Enforcing Trademark Rights

Depending on the strength of the mark and

whether and where it has been registered, a

trademark owner may be able to bring a court

action to prevent others from using the same or

similar marks on competing or related products.

Trademark infringement occurs when an

alleged infringer uses a mark that is likely to

cause consumers to confuse the infringer’s prod-

ucts with the trademark owner’s products. A mark

need not be identical to one already in use to

infringe upon the owner’s rights. If the proposed

mark is similar enough to the earlier mark to risk

confusing the average consumer, its use will

likely be infringement.

D. Choosing an Internet Domain
Name

There are millions of business-related sites on the

Web. Most businesses have a website, regardless

of their size of geographic reach. Many self-

employed people have websites as well.

If you want to create a website, you’ll have to

choose an Internet “domain name”—the site’s

address on the Web.

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/02622C60-2769-4BE2-951FAEF145D01C85/310/
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COURT CLAMPS DOWN ON COPYCATS

A Sandusky, Ohio, insurance agent invented

the term “securance”—a contraction of the

words “security” and “insurance.” He used

the word as a service mark to market his in-

surance services on stationery, billboards,

newspaper advertisements, and giveaway

items such as calendars and pencils. He reg-

istered the mark with the State of Ohio and

the USPTO.

Four years later, the Nationwide Mutual

Insurance Company began using the word

as its own service mark in its national

advertising.

The agent sued the company for trade-

mark infringement and won. The court held

that the agent had the exclusive right to use

the word “securance” to identify insurance

services in the geographic areas in which he

did business, because he had been the first

to use it. The court ordered the insurer to

stop using the word in its advertising in the

entire state of Ohio. (Younker v. Nationwide

Mut. Ins. Co., 191 N.E.2d 145 (1963).)

1. What Is a Domain Name?

Every business on the Web has a domain name—

a unique address in cyberspace at which a

website is located. If you enter a particular

domain name in a Web browser, your computer

will go to the website at the domain name you

entered.

Most Web business addresses consist of two

main sections: a beginning section containing the

letters “www” and a section containing the domain

name itself. For example, the domain name for

Nolo’s website is www.nolo.com.

2. Clearing a Domain Name

Because each domain name must be unique so

that all the computers attached to the Internet can

find it, no two different businesses can have the

same domain name. If somebody is already using

a name you want, you probably won’t be able to

use it.

It’s easy to find out if someone is already using

a domain name you want to use. Go to the

website www.networksolutions.com and type in

the name you want to use. Then click on

“Search.” The website will tell you if the name is

available or if it is already taken, in which case it

will suggest alternatives. To find out who owns

the name you want, go to www.networksolutions

.com/whois/index.jhtml. Type the domain name

in the search field and you can see the registra-

tion records for the domain name, including the

the name and contact information for the name

owner. If you have your heart set on a particular

domain name that is already taken, you can try to

purchase the name from the person or company

that owns it.

3. Registering a Domain Name

If you register your domain name, no one else

can use it for the same purpose on the Internet.

Registering a domain name is very easy. There

are several private companies that will register a

name for you for a small fee. You just go to one

of their websites, type in the name you want, and

provide your contact information and a credit

card number. Two of the best known registration

services are Network Solutions, Inc. at www

.networksolutions.com and Register.com at www

.register.com.

The registration fees these services charge

vary, so you might want to check several to see

which will give you the best deal.
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E. Conducting a Name Search

Before choosing a trademark or domain name,

conduct a name search to see if someone in a

related business is already using the same or a

similar name. If the name you want is already in

use, choose a different name. Obviously, you

don’t want to spend money on marketing and

advertising a name or mark only to discover that

it infringes another name or mark and you must

change it.

You can hire a search firm to do a trademark

search for you, or you can do one yourself.

1. Hiring a Search Firm

Traditionally, most trademark searches were con-

ducted by specialized trademark search firms at the

behest of trademark attorneys who were handling

the trademark registration process. Even today,

some of the largest trademark search firms refuse

to conduct searches for anyone but a lawyer. But

most search firms aren’t so choosy. They’ll conduct

a search for anyone willing to pay them.

The services provided by various trademark

search firms, and the fees they charge for differ-

ent types of searches, vary considerably. For this

reason, it pays to shop around and compare ser-

vices and prices.

You can find a trademark search firm by:

• looking in the Yellow Pages under “trade-

mark consultants” or “information brokers”

• consulting legal journals or magazines,

which usually contain ads for search firms,

or

• doing an Internet search.

2. Doing a Search on Your Own

As with searching for conflicts with your trade

name (see Section B3, above), many resources are

available to help you do all or part of a trademark

search yourself, including:

THE ROLE OF ATTORNEYS IN
TRADEMARK SEARCHES

If you decide to hire a trademark attorney to

advise you on choosing and registering a

trademark or service mark, the attorney will

arrange for the trademark search. Some attor-

neys do it themselves, but most farm the

search out to a search firm.

Once the report comes back from the

search firm, the attorney will interpret it for

you and advise you on whether to go ahead

with your proposed mark. While hiring an

attorney means someone else does all the

work for you, you will have to pay for this

privilege.

• The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

(USPTO) online trademark database, which

may be accessed for free from the USPTO

website at www.uspto.gov.

• Numerous private trademark search com-

panies, which will do a search for you for a

fee. You can find a list of these on the

Yahoo Internet directory. Go to www

.yahoo.com, click on “Directory” (above the

search box), and then enter “trademark

services” in the search box and search.

• Patent and Trademark Depository Libraries

(PTDLs) located throughout the country.

Using a PTDL to do your own federal trade-

mark search may cost you the least money,

but it will cost you in time and transporta-

tion expenses unless you live or work near

one. (See Appendix 3 for contact informa-

tion.)

For more on trademark searches, see

Trademark: Legal Care for Your Business &

Product Name, by Stephen Elias (Nolo). ■
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When you’re self-employed, you have the

option of working from home or from an

outside office. This chapter covers the pros and

cons of working from home, paying special atten-

tion to zoning and other restrictions and the

home office tax deduction.

A. Pros and Cons of Working
at Home

Legally, it makes little difference where you do

your work. The basic legal issues discussed in this

book (such as deciding on a legal form and name

for your business and collecting from clients) are

the same whether you run your business from

your garage or from the top floor of a high-rise

office building.

Your choice may, however, affect whether you

can deduct your office expenses (see Section E);

otherwise, your taxes will be the same regardless

of where you work.

The issues to consider when deciding whether

to work at home are more practical than legal:

whether you can afford to pay office rent,

whether a home office is more convenient (such

as for child care or to avoid a commute), whether

working at home will disrupt your home or

neighborhood, and so on.

1. Benefits of Working at Home

Working at home is popular among the self-

employed because it can save time and money

and improve productivity.

a. No office rent expenses

For many self-employed people, the greatest ben-

efit of working at home is that you don’t have to

pay rent for an office. Office rents vary enor-

mously depending upon the area, but you’ll likely

have to pay several hundred dollars per month

for even a small office. In large cities, you may

have to spend much more. Look at the commer-

cial real estate advertising section in your Sunday

newspaper to get an idea of the going rates.

You can use the money you save in office rent

to expand your business or pay your living

expenses. It’s true that you can deduct your office

rent as a business expense (see Chapter 9), but

you may be able to deduct home office expenses

as well (see Section E).

One way to reduce the cost of office space is

to obtain it from a client that hires you. Many hir-

ing firms are willing to provide outside workers

they hire with desk space. This is particularly

likely if having you around will make life easier

for them. Some firms may even offer to provide

you with office space at no cost to you. However,

to safeguard your self-employed status, it’s best

that you pay something for the space. It doesn’t

have to be much, and you can charge the client

slightly more for your services to cover the cost.

Your client shouldn’t mind arranging things this

way, because it will help the client if the IRS con-

ducts an audit and questions your status.

b. No commuting time or expenses

Working at home means you don’t have to com-

mute to an outside office every day. The American

Automobile Association estimated that it cost 56

cents per mile to drive a car in 2005. Using this

figure, if working at home allows you to drive

6,000 fewer miles per year (500 miles per month),

you’d save $3,360 per year.

Not having to commute also saves you time. If

you commute just 30 minutes each day, you’re

spending 120 hours each year behind the wheel

of your car. That’s three full 40-hour weeks that

you could use earning money in your home office.

c. You can deduct some commuting
costs

When you have an outside office, you can’t de-

duct your commuting expenses—that is, what it

costs to get from your home to your office and
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back again. However, if your main office is at

home, you may deduct the cost of driving from

home to meet clients or to other locations to con-

duct business.

d. You can deduct home office expenses

If you arrange things correctly, you can deduct

your home office expenses—including a portion

of your home rent or mortgage payment, utilities,

and other expenses. Section E discusses the home

office deduction in detail.

The home office deduction is particularly valu-

able if you rent your home. It enables you to de-

duct a portion of what is likely your largest single

expense (your rent), an item that is not ordinarily

deductible from your personal income tax.

e. Benefits other than money

Of course, the benefits of working at home are

not just monetary. For many self-employed

people, other factors are equally valuable, such as

the increased flexibility they have over their daily

schedule. You can, if you wish, work in the eve-

nings or late at night in your pajamas—something

that can be difficult to do if you’re renting an

office!

When you work at home, it’s also easier to

deal with child-care issues and household chores

and errands. You may also have more contact

with your family.

2. Drawbacks of Working at Home

There are, however, potential drawbacks to work-

ing from home. For example, working from home

may not help you project a professional image.

Even worse, working at home might be against

the law where you live. But there are usually

things you can do to avoid or ameliorate the

problems.

a. Clients don’t take you seriously

The major problem many self-employed people

who work at home say they have is that clients

don’t take them seriously. Some clients may be

reluctant to deal with a home-based business-

person. This can make it harder for you to get

your business established.

There are many things you can do to help

create and maintain a professional image. For

example:

• obtain a separate telephone line for your

business and use it only for business calls

• use an answering service to answer your

business phone when you’re not home

• obtain and use professional-looking busi-

ness cards, envelopes, and stationery

• hold meetings at clients’ offices instead of

at your home

• rent a mailbox to receive your business

mail instead of using your home address

• use an assumed name for your business

rather than your own name (see Chapter 3),

and

• consider incorporating or forming a limited

liability company so that clients will be hir-

ing a business, not you personally (see

Chapter 2).

b. Restrictions on home-based
businesses

Another major problem for the home-based self-

employed is restrictions on home businesses

imposed by cities, condominium associations, and

deed restrictions. It may actually be illegal for you

to work at home. Section D discusses these

restrictions in detail.

c. Obtaining services can be difficult

Businesses that provide services to other busi-

nesses sometimes discriminate against those who

work at home. For example, UPS charges more
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for deliveries to a home business than to an

outside business office. And many temporary

agencies won’t deal with a home-based business

because they’re afraid they won’t get paid.

d. Lack of security

Your home is likely not as secure as an office

building that is filled with people, has burglar

alarms, employs security guards, or has security

cameras. If you’re handling large amounts of cash

or other valuable items, you may prefer to work

in a more secure environment than your home.

However, there are many commonsense pre-

cautions you can take to make your home office

more secure. For example, you can:

• rent a post office box to receive your mail

instead of having it delivered to your home

• refuse to let equipment servicers or vendors

visit without an appointment

• obtain good locks and use them, and

• exercise caution when communicating

about your absence (for example, if you

have a separate business phone line, don’t

leave an outgoing telephone message like,

“I will be on vacation for a week”).

e. Isolation, interruptions, and
other factors

Finally, some people have trouble adapting to

working at home because of the isolation. They

miss the social interaction of a formal office set-

ting. However, renting an outside office where

you’ll be all by yourself won’t necessarily end the

isolation problem.

In contrast, other self-employed people find it

difficult to get any work done at home because of

a lack of privacy or interruptions from children

and other family members. Others gain weight

because the refrigerator is always nearby or end

up watching television instead of working.

Most of the millions of self-employed people

who work at home, however, are not fazed by

these problems.

3. Businesses Well Suited to Home
Offices

Home offices can work well for any business that

is normally done in a simple office setting. This

includes a multitude of service businesses—for

example:

• desktop publishing

• accounting or bookkeeping

• computer programming

• consulting

• writing or editing

• telemarketing

• graphic artwork, and

• financial planning.

A home office is also an ideal choice for busi-

nesses in which most of the work is done at clients’

offices or other outside locations—for example:

• building contracting

• traveling sales

• house and carpet cleaning

• home repair work

• courier or limousine service

• piano tuning

• pool cleaning

• hazardous waste inspection, and

• catering.

4. Businesses Poorly Suited to Home
Offices

Any business that will disrupt your household or

neighborhood is not well suited for the home.

These include businesses that generate substantial

amounts of noise, pollution, or waste.

A home office is not your best choice if sub-

stantial numbers of clients or customers must visit

you in your office. This could create traffic and

parking problems in your neighborhood and

cause neighbors to complain. One possible
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solution to this problem is to rent an office part

time or by the hour just to meet clients. Such

rentals are available in many cities and will be

cheaper than renting a full-time office. Look in

your Yellow Pages under “office rentals” or “busi-

ness identity programs.”

You may also have problems if your business

requires you to store a substantial amount of in-

ventory. However, you can still spend most of

your time at home by renting a separate storage

space for your inventory.

Finally, a home office may not work well if you

need to have several employees working with you.

This could cause parking problems in your neigh-

borhood and space problems in your home.

Moreover, many local zoning laws prevent home

businesses from having more than one or two

employees. One way around this problem is to

allow your employees to work from their own

homes, too.

B. Pros and Cons of an
Outside Office

Having an outside office can avoid the problems

discussed in the previous section. It can help

establish your credibility and provide a more pro-

fessional setting for meeting clients or customers

than a home office. And it can help you keep

your home and work lives separate and may

enable you to work more efficiently.

Renting an outside office will also help estab-

lish that you are self-employed if you’re audited

by the IRS or your state tax department. (See

Chapter 15.)

The drawbacks of having an outside office are

the flipside of the benefits of having a home

office. (See Section A1.) You must pay rent for

your office and drive to and from it every day.

You won’t be entitled to a home office deduction,

although you can deduct your outside office rent,

utilities, commuting costs, and other expenses.

You also lose much of the flexibility afforded by a

home office.

C. Leasing a Workplace

If you decide against working at home, you’ll

most likely have to rent an outside office or

workspace. If you rent a space for your business

activities, you’ll be renting commercial property,

not residential property, and you’ll be signing a

commercial lease. Renting commercial space is

not like renting an apartment or house; it’s a busi-

ness transaction. As a businessperson, you are

presumed to be an adult who can protect yourself.

For this reason, few of the consumer protection

laws that protect residential tenants—for example,

caps on security deposits—apply to commercial

leases.

Despite what a prospective commercial land-

lord might say, there are no “standard” commer-

cial lease forms. This means that you can negoti-

ate virtually every term in the lease to suit your

needs.

This section provides an overview of the key

elements you will need to negotiate with the

landlord before you sign a commercial lease.

However, for a detailed, step-by-step explanation

of everything you should know, refer to Negotiate

the Best Lease for Your Business, by attorneys

Janet Portman and Fred Steingold (Nolo).

1. Rent

Probably foremost in your mind is the amount

you will have to pay for your workspace.

Depending on the commercial rental market in

your area, your rent may be highly negotiable.

Commercial rent is typically charged by the

square foot—for example, $10 per square foot.

When negotiating your rental term, find out how

the square footage for which you will be charged

is determined—for example, does it include com-

mon areas such as hallways, elevators, and

restrooms?

In addition to negotiating the amount of rent

and square footage, you should understand

exactly what your rent will cover. Depending on

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/2BBE8CE1-FAB9-42BB-83D6AECD571D15DF/111/228/
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the type of lease you have, the rent may cover

more than you think. There are two basic types of

commercial leases: a net lease and a gross lease.

In a net lease, your rent pays for your right to oc-

cupy the space only; you must pay for mainte-

nance, insurance, and property taxes separately.

In a gross lease, your payment to the landlord

covers all of these things—rent, maintenance, in-

surance, and taxes.

Often a commercial lease includes a formula

for increases to your rent—for example, an

increase of a set amount each year or an increase

tied to the Consumer Price Index (CPI).

2. Term

You can also negotiate the “term,” or the amount

of time that the lease will last, usually anywhere

from 30 days to many years. A short-term lease of

no more than six months to one year is probably

best when you’re starting out. If you think you

might want to stay longer but want to play it safe,

you can include an option to renew if you choose

to stay after the term expires. That way, the land-

lord can’t evict you merely because you reached

the end of your lease term.

3. Security Deposit

Just as you would for an apartment, you will have

to provide a security deposit for your commercial

space. You should negotiate the amount of the

deposit and when it will be returned to you. Try

to get the landlord to agree to a lease provision

that returns a portion of the deposit to you if you

pay rent on time for one year.

4. Permitted Uses

Commercial leases typically include a clause that

provides how you may use the property. Again,

like the other clauses discussed in this section,

you can negotiate this clause so that the permitted

uses suit your needs.

A permitted-uses clause is written in one of

two ways: Either it lists everything you’re forbid-

den to do, which means you’re free to do any-

thing not on the list, or it lists all the ways you

are permitted to use the property, which means

your intended use must be specifically mentioned

in the lease.

If you’re going to be storing waste products

or your work may create a good deal of noise,

odors, vibrations, or other types of environmental

pollution, make sure the landlord is aware of this

and specifically permits it in the lease.

5. Improvements

Is the space you want to lease going to be

improved or modified in any way and, if so, by

whom? Will new fixtures be installed? If so, make

sure the lease states who will pay for such

changes and who will own any new fixtures

when the lease ends. Usually, the landlord ends

up owning improvements.

6. Maintenance

The lease should also specify who will maintain

and repair the leased space. Some leases state

that the landlord will provide basic maintenance

services. Others make the tenant pay for every-

thing—including cleaning, building security,

heating, and maintenance of the air-conditioning

system.

7. Insurance

If you’re signing a net lease, you’ll be required to

help the landlord pay for property and liability

insurance on the premises. (In a gross lease,

insurance costs are figured into your rent

amount.) If there are multiple tenants, the land-

lord will often obtain the insurance and require

you to contribute to the cost. Your contribution

should be based on how much space you use—

for example, if you’re renting 10% of the building,
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you should pay only 10% of the insurance costs.

If you are the only tenant, you may have to ob-

tain and pay for the insurance yourself.

If the landlord gets the insurance for the prem-

ises, make sure you are listed on the policy as an

additional insured. This will make it easier for you

to deal with the insurance company if you make a

claim or share in a payout.

See Chapter 6 for a detailed discussion of

insurance for the self-employed.

8. Termination Clause

Make sure the lease includes a clause that details

what happens if you end the lease early. In some

leases, you have no right to terminate before the

lease term ends, so you will be on the hook for

the rent until the end of the rental term. In others,

you can terminate the lease early, but only if you

pay a penalty to the landlord. It’s always in your

interest to be able to get out of a lease as easily,

quickly, and cheaply as possible.

9. Sublease Clause

If you may want to rent part or all of the space

you lease to someone else, you will want to

include a “sublease clause.” Having the right to

sublease benefits you in the event that you no

longer need all the space you’ve rented or if you

want, but are not allowed, to terminate your lease

early. Most leases allow you to sublease only if

you get prior permission from the landlord. Some

leases permit the landlord to withhold permission

for any reason. If the lease allows the landlord to

deny you permission to sublease, make sure the

landlord may only do so if he or she has a “rea-

sonable basis.”

10. Dispute Resolution

Finally, you should negotiate how you and the

landlord will resolve any disputes that may arise.

Some leases require the parties to submit to

mediation and/or arbitration instead of allowing

them to file a lawsuit, while others don’t. (See

Chapter 21 for a detailed discussion of this issue.)

D. Restrictions on Home-Based
Businesses

If, like millions of self-employed people, you plan

to work at home, you may have issues with local

zoning laws, land use restrictions in your lease, or

condominium rules. You should investigate these

potential problems before you open your home

office. Even if your community is unfriendly to

home offices, there are many things you can do

to avoid problems before they arise.

1. Zoning Restrictions

Municipalities have the legal right to establish

rules on the types of activities you can conduct in

their different geographical areas. For example,

they often establish commercial zones for stores

and offices, industrial zones for factories, and resi-

dential zones for houses and apartments.

Though some communities have no zoning

restrictions at all (for example, Houston), most

do. These restrictions often include laws that limit

the kinds of business you can conduct in a resi-

dential zone. The purpose of these restrictions is

to help maintain the peace and quiet of residen-

tial neighborhoods.

Fortunately, while some communities remain

hostile to home businesses, the growing trend

across the country is to permit them. Many cit-

ies—Los Angeles and Phoenix, for example—

have updated their zoning laws to permit many

home businesses.
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a. Research your local zoning ordinance

Your first step to determine whether you might

have a problem working at home is to read your

local zoning ordinance carefully. Get a copy from

your city’s or county’s website, your city or

county clerk’s office, or your public library.

Zoning ordinances are worded in many differ-

ent ways to limit businesses in residential areas.

Some are extremely vague, allowing “customary

home-based occupations.” Others allow home-

owners to use their houses for a wide but unspe-

cific array of business purposes—for example,

“professions and domestic occupations, crafts,

and services.” Still others contain a detailed list of

approved occupations, such as “law, dentistry,

medicine, music lessons, photography, [and]

cabinetmaking.”

Ordinances that permit home-based businesses

typically include detailed regulations on how you

can carry out your business activities. These regu-

lations vary widely, but the most common ones

limit your use of on-street signs, car and truck

traffic, and the number of employees who can

work at your house on a regular basis (and some

prohibit employees altogether). Some ordinances

also limit the percentage of your home’s

floorspace that you can devote to your business.

Again, study your ordinance carefully to see how

these rules apply to you.

If you read your ordinance and still aren’t sure

whether your business is allowed, you may be

tempted to discuss the matter with zoning or

planning officials. However, until you figure out

what the rules and politics of your locality are, it

may be best to gather information without identi-

fying or calling attention to yourself. For example,

have a friend who lives nearby make general

inquiries.

HARD LOBBYING CAN PAY OFF

If your town has an unduly restrictive zoning

ordinance, you can try to get it changed. For

example, a self-employed person in the town

of Melbourne, Florida, was surprised to dis-

cover that his local zoning ordinance barred

home-based businesses. He decided to try to

change the law.

He sent letters to his local public officials

but got no response. He then reviewed the

zoning ordinances favoring home offices

from nearby communities and drafted an

ordinance of his own that he presented to

the city council. He enlisted support from a

local home business association and got a

major story about his battle printed in the

local newspaper.

After several hearings, the city council

voted unanimously to amend the zoning

ordinance to allow home offices.

b. Determine the attitude toward
enforcement

Even if your locality has a restrictive zoning law

on the books, you won’t necessarily have prob-

lems with your home business. In most communi-

ties, such laws are rarely enforced unless one of

your neighbors complains to local officials. Neigh-

bors usually complain because you make a lot of

noise or have large numbers of clients, employees,

or delivery people coming and going, causing

parking or traffic problems. If you’re unobtru-

sive—for example, you work quietly in your

home office all day and rarely receive business

visitors—it’s not likely that your neighbors will

complain (or even notice).

Unfortunately, some communities are

extremely hostile toward home businesses and

actively try to prevent them. This is most likely to
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be the case if you live in an upscale, purely resi-

dential community. Even if you’re unobtrusive,

these communities may bar you from working at

home if they discover what you’re up to. If you

live in such a community, you’ll need to factor

this into the decision of whether to work from

home: You’ll really need to keep your head down

to avoid discovery.

To determine your community’s enforcement

style, talk to your local chamber of commerce and

other self-employed people you know in your

town. Friends or neighbors who are actively

involved with your local government may also

know about such issues.

KEEPING YOUR HOME

BUSINESS UNOBTRUSIVE

There are many ways to help keep your

home business as unobtrusive as possible in

the interest of warding off neighbor com-

plaints. For example, if you get a lot of deliv-

eries, arrange for mail and packages to be

received by a private mailbox service such

as Mail Boxes, Etc. Don’t put your home

address on your stationery and business

cards.

Also, try to visit your clients in their

offices instead of having them come to your

home office.

A husband and wife team of psychiatrists

who ran a 24-hour group therapy practice in

a quiet neighborhood of Victorian homes

provide a perfect example of how to get

neighbors to complain about a home office:

They paved every inch of their yard for park-

ing and installed huge lights to illuminate the

entire property.

c. Inform your neighbors

Good neighbor relations are the key to avoiding

problems with zoning. You may want to tell your

neighbors about your plans to start a home busi-

ness so they’ll know what to expect and will have

the chance to air their concerns to you directly.

Explain that there are advantages to you working

at home—for example, having someone home

during the day could improve security for the

neighborhood. You might even offer to meet a

neighbor’s repairperson or accept his or her pack-

ages. If any of your neighbors stay home during

the day, try to be particularly helpful to them be-

cause they are more likely to complain about a

home office than neighbors who spend their days

at work.

On the other hand, if your relations with your

neighbors are already shaky or you happen to be

surrounded by unreasonable people, you may be

better off not telling them you work at home. If

you’re inconspicuous and do not cause problems,

they may never know what you’re doing.

d. If your neighbors complain

If your neighbors complain about your home

office, you’ll probably have to deal with your local

zoning bureaucracy. If local zoning officials decide

you should close your home business, they’ll first

send you a letter ordering you to do so. If you

ignore this and any subsequent letters, they may

file a civil lawsuit against you seeking an injunc-

tion—that is, a court order that enjoins (stops) you

from operating your home business in violation of

the zoning ordinance. If you violate such an in-

junction, a judge can fine you or even put you in

jail.
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Don’t ignore the problem, because it won’t just

go away. Immediately after receiving the first

letter from zoning officials, talk with the person at

city hall who administers the zoning law, usually

someone in the zoning or planning department.

City officials may drop the matter if you’ll agree to

make your home business less obtrusive.

If this doesn’t work, you can apply to your

planning or zoning board for a “variance,” an

exception that lets you violate the zoning ordi-

nance. To obtain such a variance, you’ll need to

show that your business does no harm to your

neighborhood and that relocation would deprive

you of your livelihood. Be prepared to answer the

objections of unhappy neighbors who may loudly

oppose the proposed variance at the planning

commission meeting.

You can also try to get your city council or

zoning board to change the local zoning ordi-

nance. To do this, you’ll probably have to lobby

some city council members or planning commis-

sioners. It will be useful to enlist the support of

the local chamber of commerce and other busi-

ness groups. Try to get your neighbors to help as

well—for example, have as many of them as pos-

sible sign a petition favoring the zoning change.

Many people with home offices are organizing on

local, state, and national levels to lobby for new

zoning laws that permit home offices. One

national membership organization that is pushing

for changes and may be able to give you advice

is the American Association of Home-Based

Businesses (www.jbsba.com/content/suites/

hb_teleworking/index.shtml).

Finally, you can take the matter to court,

claiming that the local zoning ordinance is invalid

or that the city has misinterpreted it. You’ll prob-

ably need the help of a lawyer familiar with zon-

ing matters to do this. (See Chapter 21.)

HOME-BASED ENTREPRENEUR FIGHTS

CITY HALL—AND WINS

Many self-employed people have successfully

fought rulings that their home businesses vio-

late local zoning laws. For example, Judy ran

a theatrical costume business from her home

in Los Angeles for several years. She never

received any complaints from her neighbors

about her business, but someone with a

grudge against her alerted the Los Angeles

Building Department that Judy was operating

a home business in violation of the Los Ange-

les zoning ordinance.

The Building Department sent an inspec-

tor to look at her property. He handed her

an order on the spot that required her to

stop doing business at home. Judy decided

to fight rather than move her office location.

She applied for a zoning variance from the

Los Angeles Planning Commission but was

turned down after a hearing.

Refusing to take no for an answer, Judy

appealed to the Los Angeles Zoning Appeals

Board. She worked hard to make sure she

was prepared for the appeal, enlisting the

support of her neighbors. She was head of

the Neighborhood Watch—a group of volun-

teers dedicated to keeping the locale safe—

so she already knew most of them. Nearly

140 neighbors signed a petition urging the

board to permit her home office; several also

wrote letters to the board.

Judy drew a map of her property and

took pictures to show that her home busi-

ness did not disrupt the neighborhood. She

also conducted a neighborhood traffic sur-

vey, which showed that her business did

not increase traffic in the neighborhood

substantially.

The appeals board was so impressed by

her evidence that it granted her one of the

first variances ever for a home office in Los

Angeles.
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For detailed guidance on how to handle

neighbor disputes, including disputes over

home-based businesses, see Neighbor Law: Fences,

Trees, Boundaries & Noise, by Cora Jordan (Nolo).

2. Private Land Use Restrictions

The government uses zoning laws to restrict how

you can use your property. However, there may

also be private restrictions on how you can use

your home.

Depending on the part of the country in which

you live, use restrictions are commonly found in:

• property deeds

• homeowner association rules, and

• leases.

a. Property deed restrictions

Property deeds often contain restrictions, called

“restrictive covenants,” limiting how you can use

your property. Restrictive covenants often bar or

limit the use of home offices.

You can find out if your property is subject to

such restrictions by reading your title insurance

policy or deed. If your neighbors believe you’re

violating these restrictions, they can take action in

court to stop you. Such restrictions are usually

enforced by the courts unless they are unreason-

able or the character of the neighborhood has

changed so much since they were written that it

makes no sense to enforce them.

RESTRICTIONS STRICTLY ENFORCED

Sheldon and Raye Isenberg, both psychia-

trists, purchased a home in an Illinois subdi-

vision. Their deed contained a restrictive

covenant providing that “no lot shall be used

except for single residential purposes.”

Sheldon and Raye together saw about 30

patients per week at their home. However,

there seemed to be little or no disruption of

the neighborhood. The patients never came

late at night or on the weekends, and they

parked in the Isenbergs’ driveway, not on the

street. No one who had a criminal or drug

use record or who might endanger others was

permitted to come to the Isenbergs’ home.

The only problem that ever occurred was

when two patients mistook a neighbor’s

house for the Isenbergs’ and the neighbor

spotted them in his yard. Nevertheless, sev-

eral of the Isenbergs’ neighbors took them to

court, claiming they violated the express

words of the restrictive covenant. The judge

found that the restrictive covenant was valid

and ordered the Isenbergs to stop using their

home as an office. (Wier v. Isenberg, 420

N.E.2d 790 (Ill. App. 1981).)

b. Homeowners’ association rules

One in six Americans lives in a planned commu-

nity that has a homeowners’ association. When

you buy property in such a development, you

automatically become a member of the home-

owners’ association—and you become subject to

its rules, which are usually set forth in a lengthy

document called “Covenants, Conditions, and

Restrictions” (CC&Rs). CC&Rs often regulate, in
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minute detail, what you can do on, in, and to

your property. The homeowners’ association is in

charge of modifying and enforcing these rules.

The CC&Rs for many developments specifically

bar home offices. The homeowners’ association

may be able to impose fines and other penalties

against you if your home business violates the

rules. It could also sue you in court to get money

damages or other penalties. Some homeowners’

associations are very strict about enforcing their

rules against home businesses while others are

less so.

Carefully study the CC&Rs before you buy into

a condominium, planned development, or coop-

erative to see if home offices are prohibited. If so,

you may want to buy somewhere else.

If you’re already in a development that bars

home offices, you may be able to avoid prob-

lems if you’re unobtrusive and your neighbors

are unaware you have a home office. However,

the best course may be to seek to change the

CC&Rs. Most homeowner associations rule

through a board of directors whose members

are elected by all the members of the associa-

tion. Lobby members of the board about chang-

ing the rules to permit home offices. If that

fails, you and like-minded neighbors could try

to get seats on the board and gain a voice in

the association’s policymaking.

c. Lease restrictions

If you’re a renter, check your lease before you

start your home business. Many standard lease

forms prohibit tenants from conducting a business

on the premises—or prohibit certain types of

businesses. Your landlord could evict you if you

violate such a lease provision.

Most landlords don’t want to evict their ten-

ants. Many don’t care what you do on your pre-

mises as long as it doesn’t disturb your neighbors

or cause damage. Keep up good neighbor rela-

tions to prevent complaints. (See Section C.)

However, if you have business visitors, your

landlord may require you to obtain liability insur-

ance in case a visitor has an accident such as a

trip or fall on the premises. (See Chapter 6.)

E. Deducting Your Home Office
Expenses

If you elect to work from home, the federal gov-

ernment allows you to deduct your home office

expenses from your income taxes. This is so

whether you own or rent your home or apart-

ment. Although this tax deduction is commonly

called the “home office deduction,” it is not

limited to home offices. You can also take it if, for

example, you have a workshop or studio at

home.

If you’ve heard stories about how difficult it is

to qualify for the home office deduction and felt it

wasn’t worth the trouble, don’t dismiss it immedi-

ately. Changes in the tax law that took effect in

1999 made it much easier for many self-employed

people to qualify for the deduction. Even if you

haven’t qualified for the deduction in the past,

you may be entitled to it now.

Because some people claim that the home

office deduction is an audit flag for the IRS, many

self-employed people who may qualify for it are

afraid to take it. Although taking the home office

deduction might increase your chance of being

audited, the chances are still relatively small. Also,

you have nothing to fear from an audit if you’re

entitled to the deduction.

However, if you intend to take the deduction,

you should also make the effort to understand the

requirements and set up your home office so as

to satisfy them. Before you start moving your fur-

niture around, read on.
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SIDELINE BUSINESS MAY QUALIFY

FOR HOME OFFICE DEDUCTION

You don’t have to work full time in a busi-

ness to qualify for the home office deduction.

If you satisfy the requirements, you can take

the deduction for a sideline business you

run from a home office. However, the total

amount you deduct cannot exceed your

income from the business.

EXAMPLE: Barbara works full time as an

editor for a publishing company. An avid

bowler, she also spends about 15 hours a

week writing and publishing a bowling

newsletter. She does all the work on the

newsletter from an office in her apartment.

Barbara may take the home office deduction.

But she can’t deduct more than she earns as

income from the newsletter.

1. Regular and Exclusive Business Use

You can’t take the home office deduction unless

you regularly use part of your home exclusively

for a trade or business.

Unfortunately, the IRS doesn’t offer a clear

definition of “regular use” to guide you. The only

guidance the agency offers is that you must use a

portion of your home for business on a continu-

ing basis—not just for occasional or incidental

business. You’ll likely satisfy this test if you use

your home office a few hours each day.

“Exclusive use” means that you use a portion

of your home only for business. If you use part of

your home as your business office and also use

that part for personal purposes, you cannot meet

the test of exclusive use and cannot take the

home office deduction.

EXAMPLE: Johnny, an accountant, has a den

at home furnished with a desk, chair, book-

shelf, filing cabinet, and sofa. He uses the

desk and chair for both business and personal

reasons. The bookshelf contains both per-

sonal and business books, and the filing cabi-

net contains both personal and business files.

He does both business and personal reading

on the sofa. Johnny cannot claim a business

deduction for the den because it is not used

exclusively for business purposes.

You needn’t devote an entire separate room in

your home to your business. But some part of the

room must be used exclusively for business.

EXAMPLE: Paul, an accountant, keeps his

desk, chair, bookshelf, and filing cabinet in

one part of his den and uses them exclusively

for business. The remainder of the room—

one-third of the space—is used to store a bed

for house guests. Paul can take a home office

deduction for the two-thirds of the room used

exclusively as an office.

As a practical matter, the IRS isn’t going to

make a surprise inspection of your home to see

whether you’re complying with these require-

ments. However, complying with the rules from

the beginning avoids having to lie to the IRS if

you are audited.

This means, simply, that you’ll have to arrange

your furniture and belongings so as to devote a

portion of your home exclusively to your home

office. The more space you use exclusively for

business, the more your home office deduction

will be worth. (See Section 6, below.)

Although not explicitly required by law, it’s a

good idea to physically separate the space you

use for business from the rest of the room. For

example, if you use part of your living room as

an office, separate it from the rest of the room

with room dividers or bookcases.

2. Qualifying for the Deduction

Unfortunately, satisfying the requirement of using

your home office regularly and exclusively for

business is only half the battle.
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You must also meet one of these three

requirements:

• your home office must be your principal

place of business

• you must meet clients or customers at

home, or

• you must use a separate structure on your

property exclusively for business purposes.

WAYS TO SOLIDIFY HOME OFFICE

DEDUCTION

Here are some ways to convince the IRS that

you qualify for the home office deduction:

• Take a picture of your home office and

draw up a diagram showing your home

office as a portion of your home.

• Have all your business mail sent to your

home office.

• Use your home office address on all your

business cards, stationery, and advertising.

• Obtain a separate phone line for your

business and keep that phone in your

home office. The tax law helps you do

this by allowing you to deduct the

monthly fee for a second phone line in

your home if you use it for business. You

can’t deduct the monthly fee for a single

phone line, even if you use it partly for

business, although you can deduct the

cost of business calls you place from that

line. Having a separate business phone

will also make it easier for you to keep

track of your business phone expenses.

• Encourage clients or customers to regu-

larly visit your home office and keep a

log of their visits.

• To make the most of the time you spend

in your home office, communicate with

clients by phone, fax, or email instead of

going to their offices. Use a mail or mes-

senger service to deliver your work to

customers.

• Keep a log of the time you spend working

in your home office. This doesn’t have to

be fancy: notes on your calendar will do.

3. Home as Principal Place of
Business

The most common way to qualify for the home

office deduction is to use your home as your

principal place of business. Indeed, most self-

employed people will be able to qualify for the

home office deduction on this basis.

a. If you do most of your work at home

If, like many self-employed people, you do all or

most of your work in your home office, your

home is clearly your principal place of business.

You should have no trouble qualifying for the

home office deduction. This would be the case,

for example, for a writer who does most of his or

her writing at home or a salesperson who sells by

phone and makes most of his or her sales calls

from home.

b. If you do only administrative
work at home

Of course, many people who work for themselves

spend the bulk of their time working away from

home. This is the case, for example, for:

• building contractors who work primarily on

building sites

• travelling salespeople who visit clients at

their places of business, and

• house painters, gardeners, and home repair

people who work primarily in their custom-

ers’ homes.

Fortunately, even if you work primarily outside

your home, your home office will qualify as your

principal place of business if:

• you use the office to conduct administrative

or management activities for your business,

and

• there is no other fixed location where you

conduct such activities.

What this means is that to qualify for the home

office deduction, your home office does not need
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to be the place where you generate most of your

business income. It’s sufficient that you use it

regularly to administer or manage your busi-

ness—for example, to keep your books, schedule

appointments, do research, and order supplies. As

long as you have no other fixed location where

you regularly do such things (an outside office)

you can take the deduction.

EXAMPLE: Sally, a handyperson, performs

home repair work for clients in their homes.

She also has a home office that she uses regu-

larly and exclusively to keep her books, ar-

range appointments, and order supplies. Sally

is entitled to a home office deduction.

You don’t have to personally perform at home

all the administrative or management activities

your business requires to qualify for the home

office deduction. Your home office can qualify for

the deduction even if:

• you have others conduct your administra-

tive or management activities at locations

other than your home—for example,

another company does your billing from its

place of business

• you conduct administrative or management

activities at places that are not fixed loca-

tions for your business, such as in a car or

a hotel room, or

• you occasionally conduct minimal adminis-

trative or management activities at a fixed

location outside your home, such as your

outside office.

4. Meeting Clients or Customers at
Home

Even if your home office is not your principal

place of business, you may deduct your expenses

for the part of your home used exclusively to

meet with clients, customers, or patients. You

must physically meet with others at home; phon-

ing them from home is not sufficient. And the

meetings must be a regular part of your

business—occasional meetings don’t qualify.

There is no numerical standard for how often

you must meet clients at home for those meetings

to be considered regular. However, the IRS has

indicated that meeting clients one or two days a

week is sufficient. Again, exclusive use means

that you use the space where you meet clients

only for business. You are free to use the space

for business purposes other than meeting cli-

ents—for example, doing your business book-

keeping or other paperwork. But you cannot use

the space for personal purposes such as watching

television.

EXAMPLE: June, an attorney, works three days

a week in her city office and two days in her

home office, which she uses only for business.

She meets clients at her home office at least

once a week. Because she regularly meets

clients at her home office, it qualifies for the

home office deduction. This is so even though

her city office is her principal place of busi-

ness.

If you want to qualify for this deduction,

encourage clients or customers to visit you at

home. Keep a log or appointment book showing

all their visits.

5. Using a Garage or Other Separate
Structure for Business

You can also deduct expenses for a separate free-

standing structure, such as a studio, garage, or

barn, if you use it exclusively and regularly for

your business. The structure does not have to

be your principal place of business or a place

where you meet patients, clients, or customers.

As always, when the home office deduction is

involved, exclusive use means you use the struc-

ture only for business—for example, you can’t

use it to store gardening equipment or as a guest

house. Regular use is not precisely defined but it’s

probably sufficient for you to use the structure ten

or 15 hours a week.
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EXAMPLE: Deborah is a freelance graphic

designer. She has her main office in an indus-

trial park but also works every weekend in a

small studio in her backyard. Because she

uses the studio regularly and exclusively for

her design work, it qualifies for the home of-

fice deduction.

STORING INVENTORY OR

PRODUCT SAMPLES AT HOME

You can take the home office deduction if

you’re in the business of selling retail or

wholesale products and you store inventory

or product samples at home.

To qualify, you can’t have an office or

other business location outside your home.

And you must store your inventory at a par-

ticular place in your home—for example, a

garage, closet, or bedroom. You can’t move

your inventory from one room to another.

You don’t have to use the storage space ex-

clusively to store your inventory to take the

deduction. It’s sufficient that you regularly

use it for that purpose.

EXAMPLE: Janet sells costume jewelry door

to door. She rents a home and regularly uses

half of her attached garage to store her jew-

elry inventory. She also uses it to park her

Harley Davidson motorcycle. Janet can

deduct the expenses for the storage space

even though she does not use her garage

exclusively to store inventory. Her garage

accounts for 20% of the total floor space of

her house. Because she uses only half of the

garage for storing inventory, she may deduct

one half of this, or 10%, of her rent and cer-

tain other expenses.

6. Amount of Deduction

To figure out the amount of the home office

deduction, you need to determine what percent-

age of your home you use for business. To do

this, divide the square footage of your home of-

fice by the total square footage of your home. For

example, if your home is 1,600 square feet and

you use 400 square feet for your home office, you

use 25% of the total area for business.

Or if all the rooms in your home are about the

same size, figure the business portion by dividing

the number of rooms used for business by the

number of rooms in the home. For example, if

you use one room in a five-room house for busi-

ness, you use 20% of the area for business. Claim-

ing 20% to 25% of your home as a home office is

perfectly acceptable. However, claiming anything

over 40% will likely raise questions with the IRS

unless you store inventory at home.

The home office deduction is not one deduc-

tion, but many. First, you are entitled to deduct

from your gross income the percentage you use

for you home office of:

• your rent if you rent your home, or

• depreciation, mortgage interest, and prop-

erty taxes if you own your home.

In addition, owners and renters may deduct

this same percentage of other expenses for keep-

ing up and running an entire home. The IRS calls

these indirect expenses. They include:

• utility expenses for electricity, gas, heat,

and trash removal

• homeowner’s or renter’s insurance

• home maintenance expenses that benefit

your entire home, including your home

office—for example, roof and furnace

repairs or exterior painting

• condominium association fees

• snow-removal expenses

• casualty losses if your home is damaged—

for example, in a storm, and

• security system costs.
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You may also deduct the entire cost of ex-

penses solely for your home office. The IRS calls

these direct expenses. They include, for example,

painting your home office or paying someone to

clean it. If you pay a housekeeper to clean your

entire house, you may deduct your business use

percentage of the expense.

EXAMPLE: Jean rents a 1,600-square-foot

apartment and uses a 400-square-foot room as

a home office for her consulting business. Her

percentage of business use is 25% (400 divided

by 1,600). She pays $12,000 in annual rent and

has a $1,200 utility bill for the year. She also

spent $200 to paint her home office. She is

entitled to deduct 25% of her rent and utilities

($3,300) plus the entire cost of painting her

office, for a total home office deduction of

$3,500.

Be sure to keep copies of all your bills and

receipts for home office expenses, including:

• IRS Form 1098 sent by whoever holds your

mortgage, showing the interest you paid on

your mortgage for the year

• property tax bills and your canceled pay-

ment checks

• utility bills, insurance bills, and receipts for

repairs to your office area and your can-

celed payments checks, and

• your lease and your canceled rent checks, if

you’re a renter.

The home office deduction can be very valu-

able if you’re a renter because you get to deduct

part of your rent—a substantial expense that is

not ordinarily deductible.

If you own your home, the home office deduc-

tion is worth less because you’re already allowed

to deduct your mortgage interest and property

taxes from your income tax. But taking the home

office deduction will allow you to deduct these

items from your self-employment taxes. You’ll save

$153 in self-employment taxes for every $1,000 in

mortgage interest and property taxes you deduct.

You’ll also be able to deduct a portion of repairs,

utility bills, cleaning and maintenance costs, and

depreciation.

DEPRECIATING OFFICE FURNITURE AND

OTHER PERSONAL PROPERTY

Whether or not you qualify for or take the

home office deduction, you can depreciate

or expense (under Section 179) the cost of

office furniture, computers, copiers, fax ma-

chines, and other personal property you use

for your business in your home office. You

deduct these costs directly on your Schedule

C, Profit or Loss From Business. You do not

have to list them on the special tax form

used for the home office deduction.

If you use the property for both business

and personal reasons, the IRS requires you to

keep records showing when the item was

used for business and when for personal rea-

sons—for example, a diary or log with the

dates, times, and reason the item was used.

(See Chapter 14, Section A.)

a. Profit limit for deductions

There is an important limitation on taking the

home office deduction: It may not exceed the

net profit you earn from your home office in that

year.

If you run a successful business out of your

home office, this limitation won’t pose a problem,

because your profits will exceed your deductions.

But if your business earns very little money or

even loses money, this limitation could prevent

you from deducting part or all of your home

office expenses in a given year.

If your deductions exceed your profits in a

particular year, you can, however, deduct this

excess in the following year and in each succeed-

ing year until you deduct the entire amount.
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There is no limit on how far into the future you

can deduct these expenses: You can claim them

even if you are no longer living in the home

where they were incurred.

So, whether or not your business is making

money, you should keep track of your home

office expenses and claim the deduction on your

tax return. You do this by filing IRS Form 8829

(see Section 7, below). When you plug in the

numbers for your business income and home of-

fice expenses and complete the form, it will show

you how much you can deduct in the current

year and how much you must carry over to the

next year.

Note that this limitation applies to the home

office deduction only; it does not apply to busi-

ness expenses that you can deduct under other

provisions of the tax code. Your “net profit” for

calculating your home business deduction limit is

the gross income you earn from your business

minus your business deductions other than your

home office deduction. You must also subtract

the home office portion of any mortgage interest,

real estate taxes, and casualty losses you incurred.

Tax preparation software can calculate your

net profit for home office deduction purposes, but

it’s a good idea to understand how it works. First,

start with your gross income from your business.

If you sell goods, this is the total sales of your

business minus the cost of goods sold; if you sell

services, it’s all the money you earn. List this

amount on line 7 of your Schedule C.

Next, figure out how much money you earned

from your home office. If you do all of your work

at home, this will be 100% of your gross business

income. But if you work in several locations, you

must determine what portion of your gross

income came from working in your home office.

To do this, consider how much time you spend

working in your home office and the type of

work you do there.

Once you have determined the amount of

your gross profit you earned from your home

office, you must subtract from this amount busi-

ness expenses for which you will take other de-

ductions on your tax return, including:

• the home office percentage of your mort-

gage interest and real estate taxes (if you

own your home), plus any casualty losses,

and

• all of your business expenses that are not

part of the home office deduction, even if

you incurred them while doing business at

home—meaning all the deductions you

listed in Part II of your Schedule C (car

expenses, business travel, insurance, depre-

ciation of business equipment, business

phone, supplies, salaries, and so on).

The remainder is your net profit—the most

you can deduct for using your home office.

EXAMPLE: Sam runs a part-time consulting

business out of his home office, which occu-

pies 20% of his home. In one year, his gross

income from the business was $4,000, and he

had $1,000 in expenses separate from his

home office deduction. He paid $10,000 in

mortgage interest and real estate taxes for the

year. His home office deduction for the year is

limited to $1,000. He calculates this as follows:

Gross income from business: $4,000

Minus business

portion of mortgage

interest and taxes

($10,000 x 20%) – $2,000

Balance: $2,000

Minus direct business

expenses: –$1,000

Home office

deduction limitation: $1,000

Sam’s total home office expenses for

the year amount to $4,000, including

$2,000 in mortgage interest and real estate

taxes, plus $2,000 in other expenses, such
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as utilities and depreciation of his home.

Sam first deducts those home office

expenses that are not deductible as per-

sonal itemized deductions—everything

other than mortgage interest, real estate

taxes, and casualty losses. These expenses

were $2,000. He may deduct only $1,000

of this amount because his home office

deduction profit limit is $1,000. Because

he has reached his profit limit, Sam can’t

deduct as a home office deduction any

portion of his $2,000 mortgage interest

and real estate tax expenses. However,

he may deduct the entire amounts of

these ($10,000 that includes the home

business portion) as personal itemized

deductions on Schedule A. Sam may

deduct the $1,000 in unused home office

expenses the following year, if he has

sufficient income from his business.

b. Special concerns for homeowners

In the past, homeowners who took the home

office deduction were subject to a special tax

trap: If they took a home office deduction for

more than three of the five years before they sold

their home, they had to pay capital gains taxes on

the home office portion of the profit they made

from the sale. For example, if you made a $50,000

profit on the sale of your house, but your home

office took up 20% of the space, you would have

had to pay this tax on $10,000 of your profit (20%

x $50,000 = $10,000).

Fortunately, IRS rules no longer require this.

As long as you live in your home for at least two

of the five years before you sell it, the profit you

make on the sale—up to $250,000 for single tax-

payers and $500,000 for married taxpayers filing

jointly—is not taxable.

However, you will have to pay a capital gains

tax on the depreciation deductions you took after

May 6, 1997, for your home office. This is taxed

at a 25% rate (unless your income tax bracket is

lower than 25%).

EXAMPLE: In 2002, Sally bought a home for

$200,000 and used one of the rooms as her

home office. She sells her home in 2006 for

$300,000, realizing a $100,000 gain (profit).

The depreciation deductions she had taken

for her home office between 2002 and 2006

amounted to $2,000. She must pay a tax of

25% of $2,000, or $500.

7. IRS Reporting Requirements

All unincorporated taxpayers who take the home

office deduction must file IRS Form 8829 with

their tax returns. Renters who take the deduction

must also file Form 1099-MISC.

a. IRS Form 8829

If you qualify for the home office deduction and

are a sole proprietor or partner in a partnership,

you must file IRS Form 8829, Expenses for Busi-

ness Use of Your Home, along with your personal

tax return. The form alerts the IRS that you’re tak-

ing the deduction and shows how you calculated

it. You should file this form even if you’re not

allowed to deduct your home office expenses

(because your business had little or no profits).

By filing, you can apply the deduction to a future

year in which you earn a profit.

If you organize your business as an S corpora-

tion instead of a sole proprietorship or partner-

ship, you don’t have to file Form 8829. (See

Chapter 2, Section B.) This is one of the major

advantages of forming an S corporation. Filing

Form 8829 calls your home office deduction to

the attention of the IRS. If you can avoid filing it,

you are less likely to face an audit.
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For additional information, see IRS Publica-

tion 587, Business Use of Your Home. You

can obtain this and all other IRS publications by

calling the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, visiting your

local IRS office, or downloading the publications

from the IRS website at www.irs.gov.

b. Filing requirement for renters

If you’re a renter and take the home office deduc-

tion, you should file an IRS Form 1099-MISC each

year reporting the amount of your rental pay-

ments attributable to your home office.

EXAMPLE: Bill rents a house and takes the

home office deduction. He spends $12,000

per year on rent and uses 25% of his house

as a home office. He should file Form 1099

reporting $3,000 of his rental payments.

You should file three copies of Form 1099:

• File one copy with the IRS by February 28

• Give one copy to your landlord by

January 31, and

• File one copy with your state tax depart-

ment, if your state has income taxes. (See

Chapter 9.)

Your landlord may not appreciate receiving a

Form 1099 from you, but it will definitely be help-

ful if you’re audited by the IRS and your home

office deduction is questioned. It helps to show

that you were really conducting a business out of

your home.

Form 1099 is not required if your landlord is a

corporation. (Form 1099 need not be filed for

payments to corporations.) Form 1099 is also not

required in the unlikely event that your rental

payments for your home office total less than

$600 for the year.

F. Deducting Your Outside Office
Expenses

Virtually all the expenses you incur for an outside

office or other workplace that you rent for your

business are deductible, including:

• rent

• utilities

• insurance

• repairs

• improvements

• real estate broker fees and commissions to

obtain the lease

• fees for option rights, such as an option to

renew the lease

• burglar alarm expenses

• trash and waste removal

• security expenses

• parking expenses

• maintenance and janitorial expenses

• lease cancellation fees, and

• attorneys’ fees to draft a lease.

If you sign a net lease, you’ll have to pay part

(or all) of the landlord’s maintenance expenses,

property taxes, insurance, and maybe even mort-

gage payments. These payments are treated the

same as rent.

A rental deposit is not deductible in the year

it is made if it is to be returned at the end of the

lease. However, if the landlord applies the

deposit to pay rent you owe, make repairs, or

because you’ve breached the lease, you may

deduct the amount in that year.

None of the rules applicable to the home

office deduction covered in Section D apply to

outside offices. Thus, unlike the home office

deduction, there is no profit limit on deductions

for outside rental expenses—you get your entire

deduction even if it exceeds the profits from your

business.  You report rental expenses for an out-

side office just like any other business expense.

You don’t have to file IRS Form 8829, which is

required when sole proprietors take the home

office deduction.
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1. Timing of Deductions

Because you will ordinarily be in your office for

more than one year, some of the expenses you

pay may benefit your business for more than a

single tax year. In this event, you may have to

deduct the expense over more than one year

instead of currently deducting it all in a single

year. (This discussion assumes that you are a cash

basis taxpayer and use the calendar year as your

tax year.)

a. Current vs. Multiyear Deductions

You may currently deduct any expense you pay

for use of your office during the current tax year.

EXAMPLE: In 2006, Leona paid $800 rent

each month for the outside office she uses for

her psychotherapy practice. The $9,600 Leona

paid in 2006 is fully deductible on her 2006

taxes. The rental payments were a current

expense because they only benefited Leona

for a single tax year—2006.

But if an expense you pay applies beyond the

current tax year, the general rule is that you can

deduct only the amount that applies to your use

of the rented property during the current tax year.

You can deduct the rest of your payment only

during the future tax year to which it applies.

EXAMPLE:  Last January, Steve leased an

outside office for three years for $6,000 a

year. He paid the full lease amount up front:

$18,000 (3 x $6,000). Each year, Steve can

deduct only $6,000—the part of the rent that

applies to that tax year.

Subject to the exceptions noted below, these

rules apply to office expenses, not just to rent you

pay in advance. For example, they apply to all

expenses you pay to get a lease.

EXAMPLE:  Maxine pays $2,000 in attorneys’

fees to draft her office lease. The lease has a

five-year term, so the payment was for a ben-

efit that lasts beyond the end of the following

tax year. Thus, Maxine may not currently de-

duct the entire $2,000 in one year. Instead,

she must deduct the $2,000 in equal amounts

over five years (60 months). This comes to

$33.33 per month. Her lease began on March

1, 2006, so she can deduct $333.33 for 2006

(10 months x $33.33 = $333.33).

b. 12-Month Rule

There is an important exception to the general

rule that you may be able to use. Under the “12-

month rule,” cash basis taxpayers may currently

deduct any expense in the current year so long as

it is for a right or benefit that extends no longer

than the earlier of:

• 12 months, or

• until the end of the tax year after the tax

year in which you made the payment.

EXAMPLE 1: Stephanie leased an office for

five years beginning July 1, 2006. Her rent is

$12,000 per year. She paid the first year’s rent

($12,000) on June 30. Under the general rule

discussed above, Stephanie may deduct in

2006 only the part of her rent payment that

applies to 2006. Her lease started July 1, 2006

(which is 50% of 2006), so she may deduct

50% of the $12,000, or $6,000. However, if

Stephanie uses the 12-month rule, her entire

$12,000 payment is deductible in 2006. The

fact that 50% of her payment was for 2007

doesn’t matter because the benefit she

obtained—the use of her office—lasted for

only 12 months: from July 1, 2006, to July 1,

2007.
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EXAMPLE 2: Steve paid three years of rent in

advance. He may not use the 12-month rule

because the benefit he obtained from his pay-

ment lasted for three years, which is both

more than 12 months and beyond the end of

the tax year after the tax year in which he

made the payment.

EXAMPLE 3: Assume that Maxine (from the

example in the previous section) paid $2,000

in attorneys’ fees to draft a lease that lasts for

one year, starting March 1, 2006. She may

currently deduct the whole amount under the

12-month rule.

To use the 12-month rule, you must apply it

when you first start using the cash method for

your business. You must get IRS approval if you

haven’t been using the rule and want to start

doing so. Such IRS approval is granted automati-

cally. (See Chapter 19.)

c. Determining Your Lease Term

How long a lease lasts is important because it can

determine whether you can currently deduct an

expense or have to deduct it over the entire lease

term. If you have to deduct an expense over the

entire lease term, the length of the lease will

determine the amount of your deduction each

year.  It might seem simple to tell how long a

lease lasts: Just look at the lease term in the lease

agreement. However, things are not so simple if

your lease includes an option to renew.

The IRS says that the term of the lease for

rental expense deductions includes all renewal

options plus any other period for which you and

the lessor reasonably expect the lease to be

renewed. For example, a one-year lease with an

option to renew for five years would be a six-year

lease for deduction purposes.

However, this rule applies only if less than

75% of the cost of getting the lease is for the term

remaining on the purchase date (not including

any period for which you may choose to renew

or extend the lease). Sound confusing? It is.

EXAMPLE 1: You paid $10,000 to get a lease

with 20 years remaining on it and two

options to renew for 5 years each. Of this

cost, you paid $7,000 for the original lease

and $3,000 for the renewal options. Was 75%

of the cost of the lease paid for the initial 20-

year lease term? No. $7,000 is less than 75%

of the total $10,000 cost of the lease. Thus,

the IRS rule discussed above applies. The

lease term for deduction purposes is the

remaining life of your present lease plus the

renewal periods—30 years in all. The $10,000

will have to be amortized (deducted in equal

amounts) over 30 years.

EXAMPLE 2: Assume the same facts as in

Example 1, except that you paid $8,000 for

the original lease and $2,000 for the renewal

options. The $8,000 cost of getting the origi-

nal lease was 80% of the total cost of the

lease, not less than 75%. Thus, the IRS rule

doesn’t apply and you can amortize the entire

$10,000 over the 20-year remaining life of the

original lease.

The crucial question is how you figure out

how much of the cost of the lease was for the

original lease term and how much was for the

renewal term or terms. The IRS only says that the

lease costs should be allocated between the origi-

nal and renewal terms based on the facts and cir-

cumstances. The IRS also says that in some cases

it may be appropriate to make the allocation

using a present value computation. In such a

computation, a present value—a value in today’s

dollars—is assigned to an amount of money in

the future, based on an estimated rate of return

over the long term. You’ll probably want an

accountant to do this for you.
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2. Improvements and Repairs

Landlords often give commercial tenants an

allowance to make improvements before they

move in. You get no deduction in this event. The

landlord gets to depreciate improvements it paid

for, not you. However, if you pay for improve-

ments with your own money, you may deduct the

cost as a business expense.

Improvements may be depreciated over sev-

eral years as described in Chapter 9. They are

depreciated over their recovery periods assigned

by the IRS, not over the whole term of the lease.

For example, the cost of installing new carpet

would be depreciated over five years, even if the

lease term is ten years.

If you treat your expenses for improvements

as rent, you deduct the cost the same as any other

rent. Rent is deductible in a single year unless it is

prepaid in advance. This means you’ll get your

deduction much more quickly than if you depre-

ciated the improvements over several years. How-

ever, if the cost of the improvement is substantial,

part of the cost may have to be treated as prepaid

rent and deducted over the whole lease term as

described above. Whether an improvement must

be depreciated or treated as rent depends on

what you and your landlord intended. Your intent

should be written into your lease agreement.

Unlike for improvements, the cost of repairs

may be deducted in a single year. How do you

tell the difference between a repair and an im-

provement? A repair keeps property in good op-

erating condition, but it does not:

• materially add to the value of your property

• substantially prolong its useful life, or

• make it more useful. (Treas. Reg. § 1.162-4.)

In contrast, an improvement adds to the value

of property, prolongs its life, or adapts it to new

uses. For example, mending a tear in an office

carpet is a repair, but installing a brand new car-

pet is an improvement. ■
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Once you’ve decided how to organize and

name your business, you’ll need to obtain

any necessary licenses, permits, and identification

numbers. This may require you to fill out paper-

work and pay some fees, but it’s well worth the

effort. You can face fines and other penalties if

you don’t satisfy government requirements for

your business.

Also, having all required business licenses

helps you look like an independent business-

person instead of an employee. Potential clients

may even ask you for copies of your licenses,

permits, or numbers before agreeing to hire you

because this information will help them if they’re

audited.

A. Business Licenses

The type of business licenses and permits that

you need (if any) depends on the kind of work

you do and where you do it. You may be

required to get licenses or permits from federal,

state, and local governments. Professional organi-

zations, other self-employed people, and your

local chamber of commerce may all be able to

give you information on licensing requirements

for your business.

1. Federal Licenses and Permits

The federal government doesn’t require licenses

or permits for most small businesses. One notable

exception, however, is the trucking industry.

Trucking companies must be licensed by the Fed-

eral Motor Carrier Safety Administration (www

.fmcsa.dot.gov). License requirements are also

imposed on investment advisors by the Securities

and Exchange Commission (www.sec.gov).

2. State Requirements

A few states require all businesses to obtain state

business licenses (in addition to any local licenses

required).

Most states don’t issue or require general busi-

ness licenses. However, all states require special

licenses for people who work in certain occupa-

tions. Doctors, lawyers, architects, nurses, and

engineers must be licensed in every state. Most

states require licenses for other occupations that

require extensive training or that expose consum-

ers to potential hazards or fraud. For example,

most states license barbers, bill collectors, build-

ing contractors, tax preparers, insurance agents,

cosmetologists, real estate agents or brokers, and

auto mechanics. Your state may require licenses

for other occupations, too.

Procedures for obtaining a license vary from

state to state and occupation to occupation. You

may have to meet specific educational require-

ments or have training or experience in the field.

You may even have to pass a written examina-

tion. Of course, you’ll have to pay a license fee.

Some states may also require that you have liabil-

ity insurance before you can be issued a license.

(See Chapter 6.)

If your state government discovers that you’re

doing business without a required license, a vari-

ety of bad things can happen to you. You’ll

undoubtedly be ordered to stop doing business.

You may also be fined. And depending on your

occupation, failure to obtain a license may be a

crime—a misdemeanor or even a felony.

Many states have agencies designated to help

businesses get started. This is the first place you

should call to obtain information on your state’s

license requirements. These agencies often have

free or inexpensive publications that discuss

licensing rules. (See Appendix 3 for contact

information.)

Also, most state agencies have websites that

may contain information about licensing require-

ments. A good place to start an Internet search for

such information is at www.statelocalgov.net/

index.cfm. Also, the Library of Congress maintains

a list of state government websites at www.loc

.gov/rr/news/stategov/stategov.html.
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3. Local Requirements

Many cities, counties, and municipalities require

business licenses or permits for all businesses—

even one-person, home-based operations. Usu-

ally, you just have to pay a fee to get such li-

censes; they are simply a tax in disguise. Other

cities have no license requirements at all or ex-

empt very small businesses.

If you’re doing business within a city’s limits,

you’ll need to contact your city government to

find out about licensing requirements. If you’re in

an unincorporated area, you’ll need to contact

your county government. If you’re doing business

in more than one city or county, you may have to

get a license for each one.

To find out what to do, call the appropriate

local official in charge of business licensing. This is

often the city or county clerk, planning or zoning

department, city tax office, building and safety

department, or public works department. You may

need more than one local license, so you may

have to deal with more than one local agency.

Your local chamber of commerce may be able to

direct you to the appropriate agency or contact

person.

To obtain a license, you’ll be required to fill

out an application and pay a fee. Fees vary by

locality, ranging from as little as $15 to several

hundred dollars. Fees are often based on your

projected gross revenues—for example, 10 cents

per $1,000 of revenue projected. Periodically,

you’ll be required to renew your license and pay

an additional fee, usually every year. You also

may be required to post your license at your

place of business.

Many self-employed people, particularly those

who work at home, never bother to get a local

business license. If your local government discov-

ers you’re running an unlicensed business, it may

fine you and bar you from doing business until

you obtain a license.

Watch Out for Zoning Restrictions
If you work at home, be careful about

applying for a local business license. You’ll have

to provide your business address to obtain one.

Before granting a license, many cities first check to

see whether the area in which your business is

located is zoned for business. If your local zoning

ordinance bars home offices in your neighborhood,

you could be in for trouble. (See Chapter 4.)

B. Employer Identification
Numbers (EINs)

A federal employer identification number, or EIN,

is a nine-digit number the IRS assigns to busi-

nesses for tax filing and reporting purposes. The

IRS uses the EIN to identify the taxpayer.

1. When an EIN Is Required

Use your EIN on all business tax returns, checks,

and other documents you send to the IRS. Your

state tax authority may also require your EIN on

state tax forms.

a. Sole proprietors

If you’re a sole proprietor, you must have an

EIN to:

• hire employees

• have a Keogh retirement plan (see Chapter

16)

• buy or inherit an existing business that you

operate as a sole proprietorship

• incorporate or form a partnership, or

• file for bankruptcy.

Also, some banks require you to have an EIN

before they’ll set up a bank account for your

business.

If, like most self-employed people, you’re a sole

proprietor and don’t have any employees or a
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Keogh plan, you can’t obtain an EIN; you use your

Social Security number instead.

b. Corporations, partnerships, and
limited liability companies

You must have an EIN if you form a corporation,

partnership, or limited liability company, even if

you were formerly a sole proprietor.

2. Obtaining an EIN

EINs are free and easy to obtain. You can get

one by filing IRS Form SS-4, Application for Em-

ployer Identification Number, with the IRS. Fill-

ing out the form is simple—just follow its

detailed instructions.

Note these possible trouble spots:

• Space 1: List your full legal name if you’re

a sole proprietor. If you’ve incorporated, list

the corporation’s name—the name on your

articles of incorporation or similar docu-

ment establishing your corporation.

• Space 7: Leave this space blank if you’re a

sole proprietor.

• Space 11: For most self-employed people,

the closing month of the tax year is Decem-

ber. (See Chapter 8, Section A.)

• Space 12: If you don’t plan to hire any

employees, enter “N/A” in this space.

a. Applying online

The fastest and easiest way to obtain an EIN is to

apply directly through the IRS website by going to

www.irs.gov/businesses/small and clicking

“Employer ID Numbers (EINs)” on the right side

of the screen. You can fill out the SS-4 form and

submit it electronically to the IRS. You will imme-

diately be issued what the IRS calls a “provi-

sional” EIN. If the information on the application

is verified by the IRS, your provisional EIN will

become permanent. There is no need to submit a

paper application. The IRS will contact you if

there are problems with your online application.

Be sure to print out your SS-4 application after

the EIN is assigned and keep a paper copy for

your records. You can do this by clicking the

“Print Form” button after receiving your EIN.

b. Applying by mail

If you do not want to apply online, you can

obtain your EIN by mailing a completed SS-4 to

the appropriate IRS service center listed in the

form’s instructions. The IRS will mail the EIN to

you in about a month.

c. Applying by phone

You can also get an EIN over the phone by using

the IRS’s Tele-TIN program. Here’s how:

• Fill out the SS-4 form.

• Call the IRS at 800-829-4933. An IRS repre-

sentative will take the information off your

SS-4 and assign you an EIN that you can

start using immediately.

• Write your EIN in the upper right-hand cor-

ner of the SS-4 and sign and date the form.

• Mail or fax the signed SS-4 within 24 hours

to the Tele-TIN unit at the IRS service cen-

ter address for your state. The addresses are

provided in the SS-4 instructions, or the IRS

representative can give you the fax number.

C. Sales Tax Permits

Almost all states and many municipalities impose

sales taxes of some kind. The only states without

sales tax are Alaska, Delaware, Montana, New

Hampshire, and Oregon. However, many cities,

counties, and boroughs in Alaska have their own

local sales taxes. In addition, the other four states

impose sales-type taxes on certain types of busi-

ness transactions.
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IRS FORM SS-4

Harry Flashman

555 Main St.

Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Washtenaw

X   123 45 6789

X

Aug. 1, 2006 December

    Sept. 1, 2006

1

   Consulting

X

  Harry Flashman, Owner        315 555-5555

       Harry Flashman     August 15, 2006  315 554-5555

X
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In some states, sales tax is imposed on sellers,

who then have the option of passing the tax

along to their purchasers. In other states, the tax

is imposed directly on the purchaser, and the

seller is responsible for collecting the tax and

remitting it to the state. In a few states, sellers and

purchasers split the sales tax.

1. Selling Products or Services

If you sell tangible personal property—things you

can hold in your hand—to the public, you’ll most

likely have to pay sales taxes. All states that have

sales taxes impose them on sales of goods or

products to the public.

On the other hand, if you only provide ser-

vices to clients or customers—that is, you don’t

sell or transfer any type of personal property—

you probably don’t have to worry about sales

taxes because most states either don’t tax services

at all or tax only certain services. Notable excep-

tions are Hawaii, New Mexico, and South Dakota,

which impose sales taxes on all services, subject

to certain exceptions.

Determining whether you’re selling property

or providing a service can be difficult because the

two are often involved in the same transaction.

For example, a piano tuner may have to replace

some piano wire to tune a piano, or a dentist may

provide a patient with a gold filling in the process

of filling a tooth. In these instances, many state

taxing authorities look at the true object of the

transaction to determine if sales tax will be

assessed. That is, they look at whether the main

purpose of the transaction is to provide the con-

sumer with a service or to sell property. It seems

clear that the main purpose of hiring a piano

tuner or dentist is to obtain a service—that is, the

tuning of the piano or filling of the tooth. The

property used to provide the service is incidental.

2. Contacting Your State Sales Tax
Department

Each state’s sales tax requirements are unique. A

product or service taxable in one state may be tax-

free in another. The only way to find out if the

products or services you provide are subject to

sales taxes is to contact your state sales tax depart-

ment. (See Appendix 3 for a list of state sales tax

offices.) If you don’t understand the requirements,

seek help from a tax professional. (See Chapter 21.)

3. Obtaining a State Sales Tax Permit

If the products or services you provide are subject

to sales tax, you’ll have to fill out an application to

obtain a state sales tax permit. Complete and mail

the application before you make a taxable sale.

Many states impose penalties if you make a sale

before you obtain a sales tax permit. Generally,

you pay sales taxes four times a year, but you

might have to pay them monthly if you make a lot

of sales. Be sure to collect all the taxes due. If you

fail to do so, you can be held personally liable for

the full amount of uncollected tax.

Watch Out for Rule Changes
States constantly change their sales tax

laws, so be on the lookout for changes that affect

how you do business. Professional organizations

and your state chamber of commerce can be good

sources of information on your state’s sales tax

rules. ■
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Most employees don’t worry much about

health, liability, or property insurance; their

employers take care of their insurance needs.

Unfortunately, this is not the case when you’re

self-employed. Self-employed people must pur-

chase all their insurance themselves and usually

need more coverage than employees. Insurance is

the single greatest expense for many of the self-

employed.

The best time to obtain insurance is when you

first become self-employed or even before you

quit your job to do so. Insurance is cheapest and

easiest to obtain before you have a problem.

Don’t wait until you become ill, are being sued,

or have business property damaged or stolen to

start thinking about insurance. By then it may be

too late. And even if you’re able to obtain insur-

ance, it will likely not provide coverage for your

preexisting condition or problem.

A. Health Insurance

Health insurance pays at least part of your doctor,

hospital, and prescription expenses if you or a

family member get sick. When you’re self-

employed, you have to obtain your own health

insurance. Your clients or customers need not and

will not provide it for you. Even if you’re in per-

fect health, you should obtain health insurance.

Medical costs for even relatively minor illnesses or

injuries can be huge.

And if you’re uninsured, the reality is that you

may have difficulty finding a doctor or hospital

willing to treat you. A study by the Harvard

School of Public Health found that 45% of

uninsured people had trouble getting adequate

health care.

Although the laws of most states prevent an

insurer from denying you coverage because of a

preexisting medical problem, it can still be very

difficult for self-employed people to obtain afford-

able health insurance if you or a family member

have a chronic or serious illness. Some people

who would like to quit their jobs and go into

business for themselves refrain from doing so

because they’re afraid they won’t be able to get

health insurance.

The availability and cost of health insurance

depends on many factors; some are within your

control and others are not. Among the factors you

have no control over are:

• your age and gender

• your health history, and

• where you live.

The most important factors over which you do

have control are whether you obtain a group or an

individual policy and the type of plan you purchase.

OBTAINING HEALTH COVERAGE THROUGH

YOUR SPOUSE OR PARTNER

If you are married and your spouse has a job

that provides health insurance coverage, you

can obtain coverage through your spouse’s

policy. Substantial numbers of self-employed

people obtain their health insurance cover-

age this way: A 1999 survey sponsored by

the Small Business Administration found that

one-third of all home business owners ob-

tained health insurance coverage through

their spouses.

Unfortunately, this method won’t work if

your spouse does not have a job that pro-

vides health coverage or, usually, if you are

not married. If you have a partner but are

not married, however, some employers pro-

vide health care coverage for employees’

domestic partners as well, so be sure to have

your partner check his or her policy.

1. Group and Individual Policies

You can obtain health insurance either through a

group or as an individual. Group policies insure

all members of the group, who pay into a pool
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that covers medical costs. Insurers prefer to cover

large groups because the risks and administrative

costs are spread over many people.

Industry trade associations, professional

groups, and other membership organizations

sometimes obtain health insurance as groups, so

you can often get the benefits of a group policy

by joining one of theirs. There is a professional

group or trade association for virtually every

occupation. If you don’t know of a group you can

join, ask other self-employed people in your field.

Most of these organizations have websites, so you

may be able to find one using a search engine

such as Google (www.google.com). You can also

ask your local library if it has a book that lists

professional associations in your area. For

example, thousands of membership organizations

are listed in the Directory of Organizations (Gale

Research).

You may also be able to obtain health insur-

ance by joining your local chamber of commerce.

Also, there are national membership organiza-

tions for the self-employed that provide insurance,

such as the National Association of the Self-

Employed, which you can reach by phone at 800-

232-6273 or on the Web at www.nase.org. Other

organizations set up specifically to provide health

and other insurance benefits to members include

the Support Services Alliance (www.ssainfo

.com) and the Small Business Service Bureau

(www.sbsb.com).

In addition, several states have formed coop-

eratives that small business owners may join to

obtain group health insurance coverage. These

are called Cooperatives for Health Insurance

Purchasing (or CHIPs, for short). To find out if

your state offers a CHIP, call the Institute for

Health Policy Solutions at 202-789-1491, or visit

their website at www.ihps.org.

Individual coverage is typically 25% to 30%

more expensive than group coverage, and indi-

vidual coverage limits are usually lower than

those offered under group coverage. For example,

a group health insurance policy often does not

impose any limit on the total benefits paid during

your lifetime, while individual coverage often lim-

its total lifetime benefits to one or two million

dollars. With the skyrocketing costs of medical

care, you can reach the limit surprisingly quickly

if you have a chronic illness.

PORTABILITY LAW DOESN’T
HELP SELF-EMPLOYED

In late 1996, Congress passed the Health

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

(HIPAA)—a law making employee health

insurance portable. Under HIPAA, employees

who go from one job where they had group

health coverage to another job with group

health insurance can’t be denied coverage

solely because of their health status, claims

history, or medical condition.

If the employer’s health insurer wants to

exclude coverage for an employee’s preexist-

ing medical condition, this law limits the

time for which it can do so to 12 months at

most. A preexisting condition is defined as

one for which the employee received treat-

ment within six months before the enroll-

ment date in the new plan. The law took

effect July 1, 1997. Unfortunately, the law does

nothing for the millions of uninsured Ameri-

cans or for people in business for them-

selves, who are not in the position of moving

from one group insurance plan to another.

2. Types of Plans

Today, a bewildering array of health insurance

plans are available, described by a bewildering

amount of jargon in their policies. As a self-

employed person, you will most likely be able to

choose among traditional and managed care plans.

The type of plan that will be best for you

depends on how much money you can afford to

spend for health insurance, your prior health
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history, which plans are available in your area

and will accept you, and how important choice of

doctors is to you. It’s best to shop around and

investigate as many different plans as possible,

because costs and benefits vary widely.

a. Traditional plans

The traditional form of health insurance is now

becoming increasingly rare. In this type of fee-for-

service plan, you’re allowed to go to any doctor

or hospital you choose. Either you or your doctor

must submit a claim to the insurer for reimburse-

ment of the cost. However, the plan will pay only

for care that is medically necessary and covered

by the plan.

These plans typically require you to pay a

deductible—that is, to pay a portion of your

medical bills out of your own pocket—before

your insurance kicks in to cover the rest. They

also require a copayment—a small payment you

must make for each doctor’s appointment or pre-

scription the insurance covers.

The deductible can be anywhere from $100 to

several thousand dollars per year. Ordinarily, the

deductible accumulates throughout the calendar

year. This means any medical bills you pay from

January 1 to December 31 count toward your

deductible for that year; on New Year’s Day, you

start again at zero. Once you have met your

deductible, your insurer starts paying benefits.

The copayment is usually 20% of the cost of a

given service or prescription, although 10% or

30% copayments are not uncommon.

The higher the deductible and copayment, the

lower your premium—or basic payment for cov-

erage—will be. However, if you get sick, you’ll

have to pay a substantial amount out of your own

pocket. For example, if you have a policy with a

$1,000 deductible and a 20% copayment, you’ll

have to pay the first $1,000 of your yearly medical

expenses yourself; thereafter, the insurer will pay

80% of the cost and you’ll have to pay the other

20%. If you incur $5,000 in medical expenses

under such a plan, you’d have to pay $1,800 of

the cost yourself.

If you have substantial medical bills—for

example, treatment for a serious illness could cost

several hundred thousand dollars—a 20%

copayment will be a real hardship. To avoid this,

most insurance plans change your copayment

percentage to 0% after you’ve incurred a certain

amount of paid expenses for the year. This is

called the “out-of-pocket maximum.”

b. Managed care

Managed care has become the norm in the United

States. Under a managed care plan, instead of

paying for each service you receive separately,

your coverage is paid for in advance. Managed

care is usually cheaper than a traditional plan,

but you get a more limited choice of doctors and

hospitals.

• Health maintenance organizations
(HMOs). HMOs are prepaid health pro-

grams that require you to use doctors and

hospitals that are part of the organization’s

network. Some HMOs employ their own

doctors and run their own hospitals, while

others are affiliated with private physicians.

With an HMO, you get your medical care

for a fixed price. Ordinarily, you don’t pay

a deductible, but you may be charged a

small copayment—$10 or $15—for certain

services. However, you can’t go to a doctor

or hospital outside the plan except in a

medical emergency.

HMOs often offer the lowest premiums

around, but these savings come at a price.

When you’re in an HMO, your primary care

doctor is in complete control of your care.

You can’t visit a specialist without a referral

from another doctor. HMOs often discour-

age referrals to expensive specialists; your

primary doctor’s compensation from the

HMO may even be reduced if he or she

refers you to someone else.
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 Many HMOs also require you to get prior

approval for any treatment you get. And

they may have detailed guidelines govern-

ing your care. For example, HMO rules may

not allow you to be given experimental

treatments.

• Preferred provider organization plans
(PPOs). PPOs are a cross between tradi-

tional fee-for-service plans and HMOs.

PPOs establish networks of doctors and

hospitals that agree to provide care at a

price that is usually lower than would be

available outside the plan. You obtain full

benefits only if you go to a doctor or hospi-

tal within the network. You are permitted

to go to a doctor or hospital outside the

network, but you’ll usually be required to

pay a deductible and copayment.

• Point of service plans. Point of service

plans are similar to PPOs, except that you

ordinarily have a primary care physician

who is in charge of your medical care.

PPOs generally don’t require this.

3. Comparing Plans

Comparing health insurance plans can be confus-

ing. Be sure to read the plan literature carefully. If

you don’t understand something, ask for an

explanation. Compare the plans’ coverage and

costs.

No plan covers everything. HMOs typically

provide broader coverage than fee-for-service

plans. Most plans don’t cover eyeglasses, hearing

aids, or cosmetic surgery. However, you may pay

for such items with funds from a Health Savings

Account. (See Section 4.) Look carefully to see

what medical expenses are covered. Expenses to

check include:

• inpatient hospital services

• outpatient surgery

• physician visits in the hospital

• office visits

• skilled nursing care

• medical tests and x-rays

• prescription drugs

• mental health care

• drug and alcohol abuse treatment

• home health care visits

• rehabilitation facility care

• physical therapy

• hospice care

• maternity care

• preventive care and checkups, and

• well-baby care.

See if the plan excludes preexisting conditions

or specific illnesses.

Next, compare the amount of the premium and

the deductible or copayment for each plan you

consider. Just as important as the premium, how-

ever, is the maximum amount the plan will pay.

You should seek a benefit limit of at least $1 mil-

lion. Beware of plans that advertise a high benefit

ceiling but have a much lower benefit limit per

claim or a lower maximum benefit per year.

Finally, see what type of hoops the plan

requires you to jump through to get treatment.

You may be required to get advance authorization

for treatment or obtain a second opinion before

you’re allowed to have surgery. To save money,

more and more traditional plans are imposing

these types of restrictions as well.

If you’re looking for a new plan but want to

continue with your current doctor, make sure he

or she belongs to the plan you’re considering.

Ask for your doctor’s opinion about the various

plans before you sign up. Most doctors belong to

several plans and can tell you which are easy to

deal with and which are Byzantine bureaucracies.

4. Health Savings Accounts

On January 1, 2004, a new era in health insurance

funding began with the inauguration of health

savings accounts, or HSAs. HSAs are tax-exempt

accounts that you can create to save money for

your future medical costs. HSAs represent the

most radical change in health care financing in

the last 50 years and can be a real boon for many

self-employed people.
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You can get more information on HSAs

from IRS Publication 969, Health Savings

Accounts and Other Tax-Favored Health Plans,

which you can obtain by calling 800-TAX-FORM,

visiting your local IRS office, or downloading it

from the IRS website at www.irs.gov. The IRS has

set up an email address (hsainfo@do.treas.gov) and

a voice mailbox (202-622-4HSA) to answer ques-

tions about HSAs. The United States Treasury

Department also has a webpage with useful

information at www.treas.gov/offices/public-

affairs/hsa. In addition, a useful private website

with information on HSAs can be found at

www.hsainsider.com.

a. What are health savings accounts?

The Health Savings Account concept is very

simple: Instead of relying on health insurance to

pay for small or routine medical expenses, you

pay for them yourself. To help you do this, you

establish an HSA with a health insurance com-

pany, bank, or other financial institution. Your

contributions to the account are tax-deductible

and you don’t have to pay tax on the interest you

earn on the money in your account. You can

withdraw the money in your HSA to pay for

almost any health-related expense without having

to pay tax on the withdrawals.

In case you or a family member develops a

serious health problem, you must also obtain a

health insurance policy with a high deductible—

at least $1,000 for individuals and $2,100 for

families. You can use the money in your HSA to

pay this large deductible and any copayments

you’re required to make.

Using an HSA can save you money in two

ways. First, you can take a tax deduction for the

money you deposit in your account. Second, you

can save money on your health insurance premi-

ums with your high-deductible health insurance

policy, which should cost less than a traditional

comprehensive or HMO coverage policy.

To participate in the HSA program, you need

two things:

• a high-deductible health plan that qualifies

under the HSA rules, and

• an HSA account.

b. Obtaining an HSA-qualified health
plan

To set up an HSA, you must first obtain health

care coverage from an “HSA-qualified” plan—a

bare-bones health plan with a high deductible

that meets HSA criteria, including:

• The plan must have a high deductible.
Your plan must have a $1,000 minimum

annual deductible if the plan is for yourself

or a $2,100 minimum deductible if it is for

you and your family

• The insurer must agree to participate
and give a roster of its enrolled partici-
pants to the IRS. If your insurer fails to

report to the IRS that you are enrolled in

an HSA-qualified insurance plan, the IRS

will not permit you to deduct your HSA

contributions.

• The plan must have a cap on the annual
out-of-pocket payments it can require
you to make each year. Out-of-pocket

payments include deductibles, copayments,

and other amounts (other than insurance

premiums) you must pay for benefits cov-

ered by your health plan. As of 2006, the

maximum annual out-of-pocket payments

that your insurer can require are $5,250 for

individuals and $10,200 for families.

In addition, if you set up an HSA for your fam-

ily, your health insurance plan deductible must

apply to the whole family, not to each family

member separately. With such a per-family

deductible, expenses incurred by each family

member accumulate and are credited towards the

family deductible. For example, a family of four

would meet the $2,100 deductible if each family
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member paid $525 during the year (4 x $525 =

$2,100). The family deductible is a unique feature

of the HSA program.

Also, you can opt for a deductible that is larger

than the minimum $1,000 or $2,100 amount.

However, keep in mind that there are limits on

how much money you can contribute to your

HSA account each year. To be on the safe side,

you may wish to keep your deductible to these

minimums. If you opt for a larger deductible,

your account may not have enough money in it

to cover the deductible if you become seriously

ill—particularly if you develop a chronic illness

that will require payments year after year. In

2006, the maximum annual contribution to an

HSA is $2,700 for individuals and $5,450 for fami-

lies. These amounts will be adjusted each year

for inflation.

HSA DEDUCTIBLES AND

OUT-OF-POCKET CAPS

Type of Minimum Maximum

Coverage Annual Annual

Deductible Out-of-Pocket

Payments

Self only $1,000 $5,250

Family $2,100 $10,200

You may be able to obtain HSA-qualified

health insurance coverage from many HMO, PPO,

or traditional plans; such policies will be clearly

labeled as HSA-qualified on the cover or declara-

tion page of the policy. You might also be able to

convert a high-deductible health insurance policy

you already have to an HSA-qualified health in-

surance policy, or your present health insurer

may offer a different, HSA-qualified plan. Ask

your health insurer for details.

If you need or want a new health insurance

plan, you can obtain an HSA-qualified health plan

from any health insurer that decides to participate

in the program. Industry experts anticipate that

many insurers will participate. One way to find

participating health insurers is to enter the search

terms “Health Savings Account” or “HSA” into an

Internet search engine such as Google

(www.google.com). Several websites provide

detailed information about HSAs—for example,

www.hsainsider.com.

You cannot establish an HSA if you’re covered

by health insurance other than a high-deductible

HSA plan—for example, if your spouse has family

coverage for you from his or her job. You may

have to change your existing coverage if you

decide you want to establish an HSA. In addition,

people eligible to receive Medicare may not par-

ticipate in the HSA program.

c. Opening an HSA account

Once you are covered by an HSA-qualified health

insurance policy, you may open your HSA

account. You must establish your HSA with a

“trustee” who keeps track of your deposits and

withdrawals, produces annual statements, and

reports your HSA deposits to the IRS. Any person,

insurance company, bank, or financial institution

already approved by the IRS to be a trustee or

custodian of an IRA is automatically approved to

serve as an HSA trustee. Others may apply for

approval under IRS procedures for HSAs.

Typically, health insurers administer both the

health insurance plan and the HSA. However, you

don’t have to have your HSA administered by your

insurer; your trustee can administer your account

instead. Whoever administers your account will

usually give you a checkbook or debit card to use

to withdraw funds from the account. You can also

make withdrawals by mail or in person.

Before deciding on a trustee for your HSA

account, look at the plans offered by several

companies to see which provides the best deal.

Compare the fees charged to set up the account,

as well as any other charges—for example, some

companies may charge an annual service fee. Ask
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about special promotions and discounts and find

out how the trustee invests the money in its HSA

accounts.

d. Making contributions to your HSA

Once you set up your HSA-qualified health plan

and HSA account, you can start making contribu-

tions to your account. There is no minimum

amount you are required to contribute each year;

you may contribute nothing if you wish. But there

are maximum limits on how much you may con-

tribute (and thus deduct from your federal income

taxes) each year:

• If you have individual coverage, the maxi-

mum you may contribute to your HSA each

year is the amount of your annual deduct-

ible or $2,700, whichever is less.

• If you have family coverage, the maximum

you may contribute to your HSA each year

is the amount of your annual deductible or

$5,450, whichever is less.

These maximums will be adjusted for inflation

each year.

EXAMPLE 1: Elvira has an individual HSA-

qualified health insurance policy with a

$1,500 annual deductible. She may contribute

up to $1,500 to her HSA account each year.

EXAMPLE 2: Jim has a family health insur-

ance policy with a $6,000 deductible. He may

contribute up to $5,450 to his HSA account.

Individuals who are 55 to 65 years old have the

option of making additional tax-free catch-up con-

tributions to their HSA accounts, gradually increas-

ing to $1,000 by 2009 (see chart below). This rule

is intended to compensate for the fact that older

folks won’t have as many years to fund their ac-

counts as younger taxpayers. If you’re in this age

group, it’s wise to make these contributions if you

can afford them, so your HSA account will have

enough money to pay for future health expenses.

MAXIMUM ANNUAL CATCH-UP

CONTRIBUTION

2005 $600

2006 $700

2007 $800

2008 $900

2009 and later $1,000

e. Deducting HSA contributions

The amount you contribute each year to your

HSA account, up to the annual limit, is deductible

from your federal income taxes. This is a personal

deduction you take on the first page of your

IRS Form 1040. You deduct it from your gross

income, just like a business deduction (see Chap-

ter 9, Section H). This means that you get the full

amount of the deduction, whether or not you

itemize your personal deductions.

EXAMPLE: Martin, a self-employed contractor,

establishes an HSA for himself and his family

with a $2,100 deductible. Every year, he con-

tributes the maximum amount to his HSA

account—$2,100. He can then reduce his tax-

able income by this $2,100 and, because he is

in the 25% federal income tax bracket, save

$525 in federal income tax each year.

f. Where to invest your HSA
contributions

The contributions you make to your HSA account

may be invested just like contributions you would

make to an Individual Retirement Account (IRA)

(see Chapter 16, Section B). You can invest your

HSA account savings in almost anything—money

market accounts, bank certificates of deposit,

stocks, bonds, mutual funds, Treasury bills, and

notes. However, you can’t invest in collectibles
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such as art, antiques, postage stamps, or other

personal property. Most HSA funds are invested

in money market accounts and certificates of

deposit.

Every year, you may roll over up to $500 of

unused funds in your HSA into an IRA, without

paying any tax on the money.

g. Withdrawing HSA funds

If you or a family member needs health care, you

can withdraw money from your HSA to pay your

deductible or any other medical expenses. You

pay no federal tax on HSA withdrawals used to

pay qualified medical expenses. Qualified medical

expenses are broadly defined to include many

types of expenses ordinarily not covered by

health insurance—for example, acupuncture, chi-

ropractors, eyeglasses and contact lenses, dental

care, fertility treatment, laser eye surgery, and

treatment for learning disabilities. This is one of

the great advantages of the HSA program over

traditional health insurance. (You can find a com-

plete list of qualified medical expenses in IRS

Publication 502, Medical and Dental Expenses,

available by calling 800-TAX-FORM or online at

www.irs.gov.)

HSA participants do not have to obtain

advance approval from their HSA trustee or

insurer before they can withdraw funds from their

accounts. HSA participants themselves determine

whether an expense is a qualified medical

expense. You should keep records of your medi-

cal expenses to show that your withdrawals were

for qualified medical expenses and are therefore

excludable from your gross income.

Note, however, that you may not use HSA

funds to purchase nonprescription medications.

The only way to deduct these is to hire your

spouse and establish a medical reimbursement

plan.

EXAMPLE: Jane, a self-employed consultant

and single mother, obtains family health

insurance coverage with a $2,500 deductible.

She sets up an HSA at her bank and deposits

$2,500 every year for three years. She deducts

each contribution from her gross income for

the year for income tax purposes. Jane pays

no taxes on the interest she earns on the

money in her account, which is invested in a

money market fund. By the end of three

years, Jane has accumulated $7,500 in the

account. Jane becomes ill after the third year

and is hospitalized. She withdraws $2,000

from her HSA to pay her deductible. She also

withdraws $3,000 to pay for speech therapy

for her son, which is not covered by her

health insurance. She pays no federal tax on

these withdrawals.

h. Tax-free withdrawals

Generally, if you withdraw funds from your HSA

to use for something other than qualified medical

expenses, you must pay regular income tax on

the withdrawal plus a 10% penalty. For example,

if you were in the 25% federal income tax

bracket, you’d have to pay a 35% tax on your

nonqualified withdrawals.

Once you reach the age of 65 or become dis-

abled, however, you can withdraw your HSA

funds for any reason without penalty. If you use

the money for nonmedical expenses, you will

have to pay regular income tax on the withdraw-

als. When you die, the money in your HSA

account is transferred to the beneficiary you’ve

named for the account. The transfer is tax-free if

the beneficiary is your surviving spouse. Other

transfers are taxable.

If you elect to leave the HSA program, you can

keep your HSA account and withdraw money

from it tax-free for health care expenses. How-

ever, you won’t be able to make any additional

contributions to the account.
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i. Uses for HSA funds

Ordinarily, you may not use HSA funds to pur-

chase health insurance or pay for health insur-

ance premiums—only to cover the deductible and

other out-of-pocket costs required by a plan you

purchase with other funds. However, there are

three exceptions to this general rule. You can use

HSA funds to pay for:

• a health plan during any period of continu-

ation coverage required under any federal

law—for example, when you are laid off

from your job and purchase continuing

health insurance coverage from your

employer’s health insurer pursuant to

COBRA (see Section 8, below)

• long-term health care insurance, or

• health insurance premiums you pay

while you are receiving unemployment

compensation.

5. Are HSAs a Good Deal?

Should you get an HSA? It depends.

HSAs are a good deal if you’re young or in

good health and you don’t go to the doctor often

or take many expensive medications. You can

purchase a health plan with a high deductible,

pay substantially lower premiums, and have the

security of knowing you can dip into your HSA if

you get sick and have to pay the deductible or

other uncovered medical expenses. You also get

the benefit of deducting your HSA contributions

from your income taxes. And you can use your

HSA funds to pay for many health-related ex-

penses that aren’t covered by traditional health

insurance.

If you don’t tap into the money you put in

your HSA, it will keep accumulating free of taxes.

If you enjoy good health while you have your

HSA, you may end up with a substantial amount

in your account that you can withdraw without

penalty for any purpose once you turn 65. Unlike

all other existing tax-advantaged savings or retire-

ment accounts, HSAs provide a tax break when

funds are deposited and when they are with-

drawn. No other account provides both a “front

end” and “back end” tax break.  With IRAs, for

example, you must pay tax either when you

deposit or when you withdraw your money. This

feature can make your HSA an extremely lucrative

tax shelter—a kind of super IRA.

On the other hand, HSAs are not for every-

body. You could be better off with traditional

comprehensive health insurance if you or a mem-

ber of your family has substantial medical

expenses. When you’re in this situation, you’ll

likely end up spending all or most of your HSA

contributions each year and earn little or no inter-

est on your account (but you’ll still get a deduc-

tion for your contributions). Of course, whether

traditional health insurance is better than an HSA

depends on its cost, including the deductibles and

copayments you must make.

In addition, depending on your medical his-

tory and where you live, the cost of an HSA-

qualified health insurance plan may be too great

to make the program cost-effective for you. How-

ever, if your choice is an HSA or nothing, get an

HSA.

6. HSAs for Employees

Employers may provide HSAs to their employees.

Any business, no matter how small, may partici-

pate in the HSA program. The employer pur-

chases an HSA-qualified health plan for its

employees, who establish their own individual

HSA accounts. The employer may pay all or part

of its employees’ insurance premiums and make

contributions to their HSA accounts. Employees

may also make their own contributions to their

individual accounts. The combined annual contri-

butions of the employer and employee may not

exceed the limits listed in Section 4d, above.
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COMPARING HEALTH COSTS FOR A TYPICAL FAMILY

The Joneses are a family of three whose

health care costs are equal to the national

average. They pay $650 per month for tradi-

tional health insurance. Their policy has a

$500 per person deductible and an out-of-

pocket expense cap of $1,500. They incur

$1,200 in uninsured medical and dental

expenses each year.

Compare their annual health expenses if

they switch to an HSA-qualified insurance

plan with a $4,500 family deductible. Assume

their high-deductible policy costs $400 per

month and they put the $250 they save on

insurance premiums each month into their

HSA account. They use the money in their

HSA account to pay their annual $1,200 in

uninsured health expenses. Assume also that

the breadwinner in this family is self-em-

ployed and qualifies for the self-employed

health insurance deduction and that the fam-

ily is in the 25% federal income tax bracket.

Traditional Health Plan HSA Health Plan

Annual health insurance premiums $7,800 $4,800

Annual HSA contribution 0 $3,000

Annual amount spent on $1,200 $1,200
uninsured health costs

Total Annual Expenses $9,000 $9,000

HSA account balance on December 31 0 $1,800

Tax savings from HSA 0    $750
contribution (25% x $3,000)

Tax savings from self-employed $1,950 $1,200
health insurance deduction (25% x $7,800) (25% x $4,800)

Net Cost $7,050 $5,250

($9,000 – $1,950) ($9,000 – $1,800

 – $750 – $1,200)
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HSAs are portable when an employee changes

employers—meaning an employee can keep the

HSA and move it with him or her to the next em-

ployer. Contributions and earnings belong to the

account holder, not the employer. Employers are

required to report amounts contributed to an HSA

on the employee’s Form W-2.

Health insurance payments and HSA contribu-

tions made by a business on behalf of its employ-

ees are currently deductible business expenses.

The employees do not have to report employer

contributions to their HSA accounts as income.

7. Tax Reporting for HSAs

You’ll need to report to the IRS how much you

deposit into and withdraw from your HSA each

year. You can do this by filing IRS Form 8889,

Health Savings Accounts. You’ll also have to keep

a record of the name and address of each person

or company you pay with funds from your HSA.

8. Insurance From a Former Job

If your employer provides you with group health

insurance coverage and you’re laid off or quit,

you may be able to keep your old health insur-

ance coverage for a limited period of time. A

federal workplace law called COBRA—short for

Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation

Act—requires your former employer to offer you

and your spouse and dependents continuing

insurance coverage if you lose your job (unless

you’re fired or forced to resign because of gross

misconduct).

The law applies to all employers with 20 or

more employees. Your employer’s health plan

administrator is supposed to inform you within 14

days after you leave your job that you can con-

tinue your coverage. Coverage must be offered

regardless of any preexisting medical conditions

you have. You have 60 days after receiving the

notice to decide whether to obtain the continuing

coverage. If you elect to obtain this coverage, it’s

retroactive to the date you left your job.

You usually have to pay for this coverage your-

self. Your employer may charge you up to 102% of

what it pays for the coverage; the extra 2% is for

administrative costs. However, some employees

who are laid off are able to negotiate free coverage

for a time as part of a severance package.

Your coverage can last for anywhere from 18

to 36 months, depending on the reason you left

your job. At the end of that time, you have the

right to convert to an individual policy. However,

such a policy will likely be much more expensive

than your employer’s group policy.

Employers and health insurance plan adminis-

trators who violate COBRA can be fined. Unfortu-

nately, the law generally cannot be enforced by

any means other than a complex and expensive

lawsuit. Such lawsuits are usually brought only by

large groups of former employees who can afford

to share the legal fees involved. If you run into

problems claiming COBRA benefits, you can

try calling your state labor department or IRS

office—both agencies administer COBRA.

Many states have laws similar to COBRA that

are easier to enforce and, more importantly, usu-

ally provide broader benefits and apply to smaller

employers than does COBRA. These laws vary

greatly from state to state. Contact your state

insurance department for more information.

B. Disability Insurance

Disability insurance is designed to replace the

income you lose if you become so sick or injured

that you’re unable to work for a period of time or

never able to work again.
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HOW IMPORTANT IS DISABILITY INSURANCE?

Disability insurers have compiled some very

scary statistics in an attempt to show that dis-

ability insurance is absolutely essential. But

is it really? If you work in a physically

demanding occupation such as home-

building or roofing, you may have a good

chance of injuring yourself some time during

your working life. But if you do office work,

your chances of being disabled to such an

extent that you are unable to work at all are

much lower—particularly if you work at

home and don’t commute to work. Only you

can decide whether to get disability insur-

ance. But many self-employed people do just

fine without it.

Disability insurance pays you a regular benefit

during the time you’re unable to work. The cost

of disability insurance depends on many factors:

• The amount of coverage you obtain.
The maximum benefit you can obtain is

usually two-thirds of your income. You can

also obtain a smaller benefit and pay a

smaller premium. At a minimum, try to

obtain a benefit large enough to pay your

monthly mortgage costs or rent and other

fixed expenses.

• The term of your coverage. Some disabil-

ity insurance plans offer only short-term

benefits; the periods range from 13 weeks

to five years. More expensive long-term

plans pay you until you turn 65 or pay

indefinitely. If you can afford it, a long-term

policy is best.

• The elimination period. Most policies

require you to wait a while after you be-

come disabled before you start getting ben-

efits. These elimination periods range from

30 to 730 days. A 90-day period is most

common.

• The nature of your work. The amount of

your premiums will also depend on the

nature of your work. People in hazardous

occupations—construction, for example—

pay more than people with relatively safe

jobs.

• How your policy defines “disability.”
More expensive plans pay you full benefits

if you can’t work in your particular occupa-

tion, even if you may be able to do other

types of work. Less expensive plans pay

you only if you are unable to work in any

occupation for which you’re suited.

• Your health. Your current health is also an

important factor. Usually, some type of

physical exam will be required. If you

smoke or suffer from a preexisting medical

condition, be prepared to pay more and

search harder for coverage.

Unfortunately, it can be very difficult for self-

employed people to obtain disability insurance.

Many disability insurers don’t like to issue policies

to the self-employed because their incomes often

fluctuate dramatically and they may not be able

to pay their premiums. Also, because the self-

employed don’t have employers to supervise

them and verify they’re disabled, it can be difficult

for an insurer to know for sure whether they’re

really unable to work. This is a particular problem

if you work at home. Some insurers won’t issue a

disability policy to anyone who works more than

half time at home.

Also, many insurers will not issue you a policy

until you’ve been self-employed for at least six

months. They want to see how much money

you’ve earned during this period so they’ll know

whether you can afford the cost of their premiums.

You’ll have an easier time obtaining disability

coverage if you can show an insurer that you’re

operating a successful, established business—for

example, if you have:

• employees

• long-term contracts with clients

• a detailed financial forecast statement

showing how much money you expect

your business to earn in future years, and

• good credit references.
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If you’re still employed, try to obtain an indi-

vidual disability policy before you quit your job

and become self-employed.

If you’re already self-employed, try to obtain

group coverage though a professional organiza-

tion or trade group. If this doesn’t work, you’ll

have to obtain an individual policy.

There are five main disability insurers: Chubb

Group of Insurance Companies, Northwestern

Mutual Life Insurance Company, Paul Revere Life

Insurance Company, Provident Life & Accident

Insurance Company, and UNUM Life Insurance

Company of America. Try to get quotes from

them all. You can likely find them listed in your

local Yellow Pages under insurance. If not, check

out their websites or find local insurance agents

who represent them.

C. Business Property Insurance

Business property insurance helps compensate for

loss to your business assets: computers, office fur-

niture, equipment, and supplies. If, for example,

your office burns down or is burglarized and all

your business equipment is lost, your business

property insurance will pay you a sum of money.

Three main factors determine the cost of such

insurance: policy limits, policy type, and scope

of coverage.

1. Policy Limits

All policies have a maximum limit on how much

you will be paid, no matter how great your loss.

The greater your policy limit, the more expensive

the insurance will be.

2. Value of Coverage

Property insurance can pay you the cost of

replacing your property or its actual present cash

value. A “replacement cost” policy will replace

your property at current prices regardless of what

you paid for it. An “actual cash value” policy will

only pay you what your property was worth

when it was lost or destroyed. If the item has

depreciated in value, you may obtain far less than

the amount needed to replace it. A replacement

cost policy is always preferable, but it costs more

than a cash value policy.

3. Scope of Coverage

Business property insurance comes in one of two

forms: “named peril” or “special form.”

Named peril policies only cover you for the

types of harm listed in the policy. For example,

the cheapest type of named peril policy only

covers losses caused by fire, lightning, explosion,

windstorm, hail, smoke, aircraft, vehicles, riot,

vandalism, sprinkler leaks, sinkholes, and

volcanoes.

In contrast, a special form policy will cover

you for anything except for certain perils that are

specifically excluded—for example, earthquakes.

Special form policies cost somewhat more but

may be worth it.

Before you purchase business property insur-

ance, take an inventory of all your business prop-

erty and estimate how much it would cost you to

replace it if it was lost, destroyed, damaged, or

stolen. Obtain replacement value business prop-

erty coverage with a policy limit equal to this

amount. If you can’t afford that much coverage,

consider a policy with a higher deductible. This is

usually much wiser than obtaining coverage with

a lower policy limit. If you insure your property

for less than its full value, you won’t be covered if

you suffer a total loss.

Losses from earthquakes and floods aren’t nor-

mally covered by business property policies. You

can obtain earthquake insurance through a sepa-

rate policy or as an “endorsement” (or enhance-

ment) to your business property coverage. Flood

insurance is usually handled through a separate

policy called “difference in conditions.” Unfortu-

nately, if you live in a part of the country where

these hazards are common, such insurance can

be expensive.
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CHEAP INSURANCE FOR YOUR COMPUTER

If the only valuable business equipment you

have is a computer, you may only need com-

puter insurance. A company called Safeware

will insure your computer equipment against

any type of loss except theft of computer

equipment left in an unattended car. The rates

are based on the replacement cost of your

computer—not its present cash value—and

are quite reasonable. You can contact

Safeware by telephone at 800-800-1492 or

online at www.safeware.com.

4. If You Work at Home

If you work at home, there are several ways to

obtain insurance coverage for your business prop-

erty.

• Homeowner’s policies. If you have

homeowner’s insurance, take a careful look

at your policy. It may provide you with a

limited amount of insurance for business

property—usually no more than $2,500 for

property damaged or lost in your home and

$250 away from your home. If you have

very little business property, this might be

enough coverage for you. But note that

computer equipment may not be covered

at all.

• Homeowner’s insurance endorsements.
You can double the amount of business

property covered by your homeowner’s

policy by purchasing an endorsement—for

example, increasing your coverage from

$2,500 to $5,000. The cost is usually only

about $20 per year. However, these

endorsements are usually available only for

businesses that generate $5,000 or less in

annual income. If business visitors occa-

sionally come to your home, you can

obtain a “rider” (or add-on) to your home-

owner’s policy that covers your liability

should a visitor be injured while there—for

example, a slip and fall. The cost is very

modest, usually around $50 per year.

• In-home policies. The insurance industry

has created a special policy for people who

work at home. These in-home business

policies insure your business property at a

single location for up to $10,000. The cost

is usually around $200 per year. For an

additional premium, the policy includes

liability coverage ranging from $300,000 to

one million dollars. Liability premium costs

are based on how much coverage you buy.

There’s also coverage available to protect

against lost valuable papers, records,

accounts receivable, off-site business prop-

erty, and equipment.

• BOP policies. “Business owner’s packaged”

policies (BOPs) are for businesses not

based at home or for larger home-based

businesses. Such policies combine both

property and liability coverage in a single

policy. BOPs are more expensive than 

in-home policies but provide the most

comprehensive coverage available for small

businesses.

• Business property policies. Some policies

just cover your business property. This

might be a good idea if you have extremely

valuable business equipment.

5. If You Rent an Office

If you rent an office outside your home, read

your lease carefully to see if it requires you to

carry insurance. Many commercial landlords

require their tenants to carry insurance to cover

any damage the tenant does to the premises or

injuries suffered by clients or visitors.

The lease may specify how much insurance

you must carry. Your best bet is probably to get a

BOP policy providing both property and liability

coverage. Your landlord may require you to
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submit proof that you have insurance—for

example, a photocopy of the first page of your

policy.

D. Liability Insurance

Liability insurance protects you when you’re sued

for something you did (or failed to do) that

injures another person or damages property. It

pays the legal fees for defending yourself against

a lawsuit as well as any settlement or judgment

against you up to the policy limit. Liability insur-

ance also pays an injured person’s medical bills.

In our lawsuit-happy society, such insurance is

often a must.

There are two different types of liability

insurance:

• general liability insurance, and

• professional liability insurance.

You may need both types of coverage.

INCORPORATING PROVIDES SOME

LAWSUIT PROTECTION

Incorporating your business gives you some

protection from lawsuits, but not as much as

you may think. For example, incorporating

may protect your personal assets from law-

suits by people who are injured on your prem-

ises, but it won’t protect you from personal

liability if someone is injured or damaged

because of your malpractice or negligence—

that is, your failure to exercise your profes-

sional responsibilities with a reasonable

amount of care.

Also, unless you have a decent insurance

policy, all the assets of your incorporated

business—which will probably amount to a

large portion of your net worth—can be

taken to satisfy a court judgment an injured

person obtains against you. (See Chapter 2.)

1. General Liability Insurance

General liability insurance provides coverage for

the types of lawsuits any business owner could

face. For example, this type of insurance protects

you if a client visiting your home office slips on

the newly washed floor and breaks an arm, or if

you knock over and shatter an heirloom vase

while visiting a client at his or her home.

You definitely need this coverage if clients or

customers visit your office. If you already have a

homeowners’ or renters’ insurance policy, don’t

assume you’re covered for these types of claims.

Such policies ordinarily don’t provide coverage

for injuries to business visitors unless you obtain

and pay for a special endorsement.

You also need general liability insurance if

you do any part of your work away from your

office—for example, in clients’ offices or homes.

You could injure someone or damage property

while working there.

On the other hand, if you have little or no con-

tact with the public, you may not need such insur-

ance. For example, a freelance writer who works

at home and never receives business visitors prob-

ably wouldn’t need general liability coverage.

However, whether you want it or not, some

clients may require you to carry liability insurance

as a condition of doing business with you. Many

clients are afraid that if you injure someone while

working for them and you don’t have insurance,

the injured person will sue them instead. This fear

is well founded: Lawyers tend to go after the

deepest pockets—the person with the most

money or insurance to pay a judgment. You

might think this means you’d be better off with

no insurance at all because people won’t sue you,

but this is not necessarily the case. If you have

money or property, there’s a good chance you’ll

get sued. Liability insurance will protect you from

losing everything you own.
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Luckily, general liability insurance is not terri-

bly expensive. You can usually obtain it for a few

hundred dollars per year. You can purchase

coverage:

• as part of a package policy such as a “busi-

ness owner’s package” (BOP) policy, or

• by obtaining a separate general liability

insurance policy known as a “commercial

general liability” (CGL) policy, which may

cost the most but will give you more

coverage.

If you work at home, you may also be able to

add an endorsement to your homeowner’s policy

to cover injuries to business visitors.

2. Professional Liability Insurance

General liability insurance does not cover profes-

sional negligence—that is, claims for damages

caused by a mistake you made or something you

failed to do when performing your services. You

need a separate professional liability insurance

policy, also known as “errors and omissions” or

E & O coverage. Some types of workers—doctors

and lawyers, for example—are required by state

law to obtain such insurance.

EXAMPLE: Susan, an architect, designs a fac-

tory building that collapses, costing her client

a fortune in damages and lost business. The

client claims that Susan’s design for the build-

ing was faulty and sues her for the economic

losses it suffered. Susan’s general liability

policy won’t cover such a claim. She needs a

special E & O policy for architects.

Professional liability insurance policies com-

monly cover the following types of workers:

• accountants

• architects

• attorneys

• doctors

• engineers

• insurance agents and brokers

• pension plan fiduciaries, and

• stockbrokers.

You can obtain E & O coverage for many

other occupations as well if you’re willing to pay

the price. Because of the growing number of pro-

fessional negligence suits and the huge costs of

litigation, such insurance tends to be expensive,

ranging from several hundred to several thousand

dollars per year. The premiums you’ll have to pay

depend on many factors, including the following:

• The claims history for your type of busi-

ness. Insurance costs more for businesses

that generate lots of lawsuits.

• The size of your business. The more work

you do, the more opportunity there is

for you to make a mistake resulting in a

lawsuit.

• Your knowledge and experience in your

field. Less experienced self-employed

people are more likely to make mistakes.

• The size of your clients’ businesses. Mis-

takes involving large businesses will likely

result in larger lawsuits than those involving

small businesses.

If you need E & O insurance, the first place to

look is a professional association. Many of them

arrange for special deals with insurers offering

lower rates, and those that don’t can at least

direct you to a good insurer.

3. Umbrella Coverage

Another type of liability insurance policy is called

“umbrella coverage.” An umbrella policy is

designed to supplement regular liability insur-

ance. It protects you if you suffer a major liability

loss that exceeds the limits of your regular liability

policy. For example, if you have a general liability

insurance policy with a limit of $1 million dollars

and are sued for $2 million and lose, an umbrella

policy will pay the $1 million not covered by your

regular liability policy.

Umbrella coverage is relatively inexpensive

because it merely supplements your regular insur-

ance. You must have a regular liability policy
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before you can obtain umbrella coverage. There

are no standard umbrella policies. Ideally, you

want a policy that pays for all defense costs over

your regular policy’s limits, with no cap. Your

regularly liability coverage and umbrella coverage

should run concurrently—that is, they should

cover the same time periods. This avoids unin-

tended coverage gaps.

E. Car Insurance

If, like most self-employed people, you use your

automobile for business as well as personal use—

for example, visiting clients or transporting sup-

plies—you need to make certain that your auto-

mobile insurance will protect you from accidents

that may occur while on business. The personal

automobile policy you already have may also

cover your business use of your car. On the other

hand, it may specifically exclude coverage if you

use your car for business.

Review your policy and discuss the matter

with your insurance agent or auto insurer. You

may need to purchase a separate business auto

insurance policy or obtain a special endorsement

covering your business use. Whatever you do,

make sure your insurer knows that you use your

car for business purposes (in addition to personal

use and driving to and from your office). If you

do not inform your insurer about this, it may can-

cel your coverage if a claim occurs that reflects

a business use—for example, if you get into an

accident while on a business trip.

If you keep one or more cars strictly for business

use, you will definitely need a separate business

automobile policy. You may be able to purchase

such a policy from your personal auto insurer.

F. Workers’ Compensation
Insurance

Each state has its own workers’ compensation

system that is designed to provide replacement

income and cover medical expenses for employ-

ees who suffer work-related injuries or illnesses.

Employers are required to pay for workers’

compensation insurance for their employees,

through either a state fund or a private insurance

company.

Before the first workers’ compensation laws

were adopted about 80 years ago, an employee

injured on the job had only one recourse: to sue

HOME-BASED ARCHITECT GETS

LIABILITY INSURANCE

Mel, an architect, recently left a job with a

large architectural firm in San Francisco to

set up his own architecture business, design-

ing homes and small commercial offices.

He works out of an office in a detached

studio in his backyard. Mel needs liability

insurance.

First, Mel needs general liability insurance

because clients, delivery people, and other

business visitors come and go from his home

office every week. Mel could be subject to a

huge lawsuit if, for example, a client was

injured after slipping on a roller skate left by

Mel’s son. Mel calls his homeowners’ insurer

and obtains an endorsement to his existing

homeowners’ policy that covers injuries to

business visitors and insures up to $25,000

worth of his business equipment. He has to

pay an additional $150 annual premium for

$500,000 in liability coverage.

Mel also needs E & O insurance because

he could be subject to a lawsuit for profes-

sional negligence if a problem occurs with

one of his buildings. He shops around and

decides to purchase coverage through the

American Institute of Architects in Washing-

ton, DC—a leading membership organization

for architects. Mel obtains a $1 million archi-

tect liability policy for $3,300 per year.
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the employer in court for negligence—a difficult,

time-consuming, and expensive process. The

workers’ compensation laws changed all this by

establishing a no-fault system. Injured employees

gave up their rights to sue in court. In return,

employees became entitled to receive compensa-

tion without having to prove that the employer

caused the injury. In exchange for paying for

workers’ compensation insurance, employers

were spared from having to defend themselves

against lawsuits by injured employees (and the

resulting money damages).

1. Restricted to Employees

Workers’ compensation is for employees, not self-

employed people or independent contractors. If

you are determined to be an independent con-

tractor under your state’s workers’ compensation

insurance law, your clients or customers need not

provide you with workers’ compensation cover-

age. Each state has its own test to determine if a

worker qualifies as an employee or independent

contractor for workers’ compensation purposes.

For detailed information on how states

classify workers for workers’ compensation

purposes, see Working With Independent Contrac-

tors, by Stephen Fishman (Nolo).

You should meet your state’s definition for an

independent contractor if you act to preserve

your status as an independent contractor. (See

Chapter 15.) However, whether you’re an inde-

pendent contractor or employee for workers’

compensation purposes is the hiring firm’s deter-

mination to make, not yours.

2. Your Worker Status

Not having to provide you with workers’ compen-

sation coverage saves your clients a lot of money

but also presents them with a problem: If you’re

injured while working on a client’s behalf, you

could file a workers’ compensation claim and al-

lege that you’re really the client’s employee. If

you prevail on your claim, you can collect work-

ers’ compensation benefits even if your injuries

were completely your own fault. The state work-

ers’ compensation agency can also impose fines

and penalties against your client if it determines

that the client misclassified you as an indepen-

dent contractor.

Many hiring firms respond to these fears by

requiring you to obtain your own workers’ com-

pensation coverage, even if you choose not to.

They’re afraid that if you don’t have your own

coverage, you’ll file a workers’ compensation

claim against them if you’re injured on the job.

Also, many workers’ compensation insurers

require hiring firms to pay additional premiums

for any independent contractors they hire that

don’t have their own workers’ compensation

coverage.

3. If You Have Employees

Even if your clients don’t require you to have it,

you must obtain workers’ compensation coverage

if you have employees, depending on the state in

which you live and the number of employees you

have. The workers’ compensation laws of about

STATE EMPLOYEE MINIMUMS FOR

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Two or fewer
employees

Arkansas
Georgia
Michigan
New Mexico
North Carolina
Virginia
Wisconsin

Three or
fewer
employees

Florida
South Carolina

Four or
fewer
employees
Alabama
Mississippi
Missouri
Tennessee

Workers’ comp not required if you have:

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/EF0DE668-BA17-48AF-B7634507589AA51D/111/159/
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one-third of the states exclude many small

employers. (See the chart above.)

Many knowledgeable clients will want to see

proof that you have workers’ compensation insur-

ance for your employees before they hire you

because your state law will probably require your

client to provide the insurance if you don’t. The

purpose of these laws is to prevent employers

from avoiding paying for workers’ compensation

insurance by subcontracting work out to indepen-

dent contractors who don’t insure their employees.

4. Obtaining Coverage

Most small businesses buy insurance through a

state fund or from a private insurance carrier.

Some states require that you purchase cover-

age from the state fund, including Nevada, North

Dakota, Ohio, Washington, and West Virginia.

In other states, you have a choice of buying

coverage from either the state or a private insur-

ance company. These states include Arizona, Cali-

fornia, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Kentucky, Maine,

Maryland, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mis-

souri, Montana, New Mexico, New York, Okla-

homa, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah,

and Texas.

If private insurance is an option in your state,

you may be able to save money on premiums by

coordinating your workers’ compensation insur-

ance with your property damage and liability

insurance. (See Sections C and D.)

5. Cost of Coverage

The cost of workers’ compensation varies from

state to state. What you will have to pay depends

upon a number of factors, including:

AFTER AN INJURY: SUING A CLIENT FOR NEGLIGENCE

Even if you have your own workers’ compensa-

tion insurance, you can still sue a hiring firm for

damages if its negligence caused or contributed

to a work-related injury. Because you’re not the

hiring firm’s employee, the workers’ compensa-

tion provisions barring lawsuits by injured

employees won’t apply to you. The damages

available through a lawsuit may far exceed the

modest workers’ compensation benefits to

which you may be entitled.

EXAMPLE: Trish, a self-employed trucker,

contracts to haul produce for the Acme

Produce Co. Trish is self-employed and

Acme does not provide her with workers’

compensation insurance. At Acme’s insis-

tence, however, Trish obtains her own

workers’ compensation coverage. Trish

loses her little finger when an Acme

employee negligently drops a load of as-

paragus on her hand. Because Trish is

self-employed, she can sue Acme in court

for negligence even though she has work-

ers’ compensation insurance. If she can

prove Acme’s negligence, Trish can collect

damages for her lost wages, medical

expenses, and pain and suffering. These

damages could far exceed the modest

workers’ compensation benefits Trish may

be entitled to for losing her finger.

However, if you receive workers’ compensa-

tion benefits and also obtain damages from the

person that caused the injury, you may have to

reimburse your workers’ compensation insurer

for any amounts it paid for your medical care.

Your insurer might also be able to bring its own

lawsuit against the firm that hired you.
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• the size of your payroll

• the nature of your work, and

• how many claims your employees have

filed in the past.

As you might expect, it costs far more to

insure employees in hazardous occupations, such

as construction, than to insure those who work in

relatively safe jobs, such as clerical work. It might

cost $200 to $300 a year to insure a clerical

worker but perhaps ten times as much to insure a

construction worker or roofer.

G. Other Types of Insurance

There are several other types of insurance policies

that may be useful for self-employed people:

• business interruption insurance, to replace

the income you lose if your business prop-

erty is damaged or destroyed due to fire or

other disasters and you’re forced to close,

relocate, or reduce your business while you

recover and rebuild

• electronic data processing (EDP) insurance,

to compensate you for the cost of recon-

structing the data you lose when your com-

puter equipment is damaged or destroyed,

and

• product liability insurance, which covers

liability for injuries caused by products you

design, manufacture, or sell.

If you’re interested in any such coverage, talk

to several agents who have experience dealing

with self-employed people in your field. Profes-

sional and trade organizations may also be able to

offer help.

H. Ways to Find and Save on
Insurance

There are a number of things you can do to make

it easier to find and pay for insurance.

1. Seek Out Group Plans

For many self-employed people, the cheapest and

easiest way to obtain insurance is through a pro-

fessional organization, trade association, or similar

membership organization.

There are hundreds of such organizations rep-

resenting every conceivable occupation—for

example, the American Society of Home Inspec-

tors, the Association of Independent Video and

Filmmakers, and the Graphic Artists Guild.

There are also national membership organiza-

tions that allow all types of self-employed people

to join—for example, the National Association of

the Self Employed. Many of these organizations

give their members access to group health and

business insurance. Because these organizations

have many members, they can often negotiate

cheaper rates with insurers than you can individu-

ally. Your local chamber of commerce or your

alumni association may also offer insurance

benefits.

If you don’t know the name and address of an

organization you may be eligible to join, ask

other self-employed people or check out the

Encyclopedia of Associations (Gale Research) in

your public library. Also, many of these organiza-

tions have websites, so you may be able to find

what you want by doing an Internet search. (See

Chapter 21.)

2. Buy From an Insurance Company

If you’re unable to arrange coverage through a

group, try to purchase insurance from one of the

growing number of companies that sell policies

directly to the public rather than using insurance

agents or brokers. These companies can usually

offer you lower rates because they don’t have to

pay commissions to insurance agents. Other self-

employed people may be able to recommend a

company to you, or you can find them listed in

the Yellow Pages under “insurance.”
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BE WARY OF INSURANCE AGENTS

Insurance agents or brokers can be a useful

source of information. The terms “agent” and

“broker” mean different things in different

parts of the country, however. In some

states, an agent is a person who represents a

specific insurance company, and a broker is

a person who is free to sell insurance offered

by various companies. Elsewhere, the term

“insurance agent” is used more broadly to

cover both types of representatives. If you

want to use an agent, find one who is famil-

iar with businesses such as yours and who

represents more than one insurer.

However, be wary about what any agent

tells you. Insurance agents are salespeople

who earn their livings by selling insurance

policies to the public, for which they are paid

commissions by insurance companies. The

more insurance they sell you, the more

money they make. Agents often recommend

insurance from companies that pay them the

highest commissions, whether or not it’s the

cheapest or best policy for you. If you use an

agent, try to get quotes from more than one

and compare them with the coverage you can

obtain through a professional organization or

by dealing directly with an insurer.

3. Comparison Shop

Insurance costs vary widely from company to

company. You may be able to save a lot by shop-

ping around. Also, review your coverage and

rates periodically as insurance costs go up and

down. If you’re shopping for insurance during a

time when prices are low, try locking in a low

rate by signing up for a contract for three or

more years.

4. Increase Your Deductibles

Your premiums will be lower if you obtain poli-

cies with high deductibles. For example, the dif-

ference between obtaining a policy with a $250 or

a $500 deductible may be 10% in premium costs,

and the difference between a $500 and $1,000

deductible may save you an additional 3% to 5%.

5. Find a Comprehensive Package

It’s often cheaper to purchase a comprehensive

insurance package that contains many types of

coverage than to buy coverage piecemeal from

several companies. Many insurers offer special

policies or packages for small business owners that

CHECK ON AN INSURER’S FINANCIAL HEALTH

Several insurance companies have gone

broke in recent years. If this happens and

you have a loss covered by a policy, you

may only receive a small part of the cover-

age you paid for—or none at all. The best

way to avoid this is to obtain coverage from

an insurer that is in good financial health.

You can check out insurers’ financial status

in these standard reference works, which rate

insurance companies for financial solvency:

• Best’s Insurance Reports (Property-

Casualty Insurance Section)

• Moody’s Bank and Financial Manual

(Volume 2)

• Duff & Phelps (Insurance Company

Claims-Paying Ability Rating Guide),

and

• Standard & Poor’s.

An insurance agent should be able to give

you the latest rating from these publications.

They may also be available in your public library.
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combine liability coverage for injuries to clients or

their property while on your premises with fire,

theft, and business interruption insurance.

6. Use the Internet

You can obtain a great deal of information about

insurance from your computer. Insurance compa-

nies, agents, and organizations all have their own

websites. Some good places to start are:

• America’s Health Insurance Plans. This

is a nationwide trade association of over

250 health insurers. Its website contains

useful articles on all aspects of health insur-

ance. You can find it at www.ahip.org.

• Quicken.com. The massive Quicken.com

website provides a lot of information about

insurance, as well as insurance price

quotes. You can find it at www.quicken

.com/insurance.

• Insure.com. This website contains a good

deal of basic information on all forms of

insurance. It also provides links to other

websites from which you can obtain insur-

ance quotes and apply for insurance online.

You can find it at www.insure.com.

• Yahoo! Insurance Center. This website

also provides information on insurance and

online quotes. It can also help you locate

insurance agents and brokers. You can find

it at http://insurance.yahoo.com.

7. Deduct Your Business Insurance
Costs

You can deduct the premiums for any type of

insurance you obtain for your business from your

income taxes. This includes business property

insurance, liability insurance, insurance for

business vehicles, and workers’ compensation

insurance.

The premiums for health insurance you obtain

for yourself are deductible if you’re a sole propri-

etor, partner in a partnership, or S corporation

owner. They are also deductible if you form a C

corporation that provides insurance for you as its

employee. (See Chapter 2.)

Car insurance and homeowners’ or renters’

insurance premiums are deductible to the extent

you use your car or home for business. (See

Chapter 9.)

You may not deduct premiums for life or dis-

ability insurance for yourself. But if you become

disabled, the disability insurance benefits you

receive are not taxable.  ■
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Two difficult problems self-employed workers

face are deciding how much to charge clients

and making sure they get paid for their services.

This chapter will help you figure out how to set

your fees and give you ideas about what to do

when clients or customers don’t pay what they

owe you.

A. Pricing Your Services

New and experienced self-employed people alike

are often perplexed about how much to charge.

No book can tell you how much your services are

worth, but this section gives you some factors to

consider in making this determination.

1. How the Self-Employed Are Paid

There are no legal rules controlling how (or how

much) you are paid. It is entirely a matter for

negotiation between you and your clients. The

method you choose will be determined by the

customs and practices in your particular field, and

the personal preferences of your clients and you.

Some clients insist on paying all self-employed

people they hire a particular way—for example,

paying a fixed fee. Others are more flexible. Many

self-employed people also have strong prefer-

ences for particular payment methods—for

example, some insist on being paid by the hour.

When you’re first starting out, you may wish to

try several different payment methods with differ-

ent clients to see which works best for you. How-

ever, if the customary practices in your field dictate

a particular payment method, you may have no

choice in the matter. Other self-employed workers

and professional organizations can give you infor-

mation on the practices in your particular field.

This section provides an overview of the most

common payment methods for the self-employed.

However, these are by no means the only ways

you can be paid. Certain fields may use other

methods—for example, freelance writers are often

paid a fixed amount for each word they write.

For more information on payment methods

and setting fees, see:

• Selling Your Services: Proven Strategies

for Getting Clients to Hire You (or Your

Firm), by Robert Bly (Owl Books), and

• The Contract and Fee Setting Guide for

Consultants and Professionals, by

Howard Shenson (Wiley).

a. Fixed fee

In a fixed-fee agreement, you charge a set

amount for an entire project. Your fixed fee can

include all your expenses—for example, materials

costs, travel expenses, phone and fax expenses,

and photocopying charges—or you can bill them

separately to the client.

Most clients like fixed-fee agreements because

they know exactly what they’ll have to pay for

your services. However, fixed fees can be risky

for you. If you underestimate the time and

expense required to complete the project, you

could earn much less than your work was worth

or even lose money. Many self-employed people

refuse to use fixed fees for this reason. For

example, one self-employed technical writer

always charges by the hour because she says

she’s never had a project that didn’t last longer

than both she and the client anticipated.

EXAMPLE:  Ellen, a graphic artist, agrees to

design a series of book covers for the Scriv-

ener & Sons Publishing Co. Her fixed-price

contract provides that she’ll be paid $5,000

for all the covers. Ellen estimates that the

project will take 75 hours at most, so she

would earn at least $66 per hour, more than

her normal hourly rate of $50 per hour.

However, due to the publisher’s exact-

ing standards and demands for revisions,

the project ends up taking Ellen 125

hours. As a result, she earns only $40 per

hour for the project—far less than what

she would have charged had she billed

by the hour.
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Although fixed-fee agreements can be risky,

they can also be very rewarding if you work effi-

ciently and you accurately estimate how much

time and money a project will take. Surveys of the

self-employed have consistently found that fixed-

fee agreements are more profitable than other

types of contracts. For example, a study con-

ducted by the hosts of America Online’s consult-

ants’ forum found that self-employed people who

charged fixed fees earned on average 150% more

than those who charged by the hour for the same

services. A similar survey conducted by a trade

journal called The Professional Consultant found

that self-employed people charging fixed fees

earned 95% more than their colleagues who

charged by the hour or day.

REDUCING THE RISKS OF FIXED FEES

There are several ways to reduce the risks

involved in charging a fixed fee.

• First and foremost, carefully and thor-

oughly define the scope of the project in

writing before determining your fee. If

this will take a substantial amount of

time, you may wish to charge the client

a flat fee or hourly rate to compensate

you for the work involved in this assess-

ment process.

• Leave some room for error or surprises

when you calculate your fee—that is,

charge the client as if the project will

take a bit longer than you think it will.

• Consider placing a cap on the total num-

ber of hours you’ll work on the project.

Once the cap is reached, you and the

client must negotiate new payment

terms. For example, the client might

increase your fixed fee or agree to pay

you by the hour until the project is

finished.

• Make sure your agreement with the cli-

ent contains a provision allowing you to

renegotiate your price if the client makes

changes or the project takes longer than

you estimated. (See Chapter 19.)

b. Unit of time

It’s safer for you to be paid for your time—that is,

by the number of hours or days you spend on a

project—rather than a fixed fee. This is especially

true if you are unsure how long or difficult the

project will be or if the client is likely to demand

substantial changes midstream. Many self-

employed people refuse to work any other way.

This method of payment is customary in many

fields, including law and accounting.
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However, clients are often nervous about pay-

ing by the hour, afraid you’ll spread the project

out for as long as possible to earn more money.

Clients will often seek to place a limit on the total

number of hours you can spend on the project to

limit the total amount they’ll have to spend. Oth-

ers will require you to provide a time estimate.

If you do this, be sure to call the client before

spending more time on the project than you

estimated.

As with fixed fees, it’s a good idea to leave

some margin for error when you provide a time

estimate. One self-employed person says she de-

termines how many hours a job will take by first

deciding how long it should take, doubling that

number and then adding 25%. You may not need

to go to this extreme, but it’s wise to be conser-

vative when estimating the time any project will

require.

c. Fixed and hourly fee combinations

You can also combine a fixed fee with an hourly

payment to reduce the risk that you’ll be under-

paid. If you can’t accurately estimate how much

time or effort some part of the project might take,

charge by the hour for that work and charge a

fixed fee for the rest of the project. For example,

if your work involves some tasks that are essen-

tially mechanical and others that are highly cre-

ative, you can probably accurately estimate how

long the mechanical work will take but may have

great difficulty estimating how much time the cre-

ative work will require. You can reduce the risk

of underpayment by charging a fixed fee for the

mechanical work and billing by the hour for the

creative work.

EXAMPLE:  Bruno, a freelance graphic artist,

is hired by Scrivener & Sons Publishing Co.

to produce the cover for its new detective

thriller, And Then You Die. Bruno has abso-

lutely no idea how long it will take him to

come up with an acceptable design for the

cover. He charges Scrivener $75 per hour for

this design work. Once a design is accepted,

however, Bruno knows exactly how long it

will take him to produce a camera-ready ver-

sion. He charges Scrivener a fixed fee of

$1,000 for this routine production work.

d. Retainer agreements

With a retainer agreement, you receive a fixed fee

up front in return for promising to be available to

work a certain number of hours for the client

each month or to perform a specified task. Often,

the client pays a lump sum retainer fee at the out-

set of the agreement. Or, you can be paid on a

regular schedule—for example, monthly, quar-

terly, or annually.

EXAMPLE:  Jean, an accountant, agrees to

perform up to 20 hours of accounting services

for Acme Co. every month, for which Acme

pays her $1,500 per month.

Many self-employed people like retainer agree-

ments because they provide a guaranteed source

of income. But in return for this security, you usu-

ally have to charge somewhat less than you do

when paid on a per-project basis. Also, retainer

agreements can contradict your work status. If

you spend most of your time working for a single

client, the IRS may view you as that client’s

employee. (See Chapter 15.)

e. Performance billing

Perhaps the riskiest form of billing is performance

billing, also known as charging a contingency fee.

Basically, this means you get paid according to

the value of the results you achieve for a client.

If you get poor results, you may receive little or

nothing. Clients generally favor this type of

arrangement because they don’t have to pay you

if your services don’t benefit them. Using this type
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of fee arrangement can help you get business if a

client is skeptical that you’ll perform as promised

or if you’re providing a new service with benefits

that are not generally understood.

This type of fee arrangement is used most

often for sales or marketing projects in which the

fee is based on a percentage of the increased

business.

EXAMPLE:  Alice, a marketing consultant,

contracts to perform marketing services for

Acme Co. to help increase its sales. Acme

agrees to pay her 25% of the total increase in

gross sales over the next 12 months. If sales

don’t go up, Alice gets nothing.

Some self-employed people reduce the risks

involved in performance billing by requiring their

clients to pay them a minimum amount regardless

of the results they achieve. For example, a contract

might provide that a sales trainer would receive

$5,000 for providing training services plus 10% of

the increase in the client’s sales for a specified

number of months after the training program.

If you use a performance contract, don’t tie

your compensation to the client’s profits. Clients

can easily manipulate their profits—and therefore

reduce your compensation—through accounting

gimmicks. Use a standard that is easier to mea-

sure and harder to manipulate, such as the client’s

gross sales or some measurable cost saving.

f. Commissions

Self-employed people who sell products or ser-

vices are often paid by commission—that is, a set

amount for each sale they make. Many indepen-

dent sales representatives, brokers, distributors,

and agents are paid on a commission basis.

EXAMPLE:  Mark is a self-employed salesper-

son who sells industrial filters. He receives a

commission from the filter manufacturer for

each filter he sells. The commission is equal

to 20% of the price of the filter.

If you’re a good salesperson, you can earn far

more on commission than with any other pay-

ment method. But if business is poor, your earn-

ings will suffer.

2. Determining Your Hourly Rate

However you’re paid, you need to determine how

much to charge per hour. This is so even if you’re

paid a fixed fee for an entire project. To deter-

mine the fixed fee you should charge, you must

estimate how many hours the job will take, multi-

ply the total by your hourly rate, then add the

amount of your expenses. Knowing how much

you should earn per hour will also help you

know whether using a retainer agreement or per-

formance billing is cost-effective or whether a

sales commission is fair.

If you’re experienced in your field, you prob-

ably already know what to charge because you

are familiar with market conditions—how much

demand for and supply of your services exists

and how much others in your field charge. How-

ever, if you’re just starting out, you may have no

idea what you can or should charge. If you’re in

this boat, try using a two-step approach to deter-

mine your hourly rate:

• calculate what your rate should be, based

on your expenses, then

• investigate the marketplace to see if you

should adjust your rate up or down.

a. Hourly rate based on expenses

A standard formula for determining an hourly rate

requires you to add together your labor and over-

head costs, add the profit you want to earn, then

divide the total by your hours worked. This is the
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absolute minimum you must charge to pay your

expenses, pay yourself a salary, and earn a profit.

Depending on market conditions, you may be able

to charge more for your services or you might

have to charge less. (See Subsection c, below.)

To determine how much your labor is worth,

pick a figure for your annual salary. This can be

what you earned for doing similar work when

you were an employee, what other employees

earn for similar work, or how much you’d like

to earn.

Next, compute your annual overhead. Over-

head includes all the costs you incur to do busi-

ness—for example:

• rent and utilities

• business insurance

• stationery and supplies

• postage and delivery costs

• office equipment and furniture

• clerical help

• travel expenses

• professional association memberships

• legal and accounting fees

• telephone expenses

• business-related meals and entertainment,

and

• advertising and marketing costs—for

example, the cost of a Yellow Pages ad or

a brochure.

Overhead also includes the cost of your fringe

benefits, such as medical insurance, disability

insurance, your retirement fund contribution, and

your income and self-employment taxes.

If you’re just starting out, you’ll have to estimate

these expenses or ask other self-employed people

to give you some idea of their overhead costs.

You’re also entitled to earn a profit over and

above your labor and overhead expenses. Your

salary is part of your costs—it does not include

profit. Profit is the reward you get for taking the

risks of being in business for yourself. It also pro-

vides money you can use to expand and develop

your business. Profit is usually expressed as a per-

centage of total costs. There is no standard profit

percentage, but a 10% to 20% profit is common.

Finally, you must determine how many hours

you’ll work during the year. Assume you’ll work a

40-hour week for purposes of this calculation,

although you may choose to work less or end up

working more. If you want to take a two-week

vacation, you’ll have a maximum of 2,000 billable

hours (50 weeks x 40 hours). If you want more

time off, you’ll have fewer billable hours.

However, you’ll probably spend at least 25%

to 35% of your time on tasks such as bookkeep-

ing and billing, marketing your services, upgrad-

ing your skills, and doing other things you can’t

bill to clients. Assuming a 40-hour workweek and

two weeks of vacation away from work, this

means you’ll likely have at most 1,300 to 1,500

hours for which you can get paid each year.

EXAMPLE:  Sam, a self-employed computer

programmer, earned a $50,000 salary as an

employee and wants to receive at least the

same salary. He estimates that his annual

overhead amounts to $20,000 per year. He

wants to earn a 10% profit and estimates he’ll

have 1,500 billable hours each year. To deter-

mine his hourly rate, Sam must:

• add his salary and overhead together

($50,000 + $20,000 = $70,000)

• multiply this total by his 10% profit

margin and add the amount to his

salary and overhead ($70,000 x 10%

= $7,000; $70,000 + $7,000 =

$77,000), and

• divide the total by his annual bill-

able hours ($77,000 ÷ 1,500 =

$51.33).

Sam determines that his hourly rate

should be $51.33. He rounds this off to

$50. However, depending on market con-

ditions, Sam might end up charging more

or less.
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b. Hourly rate worksheet

You can use the following worksheet to calculate your hourly rate.

HOURLY RATE WORKSHEET

Annual salary you want to earn

Desired profit %

Billable hours per year

Yearly Expenses

• Marketing

• Travel

• Legal and accounting costs

• Insurance

• Supplies

• Rent

• Utilities

• Telephone

• Professional association memberships

• Business meals and entertainment

• Benefits

• Taxes

• Other

Total Expenses

Calculation:

• Step 1: Salary + Expenses = X

• Step 2: X x Profit %  =  Y

• Step 3: X + Y = Z

• Step 4: Z ÷ Billable Hours = Hourly Rate
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A CALCULATING SHORTCUT

An easier but less accurate way to calculate

your hourly rate is to find out what hourly

salary you’d likely receive if you were to

provide your services as an employee in

someone else’s business and multiply this by

2.5 or 3. This is a much more crude way that

business management experts have devel-

oped to calculate how much money you

must earn to pay your expenses and salary

plus earn a profit.

EXAMPLE: Betty, a freelance word pro-

cessor, knows that employees perform-

ing the same work receive $15 per

hour. She should charge $37.50 to $45

per hour.

If you don’t know what employees re-

ceive for doing work similar to yours, try

calling several employment agencies in your

area and ask what you’d earn per hour as an

employee.

You can also obtain salary information for

virtually every conceivable occupation from

The Occupational Outlook Handbook, pub-

lished by the U.S. Department of Labor and

available on the Internet at www.bls.gov/

oco. You should also be able to find it in

your public library.

c. Investigate the marketplace

It’s not enough to calculate how much you’d like

to earn per hour. You also have to determine

whether this figure is realistic. This requires you to

do a little sleuthing to find out what other self-

employed people are charging for similar services

and what the clients you’d like to work for are will-

ing to pay. There are many ways to gather this in-

formation, such as the following:

• Contact a professional organization or trade

association for your field. It may be able to

tell you what other self-employed people

are charging in your area.

• Some professional organizations even pub-

lish pricing guides. For example, the Na-

tional Writers Union publishes the National

Writers Union Guide to Freelance Rates &

Standard Practice (Writer’s Digest Books),

which lists rates for all types of freelance

writing assignments. The Graphic Artists

Guild puts out a Handbook of Pricing & Ethi-

cal Guidelines for freelance graphic artists.

• Ask other self-employed people what they

charge. You can communicate about pricing

with other self-employed people on the Web

or on commercial online services such as

America Online. (See Chapter 21, Section E.)

• Talk with potential clients and customers—

for example, attend trade shows and busi-

ness conventions.

3. Experimenting With Charging

Pricing is an art, not an exact science. There are

no magic formulas, and sayings such as “Charge

whatever the market will bear” are not very help-

ful. The best way—indeed, the only way—to dis-

cover how to charge and how much to charge is

to experiment. Try out different payment methods

and fee structures with different clients and see

which work best for you.

You may discover that you may not be able to

get your ideal hourly rate because other self-

employed people are charging less in your area.

However, if you’re highly skilled and performing

work of unusually high quality, don’t be afraid to

ask for more than other self-employed people

with lesser skills charge. Lowballing your fees

won’t necessarily get you business. Many poten-

tial clients believe they get what they pay for and

are willing to pay more for quality work.

One approach is to start out charging a fee

that is at the lower end of the spectrum for self-
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employed people performing similar services,

then gradually increase it until you start meeting

price resistance. Over time, you should be able

to find a payment method and fee structure that

enables you to get enough work and that

adequately compensates for your services.

THE SELF-EMPLOYED SHOULD BE PAID

MORE THAN EMPLOYEES

Don’t be afraid to ask for more per hour

than employees earn for doing similar work.

Self-employed people should be paid more

than employees. Unlike for employees, hir-

ing firms do not provide the self-employed

with employee benefits such as health insur-

ance, vacations, sick leave, or retirement

plans. Nor do hiring firms have to pay pay-

roll taxes for them. This saves a hiring firm a

bundle—employee benefits and payroll taxes

add at least 20% to 40% to employers’ pay-

roll costs. Hiring firms often hire indepen-

dent contractors because they cost less than

employees.

In addition, in our economic system,

people in business for themselves are sup-

posed to earn more than employees because

they take much greater risks. They have

many business expenses employees don’t

have, such as office rent, supplies, and mar-

keting costs. Unlike most employees, self-

employed workers don’t get paid if business

is bad. It’s only fair, then, that they should

be paid more than employees when business

is good.

B. Getting Paid

Hiring firms normally pay their employees like

clockwork. Employers know that if they don’t pay

on time, their employees can get the state labor

department to investigate and fine them. Also, em-

ployers usually depend upon their employees for

the daily operation of their businesses, so they

need to keep the workforce as content as possible.

Unfortunately, no similar incentives encourage

hiring firms to pay the self-employed. Many self-

employed people have trouble getting paid by

their clients. Some hiring firms feel free to pay

outside workers late; some never pay at all.

Sometimes this is because of cash-flow problems,

but often it’s because hiring firms know that the

self-employed don’t always have the time, money,

or will to force them to pay on time. One com-

puter consultant complains that delaying payment

is an almost automatic response for a lot of com-

panies. They seem to figure that if you don’t nag,

you don’t really want to get paid.

As an independent businessperson, it’s entirely

up to you to take whatever steps are appropriate

and necessary to get paid. No government agency

will help you. Here are some strategies you can

use to get clients to pay on time—or at least

eventually.

1. Avoiding Payment Problems

Taking a healthy dose of preventive medicine

before you sign on with a client can help you

eliminate, or at least reduce, payment problems.

a. Use written agreements

If you only have an oral agreement with a client

who fails to pay you, it can be very hard to col-

lect what you’re owed. Without a writing to con-

tradict him or her, the client can claim you didn’t

perform as agreed or can easily dispute the

amount due. Unless you have witnesses to sup-

port your version of the oral agreement, it will be

just your word against the client’s. At the very

least, you should have something in writing that

describes the services you agree to perform, the

deadline for performance, and the payment terms.

(See Chapter 19.)
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b. Find out if a purchase order is
required

A purchase order is a document a client uses to

authorize you to be paid for your services. (See

Chapter 20, Section E.) Some clients will not pay

you unless you have a signed purchase order,

even if you already have a signed contract. Find

out whether your client uses purchase orders and

obtain one before you start work to avoid pay-

ment problems later on.

c. Ask for a down payment

If you’re dealing with a new client or one who

has money problems, ask for a down payment

before you begin work. Some self-employed

people refer to such a payment as a “retainer.”

This will show that the client is serious about pay-

ing you. And even if the client doesn’t pay you in

full, you’ll at least have obtained something. Some

self-employed people ask for as much as one-

third to one-half of their fees in advance.

d. Use periodic payment schedules

For projects lasting more than a couple of

months, try using payment schedules that require

the client to pay you in stages—for example, one-

third when you begin work, one-third when you

complete half your work, and one-third when you

finish the entire project. Complex projects can be

divided into phases or milestones with a payment

due when you complete each phase.

If a client misses a payment, you can stop

work. If you’re never paid in full, you’ll at least

have obtained partial payment, so the entire

project won’t be a loss. A staged payment sched-

ule will also improve your cash flow.

e. Check clients’ credit

The most effective way to avoid payment prob-

lems is to not deal with clients who have bad

credit histories. A company that habitually fails to

pay other creditors will likely give you payment

problems as well. If you’re dealing with a well-

established company or government agency that

is clearly solvent, you may forgo a credit check.

But if you’ve never heard of the company, a

credit check is prudent.

The most effective way to check a client’s

credit is to obtain a credit report from a credit

reporting agency. Dun & Bradstreet, the premier

credit reporting agency for businesses, maintains

a database containing credit information on mil-

lions of companies. You can obtain a credit report

on any company in Dun & Bradstreet’s database

by calling 800-234-3867. The report will be faxed

to you the same day or mailed. You can also

obtain reports online from Dun & Bradstreet’s

website at www.dnb.com.

A basic Dun & Bradstreet credit report con-

tains information on the company’s payment his-

tory and financial condition. It will also tell you

whether the company has had any lawsuits, judg-

ments, or liens filed against it and whether it has

ever filed for bankruptcy. Dun & Bradstreet also

assigns a credit rating to help you predict which

companies will pay slowly or not at all.

A cheaper but more time-consuming way to

check a potential client’s credit is to ask the client

to provide you with credit information and refer-

ences. This is better than nothing but may not

give you an accurate picture—potential clients

may try to avoid tipping you off about their finan-

cial problems by giving you the names of refer-

ences who have not had problems with them.

Credit checks are routine these days, so your

request for credit credentials is not likely to drive

away business. Be wary of any potential client

that refuses to give you credit information. Pro-

vide the client with a request for credit informa-

tion such as the sample form, below.
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REQUEST FOR CREDIT INFORMATION

Andre Bocuse Consulting Services
123 4th Street, Marred Vista, CA  90000
ph: 999-555-1234, fax: 999-555-1222

www.andrebocuse.com, consulting@andrebocuse.com

Please provide the following information so we can extend you credit for our services. All responses will be held in
confidence. Please mail this form to the address shown above or fax it to 999-555-1222. Thank you.

1. Company name _____________________________________________________________________________
    Address ____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Contact person______________________________________________________________________________
3. Federal tax ID no. ___________________________________________________________________________
4. Type of business_____________________________________________________________________________
5. Number of employees ________________________________________________________________________
6. Date business established _____________________________________________________________________
7. Check one of the following forms of business:

■ Corporation       State of incorporation ________________________
Names, titles, and addresses of your three chief corporate officers:
Name/Title: __________________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Name/Title: __________________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Name/Title: __________________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

■ Partnership
Names and addresses of the partners:
Name: __________________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Name: __________________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

■ Limited Liability Company
    Names and addresses of the owners:

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

■ Sole Proprietorship

8. Purchase order required?  Yes ■  No ■

REQUEST FOR CREDIT INFORMATION (continued)
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9. Bank References:
Bank #1
Account #  Phone: 
Contact Person: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________
Bank #2
Account #  Phone: 
Contact Person: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

10. Please provide the following information for three vendors you use regularly:
Reference #1
Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Reference #2
Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Reference #3
Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ______________________________________________________________________________________

My company and I authorize the disclosure and release of any credit-related information based on this document to
Andre Bocuse Consulting.

Authorized Signature: 

Printed Name: 

Title: 

Date: 

REQUEST FOR CREDIT INFORMATION (continued)
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Call the accounting department of the credit

references listed and ask if the company has

experienced any payment problems with the

client. Accounting departments are typically asked

for this information and will usually provide it

freely.

If a credit report or your own investigation

reveals that a potential client has a bad credit

history or is in financial trouble, you may prefer

not to do business with that client. However, you

may not be able to afford to work only for clients

with perfect credit records. If you want to go

ahead and do the work, obtain as much money

up front as possible and be on the lookout for

payment problems. If the client is a corporation

or limited liability company, you may seek to

have its owners sign a personal guarantee. (See

Subsection g, below.)

f. Checking form of ownership

Your investigation of a potential client should

include determining how its business is organized

legally. This could have a big impact on your

ability to collect a judgment against the client if it

fails to pay you.

If you win a lawsuit against a client that fails

to pay you, the court will order the client to pay

you a specified sum of money. This is known as a

court judgment. Unfortunately, if the client fails or

refuses to pay the judgment, the court will not

help you collect it. You’ve got to do it yourself or

hire someone to help you. However, there are

many legal tools you can use to collect a court

judgment. For example, you can file liens on the

client’s property that make it impossible for the

client to sell the property without paying you, get

hold of the client’s bank accounts, and even have

business or personal property such as the client’s

car seized by local law enforcement and sold.

Your ability to collect a court judgment may be

helped—or severely hindered—by the way the

client’s business is organized legally.

• If the client is a sole proprietorship—that is,

owns the business individually—he or she

is personally liable for any debts the busi-

ness owes you. This means that both the

proprietor’s business assets and his or her

own personal assets are available to satisfy

the debt. For example, both the proprietor’s

business and personal bank accounts may

be tapped to pay you.

• If the client is a partner in a partnership,

you can go after the personal assets of all

the general partners. Be sure to get all their

names before you start work. If the partner-

ship is a limited partnership, you can’t

touch the assets of the limited partners, so

don’t worry about getting their names.

• If the client is a corporation, you could

have big problems collecting a judgment.

Normally, you can’t go after the personal

assets of a corporation’s owners, such as

the personal bank accounts of the share-

holders and officers. Instead, you’re limited

to collecting from the corporation’s assets.

If the corporation is insolvent or goes

out of business, there may be no assets to

collect.

• If the client is a limited liability company

(LLC), normally its owners will not be per-

sonally liable for any debts the business

incurred, just as if it were a corporation.
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WHAT’S IN A NAME? A LOT

Often, you can tell how a potential client’s

business is organized legally just by looking

at its name.

If it’s a corporation, its name will normally

be followed by the words “Incorporated,”

“Corporation,” “Company,” or “Limited,” or

the abbreviations “Inc.,” “Corp.,” “Co.,” or

“Ltd.”

Partnerships often have the words “Part-

nership” or “Partners” in their name, but not

always. A limited liability company will

usually have the words “Limited Liability

Company,” “Limited Company,” or the

abbreviations “L.C.,” “LLC,” or “Ltd. Co.” in

its name. Sole proprietors often use their

own names, but they don’t have to do so.

They may use fictitious business names or

DBAs that are completely different from their

own names.

g. Obtaining personal guarantees

If you’re worried about the creditworthiness of a

new or small incorporated client or limited liabil-

ity company, you may ask its owners to sign a

personal guarantee. A person who signs a per-

sonal guarantee, known as a “guarantor,” prom-

ises to pay someone else’s debt. This is the same

as cosigning a loan. A guarantor who doesn’t pay

can be sued for the amount of the debt by the

person to whom the money is owed.

You can ask for a personal guarantee from the

officers or owners of a company you’re afraid will

not pay you. The guarantee legally obligates them

to pay your fee if the company does not. This

means that if the client fails to pay you, you can

sue not only the client but the guarantors as

well—and you can go after their personal assets

if you obtain a court judgment.

EXAMPLE:  Albert, a self-employed consult-

ant, contracts to perform services for Melt,

Inc., a company involved in the ice cream

business. Melt is a corporation owned prima-

rily by Barbara, a multimillionaire. Albert’s

contract contains a personal guarantee requir-

ing Barbara to pay him if the corporation

doesn’t.

Melt goes broke when botulism is dis-

covered in its ice cream, and the com-

pany fails to pay Albert. Albert files a

lawsuit against Barbara and easily obtains

a judgment on the basis of the personal

guarantee. When Barbara refuses to pay,

Albert gets a court order enabling him to

tap into one of her hefty personal bank

accounts and is paid in full.

Having a personal guarantee will not only help

you collect a judgment, it will also help prevent

payment problems. The guarantors will have a

strong incentive to make sure you’re paid in full

and on time. By doing so, they safeguard their

personal assets.

Not many self-employed people ever think

about asking for personal guarantees, so some

clients may be taken aback if you do so. Explain

that you need the added protection so you can

extend the credit the client seeks. Also, note that

signing a guarantee presents no risk at all to the

business’s owners as long as you’re paid on time.

You might also give the client a choice: The

business’s owners can either provide you with a

personal guarantee or give you a substantial

down payment up front.

A personal guarantee can be a separate docu-

ment, but the easiest way to create one is to

include a guarantee clause at the end of your

contract with the client.
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EXAMPLE:  Andre Bocuse, a self-employed

consultant, agrees to perform consulting ser-

vices for Acme Corp., a one-person corpora-

tion owned by Joe Jones. Because Andre has

never worked for Acme before and is worried

about being paid, he asks Joe Jones to sign a

personal guarantee. This way he knows he

can go after Jones’s personal assets if Acme

doesn’t pay up. He adds the following clause

to the end of his contract with Acme and has

Jones sign it:

In consideration of Andre Bocuse entering

into this Agreement with Acme Corporation, I

personally guarantee the performance of all of

the contractual obligations undertaken by

Acme Corporation, including complete and

timely payment of all sums due Andre Bocuse

under the Agreement.

_____________________________
Joe Jones

2. Sending Invoices to Your Clients

Send invoices to your clients as soon as you com-

plete work. You don’t have to wait until the end

of the month. Create a standard invoice to use

with all your clients. Accounting or invoice com-

puter software programs can create invoices for

you. You can also choose to have your own

invoices printed.

Your invoice should contain:

• your company name, address, and phone

number

• the client’s name

• an invoice number

• the date

• the client’s purchase order number or con-

tract number, if any

• the terms of payment

• the time period covered by the invoice

• a brief description of the services you per-

formed (if you’re billing by the hour, list

the number of hours expended and the

hourly rate)

• if you’re billing separately for expenses or

materials, the amounts of these items

• the total amount due, and

• your signature.

Include a self-addressed return envelope with

your invoice. This tiny investment can help speed

up payment.

Make at least two copies of each invoice: one

for the client and one for your records. You may

also want to make a third copy to keep in an

unpaid invoices folder so you can keep track of

when payments are overdue. (See Section B3.)

An example of a self-employed worker’s

invoice is provided below. An invoice you can

use is provided as a tear-out form in Appendix 1.

a. Terms of payment

The terms of payment is one of the most impor-

tant items in your invoice. It sets the ultimate

deadline by which the client must pay you. This

varies from industry to industry and will also vary

from client to client. Thirty days is common, but

some clients will want longer—45, 60, or even

90 days.

Obviously, the shorter the payment period, the

better off you’ll be. This is something you should

discuss with the client before you agree to take a

job. Some self-employed people ask for payment

within 15 days or immediately after the services

are completed. However, some clients’ accounting

departments aren’t set up to meet such short

deadlines.

If you have a written client agreement, it

should indicate how long the client has to pay

you. (See Chapter 19, Section A3.)

The standard way to indicate the payment

terms in your invoice is to use the word “Net” fol-

lowed by the number of days the client has to

pay after receipt of the invoice. For example, “Net

30” means you want full payment in 30 days.
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Some self-employed people offer discounts to

clients or customers that pay quickly. A common

discount is 2% for payment within ten days after

the invoice is received. If such a discount can get

a slow-paying client to pay you quickly, it’s worth

it. You’re always better off getting 98% of what

you’re owed right away than having to wait

months for payment in full.

If you decide to offer a discount, indicate on

your invoice the percentage followed by the num-

ber of days the client has to pay to receive the

discount—for example, “2% 10” means that the

client can deduct 2% of the total due if it pays

you within ten days. State your discount before

the normal payment terms—for example, “2% 10

Net 30” means the client gets a 2% discount if it

pays within ten days, but the full amount must be

paid within 30 days.

b. Charging late fees

One way to get clients to pay on time is to charge

late fees for overdue payments. One consultant

was experiencing major problems with late-

paying clients—40% of his clients were over 30

days late in paying him. After he began charging

a late fee, the number dropped to 5%.

However, late fees don’t always work; some

clients simply refuse to pay them. Not paying a

late fee when required in your invoice is a breach

of contract by the client, but it’s usually not worth

the trouble to go to court to collect a late fee.

INVOICE

JOHN SMITH

1000 GRUB STREET

MARRED VISTA, CA  90000

999-555-5555
Date:   4/30/20xx

Invoice Number:   103

Your Order Number:    A62034

Terms:   Net 30

Time period of:   4/1/20xx–4/30/20xx

To:   Susan Elroy

        Accounting Department

        Acme Widget Company

        10400 Long Highway

       Marred Vista, CA  90000

Services:
Consulting services of John Smith on thermal analysis of Zotz 650 control unit.
50 hours @ $100.00 per hour.

Subtotal:   $5,000

Material Costs:   None

Expenses:   0

TOTAL AMOUNT OF THIS INVOICE:   $5,000

Signed by:    John Smith
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If you wish to charge a late fee, make sure it’s

mentioned in your agreement. You should also

clearly state the amount of your late fee on all

your invoices. For example, your invoices should

include the phrase: “Accounts not paid within

terms are subject to a ____% monthly finance

charge.”

The late fee is normally expressed as a

monthly interest or finance charge.

State Restrictions on Late Fees
Your state might have restrictions on how

much you can charge as a late fee. You’ll have to

investigate your state laws to find out. Check the

index to the annotated statutes for your state—

sometimes called a “Code”—available online or in

any law library. (See Chapter 21, Section D.) Look

under the terms “interest,” “usury,” or “finance

charges.” Your professional or trade organization

may also have helpful information on this issue.

No matter what state you live in, you can

safely charge a late fee of the interest rate at

which banks charge businesses to borrow money.

Find out the current bank interest rate by calling

your bank or looking in the business section of

your local newspaper.

The math has two steps. First, divide the

annual interest rate by 12 to determine your

monthly interest rate.

EXAMPLE:  Sam, a self-employed consultant,

decides to start charging clients a late fee for

overdue payments. He knows banks are

charging 12% interest per year on borrowed

money and decides to charge the same. He

divides this rate by 12 to determine his

monthly interest rate: 1%.

Then, multiply the monthly rate by the amount

due to determine the amount of the monthly late

fee.

EXAMPLE:  Acme Corp. is 30 days late paying

Sam a $10,000 fee. Sam multiples this amount

by his 1% finance charge to determine his

late fee: $100 (.01 x $10,000). He adds this

amount to Acme’s account balance. He does

this every month the payment is late.

3. Collecting Overdue Accounts

If your invoice isn’t paid on time, act quickly to

collect. Clients who consistently pay late or do

not pay at all can put you out of business. More-

over, often the longer a client fails to pay, the less

likely it is that you’ll ever be paid.

a. When an account is overdue

Money that your clients or customers owe you is

called an “account receivable.” Keep track of the

age of your accounts receivable so you know

when a client’s payment is late and how late it is.

Many computer accounting programs can keep

track of the age of your accounts receivable.

However, there is a simple way to do this without

a computer. Make an extra copy of each of your

invoices and keep them in a folder or notebook

marked “Unpaid Invoices.” When a client pays

you, discard the extra copy of the applicable

invoice. By looking in this notebook, you can tell

exactly which clients haven’t paid and how late

their payments are.

Consider a client late if it fails to pay you

within ten days after the due date on your

invoice. At this point, you should contact the cli-

ent and find out why you haven’t been paid.

Find Out Where Clients Bank
When a client pays you by check, make a

note of the name and address of the bank and the

account number and place it in your client file.

This information will come in handy if you ever

have to collect a judgment against the client.
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b. Contacting the client

Don’t rely on collection letters. A phone call will

have far more impact. Unfortunately, it can often

be hard to get clients to return your collection

calls. To reduce the time you spend playing

phone tag, ask what time the client will be in and

call back then. If you leave a phone message,

state the time of day you receive return calls—for

example, every afternoon from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. If

you can’t reach the client by phone, try sending

faxes. One self-employed worker even reports

good success from sending telegrams to nonpay-

ing clients.

c. Your first collection call

During your first collection call, you want to

either solve a problem that has arisen or handle a

stalled payment. Write down who said what dur-

ing this and each subsequent phone call.

Prepare before you make your call. You

should know exactly how much the client owes

you and have a copy of your invoice and any

purchase order in front of you when you dial the

number. Also, make sure you speak with the

appropriate person. In large companies, this may

be someone in the accounts payable or purchas-

ing departments; in small companies, it could be

the owner.

Politely inform the client that its payment to

you is past due. About 80% of the time, late pay-

ments are caused by problems with invoices—for

example, your client didn’t receive an invoice or

misplaced or didn’t understand it. You may sim-

ply have to send another invoice or provide a

brief explanation of why you charged as you did.

On the other hand, some clients may refuse to

pay you because they are dissatisfied with your

services or charges. In this event, schedule a

meeting with the client as soon as possible to

work out the problem. If the client is dissatisfied

with only part of your work, ask for partial pay-

ment immediately.

Other clients may be satisfied with your ser-

vices but not have the money to pay you. They

may want an extension of time to pay or ask to

work out a payment plan with you—for example,

pay a certain amount every two weeks until the

balance is paid. If such a client seems sincere

about paying you, try to work out a reasonable

payment plan. You are likely to get paid eventu-

ally this way—and you may also get repeat busi-

ness from the client. If you agree to any new

payment terms, set them forth in a confirming

letter and send it to the client. The letter should

state how much you’ll be paid and by when.

Keep a copy in your files.

SAMPLE CONFIRMING LETTER #1

April 15, 20xx

Sue Jones, President
Acme Corporation
123 Main Street
Marred Vista, CA  90000

Re: Your contract # 1234
Invoice # 102

Dear Sue:
Thank you for your offer to submit $500 per

month to pay off your company’s outstanding
balance on the above account.

As agreed, I am willing to accept $500
monthly payments for four months until this debt
is satisfied. The payments are due on the first of
each month, beginning May 1, 20xx, and con-
tinuing monthly through August 1, 20xx.

As long as the payments are made on time,
I will withhold all further action.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Very truly yours,

Andre Bocuse
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Some clients may offer to pay a part of what

they owe if you’ll accept it as full payment.

Although it may be galling to agree to this, it may

make more economic sense than fighting with the

client for full payment. If you agree to this orally,

send the client a confirming letter setting forth the

new payment terms. Keep a copy for yourself.

SAMPLE CONFIRMING LETTER #2

August 1, 20xx
John Anderson
200 Grub Street
Albany, NY 10000

Re: My Invoice # 102

Dear John:

As we agreed orally over the telephone, I’m
willing to accept $4,500 as a full and com-
plete settlement of your account.

This sum must be paid by September 1,
20xx, or this offer will become void.

Thank you for your cooperation, and I look
forward to receiving payment.

Very truly yours,

Yolanda Allende

BEWARE OF “PAYMENT IN FULL” CHECKS

Be careful about accepting and depositing

checks that have the words “Payment in Full”

or something similar written on them. If the

client owes you more than the face value of

the check, you may be barred from collect-

ing the additional amount.

Where there’s a dispute about how much

the client owes you, depositing a full pay-

ment check usually means that you accept

the check in complete satisfaction of the

debt. Crossing out the words “Payment in

Full” generally won’t help you. You’ll still be

prevented from suing for the balance once

you deposit the check.

However, several states have changed this

rule to help creditors. In these states, you

normally can cash a full-payment check and

still preserve your right to sue for the bal-

ance by writing the words “Under Protest” or

“Without Prejudice” on your endorsement.

These states include Alabama, Delaware,

Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, New

Hampshire, New York, Ohio, Rhode Island,

South Carolina, South Dakota, West Virginia,

and Wisconsin.

Californians may cross out the full pay-

ment language, cash the check, and sue for

the balance. However, the client may be able

to get around this by sending a written

notice that cashing the check means it was

accepted as payment in full. (Calif. Civil

Code Section 1526.) Luckily, few clients are

aware of this rule, so crossing out the full

payment language usually works just fine.
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DON’T HARASS DEADBEAT CLIENTS

No matter how angry you are at a client

who fails to pay you, don’t harass him or

her. Harassment includes:

• threatening or using physical force if

the client doesn’t pay

• using obscene or profane language

• threatening to sue the client when you

don’t really intend to do so

• threatening to have the client arrested

• phoning the client early in the morning

or late at night

• causing a phone to ring repeatedly or

continuously to annoy the client, or

• communicating with the client unrea-

sonably often.

Many states have laws prohibiting these

types of collection practices. And even in

states that don’t have specific laws against

it, court decisions often penalize businesses

that harass debtors. A client could sue you

for engaging in this kind of activity. Use

your common sense and deal with the cli-

ent in a businesslike manner, regardkess of

how much he or she owes you—and how-

ever agitated that debt makes you feel.

d. Subsequent collection efforts

If you haven’t received payment after more than a

month despite a first reminder, send the client

another invoice marked “Second Notice.” Call the

client and send invoices monthly. If you’ve been

dealing with someone other than the owner of

the company, don’t hesitate to call the owner.

Explain that cashflow is important to your com-

pany and that you can’t afford to carry this receiv-

able any longer.

Be persistent. When it comes to collecting

debts, the squeaky wheel usually gets the money.

A client with a faltering business and many credi-

tors who has the money to pay just one debt

will likely pay the creditor who has made the

most fuss.

At this point, you should feel free to stop all

work for the client and not hand over any work

you’ve completed but not yet delivered. You’ll go

broke fast if you keep working for people who

don’t pay you.

However, don’t cross the line into harassing

the client, as that could get you into legal

trouble.

4. If a Client Won’t Pay

If a client refuses to pay or keeps breaking prom-

ises to pay, you must decide whether to write off

the debt or take further action. If the client has

gone out of business or is unable to pay you

anything, either now or in the future, your best

option may be to write off the debt. There’s no

point in spending time and money trying to get

blood from a turnip.

But if the client is solvent, you should seri-

ously consider:

• taking legal action against the client

yourself

• hiring an attorney to take legal action

against the client, or

• hiring a collection agency.

a. Sending a final demand letter

Before you start any type of legal action against

a client, send a final demand letter to the client

informing him or her that you will sue if you

don’t receive payment by a certain date. Many

clients will pay you voluntarily after receiving

such a letter—they don’t want to be dragged into
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court and have their credit ratings damaged if you

obtain a judgment against them.

In your letter, state how much the client owes

you and inform the client that you’ll take court

action if full payment isn’t received by a specific

date. Here is an example of such a letter.

SAMPLE FINAL DEMAND LETTER

April 24, 20xx
Dick Denius
123 Grub Street
Anytown, AK  12345

Re: Your account number: 678

Dear Mr. Denius:

Your outstanding balance of $6,000 is
over 120 days old.

If you do not make full payment by
5/15/20xx, a lawsuit will be filed against
you. A recorded judgment will be a lien against
your property and can have an adverse effect
on your credit rating.

I hope to hear from you immediately so
that this matter can be resolved without filing a
lawsuit.

Very truly yours,

Natalie Kalmus

b. Suing in small claims court

All states have a wonderful mechanism that helps

businesses collect small debts: small claims court.

Small claims courts are set up to resolve disputes

involving relatively modest amounts of money.

The limit is normally between $2,000 and $7,500,

depending on the state in which you file your

lawsuit. If you’re owed more than the limit, you

can still sue in small claims court for the limit and

waive your right to collect the rest.

Small claims court is particularly well suited to

collecting small debts because it’s inexpensive

and usually fairly quick. In fact, debt collection

cases are by far the most common type of cases

heard in small claims court.

You don’t need a lawyer to go to small claims

court. Indeed, a few states—including California,

New York, and Michigan—bar you from bringing

a lawyer to small claims court.

For detailed advice about how to handle a

small claims court suit, see Everybody’s

Guide to Small Claims Court (National and Califor-

nia editions), by Ralph Warner (Nolo).

You begin a small claims lawsuit by filing a

document called a “complaint” or “statement of

claim.” These forms are available from your local

small claims court clerk and are easy to fill out.

You may also be asked to attach a copy of your

written agreement, if you have one. You then

notify the client, now known as the “defendant,”

of your lawsuit. Depending on your state, the

notice can be delivered by certified mail or by a

process server. Many clients pay up when they

receive a complaint because they don’t want to

go to court.

A hearing date is then set. If the client doesn’t

show up in court, you’ll win by default. A sub-

stantial percentage of clients don’t contest claims

for unpaid fees in court because they know they

owe the money and can’t win. If your client

attends the court session, you present your case

to a judge or court commissioner under rules that

encourage a minimum of legal and procedural

formality. Be sure to bring all your documentation

to court, including your invoices, client agree-

ment, and correspondence with the client.

Unfortunately, getting a small claims judgment

against a client doesn’t guarantee you’ll be paid.

Many clients will automatically pay a judgment

you obtain against them, but others will refuse to

pay. The court will not collect your judgment for

you. You’ve got to do it yourself or hire someone

to help you.

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/EE829024-37B3-4FA5-A32D6DCEF421A1A5/104/
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BIG FEE, SMALL CLAIM

Gary, a freelance translator, recently con-

tracted with the San Francisco office of a

national brokerage firm to perform translat-

ing services on a rush basis. He completed

the work on time and faxed it to the com-

pany with his invoice. The client failed to

pay the invoice within 30 days.

Over the next three months, Gary sent the

company a stream of collection letters

demanding payment, but never heard a

word. He finally got sick of waiting and

decided to sue the client. He was owed

$3,000 (well within the $7,500 California

small claims court limit), so he filed his suit

in the San Francisco small claims court.

He then had the San Francisco County

Sheriff’s Department serve his complaint on

the client at its office. The next day he

received a fax from the company’s legal

department at its New York headquarters

apologizing for the delay in payment and

promising to pay at once. He received a

check within a few days.

c. Suing in other courts

If the client owes you substantially more than the

small claims court limit for your state, you may

wish to sue in a formal state trial court, usually

called the “municipal court” or “superior court.”

Debt collection cases are usually very simple, so

you can often handle them yourself or hire a law-

yer for the very limited purpose of giving you

advice on legal points or helping with strategy. In

truth, few collection cases ever go to trial. Usu-

ally, the defendant either reaches a settlement

with you before trial or fails to show up in court

and loses by default.

For detailed guidance on how to represent

yourself in courts other than small claims

courts, see Represent Yourself in Court: How to

Prepare & Try a Winning Case, by Paul Bergman

and Sara J. Berman-Barrett (Nolo). This book

explains how to handle a civil case yourself, with-

out a lawyer, from start to finish.

d. Arbitration

Before you think about suing the client in court,

look at your contract to see whether it contains

an arbitration clause. If your contract has such a

clause, you’ll be barred from suing the client in

small claims or any other court. This is not neces-

sarily a bad thing. Arbitration is similar to small

claims court in that it’s intended to be speedy,

inexpensive, and informal. The main difference is

that a private decision maker paid for by the two

parties, called an “arbitrator,” not a judge, rules

on the case. An arbitrator’s judgment can be en-

tered with a court and enforced just like a regular

court judgment. (See Chapter 21, Section A1.)

e. Hiring an attorney

Hiring an attorney to sue a client for an unpaid

bill is usually not worth the expense involved un-

less the debt is very large and you know the cli-

ent can pay. However, it can be effective to have

a lawyer send a letter to a client. Some clients

take communications from lawyers more seriously

than they take a letter you write on your own.

Some lawyers are willing to do this for a nominal

charge. (See Chapter 21, Section B.)

f. Hiring a collection agency

Collection agencies specialize in collecting debts.

You don’t pay them anything. Instead, they take a

slice of the money they collect. This can range

from 15% to 50% depending on the size, age, and

type of debts involved. Collection agencies can be

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/3731D4E8-C4D8-4A98-88680150520FAEDB/104/
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particularly good at tracking down “skips”—

people who hide from their creditors.

Siccing a collection agency on a client will

likely alienate the client and mean that you will

not get any repeat business from him or her. Use

this alternative only if you don’t want to work for

a particular client again.

You may have trouble finding an agency to

deal with you if you only have a few debts, par-

ticularly if they’re small. Try to get a referral to a

good collection agency from colleagues or a pro-

fessional organization or trade group. Ask for ref-

erences before hiring any agency and call them to

make sure the agency checks out. It’s also advis-

able to get a fee agreement in writing.

5. Deducting Bad Debts
From Income Taxes

In a few situations, you can deduct the value of

an unpaid debt from your income taxes. This is

called a “bad debt deduction.” Unfortunately, if

you’re like the vast majority of self-employed

people—a cash-basis taxpayer who sells services

to your clients—you can’t claim a bad debt

deduction if a client fails to pay you. Because you

don’t report income until it is actually received,

you aren’t considered to have an economic loss

when a client fails to pay.

EXAMPLE: Bill, a self-employed consultant,

works 50 hours for a client and bills $2,500.

The client never pays. Bill cannot deduct the

$2,500 loss from his income taxes. Because

Bill is a cash-basis taxpayer, he never re-

ported the $2,500 as income because he

never received it. As far as the IRS is con-

cerned, this means Bill has no economic loss.

This rule seems absurd—you’ve lost the value

of your time and energy when a client fails to pay

you for your services—but it’s strictly enforced by

the IRS.

The only time a business can deduct a bad

debt is if it actually lost cash on the account or it

previously reported income from sale of the item.

Few self-employed people give out cash, and

only businesses using the accrual method of

accounting report income from a sale for which

no payment is received. (See Chapter 14, Section

D.) There’s no point in trying to switch to the

accrual method to deduct bad debts. You won’t

reduce your taxes because the bad debt deduc-

tion merely wipes out a sale you previously

reported as income.  ■
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Employees don’t need to worry much about

 taxes: All or most of their taxes are withheld

from their paychecks by their employers and paid

directly to the IRS and state tax department. The

employer calculates how much to withhold. The

employee’s only responsibility is to file a tax

return with the IRS and state tax department each

year.

But when you become self-employed, your tax

life changes dramatically. You have no employer

to pay your taxes for you; you must pay them

directly to the IRS and your state. This requires

periodic tax filings you probably never made

before—and it will be up to you to calculate how

much you owe. To make these filings, you’ll need

to keep accurate records of your business income

and expenses. And the tax return you must file

each year will likely be more complicated than

the ones you filed when you were an employee.

This chapter provides an overview of the

brave new world of taxation you enter as a self-

employed worker and explains some ways to

navigate it efficiently.

A. Tax Basics for the
Self-Employed

All levels of government—federal, state, and

local—impose taxes. You need to be familiar

with the requirements for each.

1. Federal Taxes

The federal government puts the biggest tax bite

on the self-employed. When you’re in business

for yourself, the federal government may impose

a number of taxes on you, including:

• income taxes

• self-employment taxes

• estimated taxes, and

• employment taxes.

a. Income taxes

Everyone who earns more than a minimum

amount must pay income taxes. Unless you’re

one of the few self-employed people who have

formed a C corporation, you’ll have to pay per-

sonal income tax on the profits your business

earns. Fortunately, you may be able to take

advantage of a number of business-related deduc-

tions to reduce your taxable income when you’re

self-employed. (See Chapter 9.)

By April 15 of each year, you’ll have to file an

annual income tax return with the IRS showing

your income and deductions for the previous year

and how much estimated tax you’ve paid. You

must file IRS Form 1040 and include a special tax

form in which you list all your business income

and deductible expenses. Most self-employed

people use IRS Schedule C, Profit or Loss From

Business.

Tax matters are more complicated if you incor-

porate your business. If you form a C corporation,

it will have to file its own tax return and pay

taxes on its profits. Then, as an employee of your

corporation, you’ll have to file a personal tax

return and pay income tax on the salary your cor-

poration paid you. (See Chapter 2, Section B.)

b. Self-employment taxes

Self-employed people are entitled to Social Secu-

rity and Medicare benefits when they retire, just

like employees. And just like employees, they

have to pay Social Security and Medicare taxes to

help fund these programs. These taxes are called

“self-employment taxes,” or SE taxes. You must

pay SE taxes if your net yearly earnings from self-

employment are $400 or more. When you file

your annual tax return, you must include IRS

Form SE, showing how much SE tax you were

required to pay. (See Chapter 10, Section E.)
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c. Estimated taxes

Federal income and self-employment taxes are

pay-as-you-go taxes: You must pay these taxes as

you earn or receive income during the year.

Unlike employees, who usually have their income

and Social Security and Medicare tax withheld

from their pay by their employers, self-employed

people normally pay their income and Social

Security and Medicare taxes directly to the IRS.

These tax payments, called “estimated taxes,” are

usually made four times every year on IRS Form

1040-ES—on April 15, June 15, September 15, and

January 15. You have to figure out how much to

pay; the IRS won’t do it for you. (See Chapter 11,

Section B.)

d. Employment taxes

Finally, if you hire employees to help you in your

business, you’ll have to pay federal employment

taxes for your employees. These consist of half

your employees’ Social Security and Medicare

taxes and all of their federal unemployment tax.

You must also withhold half your employees’

Social Security and Medicare taxes and all their

income taxes from their paychecks. You must pay

these taxes monthly, by making federal tax

deposits at specified banks. You may also deposit

them directly with the IRS electronically.

When you have employees, you’ll have to

keep a lot of records and file quarterly and

annual employment tax returns with the IRS. (See

Chapter 13, Section B.)

When you hire other self-employed people,

however, you don’t have to pay any employment

taxes. You need only report payments over $600

for business-related services to the IRS and to

your state tax department if your state has income

taxes. (See Chapter 13, Section C.)

2. State Taxes

To complicate things further, you must pay state

taxes in addition to federal taxes.

a. Income taxes

All states except Alaska, Florida, Nevada, South

Dakota, Texas, Washington, and Wyoming

impose their own income taxes on the self-

employed. New Hampshire and Tennessee im-

pose income taxes on dividend and interest

income only. Most states charge a percentage of

the income shown on your federal income return.

Depending on the state in which you live, these

percentages range anywhere from 3% to 12%.

In most states, you have to pay your state

income taxes during the year in the form of esti-

mated taxes. These are usually paid at the same

time you pay your federal estimated taxes.

You’ll also have to file an annual state income

tax return with your state tax department. In all

but five states—Delaware, Hawaii, Iowa, Louisi-

ana, and Virginia—the return must be filed by

April 15, the same deadline as your federal tax

return. (See Section A4.)

If you’re incorporated, your corporation will

likely have to pay state income taxes and file its

own state income tax return, too.

Each state has its own income tax forms and

procedures. Contact your state tax department to

learn about your state’s requirements and obtain

the necessary forms. (See Appendix 3 for a list of

state tax offices.)

b. Employment taxes

If you live in a state with income taxes and have

employees, you’ll likely have to withhold state

income taxes from their paychecks and pay this

to your state tax department. You’ll also have to

provide your employees with unemployment

compensation insurance by paying taxes to your

state unemployment compensation agency. (See

Chapter 13, Section B2.)
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c. Sales taxes

Almost all states and many municipalities impose

sales taxes of some kind. The only states without

sales tax are Alaska, Delaware, Montana, New

Hampshire, and Oregon.

All states that have sales taxes impose them on

sales of goods or products to the public. If you

only provide services to clients or customers, you

probably don’t have to worry about sales taxes

because most states either don’t tax services at all

or tax only certain specified services. Notable

exceptions are Hawaii, New Mexico, and South

Dakota—all of which impose sales taxes on all

services, subject to certain exceptions.

If the products or services you provide are

subject to sales tax, you’ll have to fill out an

application to obtain a state sales tax permit (see

Chapter 5, Section C). Many states impose penal-

ties if you make a sale before you obtain this

permit. Generally, you pay sales taxes four times

a year, but you might have to pay monthly if you

make a lot of sales.

d. Other state taxes

Various states impose a hodgepodge of other

taxes on businesses, too numerous and diverse to

explain here.

For example:

• Nevada imposes a Business Privilege Tax of

$100 per year per employee.

• Hawaii imposes a general excise tax on

businesses ranging from 0.5% to 4% of the

gross receipts businesses earn.

• Michigan has a Single Business Tax of 2%

on businesses with gross receipts over

$250,000.

Contact your state tax department for informa-

tion on these and other similar taxes your state

might impose.

3. Local Taxes

You might have to pay local business taxes in

addition to federal and state taxes. For example,

many municipalities have their own sales taxes

that you may have to pay to a local tax agency.

Some cities and counties also impose property

taxes on business equipment or furniture. You

may be required to file a list of such property

with local tax officials, along with cost and depre-

ciation information. Some cities also have a tax on

business inventory. This is why many retail busi-

nesses have inventory sales: They want to reduce

their stock on hand before the inventory tax date.

A few large cities—for example, New York

City—impose their own income taxes. Some also

charge annual business registration fees or busi-

ness taxes.

Your local chamber of commerce should be

able to give you good information on your

local taxes. You can also contact your local tax

department.

4. Calendar of Important Tax Dates

The following calendar shows you important tax

dates during the year. If you’re one of the few

self-employed people who uses a fiscal year

instead of a calendar year as your tax year, these

dates will be different. (See Chapter 14, Section

D.) If you have employees, you must make addi-

tional tax filings during the year. (See Chapter 13,

Section B.)

The dates listed below represent the last day

you have to take the action described. If any of

the dates fall on a holiday or weekend, you have

until the next business day to take the action.
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TAX CALENDAR

Date Action
January 15 Your last estimated tax payment for the previous year is due.

January 31 • If you file your tax return by now, you don’t have to make the January 15 estimated tax
payment. (See Chapter 11.)

• If you hired independent contractors last year, you must provide them with Form
1099-MISC.

February 28 If you hired independent contractors last year, you must file all your 1099s with the IRS.

March 15 Corporations must file federal income tax returns.

April 15 • You must file your individual tax return with the IRS and pay any tax due. Or, you can
pay the tax due and file for an extension of time to file your return.

• You must make your first estimated tax payment for the year.
• Partnerships must file information tax return.
• Individual income tax returns due in all states except Delaware, Hawaii, Iowa, Louisiana,

and Virginia.

April 20 Individual income tax returns due in Hawaii.

April 30 Individual income tax returns due in Delaware and Iowa.

May 1 Individual income tax returns due in Virginia.

May 15 Individual income tax returns due in Louisiana.

June 15 Make your second estimated tax payment for the year.

September 15 Make your third estimated tax payment for the year.

B. Handling Your Taxes

Self-employed people take care of their taxes in a

variety of ways. Your approach will depend on

how complex your tax affairs are and whether

you have the time, energy, and desire to do some

or all of the work yourself.

Self-employed workers commonly use three

different approaches in preparing their taxes as

illustrated by the example, below.

First, self-employed people whose tax affairs

are relatively simple can easily handle all their tax

work themselves, particularly if they’re comfort-

able using accounting and tax preparation com-

puter programs.
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EXAMPLE 1: Steve, a freelance writer, does

all of his taxes himself. Like most self-em-

ployed workers, he is a sole proprietor who

works alone—that is, he does not hire em-

ployees or independent contractors to help

him. As a writer, he works at home and

doesn’t need much in the way of equipment

or supplies. He has few business expenses to

track other than his home office expenses.

Steve keeps track of his income and

expenses easily by using a simple com-

puter accounting program. He also uses a

computer tax preparation program to pre-

pare his tax returns. He estimates that it

takes him no more than one hour per

month to do his bookkeeping and five

hours to prepare his annual tax return.

Second, self-employed people with larger busi-

nesses often hire tax pros to do all the work for

them. This may be a particularly good idea if you

incorporate your business or have employees.

EXAMPLE 2: Carol, a software tester, has

formed a C corporation and has two employ-

ees. Her tax affairs are much more compli-

cated than Steve’s. She must file tax returns

both for herself and her corporation. She

must also withhold employment taxes from

her own pay and her employees’ pay and file

quarterly and annual employment tax returns

with the IRS and state of California. Her

bookkeeping requirements are also more

complex than those of a sole proprietor like

Steve.

Carol does none of her tax work her-

self. She hires an accountant to do her

bookkeeping and prepare her tax returns

and uses a payroll service to calculate

and pay employment taxes for herself

and her employees.

Third, self-employed people combine doing

their taxes themselves with getting professional

tax help. Even if you have a fairly complex tax

return and want a tax pro to prepare it for you,

you can still save money by doing some work,

such as routine bookkeeping, yourself.

EXAMPLE 3: Gary, a self-employed translator,

is a sole proprietor like Steve. However, un-

like Steve, he hires independent contractor

translators to work for him. He has to keep

track of his payments to the independent

contractors and report them to the IRS and his

state tax department. He also rents an outside

office and must keep track of this and other

business expenses. A trained engineer with a

mathematical bent, he does all his bookkeep-

ing himself using a manual system. However,

he hires an accountant to prepare his annual

tax return that includes some rather complex

business deductions like depreciating his

business equipment.

1. Doing the Work Yourself

The more tax work you do yourself, the less

you’ll have to pay a tax pro such as an enrolled

agent or certified public accountant (CPA) to help

you. This will not only save you cash but will also

give you more personal control over your finan-

cial life. The subject of taxes might seem daunt-

ing, but you don’t need to become a CPA to take

care of your own tax needs. Nor do you have to

do everything yourself. For example, you can hire

a tax pro to prepare your annual tax return or to

advise you if you encounter a particularly difficult

problem.

This section describes the variety of tasks that

you can do some or all of yourself.

a. Bookkeeping

Even if you hire a tax pro to prepare your tax

returns, you’ll save money if you keep good
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records. Tax pros have many horror stories about

clients who come in with plastic bags or shoe

boxes filled with a jumble of receipts and can-

celed checks. As you might expect, these people

end up requiring more of the tax pro’s time and

paying much more than those who have a com-

plete and accurate set of income and expense

records. It is not difficult to set up and maintain

a bookkeeping system for your business. You

should do so when you first start business. (Chap-

ter 14, Section A, describes a simple bookkeeping

system adequate for most self-employed people.

Chapter 9 provides an overview of the business

tax deductions you’ll need to track.)

b. Paying estimated taxes

If your business makes money, you’ll need to pay

estimated taxes throughout the year. It’s usually

not too difficult to calculate what you owe and

send in your money. You may have to make esti-

mated tax payments soon after you start doing

business, so don’t delay this task. (See Chapter 11.)

If you live in one of the 43 states with income

taxes—that is, all states but Alaska, Florida, Ne-

vada, South Dakota, Texas, Washington, and

Wyoming—call your state tax department to find

out whether you must make estimated tax pay-

ments. (See Appendix 3 for contact details.)

c. Paying state and local taxes

You may have to pay various state and local

taxes, such as a gross receipts tax, sales tax, or

personal property tax. (See Section A2.) Seeking

guidance from a tax pro on state and local taxes

can be very helpful, particularly if the expert is

familiar with businesses similar to yours. He or

she can advise you as to whether you must pay

any of these taxes. Otherwise, you’ll need to con-

tact your state tax department and local tax office

for information. However, once you learn about

the requirements and obtain the proper forms, it’s

usually not difficult to compute these taxes on

your own.

d. Filing your annual tax returns

The most difficult and time-consuming tax-related

task you’ll face is filing your annual tax return.

This involves figuring out and calculating all your

deductible expenses for the year and subtracting

them from your gross income to determine your

taxable income.

As you probably know, your federal tax return

is due by April 15. If you live in a state that has

income taxes, you’ll have to file a state income

tax return as well. These are also due by April 15

except in six states that have later dates. (See the

chart in Section A4.)

One way to make your life easier is to hire a

tax pro to prepare your returns the first year

you’re in business. You can then use those

returns as a guide when you do your own returns

in future years.
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TAXES AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON

Many self-employed people do their tax

returns themselves. If your business is small,

it’s usually not that difficult. This task is

made much easier by the availability of

many excellent publications and computer

programs.

Having a computer will make preparing

your tax returns much easier. Several tax

preparation programs are available that con-

tain all the forms you’ll need. These pro-

grams not only do all your tax calculations

for you but they also contain online tax help

and questionnaires that help you figure out

what forms to use.

The programs automatically put the infor-

mation and numbers you type into the

proper blanks on the forms. When you’re

done, the program prints out your completed

tax forms. All you have to do is sign the

forms and put them in the mail. If you don’t

want to use the mail, you can even file your

taxes electronically. Most tax packages also

have additional programs you can purchase

for your state taxes.

Two of the most highly regarded tax

preparation programs are TurboTax and

TaxCut. There are versions of TurboTax spe-

cially designed for small business owners.

If you don’t have a computer, there are

several tax preparation guides that are pub-

lished each year that provide much better

guidance than the IRS instructions that come

with your tax forms. These include Con-

sumer Reports’ Guide to Income Tax (Con-

sumer Reports) and J.K. Lasser’s Your Income

Tax (Wiley).

e. Paying employment taxes

If you have employees, your tax life will be much

more complicated than if you work alone or hire

independent contractors. You’ll need to file both

annual and quarterly employment tax returns.

You’re also required to withhold part of your

employees’ pay and send it to the IRS along with

a contribution of your own. (See Chapter 13,

Section B.)

This is an area in which many business owners

seek outside help, because calculating tax with-

holdings can be complex. Many use an accoun-

tant or payroll tax service to perform these tasks.

However, if you have a computer, accounting

programs such as QuickBooks and PeachTree

Accounting can calculate your employee with-

holdings and prepare employment tax returns.

If you handle your taxes yourself, you’ll

likely want to obtain a more detailed book

on taxes specifically. Many excellent books are

available, including:

•Deduct It! Lower Your Small Business Taxes,

by Stephen Fishman (Nolo)

•Home Business Tax Deductions, by Stephen

Fishman (Nolo), and

•Tax Deductions for Professionals, by Stephen

Fishman (Nolo).

The IRS also has publications on every con-

ceivable tax topic. These are free, but can be dif-

ficult to understand. IRS Publication 910, Guide to

Free Tax Services, contains a list of these publica-

tions; many of the most useful ones are cited in

the following chapters of this book. One publica-

tion you should get is Publication 334, Tax Guide

for Small Business. You can obtain these and all

other IRS publications by calling the IRS at 800-

TAX-FORM or by downloading them from the

IRS’s website at www.irs.gov.

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/9140836B-FBAD-49C7-9E66B94943D9B832/213/287/
http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/0EB8204C-4889-4C7B-B44E88BC75A06BB3/111/277/
http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/D5DB2EF4-F501-4507-9B126EC399A4ACF9/111/
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2. Hiring a Tax Pro

Instead of doing it yourself, you can hire a tax

professional to perform some or all of the work

for you. A tax pro can also provide guidance to

help you make key tax decisions, such as choos-

ing the best setup for your business and helping

you deal with the IRS if you get into tax trouble.

(See Section C.)

a. Types of tax pros

There are several different types of tax pros, each

differing widely in training, experience, and cost.

Tax preparers. As the name implies, tax

preparers prepare tax returns. The largest tax

preparation firm is H & R Block, but many smaller

operations open for business in storefront offices

during tax time. In most states, anybody can be a

tax preparer; no license is required. Most tax

preparers focus on individuals and lack the train-

ing or experience to handle taxes for businesses.

Because of this, a tax preparer is probably not a

wise choice for your business needs.

Enrolled agents. Enrolled agents, or EAs, are

tax advisors and preparers who are licensed by

the IRS. They have to have at least five years of

experience and pass a difficult test. EAs are often

the best choice for self-employed workers. They

usually can do as good a job as a certified public

accountant, but charge less. Many also offer

bookkeeping and accounting assistance.

Certified public accountants. Certified public

accountants, or CPAs, are licensed and regulated

by each state. They undergo lengthy training and

must pass a comprehensive exam. CPAs represent

the high end of the tax pro spectrum. In addition

to preparing tax returns, they perform sophisti-

cated accounting and tax work. Large businesses

routinely hire CPAs for tax help. However, if

you’re running a one-person business, you may

not require a CPA’s expertise—you might do just

as well with a less expensive EA.

Tax attorneys. Tax attorneys are lawyers who

specialize in tax matters. The only time you’ll ever

need a tax attorney is if you get into serious

trouble with the IRS or state tax agency and need

legal representation. Some tax attorneys also give

tax advice, but they are usually too expensive for

small businesses. You’re probably better off hiring

a CPA if you need specialized tax help.

b. Finding a tax pro

The best way to find a tax pro is to obtain refer-

rals from business associates, friends, or profes-

sional associations. If none of these sources can

give you a suitable lead, try contacting the Na-

tional Association of Enrolled Agents at 202-822-

NAEA (6232) or one of its state affiliates. You can

find a listing of affiliates at the NAEA website at

www.naea.org. Local CPA societies can give you

referrals to local CPAs. You can also find tax

pros in the Yellow Pages under “Accountants, Tax

Return.”

Your relationship with your tax pro will be

one of your most important business relation-

ships, so be selective about the person you

choose. Talk with at least three tax pros before

hiring one. You want a tax pro who takes the

time to listen to you, answers your questions fully

and in plain English, seems knowledgeable, and

makes you feel comfortable. Make sure the tax

pro works frequently with small businesses. It can

also be helpful if the tax pro already has clients

in businesses similar to yours. A tax pro already

familiar with the tax problems posed by your type

of business can often give you the best advice for

the least amount of money.

c. Tax pros’ fees

Ask about a tax pro’s fees before hiring him or

her and, to avoid misunderstandings, obtain a

written fee agreement before he or she begins

work.
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Most tax pros charge by the hour. Hourly rates

vary widely depending on where you live and on

the type of tax pro you hire. Enrolled agents often

charge $25 to $50 per hour. CPAs typically charge

about $100 per hour. Some tax pros charge a flat

fee for specific services—for example, preparing a

tax return.

These fees are rarely set in stone, so you can

usually negotiate. You’ll be able to get the best

possible deal if you hire a tax pro after the tax

season when he or she is less busy—that is, dur-

ing the summer or fall.

C. IRS Audits

You can report any income and claim any deduc-

tions you want to take on your tax return—after

all, you (or your tax preparer) fill it out, not the

government. However, the income and deduc-

tions listed on your tax return are subject to

review by the IRS. This review is called a tax

“audit.” If an IRS auditor determines that you

didn’t pay enough tax, you’ll have to pay the

amount due plus interest and penalties.

1. The IRS: Clear and Present Danger
or Phantom Menace?

A generation ago, the three letters in the alphabet

Americans feared most were I-R-S. There was a

simple reason for this: The IRS, the nation’s tax

police, enforced the tax laws relentlessly. In 1963,

an incredible 5.6% of all Americans had their tax

returns audited. Everybody knew someone who

had been audited. Jokes about IRS audits were a

staple of nightclub comedians and cartoonists.

In 2002, only 0.65% of all Americans were

audited, and an IRS audit was a relatively rare

event. There are several reasons for the change:

• A decline in the IRS workforce.  Between

1992 and 2001, the IRS workforce declined

by 16%; the number of revenue agents

dropped by 21%.

• An increase in workload. At the same

time the IRS workforce was declining, its

workload was increasing, growing 16%

between 1992 and 2001.

• A new emphasis on service to taxpayers
instead of enforcement. Starting in the

mid-1990s, the IRS began to change its

emphasis from enforcement to providing

taxpayer service. Staff duties were shifted

from conducting audits to performing service

functions like answering taxpayer questions.

• Legal changes. In 1998, Congress enacted

new laws intended to prevent perceived

abuses by IRS agents and auditors. These

new protections also made it more difficult

for the IRS to go after those who cheated

on or evaded their taxes.

According to the IRS Oversight Board, the IRS

lacks the resources to pursue the over $30 billion

in taxes known to be incorrectly reported or not

paid each year. In 2001, the nation’s “tax gap”—

the total inventory of taxes that are known and

not paid—was estimated at between $312 billion

and $353 billion.

Both the IRS and Congress are aware of the

IRS’s enforcement problems and have taken some

steps to ameliorate them. The IRS has received

moderate budget increases in the past few years

and has placed a renewed emphasis on enforce-

ment. Staff has been shifted from performing

service functions like answering taxpayer ques-

tions to doing audits. The President’s 2005 budget

proposal called for a greater than 10 percent

increase in IRS enforcement funding, including

the hiring of 5,000 new auditors, tax collectors,

criminal investigators, and other staff.

The precipitous decline in audit rates that

began in the mid-1990s may have ended, but

audit rates remain at low levels. However, the IRS

Commissioner promises that audit rates will go up

in the next few years, with the self-employed as

one of the main targets. With huge federal budget

deficits yawning as far as the eye can see, it

seems likely that this is one government promise

that will be kept.
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2. You Are the IRS’s Number One
Target

Although the IRS is a troubled agency and the

audit rate is at or near an all-time low, hundreds

of thousands of people still get audited every

year. Moreover, the unfortunate fact is that self-

employed people are the IRS’s number one target.

This is shown by audit rate statistics: In 2004, the

IRS audited 184,456 of the 15,285,000 tax returns

filed by Schedule C filers—the category that

includes the vast majority of the self-employed.

Every year, the IRS releases statistics about

who got audited the previous year. Below are the

most recent available audit statistics.

IRS AUDIT RATES

2003 2004
Audit Audit
Rate Rate

Sole Proprietors

Income under $25,000 3.00% 3.15%

$25,000 to $100,000 1.33% 1.47%

$100,000 and over 1.47% 1.86%

Partnerships (includes

most LLCs) 0.35% 0.26%

S Corporations 0.30% 0.19%

C Corporations

Assets under $250,000 0.22% 0.18%

$250,000 to $1 million 0.63% 0.34%

$1 million to $5 million 1.50% 0.60%

$5 million to $10 million 3.25% 1.90%

This chart shows that sole proprietors have a

much greater chance of being audited by the IRS

than businesses operated through partnerships or

corporations. In 2004, 1.86% of sole proprietors

earning more than $100,000 from their business

were audited. In contrast, only 0.19% of S corpo-

rations and 0.18% of C corporations with less than

$250,000 in assets were audited. Thus, sole pro-

prietors earning over $100,000 were ten times

more likely to be audited than most corporations!

Only corporations with assets worth more than

$10 million were audited more often than sole

proprietors.

These statistics undoubtedly reflect the IRS’s

belief that sole proprietors habitually underreport

their income, take deductions to which they are

not entitled, or otherwise cheat on their taxes.

The lesson these numbers teach is that you need

to take the IRS seriously. This doesn’t mean that

you shouldn’t take all the deductions you’re

legally entitled to take, but you should under-

stand the rules and be able to back up the deduc-

tions you do take with proper records.

3. Audit Time Limit

As a general rule, the law allows the IRS to audit

a tax return up to 36 months after it’s filed. This

means you normally don’t have to worry about

audits for tax returns you filed more than three

years ago. The IRS calls the years during which it

can audit you “open years.”

4. Types of Audits

There are three types of audits: correspondence

audits, office audits, and field audits.

• Correspondence audits. As the name indi-

cates, correspondence audits are handled

entirely by mail. These are the simplest and

shortest type of IRS audit, usually involving

a single issue. The IRS sends you written

questions about a perceived problem and

may request additional information and/or

documentation. If you don’t provide satis-

factory answers or information, you’ll be

assessed additional taxes. Correspondence

audits are often used to question a home

business about unreported income—income

the IRS knows the taxpayer received

because an IRS Form 1099 listing the pay-
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ment was filed by a client or customer of

the taxpayer.

• Office audits. Office audits take place

face-to-face with an IRS auditor at one of

the 33 IRS district offices. These are more

complex than correspondence audits, often

involving more than one issue or more

than one tax year. If you make less than

$100,000 per year, this is the type of in-

person audit you’re likely to face.

• Field audits. The field audit is the most

comprehensive IRS audit, conducted by an

experienced revenue officer. In a field

audit, the officer examines your finances,

your business, your tax returns, and the

records you used to create the returns. As

the name implies, a field audit is normally

conducted at the taxpayer’s place of busi-

ness; this allows the auditor to learn as

much about your business as possible. Field

audits are ordinarily reserved for taxpayers

who earn a lot of money. You probably

won’t be subjected to one unless your busi-

ness earns more than $100,000 per year.

5. What the Auditor Does

When auditing self-employed business owners,

the IRS is most concerned about whether you

have done any of the following things:

• Underreported your income. Unlike

employees who have their taxes withheld

for them by their employers, sole propri-

etors have no automatic withholdings and

many opportunities to underreport how

much they earned, particularly if they run a

cash business.

• Claimed tax deductions to which you
were not entitled. For example, you

claimed that nondeductible personal

expenses, such as a personal vacation, were

deductible business expenses.

• Properly documented the amount of
your deductions. If you don’t have paper-

work to back up the amount of a deduc-

tion, the IRS may reduce it, either entirely

or in part. Lack of documentation is the

main reason small business owners lose

deductions when they get audited.

• Taken business deductions for a hobby.
If you continually lose money or are

involved in a fun activity such as art, pho-

tography, crafts, or writing that doesn’t earn

profits every year, the auditor may also

question whether or not you are really in

business. If the IRS claims you are engaged

in a hobby, you could lose every single

deduction for the activity. (See Chapter 9,

Section B3, for more on the hobby loss

rule.)

An IRS auditor is entitled to examine the busi-

ness records you used to prepare your tax

returns, including your books, check registers,

canceled checks, and receipts. The auditor can

also ask to see records supporting your business

tax deductions, such as a mileage record if you

took a deduction for business use of your car.

The auditor can also get copies of your bank

records, either from you or your bank, and check

them to see whether your deposits match the

income you reported on your tax return. If you

deposited a lot more money than you reported

earning, the auditor will assume that you didn’t

report all of your income, unless you can show

that the deposits you didn’t include on your tax

return were not income. For example, you might

be able to show that they were loans, inherit-

ances, or transfers from other accounts. This is

why you need to keep good financial records.

6. Handling Audits

You have the legal right to take anyone along

with you to help during an audit—a bookkeeper,

tax pro, or even an attorney. If you’ve hired a tax

pro to prepare your returns, it can be helpful for

him or her to attend the audit to help explain

your business receipts and records and to explain
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how the returns were prepared. Some tax pros

include free audit services as part of a tax prepa-

ration package.

However, if you prepared your tax returns

yourself, you can probably deal with an office

audit yourself. It could cost more to hire a tax pro

to represent you in an office audit than the IRS is

likely to seek from you. If you’re worried that

some serious irregularity will come to light—for

example, you’ve taken a huge deduction and

can’t produce a receipt or canceled check to

verify it—consult with a tax pro before the audit.

 For a field audit, however, it usually makes

sense to have a tax pro represent you no matter

who prepared your tax returns. Field audits can

result in substantial assessments.

For a detailed discussion of IRS small busi-

ness audits, see Tax Savvy for Small Busi-

ness, by Frederick W. Daily (Nolo).

D. Ten Tips to Avoid an Audit

Here are ten things you can do to minimize your

chances of getting audited.

1. Be Neat, Thorough, and Exact

If you file by mail (as you should), submit a tax

return that looks professional. This will help you

avoid unwanted attention from the IRS. Your

return shouldn’t contain erasures or be difficult to

read. Your math should be correct. Avoid round

numbers on your return (like $100 or $5,000).

This looks like you’re making up the numbers

instead of taking them from accurate records. You

should include, and completely fill out, all neces-

sary forms and schedules. Moreover, your state

tax return should be consistent with your federal

return. If you do your own taxes, using a tax-

preparation computer program will help you

produce an accurate return that looks professional.

2. Mail Your Return by Certified Mail
or Delivery Service

Mail your tax return by certified mail, return

receipt requested. In case the IRS loses or mis-

places your return, your receipt will prove that

you submitted it. The IRS also accepts returns

from four private delivery services: Airborne

Express, DHL Worldwide Express, Federal Ex-

press, and United Parcel Service. Contact these

companies for details on which of their service

options qualify and how to get proof of timely

filing.

3. Don’t File Early

Unless you’re owed a substantial refund, you

shouldn’t file your taxes early. The IRS generally

has three years after April 15 to decide whether to

audit your return. Filing early just gives the IRS

more time to think about whether you should be

audited. You can reduce your audit chances even

more by getting an extension to file until August

15 or October 15 (the latest extension you can

obtain). Note, however, that filing an extension

does not extend the date by which you have to

pay any taxes due for the prior year: These must

still be paid by April 15.

4. Don’t File Electronically

The IRS would like all taxpayers to file their

returns electronically—that is, by email. There is a

good reason for this: It saves the agency substan-

tial time and money. Every year, the IRS must hire

thousands of temporary workers to enter the

numbers from millions of paper returns into its

computer system. This is expensive, so the IRS

only has about 40% of the data on paper returns

transcribed. The paper returns are then sent to a

warehouse where they are kept for six years and

then destroyed. The IRS makes its audit decisions

based on this transcribed data. By filing electroni-

cally, you give the IRS easy access to 100% of the

data on your return instead of just 40%.

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/8B17922C-836F-4F71-A67225892035843E/111/
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5. Form a Business Entity

The audit rate statistics in Section C2, above,

show that partnerships and small corporations are

audited far less often than sole proprietors. Incor-

porating your business or forming a limited liabil-

ity company will greatly reduce your audit risk.

However, you must balance this against the time

and expense involved in forming a corporation or

LLC and having to complete more complex tax

returns. Moreover, in some states—most notably

California—corporations and LLCs have to pay

additional state taxes. (See Chapter 2 for a

detailed discussion of business entities.)

6. Explain Items the IRS May
Question

If your return contains an item that the IRS may

question or that could increase the likelihood of

an audit, include an explanation and documenta-

tion to prove everything is on the up and up. For

example, if your return contains a substantial bad

debt deduction, explain the circumstances to

show that the debt is a legitimate business

expense. This won’t necessarily avoid an audit,

but it may reduce your chances. Here’s why: If

the IRS computer chooses your return as a candi-

date for an audit, an IRS classifier screens it to see

whether it really warrants an audit. If your expla-

nations look reasonable, the screener may decide

you shouldn’t be audited after all.

7. Avoid Ambiguous or General
Expenses

Don’t list expenses under vague categories such

as “miscellaneous” or “general expenses”: Be spe-

cific. IRS Schedule C lists specific categories for

the most common small business expenses. If an

expense doesn’t fall within one of these classifica-

tions, create a specific name for it.

8. Report All of Your Income

The IRS is convinced that self-employed people,

including many home business owners, don’t

report all of their income. Finding such hidden

income is a high priority. As mentioned above,

IRS computers compare 1099 forms with tax

returns to determine whether there are any

discrepancies.

9. Watch Your Income-to-Deduction
Ratio

Back in the 1990s, a statistics professor named

Amir D. Aczel got audited by the IRS. The experi-

ence proved so unpleasant that he decided to

conduct a statistical study of how and why people

get selected for IRS audits. He carefully examined

more than 1,200 returns that were audited and

reported his findings in a book (now out of print)

called How to Beat the IRS at Its Own Game (Four

Walls Eight Windows, 1995). He concluded that

the key factor leading to an audit was the ratio of

a taxpayer’s expenses to his or her income.

According to Aczel, if your total business

expenses amount to less than 52% of your gross

business income, you are “not very likely” to be

audited. If your business expenses are 52% to

63% of your business income, there is a “relatively

high probability” that the IRS computer will tag

you for an audit. Finally, if your expenses are

more than 63% of your income, Aczel claims you

are “certain to be computer tagged for audit.” Of

course, this doesn’t necessarily mean that you will

be audited. Less than 10% of returns that are

computer tagged for audit are actually audited.

But being tagged considerably increases the odds

that you’ll be audited.

Whether Aczel’s precise numbers are correct or

not is anyone’s guess. However, his basic conclu-

sion—that your income-to-deduction ratio is an

important factor in determining whether you’ll be

audited—is undoubtedly true. (A former IRS com-

missioner admitted as much in a CNN interview

in 1995.)
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10. Beware of Abnormally Large
Deductions

It is not just the total amount of your deductions

that is important: Very large individual deductions

can also increase your audit chances. How much

is too much? It depends in part on the nature of

your business. A $50,000 deduction for equipment

would likely look abnormal for a psychologist

who works from home, but not for a construction

contractor. ■
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I f  you’re like the vast majority of self-employed

 people, you must pay personal federal income

tax on the net profit you earn from your business

activities. This is true whether you’re legally

organized as a sole proprietor, S corporation,

partnership, or limited liability company. The only

exception is if you’ve formed a C corporation.

(See Chapter 2, Section B.)

The key phrase here is “net profit.” You are

entitled to deduct the total amount of your busi-

ness-related expenses from your gross income—

that is, all the money or the value of other items

you receive from your clients or customers. You

pay income tax on your resulting net profit, not

your gross self-employment income.

EXAMPLE: Karen, a sole proprietor, earned

$50,000 this year from her consulting business.

Fortunately, she doesn’t have to pay income

tax on the entire $50,000. She qualifies for sev-

eral business-related tax deductions, including

a $5,000 home office deduction (see Chapter

4) and a $10,000 deduction for equipment ex-

penses (see Section D). She deducts these

amounts from her $50,000 gross income to ar-

rive at her net profit: $35,000. She pays income

tax on only that amount.

This chapter provides an overview of the many

business-related federal income tax deductions

that are available to reduce your gross profits and,

therefore, reduce the amount of income tax you

have to pay. Although this chapter is a good in-

troduction to the complex subject of tax deduc-

tions, you may need more detailed information.

For a more detailed treatment of income

taxes, see:

• Tax Savvy for Small Business, by Frederick W.

Daily (Nolo)

• Deduct It: Lower Your Small Business Taxes,

by Stephen Fishman (Nolo)

• Home Business Tax Deductions: Keep What

You Earn, by Stephen Fishman (Nolo), and

• Tax Deductions for Professionals, by Stephen

Fishman (Nolo).

In addition, many IRS publications dealing with

income tax issues are mentioned below. You can

obtain a free copy of any IRS publication by call-

ing 800-TAX-FORM, visiting your local IRS office,

or downloading the publications from the IRS

website at www.irs.gov. (See Chapter 21, Section E.)

Most states have income taxes, too.
All states except Alaska, Florida, Nevada,

South Dakota, Texas, Washington, and Wyoming

also impose personal state income taxes on the

self-employed. (New Hampshire and Tennessee

only impose state income taxes on dividend and

interest income.) If you’re incorporated, your cor-

poration will likely have to pay state income taxes

as well. Contact your state tax department for

income tax information and the appropriate forms.

A. Reporting Your Income

Employers deduct income taxes from their

employees’ paychecks, which they remit and re-

port to the IRS. They give all their employees an

IRS Form W-2, Wage and Tax Statement, showing

wages and withholding for the year. Employees

must file a copy of the W-2 with their income tax

returns so that the IRS can compare the amount

of income employees report with the amounts

their employers claim they paid.

When you’re self-employed, no income tax is

withheld from your compensation and you don’t

receive a W-2 form. However, this does not mean

that the IRS doesn’t have at least some idea of

how much money you’ve made. If a client pays

you $600 or more over the course of a year, the

client must complete and file IRS Form 1099-MISC

to report the payments.

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/D5DB2EF4-F501-4507-9B126EC399A4ACF9/111/
http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/8B17922C-836F-4F71-A67225892035843E/111/
http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/9140836B-FBAD-49C7-9E66B94943D9B832/213/287/
http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/0EB8204C-4889-4C7B-B44E88BC75A06BB3/111/277/
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The client must complete and file a copy of

Form 1099 with:

• the IRS

• your state tax office (if your state has

income tax), and

• you.

To make sure you’re not underreporting your

income, IRS computers check the amounts listed

on your 1099 forms against the amount of income

you report on your tax return. If the amounts

don’t match, the IRS will likely send you a letter

asking for an explanation.

1. When Form 1099 Is Not Required

Your clients need not file a 1099 form if you’ve

incorporated your business and the client hires your

corporation, not you personally. This is one reason

clients often prefer to hire incorporated businesses.

The IRS uses Form 1099 as an important audit lead.

If a company files more 1099 forms than average

for its type of business, the IRS often concludes that

it must be misclassifying employees as independent

contractors and may conduct an audit.

Although 1099 forms need not be filed for cor-

porations generally, there are two exceptions to

this rule. If you are an incorporated doctor or

lawyer and perform more than $600 in services

for a business during the year, the business must

file a Form 1099 reporting the payments. Such a

form need only be filed when your patient or cli-

ent is a business—for example, where a company

hires a doctor to examine an employee so the

company can purchase “key man” life insurance,

or where a lawyer defends a business in a law-

suit. A 1099 form need not be filed when the

medical or legal services are not performed for a

business—for example, when a patient sees a

doctor to care for his or her personal medical

needs or when an individual retains a lawyer to

draft a personal will.

In addition, a 1099 form need not be filed to

report payments to you solely for merchandise or

inventory. (See Chapter 13, Section C1.)

2. What to Do With Your 1099 Forms

You should receive all your 1099 forms for the

previous year by January 31 of the current year.

Check the amount of compensation your clients

say they paid you in each Form 1099 against your

own records, to make sure they are consistent. If

there is a mistake, call the client immediately and

request a corrected Form 1099. Insist that a cor-

rected Form 1099 be filed with the IRS. You don’t

want the IRS to think you’ve been paid more than

you really were.

You don’t have to file your 1099 forms with

your tax returns. Just keep them in your records.

1099S MAY BE SENT ELECTRONICALLY

Starting in 2002, hiring firms may send Form

1099s to independent contractors electroni-

cally—that is, by email. But they may do this

only if the independent contractor agrees to

it. If not, the firm must deliver them by mail

or in person. If you have an email account,

there is no disadvantage to getting your

forms electronically. You’ll probably get your

Form 1099s faster. Indeed, you may wish to

ask your clients to send your forms by email

yourself, and they will probably be glad to

comply. Be sure to save your Form 1099s. If

you get them by email, print them out and

keep them in a file.

3. If You Don’t Receive a Form 1099

It’s not unusual for clients to fail to file required

1099 forms. This may be unintentional—for

example, the client may not understand the rules

or may just be negligent in filing them. On the

other hand, some clients purposefully fail to file

1099 forms because they don’t want the IRS to

know they’re hiring independent contractors.
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If, by January 31, you don’t receive a Form

1099 from a client who paid you more than $600

for business-related services the prior year, call

the client and ask for it. If the client still does not

produce the form, don’t worry about it. It’s not

your duty to see that 1099 forms are filed. This is

your client’s responsibility. The IRS will not

impose any fines or penalties on you if a client

fails to file a Form 1099. It may, however, impose

a $100 fine on the client—and exact far more

severe penalties if an IRS audit reveals that the

client should have classified you as an employee.

Whether or not you receive a Form 1099, it is

your duty to report all the self-employment

income you earn each year to the IRS. If you’re

audited by the IRS, it will, among other things,

examine your bank records to make sure you

haven’t underreported your income. If you have

underreported, you’ll have to pay back taxes,

fines, and penalties.

YOUR REPORTED INCOME

MUST JIBE WITH YOUR 1099 FORMS

It’s very important that the self-employment

income you report on your tax return be at

least equal to that reported to the IRS on the

1099 forms your clients send in. If a client

reimbursed you for expenses such as travel,

be sure to check and see if the Form 1099 the

client provides you includes this amount.

Some clients routinely include expense reim-

bursements on their 1099 forms, others do not.

If a Form 1099 includes expenses, you

must report the entire amount as income on

your tax return. You then deduct the amount

of the expense reimbursement as your own

business expense on your Schedule C. This

way, your net self-employment income will

come out right, without raising a red flag for

the IRS.

B. Income Tax Deduction Basics

A deduction is an expense or the value of an item

that you can subtract from your gross income to

determine your taxable income—that is, the

amount you earn that is subject to taxation. The

more deductions you have, the lower your tax-

able income and the less income tax you pay.

When people speak of taking a deduction or

deducting an expense from their income taxes,

they mean that they subtract it from their gross

incomes.

Most of the work involved in doing your taxes

will go into determining what deductions you can

take, how much you can take, and when you can

take them. You don’t have to become an income

tax expert. But even if you have a tax pro prepare

your tax returns, you need to have a basic under-

standing of what expenses are deductible so that

you can keep proper records. This takes some

time, but it’s worth it. There’s no point in working

hard to earn a good income only to miss deduc-

tions to which you are entitled and turn more of

your income over to the government than required.

1. What You Can Deduct

Virtually any expense is deductible as long as

it is:

• ordinary and necessary

• directly related to your business, and

• for a reasonable amount.

a. Ordinary and necessary expenses

An expense qualifies as ordinary and necessary if

it is common, accepted, helpful, and appropriate

for your business or profession. An expense

doesn’t have to be indispensable to be necessary;

it need only help your business in some way,

even in a minor way. It’s usually fairly easy to tell

if an expense passes this test.
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EXAMPLE 1:  Bill, a freelance writer, hires a

research assistant for a new book he’s writing

about ancient Athens and pays her $15 an

hour. This is clearly a deductible business

expense. Hiring research assistants is a com-

mon and accepted practice among profes-

sional writers. The assistant’s fee is an ordi-

nary and necessary expense for Bill’s writing

business.

EXAMPLE 2:  Bill, the freelance writer, visits

a masseuse every week to work on his bad

back. Bill claims the cost as a business

expense, reasoning that avoiding back pain

helps him concentrate on his writing. This is

clearly not an ordinary or customary expense

for a freelance writer, so the IRS would not

likely allow it as a business expense.

b. Expense must be related
to your business

An expense must be related to your business to

be deductible. That is, you must use the item you

buy for your business in some way. For example,

the cost of a personal computer is a deductible

business expense if you use the computer to

write business reports.

You cannot deduct purely personal expenses

as business expenses. The cost of a personal

computer is not deductible if you use it just to

play computer games. If you buy something for

both personal and business reasons, you may de-

duct the business portion of the expense. For ex-

ample, if you buy a cellular phone and use it half

the time for business calls and half the time for

personal calls, you can deduct half the cost of the

phone as a business expense.

However, the IRS requires you to keep records

showing when the item was used for business

and when for personal reasons. One acceptable

form of record would be a diary or log with the

dates, times, and reason the item was used. (See

Chapter 14, Section A.) This kind of record keep-

ing can be burdensome and may not be worth

the trouble if the item isn’t very valuable.

To avoid having to keep such records, try to

use items either only for business or only for per-

sonal use. For example, if you can afford it, pur-

chase two computers and use one solely for your

business and one for playing games and other

personal uses.

c. Deductions must be reasonable

There is usually no limit on how much you can

deduct as long as it’s not more than you actually

spend and the amount is reasonable. Certain

areas are hot buttons for the IRS—especially

entertainment, travel, and meal expenses. The IRS

won’t allow such expenses to the extent it consid-

ers them lavish. (See Section G.)

Also, if the amount of your deductions is very

large relative to your income, your chance of

being audited goes up dramatically. One recent

analysis of almost 1,300 tax returns found that

those whose business deductions exceeded 63%

of their revenues were at high risk for an audit.

You’re relatively safe so long as your deductions

are less than 52% of your revenue. If you have

extremely large deductions, make sure you can

document them in case you’re audited. (See

Chapter 14, Section A4.)

d. Common deductions for the
self-employed

Self-employed workers are typically entitled to

take a number of income tax deductions. The

most common include:

• advertising costs—for example, the cost of

a Yellow Pages advertisement, brochure, or

business website

• attorney and accounting fees for your

business

• bank fees for your business bank account

• business start-up costs

• car and truck expenses (see Section E)
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• costs of renting or leasing vehicles, machin-

ery, equipment, and other property used in

your business

• depreciation of business assets (see Section

D2)

• education expenses—for example, the cost

of attending professional seminars or

classes required to keep up a professional

license

• expenses for the business use of your home

(see Chapter 4)

• fees you pay to other self-employed work-

ers you hire to help your business—for ex-

ample, the cost of paying a marketing con-

sultant to advise you on how to get more

clients

• health insurance for yourself and your fam-

ily (see Section H)

• insurance for your business—for example,

liability, workers’ compensation, and busi-

ness property insurance (see Chapter 6)

• interest on business loans and debts—for

example, interest you pay for a bank loan

you use to expand your business

• license fees—for example, fees for a local busi-

ness or occupational license (see Chapter 5)

• office expenses, such as office supplies

• office utilities

• postage

• professional association dues

• professional or business books you need

for your business

• repairs and maintenance for business

equipment such as a photocopier or fax

machine

• retirement plan contributions (see Chapter

16, Section A)

• software you buy for your business (see

Section D)

• subscriptions for professional or business

publications

• business travel, meals, and entertainment

(see Sections F and G), and

• wages and benefits you provide your

employees.

e. If your client reimburses you for
expenses

Many self-employed people, especially profes-

sionals such as attorneys and accountants, typi-

cally have all or some of the expenses they incur

while working for a client reimbursed by their cli-

ents or customers. This is particularly common for

local and long-distance travel expenses.

Obviously, if you incur a deductible expense

while performing services for a client, and the cli-

ent does not reimburse you, you may deduct the

expense on your own return. Your client gets no

deduction for the expense, because it didn’t pay

for it.

But if your client reimburses you for an

expense, your client gets the deduction, not you.

However, you need not include the reimburse-

ment in your income if you provide an adequate

accounting of the expenses to your client. If the

reimbursement is for entertainment expenses, the

client must keep your records documenting each

element of the expense. The reimbursement

should not be included in any 1099-MISC form

the client files with the IRS reporting how much

you were paid for the year.

EXAMPLE: Jason, an attorney based in Chi-

cago, is hired by Acme Corp. to handle a trial

in Albuquerque, New Mexico. He incurs

$5,000 in travel expenses, which he fully

documents. Acme reimburses Jason for the

$5,000 expense. Jason need not include this

amount in his income for the year. Acme may

deduct it as a business expense.

To adequately account for an expense, you

must comply with all the documentation require-

ments for the expense and provide your expense

records to the client in a timely manner. An

accounting is timely if it is made within 60 days

after an expense is incurred. You must also return

any payments from a client that exceed your

actual expenses within 120 days after they are

made.
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If you do not adequately account to your cli-

ent for these expenses, the client still gets to de-

duct the expense, but you must pay tax on the

reimbursement. Moreover, the client must include

the amount of the reimbursement in any 1099-

MISC it files with the IRS reporting how much it

paid you for your services.

EXAMPLE: Assume that Jason doesn’t keep

proper records of his travel expenses, but is

still reimbursed $5,000 by Acme. Acme must

include the $5,000 payment in the 1099-MISC

form it files with the IRS reporting how much

it paid Jason. Jason will have to pay tax on

the $5,000.

For simplicity in bookkeeping, some self-

employed people routinely deduct all expenses

they incur, even those that were reimbursed by

clients. But they also include the amount of all

the reimbursements they receive from their clients

in their income and pay tax on them. This is fine

with the IRS. What you cannot do is deduct an

expense and not report as income a reimburse-

ment you received for it.

2. When to Deduct

Some expenses can be deducted all at once; oth-

ers have to be deducted over a number of years.

a. Current expenses

The cost of anything you buy for your business

that has a useful life of less than one year must be

fully deducted in the year it is purchased. This

includes, for example, rent, telephone and utility

bills, photocopying costs and postage, and other

ordinary business operating costs. Such items are

called “current expenses.”

b. Capital expenses

Certain types of costs are considered part of your

investment in your business rather than operating

costs. These are called “capital expenses.” Subject

to an important exception for a certain amount of

personal property (see Section D1), you cannot

deduct the full value of such expenses in the year

you incur them. Instead, you must spread the cost

over several years and deduct part each year.

There are two main categories of capital

expenses. They include:

• the cost of any asset you will use in your

business that has a useful life of more than

one year—for example, equipment,

vehicles, books, furniture, machinery, and

patents (see Section D2), and

• business start-up costs, such as fees for

market research or attorney and accounting

services to set up your business.

c. Inventory

Special rules apply to when you may deduct the

cost of inventory. Inventory consists of the goods

and products that a business keeps on hand to

sell to customers in the ordinary course of busi-

ness. It includes almost any tangible personal

property that a business offers for sale. It makes

no difference if you make the goods yourself or

buy them from others to resell.

If the sale of inventory is an “income-producing

factor” for your business, you may currently

deduct only the value of the inventory you sell

during the year (the “cost of goods sold”). The

value of unsold inventory at the year-end must be

carried on your books as a business asset and

may not be deducted until the year it is sold or

becomes worthless. This is called “carrying an

inventory.” You deduct the cost of goods sold

during the year from your business receipts to

determine your gross profit from the business.

You then deduct your business expenses from

your gross profit to determine your net profit,

which is taxed.
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When do sales become an “income-producing

factor”? There’s no exact figure, but many tax

experts believe that a business that derives 8% or

less of its total gross revenue from the sale or

production of merchandise need not maintain an

inventory. A business that makes at least 15% of

its money from selling or producing merchandise

has to maintain an inventory, and a business that

earns 9% to 14% of its money from merchandise

is in a gray area.

Many self-employed people do not have to

worry about inventories because they only pro-

vide personal services to their clients or custom-

ers. However, if you sell your clients goods as

well as services, you’ll have to follow the inven-

tory rules if your income from the goods is

substantial. For example, the IRS held that a

veterinarian had to carry inventories because the

sale of drugs, pet foods, and livestock antibiotic

food additives constituted approximately 50% of

his gross receipts each year. (TAM 9218008 (May

1, 1992).)

For more information on inventories, refer

to the “Cost of Goods Sold” section in

Chapter 7 of IRS Publication 334, Tax Guide for

Small Business, and IRS Publication 538, Account-

ing Periods and Methods.

d. Supplies

Subject to one important exception, the cost of

the supplies must be deducted in the year in

which they are used or consumed, which is not

necessarily the year you purchase them. This

means that you must keep track of how much

material you use each year.

Supplies are materials and property consumed or

used up during the production of merchandise or

provision of services. Good examples are rubber

gloves and disposable syringes used by doctors and

nurses to provide medical services. These items do

not physically become part of merchandise a busi-

ness sells, so they are not included in inventory.

 The same item can constitute supplies for one

business and inventory for another. It all depends

on whether the item is furnished to the client or

customer, or consumed in performing a service.

For example, the paper and ink used to prepare

blueprints are inventory in the hands of a paper

and ink manufacturer, but supplies in the hands

of an architect.

However, you may deduct the entire cost of

supplies that are incidental to your business in

the year when you purchase them. Supplies are

incidental if:

• they are of minor or secondary importance

to your business (but if you treat the cost of

supplies on hand as an asset for financial

reporting purposes, they are not incidental)

(TAM 9209007 (Feb. 28, 1992))

• you do not keep a record of when you use

the supplies

• you do not take a physical inventory of the

supplies at the beginning and end of the

tax year (TAM 8630003 (Apr. 17, 1986) and

TAM 9209007), and

• deducting the cost of supplies in the year

you purchase them does not distort your

taxable income (Treas. Reg. § 1.162-3; TAM

9209007).

The incidental-supplies exception swallows

the general rule for many self-employed people,

because they don’t keep careful track of their

supplies and they are not worth enough to be

treated as a business asset.

EXAMPLE: Carol is a self-employed graphic

designer who creates book covers for her cli-

ents. Carol keeps on hand in her home office

various kinds of drawing paper, colored pen-

cils, pens, inks, paints, and brushes. She

doesn’t keep track of when she uses these

supplies or take a physical inventory of them.

They don’t cost enough to be treated as a

business asset. Carol’s supplies are incidental

supplies. She may deduct their cost in the

year she paid for them.
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3. Businesses That Lose Money

If the money you spend on your business ex-

ceeds your business income for the year, your

business incurs a loss. This isn’t as bad as it

sounds because you can use a business loss t

 offset other income you may have—for example

 interest income or your spouse’s income if yo

 file jointly. You can even accumulate your losse

 and apply them to reduce your income taxes i

 future or past years.

For detailed information on deducting

business losses, see IRS Publication 536,

Net Operating Losses (NOLs) for Individuals,

Estates, and Trusts. You can obtain this and all

other IRS publications by calling the IRS at 800-

TAX-FORM, visiting your local IRS office, or

downloading the publications from the IRS

website at www.irs.gov.

a. Recurring losses

If you keep incurring losses year after year, you

need to be very concerned about running afoul

of what is known as the “hobby loss rule.” This

rule could cost you a fortune in additional income

taxes.

The IRS created the hobby loss rule to prevent

taxpayers from entering into ventures primarily to

incur expenses they could deduct from their other

incomes. The rule allows you to take a business

expense deduction only if your venture qualifies

as a business. Ventures that don’t qualify as busi-

nesses are called hobbies. If the IRS views what

you do as a hobby, there will be severe limits on

what expenses you can deduct.

A venture is a business if you engage in it to

make a profit. It’s not necessary that you earn a

profit every year. All that is required is that your

main reason for doing what you do is to make a

profit. A hobby is any activity you engage in

mainly for a reason other than making a profit—

for example, to incur deductible expenses or just

to have fun.

The IRS can’t read your mind to determine

whether you want to earn a profit. And it cer-

tainly isn’t going to take your word for it. Instead,

it looks to see whether you do actually earn a

profit or behave as if you want to earn a profit.

b. Profit test

If your venture earns a profit in three out of five

consecutive years, the IRS must presume that you

have a profit motive. The IRS and courts look at

your tax returns for each year you claim to be in

business to see whether you turned a profit. Any

legitimate profit—no matter how small—qualifies;

you don’t have to earn a particular amount or

percentage. Careful year-end planning can help

your business show a profit for the year. If clients

owe you money, for example, you can press for

payment before the end of the year. You can also

put off paying expenses or buying new equip-

ment until the next tax year.

Even if you meet the three-of-five years test,

the IRS can still claim that your activity is a

hobby, but it will have to prove that you don’t

have a profit motive. In practice, the IRS usually

doesn’t attack ventures that pass the profit test

unless the numbers have clearly been manipu-

lated just to meet the standard.

The presumption that you are in business

applies to your third profitable year and extends

to all later years within the five-year period begin-

ning with your first profitable year.

EXAMPLE: Tom began to work at home as a

self-employed graphic designer in 2000. Due

to economic conditions and the difficulty of

establishing a new business, his income var-

ied dramatically from year to year. However,

as the chart below shows, he managed to

earn a profit in three of the first five years

that he was in business.
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Year Losses Profits

2000 $10,000

2001 $5,500

2002 $9,000

2003 $6,000

2004 $18,000

2005 $30,000

If the IRS audits Tom’s taxes for 2004,

it must presume that he was in business

during that year. Tom earned a profit dur-

ing three of the five consecutive years

ending with 2004, so the presumption

that Tom is in business extends to 2006,

five years after his first profitable year.

c. Behavior test

If you keep incurring losses and can’t satisfy the

profit test, you by no means have to throw in the

towel and treat your venture as a hobby. You can

continue to treat it as a business and fully deduct

your losses. However, you must take steps that

will convince the IRS that your business is not a

hobby in case you’re audited.

You must be able to convince the IRS that

earning a profit—not having fun or accumulating

tax deductions—is the primary motive for what

you do. This can be particularly difficult if you’re

engaged in an activity that could objectively be

considered fun—for example, creating artwork,

photography, or writing—but it can still be done.

People who have incurred losses for seven, eight,

or nine years in a row have convinced the IRS

that they were running a business.

LOSING GOLFER SCORES HOLE-IN-ONE

IN TAX COURT

Donald, a Chicago high-school gym teacher,

decided to become a golf pro when he

turned 40. He became a member of the Pro-

fessional Golfers of America, which entitled

him to compete in certain professional tour-

naments. Donald kept his teaching job and

played in various professional tournaments

during the summer. His expenses exceeded

his income from golfing for five straight

years.

Year Golf Golf Losses
Earnings Expenses

1978 $      0 $2,538 $2,538

1979   148  1,332  1,184

1980   400  4,672  4,272

1981   904  4,167  3,263

1982  1,458  8,061  6,603

The IRS sought to disallow the losses for

1981 and 1982, claiming that golf was a

hobby for Donald. Donald appealed to the

Tax Court and won.

The court held that Donald played golf to

make a profit, not just to have fun. He care-

fully detailed the expenses he incurred for

each tournament he entered and recorded

the prize money available. He attended a

business course for golfers and assisted a

professional golfer from whom he also took

lessons. He practiced every day, up to 12

hours during the summer. He also traveled

frequently to Florida during the winter to

play. Although his costs increased over the

years, his winnings steadily increased each

year as well. The court concluded that,

although Donald obviously enjoyed golfing,

he honestly wanted to earn a profit from it.

(Kimbrough v. Commissioner, 55 T.C.M. 730

(1988).)
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You must show the IRS that your behavior is

consistent with that of a person who really wants

to make money. There are many ways to accom-

plish this.

First and foremost, you must show that you

carry on your enterprise in a businesslike man-

ner—for example, you:

• maintain a separate checking account for

your business (see Chapter 14, Section A1)

• keep good business records (see Chapter

14, Section A2)

• make some effort to market your services—

for example, have business cards and, if

appropriate, a Yellow Pages or similar

advertisement

• have business stationery and cards printed

• obtain a federal employer identification

number (see Chapter 5)

• secure all necessary business licenses and

permits (see Chapter 5)

• have a separate phone line for your busi-

ness if you work at home

• join professional organizations and associa-

tions, and

• develop expertise in your field by attending

educational seminars and similar activities.

You should also draw up a business plan with

forecasts of revenue and expenses. This will also

be helpful if you try to borrow money for your

business.

For detailed guidance on how to create a

business plan, see How to Write a Business

Plan, by Mike McKeever (Nolo).

The more time and effort you put into the

activity, the more it will look like you want to

make money. So try to devote as much time as

possible to your business and keep a log showing

the time you spend on it.

It’s also helpful to consult with experts in your

field and follow their advice about how to modify

your operations to increase sales and cut costs.

Be sure to document your efforts.

EXAMPLE:  Otto, a professional artist, has

incurred losses from his business for the past

three years. He consults with Cindy, a promi-

nent art gallery owner, about how he can sell

more of his work. He writes down her recom-

mendations and then documents his efforts to

follow them—for example, he visits art shows

around the country and talks with a number

of gallery owners about representing his

work.

You’ll have an easier time convincing the IRS

that your venture is a business if you earn a profit

in at least some years. It’s also very helpful if

you’ve earned profits from similar businesses in

the past.

d. Tax effect

If the IRS determines that your venture is a

hobby, you’ll lose valuable deductions and your

income tax burden will increase. Unlike business

expenses, expenses for a hobby are personal

expenses that you can deduct only from income

you earn from the hobby. They can’t be applied

to your other income, such as your or your

spouse’s salary or interest income.

EXAMPLE:  Bill holds a full-time job as a col-

lege geology teacher. He also paints part time

and shows his work in art galleries. The IRS

has decided that painting is a hobby for Bill,

because he’s never earned a profit from it. In

one year, Bill spent $2,000 on the painting

hobby, but earned only $500 from the sale

of one painting. His expenses can only be

deducted from the $500 income derived from

painting. This wipes out the $500, but Bill

cannot apply the remainder of the loss

($1,500) to his other income. Because of the

hobby loss rule, Bill has lost $1,500 worth of

tax deductions.

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/D4C16D20-0220-4890-9F2E661D00DCD5F7/111/228/
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4. Tax Savings From Deductions

Because tax deductions are subtracted from

income before the income is taxed and not from

the taxes you owe, only part of any deduction will

end up as an income tax saving. For example, a

$5,000 tax deduction will not result in a $5,000

income tax saving—it will lower your taxable

income by $5,000.

How much you’ll save depends on your tax

rate. The tax law assigns a percentage income tax

rate to specified income levels. People with high

incomes pay income tax at a higher rate than

those with lower incomes. These percentage rates

are called “tax brackets.”

To determine how much income tax a deduc-

tion will save you, you need to know your “mar-

ginal tax bracket.” This is the tax bracket in which

the last dollar you earn falls. It’s the rate at which

any additional income you earn would be taxed.

The income tax brackets are adjusted each year

for inflation.

For the current brackets, see IRS Publica-

tion 505, Tax Withholding and Estimated

Tax. You can obtain this and all other IRS publica-

tions by calling the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, visiting

your local IRS office, or downloading the publica-

tions from the IRS website at www.irs.gov.

The table below shows the tax brackets for

2006. For example, if you are single and earn

$50,000 in 2006, your marginal tax bracket is

25%—that is, you have to pay 25 cents in income

tax for every additional dollar you earned.

To determine how much tax a deduction will

save you, multiply the amount of the deduction

by your marginal tax bracket. If your marginal tax

bracket is 25%, you will save 25 cents in income

taxes for every dollar you are able to claim as a

deductible business expense.

EXAMPLE:  Barry, a single self-employed

consultant, earns $50,000 in 2006 and is there-

fore in the 25% marginal tax bracket. He was

able to take a $5,000 home office deduction.

(See Chapter 4.) His actual income tax saving

was 25% of the $5,000 deduction, or $1,250.

You can also deduct most business-related

expenses from your income for self-employment

tax purposes. (See Chapter 10.) The self-employ-

ment tax rate is about 12% on net self-employ-

ment income up to the Social Security tax cap

($94,200 in 2006). (See Chapter 10.)

In addition, you may deduct your business

expenses from your state income taxes. State

income tax rates vary, but they average about 6%.

(However, Alaska, Florida, Nevada, South Dakota,

2006 Federal Personal Income Tax Brackets

Tax Bracket Income If Single Income If Married Income Tax Saving for
Filing Jointly Each Dollar in Deductions

10% Up to $7,550 Up to $15,100 10¢

15% From $7,551 to $30,650 $15,101 to $61,300 15¢

25% $30,651 to $74,200 $61,301 to $123,700 25¢

28% $74,201 to $154,800 $123,701 to $188,450 28¢

33% $154,801 to $336,550 $188,451 to $336,550 33¢

35% All over $336,550 All over $336,550 35¢
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Texas, Washington, and Wyoming don’t have

state income taxes.)

When you add all this together, you can see

the true value of a business tax deduction. For

example, if you’re in the 25% federal income tax

bracket, all the tax deductions you can obtain for

business-related expenses add up to 43% of what

you spend (25% + 12% + 6% = 43%). So you end

up deducting about 43% of the cost of your busi-

ness expenses from your state and federal taxes.

If, for example, you buy a $1,000 computer for

your business, you may end up deducting about

$430 of the cost from your taxes. That’s a whop-

ping tax savings. In effect, the government is pay-

ing for almost half of your business expenses.

This is why it’s so important to take all the busi-

ness deductions to which you’re entitled.

C. Business Use of Your Home

Many self-employed people work from home,

particularly when they’re starting out. If you can

meet some strict requirements, you’re allowed to

deduct your expenses for the business use of part

of your home—what’s known as the “home office

deduction.” For a detailed discussion of the home

office deduction, see Chapter 4.

D. Cost of Business Assets

One of the nice things about being self-employed

is that you can deduct the money you spend for

things you use to help produce income for your

business—for example, computers, calculators,

and office furniture. You can take a full deduc-

tion whether you pay cash for an asset or buy on

credit.

If you qualify for the Section 179 deduction

discussed below, you can deduct the entire cost

of these items in the year you pay for them. Oth-

erwise, you have to deduct the cost over a period

of years—a process called depreciation.

The rules for deducting business assets can be

complex, but it’s worth spending the time to

understand them. After all, by allowing these

deductions, the U.S. government is, in effect,

offering to help you pay for your equipment and

other business assets. All you have to do is take

advantage of the offer.

1. Section 179 Deduction

If you learn only one section number in the tax

code, it should be Section 179. This section pro-

vides one of the greatest tax boons for small busi-

ness owners. Section 179 permits you to deduct a

large amount of your business asset purchases in

the year you make them, rather than having to

depreciate them over several years. (See Section

D2.) This is called “first year expensing” or “Sec-

tion 179 expensing.” It allows you to get a big tax

deduction all at once, rather than taking it a little

at a time.

EXAMPLE: Ginger buys an $8,000 photocopy

machine for her business. She can use Section

179 to deduct the entire $8,000 expense from

her income taxes for the year.

It’s up to you to decide whether to use Section

179. It may not always be in your best interests to

do so. (See Section D2.) If you do use it, you can

not change your mind later and decide to use

depreciation instead.

a. Property you can deduct

You can use Section 179 to deduct the cost of any

tangible personal property you use for your busi-

ness that the IRS has determined will last more

than one year—for example, computers, business

equipment, and office furniture. Special rules

apply to cars. (See Section D4.) You can’t use

Section 179 for land, buildings, or intangible per-

sonal property such as patents, copyrights, and

trademarks.
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You may use Section 179 expensing only for

used or new property that you purchase—

whether you pay with cash, credit card, borrowed

funds, or buy on an installment plan. You may

not use it for property you lease, inherit, or are

given. Nor may you use it for property you buy

from a relative or from a corporation or other

organization you control.

If you use property both for business and per-

sonal purposes, you may deduct it under Section

179 only if you use it for business purposes more

than half the time. You must reduce the amount

of your deduction by the percentage of personal

use. You’ll need to keep records showing your

business use of such property. (See Chapter 14.)

If you use an item for business less than half

the time, you must depreciate it. (See Section D2.)

b. Deduction Limit

There is a limit on the total amount of business

property expenses you can deduct each year using

Section 179. The limit is $108,000 in 2006.

Starting in 2008, the Section 179 limit is sched-

uled to be reduced to $25,000. Congress may act

to make the $108,000 limit permanent—but no one

knows or can predict what Congress will do. So, if

you’re planning to buy more than $25,000 worth of

property for your business in one year and you

want to deduct the whole amount under Section

179, you should make your purchases before 2008.

This dollar limit applies to all of your busi-

nesses together, not to each business you own

and run. You do not have to claim the full cost of

the property. It’s up to you to decide how much

you want to deduct. But you won’t lose out on the

remainder; you can depreciate any cost you do

not deduct under Section 179. (See Section D2.)

Section 179 Property
Year Deduction Limit Value Limit

2002 $24,000 $200,000

2003 $100,000 $400,000

2004 $102,000 $410,000

2005 $105,000 $410,000

2006 $108,000 $430,000

2007 $108,000 $430,000
+ inflation adjustment + inflation adjustment

2008 $25,000 $200,000
and later

Because the $108,000 Section 179 limit is so

large, most smaller and even medium-sized busi-

nesses will be unable to exceed it each year. How-

ever, if you purchase enough business property in

one year to exceed the limit, you can divide the

deduction among the items you purchase in any

way you want, as long as the total deduction is

not more than the Section 179 limit. It’s usually

best to apply Section 179 to property that has the

longest useful life (and therefore the longest

depreciation period). This reduces the total time

you will have to wait to get your deductions.

EXAMPLE: In 2006, Acme Printing, LLC, a

printing company, buys a substantial amount

of equipment, including two new printing

presses for $40,000 each, two $15,000 copiers,

and a $20,000 custom computer system. This

adds up to $130,000 in business property pur-

chases, $22,000 more than the Section 179

limit for 2006. Acme can divide its Section 179

deduction among these items any way it

chooses. The copiers and computer system

would have to be depreciated over five years,

but the printing presses over seven years.

(See Section D2c.) Therefore, Acme should

apply Section 179 to the printing presses first

and then to the copiers or computer system.

Any portion of the cost of the copier or

presses that exceeds the Section 179 limit can

be depreciated over five years. This way,
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Acme only has to wait five years (rather than

seven) to get its full deduction for all of the

year’s purchases.

c. Limits on Section 179 deductions

You can’t use Section 179 to deduct more in one

year than the total of your profit from all of your

businesses and your salary, if you have a job in

addition to your business. If you’re married and

file a joint tax return, you can include your

spouse’s salary and business income in this

total as well. But you can’t count investment

income—for example, interest you earn on your

savings.

You can’t use Section 179 to reduce your tax-

able income below zero. But you can carry for-

ward any amount you cannot use as a Section 179

deduction and possibly deduct it in the next tax

year.

EXAMPLE: In 2005, Amelia earned a $5,000

profit from her engineering consulting busi-

ness and $10,000 from a part-time job. She

spent $17,000 for computer equipment. She

can use Section 179 to deduct $15,000 of this

expense in 2005 and deduct the remaining

$2,000 the next year.

In the unlikely event that you buy over

$430,000 of Section 179 property in one year

($200,000 in 2008 and later), your deduction is

reduced by one dollar for every dollar you

spend over that amount. For example, if you buy

$500,000 in Section 179 property in 2006, your

Section 179 deduction would be limited to

$32,000: $500,000 is $70,000 more than the

$430,000 Section 179 limit, so the $70,000 excess

must be subtracted from the normal $108,000

Section 179 limit, leaving only $32,000. This rule

is intended to prevent large businesses that buy

huge amounts of equipment from benefiting

from the Section 179 deduction.

d. Minimum period of business use

When you deduct an asset under Section 179, you

must continue to use it for business at least 50%

of the time for as many years as it would have

been depreciated had you not used Section 179.

(See Section D2c.) For example, if you use Sec-

tion 179 for a computer, you must use it for busi-

ness at least 50% of the time for five years,

because computers have a five-year depreciation

period.

If you don’t meet these rules, you’ll have to

report as income part of the deduction you took

under Section 179 in the prior year. This is called

“recapture.”

For more information, see IRS Publication

946, How to Depreciate Property. You can

obtain this and all other IRS publications by calling

the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, visiting your local IRS

office, or downloading the publications from the

IRS website at www.irs.gov.

2. Depreciation

Because it provides a big tax deduction immedi-

ately, most small business owners look first to

Section 179 to deduct asset costs.

However, you must use depreciation instead if:

• you use the item or property less than 51%

of the time for business

• the item is personal property that you con-

verted to business use

• the property is a structure, such as a build-

ing or building component

• you financed the purchase with a trade-

in (the value of the trade-in must be

depreciated)

• the item is an intangible asset, such as a

patent, copyright, or trademark

• you bought the item from a relative

• you inherited or received the property as a

gift, or

• the item is an air-conditioning or heating unit.
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Depreciation involves deducting the cost of a

business asset a little at a time over a period of

years. This means it will take you much longer to

get your full deduction than under Section 179.

However, this isn’t always a bad thing. Indeed,

you may be better off in the long run using

depreciation instead of Section 179 if you expect

to earn more in future years than you will in the

current year. Remember that the value of a de-

duction depends on your income tax bracket. If

you’re in the 15% bracket, a $1,000 deduction is

worth only $150. If you’re in the 28% bracket, it’s

worth $280. (See Section B4.) So spreading out a

deduction until you’re in a higher tax bracket can

make sense.

EXAMPLE: Marie, a self-employed consultant,

buys a $5,000 photocopier for her business in

2006. She elects to depreciate the copier

instead of using the Section 179 deduction.

This way, she can deduct a portion of the

cost from her gross income each year for the

next six years. Marie is only in the 15% tax

bracket in 2006 but expects to be in the 28%

bracket in 2007.

You may also prefer to use depreciation rather

than Section 179 if you want to puff up your busi-

ness income for the year. This can help you get a

bank loan or help your business show a profit

instead of incurring a loss—and therefore, avoid

running afoul of the hobby loss limitations. (See

Section B3.)

BONUS DEPRECIATION

Businesses that bought brand new depre-

ciable property between May 6, 2003, and

December 31, 2005, were entitled to bonus

depreciation. If they used the property over

50% of the time for business, they could

increase their depreciation deduction for the

first year they owned the property by 30% or

50% (except for real property that was not

eligible for the bonus). Bonus depreciation

ended on December 31, 2005 and was

applied automatically to taxpayers who

qualified for it. However, taxpayers had the

option of electing not to take bonus depre-

ciation by attaching a note to their tax re-

turns. If you opted out of bonus deprecia-

tion, but now wish you had taken it, you

may be able to amend your tax return to

apply the bonus.

a. What must be depreciated

Whether you must depreciate an item depends on

how long it can reasonably be expected to last—

what the IRS calls its “useful life.” Depreciation is

used to deduct the cost of any asset you buy for

your business that has a useful life of more than

one year—for example, buildings, equipment,

machinery, patents, trademarks, copyrights, and

furniture. Land cannot be depreciated because it

doesn’t wear out. The IRS, not you, decides the

useful life of your assets. (See Subsection D2c.)

You can also depreciate the cost of major repairs

that increase the value or extend the life of an

asset—for example, the cost of a major upgrade to

make your computer run faster. However, you have

to deduct normal repairs or maintenance in the year

they’re incurred as a business expense.
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b. Mixed use property

If you use property for both business and personal

purposes, you can take depreciation only for the

business use of the asset. Unlike the Section 179

deduction, however, you don’t have to use an item

more than half the time for business to depre-

ciate it.

EXAMPLE: Carl uses his photocopier 75% of

the time for personal reasons and 25% for

business. He can depreciate 25% of the cost

of the copier.

Keep a diary or log with the dates, times, and

reasons the property was used to distinguish busi-

ness from personal use. (See Chapter 14, Section A.)

c. Depreciation period

The depreciation period—called the “recovery

period” by the IRS—begins when you start using

the asset and lasts for the entire estimated useful

life of the asset. The tax code has assigned an

estimated useful life for all types of business

assets, ranging from three to 39 years. Most of the

assets you buy for your business will probably

have an estimated useful life of five to seven

years.

If you need to know the depreciation 

period for an asset not included in the

table “Asset Depreciation Periods” below, see IRS

Publication 946, How to Depreciate Property. You

can obtain this and all other IRS publications by

calling the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, visiting your

local IRS office, or downloading the publications

from the IRS website at www.irs.gov.

You are free to continue using property after

its estimated useful life expires, but you can’t

deduct any more depreciation.

d. Calculating depreciation

There are several different systems you can use to

calculate depreciation. Most tangible property,

however, is depreciated using the Modified Accel-

erated Cost Recovery System (MACRS). A slightly

different system, the Alternative Depreciation

System, or ADS, applies to depreciation of speci-

fied “listed property” (see Section D4), property

used outside the United States, and certain farm

and imported property.

Under MACRS, there are three different meth-

ods you can use to calculate your depreciation

deduction: the straight-line (SL) method, or one of

two accelerated-depreciation methods. Once you

choose your method, you’re stuck with it for the

entire life of the asset.

In addition, you must use the same method for

all property of the same kind purchased during the

year. For example, if you use the straight-line

method to depreciate a computer, you must use

that method to depreciate all other computers you

purchase for your business during that year.

The straight-line method requires you to

deduct an equal amount each year over the useful

life of an asset. However, you ordinarily deduct

only a half-year’s worth of depreciation in the first

year. You make up for this by adding an extra

year of depreciation at the end.

EXAMPLE 1: Sally buys a $1,000 fax machine

for her business in 2003. It has a useful life of

five years. (See “Asset Depreciation Periods,”

below.) Using the straight-line method, she

would depreciate the asset over six years. Her

annual depreciation deductions are as

follows:

2003 $100

2004 $200

2005 $200

2006 $200

2007 $200

2008 $100

TOTAL          $1,000
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Most small businesses use one of two types of

accelerated depreciation: the “double declining-

balance” method or the “150% declining-balance”

method. The advantage to these methods is that

they provide larger depreciation deductions in

the earlier years and smaller ones later on. The

double declining-balance method starts out by

giving you double the deduction you’d get for the

first full year with the straight-line method. The

150% declining-balance method gives you one

and one-half times the straight-line deduction.

EXAMPLE 2: Sally decides to use the fastest

accelerated-depreciation method to depreciate

her $1,000 fax machine—the double declining-

balance method. Her annual depreciation

deductions are as follows:

2005 $200

2006 $320

2007 $192

2008 $115

2009 $115

2010 $58

TOTAL          $1,000

However, using accelerated depreciation is not

necessarily a good idea if you expect your

income to go up in future years. There are also

some restrictions on when you can use acceler-

ated depreciation. For example, you can’t use it

for cars, computers, and certain other property

that is used for business less than 50% of the

time. (See Section D3.)

Determining which depreciation method is

best for you and calculating how much deprecia-

tion you can deduct is a complex task. If you

want to do it yourself, you should probably get

and use a tax preparation computer program that

can help you do the calculations. (See Chapter 8.)

3. Cars, Computers, and Cellular
Phones

The IRS imposes special rules on certain items

that can easily be used for personal as well as

business purposes. These items, called “listed

property,” include:

• cars, boats, airplanes, and other vehicles

(see Section E for rules on mileage and

vehicle expenses)

• computers

• cellular phones, and

ASSET DEPRECIATION PERIODS

Type of Property Recovery Period

Computer software (software that comes with your computer is not separately 3 years
depreciable unless you’re separately billed for it)

Office machinery (computers and peripherals, calculators, copiers, typewriters) 5 years

Cars and light trucks 5 years

Construction and research equipment 5 years

Office furniture 7 years

Residential buildings 27.5 years

Nonresidential buildings purchased before 5/12/93 31.5 years

Nonresidential buildings purchased after 5/12/93 39 years
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• any other property generally used for enter-

tainment, recreation, or amusement—for

example, VCRs, cameras, and camcorders.

The IRS fears that taxpayers might use listed

property items for personal reasons but claim

business deductions for them. For this reason,

you’re required to document your business use of

listed property. You can satisfy this requirement

by keeping a logbook showing when and how

the property is used. (See Chapter 14, Section A.)

a. Exception to record-keeping rule

You normally have to document your use of

listed property even if you use it 100% for busi-

ness. However, there is an exception to this rule:

If you use a computer only for business and keep

it at your business location, you need not comply

with the record-keeping requirement. This

includes a computer you keep at your home of-

fice if the office qualifies for the home office de-

duction. (See Section C.)

EXAMPLE: John, a freelance writer, works full

time in his home office, which he uses exclu-

sively for writing. The office is clearly his prin-

cipal place of business and qualifies for the

home office deduction. He buys a $4,000 com-

puter for his office and uses it exclusively for

his writing business. He does not have to keep

records showing how he uses the computer.

b. Depreciating listed property

If you use listed property for business more than

50% of the time, you can depreciate it just like

any other property. However, if you use it 50% or

less of the time for business, you must use the

straight-line depreciation method and an espe-

cially long recovery period. If you start out using

accelerated depreciation and your business use

drops to 50% or less, you have to switch to the

straight-line method and pay taxes on the benefits

of the prior years of accelerated depreciation.

E. Car Expenses

Most self-employed people do at least some driv-

ing related to business—for example, to visit cli-

ents or customers, to pick up or deliver work, to

obtain business supplies, or to attend seminars. Of

course, driving costs money—and you are allowed

to deduct your driving expenses when you use

your car, van, pickup, or panel truck for business.

There are two ways to calculate the car

expense deduction. You can:

• use the standard mileage rate, which

requires relatively little record keeping, or

• deduct your actual expenses, which

requires much more record keeping but

might give you a larger deduction.

You’ll often get a larger deduction using the

actual expense method. However, this isn’t

always the case. The standard mileage rate may

give you a larger deduction if you drive many

business miles each year, especially if you drive

an inexpensive car. But even if the standard mile-

age rate does give you a lower deduction, the dif-

ference is often so small that it doesn’t justify the

extra record keeping you will have to do to use

that method.

Either way, you’ll need to keep records show-

ing how many miles you drive your car for busi-

ness during the year—also called “business

miles.” Keep a mileage logbook for this purpose.

(See Chapter 14, Subsection A2c.)

Commuting Expenses Are
Not Deductible

You usually cannot deduct commuting expenses—

that is, the cost involved in getting to and from

work. However, if your main office is at home,

you may deduct the cost of driving to meet clients.

This is one of the advantages of having a home

office. (See Chapter 4.)
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1. Standard Mileage Rate

The easiest way to deduct car expenses is to take

the standard mileage rate. When you use this

method, you need only keep track of how many

business miles you drive, not the actual expenses

for your car (such as gas or repairs).

You can use the standard mileage rate for a car

that you own or lease. You must use the standard

mileage rate in the first year you use a car for

business or you are forever foreclosed from using

that method for that car. If you use the standard

mileage rate the first year, you can switch to the

actual expense method a later year. For this rea-

son, if you’re not sure which method you want to

use, it’s a good idea to use the standard mileage

rate the first year you use the car for business.

This leaves all your options open for later years.

However, this rule does not apply to leased cars.

If you lease your car, you must use the standard

mileage rate for the entire lease period if you use

it in the first year.

There are some restrictions on switching back

to the standard mileage rate after you have used

the actual expense method. You can’t switch back

to the standard mileage rate after using the actual

expense method if you took accelerated deprecia-

tion, a Section 179 deduction, or bonus deprecia-

tion on the car. You can switch back to the

standard mileage rate only if you used the straight

line method of depreciation during the years you

used the actual expense method. This deprecia-

tion method gives you equal depreciation deduc-

tions every year, rather than the larger deductions

you get in the early years using accelerated

depreciation methods.

Each year, the IRS sets the standard mileage

rate: a specified amount of money you can deduct

for each business mile you drive during the  year.

Ordinarily, there is a single standard mileage rate

for the entire year. However, due to the rapid rise

in gas prices in 2005, there were two rates for the

year. The standard mileage rate is 40.5 cents per

mile for business mileage you accrued from Janu-

ary 1, 2005, through August 31, 2005. Then the

rate goes up to 48.5 cents per mile for mileage

from September 1, 2005, through December 31,

2005. The rates are the same whether you own or

lease your car.

2005 Standard Mileage Rates

from 1/1/05 to 8/31/05 40.5 cents

from 9/1/05 to 12/31/05 48.5 cents

To figure out your deduction, simply multiply

your business miles by the standard mileage rate.

Because there are two different standard mileage

rates for 2005, you’ll have to do two separate cal-

culations—one for the first eight months of the

year and another for the last four months. You

then combine the two to determine your total

deduction for the year.

EXAMPLE: Ed, a salesman, drove his car a

total of 10,000 miles for business in 2005. He

drove 6,052 business miles from January

through August and 3,948 miles from Septem-

ber through December. His deduction for the

first eight months of the year is $2,451 (40.5

cents x 6,052 = $2,451). His deduction for the

last four months is $1,915 (48.5 cents x 3,948

= $1,915). His total deduction for 2005 is

$4,366.

The standard mileage rate will be adjusted

again in 2006. There will likely be just one rate

for that entire year.

If you choose to take the standard mileage rate,

you cannot deduct actual operating expenses—for

example, depreciation or Section 179 deduction,

maintenance, repairs, gasoline and its taxes, oil,

insurance, and vehicle registration fees. These costs

are already factored into the standard mileage rate.

The only expenses you can deduct (because

these costs aren’t included in the standard mile-

age rate) are:
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• interest on a car loan

• parking fees and tolls for business trips (but

you can’t deduct parking ticket fines or the

cost of parking your car at your place of

work), and

• personal property tax that you paid when

you bought the vehicle based on its value

(often included as part of your auto regis-

tration fee).

Auto loan interest is usually the largest of

these expenses. Unfortunately, many people fail

to deduct it because of confusion about the tax

law. Taxpayers are not allowed to deduct interest

on a loan for a car that is for personal use, so

many people believe they also can’t deduct inter-

est on a business car. This is not the case. You

may deduct interest on a loan for a car you use in

your business.

If you use your car for both business and per-

sonal trips, you can only deduct the business use

percentage of interest and taxes.

2. Actual Expenses

Instead of taking the standard mileage rate, you can

elect to deduct the actual expenses of using your

car for business. To do this, deduct the actual cost

of depreciation for your car (subject to limitations),

interest payments on a car loan, lease fees, rental

fees, license fees, garage rent, repairs, gas, oil, tires,

and insurance. The total deductible amount is based

on the percentage of time you use your car for

business. You can also deduct the full amount of

any business-related parking fees and tolls.

Deducting all these items will take more time

and effort than using the standard mileage rate

because you’ll need to keep records of all your

expenses. However, it may provide you with a

larger deduction than the standard rate.

EXAMPLE: In January 2005, Vicky bought a

$20,000 car. During the year, she drove it

10,000 miles for her consulting practice and

5,000 miles for personal purposes. She drove

6,052 business miles during the first eight

months of the year, and 3,948 business miles

during the last four months. If she used the

standard mileage rate, she would be entitled

to a $4,336 deduction: (40.5 cents x 6,052

miles) + (48.5 cents x 3,948 miles) = $4,366.

Instead, however, she takes the actual expense

deduction. She keeps careful records of all of

her costs for gas, oil, repairs, insurance, and

depreciation. These amount to $6,200 for the

year. She gets an extra $4,834 deduction by

using the actual expense method.

a. Mixed uses

If you use your car for both business and per-

sonal purposes, you must also divide your

expenses between business and personal use.

EXAMPLE: In one recent year Laura, a sales-

person, drove her car 10,000 miles for her

business and 10,000 miles for personal pur-

poses. She can deduct 50% of the actual costs

of operating her car.

If you only own one car, you normally can’t

claim to use it only for business. An IRS auditor is

not likely to believe that you walk or take public

transportation everywhere except when you’re on

business. You might convince the IRS to accept

your deduction if you live in a place with devel-

oped transportation systems, such as Chicago,

New York City, or San Francisco, and drive your

car only when you go out of town on business.

b. Expense records required

When you deduct actual car expenses, you must

keep records of the costs of operating your car.

This includes not only the number of business miles

and total miles you drive, but also gas, repair, park-

ing, insurance, and similar costs. (See Chapter 14.)

If this seems to be too much trouble, use the
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standard mileage rate. That way, you’ll only have to

keep track of how many business miles you drive,

not what you spend for gas and similar expenses.

c. Limits on depreciation deductions

Passenger automobiles have a five-year recovery

period (but it takes six calendar years to depreci-

ate a car; see Section D2d). As a result, you’d

think it would take at most six years to fully de-

preciate a car. Unfortunately, this is usually not

the case. Depreciating a passenger automobile is

unique in one very important way: The annual

depreciation deduction for automobiles is limited

to a set dollar amount each year. The annual limit

applies to all passenger vehicles, no matter how

much they cost. Because the limits are so low, it

can take many years to fully depreciate a car, far

longer than the six years it takes to depreciate

other assets with a five-year recovery period.

Starting in 2003, the IRS established two differ-

ent sets of deduction limits for passenger automo-

biles: limits for passenger automobiles other than

trucks and vans, and slightly higher limits for

trucks and vans that qualify as passenger automo-

biles (based on their weight) and are built on

truck chassis. This includes any minivan or SUV

built on a truck chassis, as long as it meets the

weight limit. Passenger automobiles are those that

have a gross loaded vehicle weight of 6,000

pounds or less.

The charts below show the maximum annual

depreciation deduction allowed for passenger

automobiles and trucks and vans placed in service

in 2005. The limits for vehicles placed in service

before 2005 are different. They were much higher

for the first year during the years 2002 through

2004 because bonus depreciation could be used

to boost the depreciation deduction by 50% or

30%. (You can triple these limits if you buy an

electric car after May 6, 2003.) The second chart

shows the limits for passenger automobiles that

are trucks and vans as defined above. Both charts

assume 100% business use of the vehicle. You

can find all the deduction limits in IRS Publication

946, How to Depreciate Property, and Publication

463, Travel, Entertainment, Gift, and Car

Expenses.

Depreciation Limits for Passenger
Automobiles Placed in Service During 2005

1st tax year $2,960

2nd tax year $4,700

3rd tax year $2,850

each succeeding year $1,675

Depreciation Limits for Trucks and Vans
Placed in Service During 2005

1st tax year $3,260

2nd tax year $5,200

3rd tax year $3,150

each succeeding year $1,875

The depreciation limits are not reduced if a car

is in service for less than a full year. This means

that the limit is not reduced when the automobile

is either placed in service or disposed of during

the year.

EXAMPLE 1: Mario pays $50,000 for a new

passenger automobile on June 1, 2005, and

uses it 100% for his psychiatric practice. He

may deduct a maximum of $2,970 in 2005;

$4,700 in 2006; $2,850 in 2007; and $1,675

thereafter.

The deduction limits in the above table are

based on 100% business use of the automobile. If

you don’t use your car solely for business, the

deduction limits are reduced based on your per-

centage of personal use.

EXAMPLE 2: Assume that Mario uses his new

car 50% for business. His first-year deduction

is limited to $1,480 (50% x $2,960 = $1,480).
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d. Heavy deductions for heavy metal:
Expensing SUVs and other weighty
vehicles

The depreciation limits discussed above only apply

to passenger automobiles—that is, vehicles with a

gross loaded weight of less than 6,000 pounds.

Vehicles that weigh more than this are not subject

to the limits. Until 2004, this created a great

deduction opportunity for professionals who

purchased SUVs they used more than 50% for

business: They could deduct as much as $102,000

of the cost in one year using the Section 179

deduction.

However, allowing these huge deductions for

Hummers and other SUVs bought for business

purposes caused such an uproar that Congress

limited the Section 179 deduction for SUVs to

$25,000. The limit applies to any SUV placed in

service after October 22, 2004.

For these purposes, an SUV is any four-

wheeled vehicle primarily designed or used to

carry passengers over public streets, roads, or

highways, that has a gross vehicle weight of 6,000

to 14,000 pounds. However, the $25,000 limit

does not apply to any vehicle that seats more

than 9, has a cargo area of at least six feet, or has

an enclosed driver’s compartment with no rear

seating. Thus, for example, the $25,000 limit does

not apply to most pickups or vans that weigh

more than 6,000 pounds. (It doesn’t apply to any

vehicle that weighs more than 14,000 pounds.)

Although the Section 179 deduction for SUVs

weighing over 6,000 pounds is limited to $25,000,

this is still a very good deal compared to the

allowable deduction for passenger automobiles.

For example, a person who buys a $50,000 SUV

that weighs 6,000 pounds and is used 100% for

business can deduct $35,000 of the cost the first

year ($25,000 Section 179 deduction + $10,000

regular depreciation using the 200% declining-

balance method and half-year convention). But a

person who buys a $50,000 passenger automobile

can deduct only $2,960 the first year. If the per-

son used the SUV only 60% for business, he or

she could still deduct $21,000 the first year (60%

of the $35,000 amount for 100% business use),

whereas the first-year deduction for a 60%

business-use passenger automobile would be only

$1,776. Note that an SUV must be used at least

51% of the time for business to take any Section

179 deduction.

e. Leasing a car

If you lease a car that you use in your business,

you can deduct the part of each lease payment that

goes toward the business use of the car. However,

you cannot deduct any part of a lease payment that

is for commuting or personal use of the car.

Leasing companies typically require you to make

an advance or down payment to lease a car. You

must spread such payments over the entire lease

period for purposes of deducting their cost. You

cannot deduct any payments you make to buy a

car, even if the payments are called lease payments.

Tax Whammy for Luxury Cars
If you lease what the IRS considers to be a

luxury car for more than 30 days, your deduction

may be reduced. A luxury car is currently defined

as one with a fair market value of more than

$17,500. The government doesn’t want to subsi-

dize people who lease expensive cars.

The amount by which you must reduce your

deduction—called the “inclusion amount”—is

based on the fair market value of your car and the

percentage of time that you use it for business.

The IRS recalculates it each year. You can find the

inclusion amount for the current year in the tables

published in IRS Publication 463, Travel, Enter-

tainment, Gift, and Car Expenses. For example, if

you leased a $40,000 car in 2004 and used it solely

for business in 2006, you would have to reduce

your car expense deduction by $204 for the year.

If you used the car only 50% for business, the

reduction would be $120. The inclusion amount

for the first year is prorated based on the month

when you start using the car for business.
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For more information about the rules for

claiming car expenses, see IRS Publication

463, Travel, Entertainment, Gift, and Car Expenses.

You can obtain this and all other IRS publications

by calling the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, visiting your

local IRS office, or downloading the publications

from the IRS website at www.irs.gov.

F. Travel Expenses

If you travel for your business, you can deduct

your airfare, hotel bills, and other expenses. If

you plan your trip right, you can even mix busi-

ness with pleasure and still get a deduction for

your airfare. However, IRS auditors scrutinize

these deductions closely. Many taxpayers claim

them without complying with the copious rules

the IRS imposes. To avoid unwanted attention,

you need to understand the limitations on this

deduction and keep proper records.

1. Travel Within the United States

Some businesspeople seem to think they have the

right to deduct the cost of any trip they take. This

is not the case. You can deduct a trip within the

United States only if:

• it’s primarily for business

• you travel outside your city limits, and

• you’re away at least overnight or long

enough to require a stop for sleep or rest.

a. Business purpose of trip

For your trip to be deductible, you must spend more

than half of your time on activities that can reason-

ably be expected to help advance your business.

Acceptable activities include:

• visiting or working with clients or customers

• attending trade shows, or

• attending professional seminars or business

conventions where the agenda is clearly

connected to your business.

Business does not include sightseeing or recre-

ation that you attend by yourself or with family or

friends, nor does it include personal investment

seminars or political events.

Use common sense before claiming that a trip

is for business. The IRS will likely question any

trip that doesn’t have some logical connection to

your business. For example, if you build houses in

Alaska, an IRS auditor would probably be skeptical

about a deduction for a trip you took to Florida to

learn about new home air-conditioning techniques.

Again, if your trip within the United States is

not primarily for business, none of your travel

expenses are deductible. But you can still deduct

expenses you incur on your trip that are directly

related to your business—for example, the cost of

making long-distance phone calls to your office

or clients while on vacation.

b. Travel outside city limits

You don’t have to travel any set distance to get a

travel expense deduction. However, you can’t take

this deduction if you just spend the night in a motel

across town. You must travel outside your city lim-

its. If you don’t live in a city, you must go outside

the general area in which your business is located.

c. Sleep or rest

Finally, you must stay away overnight or at least

long enough to require a stop for sleep or rest.

You cannot satisfy the rest requirement by merely

napping in your car.

EXAMPLE 1: Phyllis, a self-employed salesper-

son based in Los Angeles, flies to San Francisco

to meet potential clients, spends the night in a

hotel, and returns home the following day. Her

trip is a deductible travel expense.

EXAMPLE 2: Andre, a self-employed truck

driver, leaves his workplace on a regularly

scheduled roundtrip between San Francisco
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and Los Angeles and returns home 18 hours

later. During the run, he has six hours off at a

turnaround point where he eats two meals and

rents a hotel room to get some sleep before

starting the return trip. Andre can deduct his

meal and hotel expenses as travel expenses.

d. Combining business with pleasure

Provided that your trip is primarily for business,

you can tack on a vacation to the end of the trip,

make a side trip purely for fun, or go to the the-

ater and still deduct your entire airfare. What you

spend while having fun is not deductible, but you

can deduct your expenses while on business.

EXAMPLE: Bill flies to Miami for a four-day

business meeting. He then stays an extra

three days in Miami swimming and enjoying

the sights. Because Bill spent over half his time

on business—four days out of seven—the

cost of his flight is entirely deductible, as are

his hotel and meal costs during the business

meeting. He may not deduct his hotel, meal,

or other expenses during his vacation days.

2. Foreign Travel

The rules differ if you travel outside the United

States and are more lenient in some ways. How-

ever, you must have a legitimate business reason

for your foreign trip. A sudden desire to investi-

gate a foreign business won’t qualify: You can’t

deduct business expenses for a business unless

you’re already involved in it.

a. Trips lasting no more than seven days

If you’re away no more than seven days and you

spend the majority of your time on business, you

can deduct all of your travel costs.

However, even if your trip was primarily a

vacation, you can deduct your airfare and other

transportation costs as long as at least part of the

trip was for business. You can also deduct your

expenses while on business. For this reason, it’s

often best to limit business-related foreign travel

to seven days.

EXAMPLE: Jennifer flies to London for a two-

day business meeting. She then spends five

days sightseeing. She can deduct the entire cost

of her airfare and the portion of her hotel and

meals she spent while attending the meeting.

b. Trips lasting more than seven days

More stringent rules apply if your foreign trip lasts

more than one week. To get a full deduction for

your expenses, you must spend at least 75% of

your time away on business.

If you spend less than 75% of your time on

business, you must determine the percentage of

your time spent on business by counting the

number of business days and the number of per-

sonal days. You can only deduct the percentage

of your travel costs that relates to business days.

A business day is any day you have to spend at

a particular place on business or in which you

spend four or more hours on business matters.

Days spent traveling to and from your destination

also count as business days.

EXAMPLE: Sam flies to London and stays 14

days. He spends seven days on business and

seven days sightseeing. He therefore spent

50% of his time on business. He can deduct

half of his travel costs.

c. Foreign conventions

Different rules apply if you attend a convention

outside North America. In such cases, a deduction

is allowed only if:

• the meeting has a definite, clear connection

to your business, and
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• it’s reasonable for the convention to be

held outside North America—for example,

if all those attending are plumbers from

New York, it would be hard to justify a

convention in Tahiti.

3. Travel on Cruise Ships

Forget about getting a tax deduction for a pleasure

cruise. However, you may be able to deduct part of

the cost of a cruise if you attend a business conven-

tion, seminar, or similar meeting directly related to

your business while onboard. Personal investment

or financial planning seminars don’t qualify.

But there is a major restriction: You must travel

on a U.S.-registered ship that stops only in ports in

the United States or its possessions, such as Puerto

Rico or the U.S. Virgin Islands. Not many cruise

ships are registered in the United States, so you’ll

likely have trouble finding a cruise that qualifies.

If a cruise sponsor promises you’ll be able to

deduct your trip, investigate carefully to make sure

it meets these requirements.

If you go on a cruise that is deductible, you

must file with your tax return a signed note from

the meeting or seminar sponsor listing the busi-

ness meetings scheduled each day aboard the

ship and certifying how many hours you spent in

attendance. Your annual deduction for cruising is

limited to $2,000.

4. Taking Your Family With You

Generally, you cannot deduct the expense of tak-

ing your spouse, children, or others along with

you on a business trip or to a business con-

vention. The only deductions allowed are for

expenses of a spouse or other person who is your

employee and has a genuine business reason for

going on a trip with you. Typing notes or assist-

ing in entertaining customers are not enough to

warrant a deduction; the work must be essential.

For example, if you hire your adult child as a

salesperson for your product or service and he or

she calls on prospective customers during the

trip, both of your expenses are deductible.

When you travel with your family, you deduct

your business expenses as if you were traveling

alone. However, the fact that your family is with

you doesn’t mean you have to reduce your

deductions. For example, if you drive to your

destination, you can deduct the entire cost of the

drive, even if your family rides along with you.

Similarly, you can deduct the full cost of a single

hotel room even if you obtain a larger, more

expensive room for your whole family.

5. Deductible Expenses

You can deduct virtually all of your expenses

when you travel on business, including:

• airfare to and from your destination

• hotel or other lodging expenses

• taxi, public transportation, and car rental

expenses

• telephone and fax expenses

• the cost of shipping your personal luggage

or samples, displays, or other things you

need for your business

• computer rental fees

• laundry and dry-cleaning expenses, and

• tips you pay on any of the other costs.

However, only 50% of the cost of meals is

deductible. The IRS imposes this limitation based

on the reasoning that you would have eaten had

you stayed home. You cannot deduct expenses

for personal sightseeing or recreation.

You must keep good records of your

expenses. (See Chapter 14, Section A.)

G. Entertainment and Meal
Expenses

Depending on the nature of your business, you

may find it helpful or even necessary to entertain

clients, customers, suppliers, employees, other

self-employed people, professional advisors,
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investors, and other business associates. It’s often

easier to do business in a nonbusiness setting.

Entertainment includes, for example, going to

restaurants, the theater, concerts, sporting events,

or nightclubs; throwing parties; and boating,

hunting, or fishing outings.

In the past, you could deduct entertainment

expenses even if business was never discussed.

For example, if you took a client to a restaurant,

you could deduct the cost even if you spent the

whole time drinking martinis and talking about

sports. This is no longer the case. To deduct an

entertainment expense, you must discuss business

either before, during, or after the entertainment.

The IRS doesn’t have spies lurking about in

restaurants, theaters, or other places of entertain-

ment, so it has no way of knowing whether you

really discussed business with a client or other

business associate. You’re pretty much on the

honor system here. However, be aware that the

IRS closely scrutinizes this deduction because

many taxpayers cheat when taking it. You’ll have

to comply with stringent record-keeping require-

ments. (See Chapter 14, Subsection A4c.)

1. Discussing Business During
Entertainment

You’re entitled to deduct part of the cost of enter-

taining a client or other business associate if you

have an active business discussion during the en-

tertainment aimed at obtaining income or other

benefits. You don’t have to spend the entire time

talking business, but the main character of the

meal or other event must be business.

EXAMPLE: Ivan, a self-employed consultant,

takes a prospective client to a restaurant

where they discuss and finalize the terms of a

contract for Ivan’s consulting services. Ivan

can deduct the cost of the meal as an enter-

tainment expense.

The IRS will not believe you discussed busi-

ness if the entertainment occurred in a place

where it is difficult or impossible to talk business

because of distractions—for example, at a night-

club, theater, or sporting event, or at an essen-

tially social gathering such as a cocktail party.

On the other hand, the IRS will presume you

discussed business if a meal or entertainment

took place in a clear business setting—for

example, a catered lunch at your office.

2. Discussing Business Before or After
Entertainment

You are also entitled to deduct the full expense of

an entertainment event if you have a substantial

business discussion with a client or other business

associate before or after it. This requires that you

have a meeting, negotiation, or other business

transaction designed to help you get income or

some other specific business benefit.

Generally, the entertainment should occur on

the same day as the business discussion. How-

ever, if your business guests are from out of

town, the entertainment can occur the day before

or the day after.

The entertainment doesn’t have to be shorter

than your business discussions, but you can’t spend

only a small fraction of your total time on business.

You can deduct entertainment expenses at places

such as nightclubs, sporting events, or theaters.

EXAMPLE: Following lengthy contract nego-

tiations at a prospective client’s office, you

take the client to a baseball game to unwind.

The cost of the tickets is a deductible busi-

ness expense.

3. 50% Deduction Limit

You can deduct only entertainment expenses you

have paid. If a client picks up the tab, you obvi-

ously get no deduction. If you split the expense,

you may deduct only what you paid.
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Moreover, you’re allowed to deduct only 50%

of your expenses—for example, if you spend $50

for a meal in a restaurant, you can only deduct

$25. However, you must keep track of all you

spend and report the entire amount on your tax

return. The cost of transportation to and from a

business meal or other entertainment is not sub-

ject to the 50% limit.

You can deduct the cost of entertaining your

spouse and the client’s spouse only if it’s imprac-

tical to entertain the client without his or her

spouse and your spouse joins the party because

the client’s spouse is attending.

If you entertain a client or other business asso-

ciate while away from home on business, you can

deduct the cost either as a travel expense or an

entertainment expense, but not as both.

CHAMPAGNE AND CAVIAR MIGHT

NOT BE DEDUCTIBLE

Your entertainment expenses must be rea-

sonable to be fully deductible. You can’t

deduct entertainment expenses that the IRS

considers lavish or extravagant. There is no

dollar limit on what is “reasonable,” nor are

you necessarily barred from entertaining at

deluxe restaurants, hotels, nightclubs, or

resorts.

Whether your expenses will be consid-

ered reasonable depends on the particular

facts and circumstances. For example, a $250

expense for dinner with a client and two

business associates at a fancy restaurant

would likely be considered reasonable if you

closed a substantial business deal during the

meal. Because there are no concrete guide-

lines, use common sense.

For additional information, see IRS Publica-

tion 463, Travel, Entertainment, Gift, and

Car Expenses. You can obtain this and all other

IRS publications by calling the IRS at 800-TAX-

FORM, visiting your local IRS office, or download-

ing the publications from the IRS website at

www.irs.gov.

H. Health Insurance

Self-employed people must pay for their own

health insurance. If you don’t make a lot of

money, this can be tough. Fortunately, there are

some specific tax deductions designed to help you.

1. Deducting Health Insurance
Premiums

If you’re a sole proprietor, partner in a partner-

ship, owner of an S corporation, or member of a

limited liability company, you may deduct 100%

of the cost of health insurance covering you, your

spouse, and your dependents. It’s important to

understand, however, that this is not a business

deduction. It is a special personal deduction for

the self-employed. The deduction applies to your

federal, state, and local income taxes but not to

self-employment taxes (Social Security and Medi-

care taxes). Moreover, this deduction can’t exceed

the net profit from your business.

EXAMPLE: Kim is a sole proprietor who pays

$10,000 each year for health insurance for

herself, her husband, and her three children.

Her practice earned a $100,000 profit for the

year. She may deduct her $10,000 annual

health insurance expense from her gross

income for federal and state income tax pur-

poses. Her combined federal and state

income tax rate is 35%, so she saves $3,500

in income taxes (35% x $10,000 = $3,500).

She may not deduct her premiums from her
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income when she figures her self-employ-

ment taxes—in other words, she must pay the

15.3% self-employment tax on her full

$90,000 business profit.

You get the deduction whether you purchase

your health insurance policy as an individual or

have your business obtain it. But, you can’t take

this deduction if you’re an employee and are eli-

gible for health insurance through your employer,

or your spouse is employed and you’re eligible

for coverage through his or her employer.

If you form a C corporation, it may deduct the

entire cost of health insurance it provides you and

any other employees. (See Chapter 2, Section B.)

2. Health Savings Accounts

Starting in 2004, self-employed people were

allowed to establish health savings accounts

(HSAs). These are designed to be used in con-

junction with high-deductible health insurance

plans and provide important tax benefits. For

detailed information on HSAs, see Chapter 6,

Section A4.

I. Start-Up Costs

The IRS refers to expenses you incur before you

actually start your business as “business start-up

costs.”  Such costs include, for example, license

fees, fictitious business name registration fees,

advertising costs, attorney and accounting fees,

travel expenses, market research, and office

supplies expenses. Business start-up costs are

capital expenses because you incur them to

acquire an asset (a business) that will benefit you

for more than one year. Normally, you can’t

deduct these types of capital expenses until you

sell or otherwise dispose of the business. How-

ever, a special tax rule allows you to deduct up to

$5,000 in start-up expenses the first year you are

in business and then deduct the remainder in

equal amounts over the next 15 years. (I.R.C. §

195.) Without this special rule for business start-

up costs, these expenses (capital expenses)

would not be deductible until you sold or other-

wise disposed of your business.

EXAMPLE: Diana decides to start a freelance

public relations business. Her office opens for

business on July 1. Before that date, however,

Diana incurs various expenses, including

travel expenses to obtain office space, office

rent and utilities, lease expenses for office

furniture and computer equipment, and

advertising expenses. She spent $10,000 of

her life savings to get her business up and

running. Because these are start-up expenses,

she cannot deduct them all in her first year of

business. But she can deduct up to $5,000 the

first year she is in business and the remainder

in equal amounts over the next 15 years.

(I.R.C. § 195.)

If you have more than $50,000 in start-up

expenses, however, you are not entitled to the

full $5,000 deduction. You must reduce the $5,000

deduction by the amount that your start-up ex-

penditures exceed $50,000. For example, if you

have $53,000 in start-up expenses, you may only

deduct $2,000 the first year, instead of $5,000. If

you have $55,000 or more in start-up expenses,

you get no current deduction for start-up

expenses. Instead, the whole amount must be

deducted over 180 months.
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IF YOUR BUSINESS BEGAN IN 2004

In 2004, Congress amended the start-up

expenses provision of the tax law (I.R.C.

§ 195) to permit $5,000 of start-up expenses

to be deducted the first year a business in is

operation. Before the change, all start-up

expenses had to be deducted over the first

60 months a business was in operation. The

amendment took effect on October 22, 2004.

If your business began before this date, the

old law applies to you. Deduct all your start-

up expenses in equal monthly installments

for the first 60 months you’re in business.

For more information on business start-up

costs, see IRS Publication 535, Business

Expenses. You can obtain a free copy by calling

the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, visiting your local IRS

office, or downloading it from the IRS website at

www.irs.gov.  ■
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A ll Americans who work in the private sector

are required to pay taxes to help support the

Social Security and Medicare systems. Although

these taxes are paid to the IRS, they are entirely

separate from federal income taxes.

Employees have their Social Security and

Medicare taxes directly deducted from their pay-

checks by their employers, who must make

matching contributions. Such taxes are usually

referred to as “FICA” taxes.

But if you’re self-employed, your clients or

customers will not pay or withhold your Social

Security and Medicare taxes. You must pay them

to the IRS yourself. When self-employed workers

pay these taxes, they are called “self-employment”

taxes or SE taxes. This chapter shows you how to

determine how much you must pay in SE taxes.

Low Income, No Tax
If your net income from your business for

the year is less than $400, you don’t have to pay

any self-employment taxes. You can skip this

chapter.

For additional information on self-

employment taxes, see IRS Publication 533,

Self-Employment Tax. You can obtain this and all

other IRS publications by calling the IRS at 800-

TAX-FORM, visiting your local IRS office, or down-

loading them from the IRS website at www.irs.gov.

A. Who Must Pay

Sole proprietors, partners in partnerships, and

members of limited liability companies must all

pay SE taxes if their net earnings from self-

employment are $400 or more for the year.

Corporations do not pay SE taxes. However, if

you’re incorporated and work as an employee of

your corporation, you will ordinarily be paid a

salary on which you must pay FICA taxes, just

like any other employee. You do not pay SE

taxes. You corporation, however, must withhold

half of your Social Security and Medicare taxes

from your salary and pay the other half. (See

Chapter 6.)

B. Self-Employment (SE) Tax Rates

The self-employment tax consists of a 12.4%

Social Security tax and a 2.9% Medicare tax for a

total tax of 15.3%. But in practice, the bite it takes

out of your income is smaller because of certain

deductions you can take. (See Section C.)

The SE tax is a flat tax—that is, the tax rate is

the same no matter what your income level. How-

ever, there is an income ceiling on the Social

Security portion of the tax. You need not pay the

12.4% Social Security tax on your net self-employ-

ment earnings that exceed the ceiling amount.

If the ceiling didn’t exist, people with higher

incomes would end up paying far more than they

could ever get back as Social Security benefits.

The Social Security tax ceiling is adjusted annually

for inflation. The ceiling was $90,000 in 2005 and

is $94,200 in 2006.

However, there is no similar limit for Medicare:

You must pay the 2.9% Medicare tax on your

entire net self-employment income, no matter

how large. Congress enacted this rule a few years

ago to save Medicare from bankruptcy.

EXAMPLE: Mona, a self-employed consultant,

earned $150,000 in net self-employment

income in 2006. She must pay both Social

Security and Medicare taxes on the first

$94,200 of her income—a 15.3% tax. She

must also pay the 2.9% Medicare tax on her

remaining $55,800 in income.
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C. Earnings Subject to SE Taxes

You pay self-employment taxes on your net self-

employment income, not your entire income. To

determine your net self-employment income, you

must first figure out the net income you’ve earned

from your business. Your net business income

includes all income from your business, minus all

business deductions allowed for income tax pur-

poses. However, you can’t deduct retirement con-

tributions you make for yourself to a Keogh or

SEP plan or the self-employed health insurance

deduction. (See Chapter 9, Section H.) If you’re a

sole proprietor, as are most self-employed people,

use IRS Schedule C, Profit or Loss From Business,

to determine your net business income.

If you have more than one business, combine

the net income or loss from them all. If you have

a job in addition to your business, your employee

income is not included in your self-employment

income. (See Section F.) Nor do you include

investment income, such as interest you earn on

your savings.

You then get one more valuable deduction

before determining your net self-employment

income: You’re allowed to deduct 7.65% from

your total net business income. This is intended

to help ease the tax burden on the self-employed.

To do this, multiply your net business income by

92.35%, or .9235.

EXAMPLE: Billie, a self-employed consultant,

earned $70,000 from her business and had

$20,000 in business expenses, leaving a net

business income of $50,000. She multiplies

this amount by .9235 to determine her net

self-employment income, which is $46,175.

This is the amount on which Billie must pay

SE and income tax.

Because of this extra deduction, the “real” self-

employment tax rate is about 12% rather than the

official rate of 15.3%.

The fact that you can deduct business

expenses from your SE income makes these

expenses doubly valuable: They will not only

reduce your income taxes, but your SE taxes as

well.

S CORPORATION STATUS:
A WAY AROUND THE SE TAX THICKET

As a person in business for yourself, you

may be able to take advantage of an impor-

tant wrinkle in the SE tax rules: Distributions

from S corporations to their owners are not

subject to SE taxes. This is so even though

such distributions are included in your

income for income tax purposes.

If you incorporate your business and elect

to become an S corporation, you may distrib-

ute part of your corporation’s earnings to

yourself without paying SE taxes on them.

You can’t distribute all your earnings to

yourself this way, however, because your

S corporation must pay you a reasonable

salary on which FICA taxes must be paid.

(See Chapter 2, Section B7.)

D. Computing SE Taxes

It’s easy to compute the amount of SE tax you will

owe. First, determine your net self-employment

income as described above. If your net self-em-

ployment income is below the Social Security tax

income ceiling—$90,000 in 2005, $94,200 in

2006—multiply it by 15.3%, or 0.153, to determine

your SE tax.

EXAMPLE: Mark, a self-employed consultant,

had $50,000 in net self-employment income

in 2006. He must multiply this by 0.153 to

determine the SE tax he owes, which is

$7,650.
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If your net self-employment income is more

than the Social Security tax income ceiling, things

are a bit more complicated. Multiply your income

up to the ceiling by 12.4% and all of your income

by the 2.9% Medicare tax; then add both amounts

together to determine your total SE tax.

EXAMPLE: Martha had $100,000 in net self-

employment income in 2006. She multiplies

the first $94,200 of this amount by the 12.4%

Social Security tax, resulting in a tax of

$11,681. She then multiplies her entire

$100,000 income by the 2.9% Medicare tax,

resulting in a $2,900 tax. She adds these

amounts together to determine her total SE

tax, which is $14,581.

In another effort to make the SE tax burden a

little lighter for the self-employed, the IRS allows

you to deduct half of the amount of your SE taxes

from your business income for income tax pur-

poses. For example, if you pay $10,000 in SE

taxes, you can deduct $5,000 from your gross

income when you determine your taxable income

for your federal income taxes.

E. Paying and Reporting SE
Taxes

Pay SE taxes directly to the IRS during the year as

part of your estimated taxes. You have the option

of either:

• paying the same amount in tax as you paid

the previous year, or

• estimating what your income will be this

year and basing your estimated tax pay-

ments on that. (See Chapter 11, Section B.)

When you file your annual tax return, you

must include IRS Form SE, Self-Employment Tax,

along with your income tax return. This form

shows the IRS how much SE tax you were

required to pay for the year. You file only one

Form SE no matter how many unincorporated

businesses you own. Add the SE tax to your

income taxes on your personal income tax return

(Form 1040) to determine your total tax.

Even if you do not owe any income tax, if you

owe $400 or more in SE taxes, you must still com-

plete Form 1040 and Schedule SE.

F. Outside Employment

If, in addition to being self-employed, you have

an outside job in which you’re classified as an

employee for which Social Security and Medicare

taxes are withheld from your wages, you must

pay the Social Security tax on your wages (rather

than your SE income) first. If your wages are at

least equal to the Social Security tax income ceil-

ing, you won’t have to pay the 12.4% Social Secu-

rity tax on your SE income. But no matter how

much you earn from your job, you’ll have to pay

the 2.9% Medicare tax on all your SE income.

(Medicare tax does not have an income ceiling

like Social Security tax.)

EXAMPLE: Anne earned $100,000 in employee

income and $10,000 from a part-time business

in 2006. Her employer withheld Social Security

and Medicare taxes from her salary and made

its required matching contributions. Social

Security taxes had to be paid on her salary

only up to the Social Security income limit

for the year ($94,200), but Medicare taxes

had to be paid on her entire salary. Since her

employee wages exceeded the $94,200 Social

Security income limit for the year, Anne did

not have to pay any Social Security taxes on

her $10,000 self-employment income. She did,

however, have to pay Medicare taxes on all

her self-employment income.
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However, if your employee wages are lower

than the Social Security tax income ceiling, you’ll

have to pay Social Security taxes on your SE

income until your wages and SE income com-

bined exceed the ceiling amount.

EXAMPLE: Bill earned $20,000 in employee

wages and $80,000 in self-employment

income in 2006. His employee wages were

lower than the $94,200 Social Security tax

income ceiling for the year. His employer

withheld his portion of Social Security and

Medicare taxes on all his wages. Bill also had

to pay a 12.4% Social Security tax on $74,200

of his SE income. He stopped paying the

Social Security tax after his wages and income

combined equaled $94,200. This meant he

didn’t have to pay the Social Security tax on

$5,800 of the $80,000 he earned as an IC.

However, he had to pay the 2.9% Medicare

tax on all $80,000 of his SE income. ■
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What many self-employed people like best

about their employment status is that it

allows freedom to plan and handle their own

finances. Unlike employees, they don’t have taxes

withheld from their compensation by their clients

or customers. As a result, many self-employed

people have higher take-home pay than employ-

ees earning similar amounts.

Unfortunately, however, self-employed workers

do not have the luxury of waiting until April 15 to

pay all their taxes for the previous year. The IRS

wants to get its money a lot faster than that, so the

self-employed are required to pay taxes on their

estimated annual incomes in four payments spread

out over each year. These are called “estimated

taxes” and include both income taxes (see Chapter

9) and self-employment taxes (see Chapter 10).

Because the self-employed have to pay esti-

mated taxes, self-employed people need to bud-

get their money carefully. If you fail to set aside

enough of your earnings to pay your estimated

taxes, you could face a huge tax bill on April

15—and have a tough time coming up with the

money to cover it.

Most States Have Estimated Taxes, Too
If your state has income taxes, it probably

requires the self-employed to pay estimated taxes.

The due dates are generally the same as for federal

estimated taxes. State income tax rates are lower

than federal income taxes. The exact rate depends

on the state in which you live. Contact your state

tax office for information and the required forms.

(See Appendix 3 for contact details.)

A. Who Must Pay Estimated
Taxes

You must pay estimated taxes if you are a sole

proprietor, partner in a partnership, or member of

a limited liability company and you expect to owe

at least $1,000 in federal tax for the year. If you’ve

formed a C corporation, the corporation may also

have to pay estimated taxes.

However, if you paid no taxes last year—for

example, because your business made no profit

or you weren’t working—you don’t have to pay

any estimated tax this year, no matter how much

tax you expect to owe. But this is true only if you

were a U.S. citizen or resident for the year and

your tax return for the previous year covered the

whole 12 months.

1. Sole Proprietors

Most self-employed people are sole proprietors. A

sole proprietor and his or her business are one

and the same for tax purposes, so you simply pay

your estimated taxes out of your own pocket.

You, not your business, pay the taxes.

2. Partners and Limited Liability
Companies

Partnerships and limited liability companies

(LLCs) are similar to sole proprietorships. They

don’t pay any taxes; instead, all partnership and

LLC income passes through to the partners or LLC

members. (See Chapter 2, Sections C and D.) The

partners or LLC members must pay individual esti-

mated tax on their shares of the partnership or

LLC’s income. This is so whether the income is

actually paid to them or not. The partnership or

LLC itself pays no tax. The only exception is if the

owners of an LLC elect to be taxed as a C corpo-

ration, which is very unusual. (See Chapter 2,

Section D.)

3. Corporations

A corporation is separate from you for tax pur-

poses. Both you and your corporation might have

to pay estimated taxes.

Ordinarily, you will be an employee of your

corporation and receive a salary from it. The cor-

poration must withhold income and employment

taxes from your salary just as for any employee.

(See Chapter 13.) You won’t need to pay any
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estimated tax on your salary. But if you receive

dividends or distributions from your corporation,

you’ll need to pay tax on them during the year—

unless the total tax due on the amounts you

received is less than $500. You can either pay es-

timated tax or increase the tax withheld from your

salary; it doesn’t make much practical difference

which you choose.

If you’ve formed a C corporation, it must pay

quarterly estimated taxes if it will owe $500 or

more in corporate tax on its profits for the year.

These taxes are deposited with a bank, not paid

directly to the IRS. However, most small C corpo-

rations don’t have to pay any income taxes or

estimated taxes because all the profits are taken

out of the corporation by the owners in the form

of salaries, bonuses, and benefits. (See Chapter 2.)

Usually, S corporations don’t have to pay

estimated taxes because all profits are passed

through to the shareholders, as in a partnership

or LLC. (See Chapter 2.)

For detailed guidance on estimated taxes

for your C corporation, see IRS Publication

542, Tax Information for Corporations. You can

obtain this and all other IRS publications by calling

the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, visiting your local IRS

office, or downloading them from the IRS website

at www.irs.gov.

B. How Much You Must Pay

You should determine how much estimated tax to

pay after completing your tax return for the previ-

ous year. Most people want to pay as little esti-

mated tax as possible during the year so they can

earn interest on their money instead of handing it

over to the IRS. However, the IRS imposes penal-

ties if you don’t pay enough estimated tax. (See

Section E1.) There’s no need to be overly con-

cerned about these penalties: They aren’t terribly

large and it’s easy to avoid them. All you have to

do is pay at least the lesser of:

• 90% of your total tax due for the current

year, or

• 100% of the tax you paid the previous year;

110% if you’re a high-income taxpayer, as

described in Section 1a, below.

Generally, you make four estimated tax pay-

ments each year. As described in this section,

there are three different ways you can calculate

your payments. You can use any one of the three

methods without paying a penalty as long as you

pay the minimum total the IRS requires, as

explained above. One of the methods—basing

your payments on last year’s tax—is extremely

easy to use. The other two are more complex to

figure out but might permit you to make smaller

payments.

1. Payments Based on Last Year’s
Taxes

The easiest and safest way to calculate your esti-

mated tax is to simply pay 100% of the total fed-

eral taxes you paid last year. You can base your

estimated tax on the amount you paid last year,

even if you weren’t in business that year, as long

as your return covered a full 12-month period.

You should determine how much estimated

tax to pay for the current year at the same time

that you file your tax return for the previous

year—no later than April 15. Take the total

amount of tax you had to pay for the year and

divide by four. If this comes out to an odd num-

ber, round up to get an even number. These are

the amounts you’ll have to pay in estimated tax.

You’ll make four equal payments throughout the

year and the following year. (See the chart in

Section C to learn when you must make your

payments).

EXAMPLE: Gary, a self-employed consultant,

earned $50,000 last year. He figures his taxes

for the prior year on April 1 of this year and

determines he owes $9,989.32 in taxes for the

year. To determine his estimated tax for the
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current year he divides this amount by four:

$9,989.32 divided by four equals $2,497.33.

He rounds this up to $2,500. He’ll make four

$2,500 estimated tax payments to the IRS

throughout the current year. As long as he

pays this much, Gary won’t have to pay a

penalty even if he ends up owing more than

$10,000 in taxes for the current year (due

to increased income and/or decreased

deductions).

a. High-income taxpayers must pay
more

To avoid penalties for paying too little estimated

taxes, high-income taxpayers—those with

adjusted gross incomes of more than $150,000

(or $75,000 for married couples filing separate

returns)—must pay more than 100% of their prior

year’s tax. They must pay 110% of the prior year’s

income tax for returns filed in 2004 and after.

Your adjusted gross income, or AGI, is your

total income minus deductions for:

• IRA, Keogh, and SEP-IRA contributions

• health insurance

• one-half of your self-employment tax, and

• alimony, deductible moving expenses, and

penalties you pay for early withdrawals

from a savings account before maturity or

early redemption of certificates of deposit.

To determine your AGI, look at line 33 on

your last year’s tax return, Form 1040.

EXAMPLE: Mary, a self-employed consultant,

earned $250,000 in gross income in 2004. Her

adjusted gross income was $200,000 after sub-

tracting the value of her Keogh Plan contribu-

tions, her health insurance deduction, and

half of her self-employment taxes. Mary paid

$50,000 in income and self-employment taxes

in 2004. In 2005, Mary must pay 110% of the

tax she paid in 2004—$55,000 in estimated

tax. As long as she pays this amount she

won’t have to pay a penalty to the IRS even if

she ends up owning more in taxes than she

did in 2004.

b. Midcourse correction

Your third estimated tax payment is due on Sep-

tember 15. By this time you should have a pretty

good idea of what your income for the year will

be. If you’re reasonably sure that your income for

the year will be at least 25% less than what you

earned last year, you can forgo the last estimated

tax payment due on January 15 of the next year.

You have already paid enough estimated tax for

the year.

If it looks as if your income will be greater

than last year, you don’t have to pay more esti-

mated tax. The IRS cannot penalize you so long

as you pay 100% of what you paid last year, or

110% if you’re a high-income taxpayer.

c. You may owe tax on April 15

Basing your estimated tax on last year’s income is

generally the best method to use if you expect

your income to be higher this year than last year.

You’ll be paying the minimum possible without

incurring a penalty. However, if you do end up

earning more than last year, using this method

will cause you to underpay your taxes. You won’t

have to pay a penalty, but you will have to make

up the underpayment when you file your tax

return for the year. This could present you with a

big tax bill if your income rose substantially from

last year. To make sure you have enough money

for this, it’s a good idea to sock away a portion of

your income in a separate bank account just for

taxes. (See Section C.)
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2. Payments Based on Estimated
Taxable Income

If you’re absolutely certain your net income will

be less this year than last year, you’ll pay less esti-

mated tax if you base your tax on your taxable

income for the current year instead of basing it on

last year’s tax. This is not worth the time and

trouble, however, unless you’ll earn at least 30%

less this year than last.

The problem with using this method is that

you must estimate your total income and deduc-

tions for the year before they happen to figure

out how much to pay. Obviously, this can be dif-

ficult or impossible to compute accurately. And

there are no magic formulas to look to for guid-

ance. The best way to proceed is to sit down with

your tax return for the previous year.

Try to figure out whether your income this

year will be less than last year. You’ll find all your

income for last year listed on lines 7 through 22

of your Form 1040. Also, determine whether your

deductions will be greater than last year. You’ll

find these listed in the “Adjusted Gross Income”

and “Tax and Credits” sections of your Form 1040,

lines 23 through 52.

Pay special attention to your business income

and expense figures in Parts I and II of your

Schedule C, Profit or Loss From Business. Decide

whether it’s likely that you’ll earn less business

income this year than last. You’ll probably earn

less, for example, if you plan to work fewer hours

than last year, you’ve lost important clients, or

business conditions are generally poor. Also,

determine whether your deductible business

expenses will be greater this year than last—for

example, because you plan to purchase expen-

sive business equipment and deduct the cost.

(See Chapter 9, Section B.)

Take comfort in knowing that you need not

make an exact estimate of your taxable income.

You won’t have to pay a penalty if you pay at

least 90% of your tax due for the year.

EXAMPLE: Larry, a self-employed consultant,

earned $45,000 last year and paid $10,000 in

income and self-employment taxes. Larry

expects to earn much less this year because a

key client has gone out of business. The lost

client accounted for more than one-third of

Larry’s income last year, so Larry estimates

he’ll earn about $30,000 this year. The mini-

mum estimated tax Larry must pay is 90% of

the tax he will owe on his $30,000 income,

which he estimates to be $6,000.

IRS Form 1040-ES contains a worksheet to

use to calculate your estimated tax. You

can obtain the form by calling the IRS at 800-TAX-

FORM, visiting your local IRS office, or download-

ing it from the IRS website at www.irs.gov.

A tax preparation computer program can also

help you with the calculations.

If you have your taxes prepared by an accoun-

tant, he or she should determine what estimated

tax to pay. If your income changes greatly during

the year, ask your accountant to help you prepare

a revised estimated tax payment schedule.

3. Payments Based on Quarterly
Income

A much more complicated way to calculate your

estimated taxes is to use the “annualized income

installment method.” It requires that you sepa-

rately calculate your tax liability at four points

during the year—March 31, May 31, August 31,

and December 31—prorating your deductions and

personal exemptions. You base your estimated

tax payments on your actual tax liability for each

quarter. (See “Estimated Tax Due,” in Section C.)

This method is often the best choice for

people who receive income very unevenly

throughout the year—for example, those who

work in seasonal businesses. Using this method,

they can pay little or no estimated tax for the

quarters in which they earned little or no income.
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EXAMPLE: Ernie’s income from his air-

conditioning repair business is much higher

in the summer than it is during the rest of the

year. By using the annualized income install-

ment method, he makes one large estimated

tax payment on September 15, after the quar-

ter in which he earns most of his income. His

other three annual payments are quite small.

If you use this method, you must file IRS

Form 2210 with your tax return to show your

calculations.

You’ll Need Help With This Math
You really need a good grasp of tax law

and mathematics to use the annualized income

installment method. The IRS worksheet used to

calculate your payments using this method con-

tains 43 separate steps. If you want to use this

method, give yourself a break and hire an accoun-

tant or at least use a tax preparation computer

program to help with the calculations.

See IRS Publication 505, Tax Withholding

and Estimated Tax, for a detailed explana-

tion of the annualized income method. You can 

obtain the form by calling the IRS at 800-TAX-

FORM, visiting your local IRS office, or download-

ing it from the IRS website at www.irs.gov.

C. When to Pay

You must ordinarily pay your estimated taxes in

four installments, with the first one due on April

15. However, you don’t have to start making pay-

ments until you actually earn income. If you don’t

receive any income by March 31, you can skip

the April 15 payment. In this event, you’d ordi-

narily make three payments for the year, starting

on June 15. If you don’t receive any income by

May 31, you can skip the June 15 payment as well

and so on.

SPECIAL RULE FOR FARMERS AND FISHERMEN

If at least two-thirds of your annual income

comes from farming or fishing, you need

make only one estimated tax payment on

January 15. The first three payment periods

in the chart above don’t apply.

You can also skip the January 15 payment if

you file your tax return and pay all taxes due for

the previous year by January 31 of the current

year. This is a little reward the IRS gives you for

filing your tax return early.

However, it’s rarely advantageous to file early

because you’ll have to pay any tax due on Janu-

ary 15 instead of waiting until April 15—meaning

you’ll lose three months of interest on your hard-

earned money.

Your estimated tax payment must be post-

marked by the dates noted above, but the IRS

need not actually receive them then. If any of

these days falls on a weekend or legal holiday,

the due date is the next business day.

The following chart shows installment due

dates and the period each installment covers.

ESTIMATED TAX DUE

Income received Estimated tax due

for the period

January 1 through April 15
March 31

April 1 through June 15
May 31

June 1 through September 15
August 31

September 1 through January 15
December 31 of the next year
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The Year May Not Begin in January
Don’t get confused by the fact that the

January 15 payment is the fourth estimated tax

payment for the previous year, not the first pay-

ment for the current year. The April 15 payment is

the first payment for the current year.

Beware the Ides of April
April 15 can be a financial killer for the

self-employed because there are two separate

financial obligations due on that date. By then,

you not only have to pay any income and self-

employment taxes that are due for the previous

year, you also have to make your first estimated

tax payment for the current year. If you’ve under-

paid your estimated taxes by a substantial amount,

you could have a whopping tax bill.

Many self-employed people establish separate

bank accounts to save up for taxes into which

they deposit a portion of each payment they

receive from clients. This way they have some

assurance that they’ll have enough money to pay

their taxes. The amount you should deposit

depends on your federal and state income tax

brackets and the amount of your tax deductions.

Depending on your income, you’ll probably need

to deposit 25% to 50% of your pay. If you deposit

too much, of course, you can always spend the

money later on other things.

EXAMPLE: Wilma, a self-employed worker

who lives in Massachusetts, is in the 25% fed-

eral income tax bracket and must pay a 6%

state income tax. She must also pay a 15.3%

self-employment tax. All these taxes amount

to 46.3% of her pay. But she doesn’t have to

set aside this much because her deductions

will reduce her actual tax liability. Using the

amount of her deductions from last year as a

guide, Wilma determines she needs to set

aside 35% to 40% of her income for estimated

taxes.

D. How to Pay

The IRS wants to make it easy for you to send in

your money, so the mechanics of paying esti-

mated taxes are very simple. You have four

choices of how to pay. You may pay:

• by mail

• electronically, using the government’s

EFTPS system

• by electronic withdrawal from your bank

account, or

• by credit card.

1. Paying by Mail

To pay by mail, you file federal estimated taxes

using IRS Form 1040-ES. This form contains

instructions and four numbered payment vouch-

ers for you to send in with your payments. You

must provide your name, address, Social Security

number (or EIN if you have one), and amount of

the payment on each voucher. You file only one

payment voucher with each payment, no matter

how many unincorporated businesses you have.

If you’re married and file a joint return, the

names on your estimated tax vouchers should be

exactly the same as those on your income tax

return. Even if your spouse isn’t self-employed,

he or she should be listed on the vouchers so that

the money gets credited to the right account.

If you made estimated tax payments last year,

you should receive a copy of the current year’s

Form 1040-ES in the mail. It will have payment

vouchers preprinted with your name, address,

and Social Security number.

If you did not pay estimated taxes last year,

get a copy of Form 1040-ES from the IRS by call-

ing the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, visiting your local

IRS office, or downloading the form from the IRS

website at www.irs.gov. After you make your first

payment, the IRS should mail you a Form 1040-ES

package with the preprinted vouchers.

Use the preaddressed return envelopes that

come with your Form 1040-ES package. If you
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use your own envelopes, make sure you mail your

payment vouchers to the address shown in the

Form 1040-ES instructions for the region in which

you live. Do not mail your estimated tax payments

to the same place you sent your Form 1040.

2. Paying by EFTPS

The IRS has created the Electronic Federal Tax

Payment System (EFTPS) to enable taxpayers to

pay their taxes. The system allows taxpayers to

use the phone, personal computer software, or

the Internet to initiate tax payments to EFTPS di-

rectly. The system is free to use. The payments

are debited from your bank account. You must

enroll with EFTPS before you can use it. You can

enroll online at the EFTPS website. Within 15 cal-

endar days your personal identification number

(PIN) will be mailed to your IRS address of

record. You will also receive confirmation materi-

als including instructions on how to obtain your

Internet password for secure use of EFTPS. For

more information or details on how to enroll, visit

www.EFTPS.gov or call EFTPS Customer Service

at 800-555-4477.

3. Paying by Credit Card

The IRS accepts your credit cards—VISA,

MasterCard, Discover Card, or American Express.

You can pay by credit card using one of two pri-

vate companies that provides this service. You’ll

have to pay the company a fee based on the

amount of your payment (the fee does not go to

the IRS). You can arrange to make your payment

by phone or through the Internet. You may con-

tact these companies at:

• LINK2GOV Corporation, 888-729-1040,

www.PAY1040.com

• Official Payments Corporation, 800-272-

9824, www.officialpayments.com.

4. Paying by Electronic Funds
Withdrawal

If you filed your tax return electronically, you

may pay your estimated tax through an electronic

funds withdrawal from your bank account. You

make your first payment when you electronically

file your Form 1040 for the previous year by

authorizing an electronic funds withdrawal from

your checking or savings account. Whether or not

you have a balance due on your electronically

filed tax return, you can schedule one estimated

tax payment with an effective date of April 15,

2006; June 15, 2006; or September 15, 2006. Do

not send in a Form 1040-ES payment voucher

when you schedule an estimated tax payment by

electronic funds withdrawal.

Keep Your Canceled Checks
It’s not unheard of for the IRS to make a

bookkeeping error and claim you paid less esti-

mated tax than you did or to apply your payment

to the wrong year. If this happens and you paid

by check, provide the IRS with a copy of the front

and back of your canceled estimated tax checks.

The agency encodes a series of tracking numbers

on the endorsement side of any check that enable

it to locate where payments were applied in its

system. For this reason, it is important to keep

your canceled estimated tax checks.

Don’t use money market checks to pay esti-

mated taxes or checks from an account in which

the bank doesn’t return the original checks to you.

Even if your bank promises to give you free cop-

ies of your checks, the copies may be so poor that

the IRS can’t read them.
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TELL THE IRS IF YOU MOVE

If you are making estimated tax payments

and you change your address during the

year, you’re expected to notify the IRS. You

can use IRS Form 8822, Change of Address,

for this purpose or you may send a signed

letter to the IRS Center where you filed your

last return stating:

• your full name and your spouse’s full

name

• your old address and spouse’s old ad-

dress (if different)

• your new address, and

• Social Security numbers for you and

your spouse.

E. Paying the Wrong Amount

If you pay too little estimated tax, the IRS will

make you pay a penalty. If you pay too much,

you can get the money refunded or apply it to

the following year’s estimated taxes.

1. Paying Too Little

The IRS imposes a monetary penalty if you under-

pay your estimated taxes. Fortunately, the penalty

is not very onerous. You have to pay the taxes

due plus a percentage penalty for each day your

estimated tax payments were unpaid. The per-

centage is set by the IRS each year.

The penalty has ranged between 6% and 8% in

recent years. This is the mildest of all IRS interest

penalties. Even if you paid no estimated tax at all

during the year, the underpayment penalty you’d

have to pay would be no more than 5% to 6% of

your total taxes due for the year.

You can find out what the current penalty

is in the most recent version of IRS Publica-

tion 505, Tax Withholding and Estimated Tax. You

can obtain the form by calling the IRS at 800-TAX-

FORM, visiting your local IRS office, or download-

ing it from the IRS website at www.irs.gov.

The penalty is comparable to the interest you’d

pay on borrowed money. Many self-employed

people decide to pay the penalty at the end of

the tax year rather than take money out of their

businesses during the year to pay estimated taxes.

If you do this, though, make sure you pay all the

taxes you owe for the year by April 15 of the fol-

lowing year. If you don’t, the IRS will tack on

additional interest and penalties. The IRS usually

adds a penalty of ½% to 1% per month to a tax

bill that’s not paid when due.

To avoid these charges, you can pay your esti-

mated taxes by credit card. But if you don’t pay

off your balance quickly, the interest you pay on

your credit card balance may exceed the IRS

penalty.

Because the penalty is figured separately for

each payment period, you can’t avoid having to

pay it by increasing the amount of a later pay-

ment. For example, you can’t avoid a penalty by

doubling your June 15 payment to make up for

failing to make your April 15 payment. If you

miss a payment, the IRS suggests that you divide

the amount equally among your remaining pay-

ments for the year. But this won’t avoid a penalty

on payments you missed or underpaid.

Because the penalty must be paid for each day

your estimated taxes remain unpaid, you’ll have

to pay more if you miss a payment early in the

tax year rather than later. For this reason, you

should try to pay your first three estimated tax

payments on time. You can let the fourth pay-

ment (due on January 15) go. The penalty you’ll

have to pay for missing this payment will likely

be very small.
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The IRS will assume you’ve underpaid your

estimated taxes if you file a tax return showing

that you owe $500 or more in additional tax, and

the amount due is more than 10% of your total

tax bill for the year.

If you have underpaid, you can determine the

amount of the underpayment penalty by complet-

ing IRS Form 2210, Underpayment of Estimated

Tax by Individuals, and pay the penalty when

you send in your return. Tax preparation pro-

grams can do this for you. However, it is not nec-

essary for you to compute the penalty you owe.

You can leave it to the IRS to determine the pen-

alty and send you a bill. If you receive a bill, you

may wish to complete Form 2210 anyway to

make sure you aren’t overcharged.

2. Paying Too Much

If you pay too much estimated tax, you have two

options: You may have the IRS refund the over-

payment to you, or you can credit all or part of

the overpayment to the following year’s estimated

taxes. Unfortunately, you can’t get back the inter-

est your overpayment earned while sitting in the

IRS coffers; that belongs to the government.

To take the credit, write in the amount you

want credited instead of refunded to you on line

68a of your Form 1040. The payment is consid-

ered to have been made on April 15. You can use

all the credited amount toward your first esti-

mated tax payment for the following year, or you

can spread it out any way you choose among

your payments. Be sure to take the amount you

have credited into account when figuring your

estimated tax payments.

It doesn’t make much practical difference

which option you choose. Most people take the

credit so they don’t have to wait for the IRS to

send them a refund check.  ■
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T his chapter covers statutory employee and

statutory independent contractor rules—

specific rules for people who work in certain

industries.

Read this chapter only if you work as a:

• business-to-business salesperson

• full-time life insurance salesperson

• clothing or needlecraft producer who

works at home

• driver who distributes food products,

beverages, or laundry

• direct seller, or

• licensed real estate agent.

If you fall within the first four categories, you

may be a statutory employee; read Section A,

below. If you fall within the last two categories,

you may be a statutory independent contractor

(IC); skip directly to Section B. If none of these

apply to you, skip this chapter.

A. Statutory Employees

If you are a business-to-business or life insurance

salesperson; clothing producer who works at

home; or driver who distributes food products,

beverages, or laundry; and if you also meet sev-

eral other primary requirements (see Section A1),

you are a “statutory employee.” This label comes

from the fact that, for certain purposes, Congress

has passed statutes (laws) that govern your

employment status.

Practically speaking, being a statutory

employee has only two consequences for you,

but neither of them is particularly good. Fortu-

nately, it’s easy to avoid being classified as a

statutory employee and to be an independent

contractor (IC) instead. (See Section A1.)

The first and worst consequence of statutory

employee status is that the hiring firms for which

you work must pay half of your Social Security

and Medicare taxes themselves and withhold the

other half from your pay for the IRS, just as for

any other employee. (See Chapter 13.) As a result,

you’ll receive less take-home pay. This is not only

because 7.65% of your earnings must be deducted

from your paychecks but also because hiring

firms will probably insist on paying you less com-

pensation than they would if you were an IC to

make up for the fact that they have to pay a

7.65% Social Security and Medicare tax for you.

The upside is that you won’t need to include

these Social Security and Medicare taxes in your

own estimated tax payments. (See Chapter 11.)

You’ll also receive a Form W-2, Wage and Tax

Statement, from the hiring firms for which you

work instead of a Form 1099-MISC, the form used

to report ICs’ income to the IRS. (See Chapter 13,

Section B1d.) The W-2 will show the Social Secu-

rity and Medicare tax withheld from your pay and

your Social Security and Medicare income. You’ll

have to file your W-2s with your tax returns, so

the IRS will know exactly how much income

you’ve earned as a statutory employee. The hiring

firms will also file a copy with the Social Security

Administration.

As a statutory employee, you report income

and earnings on Schedule C, Profit or Loss From

Business, the same form used by self-employed

people who are sole proprietors. Unlike regular

employees whose business deductions are strictly

limited, you can deduct the full amount of your

business expenses. (See Chapter 9.)

You are an IC for income tax purposes as long

as you qualify under the regular IRS rules. (See

Chapter 15.) If you qualify, no income tax need

be withheld from your compensation, so you’ll

have higher take-home pay. But you will need to

pay your income taxes four times during the year

in the form of estimated taxes. (See Chapter 11.)

Most hiring firms would prefer that you be

classified as an IC for employment tax purposes

instead of as a statutory employee. That would

allow them to avoid the burden of paying half of

your FICA (Social Security and Medicare) taxes

themselves and withholding your share from your
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pay. This chapter describes some simple ways

you can avoid this status. Doing so may help

you get work you might be denied as a statutory

employee.

IF YOU HAVE MULTIPLE BUSINESSES

If you have another business in which you

are not classified as a statutory employee,

you must file a separate Schedule C for that

business. You aren’t allowed to use expenses

from your statutory employment to offset

earnings from your self-employment.

EXAMPLE: Margaret works as a busi-

ness-to-business salesperson in which

she qualifies as a statutory employee.

She also works part time as a self-

employed marketing consultant. This

year she had $5,000 in travel expenses

from her selling job. She can’t deduct

any of this expense from her earnings

as a consultant. She can only deduct it

from her income as a salesperson.

When Margaret does her taxes, she

must file a separate Schedule C for

each of her occupations.

1. Requirements for Statutory
Employee Status

You’re a statutory employee only if you satisfy all

of these requirements:

• you perform services personally for the

hiring firm

• you make no substantial investment in the

equipment or facilities you use to work,

and

• you have a continuing relationship with the

hiring firm.

a. Personal service

You’re a statutory employee only if your oral or

written agreement with the hiring firm requires

you to do substantially all the work yourself. In

other words, you can’t hire helpers or subcontract

the work out to others.

b. No substantial investment

Statutory employees must not have a substantial

investment in equipment or premises used to

perform their work—for example, office space,

machinery, or office furniture. An investment is

substantial if it is more than an employee would

be expected to provide—for example, paying

office rent or buying expensive computer equip-

ment. Vehicles you use on the job do not count

as substantial investments.

c. Continuing relationship

A continuing relationship means you work for the

hiring firm on a regular or recurring basis. A

single job is not considered a continuing relation-

ship. But regular part-time or seasonal employ-

ment qualifies.
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AVOIDING STATUTORY EMPLOYEE STATUS

Even if you do the type of work normally

performed by a statutory employee, you can

avoid being classified as one. To do this, set

up your work relationship so that it does not

satisfy one or more of the three requirements

discussed in Section 1. For example, you

can:

• Sign a written agreement with the per-

son or firm that hires you stating that

you have the right to subcontract or

delegate the work out to others. This

way, you make clear that you don’t have

to do the work personally.

• Avoid having a continuing relationship

with any one hiring firm by working on

single projects, not ongoing tasks.

• Invest in outside facilities, such as your

own office.

However, even if you do these things,

some hiring firms may want to classify you

as a statutory employee because they don’t

understand the law. You may have to edu-

cate the people or firms you work for about

these rules.

2. Types of Statutory Employees

You won’t be a statutory employee just because

you satisfy the three threshold requirements

explained above. You must also satisfy additional

requirements for each type of statutory employee

occupation. These rules present you with yet

more ways to avoid statutory employee status. If

the type of work you do and the way you do it

don’t fall squarely within the additional rules

below, you won’t be classified as a statutory

employee.

a. Business-to-business salespeople

If you’re a business-to-business salesperson,

you’re a statutory employee only if you satisfy the

three threshold requirements discussed above

(see Section A1) and you also:

• work at least 80% of the time for one per-

son or company

• sell on behalf of, or turn your orders over

to, the hiring firm

• sell merchandise for resale or supplies for

use in the buyer’s business operations, as

opposed to goods purchased for personal

consumption at home, and

• sell only to wholesalers, retailers, contrac-

tors, or those who operate hotels, restau-

rants, or similar establishments (but this

does not include manufacturers, schools,

hospitals, churches, municipalities, or state

and federal governments).

EXAMPLE: Linda sells books to retail book-

stores for Scrivener & Sons Publishing Com-

pany. Her territory covers the entire Midwest.

She works only for Scrivener and is paid a

commission based on the amount of each

sale. She turns her orders over to Scrivener’s,

which ships the books to each bookstore

customer. Linda is a statutory employee of

Scrivener’s.

b. Life insurance salespeople

If your full-time occupation is soliciting life insur-

ance applications or annuity contracts, you’re a

statutory employee only if you satisfy the thresh-

old requirements explained in Section A1, and:

• you work primarily for one life insurance

company, and

• the company provides you with work

necessities such as office space, secretarial

help, forms, rate books, and advertising

material.
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EXAMPLE: Walter works full time selling life

insurance for the Old Reliable Life Insurance

Company. He works out of Old Reliable’s

Omaha office, where he is provided with a

desk, clerical help, rate books, and insurance

applications. Walter is Old Reliable’s statutory

employee.

c. Clothing or needlecraft producers

If you make or sew buttons, quilts, gloves, bed-

spreads, clothing, needlecraft, or similar products,

you’re a statutory employee only if you satisfy the

threshold requirements explained in Section A1,

and you:

• work away from the hiring firm’s place of

business—-usually in your own home or

workshop or in another person’s home

• work only on goods or materials the hiring

firm furnishes

• work according to the hiring firm’s specifi-

cations (generally, such specifications are

simple and consist of patterns or samples),

and

• are required to return the processed mate-

rial to the hiring firm or person designated

by it.

If your work setup meets all these require-

ments, the hiring firm must pay the employer’s

share of FICA on your compensation and with-

hold your share of FICA taxes from your pay.

However, no FICA tax is imposed if the hiring

firm pays you less than $100 for a calendar year.

EXAMPLE: Rosa sews buttons on shirts and

dresses. She works at home. She does work

for various companies, including Upscale

Fashions, Inc. Upscale provides Rosa with all

the clothing and the buttons she must sew.

The only equipment Rosa provides is a

needle. Upscale gives Rosa a sample of each

outfit showing where the buttons are sup-

posed to go. When Rosa finishes each batch

of clothing, she returns it to Upscale. Rosa is

a statutory employee.

d. Food, beverage, and laundry
distributors

You’re also a statutory employee if you work as a

driver and distribute meat or meat products, veg-

etables or vegetable products, fruits or fruit prod-

ucts, bakery products, beverages other than milk,

or laundry or dry cleaning to customers desig-

nated by the hiring firm as well as those you

solicit. It makes no difference whether you oper-

ate from your own truck or trucks that belong to

the person or firm that hired you.

EXAMPLE: Alder Laundry and Dry Cleaning

enters into an agreement with Sharon to pick

up and deliver clothing for its customers.

Sharon is a statutory employee because she

meets all three threshold requirements: Her

agreement with Alder acknowledges that she

will do the work personally, she has no sub-

stantial investment in facilities (her truck

doesn’t count because it’s used to deliver the

product), and she has a continuing relation-

ship with Alder.
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B. Statutory Independent
Contractors

If you’re a direct seller or licensed real estate

agent, you are automatically considered an inde-

pendent contractor for Social Security, Medicare,

and federal unemployment tax purposes, pro-

vided that:

• your pay is based on sales commissions,

not on the number of hours you work, and

• you have a written contract with the hiring

firm providing that you will not be treated

as an employee for federal tax purposes.

Consider yourself lucky, and be thankful that

your industry lobbyists were able to get these

special rules adopted by Congress. Because your

worker status is automatically determined by law,

hiring firms need not worry about the IRS. This

should make it very easy for you to get work as

an independent contractor in your chosen field.

You undoubtedly know whether or not you’re

a licensed real estate agent whom the IRS will

automatically classify as a statutory independent

contractor.

You’re a direct seller for IRS purposes if you

sell consumer products to people in their homes

or at a place other than an established retail

store—for example, at swap meets. Consumer

products include tangible personal property that

is used for personal, family, or household pur-

poses—for example, vacuum cleaners, cosmetics,

encyclopedias, and gardening equipment. It also

includes intangible products such as cable ser-

vices and home study educational courses.

EXAMPLE: Larry is a Mavon Guy. He sells

men’s toiletries door to door. He is paid a

20% commission on all his sales. This is his

only remuneration from Mavon. He has a

written contract with Mavon that provides that

he will not be treated as an employee for

federal tax purposes. Larry is a statutory non-

employee—that is, an independent contrac-

tor—for federal employment tax purposes.

If they also satisfy the requirements outlined

above, people who sell or distribute newspapers

or shopping news are also considered to be direct

sellers. This is true whether they are paid based

on the number of papers they deliver or whether

they purchase newspapers, sell them, and keep

the money they earn from the sales.  ■
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If, like many self-employed people, you hire

others to assist you or you incorporate your

business, it’s wise to learn a little about federal and

state tax requirements that apply to you and your

workers. This chapter covers these requirements.

If you do all the work in your unincorpo-

rated business yourself, you don’t need to

read this chapter.

A. Hiring People to Help You

Sooner or later, most self-employed people need

to hire people to help them—for example:

• A freelance graphic designer might hire a

part-time assistant to help meet a pressing

deadline from the biggest client.

• An architect might hire a computer consult-

ant to help choose and install a new com-

puter system and explain how to use new

design software.

• A seller of books from several publishers to

bookstores might hire someone to cover a

sales territory while the seller is on vacation.

Whenever you hire a helper, you need to be

concerned about obeying federal and state tax laws.

1. Independent Contractors Versus
Employees

The tax rules you have to follow when you hire

helpers differ depending upon whether your

helpers qualify as employees or as self-employed

independent contractors (ICs) by the IRS and

other government agencies.

If you hire an employee to help you in your

business, you become subject to a wide array of

state and federal tax requirements. You must

withhold taxes from your employees’ pay, and

you must pay other taxes for them yourself. You

must also comply with complex and burdensome

bookkeeping and reporting requirements.

If you hire an IC, you need not comply with

these requirements. All you have to do is report the

amount you pay the IC to the IRS and your state tax

department. However, hiring an IC is not necessarily

cheaper than hiring an employee. Some ICs charge

far more than what you’d pay an employee to do

similar work. Nevertheless, many self-employed

people still prefer to hire ICs instead of employees

because of the smaller tax and bookkeeping burdens.

2. Determining Worker Status

Initially, it’s up to you to determine whether any

person you hire is an employee or an IC. If you

decide that a worker is an employee, you must

comply with the federal and state tax require-

ments discussed in Section B. If you decide the

worker is an IC, you need only comply with the

income reporting and tax identification number

requirements covered in Section C.

However, your decision about how to classify

a worker is subject to review by various govern-

ment agencies, including:

• the IRS

• your state’s tax department

• your state’s unemployment compensation

insurance agency, and

• your state’s workers’ compensation insur-

ance agency.

Any agency that determines that you mis-

classified an employee as an IC may impose back

taxes, fines, and penalties.

Scrutinizing agencies use various tests to deter-

mine whether a worker is an IC or an employee.

The determining factor is usually whether you

have the right to control the worker. If you have

the right to control the way a worker does his or

her work—both as to the final results and the

details of when, where, and how the work is

done —then the worker is your employee. On the

other hand, if your control over the worker’s

work is limited to accepting or rejecting the final

results the worker achieves, he or she is an IC.

(See Chapter 15 for a detailed discussion of how

to determine whether a worker is an IC or an

employee.)
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SAFE HARBOR MAKES IT EASIER TO WIN AUDITS

A part of the Tax Code known as the “Safe

Harbor,” or Section 530, enables firms that

hire ICs to win IRS employment tax audits. If

you’re audited for employment tax purposes,

the auditor must first determine whether you

qualify for Safe Harbor protection. If you do,

no assessments or penalties may be imposed.

You may continue treating the workers in-

volved as ICs for these purposes, and the IRS

will not question their status.

This means you need not pay the

employer’s share of the workers’ Social Secu-

rity and Medicare taxes or withhold income

or Social Security taxes from their pay. How-

ever, the workers could still be considered

employees for other purposes, such as pen-

sion plan rules and state unemployment

compensation taxes.

To qualify for Safe Harbor protection, you

must satisfy three requirements. You must

have:

• filed all required 1099 forms for the

workers in question

• consistently treated the workers involved

and others doing substantially similar

work as ICs, and

• had a reasonable basis for treating the

workers as ICs—for example, treating

such workers as ICs is a common prac-

tice in your industry or an attorney or

accountant told you that the workers

qualified as ICs.

Part-Timers and Temps Can
Be Employees

Don’t think that a person you hire to work part

time or for a short period must be an IC. People

who work for you only temporarily or part time

are your employees if you have the right to con-

trol the way they work.

For a detailed discussion of the practical

and legal issues employers face when hir-

ing ICs, see Working With Independent Contrac-

tors, by Stephen Fishman (Nolo).

B. Tax Concerns When Hiring
Employees

Whenever you hire an employee, you become an

unpaid tax collector for the federal government.

You are required to withhold and pay both fed-

eral and state taxes for the worker. These taxes

are called “payroll taxes” or “employment taxes.”

You must also satisfy these requirements if

you incorporate your business and continue to

actively work in it. In this event, you will be an

employee of your corporation.

1. Federal Payroll Taxes

The IRS regulates federal payroll taxes, which

include:

• Social Security and Medicare taxes—also

known as FICA

• unemployment taxes—also known as

FUTA, and

• income taxes—also known as FITW.

Don’t Forget Yourself
Remember: Your corporation—and not you

personally—must pay these payroll taxes for you

if you incorporate your business and work as an

employee of your corporation. (See Chapter 2,

Section B.)

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/EF0DE668-BA17-48AF-B7634507589AA51D/111/159/
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IRS Publication 15 (Circular E), Employer’s

Tax Guide, provides detailed information

on federal payroll taxes. It is an outstanding

resource that you should have if you hire employ-

ees. You can get a free copy by calling the IRS at

800-TAX-FORM, visiting your local IRS office, or

downloading it from the IRS website at www.irs.gov.

PROS AND CONS OF HIRING EMPLOYEES VERSUS ICS

There are advantages and disadvantages to hiring both employees and ICs.

HIRING EMPLOYEES

Pros Cons

You don’t need to worry about government You must pay federal and state payroll taxes for
auditors claiming you misclassified employees. employees.

You can closely supervise employees. You must provide employees with office space and
equipment.

You can give employees extensive training. You are liable for your employees’ actions.

Employees can’t sue you for damages if they are You must usually provide employees with workers’
injured on the job, provided you have workers’ compensation coverage.
compensation insurance.

You automatically own any intellectual property You ordinarily provide employees benefits
employees create on the job. such as vacations and sick leave.

Employees can generally be fired at any time. You can be sued for labor law violations.

HIRING ICS

Pros Cons

You don’t have to pay federal and state payroll You risk exposure to audits by the IRS and other
taxes for ICs. agencies.

You don’t have to provide office space or You can’t closely supervise or train ICs.
equipment for ICs.

You are generally not liable for ICs’ actions. You may lose copyright ownership if you don’t
obtain an assignment of rights.

You don’t have to provide workers’ compensation ICs can sue you for damages if they are injured on
insurance for ICs. the job.

You don’t have to provide employee benefits to ICs. ICs may usually work for your competitors as well
as you.

Your exposure to lawsuits for labor law ICs usually can’t be terminated unless they violate
violations is reduced with ICs. their contract.

a. FICA

FICA is an acronym for Federal Income Contribu-

tions Act, the law requiring employers and

employees to pay Social Security and Medicare

taxes. The IRS imposes FICA taxes on both

employers and employees. If you hire an

employee, you must collect and remit his or her
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part of the taxes by withholding it from paycheck

amounts and sending it to the IRS. You must also

pay a matching amount yourself for each employee.

The IRS determines the amounts you must with-

hold and pay each year. For 2006, for example,

employers and employees are each required to pay

7.65% on the first $94,200 of an employee’s annual

wages. The 7.65% figure is the sum of the 6.2%

Social Security tax and the 1.45% Medicare tax.

There is no Social Security tax on the portion

of an employee’s annual wages that exceed the

$94,200 income ceiling. However, there is no

such limit on the Medicare tax: Both you and the

employee must pay the 1.45% Medicare tax on

any wages over $94,200. The ceiling for the Social

Security tax changes annually. You can find the

Social Security tax income ceiling as well as the

Social Security and Medicare tax rates for the

current year in IRS Publication 15 (Circular E),

Employer’s Tax Guide.

b. FUTA

FUTA is an acronym for the Federal Unemploy-

ment Tax Act—the law that establishes federal

unemployment insurance taxes. Most employers

must pay both state and federal unemployment

taxes. But even if you’re exempt from the state

tax, you may still have to pay the federal tax.

Employers alone are responsible for FUTA; you

may not collect or deduct it from employees’

wages.

You must pay FUTA taxes if:

• You pay $1,500 or more to employees dur-

ing any calendar quarter—that is, any three-

month period beginning with January,

April, July, or October, or

• You had at least one employee for some

part of a day in any 20 or more different

weeks during the year. The weeks don’t

have to be consecutive, nor does it have to

be the same employee each week.

Technically, the FUTA tax rate is 6.2%, but in

practice, you rarely pay this much. You are given

a credit of 5.4% if you pay the applicable state

unemployment tax in full and on time. This

means that the actual FUTA tax rate is usually

0.8%. In 2006, the FUTA tax is assessed on only

the first $7,000 of an employee’s annual wage—

which means that the FUTA tax usually is $56 per

year per employee.

c. FITW

FITW is an acronym for federal income tax with-

holding. When you hire an employee you’re not

only a tax collector for the government but you

are also a manager of your employee’s income.

The IRS fears that employees will not save

enough from their wages to pay their tax bill on

April 15. It also wants, of course, to speed up tax

collections. So the IRS tells you, the employer, not

to pay your employees their entire wages but to

send the money to the IRS. This practice is the

employee version of the estimated taxes that ICs

must pay. (See Chapter 11.)

As an employer, you must calculate and with-

hold federal income taxes from all your employ-

ees’ paychecks. You normally deposit the funds

in a bank, which transmits the money to the IRS.

Employees are solely responsible for paying fed-

eral income taxes; the employer’s only responsi-

bility is to withhold the funds and remit them to

the government.

You must ask each employee you hire to fill

out IRS Form W-4, Employee’s Withholding

Allowance Certificate. The information on this

form is used to help determine how much tax

you must withhold from the employee’s pay.

By January 31 of each year, you must give

each employee you hired the previous year a

copy of IRS Form W-2, Wage and Tax Statement,

showing how much he or she was paid and how

much tax was withheld for the year. You must also

send copies to the Social Security Administration.

You can obtain copies of these forms by call-

ing the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, visiting your local

IRS office, or downloading them from the IRS

website at www.irs.gov.
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For detailed information on FITW, see

IRS Publication 505, Tax Withholding and

Estimated Tax. You can obtain a copy by calling

the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, visiting your local IRS

office, or downloading it from the IRS website at

www.irs.gov.

d. Paying payroll taxes

You pay FICA, FUTA, and FITW either electroni-

cally or by making federal tax deposits at speci-

fied banks. The IRS will tell you how often you

must make your payroll tax deposits. The fre-

quency depends on the total taxes you pay. If

you pay by mail, you must submit an IRS Federal

Tax Deposit coupon (Form 8109-B) with each

payroll tax payment. If you have employees, you

must also report these payments to the IRS on

Form 941, Employer’s Quarterly Federal Tax

Return, after each calendar quarter in which you

have employees. Form 941 shows how many

employees you had, how much they were paid,

and the amount of FICA and income tax withheld.

Starting in 2006, employers with total employment

tax liability of $1,000 or less may file employment

tax returns once a year instead of quarterly. The

IRS is developing a new Form 944 for annual

filers.

Once each year, you must also file IRS Form

940, Employer’s Annual Federal Unemployment

Tax Return (or the simpler Form 940-EZ). This

form shows the IRS how much federal unemploy-

ment tax you owe.

Instead of depositing payroll tax payments by

check with specified banks, you may pay them

directly to the IRS electronically using the IRS’s

Electronic Federal Tax Payment System (EFTPS).

Using EFTPS, you can make deposits by phone or

computer. If you pay more than $200,000 in pay-

roll taxes each year, using EFTPS is mandatory. If

you pay less than $200,000, using the electronic

system is optional. For information on EFTPS or

to get an enrollment form, call EFTPS Customer

Service at 800-555-4477 or 800-945-8400.

Figuring out how much to withhold, doing

the necessary record keeping, and filling

out the required forms can be complicated.

Accounting software programs such as QuickBooks

can help with the calculations and can be used to

print out your employees’ checks and IRS forms.

If you don’t want to use EFTPS yourself, you

can hire a bookkeeper or payroll tax service to do

the work. Payroll tax services are usually not

expensive, especially if you only have one or two

employees.

e. Penalties for failing to pay
FICA and FITW

As far as the IRS is concerned, an employer’s

most important duty is to withhold and pay Social

Security and income taxes. Employee FICA and

FITW are also known as “trust fund taxes”

because the employer is deemed to hold the

withheld funds in trust for the U.S. government.

If you fail to pay trust fund taxes, you can get

into the worst tax trouble there is. The IRS can—

and often does—seize a business’s assets and

force it to close down if it owes back payroll

taxes. Although very rare, you can also get

thrown in jail.

At the very least, you’ll have to pay all the

taxes due plus interest. The IRS may also impose

a penalty known as the trust fund recovery pen-

alty if it determines that you willfully failed to pay

the taxes. The agency can claim you willfully

failed to pay taxes if you knew the taxes were

due and didn’t pay them. If you paid such taxes

in the past and then stopped paying them, that

constitutes pretty good evidence that you knew

the taxes were due.

The trust fund recovery penalty is also known

as the 100% penalty because the amount of the

penalty is equal to 100% of the total amount of

employee FICA and FITW taxes the employer

failed to withhold and pay to the IRS. This can be

a staggering sum. As a business owner, you’ll be
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personally liable for the 100% penalty—that is, you

will have to pay it out of your own pocket, even if

you’ve incorporated your business.

THEIR DOGS ATE THEIR HOMEWORK

You are responsible for making sure that

your FICA and FITW taxes are paid—even if

you hire someone else to deal with it for

you. For example, the IRS assessed a $40,000

penalty against two brothers in the floor cov-

ering business when their company failed to

pay FITW and FICA for its employees for

over two years. The brothers had the money

to pay the taxes and had entrusted the task

to an office manager. The manager failed to

make the payments. The brothers pleaded

ignorance, claiming that the manager inter-

cepted and screened the mail and altered

check descriptions and quarterly reports.

Both the IRS and the court were unmoved.

Although the court stated that it was not

unreasonable for the brothers to entrust the

payments to their office manager, the brothers

were still ultimately responsible to make sure

the taxes were paid and were therefore liable

for the penalty. (Conklin Bros. v. United

States, 986 F.2d 315 (9th Cir. 1993).)

For guidance on how to deal with the IRS

if you are having trouble meeting your

payroll tax obligations, see Tax Savvy for Small

Business, by Fred Daily (Nolo).

f. Rules for family members

Self-employed people often hire family members

to help them. A tax rule helps promote this family

togetherness: If you hire your child, spouse, or

parent as an employee, you may not have to pay

FICA and FUTA taxes.

Employing your child. You need not pay

FUTA taxes for services performed by your child

who is under 21 years old. You need not pay

FICA taxes for your child who is under 18 and

works in your trade or business or a partnership

owned solely by you and your spouse.

EXAMPLE:: Lisa, a 16-year-old, makes deliver-

ies for her mother’s mail order business,

which is operated as a sole proprietorship.

Although Lisa is her mother’s employee, her

mother need not pay FUTA taxes until Lisa

reaches 21 and need not pay FICA taxes until

Lisa reaches 18.

However, these rules do not apply—and you

must pay both FICA and FUTA—if you hire your

child to work for:

• your corporation, or

• your partnership, unless all the partners are

parents of the child.

EXAMPLE: Ron, a 17-year-old, works in a

computer repair business that is half owned

by his mother and half owned by her partner,

Ralph, who is no relation to the family. The

business must pay FICA and FUTA taxes for

Ron because he is working for a partnership

and not all of the partners are his parents.

In addition, if your child has no unearned

income (for example, interest or dividend

income), you must withhold income taxes from

your child’s pay only if it exceeds the standard

deduction for the year. The standard deduction

was $5,000 in 2005 and is adjusted every year for

inflation. Children who are paid less than this

amount need not pay any income taxes on their

earnings. However, you must withhold income

taxes if your child has more than $250 in un-

earned income for the year and his or her total

income exceeds $750.

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/8B17922C-836F-4F71-A67225892035843E/111/
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EXAMPLE 1: Connie, a 15-year-old girl, is

paid $4,000 a year to help out in her parent’s

home business. She has no income from inter-

est or any other source. Her parents need not

withhold income taxes from Connie’s salary.

EXAMPLE 2: Connie is paid $4,000 in salary

and has $500 in interest income on a savings

account. Her parents must withhold income

taxes from her salary because she has more

than $250 in unearned income (the interest)

and her total income for the year was more

than $750.

Employing your spouse. If you pay your

spouse to work in your trade or business, the

payments are subject to FICA taxes and federal

income tax withholding, but not FUTA taxes.

EXAMPLE: Kay’s husband, Simon, is a sole

proprietor computer programmer. Kay works

as his assistant, for which she is paid $1,500

per month. Simon must pay the employer’s

share of FICA taxes for Kay and withhold

employee FICA and federal income taxes

from her pay. Simon need not pay FUTA

taxes for Kay.

But this rule does not apply—and FUTA must

be paid—if your spouse works for:

• a corporation, even if you control it, or

• a partnership, even if your spouse is a part-

ner along with you.

EXAMPLE: Laura’s husband, Rob, works as a

draftsperson in Laura’s architectural consult-

ing firm, a corporation of which she is the

sole owner. The corporation must pay FICA,

FUTA, and FITW for Rob.

INCOME TAX BREAK FOR CHILD-EMPLOYEES

You must withhold income taxes from your

child’s pay only if it exceeds the standard

deduction for the year. The standard deduc-

tion was $5,000 in 2005 and is adjusted every

year for inflation. A child who is paid less

than this amount need not pay any income

taxes on his or her salary.

You might consider getting your child to

do some work around the office instead of

paying him or her an allowance for doing

nothing. If your child’s pay is below the

standard deduction amount, it is not only

tax-free, but you can also deduct the amount

from your own taxes as a business expense

if the child’s work is business-related—for

example, cleaning your office, answering the

phone, or making deliveries. However, you

can only deduct your child’s wages if they

are reasonable—that is, if they are about

what you’d pay a stranger for the same

work. Don’t try paying your child $100 per

hour for office cleaning so you can get a big

tax deduction.

If you pay your child $600 or more during

the year, you must file Form W-2 reporting

the earnings to the IRS. No matter how much

you pay your child, each year you should fill

out and have your child sign IRS Form W-4,

Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate.

If you pay your child less than $200 per

week, keep the form in your records. If you

pay your child more than $200 per week,

keep a copy of the form for your records

and file a copy of the form with the IRS.
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Employing a parent. The wages of a parent

you employ in your trade or business are subject

to income tax withholding and FICA taxes, but

not FUTA taxes.

EXAMPLE: Don owns and operates a graphic

design firm and employs Art, his father, as a

part-time designer. Because the firm is a busi-

ness, Don must pay the employer’s share of

FICA taxes for Art and withhold employee

FICA and federal income taxes from his pay.

Dan need not pay FUTA taxes for Art.

2. State Payroll Taxes

Employers in all states are required to pay and

withhold state payroll taxes for employees. These

taxes include:

• state unemployment compensation taxes in

all states

• state income tax withholding in most states,

and

• state disability taxes in a few states.

a. Unemployment compensation

Federal law requires that all states provide most

types of employees with unemployment com-

pensation, also called UC or unemployment

insurance.

Employers are required to contribute to a state

unemployment insurance fund. Employees make

no contributions, except in Alaska, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island, where employers

must withhold small employee contributions from

employees’ paychecks. Employees who are laid

off or fired for reasons other than serious miscon-

duct are entitled to receive unemployment ben-

efits from the state fund. You need not provide

unemployment for independent contractors.

If your payroll is very small—below $1,500 per

calendar quarter—you probably won’t have to

pay UC taxes. In most states, you must pay state

UC taxes for employees if you’re paying federal

UC taxes, also called FUTA taxes. (See Section

B1.) However, some states have more strict

requirements. Contact your state labor department

for details on your state’s law.

b. State income tax withholding

All states except Alaska, Florida, Nevada, South

Dakota, Texas, Washington, and Wyoming have

state income taxation. New Hampshire and Ten-

nessee impose state income taxes on dividend

and interest income only. If you do business in a

state that imposes state income taxes, you must

withhold the applicable tax from your employees’

paychecks and pay it to the state taxing authority.

No state income tax withholding is required for

workers who qualify as independent contractors.

It’s easy to determine whether you need to

withhold state income taxes for a worker: If your

state has state income taxes and you are withhold-

ing federal income taxes for a worker, you must

withhold state income taxes as well. Each state has

its own income tax withholding forms and proce-

dures. Contact your state tax department for

information.

c. State disability insurance

Five states have state disability insurance that pro-

vides employees with coverage for injuries or ill-

nesses that are not related to work. Injuries that

are job-related are covered by workers’ compen-

sation. (See Section B3.) The states with disability

insurance are: California, Hawaii, New Jersey,

New York, and Rhode Island. Puerto Rico also

has a disability insurance program.

In these states, employees contribute to dis-

ability insurance in amounts their employers with-

hold from their paychecks. Employers must also

make contributions in Hawaii, New Jersey, New

York, and Puerto Rico.
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Except in New York, the disability insurance

coverage requirements are the same as for UC

insurance. If you pay UC for a worker, you must

withhold and pay disability insurance premiums

as well. You need not provide disability for inde-

pendent contractors.

EMPLOYERS IN CALIFORNIA MUST

WITHHOLD FOR PAID LEAVE

In 2004, California became the first state in

the nation to provide its workers with paid

family and medical leave, including parental

leave. The program is funded by employees,

through an increase in the withholdings

employers take from their paychecks and

pay into the state’s disability insurance (SDI)

fund. To fund the paid leave program, Cali-

fornia employers must withhold a slightly

larger amount from their employees’ pay-

checks for SDI; there is no separate line item

withholding required specifically for the paid

leave program. For more information on the

program, go to www.edd.ca.gov/direp/

pflind.asp and click on the links on the left

side of the Web page.

3. Workers’ Compensation Insurance

Subject to some important exceptions, employers

in all states must provide their employees with

workers’ compensation insurance to cover work-

related injuries or illnesses. Workers’ compensa-

tion is not a payroll tax. You must purchase a

workers’ compensation policy from a private in-

surer or state workers’ compensation fund. (See

Chapter 6, Section F.)

C. Tax Concerns When Hiring
Independent Contractors

If you hire an independent contractor, or IC, you

don’t have to worry about withholding and pay-

ing state or federal payroll taxes or filling out lots

of government forms. This is one reason self-

employed people generally prefer to hire other

ICs rather than employees.

However, if you pay an unincorporated IC

$600 or more during the year for business-related

services, you must:

• file IRS Form 1099-MISC telling the IRS how

much you paid the worker, and

• obtain the IC’s taxpayer identification

number (or Social Security number if he or

she does not have one).

The IRS imposes these requirements because it

is very concerned that many ICs don’t report all

the income they earn to avoid paying taxes. To

help prevent this, the IRS wants to find out how

much you pay any ICs you hire and make sure it

has their correct taxpayer ID numbers.

The filing and ID requirements apply to all ICs

you hire who are sole proprietors or partners in

partnerships, which includes the vast majority of

ICs. However, they don’t apply to corporations,

probably because large businesses have a strong

legislative lobby. The IRS has attempted to

change the law to include corporations, but so far

it hasn’t succeeded.

This means that if you hire an incorporated IC,

you don’t have to file anything with the IRS.

EXAMPLE: Bob, a self-employed consultant,

pays $5,000 to Yvonne, a CPA, to perform

accounting services. Yvonne has formed her

own one-person corporation called Yvonne’s

Accounting Services, Inc. Bob pays the corpo-

ration, not Yvonne personally. Because Bob

is paying a corporation, he need not report

the payment on Form 1099-MISC or obtain

Yvonne’s taxpayer ID number.
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This is one of the main advantages of hiring

incorporated ICs, because the IRS uses Form 1099

as a lead to find people and companies to audit.

However, it’s wise to make sure you have

the corporation’s full legal name and federal

employer identification number. Without this

information, you may not be able to prove to the

IRS that the payee was incorporated. An easy way

to do this is to have the IC fill out IRS Form W-9,

Request for Taxpayer Identification Number, and

keep it in your files. This simple form merely re-

quires the corporation to provide its name, address,

and EIN. (You can obtain this form by calling the

IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, visiting your local IRS

office, or downloading it from the IRS website at

www.irs.gov.)

When in Doubt, File a Form 1099
The IRS may impose a $100 fine if you fail

to file a Form 1099 when required. But, far more

serious, you’ll be subject to severe penalties if the

IRS later audits you and determines that you mis-

classified the worker.

If you’re not sure whether you must file a

Form 1099-MISC for a worker, go ahead and file

one anyway. You lose nothing by doing so and

will save yourself the severe consequences of not

filing if you were legally required to do so.

For a detailed discussion of the conse-

quences of not filing a 1099 form, see

Working With Independent Contractors, by

Stephen Fishman (Nolo).

There is one exception to the rule that you

don’t have to file 1099 forms for payments to cor-

porations. You must report all payments of $600

or more you make to a doctor or lawyer who is

incorporated, where the payments are for your

business. You need not report payments you

make to incorporated doctors or lawyers for per-

sonal services—for example, if you hire a doctor

to take care of a personal health problem or hire

a lawyer to write your will.

1. Threshold for Income Reporting

You need to obtain an unincorporated IC’s tax-

payer ID number and file a 1099 form with the

IRS only if you pay the IC $600 or more during a

year for business-related services. It makes no dif-

ference whether the sum was one payment for a

single job or the total of many small payments for

multiple jobs.

EXAMPLE: Andre, a computer consultant,

hires Thomas, a self-employed programmer,

to help create a computer program. Andre

classifies Thomas as an IC and pays him

$2,000 during the year. Thomas is a sole pro-

prietor. Because Andre paid Thomas more

than $599 for business-related services, Andre

must obtain Thomas’s taxpayer ID number

and file Form 1099 with the IRS to report the

payment.

In calculating whether the payments made to

an IC total $600 or more during a year, you must

include payments for parts or materials the IC

used in performing the services. For example, if

you hire a painter to paint your home office, the

cost of the paint would be included in the tally.

However, not all payments you make to ICs

are counted toward the $600 threshold, as

explained above.

a. Payments for merchandise

You don’t need to count payments solely for mer-

chandise or inventory. This includes raw materials

and supplies that will become a part of merchan-

dise you intend to sell.

EXAMPLE: Betty pays $5,000 to purchase 100

used widgets from Joe’s Widgets, a sole pro-

prietorship he owns. Betty intends to repair

and resell the widgets. The payment need

not be counted toward the $600 threshold

because Betty is purchasing merchandise

from Joe, not services.

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/EF0DE668-BA17-48AF-B7634507589AA51D/111/159/
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b. Payments for personal services

You need only count payments you make to ICs

for services they perform in the course of your

trade or business. A trade or business is an activ-

ity carried on for gain or profit. You don’t count

payments for services that are not related to your

business, including payments you make to ICs for

personal or household services or repairs—for

example, payments to babysitters, gardeners, and

housekeepers. Running your home is not a profit-

making activity.

EXAMPLE: Joe, a self-employed designer,

pays Mary a total of $1,000 during the year

for gardening services for his residence. None

of the payments count toward the $600

threshold because they don’t relate to Joe’s

design business. Joe need not obtain Mary’s

taxpayer ID number or file a 1099 form

reporting the payments to the IRS.

2. Obtaining Taxpayer
Identification Numbers

Some ICs work in the underground economy—

that is, they’re paid in cash and never pay any

taxes or file tax returns. The IRS may not even

know they exist. The IRS wants you to help it find

these people by supplying the taxpayer ID num-

bers from all ICs who meet the requirements

explained above.

If an IC won’t give you his or her number or

the IRS informs you that the number the IC gave

you is incorrect, the IRS assumes the person isn’t

going to voluntarily pay taxes. So it requires you

to withhold taxes from the compensation you pay

the IC and remit them to the IRS. This is called

“backup withholding.” If you fail to backup with-

hold where required, the IRS will impose an

assessment against you equal to 28% of what you

paid the IC.

a. Avoiding backup withholding

Backup withholding can be a bookkeeping

burden for you. Fortunately, it’s very easy to

avoid. Have the IC fill out and sign IRS Form W-9,

Request for Taxpayer Identification Number, and

retain it in your files. (You can obtain this form

by calling the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, visiting your

local IRS office, or downloading it from the IRS

website at www.irs.gov.) You don’t have to file

the W-9 with the IRS. This simple form merely

requires the IC to list his or her name, address,

and taxpayer ID number. Partnerships and sole

proprietors with employees must have a federal

employer identification number (EIN), which they

obtain from the IRS. In the case of sole propri-

etors without employees, the taxpayer ID number

is the IC’s Social Security number.

If the IC doesn’t already have an EIN but

promises to obtain one, you don’t have to backup

withhold for 60 days after he or she applies for

one. Have the IC fill out and sign the W-9 form,

stating “Applied For” in the space where the ID

number is supposed to be listed. If you don’t

receive the IC’s ID number within 60 days, start

backup withholding.

b. Backup withholding procedure

If you are unable to obtain an IC’s taxpayer ID

number or the IRS informs you that the number

the IC gave you is incorrect, you’ll have to begin

backup withholding as soon as you pay an IC

$600 or more during the year. You need not

backup withhold on payments totaling less

than $600.

To backup withhold, deposit with your bank

28% of the IC’s compensation every quarter. You

must make these deposits separately from the

payroll tax deposits you make for employees.

Report the amounts withheld on IRS Form 945,

Annual Return of Withheld Federal Income Tax.

This is an annual return you must file by January
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31 of the following year. See the instructions to

Form 945 for details. You can obtain a copy of

the form by calling the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, vis-

iting your local IRS office, or downloading it from

the IRS website at www.irs.gov.

3. Filling Out Your Form 1099

You must file a 1099-MISC form for each IC to

whom you paid $600 or more during the year.

Each 1099 form contains multiple copies as well

as two parts that can be used for two different

workers. All your 1099 forms must be submitted

together along with one copy of Form 1096,

which is a transmittal form—the IRS equivalent of

a cover letter.

You must obtain original 1099 forms and Form

1096 from the IRS: You cannot submit down-

loaded or photocopied versions because the origi-

nal forms are printed in a way that the IRS can

scan during processing. Obtain these forms by

calling the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM or visiting your

local IRS office.

Filling out Form 1099-MISC is easy. Follow this

step-by-step approach. (A sample form is pro-

vided on the next page for your information, but

you must get original forms from the IRS.)

• List your name and address in the first box

for “PAYER’S name.”

• Enter your taxpayer identification number

in the box for “PAYER’S Federal identifica-

tion number.”

• The IC you have paid is called the “Recipi-

ent” on this form, meaning the person who

received the money. You must provide the

IC’s taxpayer identification number, name,

and address in the boxes indicated. For sole

proprietors, you must list the individual’s

name first, then you may list a different

business name, though this is not required.

You may not enter only a business name

for a sole proprietor.

• Enter the amount of your payments to the

IC in Box 7, “Nonemployee compensation.”

Be sure to fill in the right box or the Form

1099-MISC will be deemed invalid by the

IRS.

• If you’ve done backup withholding for an

IC who has not provided you with a tax-

payer ID number, enter the amount with-

held in Box 4.

The Form 1099-MISC contains five copies.

These must be filed as follows:

• Copy A, the top copy, must be filed with

the IRS no later than February 28 of the

year after payment was made to the IC. If

you don’t use the remaining two spaces for

other ICs, leave those spaces blank. Don’t

cut the page.

• Copy 1 must be filed with your state tax

authority if your state has a state income

tax. The filing deadline is February 28 for

most states, but check with your state tax

department to make sure. Your state may

also have a specific transmittal form or

cover letter you must use.

• Copy B and Copy 2 must be given to the

worker no later than January 31 of the year

after payment was made.

• Copy C is for you to retain for your files.

All the IRS copies of each 1099 form are filed

together with Form 1096, the simple transmittal

form. You must add up all the payments reported

on all the 1099 forms and list the total in the box

indicated on Form 1096. File the forms with the

IRS Service Center listed on the back of Form

1096.
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IRS FORMS 1099 AND 1096
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FILING 1099S ELECTRONICALLY

If you wish, you may file your 1099s with

the IRS electronically instead of by mail. You

must get permission from the IRS to do this

by filing IRS Form 4419, Application for Filing

Information Returns Magnetically/Electroni-

cally. If you file electronically, the deadline

for filing 1099s with the IRS is extended to

March 31. For more information, you can

visit the IRS website at www.irs.gov (click

on “IRS e-file”) or call the IRS Information

Reporting Program at 304-263-8700.

You may also send 1099 forms to your

ICs electronically—that is, by email. But you

may do this only if the contractor agrees. If

he or she doesn’t agree, you must deliver the

1099 by mail or in person.

4. State New Hire Reporting
Requirements

Several states require businesses that hire inde-

pendent contractors to file a report with a state

agency providing the contractor’s contact informa-

tion and how much the contractor is paid. The

purpose of this requirement is to aid in the

enforcement of child support orders issued

against independent contractors. The following

states impose reporting requirements for

independent contractors:

State Contact Information

California 916-657-0529 (phone)
916-319-4400 (fax)
www.edd.ca.gov/taxrep/txner.htm

Connecticut 860-263-6310 (phone)
800-816-1108 (fax)
www.ctnewhires.com

Iowa 877-274-2580 (phone)
319-226-7150 (fax)
https://secure.dhs.state.ia.us/epics

Massachusetts 617-626-4154 (phone)
617-376-3262 (fax)
www.cse.state.ma.us/programs/
newhire/nh_temp.htm

New Jersey 877-654-4737 (phone)
800-304-4901 (fax)
https://newhirereporting.com/
  nj-newhire/default.asp

Ohio 888-872-1490 (phone)
888-872-1611 (fax)
https://newhirereporting.com/
  oh-newhire/default.asp

         ■
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U nless it is your chosen trade, you probably

didn’t become self-employed so you could

be a bookkeeper or accountant. But even though

it can be a pain, all self-employed people need

to keep records of their income and expenses.

Among other things, keeping good records will

enable you to reap a rich harvest in tax deduc-

tions. Time spent on record keeping is usually

time well spent.

A. Simple Bookkeeping

Except in a few cases, the IRS does not require

that you keep any special kind of records. You

may choose any system suited to your business

that clearly shows your income and expenses. If

you are in more than one business, keep a sepa-

rate set of books for each business.

If, like most self-employed people, you run a

one-person service business and are a sole pro-

prietor, you don’t need a fancy or complex set of

books. You can get along very nicely with just a

few items. They include:

• a business checking account

• income and expense journals

• files for supporting documents, such as

receipts and canceled checks, and

• an asset log to support your depreciation

deductions if you buy business equipment

like computers or copiers.

Special Concerns If You Hire Employees
If you have employees, you must create

and keep a number of records, including payroll

tax records, withholding records, and employment

BENEFITS OF KEEPING RECORDS

Keeping good records will help you to do all of

the following things:

• Monitor the progress of your business.
Without records, you’ll never have an accu-

rate idea of how your business is doing.

You may think you’re making money

when you’re really not. Records can show

whether your business is improving or if

you need to make changes to increase the

likelihood of success.

• Prepare financial statements. You need

good records to prepare accurate financial

statements. These include income (profit

and loss) statements and balance sheets.

These statements can be essential in dealing

with your bank or creditors.

• Keep track of deductible expenses. You

may forget expenses when you prepare

your tax return unless you record them

when they occur. Every $100 in expenses

you forget to deduct will cost you about $43

in additional income and self-employment

taxes if you earn a mid-level income (in the

25% marginal tax bracket).

• Prepare your tax returns. You need good

records to prepare your tax return or to

enable an accountant to prepare your return

for you in a reasonable amount of time.

These records should show the income,

expenses, and credits you report on your tax

returns. Generally, these can be the same

records you use to monitor your business

and prepare your financial statements.

• Win IRS audits. If you’re audited by the

IRS, it will be up to you to prove that you

have accurately reported your income and

expenses on your tax returns. An IRS auditor

will not simply take your word that your

return is accurate. You need accurate records

and receipts to back up your returns.
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tax returns. You must keep these records for four

years.

For detailed information, see IRS Publication 15

(Circular E), Employer’s Tax Guide. You can get a

free copy by calling the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM,

visiting your local IRS office, or downloading it

from the IRS website at www.irs.gov.

Also, contact your state tax agency for your

state’s requirements. (See Appendix 3 for contact

information.)

1. Business Checkbook

One of the first things you should do when you

become self-employed is set up a separate check-

ing account for your business. Your business

checkbook will serve as your basic source of

information for recording your business expenses

and income. Deposit all your self-employment

compensation, such as the checks you receive

from clients, into the account and make all

business-related payments by writing checks from

the account. Don’t use your business account for

personal expenses or your personal account for

business expenses.

Keeping a separate business account is not

required by law if you’re a sole proprietor, but it

will provide many important benefits:

• It will be much easier for you to keep track

of your business income and expenses.

• It will prove helpful if you’re audited by

the IRS.

• It will help convince the IRS that you are

running a business and not engaged in a

hobby. Hobbyists don’t generally have

separate bank accounts for their hobbies.

(See Chapter 9.)

• It will help to establish that you’re an inde-

pendent contractor, not an employee.

Employees don’t have separate business

accounts.

a. Setting up your bank account

At a minimum, you’ll need to open a separate

checking account in which you will deposit all

your self-employment income and from which

you will pay all your business expenses.

There is no need to open your business check-

ing account at the same bank where you have

your personal checking account. Shop around

and open your account with the bank that offers

you the best services at the lowest price.

If you’re doing business under your own

name, consider opening up a second individual

account in your name and using it solely for your

business instead of opening a business account.

You’ll usually pay less for a personal account

than for a business account.

If you do open a business account, make sure

it is in your business name. If you’re a sole pro-

prietor, this can be your personal name. If you’ve

formed a corporation or limited liability company,

the account should be in your corporate or com-

pany name.

If you’re a sole proprietor and doing business

under an assumed name, you’ll likely have to give

your bank a copy of your fictitious business name

statement. (See Chapter 3.)

USE A SEPARATE CREDIT CARD

FOR BUSINESS

Use a separate credit card for business

expenses instead of using one card for both

personal and business items. Credit card

interest for business purchases is 100%

deductible while interest for personal pur-

chases is not. Using a separate card for busi-

ness purchases will help you keep track of

how much interest you’ve paid for business

purchases. The card doesn’t have to be in

your business name; it can just be one of

your personal credit cards.
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If you’ve incorporated, call your bank and ask

what documentation is required to open the

account. You will probably need to show the

bank a corporate resolution authorizing the open-

ing of a bank account and showing the names of

the people authorized to sign checks.

Typically, you will also have to fill out a sepa-

rate bank account authorization form provided by

your bank. You will also need to have a federal

employer identification number. (See Chapter 5.)

Similarly, if you’ve established a limited liabil-

ity company (see Chapter 2), you’ll likely have to

show the bank a company resolution authorizing

the account.

You may also want to establish interest-bearing

accounts for your business, in which you can

deposit cash you don’t need immediately. For

example, you may want to set up a business sav-

ings account or a money market mutual fund in

your business name.

b. Paying yourself

To pay yourself when you’re a sole proprietor,

write a business check to yourself and deposit the

money in your personal account. This is known

as a withdrawal or “personal draw.” Use your

personal account to pay your nonbusiness or

personal expenses.

c. When you write checks

If you already keep an accurate, updated personal

checkbook, simply do the same for your business

checkbook. If, however, like many people, you

tend to be lax in keeping up your checkbook,

you’re going to have to change your habits. Now

that you’re in business, you can’t afford this kind

of carelessness. Unless you write large numbers

of business checks, maintaining your checkbook

won’t take much time.

When you write business checks, you may

have to make some extra notations besides the

date, number, amount of the check, and the name

of the person or company to whom the check is

written. If it’s not clear from the name of the

payee what the check is for, describe the business

reason for the check—for example, the equip-

ment or service you purchased.

You can use the register that comes with your

checkbook and write in all this information manu-

ally or you can use a computerized register. (See

Section B.)

Don’t Write Checks for Cash
Avoid writing checks payable to cash,

because it’s unclear what specific business pur-

pose such checks have and might lead to ques-

tions from the IRS if you’re audited. If you must

write a check for cash to pay a business expense,

be sure to include the receipt for the cash pay-

ment in your records.

d. Making deposits

When you make deposits into your business

checking account, record in your check register:

• the date and amount of the deposit, and

• a description of the source of the funds—

for example, the client’s name.

2. Income and Expense Records

In addition to a business checkbook, you should

maintain income and expense records.

These records, which should be updated at

least monthly, will show you how much you’re

spending and for what and how much money

you’re making. They will also make it easier for

you or a tax pro to prepare your tax returns.

Instead of having to locate, categorize, and add

up the amount of each bill or canceled check at

tax time, you can simply use the figures in your

records.

You can track your expenses by creating what

accountants call a “chart of accounts”—a listing

by category of all your expenses and income. It’s

very easy to do this. You can do it manually on

ledger sheets (blank sheets are provided in
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Appendix 1) or you can set up a computer

spreadsheet program, such as Excel or Lotus, to

do it. Many inexpensive shareware spreadsheet

programs are also available.

If you already have or would prefer to use a

financial computer program such as Quicken, you

can do that instead of using the method described

in this section. See Section A3 for more informa-

tion about such programs.

a. Expense journal

Your expense journal will show what you buy for

your business. You can easily create it by using

ledger sheets you can get from any stationery or

office supply store. Get ledger sheets with at least

12 or 14 columns. Devote a separate column to

each major category of expenses you have. Alter-

natively, you can purchase accounting record

books with the expense categories already

printed on them. These cost more, however, and

may not offer categories that meet your needs.

(See Appendix 1 for a sample of an expense jour-

nal that you can copy or adapt and use.)

To decide what your expense categories

should be, sit down with your first month’s bills

and receipts and divide them up into categorized

piles. Some common expense categories many

self-employed people have include:

• business meals and entertainment

• travel

• telephone

• supplies and postage

• office rent

• utilities for an outside office

• professional dues, publications, and books

• business insurance

• payments to other self-employed people

• advertising costs

• equipment, and

• license fees.

You should always include a final category

called “Miscellaneous” for various expenses that

are not easily categorized.

Depending on the nature of your business,

you may not need all these categories—or you

might need additional or different headings. For

example, a graphic designer might have catego-

ries for printing and typesetting expenses or a

writer might have a category for agent fees.

You can add or delete expense categories as

you go along—for example, if you find your Mis-

cellaneous category contains many items for a

particular type of expense, add it as an expense

category.

You don’t need a category for automobile

expenses, because these expenses require a dif-

ferent kind of documentation for tax purposes.

In separate columns, list the check number for

each payment, the date, and the name of the

person or company paid. If you pay by check,

record its number in the check number column.

Once a month, go through your check register,

credit card slips, receipts, and other expense

records and record the required information for

each transaction. Also, total the amounts for each

category when you come to the end of the page

so you can keep a running total of what you’ve

spent for each category for the year to date.

The following example shows a portion of an

expense journal.

b. Income journal

The income journal shows you how much money

you’re earning and the source of each payment.

At a minimum, your income ledger should have

columns for the source of the funds—for

example, the client’s name—your invoice number

if there is one, the amount of the payment, and

the date you received it. If you have lots of differ-

ent sources of income, you can create different

categories for each source and devote separate

columns to them in your journal. (See Appendix 1

for a sample of an income journal that you can

copy or adapt and use.)
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EXPENSE JOURNAL

Date Check Transaction  Amount  Adver-  Outside Utilities Supplies  Rent  Travel   Equip-    Meals &      Misc.
  No.  tising  Contrac-   ment    Entertain-

 tors    ment

5/1 123 ABC Properties    500   500

5/1 124 Office Warehouse    150 150

5/10 VISA Computer World  1,000   1,000

5/15 VISA Cafe Olé      50     50

5/16 CASH Sam’s Stationery      50   50

5/18 125 Electric Co.      50   50

5/30 126 Bill Carter    500  500

TOTAL This Page  2,300  500   50  200  500   1,000     50

TOTAL Year to Date  7,900    200 2,000 250  400  2,500   300   1,500    250    500

INCOME JOURNAL

Source Invoice Amount Date Received

Joe Smith 123 $2,500 5/5

Acme Inc. 124 $1,250 5/15

Sue Jones Personal Loan $2,000 5/20

Total – – – $5,750 – – –

c. Automobile mileage and
expense records

If you use a car or other vehicle for business

purposes other than just commuting to and from

work, you’re entitled to take a deduction for gas

and other auto expenses. You can either deduct

the actual cost of your gas and other expenses or

take the standard rate deduction based on the

number of business miles you drive. In 2005, the

standard rate was 40.5 cents per mile for the first

eight months of the year and 48.5 cents per

mile for the last four months. (See Chapter 9,

Section E.)

Either way, you must keep a record of the

total miles you drive during the year. And if you

use your car for both business and personal use,

you must record your business and personal mile-

age. Obtain a mileage log book from a stationery

or office supply store; you can get one for a few

dollars. Keep it in your car with a pen attached.

Note your odometer reading in the logbook on

the day you start using your car for business.

Record your mileage every time you use your car

for business and note the business purpose for

the trip. Add up your business mileage when you

get to the end of each page in the logbook. This

way you’ll only have to add the page totals at the

end of the year instead of slogging through all the

individual entries.
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CAR MILEAGE AND EXPENSE LOGBOOK

Date Destination Business    Mileage at    Mileage at Business User’s Name
Purpose Beginning of Trip    End of Trip   Miles

5/1 Fresno See Art 50,000 50,100 100 Jack S.
Andrews—
potential
client

5/5 Stockton Delivered 50,500 50,550 50 Jack S.
documents
to Bill James

5/15 Sacramento Meeting at 51,000 51,100 100 Jack S.
Acme Corp.

TOTAL Business Miles 250

Below is an example of a portion of a page

from a mileage logbook.

If you think you may want to take the deduc-

tion for your actual auto expenses instead of the

standard rate, keep receipts for all your auto-

related expenses, including gasoline, oil, tires,

repairs, and insurance. You don’t need to include

these expenses, in your ledger sheets; just keep

them in a folder or envelope. At tax time, add

them up to determine how big a deduction you’ll

get using the actual expense method. Also add in

the amount you’re entitled to deduct for deprecia-

tion of your auto. (See Chapter 9, Section D4.)

Your total deduction using your actual auto

expenses may or may not be larger than the

deduction you’ll get using the standard rate.

Use a Credit Card for Gas
If you use the actual expense method for

car expenses, use a credit card when you buy gas.

It’s best that this be a separate card—either a gas

company card or a separate bank card. The

monthly statements you receive will serve as your

gas receipts. If you pay cash for gas, you must

either get a receipt or make a note of the amount

in your mileage logbook.

Costs for business-related parking (other than

at your office) and for tolls are separately deduct-

ible, whether you use the standard rate or the

actual expense method. Get and keep receipts for

these expenses.

3. Computer Programs to Track
Income and Expenses

There are a number of computer programs

designed to help people keep track of their

finances. The most popular are Quicken and

Microsoft Money. These programs work differently

than the manual or spreadsheet system described

in the preceding section, but they do the job just

as well, if not better.

Programs like Quicken work off a computer-

ized check register. You enter your deposits

(income) and withdrawals (expenses) from your

business checking account into the register. You

can also record cash and credit card expenses

using separate accounts. You note the category of

each income or expense item in the register.

Quicken can then take this information and auto-

matically create income and expense reports—

that is, it will show you the amounts you’ve spent

or earned for each category. It can also create
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profit-and-loss statements. You can even import

these amounts into tax preparation software, such

as TurboTax, when it’s time to do your income

taxes.

Quicken or Microsoft Money provide all the

tools most self-employed people will need to

keep their books. But far more sophisticated

accounting programs are available. Programs such

as QuickBooks, Mind Your Own Business, and

Peachtree Accounting can accomplish more com-

plex bookkeeping tasks, such as double entry

bookkeeping. You may need one of these pro-

grams if you sell goods and maintain an inventory.

4. Supporting Documents

The IRS knows very well that you can claim any-

thing in your books, because you create them

yourself. For this reason, the IRS requires that you

have documents to support the entries in your

books and on your tax returns. You don’t have to

file any of these documents with your tax returns,

but you must have them available to back up

your returns if you’re audited.

a. Income documents

When the IRS audits a small business, it usually

asks for both your business and your personal

bank statements. If you don’t have them, the IRS

may subpoena them from your bank. If your bank

deposits are greater than the income you report

on your tax return, the IRS auditor will assume

you’ve underreported your income and impose

additional tax, interest, and penalties.

To avoid this, you need to be able to prove

the source of all your income. Keep supporting

documents showing the source and amounts of

all the income you receive as an independent

contractor. This includes bank deposit slips,

invoices, and the 1099-MISC forms your clients

give you. Keep your bank statements as well.

b. Expense documents

You also need documents that support your

business expenses. In the absence of a support-

ing document, an IRS auditor will likely con-

clude that an item you claim as a business

expense is really a personal expense and refuse

to allow the deduction. If you’re in the mid-level

income, 25% tax bracket, every $100 in disal-

lowed deductions will cost you $25 in federal

taxes, plus interest and penalties. And your

income subject to Social Security tax for the year

will go up, costing you about $12 for every $100

in disallowed deductions.

Some people believe the only documentation

they need to prove that an expense was for their

business is a sales receipt. This is not the case. A

sales receipt only proves that somebody pur-

chased the item listed in the receipt. It does not

show who purchased it. You could write a note

on the receipt stating that you bought the item,

but you could easily lie. Indeed, for all the IRS

knows, you could hang around stores picking up

receipts people throw away to create tax deduc-

tions for yourself.

Likewise, a cancelled check is not adequate

documentation for a business expense. All a can-

celed check proves is that you spent money for

something. It does not show what you bought. Of

course, you can write a note on your check stat-

ing what you purchased, but why should the IRS

believe what you write on your checks yourself?

However, when you put a canceled check

together with a sales receipt (or an invoice, a cash

register tape, or a similar document), you have

concrete proof that you purchased the item listed

in the receipt. The check proves that you bought

something, and the receipt proves what that

something was.

Using a credit card is a great way to pay busi-

ness expenses. The credit card slip will prove that

you bought the item listed on the slip. You’ll also

have a monthly statement to back up your credit

card slips. You should use a separate credit card

for your business.
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PROVING PAYMENT WITH BANK STATEMENTS

Save supporting documents to prove to the IRS

that an expense was related to your business.

Sometimes it will be clear from the face of a

receipt, sales slip, or the payee’s name on your

canceled check that the item you purchased was

for your business. But if it’s not clear, note what

the purchase was for on the document.

c. Entertainment, meal, and travel
expense records

Deductions for business-related entertainment,

meals and travel are a hot-button item for the IRS

because they have been greatly abused by many

taxpayers. You need to have more records for

these expenses than for almost any others, and

they will be closely scrutinized if you’re audited.

Whenever you incur an expense for business-

related entertainment, meals, or travel, you must

document:

• the date the expense was incurred

• the amount

• the place

• the business purpose for the expense, and

• if entertainment or meals are involved, the

business relationship of the people at the

event—for example, their names and occu-

pations and any other information needed

to establish their business relationship to

you.

All this record keeping is not as hard as it

sounds. Your receipts will ordinarily indicate the

date, amount, and place in which you incurred

the expense. You just need to describe the

business purpose and business relationship if

Sometimes, you’ll need to use a bank account

statement to prove an expense. Some banks no

longer return canceled checks, or you may pay

for something with an ATM card or electronic

funds transfer. Moreover, you may not always

have a credit card slip when you pay by credit

card—for example, when you buy an item

over the Internet. In these situations, the IRS

will accept an account statement as proof

that you purchased the item. The chart below

shows what type of information you need to

include on such an account statement.

If payment is made by: The statement must show:

Check • Check number

• Amount

• Payee’s name

• Date the check amount was posted to

the account by the bank

Electronic funds transfer • Amount transferred

• Payee’s name

• Date the amount transferred was

posted to the account by the bank

Credit card • Amount charged

• Payee’s name

• Transaction date
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entertainment or meals are involved. You can

write this directly on your receipt.

EXAMPLE: Mary, a freelance computer pro-

grammer, has lunch with Harold, president of

Acme Technologies, Inc., to discuss program-

ming work. Her restaurant receipt shows the

date, the name and location of the restaurant,

the number of people served, and the amount

of the expense. Because Mary paid by credit

card, the receipt even shows the amount of

the tip. Mary just has to document the busi-

ness purpose for the lunch. She writes on the

receipt: “Lunch with Harold Lipshitz, Presi-

dent, Acme Technologies, Inc. Discussed

signing contract for programming services.”

You must keep supporting documents for

expenses (other than lodging) that tally more than

$75. Keep your receipts or credit card slips for

such expenses. Canceled checks alone are not

sufficient; you must also have the bill for the

expense.

d. Filing supporting documents

If you don’t have a lot of receipts and other docu-

ments to save, you can simply keep them all in a

single folder, shoebox, or other safe place.

If you have a lot of supporting documents to

save or are the type of person who likes to be

extremely well organized, separate your docu-

ments by category—for example, income, travel

expenses, equipment purchases, and so on. You

can use a separate file folder for each category or

get an accordion file with multiple pockets.

5. Asset Records

When you purchase property such as computers,

office furniture, copiers, or cellular telephones to

use in your business, you must keep records to

verify:

• when and how you acquired the asset

• the purchase price

• the cost of any improvements—for

example, a major upgrade for your computer

• the Section 179 deduction you took (see

Chapter 9, Section D1)

• the deductions you took for depreciation

(see Chapter 9, Section D2)

• how you used the asset

• when and how you disposed of the asset

• the selling price, and

• the expenses of the sale.

a. Use an asset log

Set up an asset log showing this information

for each item you purchase.

You can purchase asset logs from stationery or

office supply stores, or set one up yourself using

ledger paper or a spreadsheet program. (See

Appendix 1 for a sample log you can copy and

use.)

 You can also use a computer accounting pro-

gram such as Quicken Home & Business instead. If

you have an accountant prepare your tax returns,

he or she can create an asset log for you.

Be sure to keep your receipts for each asset

purchase, because they’ll usually verify what you

purchased, when you bought the asset, and how

much you paid.

EXAMPLE: Patty purchases a $3,200 computer

for her business on January 3. She uses it

exclusively for business and decides to

deduct the entire purchase price in a single

year using Section 179. She prepares the fol-

lowing asset log for the computer:
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Description Date Placed Cost or Other Business/ Section 179 Depreciation Basis for Method/ Recovery Rate or Depreciation
of Property in Service Basis Investment Deduction Prior Years Depreciation Convention Period Table % Deduction

Use %

Computer     1/3      3,200     100%    3,200         0         0      N/A     N/A    N/A       0

TOTAL    3,200       0

ASSET LOG

b. Listed property

“Listed property” is a term the IRS uses to refer to

a certain type of business asset that can easily be

used for personal as well as business purposes.

Listed property includes:

• cars, boats, airplanes, and other vehicles

• computers

• cellular phones, and

• any other property generally used for enter-

tainment, recreation, or amusement—for

example, VCRs, cameras, and camcorders.

The IRS imposes special record keeping

requirements to depreciate or take a Section 179

deduction for listed property. However, there

is one exception: You need not keep special

records of the time you use a business computer

if you use the computer 100% for business (not

for personal use) and keep it at your business

location (or home office, if you can take the

home office deduction).

EXAMPLE: Mary, a freelance writer, does all

of her work in her home office, which is

clearly her business location. She purchases a

computer for her office that she uses 100% for

writing. She doesn’t need to keep a log of her

business use.

If you use listed property for both business

and personal uses, you must document your

usage—both business and personal. Keep a log

book, business diary, or calendar showing the

dates, times, and reasons for which the property

is used. (See Appendix 1 for a sample log you

can copy and use.) You also can purchase log

books at stationery or office supply stores.

EXAMPLE: Bill, an accountant, purchases a

computer he uses 50% for business and 50%

for personal uses, such as to play games. He

must keep a log showing his business use of

the computer. Following is a sample from one

week in his log:

USAGE LOG FOR PERSONAL COMPUTER

Date  Time of Business Use Reason for Business Use   Time of Personal Use

5/1  4.5 hours   Prepared client tax returns   1.5 hours

5/2   3 hours

5/3   2 hours   Prepared client tax returns

5/4   2 hours
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B. How Long to Keep Records

You need to keep copies of your tax returns and

supporting documents available in case you are

audited by the IRS or other tax agency. You might

also need them for other purposes—for example,

to get a loan, mortgage, or insurance.

You should keep your records for as long as

the IRS has to audit you after you file your returns

for the year. These statutes of limitation range

from three years to forever and are listed in the

table below.

IRS STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

If: The limitation
period is:

You failed to pay all 3 years
the tax due

You underreported your 6 years
gross income for the year
by more than 25%

You filed a fraudulent return No limit

You did not file a return No limit

To be on the safe side, you should keep your

tax returns indefinitely. They usually don’t take

up much space, so this shouldn’t be a big hard-

ship. Your supporting documents probably take

up more space. You should keep these for at

least six years after you file your return. If you file

a fraudulent return, keep your supporting docu-

ments indefinitely (if you have any). If you’re

audited, they will show that at least some of your

deductions were legitimate.

Keep your long-term asset records for three

years after the depreciable life of the asset ends.

For example, keep records for five-year property

(such as computers) for eight years. You should

keep your ledger sheets for as long as you’re in

business, because a potential buyer of your busi-

ness might want to see them.

C. If You Don’t Have Proper Tax
Records

Because you’re human, you may not have kept all

the records required to back up your tax deduc-

tions. Don’t despair, all is not lost—you may be

able to fall back on what is known as the “Cohan

rule.” This rule (named after the Broadway enter-

tainer George M. Cohan, who was involved in a

tax case in the 1930s) is the taxpayer’s best friend.

The Cohan rule recognizes that all business-

people must spend at least some money to stay

in business, so they must have had at least some

deductible expenses, even if they don’t have

adequate records to back them up.

  If you’re audited and lack adequate records

for a claimed deduction, the IRS can use the

Cohan rule to make an estimate of how much

you must have spent and allow you to deduct

that amount. However, you must provide at least

some credible evidence on which to base this

estimate, such as receipts, canceled checks, notes

in your appointment book, or other records.

Moreover, the IRS will allow you to deduct only

the smallest amount you must have spent, based

on the records you provide. In addition, the

Cohan rule cannot be used for travel, meal, enter-

tainment, or gift expenses, or for listed property.

If an auditor claims you lack sufficient records

to back up a deduction, you should always bring

up the Cohan rule and argue that you should still

get the deduction based on the records you do

have. At best, you’ll probably get only part of

your claimed deductions. If the IRS auditor disal-

lows your deductions entirely or doesn’t give you

as much as you think you deserve, you can

appeal in court and bring the Cohan rule up

again there; you might have more success making

this argument to a judge. However, you can’t

compel an IRS auditor or a court to apply the

Cohan rule in your favor. They have discretion to

decide whether to apply the rule and how large a

deduction to give you.
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EXAMPLE: Ajuba Gaylord had a part-time

business as a home-based salesperson. One

year, she took a $474 deduction for postage

and over $1,100 for meals and entertainment.

The IRS disallowed both deductions because

she had no documentary evidence showing

that the expenses were for her business.

However, the tax court applied the Cohan

rule and allowed her a $75 deduction for

postage. It reasoned that this was the least

that she must have spent, given the nature of

her business. However, the court would not

use the Cohan rule to grant her a deduction

for meal and entertainment expenses.

(Gaylord v. Comm’r., T.C. Memo 2003-273.)

RECONSTRUCTING TAX RECORDS

If you can show that you possessed adequate

records at one time, but now lack them due

to circumstances beyond your control, you

may reconstruct your records for an IRS

audit. Circumstances beyond your control

include acts of nature such as floods, fires,

earthquakes, or theft. (Treas. Reg.

1.275.5(c)(5).) Losing your tax records while

moving does not constitute a circumstance

beyond your control. Reconstructing records

means you either create brand new records

specifically for your audit or you obtain

other evidence to corroborate your deduc-

tions—for example, statements from people

or companies from whom you purchased

items for your business.

D. Accounting Methods

An accounting method is a set of rules used to

determine when and how your income and

expenses are reported. Accounting methods might

sound like a rather dry subject, but your choice

about how to account for your business expenses

and income will have a huge impact on your tax

deductions. You don’t have to become an expert

on the subject, but you should understand the

basics.

You choose an accounting method when you

file your first tax return for your business. If you

want to change your accounting method later,

you must get IRS approval. If you operate two or

more separate businesses, you can use a different

accounting method for each—for example, a

dentist who also operates a separate laboratory

business may use separate accounting methods

for each business. (A business is separate for tax

purposes only if you keep a separate set of books

and records for it.)

There are two basic methods of accounting:

cash basis and accrual basis. Most professionals

use the cash basis method.

1. Cash Method

The cash basis method is by far the simpler

method of accounting. Individuals who are not in

business use this method, as do most small busi-

nesses that provide services and don’t maintain

inventory or offer credit. However, if you sell

merchandise and keep an inventory, you might

have to use the accrual method. (See Section 2,

below.)

The cash method is based on the common-

sense idea that you haven’t earned income for tax

purposes until you actually receive the money,

and you haven’t incurred an expense until you

actually pay the money. Using the cash basis

method, then, is like maintaining a checkbook.

You record income only when the money is

received and expenses only when they are
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actually paid. If you borrow money to pay busi-

ness expenses, you incur an expense under the

cash method only when you make payments on

the loan.

EXAMPLE 1: Helen, a marketing consultant,

completes a market research report on Sep-

tember 1, 2006, but isn’t paid by the client

until February 1, 2007. Using the cash

method, Helen records the payment in Febru-

ary 2007—when it’s received.

EXAMPLE 2: On December 1, 2006, Helen

goes to the Acme electronics store and buys a

laser printer for her consulting business. She

buys the item on credit from Acme—she’s not

required to make any payments until March 1,

2007. Helen does not record the expense

until 2007, when she actually pays for the

printer.

WHEN IS AN EXPENSE PAID?

Although it’s called the cash method, a

business expense is paid when you pay for it

by check, credit card, or electronic funds

transfer, as well as by cash. If you pay by

check, the amount is deemed paid during

the year in which the check is drawn and

mailed—for example, a check dated Decem-

ber 31, 2006, is considered paid during 2006

only if it has a December 31, 2006, postmark.

If you’re using a check to pay a substantial

expense, you may wish to mail it by certified

mail so you’ll have proof of when it was mailed.

a. Constructive receipt

Under the cash method, payments are “construc-

tively received” when an amount is credited to

your account or otherwise made available to you

without restrictions. Constructive receipt is as

good as actual receipt. If you authorize someone

to be your agent and receive income for you, you

are considered to have received it when your

agent receives it.

EXAMPLE: Interest is credited to your busi-

ness bank account in December 2006, but

you do not withdraw it or enter it into your

passbook until 2007. You must include the

amount in gross business income for 2006,

not 2007.

b. No postponing income

You cannot hold checks or other payments from

one tax year to another to avoid paying tax on

the income. You must report the income in the

year the payment is received or made available to

you without restriction.

EXAMPLE: On December 1, 2006, Helen

receives a $5,000 check from a client. She

holds the check and doesn’t cash it until

January 10, 2007. She must still report the

$5,000 as income for 2006 because she con-

structively received it that year.

c. Prepayment of expenses

The general rule is that you cannot prepay

expenses when you use the cash method—you

can’t hurry up the payment of expenses by pay-

ing them in advance. An expense you pay in

advance can be deducted only in the year to

which it applies.

However, an important exception to the gen-

eral rule, called the 12-month rule, went into

effect in 2004. Under the 12-month rule, you may

deduct a prepaid expense in the current year if

the expense is for a right or benefit that extends

no longer than the earlier of:
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• 12 months, or

• until the end of the tax year after the tax

year in which you made the payment.

EXAMPLE 1: You are a calendar year tax-

payer and you pay $10,000 on July 1, 2006,

for a small business insurance policy that is

effective for one year beginning July 1, 2006.

The 12-month rule applies because the

benefit you’ve paid for—a business insurance

policy—extends only 12 months into the

future. Therefore, the full $10,000 is deduct-

ible in 2006.

EXAMPLE 2: You are a calendar year tax-

payer and you pay $3,000 in 2006 for a busi-

ness insurance policy that is effective for

three years, beginning July 1, 2006. This pay-

ment does not qualify for the 12-month rule

because the benefit extends more than 12

months. Therefore, you must use the general

rule: $500 is deductible in 2006; $1,000 is

deductible in 2007; $1,000 is deductible in

2008; and $500 is deductible in 2009.

To use the 12-month rule, you must apply it

when you first start using the cash method for

your business. If you haven’t been using the rule

and want to start doing so, you must get IRS

approval. You must file IRS Form 3115, Applica-

tion for Change in Accounting Method, but such

IRS approval is granted automatically. (See

“Obtaining IRS Permission to Change Your

Accounting Method,” in Subsection D2c, below.)

2. Accrual Method

In the accrual basis method of accounting, you

report income or expenses as they are earned or

incurred, rather than when they are actually col-

lected or paid. Many self-employed people do not

favor the accrual method because it can be com-

plicated to use and can require them to pay tax

on income they haven’t actually received.

a. When income is received

With the accrual method, transactions are counted

as income when a service is provided, an order is

made, or an item is delivered, regardless of when

the money for it (the receivable) is actually

received or paid. As a result, you can end up

owing taxes on income you haven’t been paid.

This is particularly bad news for self-employed

people, who often have to wait a while before

they are paid by their clients or customers.

EXAMPLE: Andrea, an architect, uses the

accrual method of accounting. She is hired by

a client to design a house. She finishes the

job on December 15, 2006, and bills the cus-

tomer for $25,000 that same day. However,

the client turned out to be a slow payer. By

April 15, 2007, Andrea still hadn’t received

her fee. However, because she’s an accrual

basis taxpayer, she must include the $25,000

as income on her 2006 tax return and pay

taxes on it. Under the accrual method, the

$25,000 became taxable income the year

Andrea earned the money by completing her

architecture services. It’s immaterial that

Andrea has not actually been paid.

Obviously, if you have many clients who owe

you money, you could end up having to pay

substantial taxes on income you haven’t received.

If it turns out that a client will never pay you, you

may deduct the amount you’re owed as a bad

debt, but this will just wipe out the income

you’ve already paid tax on in a prior year.

b. When expenses are incurred

Under the accrual method, you generally deduct a

business expense when:

• you are legally obligated to pay the

expense

• the amount you owe can be determined

with reasonable accuracy, and

• you have received or used the property or

services involved.
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EXAMPLE: Bill, the owner of a welding shop,

borrows $10,000 from his bank to help pay

his business operating expenses. He signs a

promissory note on Dec. 15, 2006, and

receives the money the same day but doesn’t

start making payments to the bank until Janu-

ary 2007. Bill can deduct the expense in 2006

because on Dec. 15, 2006, he became legally

obligated to pay the expense by signing the

note, the amount of the expense can be

determined from the note, and he received

the money that day.

Thus, when you use the accrual method, you

can take a deduction for an expense you incur

even if you don’t actually pay for it until the fol-

lowing year. You can’t do this under the cash

basis method. There are obvious advantages to

getting a tax deduction in the current year with-

out actually having to shell out any money until

the following year.

c. Businesses that must use the accrual
method, and exceptions

Businesses that sell, produce, or purchase mer-

chandise and maintain an inventory are ordinarily

required to use the accrual method. However, an

important rule change took effect in 2001 that

permits most self-employed people to use the

cash method, even if they carry an inventory.

The rule change created two big exceptions to

the requirement that businesses with inventories

use the accrual method:

• Exception #1: Businesses that earn less
than $1 million. Even if you deal in mer-

chandise, you may use the cash method if

your average annual gross receipts were $1

million or less for the three tax years end-

ing with the prior tax year.

• Exception #2: Some businesses that
earn less than $10 million. Even if your

business earns more than $1 million per

year, you may use the cash basis method if

your average annual gross receipts were

$10 million or less for the three tax years

ending with the prior tax year, and your

principal business is providing services.

(Rev. Proc. 2001-10, 2001-2 I.R.B. 272; Rev.

Proc. 2001-21, 2001-9 I.R.B. 742.)

So, as long as your business earns less than

$10 million per year, you may be able to use the

cash method even if you sell merchandise. How-

ever, you may only deduct the cost of inventory

that you sell during the year.

OBTAIING IRS PERMISSION TO CHANGE

YOUR ACCOUNTING METHOD

You choose your accounting method by

checking a box on your tax form when you

file your tax return for the first year you are

in business. Once you choose a method, you

cannot change it without getting permission

from the IRS. Permission is granted automati-

cally for many types of changes, including

using the 12-month rule to deduct prepaid

expenses. You must file IRS Form 3115,

Application for Change in Accounting

Method, with your tax return for the year

you want to make the change (if the change

is granted automatically).

E. Tax Year

You are required to pay taxes for a 12-month

period, also known as the “tax year.” Sole propri-

etors, partnerships, limited liability companies,

S corporations, and personal service corporations

(see Chapter 2) are required to use the calendar

year as their tax years—that is, January 1 through

December 31.

However, there are exceptions that permit

some small businesses to use a tax year that does

not end in December, also known as a “fiscal
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year.” You need to get IRS permission to use a

fiscal year. The IRS doesn’t like businesses to use

fiscal years, but it might grant you permission if

you can show a good business reason for it.

One good reason to use a fiscal year is that

your business is seasonal. For example, if you

earn most of your income in the spring and incur

most of your expenses in the fall, a tax year end-

ing in July or August might be better than a calen-

dar tax year ending in December, because the

income and expenses on each tax return will be

more closely related. To get permission, you must

file IRS Form 8716, Election to Have a Tax Year

Other Than a Required Tax Year.  ■
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The IRS and other government agencies that

rely on employee withholdings and taxes

would prefer you to be an employee rather than a

self-employed person. This chapter shows you

how to avoid being viewed as an employee when

you work for yourself.

The terms generally used to describe self-

employed people for tax purposes are “inde-

pendent contractor” or “IC.” These terms are,

therefore, used throughout this chapter.

A. Who Decides Your Work
Status?

Initially, it’s up to you and each hiring firm you

deal with to decide whether you should be classi-

fied as an independent contractor or an employee.

But the decision about how you should be classi-

fied is subject to review by various government

agencies, including:

• the IRS

• your state’s tax department

• your state’s unemployment compensation

insurance agency

• your state’s workers’ compensation insur-

ance agency, and

• the U.S. Department of Labor and the

National Labor Relations Board.

The IRS considers worker misclassification to

be a serious problem that costs the U.S. govern-

ment billions of dollars in taxes that would other-

wise be paid if the workers were classified as

employees and taxes were automatically withheld

from their paychecks. Most state agencies live by

the same theory.

The IRS or your state tax department might

question your status in a routine audit of your tax

returns. More commonly, however, you’ll come to

the government’s attention if it investigates the

classification practices of a firm that hired you.

Government auditors may question you and

examine your and your hiring firm’s records.

Because the rules for determining whether you’re

an independent contractor or employee are rather

vague and subjective, it’s often easy for the gov-

ernment to claim that you’re an employee even

though both you and the hiring firm sincerely

believed you qualified as an independent contrac-

tor. (See Section D.)

B. What Happens If the
Government Reclassifies You?

If you’re like most independent contractors, you

probably think that a government agency determi-

nation that one or more of the firms that hire you

should classify you as an employee is solely the

hiring firm’s problem. Unfortunately, this is not

the case. What’s bad for the firms that hire you

can also be very bad for you.

If the IRS or another government agency audits

you or a hiring firm you’ve worked for and deter-

mines that you should have been classified as an

employee instead of an independent contractor, it

can and probably will impose assessments and

penalties on the firm. Some companies have gone

bankrupt because of such assessments.

Rest assured that the government will not

penalize or fine you if you’ve been misclassified

as an independent contractor. However, you can

be affected adversely in other ways. For example,

the hiring firm may dispense with your services

because it doesn’t want to pay the additional

expenses involved in treating you as an employee.

It is not unusual for IRS settlement agreements

with hiring firms to require that the firms termi-

nate contracts with independent contractors—with

no input from the independent contractors them-

selves. Or the hiring firm may insist on reducing

your compensation to make up for the extra

employee expenses. And even if none of these

things happen, you’ll likely be treated differently

on the job. For example, the hiring firm—now

your employer—will probably expect you to

follow its orders and may attempt to restrict you

from working for other companies.
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WORKER GETS THE AX

WHEN THE IRS CALLS

Dave, a financial analyst, was hired by a

large New York bank and classified as an

independent contractor for IRS purposes. He

signed an independent contractor agreement

and submitted invoices to the bank’s

accounting department to be paid. The bank

withheld no taxes from his pay, paid no

Social Security or Medicare taxes for him,

and provided him with no employee

benefits.

Otherwise, however, Dave was treated

largely as an employee. He worked on a

team along with regular bank employees and

shared their supervisor. He performed the

same functions as the employees and

worked the same core hours. Because the

bank required him to work at its headquar-

ters, he received an admittance card key,

office equipment, and supplies from the

bank.

Dave’s happy worklife changed abruptly

when the IRS notified the bank that it

wanted to examine its employment records

to determine whether the company was

complying with tax laws. Fearing that it

should have classified Dave as an employee

instead of an independent contractor, the

bank summarily fired him in the hope this

would lessen potential problems with IRS

auditors. It didn’t work. The bank was

required to reclassify Dave as an employee

for the two years he had worked for the

bank. Dave was entitled to a refund of half

of his SE Social Security and Medicare taxes

for those years, and he was able to collect

unemployment benefits, but he was still out

of a job.

1. Tax Consequences

An IRS determination that you should be classi-

fied as an employee can also have adverse tax

consequences for you: You will have to file

amended tax returns for the years involved. On

the plus side, you’ll be entitled to claim a refund

for half the self-employment taxes you paid on

the compensation you received as a misclassified

independent contractor.

But you might lose valuable business deduc-

tions because business expenses, such as home

offices and health insurance premiums, are either

not deductible or limited for employees. You’ll

end up owing more taxes if the value of these

lost deductions exceeds the amount of your self-

employment tax refund. Your employer will also

have to start withholding your income tax and

Social Security tax from your pay.

From a tax perspective, however, by far the

worst thing that can happen to you if you’re

reclassified as an employee by the IRS is that any

Keogh retirement plan you have will lose its tax-

qualified status. Generally, in a Keogh plan, your

contributions are tax deductible, and you don’t

pay any tax on the interest your investment earns

until you retire. (See Chapter 16.) But if your

Keogh is disqualified, you’ll have to pay tax on

your contributions and on the interest you’ve

earned from your investments. If you have a sub-

stantial amount invested in a Keogh plan, you

could face a staggering tax bill.

2. Qualifying for Employee Benefits

One good thing that can happen if you’re reclassi-

fied as an employee is that you may qualify for

benefits your employer gives to its other employ-

ees, such as health insurance, pension benefits,

and unemployment insurance.

If you’ve incurred out-of-pocket expenses for

medical care, you may be entitled to reimburse-

ment. However, these benefits may be short-lived

if the hiring firm decides it can’t afford to keep

you on as an employee.
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IRS AUDIT SILENCES INDEPENDENT

CONTRACTOR’S VOICE

John, a New Hampshire–based voice actor

who narrated corporate videos and TV com-

mercials, thought he was an independent

contractor. He was characterized as one by

hundreds of clients, for whom he usually

worked for only a few hours or days.

However, when the IRS audited him, it

determined that he was really his clients’ tem-

porary employee because he worked on the

clients’ premises and some of his clients paid

his union dues. When John told his clients that

they had to classify him as an employee, issue

a W-2, and pay payroll taxes, some of them

told him they couldn’t afford to hire him any-

more because of the added expense.

In addition, John had to refile his tax

returns for the years in question and

recharacterize the compensation he received

as wages instead of self-employment income.

John was entitled to a refund for half of the

self-employment taxes he paid on this com-

pensation. But he lost some substantial busi-

ness deductions—for example, a $10,000

deduction he took in one year for mileage

and auto expenses. The loss of these deduc-

tions more than outweighed the refund of

self-employment taxes. As a result, John lost

work for future years and had to pay more

taxes for past years.

C. Determining Worker Status

Various government agencies and courts use

slightly different tests to determine how workers

should be classified. Unfortunately, these tests are

confusing, subjective, and often don’t lead to a

conclusive answer about whether you’re an inde-

pendent contractor or employee. This is why

some hiring firms are afraid to hire independent

contractors.

This section provides an overview of the most

important test for independent contractor status.

However, it’s practically impossible for anyone to

learn and follow all the different tests various

government agencies use to determine worker

status. You’ll be better off simply following the

guidelines this book suggests for preserving your

independent contractor status. (See Section E.)

Most, but not all, government agencies use the

“right of control” test to determine whether you’re

an employee or independent contractor. You’re

an employee under this test if a hiring firm has

the right to direct and control how you work—

both as to the final results and as to the details of

when, where, and how you perform the work.

The employer may not always exercise this

right—for example, if you’re experienced and

well trained, your employer may not feel the

need to closely supervise you. But if the

employer has the right to do so, you’re still

considered an employee.

EXAMPLE 1: Mary takes a job as a hamburger

cook at the local AcmeBurger. AcmeBurger

personnel carefully train her in how to make

an AcmeBurger burger—including the type

and amount of ingredients to use, the tem-

perature at which the burger should be

cooked, and so on.
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Once Mary starts work, AcmeBurger man-

agers closely supervise how she does her job.

Virtually every aspect of Mary’s behavior on

the job is under AcmeBurger control—includ-

ing what time she arrives at and leaves work,

when she takes her lunch break, what she

wears, and the sequence of the tasks she must

perform. If Mary proves to be an able and

conscientious worker, her supervisors may

not look over her shoulder very often. But

they have the right to do so at any time. Mary

is AcmeBurger’s employee.

In contrast, you’re an independent contractor if

the hiring firm does not have the right to control

how you do the job. Because you’re an indepen-

dent businessperson not solely dependent on

the firm for your livelihood, its control is limited

to accepting or rejecting the final results you

achieve. Or if a project is broken down into stages

or phases, the firm’s input is limited to approving

the work you perform at each stage. Unlike an

employee, you are not supervised daily.

EXAMPLE 2: AcmeBurger develops a serious

plumbing problem. AcmeBurger does not

have any plumbers on its staff, so it hires

Plumbing by Jake, an independent plumbing

repair business owned by Jake. Jake looks at

the problem and gives an estimate of how

much it will cost to fix. The manager agrees

to hire him, and Jake and his assistant com-

mence work.

Because Jake is clearly running his own

business, it’s virtually certain that Acme-

Burger does not have the right to control the

way Jake performs his plumbing services. Its

control is limited to accepting or rejecting the

final result. If AcmeBurger doesn’t like the

work Jake has done, it can refuse to pay

him. Jake is an independent contractor.

It can be difficult to figure out whether a hir-

ing firm has the right to control you. Government

auditors can’t look into your mind to see if you

are controlled by a hiring firm. They have to rely

instead on indirect or circumstantial evidence

indicating control or lack of it—for example,

whether a hiring firm provides you with tools and

equipment, where you do the work, how you’re

paid, and whether you can be fired.

The factors each agency relies upon to mea-

sure control vary. Some agencies look at 14 fac-

tors to see if you’re an employee or independent

contractor; some look at 11; some consider only

three. Which of these factors is of the greatest or

least importance is anyone’s guess. This can

make it very difficult to know whether you pass

muster to be an independent contractor.

D. The IRS Approach to Worker
Status

The IRS uses the right of control test to determine

whether you’re an independent contractor or

employee for tax purposes. The agency devel-

oped a list of 20 factors its auditors were sup-

posed to use to measure how much control a

hiring firm had over you. This “20-factor test”

became very well known—discussed in countless

magazine and journal articles, posted all over the

Internet, and practically memorized by many

independent contractors. Many of your prospec-

tive clients will be aware of the test and may

even ask you about it.

Special IRS Rules for Some Workers
If you’re a licensed real estate agent, direct

seller, business-to-business salesperson, home

worker who makes clothing items, full-time life

insurance salesperson, or driver who distributes

food products, beverages, or laundry, your status

may be predetermined for IRS purposes under

special rules. (See Chapter 12.)
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It’s important to understand, however, that the

20-factor test is only an analytical tool IRS audi-

tors use to measure control. It is not the legal test

the IRS uses for determining worker status. IRS

auditors have never been restricted to considering

only the 20 factors on the test, nor are they

required to consider them all.

Unfortunately, the 20-factor test left much to be

desired as an analytical tool. It proved to be so

subjective and complex that trying to apply it was

often a waste of time. Even the IRS found it difficult

to apply the test consistently. People performing the

same services have been found to be employees in

some IRS districts and independent contractors in

others. In one case, for example, a Methodist minis-

ter was found to be an employee of his church; a

Pentecostal pastor was found to be an independent

contractor of another the same year. (Weber v. Com-

missioner, 103 T.C. 378 (1994); Shelley v. Commis-

sioner, T.C. Memo. 1994-432 (1994).)

Hiring firms, independent contractors, attor-

neys, and tax experts complained bitterly for

years that it was impossible to know who was

and was not an independent contractor under the

20-factor test and that aggressive IRS auditors

took advantage of this confusion by classifying

every worker as an employee. Legislation was

introduced in Congress to clarify the issue by

establishing a simple test for determining worker

status—a test that would probably have led to far

more workers qualifying as independent contrac-

tors than under current law.

In an obvious attempt to block such legislation

and to set the rules itself, the IRS issued a training

manual for its auditors in 1996, setting forth a

somewhat simpler approach to measure control. It

should be easier for you to qualify as an indepen-

dent contractor for IRS purposes under this

manual than under the 20-factor test. Although

the manual doesn’t have the force of law, IRS

auditors are supposed to follow it.

The manual provides the best guidance the IRS

has ever made public on how to classify workers.

Even more important, it evinces a much kinder,

gentler attitude by the IRS on worker classification

issues. Declaring that classifying a worker as an

independent contractor instead of an employee

“can be a valid and appropriate business choice,”

the manual admonishes IRS auditors to “approach

the issue of worker classification in a fair and

impartial manner.”

You can download a free copy of the IRS

manual, Independent Contractor or

Employee? Training Materials, from the IRS

website at www.irs.gov/pub/irs-utl/emporind.pdf.

Or you can request a copy by calling the IRS at

800-TAX-FORM.

1. How the IRS Measures Control

IRS auditors look at three areas to determine

whether a hiring firm has the right to control a

worker. These are:

• your behavior on the job

• your finances, and

• your relationship with the hiring firm.

The chart on the following page shows the

primary factors the IRS looks at in each area.

The IRS test is not a model of clarity. There is

no guidance on how important each factor is and

how many factors must weigh in favor of inde-

pendent contractor status for you to be classified

as an independent contractor. The IRS says there

is no magic number of factors. Rather, the factors

that show lack of control must outweigh those

that indicate control. No one factor alone is

enough to make you an employee or an indepen-

dent contractor.

To make your life easier, this chapter offers

you a list of eight guidelines for you to follow

when doing your work. If you do, it’s likely that

you will be viewed as an independent contractor

by the IRS and any other government agency.
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IRS TEST FOR WORKER STATUS

Behavioral Control
Factors showing whether a
hiring firm has the right to
control how you perform the
specific tasks you’ve been
hired to do

You will more likely
be considered self-
employed if you:

• are not given instructions
by the hiring firm

• provide your own training

You will more likely
be considered an
employee if you:

• receive instructions you
must follow about how to
do your work

• receive training from the
hiring firm

Financial Control
Factors showing whether a
hiring firm has a right to
control your financial life

You will more likely
be considered self-
employed if you:

• have a significant invest-
ment in equipment and
facilities

• pay business or travel
expenses yourself

• make your services avail-
able to the public

• are paid by the job

• have opportunity for profit
or loss

You will more likely
be considered an
employee if you:

• have equipment and facili-
ties provided by the hiring
firm free of charge

• have your business or trav-
eling expenses reimbursed

• make no effort to market
your services to the public

• are paid by the hour or
other unit of time

• have no opportunity for
profit or loss—for example,
because you’re paid by
the hour and have all
expenses reimbursed

Relationship Between
Worker and Hiring
Firm
Factors showing whether you
and the hiring firm believe
that you are self-employed or
an employee

You will more likely
be considered self-
employed if you:

• don’t receive employee
benefits such as health
insurance

• sign a client agreement
with the hiring firm

• can’t quit or be fired at will

• are performing services that
are not a part of the hiring
firm’s regular business
activities

You will more likely
be considered an
employee if you:

• receive employee benefits

• have no written client
agreement

• can quit at any time with-
out incurring any liability
to the hiring firm

• can be fired at any time

• are performing services
that are part of the hiring
firm’s core business
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a. Payment by the hour

If you want to be classified as an independent

contractor, it’s better not to be paid an hourly

wage unless it’s a common practice in your line

of business. The IRS recognizes that some inde-

pendent contractors—lawyers, for example—are

usually paid by the hour. Instead, get paid by the

job or project where feasible.

b. Expenses

Paying business expenses yourself rather than

getting reimbursed by your client will help estab-

lish your IC status. It really makes no difference

what the expense is, as long as it’s for your busi-

ness. It can be office rent, equipment, salaries,

travel expenses, telephone bills, photocopying

charges, or anything else.

Although not fatal, any expense that your

client reimburses you for will not help establish

your IC status—and it could actually impair your

effort (and your client’s efforts) to prove that you

are not an employee of the client.

c. Advertising

Failure to offer your services to the public is a

sign of employee status. In the past, the IRS usu-

ally only considered advertising in telephone

books and newspapers as evidence that an inde-

pendent contractor offered services to the public.

Of course, many independent contractors don’t

get business this way; they rely primarily on word

of mouth. The IRS now recognizes this fact of life

and doesn’t consider advertising essential for

proving independent contractor status.

d. Form of direction

The IRS makes a distinction between receiving

instructions on how to work—a very strong indi-

cator of employee status—and being given sug-

gestions. A suggestion about how work is to be

performed does not constitute the right to control.

However, if you must comply with suggestions or

suffer adverse consequences (such as being fired

or not assigned more work), then the suggestions

are, in fact, instructions.

e. Training

Periodic or ongoing training about how to do

your work is strong evidence of an employment

relationship. However, a client may provide you

with a short orientation or information session

about the company’s policies, new product line,

or new government regulations without jeopardiz-

ing your independent contractor status. Training

programs that are voluntary and that you attend

without receiving pay do not disqualify you from

being classified as an independent contractor.

f. Investment

A significant investment in equipment and facili-

ties is not necessary for independent contractor

status. The manual notes that some types of work

simply do not require expensive equipment—for

example, writing and certain types of consulting.

But even if expensive equipment is needed to do

a particular type of work, an independent con-

tractor can always rent it.

g. Performing key services

One of the most important factors IRS auditors

look at is whether the services performed by a

worker are key to the hiring firm’s regular busi-

ness. The IRS figures that if the services you per-

form are vital to a company’s regular business,

the company will be more likely to control how

you perform. For example, a law firm is less likely

to supervise and control a painter it hires to paint

its offices than a paralegal it hires to work on its

regular legal business.

However, IRS auditors are required to examine

all the facts and circumstances. For example, a

paralegal hired by a law firm could very well be

an independent contractor if he or she was a
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specialist hired to help with especially difficult or

unusual legal work.

Written Agreements Are More
Important Than Ever

A written independent contractor agreement can

never make you an independent contractor by

itself. However, if the evidence is so evenly bal-

anced that it is difficult or impossible for an IRS

auditor to decide whether you’re an independent

contractor or employee, the existence of a written

independent contractor agreement can tip the

balance in favor of independent contractor status.

This makes using written independent contractor

agreements especially important. (See Chapter 18.)

h. Full-time work

Working full time for a single client should not by

itself make you an employee in the eyes of the

IRS. Nevertheless, it is never helpful to your IC

status to work for just one client at a time. There

may be many situations where it can’t be avoided;

for example, if you can’t get any other work at

the time or if the nature of the work you are

doing for the client demands your full time and

attention. Still, you should attempt to keep the

period of exclusivity down to a minimum—no

more than six months to a year. Performing the

same services full time for the same client year

after year inevitably makes you look like an

employee of that client.

i. Long-term work for a single client

Performing services for the same client year

after year used to be a sign that you were an

employee. The IRS now recognizes that indepen-

dent contractors may work for a client on a long-

term basis, either because they sign long-term

contracts or because their contracts are regularly

renewed by the client because they do a good

job, price their services reasonably, or no one else

is readily available to do the work.

j. Time and place of work

It is not important to the IRS where or when you

work. For example, the fact that you work at a

client’s offices during regular business hours is not

considered evidence of employee status. On the

other hand, the fact that you work at home at

hours of your own choosing is not strong evidence

that you’re an independent contractor either, be-

cause many employees now work at home as well.

2. Rules for Technical Services
Workers

If you’re a computer programmer, systems ana-

lyst, engineer, or provide similar technical ser-

vices and obtain work through brokers, special

tax rules may make it very difficult for you to

work as an independent contractor, even if you

qualify under the IRS test.

Most hiring firms can rely on a defense, found

in Section 530 of the Tax Code, if the IRS claims

they misclassified workers. By using Section 530,

an employer who misclassifies a worker as an

independent contractor can avoid paying any

fines or penalties for failing to pay employment

taxes if it can show it had a reasonable basis for

treating the worker as an independent contractor.

Section 530 has made hiring firms’ lives a little

easier by giving them an additional defense

against the IRS.

However, another part of the Tax Code,

Section 1706, provides that the Section 530

defense may not be used by brokers that contract

to provide their clients with:

• engineers

• designers

• drafters

• computer programmers

• systems analysts, or

• other skilled workers in similar technical

occupations.

Section 1706 doesn’t make anyone an

employee. But it does make it harder for brokers

to avoid paying assessments and penalties if the
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IRS claims they’ve misclassified a technical ser-

vices worker as an independent contractor. Be-

cause of Section 1706, brokers who contract to

provide companies with technical services work-

ers usually classify the workers as their employees

and issue them W-2s. One result of this is that

you’ll likely receive less pay from the broker than

if you were classified as an independent contrac-

tor because it has to pay payroll taxes for you and

provide workers’ compensation.

Some brokers may make an exception and

treat you as an independent contractor if you are

clearly running an independent business—for

example, you deal directly with many clients and

are incorporated. For example, one Silicon Valley

software tester occasionally obtains work through

brokers and is never classified as an employee of

the broker. Brokers feel safe treating her as an

independent contractor because she has incorpo-

rated her business, has employees, and has many

clients, including several Fortune 500 companies.

The brokers sign a contract with the tester’s cor-

poration, not with her personally.

Section 1706 has no application at all if you

contract directly with a client instead of going

through a broker. But many high-tech firms are

still wary of hiring independent contractors.

E. Tips for Preserving Your IC
Status

If you consistently follow the guidelines discussed

in this section, below, it’s likely that any govern-

ment agency or court would determine that you

qualify as an independent contractor. However,

there are no guarantees.

Some of these guidelines may be a bit more

strict than those now followed by the IRS. This is

because not all government agencies follow the

IRS standards. Various state agencies, such as state

tax departments and unemployment compensation

and workers’ compensation agencies, may have

tougher classification standards than the IRS. This

means you can’t rely solely on the IRS rules.

EXAMPLE: Debbi, an independent-contractor

accountant based in Rhode Island, clearly

qualifies as an independent contractor under

the IRS test. However, very restrictive Rhode

Island employment laws require that she be

classified as an employee for state purposes if

she performs services for other accounting

firms. This means they must withhold state

income taxes from her pay, pay unemploy-

ment taxes, and provide her with workers’

compensation insurance. In addition, if Debbi

has employees of her own, they may become

the firm’s employees as well under Rhode

Island law.

Some hiring firms are terrified of government

audits and nervous about hiring independent

contractors. Companies that have had problems

with government audits in the past or are in in-

dustries that are targeted by government auditors

are likely to be especially skittish. Recent targets

include trucking firms, courier services, securities

dealers, high technology firms, nurse registries,

building contractors, and manufacturer represen-

tatives. Such hiring firms may be more willing to

hire you as an independent contractor if you can

show that you follow the guidelines. Document

your efforts and be ready to show the documenta-

tion to nervous clients.

Many other companies don’t give government

audits a second thought and are more than happy

to classify you as an independent contractor to

save the money and effort involved in treating

you as an employee. These companies may not

worry about whether you qualify as an indepen-

dent contractor, but you should. You could still

end up getting fired, taking a pay cut, or having

to pay extra taxes if some government bureaucrat

decides you’re really an employee. So even

though your client may not appreciate your

efforts, continue to follow the guidelines dis-

cussed here; both you and your client will be

glad you did if the government comes calling.
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1. Retain Control of Your Work

The most fundamental difference between

employees and independent contractors is that

employers have the right to tell their employees

what to do. (See Section D.) Never permit a hiring

firm to supervise or control you as it does its

employees. It’s perfectly all right for the hiring

firm to give you detailed guidelines or specifica-

tions for the results you’re to achieve. But how

you go about achieving those results should be

entirely up to you.

A few guidelines will help emphasize that you

are the one who is responsible.

• Do not ask for or accept instructions or

orders from the hiring firm about how to do

your job. For example, you should decide

what equipment or tools to use, where to

purchase supplies or services, who will

perform what tasks, and what routines or

work patterns must be used. It’s fine for a

hiring firm to give you suggestions about

these things, but you must always pre-

serve your right to accept or reject such

suggestions.

• Do not ask for or receive training on how

to do your work from a hiring firm. If you

need additional training, seek it elsewhere.

• A hiring firm may give you a deadline for

when your work should be completed, but

you should generally establish your own

working hours. For example, if you want,

you could work 20 hours two days a week

and take the rest of the week off. In some

cases, however, it may be necessary to

coordinate your working hours with the

client’s schedule—for example, where you

must perform work on the client’s premises

or work with its employees.

• Decide on your own where to perform the

work—that is, a client should not require you

to work at a particular location. Of course,

some services must be performed at a client’s

premises or other particular place.

• Decide whether to hire assistants to help

you and, if you do, pay and supervise them

yourself. Only you should have the right to

hire and fire your assistants.

• Do not attend regular employee meetings

or functions such as employee picnics.

• Avoid providing frequent formal reports

about the progress of your work—for

example, daily phone calls to the client. It

is permissible, however, to give reports when

you complete various stages of a project.

• Do not obtain, read, or pay any attention to

a hiring firm’s employee manuals or other

rules for employees. The rules governing

your relationship with the hiring firm are

contained solely in your independent con-

tractor agreement, whether written or oral.

(See Chapter 18.)

If you work outside the client’s premises, it’s

usually not difficult to avoid being controlled.

Neither the client nor its employees will have

much opportunity to try to supervise you. For

example, Katherine, a freelance legal writer, never

has any problems being controlled by a large

legal publisher for whom she performs freelance

assignments. She says anonymity on the job helps

with this: “I get my freelance assignments by

phone, do all the work at home and in the local

law library, and then transmit my projects to the

publisher via email. I’ve hardly ever been in the

publisher’s office.”

On the other hand, you could have problems

if you work in a client’s workplace. The client’s

supervisors or managers may try to treat you as if

you were an employee. Before you start work,

make clear to the client that you do not fall

within its regular personnel hierarchy; you are an

outsider. You might ask the client to designate

one person with whom you will deal. If anyone

in the company gives you a problem, you can

explain that you deal only with your contact per-

son and refer the problem person to your contact.

Note, however, that it’s fine for a client to

require you to comply with government regulations
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about how to perform your services. For example,

a client may require a construction contractor to

comply with municipal building codes that im-

pose detailed rules on how a building is con-

structed. The IRS and other government agencies

would not likely consider this to be an exercise of

control over the contractor by the client.

2. Show Opportunities for Profit or
Loss

Because they are in business for themselves, inde-

pendent contractors have the opportunity to earn

profits or suffer losses. If you have absolutely no

risk of loss, you’re probably not an independent

contractor.

a. Business expenses

The best way to show an opportunity to realize

profit or loss is to have recurring business

expenses. If receipts do not match expenses, you

lose money and may go into debt. If receipts

exceed expenses, you earn a profit.

Good examples of independent contractor

expenses include:

• salaries for assistants

• travel and other similar expenses incurred

in performing your services

• substantial investment in equipment and

materials

• rent for an office or workplace

• training and educational expenses

• advertising

• licensing, certification, and professional

dues

• insurance

• leasing of equipment

• supplies, and

• repairs and maintenance of business

equipment.

Don’t go out and buy things you don’t really

need. But if you’ve been thinking about buying

equipment or supplies to use in your business, go

ahead and take the plunge. You’ll not only solidify

your independent contractor status but you’ll get a

tax deduction as well. (See Chapter 9.)

In addition, it’s best that you don’t ask clients

to reimburse you for expenses such as travel,

photocopying, and postage. It’s a better practice

to bill clients enough for your services to pay for

these items yourself. Setting your compensation at

a level that covers your expenses also frees you

from having to keep records of your expenses.

Keeping track of the cost of every phone call or

photocopy you make for a client can be a real

chore and may be more trouble than it’s worth.

b. Get paid by the project

Another excellent way to show opportunity for

profit or loss is to be paid an agreed price for a

specific project, rather than to bill by unit of time,

such as by the hour. If the project price is higher

than the expenses, you’ll make money; if not,

you’ll lose money.

However, this form of billing may be too risky

for many independent contractors. Many indepen-

dent contractors—for example, attorneys and

accountants—are typically paid by the hour. If

hourly payment is customary in your field, this

factor should not affect your independent contrac-

tor status.

3. Look Like an Independent Business

Take steps to make yourself look like an indepen-

dent businessperson. There are several things you

can do to cultivate this image.

• Don’t obtain employee-type benefits from

your clients, such as health insurance, paid

vacation, sick days, pension benefits, or life

or disability insurance; instead, charge your

clients enough to purchase these items

yourself.

• Incorporate your business or form an LLC

instead of operating as a sole proprietor.

(See Chapter 2.)

• Obtain a fictitious business name instead of

using your own name for your business.

(See Chapter 3.)
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• Obtain all necessary business licenses and

permits. (See Chapter 5.)

• Obtain business insurance. (See Chapter 6.)

• Maintain a separate bank account for your

business. (See Chapter 14.)

You may have an easier time getting work if

you do these things. For example, a large corpo-

ration that regularly used the services of one inde-

pendent contractor asked her to incorporate or

at least obtain a business license because it was

worried she might otherwise be viewed as the

company’s employee.

4. Work Outside Hiring Firms’
Premises

The IRS no longer considers working at a hiring

firm’s place of business to be an important factor in

determining whether a worker is an independent

contractor or employee, but many state agencies still

do. For example, in half the states you may be con-

sidered an employee for unemployment compensa-

tion purposes if you work at the hiring firm’s place

of business or another place it designates.

Working at a location specified by a hiring

firm implies that the firm has control, especially if

the work could be done elsewhere. If you work

at a hiring firm’s place of business, you’re physi-

cally within the firm’s direction and supervision. If

you can choose to work off the premises, the firm

obviously has less control.

Unless the nature of the services you’re per-

forming requires it, don’t work at the hiring firm’s

office or other business premises. An independent

contractor hired to lay a carpet or paint an office

must obviously work at the hiring firm’s premises.

But if your work can be done anywhere, do it

outside the client’s premises.

Working at a home office will not, alone,

show that you’re an independent contractor as far

as the IRS is concerned because many employees

are now doing so. Renting an office outside your

home, however, will show independent contrac-

tor status. This shows that you’re operating your

own business and gives you a recurring business

expense to help establish risk of loss.

5. Make Your Services Widely
Available

Independent contractors normally offer their ser-

vices to the general public, not just to one person

or entity. The IRS recognizes that many indepen-

dent contractors rely on word of mouth to get

clients and don’t do any active marketing. (See

Section D1c, above.) However, nervous clients

and other government auditors will be impressed

if you market your services to the public.

There are many relatively inexpensive ways

you can do so—for example:

• obtain business cards and stationery

• set up a website for your business

• hang a shingle out in front of your home or

office, advertising your services

• maintain listings in appropriate business

and telephone directories (both print and

online)

• attend trade shows and similar events

• join professional organizations

• advertise in appropriate newspapers, trade

journals, and magazines, and on the Web

• mail brochures or other promotional

materials to prospective clients, and

• phone potential clients to drum up

business.

Keep copies of advertisements, promotional

materials, and similar items to show to prospec-

tive clients and government auditors.

6. Have Multiple Clients

IRS guidelines provide that you can work full time

for a single client on a long-term basis and still

be an independent contractor. (See Section D.)

Nevertheless, having multiple clients shows that

you’re running an independent business because

you are not dependent on any one firm for your

livelihood. Some potential clients may be afraid to

hire you as an independent contractor unless you

perform services for others besides them.

It’s best to have more than one client at a time.

Government auditors will rarely question the

status of an independent contractor who works
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for three or four clients simultaneously. However,

the nature of your work may require that you

work full time for one client at a time. In this

event, at least try to work for more than one cli-

ent over the course of a year—for example, work

full time for one client for six months and full

time for another client for the other six months.

Having multiple clients also increases your

economic security. One independent contractor

thinks of herself as an eight-legged spider, with

each client a separate leg. If she loses one client,

things are still economically stable because she

has her other legs to stand on.

If you seem to be locked into having just one

client, you may be able to drum up new business

by offering special rates for small jobs that you

would otherwise lose.

Don’t Sign Noncompetition Agreements
Some clients may ask or require you to sign

noncompetition agreements restricting your ability

to work for the client’s competitors while working

for the client, afterwards, or both. You should avoid

such restrictions. Not only will they make you look

like an employee, they may also make it impossible

for you to earn a living.

7. Use Written Agreements

Use written independent contractor agreements

for all but the briefest, smallest projects. Among

other things, the agreement should make clear

that you are an independent contractor and the

hiring firm does not have the right to control the

way you work. A written agreement by itself

won’t make you an independent contractor but it

is helpful—particularly if you draft it rather than

the hiring firm.

Also, don’t accept new projects after the origi-

nal project is completed without signing a new

independent contractor agreement. You can easily

be converted from an independent contractor to

an employee if you perform assignment after

assignment for a client without negotiating new

contracts. (See Chapters 18 and 19 for more about

written agreements.)

8. Avoid Accepting Employee Status

Some clients will refuse to hire you as an inde-

pendent contractor and insist on classifying you

as an employee. This is a particularly common

problem for independent contractors who work

for high technology companies. Because the gov-

ernment closely scrutinizes such firms’ hiring

practices and because of special IRS rules, high-

tech companies are often wary of using indepen-

dent contractors. (See Section D2.)

Some companies may hire you themselves as

an employee. Others may insist that you contract

with a broker or employment agency who treats

you as its employee. The firm then hires you

through the broker.

It’s best to avoid performing the exact same

services while classified as both an independent

contractor and employee for the following reasons.

• Being classified as both an independent

contractor and an employee on your tax

returns may make an IRS audit more likely

and lead government auditors to conclude

that you’re an employee for all purposes.

• You’ll generally be paid less than if you

were an independent contractor because

the hiring firm or broker will have to pro-

vide you with workers’ compensation and

unemployment insurance. (However, you

may be able to collect unemployment when

your services end.)

• You may not be able to deduct unreim-

bursed expenses incurred while you were

an employee or the deductions may be

limited. (See Chapter 9.)

• You can’t apply your employee income to

your independent contractor business to

help it show a profit. If your business keeps

showing losses, the IRS might conclude that

it is a hobby and disallow your business

deductions. (See Chapter 9.)  ■
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When you’re self-employed, you don’t have  

an employer to provide you with a retire-

ment or pension plan. It’s up to you to establish 

and fund your own plan to supplement any Social 

Security benefits you’ll receive when you retire. 

This chapter provides an overview of the main 

 retirement options for the self-employed.

This chapter is not a guide about where to 

invest your money. There are hundreds of invest-

ment choices and a seemingly equal number of 

books, magazines, websites, and other resources 

beyond this book devoted to investment strategy.

But before you can decide how to invest your 

retirement money, you must first decide what type 

of retirement account or accounts to establish. 

There are several types of accounts specifically 

designed for the self-employed that provide terrific 

tax benefits. These will help you save for retire-

ment and may reduce your tax burden when you 

retire.

Choosing what type of account or accounts to 

establish is just as important as deciding what to 

invest in once you open your account, if not more 

so. Once you establish your account, you can 

always change your investments with little or no 

difficulty. But changing the type of accounts you 

have may prove difficult and costly. 

 Two easy-to-understand guides on   

 retirement investing are:

• Get a Life: You Don’t Need a Million to Retire 

Well, by Ralph Warner (Nolo), and

• Investing for Dummies, by Eric Tyson (IDG 

Books).

For additional information on the tax aspects of 

retirement, see:

• IRS Publication 560, Retirement Plans for the 

Small Business, and

• IRS Publication 590, Individual Retirement 

 Accounts.

You can obtain these and all other IRS publica-

tions by calling the IRS at 800-TAX-FORM, visiting 

your local IRS office, or downloading the publica-

tions from the IRS website at www.irs.gov.

A.	Reasons	to	Have	a	Retirement	
Plan	(or	Plans)

In all likelihood, you will receive Social Security 

benefits when you retire. However, Social Secu-

rity will probably provide you with no more than 

half of your needs when you retire, possibly less 

depending upon your retirement lifestyle. You’ll 

need to make up the shortfall with your own 

 retirement investments.

Luckily, when it comes to saving for retirement, 

the self-employed are actually better off than most 

employees. This is because the federal government 

allows you to set up retirement accounts specifi-

cally designed for small business people that 

 provide some terrific income tax benefits. These 

include SIMPLE IRAs, SEP-IRAs, and Keogh plans.

You can establish such accounts through a 

bank, savings and loan, credit union, insurance 

company, brokerage house, mutual fund 

 company, or other financial institution.

Retirement accounts are simply shells to set 

aside money and protect you from being taxed 

by the government. After deciding what type of 

account you want, you must then decide what to 

invest in. You can invest in almost anything—for 

example, stocks, bonds, mutual funds, money 

market funds, or certificates of deposit. You can 

transfer your money from one type of investment 

to another within your account as market condi-

tions change.

These accounts provide you with two enor-

mous tax benefits:

• you pay no taxes on the income your retire-

ment investments earn until you withdraw 

the funds upon retirement, and

• you can deduct the amount you contribute 

to your retirement account from your 

 income taxes for the year, subject to certain 

limits.

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/B86491C3-A64F-4AE9-B6BDF53819F005D5/213/
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1.	Tax	Deferral

The money you earn on an investment is ordinar-

ily taxed in the year you earn it. For example, 

you must pay taxes on the interest you earn on a 

savings account or certificate of deposit when that 

interest accrues. When you sell an investment at a 

profit, you must pay income tax on this amount as 

well—for example, you must pay tax on the profit 

you earn from selling stock.

But this is not the case when you invest in a 

tax-qualified retirement account such as an IRA, 

SEP-IRA, or Keogh plan. The money your invest-

ment earns is not taxable to you until you with-

draw the funds when you retire—when you will 

usually be in a lower income tax bracket than you 

were during your working years.

You’re not supposed to make withdrawals until 

you reach age 59½, subject to certain exceptions. 

If you make early withdrawals, you must ordinar-

ily pay regular income tax on the amount you take 

out, plus a 10% federal tax penalty. 

�.	Tax	Deduction

Avoiding income tax on your retirement invest-

ments until you retire is a good deal in and of 

itself. But there is an additional outstanding tax 

benefit to retirement accounts: If you satisfy the 

requirements discussed below, you can deduct 

the amount you contribute to a retirement account 

from your income taxes (except Roth IRAs and 

Roth 401(k)s). This can give you a substantial 

 income tax savings.

ExAmPlE: Art, a self-employed sole pro-

prietor, establishes a retirement account at 

his local bank and contributes $10,000 this 

year. He can deduct the entire amount from 

his income taxes. Because Art is in the 25% 

tax bracket, he saves $2,500 in income taxes 

for the year (25% x $10,000) and has saved 

$10,000 toward his retirement.

How much you can contribute each year 

depends on what type of account you establish 

and how much money you earn. However, you 

usually won’t be able to make any contributions 

if you have a loss from your business. You must 

have self-employment income to fund these retire-

ment accounts.

The combination of tax deferral and a current 

tax deduction makes a huge difference in how 

much you’ll save for retirement. The chart below 

shows the difference in growth between a tax-de-

ferred and a taxable account over 30 years.

How MucH Money will you need 
wHen you RetiRe?

How much money you’ll need when you 

retire depends on many factors, including 

your lifestyle. You could need anywhere 

from 50% to 100% of the amount you 

earned while employed. The average is 

about 70% to 80% of preretirement earn-

ings. But this is only an average: Your own 

needs and habits will determine how much 

you should sock away. 

B.	Individual	Retirement	Accounts	
(IRAs)

The simplest type of tax-deferred retirement 

 account is the individual retirement account, or 

IRA. If you can afford to invest no more than a 

few thousand dollars per year in a retirement plan, 

an IRA is a good choice. You can establish an IRA 

for yourself as an individual and also set up one 

or more of the other types of retirement plans 

discussed below, which are just for businesses. 

However, there are limitations on your deductions 

for, or contributions to, IRAs if you have other 

retirement plans and your income exceeds certain 

limits.
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An IRA is a trust or custodial account set up 

for the benefit of an individual or his or her ben-

eficiaries. The trustee or custodian administers 

the account. The trustee can be a bank, mutual 

fund, brokerage firm, or other financial institution, 

such as an insurance company, which has been 

 approved by the IRS. The custodian must meet 

strict IRS requirements regarding the safekeeping 

of your account. 

IRAs are extremely easy to set up and admin-

ister. You need not file any special tax forms with 

the IRS. The financial institution you use to set 

up your account will ordinarily request that you 

complete IRS Form 5305, Individual Retirement 
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From Get a Life: You Don’t Need a Million to Retire Well, by Ralph Warner (Nolo).

Trust Account, which serves as a preapproved IRA 

agreement. Keep the form in your records.

Most financial institutions offer an array of 

IRA accounts that provide for different types of 

investments. You can invest your IRA money in 

just about anything—stocks, bonds, mutual funds, 

Treasury bills and notes, and bank certificates of 

deposit. However, you can’t invest in collectibles 

such as art, antiques, stamps, or other personal 

property. 

You have two different types of IRAs to choose 

from: 

• traditional IRAs, and

• Roth IRAs.

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/B86491C3-A64F-4AE9-B6BDF53819F005D5/213/
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You can have as many IRA accounts as you 

want. But there is a maximum amount you may 

contribute to all of your IRA accounts each year. 

This amount will increase over time as shown in 

the following chart:

AnnuAl	IRA	ConTRIBuTIon	lImITs

Tax	Year under	Age	�0 Age	�0	or	over

2003–2004 $3,000 $3,500

2005 $4,000 $4,500

2006–2007 $4,000 $5,000

2008 and later $5,000 $6,000

After 2008, the limit will be adjusted for infla-

tion in $500 increments each year.

In addition to these contribution limits, workers 

who are at least 50 years old at the end of the year 

may make increased annual contributions of $500 

per year for the years 2003 to 2005 and $1,000 

per year thereafter. This is intended to allow these 

older people to catch up with younger folks who 

will have many more years to make contributions 

at the higher levels.

These contribution limits may be doubled if 

you’re married—for example, a married couple in 

2006 could contribute up to $4,000 per spouse into 

their IRAs, for a total of $8,000, even if one spouse 

isn’t working. But you must file a joint return, and 

the working spouse’s earnings must be at least as 

much as the IRA contribution.

1.	Traditional	IRAs

Traditional IRAs have been around since 1974. 

The principal feature of these IRAs is that you can 

 receive an income tax deduction for the amounts 

you contribute to your account each year, up to 

a set yearly limit. Thereafter, your earnings accu-

mulate in the account tax-free until you withdraw 

them.

You can have both a traditional IRA and 

 another retirement plan or plans. But if you or 

your spouse is covered by one of the other plans 

discussed in this chapter, your ability to deduct 

your contributions from your income taxes is lim-

ited. The amount of contributions you may deduct 

starts to phase out when your modified adjusted 

gross income exceeds certain levels. You will 

get no deduction at all if your modified adjusted 

gross income exceeds $50,000 if you’re single or 

$85,000 if you’re married and file a joint return. 

(In 2007 and later, the amount for married people 

filing jointly will be increased to $100,000.) Your 

modified adjusted income is your adjusted gross 

income before it is reduced by your IRA contribu-

tions and certain other more unusual items.

The money in a traditional IRA is not sup-

posed to be withdrawn until you reach age 59½, 

unless you die or become disabled. The amounts 

you withdraw are then included in your regular 

income for income tax purposes. You must begin 

withdrawing your money from your IRA by April 

1 of the year after you turn 70.

As a general rule, if you make early with-

drawals, you must pay regular income tax on 

the amount you withdraw plus a 10% federal tax 

penalty. There are some exceptions to this early 

withdrawal penalty, including when you withdraw 

money to purchase a first home or pay educa-

tional expenses. 

�.	 Roth	IRAs
Like traditional IRAs, Roth IRAs allow your 

 retirement savings to grow tax-free. The two main 

ways in which a Roth IRA is different from a 

 contributory IRA are as follows:

• The contributions you make to a Roth IRA 

are not tax deductible: You pay regular 

 income tax on the money you contribute.

• However, the distributions (money) you 

withdraw from a Roth account are tax-free 

in most circumstances.
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In a traditional IRA, you do not pay income tax 

on the money you deposit, but do pay income tax 

when you withdraw distributions; the opposite is 

true for a Roth IRA.

Unlike a traditional IRA, you can only establish 

a Roth IRA if your income is below a certain level. 

If you are single, your ability to make a contribu-

tion starts to phase out when your income reaches 

$95,000 and ends completely when your income 

reaches $110,000. If you are married and filing a 

joint return with your spouse, your ability to make 

a contribution starts to phase out at $150,000 and 

ends at $160,000. Roth IRAs have the same restric-

tions on early withdrawals as traditional IRAs. You 

are not, however, required to make withdrawals 

when you reach age 70½. Because Roth IRA with-

drawals are tax free, the government doesn’t care 

if you leave your money in your account indefi-

nitely. However, your money will be tax-free on 

withdrawal only if you leave it in your Roth IRA 

for at least five years.

If the Roth IRA sounds attractive to you, and 

you already have a traditional IRA, you may con-

vert it to a Roth IRA. This is called a “rollover.” 

C.	Employer	IRAs

The two IRAs described above—traditional IRAs 

and Roth IRAs—are retirement accounts that you 

can set up for yourself as an individual. In addi-

tion to those accounts, you can also set up some-

thing called an employer IRA.

You don’t have to have employees to estab-

lish an employer IRA: You can establish this IRA 

as long as you’re in business and earn a profit. 

It makes no difference how you organize your 

business, whether as a sole proprietor, partner in 

a partnership, member of a limited liability com-

pany, or owner of a regular or S corporation.

The great advantages of employer IRAs are that 

you can contribute more than the individual IRA 

contribution limits, and you can establish employer 

IRAs in addition to any individual IRA you may 

have. There are two kinds of employer IRAs:  

SEP-IRAs and SIMPLE IRAs, as described below

1.	 sEP-IRAs

SEP-IRAs, short for “simplified employee pen-

sion” IRAs, are specifically designed for the self-

 employed. Any person who receives any self-

 employment income from providing a service can 

establish a SEP-IRA. It doesn’t matter whether you 

work full time or part time. You can even have a 

SEP-IRA if you are covered by a retirement plan as 

a full-time employee at another job. 

A SEP-IRA is very similar to an IRA except that 

you can contribute much more money to it each 

year. If you are a sole proprietor, or your busi-

ness is organized as a partnership, LLP, or LLC, 

you may contribute 20% of your net profit from 

self-employment up to the annual limit ($42,000 

in 2005, $44,00 in 2006). If your business is incor-

porated and you work as its employee, you may 

invest up to 25% of your compensation every year, 

up to the annual limit. This limit also applies to 

employees who work for you. You don’t have to 

make contributions every year, and your contribu-

tions can vary from year to year. As with IRAs, the 

range of investments available is nearly limitless.

You can deduct the contributions you make to 

your SEP-IRAs (up to the applicable limits) from 

your income taxes. The interest on your SEP-IRA 

investments then accrues tax-free until you with-

draw the money upon retirement.

Withdrawals from SEP-IRAs are subject to the 

same rules that apply to IRAs. This means that 

if you withdraw your money from your SEP-IRA 

before you reach age 59½, you’ll have to pay a 

10% tax penalty plus regular income taxes on your 

withdrawal, unless an exception applies.

�.	 sImPlE	IRAs

Self-employed people and companies with fewer 

than 100 employees can set up SIMPLE IRAs. If 

you establish a SIMPLE IRA, you are not allowed 
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to have any other retirement plans for your busi-

ness (although you may still have your own indi-

vidual IRA). SIMPLE IRAs are easy to set up and 

administer, and you will be able to make larger 

annual contributions than you could to a SEP-IRA 

or Keogh plan if you earn less than $10,000 per 

year from your business.

SIMPLE IRAs may be established only by an 

employer on behalf of its employees. If you are 

a sole proprietor, you are deemed to employ 

yourself for purposes of this rule and you may 

establish a SIMPLE IRA in your own name as the 

employer. If you are a partner in a partnership, 

an LLC member, or the owner of an incorporated 

business, the SIMPLE IRA must be established by 

your business, not by you personally.

Contributions to SIMPLE IRAs are divided into 

two parts. You may contribute:

• up to 100% of your net income from your 

business up to an annual limit ($10,000 

in 2005; $12,500 if you were born before 

1955), which will be increased to reflect 

 inflation in future years, and

• a matching contribution of up to 3% of your 

net business income, as long as this amount 

does not exceed your first contribution.

If you’re an employee of your incorporated 

business, your first contribution—called a “salary 

reduction contribution”—comes out of your salary, 

and the matching contribution is paid by your 

business.

You can invest the money in a SIMPLE IRA like 

the money in any other IRA. Withdrawals from 

SIMPLE IRAs are subject to the same rules as tra-

ditional IRAs with one big exception: Early with-

drawals from SIMPLE IRAs are subject to a 25% 

tax penalty if the withdrawal is made within two 

years after the date you first contributed to your 

account. Other early withdrawals are subject to a 

10% penalty, as with traditional IRAs, unless an 

exception applies.

D.	Keogh	Plans

Keogh plans—named after the congressman who 

sponsored the legislation that created them—are 

just for self-employed people. Keoghs allow the 

self-employed to set aside more money for retire-

ment than any other type of plan.

You can’t have a Keogh if you incorporate your 

business. Keoghs require more paperwork to set 

up than employer IRAs, but they also offer more 

options: You can contribute more to them and still 

take an income tax deduction.

1.	 Types	of	Keogh	Plans

There are two basic types of Keogh plans:

• defined contribution plans, in which bene-

fits are based on the amount you contribute 

to and accumulate in the plan, and

• defined benefit plans, which provide for a 

set benefit upon retirement.

These plans allow for very high annual con-

tributions—up to $170,000 per year for 2005, 

$175,000 for 2006. You must hire a pension pro-

fessional to set up such a plan for you.

There are two types of defined contribution 

plans: profit-sharing plans and money purchase 

plans. These plans can be used separately or in 

conjunction with each other.

You can have as many defined contribution 

plans as you want, but annual contributions to all 

of them together cannot exceed the lesser of:

• 100% of the participant’s annual compensa-

tion, or

• a certain amount adjusted each year for 

 inflation—$42,000 in 2005, $44,000 in 2006.

Participants over 50 can contribute an addi-

tional $5,000 each year.

a.	Profit-sharing	plans

You may contribute up to 20% of your net self-

employment income to a profit-sharing Keogh 

plan, up to a maximum of $42,000 per year for 
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2005, $44,000 for 2006. You can contribute any 

amount up to the limit each year, or not contrib-

ute at all.

b.	money	purchase	plans

In a money purchase plan, you contribute a fixed 

percentage of your net self-employment earnings 

every year. You decide how much to contribute 

each year. Make sure you will be able to afford 

the contributions each year because you can’t skip 

them, even if your business earns no profit for the 

year. In return for giving up flexibility, you can 

contribute more to a money purchase plan—25% 

of your net self-employment earnings, up to a 

maximum of $42,000 per year for 2005, $44,000 

for 2006. 

�.	 setting	up	a	Keogh	Plan

You must establish your Keogh plan by the end 

of your tax year—but you can wait until your tax 

return is due the following year to make contribu-

tions. Ordinarily, your return is due by April 15, 

but you may file a request for an extension until 

August 15. By doing so, you’ll have three extra 

months to contribute to your plan.

If you wish, you can deposit a small advance 

to set up your account and then wait until you file 

your tax return to make your full contribution for 

the year.

As with individual IRAs and employer IRAs, 

you can set up a Keogh plan at most banks, 

brokerage houses, mutual funds, other financial 

 institutions, and trade or professional organiza-

tions. Again, you have a huge array of investments 

from which to choose. 

To set up your plan, you must adopt a written 

Keogh plan and set up a trust or custodial account 

with your plan provider to invest your funds. Your 

plan provider will ordinarily have an IRS-approved 

master or prototype Keogh plan for you to sign. 

You can also have a special plan drawn up for 

you, but this is expensive and unnecessary for 

most self-employed people.

�.	 withdrawing	money	from	Your	
Keogh

You may begin to withdraw your money from 

your Keogh plan after you reach age 59½. If you 

have a profit-sharing plan, early withdrawals are 

permitted without penalty in cases of financial 

hardship, if you become disabled, or to pay health 

expenses in excess of 7.5% of your adjusted gross 

income. If you have a money purchase plan, early 

withdrawals are permitted if you become disabled, 

leave your business after age 55, or make child-

support or alimony payments from the plan under 

a court order. Otherwise, early withdrawals from 

profit-sharing and money purchase Keogh plans 

are subject to a 10% penalty.

E.	 solo	�01(k)	Plans

Most people have heard of 401(k) plans—retire-

ment plans established by businesses for their 

employees. 401(k)s are a type of profit-sharing 

plan in which a business’s employees make con-

tributions from their salaries before it is taxed and 

the business usually (but not always) makes a 

matching contribution. These plans are complex 

to establish and administer and are generally used 

by larger businesses. Until recently, self-employed 

people and businesses without employees rarely 

used 401(k) plans, because they offered no ben-

efit over other profit-sharing plans that are much 

easier to set up and run. 

However, things have changed. Now, any 

business owner who has no employees (other 

than a spouse) can establish a solo self-employed 

401(k) plan (also called a one-person or individual 

401(k)). Solo 401(k) plans are designed specifi-

cally for business owners without employees and 

have several advantages over other retirement 

plans.  
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Like all 401(k)s, solo 401(k) contributions con-

sist of two separate elements:

• a profit-sharing contribution of up to 20% of 

your net profit from self-employment, plus

• a salary deferral contribution of up to a cer-

tain limit—$14,000 in 2005, $15,000 in 2006.

The maximum total contribution per year is 

$42,000 in 2005, $44,000 in 2006 (the same maxi-

mum amount as for profit-sharing and money 

purchase plans discussed in Section F, above). 

Business owners over 50 may make additional 

catch-up elective deferral contributions of up to 

$5,000 per year that are not counted toward this 

maximum. If your business is incorporated, you 

may contribute 25% of your employee compensa-

tion plus the elective deferral. 

Also, you can borrow up to $50,000 from your 

solo 401(k) plan penalty-free, as long as you re-

pay the loan within five years. You cannot bor-

row from a traditional IRA, Roth IRA, SEP-IRA, or 

SIMPLE IRA.

As with other plans, you must pay a 10% pen-

alty tax on withdrawals you make before the age 

of 59½, but you may make penalty-free early with-

drawals for reasons of personal hardship (defined 

as an “immediate financial need” that you can’t 

meet any other way).

You can set up a solo 401(k) plan at most 

banks, brokerage houses, mutual funds, and 

other financial institutions, and you can invest 

the money in a variety of ways. You must adopt 

a written plan and set up a trust or custodial ac-

count with your plan provider to invest your 

funds. Financial institutions that offer solo 401(k) 

plans have preapproved plans that you can use.

f.	 Roth	�01(k)	Plans

In 2006, a brand new type of 401(k) plan became 

available—the Roth 401(k). Roth 401(k)s are much 

the same as regular 401(k)s with one big differ-

ence: The money you contribute to the plan is 

not tax deductible; in return, the withdrawals you 

make upon retirement are tax-free.

This is the same type of tax treatment you get 

with a Roth IRA. But one big advantage the Roth 

401(k) has over the Roth IRA is that anyone can 

have one, no matter how high his or her income. 

In contrast, you can’t contribute to a Roth IRA if 

your income exceeds $110,000 if you’re single, 

or $160,000 if you’re married and file a joint tax 

return.

Only the elective deferral portion of your 

 annual 401(k) contribution receives the Roth 

treatment. This limits your contribution to $15,000 

per year, or $20,000 if you’re over 50.

g.	Retirement	Plans	If	You	Have	
Employees

If you work for yourself and have no employees, 

you can probably choose, establish, and admin-

ister your own retirement plan with little or no 

assistance. The instant you add employees to 

the mix, however, virtually every aspect of your 

plan becomes more complex, due primarily to 

nondiscrimination rules. These rules are designed 

to ensure that your retirement plan benefits all 

 employees and not just you. In general, the laws 

prohibit you from doing the following:

• making disproportionately large contribu-

tions for some plan participants (like your-

self) and not for others, 

• unfairly excluding certain employees from 

participating in the plan, and

• unfairly withholding benefits from former 

employees or their beneficiaries.

If the IRS finds your plan to be discrimina-

tory at any time (usually during an audit), the 

plan could be disqualified. If this happens, you 

and your employees could owe income tax and 

 penalties.

Having employees also increases the plan’s 

reporting requirements. You must provide 

 employees with a summary of the terms of the 

plan, notification of any changes you make, and 

an annual report of contributions. And you must 

file an annual tax return.
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Because of this complexity, any self-employed 

person who has employees should turn to profes-

sional consultants for help in choosing, establish-

ing, and administering a retirement plan.

	 Beware	of	Retirement	Account	Deadlines
If you want to establish any of the retire-

ment accounts discussed in this chapter and take 

a tax deduction for the year, you must meet spe-

cific deadlines. The deadlines vary according to 

the type of account you set up, as shown in the 

following chart. Once you establish your account, 

you have until the due date of your tax return for 

the year (April 15 of the following year, plus any 

filing extensions) to contribute to your account 

and take a deduction.

Plan	Type Deadline	for		
Establishing	Plan

Traditional IRA Due date of tax return 

(April 15 plus extensions)

Roth IRA Due date of tax return 

(April 15 plus extensions)

SEP-IRA Due date of tax return 

(April 15 plus extensions)

SIMPLE IRA October 1

Keogh Profit-

Sharing Plan

December 31 

Keogh Money 

Purchase Plan

December 31 

Keogh Defined 

Benefit Plan 

December 31 

Solo 401(k) December 31

Roth 401(k)   December 31

■
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Self-employed people are often hired to create

or contribute to the creation of copyrights,

patents, or trade secrets—for example, writings,

photos, graphics, music, software programs,

designs, or inventions. This chapter explains the

legalities surrounding these creative works—who

owns them and how those who create them can

protect their rights.

A. Intellectual Property

Products of the human intellect that have eco-

nomic value—that is, ideas or creations that are

worth money—are tagged with the lofty name of

“intellectual property.” This includes works of

which you are the author, such as writings, com-

puter software, films, music, and inventions, as

well as techniques, processes, or other informa-

tion not generally known.

A body of federal and state law creates intel-

lectual property ownership rights similar to those

of tangible personal property, such as automo-

biles. Intellectual property may be owned,

bought, and sold just like other property.

There are four separate bodies of law that pro-

tect intellectual property: copyrights and patents

(which are governed solely by federal law) and

trademarks and trade secrets (which are protected

under both state and federal laws).

1. Copyrights

Federal copyright law (17 U.S.C. §§ 101 and fol-

lowing) protects all original works of authorship.

A work of authorship is any work created by a

person that other people can understand or per-

ceive, either by themselves or with the help of a

machine such as a computer or television.

Authorship can include all kinds of written works,

plays, music, artwork, graphics, photos, films and

videos, computer software, architectural blueprints

and designs, choreography, and pantomimes.

The owner of a copyright has a bundle of

rights that enable him or her to control how the

work may be used. These include the exclusive

right to copy and distribute the protected work, to

create works derived from it (updated editions of

a book, for example), and to display and perform

the work. These rights come into existence auto-

matically the moment a work is created. The

owner need not take any additional steps or file

legal documents to secure a copyright.

Copyright owners typically profit from their

works by selling or licensing all or some of these

rights to others—publishers, for example. (See

Section B for more on establishing and transfer-

ring copyrights.)

Many self-employed people earn their living

by creating works of authorship for their clients—

for example, freelance writers and graphic artists,

self-employed computer programmers, and

photographers.

For a detailed discussion of copyrights and

copyright law, see The Copyright Hand-

book: How to Protect & Use Written Works, by

Stephen Fishman (Nolo).

2. Patents

Federal patent law (35 U.S.C. §§ 100 and follow-

ing) protects inventions that are new, useful, 

nd not obvious to someone versed in the relev

nt technology. To obtain a patent, an inventor m

st file an application with the U.S. Patent and Tra-

demark Office (USPTO) in Washington, DC, and 

ay a fee. If the USPTO determines that the invent

on is sufficiently new, useful, and unobvious, it w

ll issue the inventor a pate

t.A patent gives an inventor a monopoly on 

he use and commercial exploitation of the inventi

n. A patent lasts 20 years from the application da

e. Anyone who wants to use or sell a patented

invention during a patent’s term must obtain 

he patent owner’s permission. A patent may prot

ct articles—for example, machines, chemical

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/6F6528E2-0A62-45E1-9C8C05F14A0D63CA/310/
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manufactures, and biological creations—and pro-

cesses—that is, methods of accomplishing things.

Self-employed workers with technical expertise

are often called on by their clients to help

develop new inventions that may end up being

patentable. These workers should understand the

rules governing who will own the patent. (See

Section C.)

For a detailed discussion of patents and

patent law, see Patent It Yourself, by David

Pressman (Nolo).

3. Trade Secrets

A trade secret is information that other people do

not generally know and that provides its owner

with a competitive advantage in the marketplace.

The information can be an idea, writing, formula,

process or procedure, technical design, customer

list, marketing plan, or any other secret that gives

the owner an economic advantage.

To establish a trade secret, you must take rea-

sonable steps to keep the information or know-

how a secret—for example, by not publishing it

or otherwise making it freely available to the pub-

lic. The laws of most states will protect the owner

from disclosures of the secret by:

• the owner’s employees

• people who agree not to disclose it, such as

independent contractors the owner hires

• industrial spies, and

• competitors who wrongfully acquire the

information.

In the course of your work, you may be

exposed to your client’s most valuable trade

secrets—for example, highly confidential marketing

plans, new products under development, manufac-

turing techniques, or customer lists. Understand-

ably, your client doesn’t want you blabbing its

trade secrets to others, particularly its competitors.

To make sure you’ll keep such information

confidential, many clients will ask you to sign a

nondisclosure agreement stating that you may not

reveal the client’s trade secrets to others without

permission. A nondisclosure provision can be

included in a client agreement or can be a sepa-

rate document. Carefully review any nondisclo-

sure provision a client asks you to sign. (See

Chapter 20, Section B.)

On the other hand, you may have your own

trade secrets you don’t want others you deal with

to disclose. In this event, you should ask them to

sign your own nondisclosure agreement. (See

Section E for a detailed discussion of nondisclo-

sure agreements and a sample form.)

4. Trademarks

State and federal trademark laws protect the right

to exclusively use a name, logo, or other device

that identifies and distinguishes a product or ser-

vice. In addition to names and logos, trademark

law can be used to protect product packaging

designs and the shape or design of a product—for

example, a Coca-Cola bottle. If a competitor uses

a protected trademark, the trademark holder can

go to court to stop the use and obtain money

damages.

For additional information on trademarks,

see Trademark: Legal Care for Your Busi-

ness & Product Name, by Stephen Elias (Nolo).

B. Copyright Ownership

Any work of authorship you produce for a client

is automatically protected by a copyright the

moment it is created. At that same moment, some-

body becomes the owner of the copyright. Who

owns the copyright in a work you create is impor-

tant because the owner alone has the right to

copy, distribute, or otherwise commercially

exploit the work—that is, to earn money from it.

Unfortunately, self-employed people and hiring

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/139AEDE9-69A0-4810-A7A87D2AD5422664/310/
http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/02622C60-2769-4BE2-951FAEF145D01C85/310/
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TYPES OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

What Is Protected? Examples Length of Protection

Trade Formula, method, device, Coca-Cola formula; As long as information
Secret machine, compilation special method remains confidential

of facts, or any for assembling a and functions as a
information that is patented invention; trade secret
confidential and gives a new invention
business an advantage for which a patent

application has
not been filed

Utility Machines, compositions, Cellular telephone; 17 years from date of
Patent plants, processes, or the drug known as issue for patents filed

articles of manufacture Vicodan; a hybrid before or on June 17,
daffodil; the Amazon 1995; 20 years from
one-click process; a rake date of filing for patent

applications filed after
June 17,1995

Copyright Books, photos, music, The Firm (book and Life of the author plus
recordings, fine art, movie); Andy Warhol 70 years for works
graphics, videos, film, prints; Roy Orbison’s created by a single
architecture, or computer Greatest Hits (music author; 120 years from date
programs recording, compact disc, of creation or 95 years from

artwork, and video); first publication for other
architectural plans for works such as works made
design of apartment for hire
building; Macromedia
Dreamweaver program

Trademark Word, symbol, logo, Nike name and As long as business
design, slogan, trade distinctive swoosh logo; continuously uses the
dress, or product “What Do You Want trademark in connection
configuration To Do Today” slogan; with goods, but federal

Mr. Clean character; registrations must be
Absolut vodka bottle renewed every 10 years
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firms can get into disputes about who owns the

copyright in the work the self-employed person

creates.

To avoid disputes over ownership, you need to

understand some of the basics of copyright law,

which this section provides.

YOU DON’T NEED A C IN A CIRCLE

TO HAVE A COPYRIGHT

Many self-employed people don’t know that a

work need not contain a copyright notice—

the familiar © symbol followed by the publi-

cation date and copyright owner’s name—to

be protected by copyright laws. Likewise, you

are not required to register your copyright.

Giving others notice of the copyright and

registering it are both optional. However,

both are highly desirable if the work is pub-

lished. They enable the copyright owner to

receive the maximum money damages pos-

sible if someone copies and uses the work

without permission and the owner files and

wins a copyright-infringement suit.

 You can register your copyright by filling

out a short registration form and sending it

to the U.S. Copyright Office in Washington,

DC, along with one or two copies of the

work and a fee.

For more information on copyrights, see

The Copyright Handbook: How to Protect &

Use Written Works, by Stephen Fishman

(Nolo).

1. Works Created by Independent
Contractors

Self-employed workers ordinarily qualify as inde-

pendent contractors for copyright purposes. The

fundamental rule is that independent contractors

own the copyright in works of authorship they cre-

ate for a client unless they sign a piece of paper

transferring those rights to the client. Without your

signature on such a document, the client—the per-

son who paid you to create the work—may have

no copyright rights at all or, at most, may share

copyright ownership with you.

As the owner of the copyright, you have the

right to resell your work to others or to copy, dis-

tribute, and create new works based on the work.

EXAMPLE: Tom hires Jane, an independent-

contractor computer programmer, to create a

computer program. Tom and Jane have an

oral work agreement. Jane creates the pro-

gram. Because Jane never signed an agree-

ment transferring any of her copyright rights

to Tom, Jane still owns all the copyright rights

in the program. Jane has the exclusive right to

sell the program to others or permit them to

use it. Even though Tom paid Jane to create

the program, he doesn’t own it and can’t sell

or license it to others.

In the real world, copyrights are rarely left to

fate. Independent contractors are normally asked

to sign written agreements transferring all or some

of their copyright rights to the client who hires

them. But if you find yourself working with an

inexperienced client who doesn’t understand the

ownership rules, be sure to take the initiative and

set forth in writing who will own the copyright in

your work. (See Chapter 19, Section B.)

Copyright transfers can take one of three

forms. You can:

• transfer some of your rights

• transfer all of your rights, or

• sign a work-for-hire agreement, which

transfers all of your copyright rights and

then some.

Which rights you transfer to clients and which

you keep for yourself is a matter for negotiation.

If you give up your copyright, you may be able to

negotiate a higher fee for your services, but you

may lose future income on the copyright. (See

“Dividing Up Your Copyright Bundle,” in Section

2, below.)

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/6F6528E2-0A62-45E1-9C8C05F14A0D63CA/310/
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After you and the client reach an agreement

on copyright ownership, one of you must write a

copyright transfer agreement, and you both must

sign it to make it legally valid. You may include

the understanding as a clause in a client agree-

ment or negotiate it as a separate freestanding

agreement.

Beware of Conflicting Copyright 
Transfers

If you’re performing similar work for two or more

clients simultaneously and agree to assign the

intellectual property rights in your work to both

clients, you could end up transferring the same

rights twice. Before you agree to sell a client any-

thing you create, review your existing agreements

to make sure you haven’t already sold it.

2. Transferring Some Rights

You are not legally required to give a client all

your copyright rights. You can transfer some

rights and retain others. When you do this, you

may sell the rights you retain to people other than

the client.

As discussed above, a copyright is really a

bundle of rights, including the exclusive rights to

copy, distribute, perform, and display a work and

create derivative works (such as adaptations or

new editions) from a work. Each of these rights

can be transferred together or separately. They

can also be divided and subdivided by media,

geography, time, market segment, or any other

way you and a client can think up. You can often

make more money by dividing up your copyright

rights and selling them piecemeal to several dif-

ferent purchasers than you could selling them all

to a single client.

PHOTOGRAPHER WINS PYRRHIC VICTORY AGAINST MAGAZINE

Resolving copyright ownership disputes can

take a great deal of time, angst, and money if

you have to go to court. Even if you eventually

win your case, you may feel like a loser. Con-

sider the case of Marco, a professional photog-

rapher who took photographs for several issues

of Accent Magazine, a trade journal for the jew-

elry industry, over a six-month period. Marco

had an oral agreement with the magazine and

was paid a fee of about $150 per photograph.

Accent, claiming it owned the copyright in the

photos, wanted to reuse them without paying

Marco an additional fee. Marco claimed that he

owned the photos and that Accent had to pay

him for permission to use them again. Marco

and the magazine were never able to resolve

the issue of who owned the photos.

When the magazine tried to use the photos

without Marco’s permission, he asked a court to

block publication. The court refused, and Marco

filed an appeal with the federal appeals court in

Philadelphia. After about two years, Marco won

his appeal. But he probably ended up spending

far more on attorneys’ fees than the photos

were worth. (Marco v. Accent Publishing Co.,

Inc., 969 F.2d 1547 (3d Cir. 1992).)
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The bundle of copyright rights in any work of

authorship can be divided and sold in separate

pieces. Exactly how you can most profitably

divide your copyright rights depends on the

nature of the work and the market for it. For

example, the copyright in a computer program is

often divided by geography or type of computer

system.

EXAMPLE: Bill, a famous freelance video

game designer, is hired by Fun & Sun

Gameware to create a new video game. He

signs an agreement transferring to Gameware

the right to distribute the game for the

Nintendo video game system in the United

States only. Bill retains all his other copyright

rights. He sells the right to publish the game

in Japan to Nippon Games and sells the right

to create a film based on the game to Repul-

sive Pictures.

The copyright in a magazine article may be

divided by priority of publication—that is, a writer

may grant a magazine the right to publish an

article for the first time and then retain the rights

to sell it to others later. Freelance writers often

earn substantial income by selling reprint rights to

their work. Similarly, graphic artists often grant a

client only the right to use an image or design in

a certain publishing category and keep the right

to resell their work for use in other categories.

EXAMPLE: Sally, a self-employed graphic

designer, creates and sells 25 spot illustrations

for use in a school textbook. She grants the

textbook publisher the exclusive right to use

the images in textbooks but retains the right

to sell them to others to use for different pur-

poses—for example, in magazine articles.

When you divide up your copyright rights this

way, the transfer is often called a “license.”

Licenses fall into two broad categories: exclusive

and nonexclusive.

DIVIDING UP YOUR COPYRIGHT BUNDLE

It’s often wise to keep as many rights for

yourself as possible because you may be

able to sell them to others and make addi-

tional money from your work.

However, you may not be able to keep

many copyright rights. Many clients want to

own all of the copyright rights in works they

pay self-employed people to create. Other

clients will pay you substantially less for some

rights than they would for all your rights. If

the market for your work is limited, it may

make more economic sense to sell all your

rights and get as much money as possible

from the client instead of taking less and then

trying to sell your work to others.

The normal practices in your particular

field will usually have a big impact on the

negotiations. These traditions and the termi-

nology used to describe various types of

copyright transfers vary widely. If you’re not

familiar with them, ask others in your field

or contact professional organizations or trade

groups for information.

a. Exclusive licenses

When a copyright owner grants someone an

exclusive license, he or she gives that person,

called the “licensee,” the exclusive right to one or

more, but not all, of the copyright rights. An

exclusive license is a transfer of copyright owner-

ship. It must be in writing to be valid.

EXAMPLE: Jane writes an article on econom-

ics and grants The Economist’s Journal the

exclusive right to publish it for the first time

in the United States and Canada. Jane has

granted the Journal an exclusive license.

Only the Journal may publish the article for
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the first time in the United States and Canada;

the magazine owns this right. But Jane retains

all her other copyright rights. This means that

she has the right to republish her article after

it appears in the Journal and to include it in

a book. She also retains the right to create

derivative works from it—for example, to

expand it into a book-length work.

b. Nonexclusive licenses

In contrast, a nonexclusive license gives a person

the right to exercise one or more of a copyright

owner’s rights but does not prevent the copyright

owner from giving other people permission to

exercise the same right or rights at the same time.

A nonexclusive license is the most limited form of

copyright transfer you can grant to a client.

As with exclusive licenses, nonexclusive

licenses may be limited as to time, geography,

media, or in any other way. They can be granted

orally or in writing. The much better practice,

however, is to put it in writing; this can avoid

possible misunderstandings.

EXAMPLE: Bill, a freelance computer pro-

grammer, agrees to create an accounting pro-

gram for AcmePool, a swimming pool com-

pany. Bill thinks that other swimming pool

companies might be interested in buying the

program as well, so he grants AcmePool only

a nonexclusive right to use the program. This

means he can sell it to others, not just Acme-

Pool. AcmePool has no right to sell the pro-

gram. AcmePool agreed to the deal because

Bill charged much less than he would have

charged had AcmePool acquired ownership

of the program.

3. Transferring All Rights

When people transfer all the copyright rights they

own in a work of authorship, the transaction is

called an “assignment” or an “all rights transfer.”

When such a transaction is completed, the origi-

nal copyright owner no longer has any ownership

rights at all. The new owner—the “assignee”—has

all the copyright rights the transferor formerly

held. The new owner is then free to sell licenses

or to assign the copyright to someone else.

An assignment can be made either before or

after a work is created, but it must be in writing to

be valid. An assignment can be a separate docu-

ment or it can be included in a client agreement.

EXAMPLE: Tom hires Jane, a self-employed

programmer, to create a computer program.

Before Jane starts work, Tom has her sign an

independent contractor agreement providing,

among other things, that she transfers all her

copyright rights in the program to Tom. Jane

completes her work and delivers the pro-

gram, and Tom pays her. Tom owns all the

copyright rights in the program.

4. Works Made for Hire

When employees create works of authorship as

part of their jobs, their employers automatically

own all the copyright rights in the work. Works

created on the job are called “works made for

hire.” Certain types of works created by indepen-

dent contractors can also qualify as works made

for hire. When a work is made for hire, the per-

son who ordered or commissioned it and paid for

it is considered to be the author for copyright

purposes, not the person who created it. This

commissioning party—not the actual creator—

automatically owns all the copyright rights.
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a. Types of works made for hire

Nine categories of works created by independent

contractors can be works made for hire:

• a contribution to a collective work (for

example, a work created by more than one

author, such as a newspaper magazine,

anthology, or encyclopedia)

• a part of an audiovisual work (for example,

a motion picture screenplay)

• a translation

• supplementary works (for example, fore-

words, afterwords, supplemental pictorial

illustrations, maps, charts, editorial notes,

bibliographies, appendixes, and indexes)

• a compilation (for example, an electronic

database)

• an instructional text

• a test

• answer material for a test, and

• an atlas.

b. Written agreement requirement

It’s not enough that your work falls into one of

these categories. You and the client must sign a

written agreement stating that the work you cre-

ate shall be a work made for hire. The agreement

must be signed before you begin work to be

effective. The client cannot wait until after your

work is completed and delivered and then decide

that it should be a work made for hire.

Think of a work-for-hire agreement as the

hydrogen bomb of copyright transfers: When

you sign such an agreement, you not only give

ASSIGNMENTS CAN BE REVOKED—EVENTUALLY

There are many sad stories about authors and

artists who were paid a pittance when they

were young or unknown, only to have their

work become extremely valuable later in their

lives or after their deaths. For example, the cre-

ators of Superman sold all their copyright rights

in Superman to a comic book company for a

mere $10,000 when they were in their early

twenties. They lived to see the company earn

millions from their creation, but they shared in

none of this money.

To protect copyright owners and their fami-

lies from unfair exploitation, the Copyright Act

gives authors or their heirs the right to get back

full copyright rights 35 years after they were

assigned. Authors don’t have to pay anything to

reclaim their rights: They simply need to file the

appropriate documentation with the Copyright

Office and the copyright owner to whom they

assigned their rights.

EXAMPLE: Art, a teenage video game

enthusiast, is hired as an independent contractor

in 1980 to create a new computer arcade game

by Fun & Sun Gameware. He assigns all his

copyright rights in the game to Fun & Sun

Gameware for $1,500. The game becomes a best

seller and earns Fun & Sun Gameware millions.

Art is entitled to none of this money, but he or

his heirs can terminate the transfer of copyright

rights to Fun & Gameware in the year 2015 and

get back all rights in the game without paying

Fun & Gameware anything.

This termination right may be exercised only

by individual authors or their heirs, and only as

to copyright transfers made after 1977. This means

that the earliest any assignment can be revoked

is the year 2013 (for works created in 1978).

However, the creator of a work made for hire

has no such termination rights. (See Section B4.)
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up all your ownership rights in the work until

the end of time, you’re not even considered the

work’s author. You won’t be legally entitled to

any credit for your work, such as having your

name attached if the work is published, unless

your agreement with the client requires it.

EXAMPLE: The editor of The Egoist Magazine

asks Gloria, a freelance writer, if she would

be interested in writing an article for the

magazine on nightlife in Palm Beach. Gloria

agrees, and the editor sends her a letter

agreement setting forth such terms as com-

pensation, article length, and due date. The

letter also specifies that the article “shall be a

work made for hire.”

Gloria signs the agreement, writes the

article, and is paid by the magazine. Because

the article qualifies as a work made for

hire, the magazine is the initial owner of

all the copyright rights in the article.

Gloria owns no copyright rights. As the

copyright owner, the magazine is free to

sell reprint rights in the article, film and

TV rights, translation rights, and any other

rights anyone wants to buy. Gloria is not

entitled to license or sell any rights in the

article because she doesn’t own any. She

gave up all her copyright rights by sign-

ing the work-for-hire agreement.

Many writer and artist organizations strongly

advise their members to refuse to sign work-for-

hire agreements. However, an increasing number

of clients insist on such agreements. In some

cases, signing a work-for-hire agreement is a take-

it-or-leave-it proposition: If you don’t agree to

sign, the client will find someone else who will.

For example, the New York Times now requires

freelance contributors to sign work-for-hire agree-

ments; the paper will simply refuse to publish a

freelance article unless the author signs on the

dotted line.

On the other hand, you can often get a client

to agree to something less than a work-for-hire

agreement if you ask. If the client refuses, you

can still sign the work-for-hire agreement, but you

lose nothing by asking.

5. Sharing Ownership With Clients

If a client does not obtain a copyright transfer

from you, you will own the work you create for

the client. However, a client who qualifies as a

coauthor might be considered a joint owner of

the work along with you. For this to occur, the

client must actually help you create the work.

Giving suggestions or supervision is not enough.

A client who qualifies as a coauthor will jointly

share copyright ownership in the work with you.

As coauthors, you’re each entitled to use or let

other people use the work without obtaining

approval of the other coauthor. But any profits

you make must be shared with the other coau-

thors. This could cause problems—for example,

if coauthors sold the same work to competing

publishers, the value of the work could be

diluted. It’s usually in coauthors’ interests to work

together to avoid this.

EXAMPLE: Marlon, a legendary actor, hires

Tom, a freelance writer, to ghostwrite his

autobiography. Tom is an independent con-

tractor, not Marlon’s employee. Marlon fails to

have Tom sign a written agreement transfer-

ring to Marlon his copyright rights in the

work. However, Marlon worked closely with

Tom in writing the autobiography, contribut-

ing not only ideas but also writing portions of

the book.

As a result, Marlon and Tom would

probably be considered coauthors and

joint owners of the autobiography. Both

would have the right to sell the autobi-

ography to a publisher, serialize it in

magazines, sell it to movie producers, or
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otherwise commercially exploit the

work. However, Marlon and Tom would

have to share any profits earned.

If a client doesn’t qualify as a coauthor, at

most it will have a nonexclusive right to use the

work. But it wouldn’t be allowed to sell or license

any copyright rights in the work because it

wouldn’t own any. The independent contractor

would own all the rights and be able to sell or

license them without the client’s permission—and

without sharing the profits with the client.

EXAMPLE: Mark pays Sally, a freelance pho-

tographer, to take some pictures of toxic

waste dumps to supplement his treatise on

toxic waste management. Sally didn’t sign an

agreement transferring her copyright rights in

the photos to Mark. Mark does not qualify as

a coauthor of the photos because he didn’t

help take them. As a result, Sally owns the

copyright in the photos. Mark has a nonex-

clusive license to use the photos in his trea-

tise, but this doesn’t prevent Sally from selling

the photos to others or otherwise exploiting

her copyright rights.

C. Patent Ownership

Patent rights initially belong to the person who

develops an invention. However, patent rights

can be assigned—that is, transferred—to others

just as copyrights can. Firms that hire indepen-

dent contractors to help create new technology or

anything else that might qualify for a patent nor-

mally have the independent contractors assign to

them in advance all patent rights in the work.

Such an assignment may be included in an inde-

pendent contractor agreement or in a separate

document.

If you have no signed assignment, it’s far

from clear who will own inventions you

develop. Unlike copyrights, where silence indi-

cates independent contractor ownership, there is

no such presumption in the world of patents.

The law regarding ownership of inventions by

employees is very clear—an employer owns any

inventions an employee was hired to create. But

courts have just begun to address who owns

inventions made by independent contractors in

the absence of a written ownership agreement.

You can assert ownership over your invention

or other work, but be prepared for a costly legal

dispute if you do. The client could claim you had

a duty to assign your patent rights to it even

though there was no written assignment agree-

ment. You would probably have a good chance

of winning such a case, but it would not be a

sure thing. It’s best to avoid such disputes in

advance by clearly defining in writing who will

own the work.

D. Trade Secret Ownership

Trade secret ownership rules are similar to those

for patents. You are the initial owner of any trade

secrets you develop while working for a client.

But ownership rights in trade secrets can be

assigned to others just as patents can be. Hiring

firms typically require independent contractors to

sign written agreements assigning their trade

secret ownership rights to the client in advance.

In the absence of such an agreement, you

probably own your trade secrets and can sell

them to others, including the client’s competitors.

However, if you used the client’s resources to

develop the trade secret information, the client

might have a nonexclusive license to use it with-

out your permission. This is called a “shop right.”
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E. Using Nondisclosure
Agreements

It is relatively simple to protect tangible valuables,

like jewelry, computers, and luxury cars that you

can lock up in vaults, drawers, or garages. But it is

not so easy to protect knowledge and ideas, even

though such intellectual property may be the key

to building your creative dream. Many self-

employed entrepreneurs are fearful of sharing their

intellectual property with others, which they almost

always have to do to gain financial backing on

other essential deals or partnerships. Fortunately,

the informed and consistent use of well-drafted

nondisclosure agreements can help you protect

these assets if you have to disclose them to poten-

tial backers, partners, clients, and others.

1. What Is a Nondisclosure
Agreement?

Nondisclosure agreements—also known as NDAs

or confidentiality agreements—are frequently

used in the business world before confidential

information is disclosed. Nondisclosure agree-

ments have just one purpose: to protect your

trade secrets. Trade secrets include any informa-

tion that is not generally known that has eco-

nomic value or gives you a competitive edge. It

includes—but is not limited to—such things as:

• unpublished computer code

• product development (and other related)

agreements

• business plans

• financial projections

• marketing plans

• sales data

• cost and pricing information

• customer lists, and

• patent pending applications.

(See Section A3 above for a general discussion

of trade secrets.)

By using a nondisclosure agreement, you

agree to share such information only after the

other party agrees, in writing, to keep the infor-

mation secret.

Using a nondisclosure agreement accomplishes

several basic purposes:

• It conclusively establishes that the person to

whom you disclose the information has a

legal duty not to disclose your trade secrets

without your permission.

• It makes clear to the person who receives a

trade secret that it must be kept in confi-

dence. This will impress upon him or her

that you are serious about maintaining your

trade secrets.

• If you ever file a lawsuit, a signed nondis-

closure agreement will help you prove that

you treated the information you disclosed

as a trade secret and that the person to

whom you disclosed the information knew

that he or she should keep it confidential.

2. When to Use a Nondisclosure
Agreement

Before you give any person access to information

that gives you a competitive advantage, you

should have him or her sign a nondisclosure

agreement. You may need to ask any or all of the

following people to sign:

• clients and potential clients

• employees and potential employees

• consultants or independent contractors

• business partners and investors

• licensees or customers, and

• suppliers.

a. Clients

It will often be necessary for you to disclose your

trade secrets to people and companies for whom

you perform your services or sell your ideas. For

example, a self-employed computer programmer

may have to make trade secret computer code

available to a client, or an inventor may have to

disclose the idea for a new invention to a manu-

facturer. Always try to have the client sign a non-
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disclosure agreement before you disclose such

information. (Some clients may refuse to do so—

see “Nondisclosure Agreements Can Be a Touchy

Issue,” below.)

b. Employees

It is advisable to have all employees who may

come into contact with your trade secrets sign

nondisclosure agreements. Employees should sign

such agreements before they begin work or on

their very first day of work. If you have employ-

ees who have not signed nondisclosure agree-

ments, you should ask them to do so before they

are given access to any trade secrets.

If your business is a partnership, all partners

should sign a partnership agreement containing a

nondisclosure provision.

c. Consultants or independent
contractors

The consultant you hire today may end up work-

ing for a competitor tomorrow. Never expose a

consultant to trade secrets without having a

signed nondisclosure agreement on file. It’s best

to include such an agreement within an overall

consulting or independent contractor agreement

that covers all aspects of the parties’ relationship,

including the services to be performed, who will

own the consultant’s or independent contractor’s

work product, and payment. Several consultant

and independent contractor agreements are

included in Working With Independent Contrac-

tors, by Stephen Fishman (Nolo).

d. Business partners and investors

Trade secrets must frequently be disclosed during

negotiations with prospective business partners,

investors, licensees, suppliers, or customers. It’s

advisable to have the other party sign a non-

disclosure agreement  before you disclose any

trade secrets. This way, you will be protected if

the negotiations do not result in a final agreement.

NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENTS CAN BE A
TOUCHY ISSUE

In high-tech industries, nondisclosure agree-

ments are as common as relatives at weddings.

However, many people refuse to sign them.

Often, venture capitalists, securities analysts,

and top consultants refuse to sign NDAs

because they review lots of ideas, many of

which are similar. They think that signing

NDAs will make it impossible for them to do

business—and may expose them to the

potential for expensive lawsuits. Instead, such

people follow the honor system.

Refusal to sign nondisclosure agreements

is also common in the publishing industry

and in Hollywood, where editors and execu-

tives review large numbers of ideas for

books and scripts that are often similar in

content or focus. Occasionally, companies

outside the United States, where business is

sometimes less legalistic, may also balk at

signing NDAs.

Possibly the best way to deal with this

problem is to take the time to develop a

relationship of trust with the people with

whom you are considering working before

telling them all your best ideas. This might

involve dealing with lower-level information

and ideas to see how they are treated before

revealing your most important information.

However, some people and companies

will never sign an NDA. In that event, you

must decide whether to go ahead and

disclose the information or walk away. If the

person or company has an impeccable repu-

tation for integrity, you may conclude that it

is worthwhile to go ahead and make the

disclosure anyway.

Keep in mind that you may be able to

successfully sue such people for trade secret

violations even if they haven’t signed an

NDA. You’ll need to consult with a lawyer if

you find yourself in this situation.

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/EF0DE668-BA17-48AF-B7634507589AA51D/111/159/
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3. Other Means of Protecting Trade
Secrets

Using nondisclosure agreements is the single most

important thing you can do to protect your trade

secrets. But it’s not your only strategy. You don’t

have to turn your office into an armed camp to

protect your trade secrets, but you must take rea-

sonable precautions to keep them confidential.

Such precautions may include:

• marking documents containing trade secrets

“Confidential”

• locking trade secret materials away after

business hours

• maintaining computer security

• limiting the number of people who know

about your confidential information, and

• destroying documents containing trade

secrets as soon as the documents are no

longer needed.

4. Drafting a Nondisclosure
Agreement

This section describes a sample nondisclosure

agreement that you can use with any outside

individual or company to whom you grant access

to your trade secrets. The full agreement is

included as a tear-out form in Appendix 2.

1. Introductory Paragraph

Fill in the date the agreement will take effect. This

can be the date it is signed or a date in the future.

Next, fill in the name you use for your business.

You are referred to as the “Discloser” throughout

the rest of the agreement. Finally, fill in the name

of the individual or company you are granting

access to your trade secrets, referred to as the

“Recipient.”

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

This is an agreement, effective ___________,
between _______________ (the “Discloser”) and
____________ (the “Recipient”), in which Discloser
agrees to disclose, and Recipient agrees to receive,
certain trade secrets of Discloser on the following
terms and conditions:

2. Trade Secrets

Select either alternative clause by checking the

appropriate box. Here’s how to choose:

Alternative 1. It’s best to specifically identify

the trade secrets covered by the agreement, so

use this clause if you can individually list the

material you are providing. However, be careful

that your description is not so narrowly worded

that it may leave out important information you

wish to have covered by the agreement. If you

later discover that you want to disclose confiden-

tial information not included in the agreement,

you and the other person or company can com-

plete and sign an addendum identifying the addi-

tional protected information. Alternatively, you

could complete a whole new NDA. Do whichever

is most convenient.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Recipient understands and acknowledges that the
following information constitutes trade secrets belong-
ing to Discloser:
____________________________________________

Alternative 2. Use this clause if it’s not pos-

sible to specifically identify the trade secrets you

are providing—for example, if the information you

will disclose does not exist when you sign the

agreement, if you’re not sure what you will be dis-

closing, or if it’s simply too much trouble to iden-

tify everything that you could disclose. This clause

contains a general description of the types of infor-
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mation covered. It includes virtually everything

that could be a trade secret.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Recipient understands and acknowledges that
Discloser’s trade secrets consist of information and
materials that are valuable and not generally known
by Discloser’s competitors. Discloser’s trade secrets
include:

(a) Any and all information concerning Discloser’s
current, future, or proposed products, including, but
not limited to, formulas, designs, devices, computer
code, drawings, specifications, notebook entries,
technical notes and graphs, computer printouts, tech-
nical memoranda and correspondence, product
development agreements, and related agreements.

(b) Information and materials relating to Discloser’s
purchasing, accounting, and marketing, including,
but not limited to, marketing plans, sales data, busi-
ness methods, unpublished promotional material, cost
and pricing information, and customer lists.

(c) Information of the type described above that
Discloser obtained from another party and that Dis-
closer treats as confidential, whether or not owned or
developed by Discloser.

(d) Other:
___________________________________________________________

3. Purpose of Disclosure

Describe the reason for disclosing trade secrets.

For example, this may be for you to perform con-

sulting services for the recipient or to further the

parties’ business relationship.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Recipient shall make use of Discloser’s trade
secrets only for the purpose of:
___________________________________________________________

4. Nondisclosure

This provision is the heart of the agreement. The

Recipient promises to treat the Discloser’s trade

secrets with a reasonable degree of care and not

to disclose them to third parties without the

Discloser’s consent. Recipient also promises not

to make commercial use of the information with-

out Discloser’s permission.

Finally, the Recipient may not disclose the infor-

mation to its employees or consultants unless they

have signed confidentiality agreements protecting

the trade secret rights of third parties, such as the

Discloser. If an employee or consultant has signed

such an agreement, it’s not necessary for him or

her to sign a separate agreement promising to

keep the Discloser’s information confidential.

If the Recipient breaks these promises, the Dis-

closer can sue in court to obtain monetary dam-

ages and possibly a court order to prevent the

Recipient from using the information.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

In consideration of Discloser’s disclosure of its
trade secrets to Recipient, Recipient agrees that it will
treat Discloser’s trade secrets with the same degree of
care and safeguards that it takes with its own trade
secrets, but in no event less than a reasonable degree
of care. Recipient agrees that, without Discloser’s
prior written consent, Recipient will not:

(a) disclose Discloser’s trade secrets to any third
party;

(b) make or permit to be made copies or other
reproductions of Discloser’s trade secrets; or

(c) make any commercial use of the trade secrets.

Recipient represents that it has, and agrees to
maintain, an appropriate agreement with each of its
employees and independent contractors who may
have access to any of Discloser’s trade secrets suffi-
cient to enable Recipient to comply with all the terms
of this Agreement.
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5. Return of Materials

In this clause, the Recipient promises to return

original materials you’ve provided, as well as cop-

ies, notes, and documents pertaining to the trade

secrets. This agreement gives Recipient 30 days to

return the materials, but you can change this time

period if you wish.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Upon Discloser’s request, Recipient shall promptly
(within 30 days) return all original materials provided
by Discloser and any copies, notes, or other docu-
ments in Recipient’s possession pertaining to
Discloser’s trade secrets.

6. Exclusions

This provision describes all the types of informa-

tion that are not covered by the agreement. These

exclusions are based on court decisions and state

trade secret laws that say these types of informa-

tion do not qualify for trade secret protection.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

This agreement does not apply to any information
that:

(a) was in Recipient’s possession or was known to
Recipient, without an obligation to keep it confiden-
tial, before such information was disclosed to Recipi-
ent by Discloser;

(b) is or becomes public knowledge through a
source other than Recipient and through no fault of
Recipient;

(c) is or becomes lawfully available to Recipient
from a source other than Discloser; or

(d) is disclosed by Recipient with Discloser’s prior
written approval.

7. Term of Agreement

There are two alternative provisions dealing with

the agreement’s “term,” which is the length of

time the agreement remains in effect. Select the

clause that best suits your needs by checking the

appropriate box.

Alternative 1. This provision has no definite

time limit—in other words, the Recipient’s obliga-

tion of confidentiality lasts until the trade secret

information ceases to be a trade secret. This may

occur when the information becomes generally

known, is disclosed to the public by the Dis-

closer, or ceases being a trade secret for some

other reason. This gives the Discloser the broad-

est protection possible. Disclosers ordinarily pre-

fer to use this provision.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

This Agreement and Recipient’s duty to hold
Discloser’s trade secrets in confidence shall remain in
effect until the above-described trade secrets are no
longer trade secrets or until Discloser sends Recipient
written notice releasing Recipient from this Agreement,
whichever occurs first.

Alternative 2. Some recipients don’t want to

be subject to open-ended confidentiality obliga-

tions. Use this clause if the Recipient requires that

the agreement state a definite date by which the

agreement—and the Recipient’s confidentiality

obligations—expires. Five years is a common time

period, but the time limit can be much shorter,

even as little as six months. In Internet and tech-

nology businesses, the time period may need to

be shorter because of the fast pace of innovation.

But the Discloser should attempt to make sure the

time period lasts as long as the confidential infor-

mation is likely to remain valuable.
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SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

This Agreement and Recipient’s duty to hold
Discloser’s trade secrets in confidence shall remain in
effect until ____________ or until whichever of the
following occurs first:

• Discloser sends Recipient written notice
releasing Recipient from this Agreement, or

• the above-described trade secrets are no
longer trade secrets.

8. No Rights Granted

This provision makes clear that the Recipient is

acquiring absolutely no ownership rights in or to

the information. This means the Recipient cannot

sell or license the information to others.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Recipient understands and agrees that this Agree-
ment does not constitute a grant or an intention or
commitment to grant any right, title, or interest in
Discloser’s trade secrets to Recipient.

9. Warranty

A warranty is a promise. In this provision, the

Discloser promises to the Recipient that it has the

right to disclose the information. This is intended

to assure the Recipient that it won’t be sued by

some third party who claims the trade secrets

belonged to it and that the Discloser had no right

to reveal them to the Recipient.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Discloser warrants that it has the right to make the
disclosures under this Agreement.

10. Injunctive Relief

If the Recipient violates a nondisclosure agree-

ment, one of the most important legal remedies a

trade secret owner can obtain is an “injunction”—a

court order preventing the violator from using or

profiting from the Discloser’s trade secrets.

This provision is intended to make such a

court order easier for the Discloser to obtain.

Some Recipients may object to including this pro-

vision because they want to make it as hard as

possible for the Discloser to obtain an injunction.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Recipient acknowledges and agrees that in the
event of a breach or threatened breach of this Agree-
ment, money damages would be an inadequate rem-
edy and extremely difficult to measure. Recipient
agrees, therefore, that Discloser shall be entitled to an
injunction to restrain Recipient from such breach or
threatened breach. Nothing in this Agreement shall
be construed as preventing Discloser from pursuing
any remedy at law or in equity for any breach or
threatened breach.

11. Attorneys’ Fees

This agreement says that if a lawsuit is brought

to enforce the agreement, the loser pays the

winner’s attorneys’ fees. Without such a provision,

attorneys’ fees are usually not recoverable.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

If any legal action arises relating to this Agree-
ment, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover
all court costs, expenses, and reasonable attorneys’
fees.
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12. Modifications

This provision requires that any changes to the

agreement be made in writing and signed by both

parties to be legally effective. This means, for

example, that a change agreed to over the tele-

phone won’t be legally enforceable. To be

enforceable, one of the parties must write down

the change and both parties must sign it.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

This Agreement represents the entire agreement
between the parties regarding the subject matter and
supersedes all prior agreements or understandings
between them. All additions or modifications to this
Agreement must be made in writing and signed by
both parties to be effective.

13. No Agency

This clause is intended to make clear to both par-

ties that the nondisclosure agreement does not

make the two parties partners or allow either

party to act as an agent for the other. This pre-

vents either party from entering into contracts or

incurring debts on behalf of the other party.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

This Agreement does not create any agency or
partnership relationship between the parties.

14. Applicable Law

Every state has its own laws regarding contract

interpretation. These laws differ from state to

state. The parties can choose any state’s laws to

govern the agreement, regardless of where they

are located or where the agreement is signed. It’s

usually advantageous to have the law of your

home state govern the agreement, because this is

the law both you and your attorney are probably

most familiar with. However, state laws on trade

secrecy don’t differ enough to make this a make-

or-break issue.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

This Agreement is made under, and shall be
construed according to, the laws of the State of
_______________.

15. Signatures

The parties don’t have to be in the same room

when they sign the agreement. It’s even fine if the

dates are a few days apart. But the NDA is not

valid until both parties have signed it. So don’t

start revealing your secrets until then. Each party

should sign at least two copies, and keep at least

one. This way, both parties have an original

signed agreement. (See Chapter 18, Section D,

for detailed information on how to sign a legal

agreement.) ■
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A contract—also called an agreement—is a

legally binding promise. Whenever you

agree to perform services for a client, you enter

into a contract: You promise to do work, and the

client promises to pay you for it.

The word “contract” often intimidates people

who conjure up visions of voluminous legal docu-

ments laden with legalese. However, a contract

need not be long or complex. Many contracts

consist of only a few simple paragraphs. Indeed,

most contracts don’t even have to be in writing.

Even so, it’s never a good idea to rely on an oral

agreement with a client.

CLIENT AGREEMENTS DON’T HAVE TO BE

INTIMIDATING

Some self-employed workers shy away from

using written agreements. You might be

afraid of intimidating your clients or making

them think you don’t trust them. This could

happen if you’re not careful. For example, a

prospective client might think twice about

hiring you if you present a 20-page contract

for a simple one-day project. The client

might conclude that you’re either paranoid,

hard to deal with, or both.

You can avoid this problem, however, if

you calibrate your agreements to your as-

signments. Use simple contracts or short let-

ter agreements for simple projects and save

the longer, more complex agreements for

bigger jobs.

A. Reasons to Use Written
Agreements

Most contracts don’t have to be in writing to be

legally binding. For example, you and a client can

enter into a contract over the phone or during a

lunch meeting at a restaurant; no magic words

need be spoken. You just have to agree to per-

form services for the client in exchange for some-

thing of value—usually money. Theoretically, an

oral agreement is as valid as a 50-page contract

drafted by a high-powered law firm.

EXAMPLE: Gary, a freelance translator, receives

a phone call from a vice president of Acme Oil

Co. The VP asks Gary to translate some Russian

oil industry documents for $2,000. Gary says

he’ll do the work for the price. Gary and Acme

have a valid oral contract.

SOME AGREEMENTS MUST BE IN WRITING

Some types of agreements must be in writing

to be legally enforceable. Each state has a

law, usually called the “Statute of Frauds,”

listing the types of contracts that must be in

writing to be valid.

A typical list includes:

• Any contract that cannot possibly be

performed in less than one year—for

example: John agrees to perform con-

sulting services for Acme Corp. for the

next two years for $2,000 per month.

Because the agreement cannot be per-

formed in less than one year, it must be

in writing to be legally enforceable.

• Contracts for the sales of goods—that is,

tangible personal property such as a

computer or car—worth $500 or more.

• A promise to pay someone else’s debt—

for example: The president of a corpora-

tion personally guarantees to pay for the

services you sell to the corporation. The

guarantee must be in writing to be

legally enforceable.

• Contracts involving the sale of real estate

or real estate leases lasting more than

one year.

Any transfer of copyright ownership must

also be in writing to be valid. (See Chapter

17, Section B.)
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In the real world, however, using oral agree-

ments is like driving without a seatbelt. Things

will work out fine as long as you don’t have an

accident; but if you do have an accident, you’ll

wish you had buckled up. An oral agreement can

work if you and your client agree completely

about its terms and both obey them. Unfortu-

nately, things don’t always work this way.

Below are some of the most important reasons

why you should always sign a written agreement

with a client before starting work.

1. Avoiding Misunderstandings

Courts are crowded with lawsuits filed by people

who enter into oral agreements with one another

and later disagree over what was said. Costly

misunderstandings can develop if you perform

services for a client without a writing clearly stat-

ing what you’re supposed to do. Such misunder-

standings may be innocent—for example, you

and the client may have simply misinterpreted

one another. Or they may be purposeful: With-

out a writing to contradict him or her, a client

can claim that you orally agreed to anything.

Consider a good written client agreement to be

your legal lifeline. If disputes develop, the agree-

ment will provide ways to solve them. If you and

the client end up in court, a written agreement

will establish your legal duties to each other.

For these same reasons, your clients should be

happy to sign a well-drafted contract. Be wary of

any client who refuses to put your agreement in

writing. Such a client might be a bad credit risk. If

a prospective client balks at signing an agree-

ment, you may wish to obtain a credit report on

the client or talk with others who have worked

for that client to see if they had any problems. If

you think the client might pose a problem when

it comes to paying you, ask for a substantial

down payment up front and for periodic pay-

ments if the project is lengthy. (See Chapter 7,

Section B.)

WRITTEN AGREEMENTS

PREEMPT TALK

When you put your agreement in writing, it

is usually treated as the final word on the

areas it covers. That is, it takes precedence

over anything that you and the client said to

each other but did not include in your writ-

ten agreement.

However, if you and the client end up in

court or arbitration because you disagree

over the terms or meaning of your contract,

the things you and the client said to each

other during the negotiating process but

didn’t write down can be used to explain

unclear terms in the written contract or to

prove additional terms where the writing is

incomplete. Because you and the client may

disagree about what was said during negotia-

tions, it’s best to make the written contract as

clear and complete as possible.

2. Assuring That You Get Paid

A written agreement clearly setting out your fees

will help ward off disputes about how much the

client agreed to pay you. If a client fails to pay

and you have to negotiate or eventually even sue

for your money, the written agreement will be

proof of how much you’re owed. Relying on an

oral agreement with a client can make it very

difficult for you to get paid in full—or at all.
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ORAL AGREEMENT COSTS IC $600

One self-employed worker learned the hard

way that an oral agreement isn’t worth the

paper on which it’s not printed. Jane, a com-

mercial illustrator who worked as a freelancer

for a variety of ad agencies and other clients,

orally agreed to do a series of drawings for a

dress designer. Jane did the drawings and

submitted her bill for $2,000. The designer

refused to pay, alternately claiming that pay-

ment was conditional on the drawings being

published in a fashion magazine and that Jane

was charging too much.

Jane filed a lawsuit against the designer in

small claims court to collect her $2,000. The

judge had no trouble finding that Jane had

an enforceable oral contract with the

designer, who admitted that he had asked

Jane to do the work. However, the judge

awarded Jane only $1,400 because she could

not document her claim that she was to be

paid $100 per hour, and the designer made a

convincing presentation that illustrators usu-

ally charge no more than $70 per hour.

3. Defining Projects

The process of deciding what to include in an

agreement helps both you and the client. It forces

you both to think carefully, perhaps for the first

time, about exactly what you’re supposed to do.

Hazy and ill-defined ideas get reduced to a con-

crete contract specification or description of the

work that you will perform. This gives you and

the client a yardstick by which to measure your

performance, the best way to avoid later disputes

that you haven’t performed adequately.

4. Establishing Independent
Contractor Status

A well-drafted client agreement will also help

establish that you are an independent contractor,

not the client’s employee. You can suffer severe

consequences if the IRS or another government

agency decides you’re an employee instead of an

independent contractor. (See Chapter 15.)

B. Reviewing a
Client’s Agreement

Many clients have their own agreements they’ll

ask you to sign. This may be a copy of an agree-

ment they’ve used in the past with other people

they’ve hired, a standard agreement prepared by

an attorney, or a letter summarizing the terms to

which you’ve agreed. You’ll almost always be bet-

ter off if you use your own agreement, not one

provided by your client, because it gives you the

greatest control over the contract terms. Take the

initiative and send the client an agreement to sign

immediately after you accept an assignment: Do

not wait for the client to provide you with an

agreement of its own.

If a client insists on using its own agreement,

read that document carefully. It may contain pro-

visions that are unfair to you—for example, provi-

sions requiring you to repay the client if an IRS

auditor determines that you’re an employee and

imposes fines and penalties against the client. Pay

special attention to noncompetition provisions

that restrict your right to work for other compa-

nies and nondisclosure provisions that prevent

you from using information you learn while work-

ing for the client.

Remember that any contract can be rewritten,

even if the client claims it’s a standard agreement

that all outside workers sign. This is a matter for

negotiation. Seek to delete or rewrite unfair provi-

sions. There may also be provisions you want to

add. (See Chapter 20, Section D.)
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For practical guidance on how to conduct

contract negotiations, see:

•Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement Without

Giving In, by Roger Fisher, et al. (Penguin

Books)

•Negotiating Rationally, by Max H. Bazerman

and Margaret A. Neale (Free Press), and

•Win-Win Negotiating: Turning Conflict Into

Agreement, by Fred E. Jandt (Wiley).

C. Creating Your Own
Client Agreement

You don’t need to hire a lawyer to draft an

independent contractor agreement. All you

need is a brain and a little common sense. This

book contains a number of sample forms you

can use and guidance on how to tailor them to

fit your particular needs. This may take a little

work, but when you’re done, you’ll have an

agreement you can use over and over again

with minor alterations.

1. Types of Agreements

There are two main types of client agreements.

Use the type of agreement that best suits your

needs and the needs of your clients.

a. Letter agreements

A letter agreement is usually a short contract writ-

ten in the form of a letter. After you and the client

reach a tentative agreement—over the phone, in a

meeting, by fax, or by email—you set forth the

contract terms in a letter written on your statio-

nery, sign two copies, and send them to the cli-

ent. If the client agrees to the terms in the letter,

he or she signs both copies at the bottom and

returns one signed copy to you. At that point, you

and the client have a fully enforceable, valid con-

tract. Many self-employed people use letter agree-

ments because they seem less intimidating to

clients than more formal-looking contracts. Others

use them because of business custom. (See Chap-

ter 19, Section D.)

b. Standard contracts

A standard contract usually contains a number of

paragraphs and captions. It is usually longer and

more comprehensive than a letter agreement. It’s

a good idea to use a standard contract if:

• the project is long and complex or involves

a substantial amount of money, or

• you’re dealing with a client you don’t trust,

either because the client is new or because

your past dealings indicate the client is

untrustworthy. (See Chapter 19.)
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PROPOSALS ARE NOT CLIENT AGREEMENTS

Clients often choose the outside workers

they hire through a competitive bidding pro-

cess. They ask a number of people to submit

written proposals describing how they’ll per-

form the work and the price they’ll charge.

The client chooses the IC who submits the

best proposal.

Some self-employed people write quite

lengthy and detailed proposals and depend

on them instead of standard contracts. This is

a mistake. Proposals do not normally address

many important issues that should be cov-

ered in a contract, such as the term (length)

of the agreement, how it can be terminated,

and how disputes will be resolved. If a prob-

lem arises that is not covered by the pro-

posal, you and the client will have to negoti-

ate a solution in the middle of the project. If

you can’t reach a solution, either you or the

client may end up taking the other to court

to resolve the matter.

The best course is to have a signed con-

tract in hand before starting work. If you

submit a proposal to a client, it should state

that if the client agrees to proceed, you will

forward a contract for signature within a

specified number of days.

2. The Drafting Process

Draft contract forms you can use over again with

various clients. You can use the forms as the basis

for your agreement and make alterations you

need to suit the particular situation. If you per-

form the same type of work for every client, you

might need just one or two form agreements. This

might include a brief letter agreement for small

jobs and a longer standard contract for larger

projects. However, if your work varies, you may

need several different agreements. If you hire self-

employed people to work for you, you’ll need an

agreement for them as well. (See Chapter 19.)

EXAMPLE: Ellen, a freelance publicist, usually

uses a letter agreement with her clients. How-

ever, when she is hired to do a particularly

long project, she prefers to use a longer stan-

dard contract because it affords her added

protection if something goes wrong. She also

occasionally hires other freelance publicists to

work for her as ICs when she gets very busy.

Ellen uses a lengthy subcontractor agreement

with them because it helps to establish that

they’re ICs instead of her employees and

makes their duties as clear as possible.

Ellen uses the forms in this book to draft

three different IC agreements she keeps on

her computer and uses over and over again: a

letter agreement, a standard IC agreement,

and a subcontractor agreement.

3. Using the Forms in This Book

Appendix 2 contains a sample client agreement

that almost any self-employed person who sells

services can adapt to meet his or her needs.

Each of the clauses in the agreement is discussed

in detail in Chapter 19. A sample brief letter

agreement is also provided and discussed in

Chapter 19.

There are two ways to use these clauses. You

can retype the language suggested in this book to

assemble your own final agreement. This will al-

low you to tailor your document to your specific

needs. Alternatively, you can complete and use

the tear-out sample agreement in Appendix 2.

This is easier than creating your own agreement

but gives you less flexibility regarding the content

of your agreement.
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Retype This Form
Your IC agreement will make the best

impression on IRS and other government auditors

if it looks like a custom-made agreement you’ve

drafted specifically for the client, not a standard

form you’ve torn out of a book. And making a

good impression is important if you want to keep

your self-employed status and not be viewed as

an employee of the client. For this reason, it is ad-

visable to retype the form provided here—

whether on a computer or typewriter—and use

that instead of the preprinted form in Appendix 2.

D. Putting Your Agreement
Together

Whether you use a simple letter agreement or for-

mal standard contract, make sure it’s properly

signed and put together. This is not difficult if you

know what to do. This section provides all the

instruction you should need to get it right.

1. Signatures

It’s best for both you and the client to sign the

agreement in ink. You need not be together when

you sign, nor do you have to sign at the same

time. There’s no legal requirement that the signa-

tures be located in any specific place in a busi-

ness contract, but they are customarily placed at

the end of the agreement; that helps signify that

you both have read and agreed to the entire

document.

It’s very important that both you and the client

sign the agreement properly. Failure to do so can

have drastic consequences. How to sign depends

on the legal form of your business and the client’s

business.

a. Sole proprietors

If you or the client are sole proprietors, you can

simply sign your own names because a sole pro-

prietorship is not a separate legal entity.

However, if you use a fictitious business name

(see Chapter 2), it’s best for you to sign on behalf

of your business. This will help show that you’re

an IC, not an employee.

EXAMPLE: Chris Kraft is a sole proprietor

who runs a marketing research business.

Instead of using his own name for the busi-

ness, he calls it AAA Marketing Research. He

should sign his contracts like this:

AAA Marketing Research

By: ______________________________
    Chris Kraft

b. Partnerships

If either you or the client is a partnership, a gen-

eral partner should sign on the partnership’s

behalf. Only one partner needs to sign. The

signature block for the partnership should state

the partnership’s name and the name and title of

the person signing on the partnership’s behalf. If

a partner signs only his or her name without men-

tioning the partnership, the partnership is not

bound by the agreement.

EXAMPLE: Chris, a self-employed marketing

consultant, contracts to perform marketing

research for a Michigan partnership called

The Argus Partnership. Randy Argus is one of

the general partners. He signs the contract on

the partnership’s behalf like this:

The Argus Partnership
A Michigan Partnership

By: _____________________________
      Randy Argus, a General Partner
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If the client is a partnership and the person

who signs the agreement is not a partner, the sig-

nature should be accompanied by a partnership

resolution stating that the person signing the

agreement has the authority to do so. A partner-

ship resolution is a document signed by one or

more of the general partners stating that the per-

son named has the authority to sign contracts on

the partnership’s behalf.

c. Corporations

If either you or the client is a corporation, the

agreement must be signed by someone who has

authority to sign contracts on the corporation’s

behalf. The corporation’s president or chief

executive officer (CEO) is presumed to have this

authority.

If someone other than the president of an

incorporated client signs—for example, the vice

president, treasurer, or other corporate officer—

ask to see a board of directors resolution or

corporate bylaws authorizing him or her to

sign. If the person signing doesn’t have author-

ity, the corporation won’t be legally bound by

the contract.

Keep in mind that if you sign personally in-

stead of on your corporation’s behalf, you’ll be

personally liable for the contract.

The signature block for a corporation should

state the name of the corporation and indicate

by name and title the person signing on the

corporation’s behalf.

EXAMPLE: Chris, a self-employed marketing

consultant, contracts to perform marketing

research with a corporation called Kiddie

Krafts, Inc. The contract is signed by Susan

Ericson. Because she is the president of the

corporation, Chris doesn’t need a corporate

resolution showing she has authority to bind

the corporation. The signature block should

appear in the contract like this:

Kiddie Krafts, Inc.
A California Corporation

By: _____________________________
      Susan Ericson, President

d. Limited liability companies

The owners of a limited liability company (LLC)

are called “members.” Members may hire others

to run their LLC for them. These people are called

“managers.” If either you or your client is an LLC,

the agreement should be signed by a member or

manager on the LLC’s behalf.

EXAMPLE: Amy Smart, a California-based

self-employed graphic artist, has formed an

LLC to run her business called Great Graph-

ics, LLC. She should sign all her agreements

like this:

Great Graphics, LLC
A California Limited Liability Company

By: _____________________________
      Amy Smart, Member

2. Dates

When you sign an agreement, include the date

and make sure the client does, too. You can sim-

ply put a date line next to the place where each

person signs—for example:

Date: _______, 2006

You and the client don’t have to sign on the

same day. Indeed, you can sign weeks apart.

3. Attachments or Exhibits

An easy way to keep a letter agreement or stan-

dard contract as short as possible is to use attach-

ments, also called “exhibits.” You can use them to

list lengthy details such as performance specifica-

tions. This makes the main body of the agreement

shorter and easier to read.
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If you have more than one attachment or

exhibit, they should be numbered or lettered—for

example, “Attachment 1” or “Exhibit A.” Be sure

that the main body of the agreement mentions

that the attachments or exhibits are included as

part of the contract.

4. Altering the Contract

Sometimes it’s necessary to make last-minute

changes to a contract just before it’s signed. If you

use a computer to prepare the agreement, it’s

usually easy to make the changes and print out a

new agreement.

However, it’s not necessary to prepare a new

contract. Instead, the changes may be handwritten

or typed onto all existing copies of the agree-

ment. If you use this approach, be sure that all

those signing the agreement also sign their initials

as close as possible to the place where the

change is made. If both people who sign don’t

initial each change, questions might arise as to

whether the change was part of the agreement.

5. Copies of the Contract

Prepare at least two copies of your letter agree-

ment or standard contract. Make sure that each

copy contains all the needed exhibits and attach-

ments. Both you and the client should sign both

copies—and you should each keep one copy of

the complete agreement signed by both parties.

6. Faxing the Contract

It has become very common for self-employed

people and their clients to communicate by email

or fax. People often send drafts of their proposed

agreement back and forth to each other by fax or

email. When the parties reach a final agreement,

one signs a copy of the contract and faxes it to

the other, who signs it and faxes it back.

A faxed signature is probably legally sufficient

if neither you nor the client dispute that it is a fax

of an original signature. However, if a client

claims that a faxed signature was forged, it could

be difficult or impossible to prove it’s genuine,

because it is very easy to forge a faxed signature

with modern computer technology. Forgery

claims are rare, however, so this is usually not a

problem. Even so, it’s a good practice for you and

the client to follow up the fax with signed origi-

nals exchanged by mail or delivery service.

E. Changing the Agreement After
It’s Signed

No contract is engraved in stone. You and the cli-

ent can always modify or amend your contract if

circumstances change. You can even agree to call

the whole thing off and cancel your agreement.

EXAMPLE: Barbara, a self-employed well dig-

ger, agrees to dig a 50-foot-deep well on

property owned by Kate for $2,000. After dig-

ging ten feet, Barbara hits solid rock that no

one knew was there. To complete the well,

she’ll have to lease expensive heavy equip-

ment. To defray the added expense, she asks

Kate to pay her $4,000 instead of $2,000 for

the work. Kate agrees. Barbara and Kate have

amended their original agreement.

Neither you nor the client is ever obligated to

accept a proposed modification to your contract.

Either of you can always say no and accept the

consequences. At its most dire, this may mean a

court battle over breaking the original contract.

However, you’re usually better off reaching some

sort of agreement with the client, unless he or she

is totally unreasonable.
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Unless your contract is one that must be in

writing to be legally valid—for example, an agree-

ment that can’t be performed in less than one

year (see Section A)—it can usually be modified

by an oral agreement. In other words, you need

not write down the changes.

EXAMPLE: Art signs a contract with Zeno to

build an addition to his house. Halfway

through the project, Art decides that he

wants Zeno to do some extra work not cov-

ered by their original agreement. Art and

Zeno have a telephone conversation in

which Zeno agrees to do the extra work for

extra money. Although nothing is put in

writing, their change to their original agree-

ment is legally enforceable.

Many self-employed workers and their clients

change their contracts often and never write

down the changes. The flexibility afforded by

such an informal approach to contract amend-

ments might be just what you want. However,

misunderstandings and disputes can arise from

this approach. It’s always best to have some sort

of writing showing what you’ve agreed to do.

You can do this informally. For example, you can

simply send a confirming letter following a tele-

phone call with the client summarizing the

changes you both agreed to make. Be sure to

keep a copy for your files.

However, if the amendment involves a

contract provision that is very important—your

payment, for example—insist on a written amend-

ment and insist that you and the client sign it. The

amendment should set forth all the changes and

state that the amendment takes precedence over

the original contract. Appendix 2 includes a

contract Amendment form you can use for this

purpose.  ■
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This chapter guides you in creating a client
agreement that you can use for almost any

type of service you provide your clients. This is a
full-blown formal contract. It covers nearly all
concerns you would want covered in an agree-
ment. A tear-out version you can use is included
in Appendix 2.

Some self-employed people prefer not to use
formal contracts because they’re afraid they will
intimidate clients. If you prefer something a little
less formal, this book also provides a short,
simple letter agreement that will meet your needs.
(See Section D.)

However, it’s a good idea to use a more com-
prehensive formal contract if:

• you are hired to do a project that is long
and complex or involves a substantial
amount of money, or

• you’re dealing with a new client or a client

who has been untrustworthy in the past.

The agreement provided in Section A (and

Appendix 2) can be modified for use by

almost any self-employed person. If you prefer a

ready-made contract, you can find client agree-

ments tailored to specific occupations in Consultant

& Independent Contractor Agreements, by Stephen

Fishman (Nolo), including agreements for use by

consultants, household service providers, sales-

people, accountants and bookkeepers, artists, writ-

ers, and construction contractors. The agreements

in that book are included in both tear-out versions

and on CD-ROM.

A. Essential Provisions
There are a number of provisions that should be
included in most client agreements. All of these
sample clauses are included in the sample agree-
ment provided here. (Section C shows how an
entire agreement might look when assembled.)

These provisions may be all you need for a
basic agreement. Or you may need to combine
them with some of your own clauses or one or more
of the optional clauses discussed in Section B.

Title of agreement. You don’t need a title for
a client agreement, but if you want one, call it
“Independent Contractor Agreement,” “Client
Agreement,” “Agreement for Professional Services,”
or “Consulting Agreement.” Consulting Agreement
may sound a little more high-toned than Indepen-
dent Contractor Agreement; it is most often used
by highly skilled professionals. Because you are
not your client’s employee, do not use “Employ-

ment Agreement” as a title.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AGREEMENT

Names of parties. Here at the beginning of
your contract, it’s best to refer to yourself by your
full business name. Later on in the contract, you
can use an obvious abbreviation.

If you’re a sole proprietor, use the full name
you use for your business. This can be your own
name or a fictitious business name or assumed
name you use to identify your business. (See
Chapter 2.) For example, if consultant Al Brodsky
calls his one-person marketing research business
“ABC Marketing Research,” he would use that
name on the contract. Using a fictitious business
name helps show that you’re a business, not an
employee.

If your business is incorporated, use your
corporate name, not your own name—for
example: “John Smith, Incorporated” instead of
“John Smith.”

Similarly, if you’ve formed a limited liability
company (see Chapter 2), use the name of the
LLC, not your personal name—for example, use
“Jane Brown, a Limited Liability Corporation”
instead of “Jane Brown.”

Do not refer to yourself as an employee or to
the client as an employer.

For the sake of brevity, identify yourself and
the client by shorter names in the rest of the
agreement. You can use an abbreviated version of
your full name—for example, “ABC” for ABC Mar-
keting Research. Or you can refer to yourself
simply as “Contractor” or “Consultant.”

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/20DDE01A-5F87-4255-93CAE7397066ECB7/111/159/
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Refer to the client initially by its company
name and subsequently by a short version of the
name or as “Client” or “Firm.”

Include the addresses of the principal place of
business of both the client and yourself. If you or
the client have more than one office or work-
place, the principal place of business is the main

office or workplace.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

This Agreement is made between [Client’s name]
(Client) with a principal place of business at [Client’s
business address] and [Your name] (Contractor),
with a principal place of business at [Your business
address].

1. Services to Be Performed

The agreement should describe in as much detail
as possible what you are expected to accomplish.
Word the description carefully to emphasize the
results you’re expected to achieve. Don’t describe
the method by which you will achieve the results.
As an independent contractor, it should be up to
you to decide how to do the work. The client’s
control should be limited to accepting or rejecting
your final results. The more control the client
exercises over how you work, the more you’ll

look like an employee. (See Chapter 15.)

Example: Jack hires Jill to prepare an index

for his multivolume history of ancient Sparta.
Jill should describe the results she is expected
to achieve as: “Contractor agrees to prepare
an index of Client’s History of Sparta of at
least 100 single-spaced pages. Contractor will
provide Client with a printout of the finished
index and a 3.5-inch computer disk version in
ASCII format.”

The agreement should not tell Jill how
to create the index—for example: “Con-
tractor will prepare an alphabetical three-
level index of Client’s History of Sparta.
Contractor will first prepare 3-by-5 inch

index cards listing every index entry

beginning with Chapter One. After each

chapter is completed, Contractor will

deliver the index cards to Client for

Client’s approval. When index cards have

been created for all 50 chapters, Contrac-

tor will create a computer version of the

index using Complex Software Version

7.6. Contractor will then print out and

edit the index and deliver it to Client for

approval.”

It’s perfectly okay for the agreement to estab-
lish very detailed specifications for your finished
work product. But the specs should only describe
the end results you must achieve, not how to
obtain those results. You can include the descrip-
tion in the main body of the agreement. Or if it’s
a lengthy explanation, put it on a separate docu-
ment and attach it to the agreement. (See Chapter

18, Section D3.)

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE A—
IF SERVICES LISTED:

Contractor agrees to perform the following ser-
vices: [Describe services you will perform.]

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE B—
IF EXHIBIT ATTACHED:

Contractor agrees to perform the services
described in Exhibit A, which is attached to and
made part of this Agreement.

Choose Alternative B if the explanation of

the services is attached to the main contract.

2. Payment

Self-employed people who provide services to
others can be paid in many different ways. (See
Chapter 7, Section A.) The two most common
payment methods are:

• a fixed fee, or

• payment by unit of time.
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a. Fixed fee

In a fixed-fee agreement, you charge an agreed

amount for the entire project. (See Chapter 7, Sec-

tion A1.)

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—
ALTERNATIVE A—FIXED FEE:

In consideration for the services to be performed
by Contractor, Client agrees to pay Contractor
$ _________ [Amount].

b. Unit of time

Many self-employed people—for example, law-

yers, accountants, and plumbers—customarily

charge by the hour, day, or other unit of time.

(See Chapter 7, Section A1.) Charging by the hour

does not support your independent contractor

status, but you can get away with it if it’s a com-

mon practice in the field in which you work.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—
ALTERNATIVE B—UNIT OF TIME:

In consideration for the services to be performed
by Contractor, Client agrees to pay Contractor at the
rate of $ __________ [Amount] per ______ [hour,
day, week, or other unit of time].

c. Capping your payment

Clients often wish to place a cap on the total

amount they’ll spend on the project when you’re

paid by the hour because they’re afraid you might

work slowly to earn a larger fee. If the client

insists on a cap, make sure it allows you to work

enough hours to get the project done.

OPTIONAL  LANGUAGE—CAP ON PAYMENT

[OPTIONAL: Contractor’s total compensation shall
not exceed $__________  [Amount] without Client’s
written consent.]

3. Terms of Payment
Terms of payment means how you will bill the

client and be paid. Generally, you will have to

submit an invoice to the client setting out the

amount due before you can get paid. An invoice

doesn’t have to be fancy or filled with legalese. It

should include an invoice number, the dates

covered by the invoice, the hours expended if

you’re being paid by the hour, and a summary of

the work performed. (See Chapter 7, Section B2,

for a detailed discussion and sample invoice form.

A tear-out version of an invoice you can use is

included in Appendix 1.)

a. Payment upon completing work

The following provision requires you to send an

invoice after you complete work. The client is

required to pay your fixed or hourly fee within a

set number of days after you send the invoice.

The time period of 30 days is a typical payment

term, but it can be shorter or longer if you wish.

Note that the time for payment starts to run as

soon as you send your invoice, not when the

client receives it. This will help you get paid

more quickly.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE A—
PAYMENT ON COMPLETION:

Upon completing Contractor’s services under this
Agreement, Contractor shall submit an invoice. Client
shall pay Contractor within ____ [10, 15, 30, 45,
60] days from the date of Contractor’s invoice.

b. Divided payments

You can also opt to be paid part of a fixed or

hourly fee when the agreement is signed and the

remainder when the work is finished. The amount

of the up-front payment is subject to negotiation.

Many self-employed people like to receive at least

one-third to one-half of a fee before they start

work. If the client is new or might have problems

paying you, it’s wise to get as much money in ad-

vance as you can.
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The following provision requires that you be

paid a specific amount when the client signs the

agreement and the rest when the work is finished.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE B—
DIVIDED PAYMENTS:

Contractor shall be paid $ _________ [Amount]
upon signing this Agreement and the remaining
amount due when Contractor completes the services
and submits an invoice. Client shall pay Contractor
within ____ [10, 15, 30, 45, 60] days from the date
of Contractor’s invoice.

c. Fixed fee installment payments

If the project is long and complex, you may pre-

fer to be paid in installments rather than waiting

until the project is finished to receive the bulk of

your payment. One way to do this is to break the

job into phases or milestones and be paid a fixed

fee when each phase is completed. Clients often

like this pay-as-you-go arrangement too.

To do this, draw up a schedule of installment

payments, tying each payment to your completion

of specific services. It’s usually easier to set forth

the schedule in a separate document and attach it

to the agreement as an exhibit. The main body of

the agreement should simply refer to the attached

payment schedule.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE C—
INSTALLMENT  PAYMENTS:

Contractor shall be paid according to the Sched-
ule of Payments set forth in Exhibit __ [A or B]
attached to and made part of this agreement.

The following is a form of a schedule of

payments you can complete and attach to your

agreement. This schedule requires four payments:

a down payment when the contract is signed and

three installment payments. However, you and

your client can schedule as many payments as

you like.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—
PAYMENT SCHEDULE EXHIBIT—

SCHEDULE OF PAYMENTS:

Client shall pay Contractor according to the fol-
lowing schedule of payments:

1) $ _______ [Sum] when this Agreement is signed.

2) $ _______ [Sum] when an invoice is submitted
and the following services are completed:

[Describe first stage of services]

3) $ _______ [Sum] when an invoice is submitted
and the following services are completed:

[Describe second stage of services]

4) $ _______ [Sum] when an invoice is submitted
and the following services are completed:

[Describe third stage of services]

[ADD ANY ADDITIONAL PAYMENTS]

All payments shall be due within ____ [10, 15,
30, 45, 60] days from the date of Contractor’s
invoice.

d. Hourly payment for lengthy projects

Use the following clause if you’re being paid by

the hour or other unit of time and the project will

last more than one month. Under this provision,

you submit an invoice to the client each month

setting forth how many hours you’ve worked, and

the client is required to pay you within a specific

number of days from the date of each invoice.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE D—
PAYMENTS AFTER INVOICE:

Contractor shall send Client an invoice monthly.
Client shall pay Contractor within ____  [10, 15, 30,
45, 60] days from the date of each invoice.
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4. Expenses

Expenses are the costs you incur that you can

attribute directly to your work for a client. They

include, for example, the cost of phone calls or

traveling done on the client’s behalf. Expenses do

not include your normal fixed overhead costs,

such as your office rent or the cost of commuting

to and from your office; nor do they include

materials the client provides you to do your work.

(See Section A5.)

In the past, the IRS viewed the payment of

a worker’s expenses by a client as a sign of

employee status. However, the agency now views

this factor as less important. IRS auditors will

focus instead on whether a worker has any

expenses that were not reimbursed, particularly

fixed ongoing costs such as office rent or

employee salaries. (See Chapter 15.)

Even though the IRS has changed its stance,

other government agencies may consider payment

of a worker’s business or travel expenses to be a

strong indication of an employment relationship.

For this reason, it is usually best that your com-

pensation be high enough to cover your ex-

penses; you should not be reimbursed separately

for them.

Setting your compensation at a level high

enough to cover your expenses has another

advantage: It frees you from having to keep

records of your expenses. Keeping track of the

cost of every phone call or photocopy you make

for a client can be a real chore and may be more

trouble than it’s worth.

However, if a project will require expensive

travel, you may wish to bill the client separately

for these costs. The following provision contains

an optional clause that covers this.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE A—
IF IC RESPONSIBLE FOR EXPENSES:

Contractor shall be responsible for all expenses
incurred while performing services under this
Agreement.

[OPTIONAL: However, Client shall reimburse
Contractor for all reasonable travel and living
expenses necessarily incurred by Contractor while
away from Contractor’s regular place of business to
perform services under this Agreement. Contractor
shall submit an itemized statement of such expenses.
Client shall pay Contractor within 30 days from the
date of each statement.]

In some professions, however, clients custom-

arily pay for the professionals’ expenses. For

example, attorneys, accountants, and many self-

employed consultants typically charge their clients

separately for photocopying charges, deposition

fees, and travel. Where there is an otherwise clear

independent contractor relationship and payment

of expenses is customary in your trade or busi-

ness, you can probably get away with doing it.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE B—
IF CLIENT RESPONSIBLE FOR EXPENSES:

Client shall reimburse Contractor for the following
expenses that are directly attributable to work per-
formed under this Agreement:

• travel expenses other than normal commuting,
including airfares, rental vehicles, and highway
mileage in company or personal vehicles at
___ [Amount] cents per mile

• telephone, facsimile (fax), online, and telegraph
charges

• postage and courier services
• printing and reproduction
• computer services, and
• other expenses resulting from the work performed

under this Agreement.

Contractor shall submit an itemized statement of
Contractor’s expenses. Client shall pay Contractor
within 30 days from the date of each statement.
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5. Materials
Generally, you should provide all the materials

and equipment necessary to complete a project.

However, this might not always be possible. For

example:

• a computer consultant may have to perform

work on the client’s computers

• a marketing consultant may need research

materials from the client, or

• a freelance copywriter may need copies of

the client’s old sales literature.

Specify any materials you need from the client

in your agreement.

a. You provide all materials

If you furnish all the materials and equipment,

use the following clause.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE A—
IF IC PROVIDES MATERIALS:

Contractor will furnish all materials and equipment
used to provide the services required by this
Agreement.

b. Client provides materials or
equipment

List the materials or equipment the client will pro-

vide. If you need these items by a specific date,

specify the deadline as well.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE B—
IF CLIENT PROVIDES MATERIALS:

Client shall make available to Contractor, at
Client’s expense, the following materials, facilities,
and equipment:______________________________
_______________________________________ [List].

These items will be provided to Contractor by
________ [Date].

6. Term of Agreement
The term of the agreement refers to when the

agreement begins and ends. Unless the agreement

provides a specific starting date, it begins on the

date it is signed. If you and the client sign on dif-

ferent dates, the agreement begins on the date the

last person signs. Normally, you shouldn’t begin

work until the client signs the agreement, so it’s

best not to provide a specific start date that might

be before the client signs.

The agreement should have a definite ending

date. Ordinarily, this date marks the final deadline

for you to complete your services. However, even

if the project is lengthy, the end date should not

be too far in the future. A good outside time limit

is 12 months: A longer term makes the agreement

look like an employment agreement, not an inde-

pendent contractor agreement. If you have not

completed the work at the end of 12 months, you

can negotiate and sign a new agreement.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

This Agreement will become effective when
signed by both parties and will end no later than

__________, 20xx.

7. Terminating the Agreement
Signing a contract doesn’t make you bound by it

permanently: You and the client can agree to call

off your agreement at any time. In addition, con-

tracts typically contain provisions that allow either

person to terminate the agreement under certain

circumstances. Termination means either party

can end the contract without the other side’s

agreement.

When a contract is terminated, both you and

the client stop performing—that is, you discon-

tinue your work and the client has no obligation

to pay you for any work you may do after the

effective date of termination. However, the client

is legally obligated to pay you for any work you

did prior to the termination date.
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EXAMPLE: Murray, a self-employed program-

mer, agrees to design a website for Mary.

They sign a client agreement. About halfway

through the project, Murray decides to termi-

nate the agreement because Mary refuses to

pay him the advance required by the contract.

When the termination becomes effective,

Murray has no obligation to do any further

work for Mary, but he is still entitled to be

compensated for the work he already did.

On the down side, however, you remain liable

to the client for any damages it may have suffered

due to your failure to perform as agreed before

the termination date.

EXAMPLE: Jill, a self-employed graphic artist,

contracts with Bill to design the cover for a

book Bill plans to publish. Bill terminates the

agreement when Jill fails to deliver the cover

by the contract deadline. Jill has no duty to

create the cover, and Bill is not required to

pay Jill even if she does produce a cover.

However, Jill is liable for any damages Bill

suffered by her failure to live up to the agree-

ment. The delay in providing a cover cost Bill

an extra $1,000 in printing bills. Jill is liable

for this amount.

It’s important to clearly define the circum-

stances under which you or the client may end

the agreement.

In the past, the IRS viewed a termination pro-

vision giving either you, the client, or both of you

the right to terminate the agreement at any time

to be strong evidence of an employment relation-

ship. However, the agency no longer considers

this to be such an important factor.

Even so, it’s wise to place some limits on the

client’s right to terminate the contract. It’s usually

not in your best interest to give a client the right

to terminate you for any reason or no reason at

all, because the client may abuse that right.

Instead, both you and the client should be able

to terminate the agreement without legal repercus-

sions only if there is reasonable cause to do so; or,

at the very least, only by giving written notice to

the other.

a. Termination with reasonable cause

Termination with reasonable cause means either

you or the client must have a good reason to end

the agreement. A serious violation of the agree-

ment is reasonable cause to terminate the agree-

ment—but what is considered serious depends on

the particular facts and circumstances.

A minor or technical contract violation is not

serious enough to justify ending the contract for

cause. For example, if a client promises to let you

use its office space a few hours a week but fails to

do so, this would be a minor transgression and

wouldn’t justify terminating the agreement. How-

ever, if a self-employed programmer agrees to per-

form programming services for an especially low

price because the client promises to let her use its

mainframe computer, and the client then reneges

and tells the programmer to lease her own main-

frame, the programmer would likely be justified in

terminating the agreement.

Unless your contract provides otherwise, a

client’s failure to pay you on time may not neces-

sarily constitute reasonable cause for you to termi-

nate the agreement. You may, however, add a

clause to your contract providing that late pay-

ments are always reasonable cause for terminating

the contract.

The following suggested clause provides that

you may terminate the agreement if the client

doesn’t pay you what you’re owed within 20 days

after you make a written demand for payment.

For example, if you send a client an invoice due

within 30 days and the client fails to pay within

that time, you may terminate the agreement 20

days after you send the client a written demand

to be paid what you’re owed. This may give cli-

ents an incentive to pay you.

The suggested clause also makes clear that the

client must pay you for the services you per-

formed before the contract was terminated.
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SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE A—
REASONABLE CAUSE:

With reasonable cause, either party may termi-
nate this Agreement effective immediately by giving
written notice of termination for cause. Reasonable
cause includes:

• a material violation of this agreement, or
• nonpayment of Contractor’s compensation 20

days after written demand for payment.

Contractor shall be entitled to full payment for ser-
vices performed prior to the effective date of termination.

b. Termination without cause

Sometimes you or the client do not want to agree

to a limited right to terminate. Instead, you want

to be able to get out of the agreement at any time

without incurring liability. For example, a client’s

business plans may change so that it no longer

needs your services. Or you may have too much

work and need to lighten your load.

If you want a broader right to end the work

relationship, add a provision to the contract that

gives either of you the right to terminate the agree-

ment for any reason upon written notice. You

need to provide at least a few days’ notice—being

able to terminate without notice tends to make you

look like an employee. A period of 30 days is a

common notice period, but shorter notice may be

appropriate if the project is of short duration.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE B—
WITHOUT CAUSE:

Either party may terminate this Agreement at any
time by giving ____ [5, 10, 15, 30, 45, 60] days
written notice of termination. Contractor shall be
entitled to full payment for services performed prior to
the date of termination.

8. Independent Contractor Status

One of the most important functions of an inde-

pendent contractor agreement is to help establish

that you are an independent contractor, not your

client’s employee. The key to doing this is to

make clear that you, not the client, have the right

to control how the work will be performed.

You will need to emphasize the factors the IRS

and other agencies consider in determining

whether a client controls how the work is done.

Of course, if you merely recite what you think

the IRS wants to hear but fail to adhere to these

understandings, agency auditors won’t be fooled.

Think of this clause as a reminder to you and

your client about how to conduct your business

relationship. (See Chapter 15.)

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Contractor is an independent contractor, not
Client’s employee. Contractor’s employees or subcon-
tractors are not Client’s employees. Contractor and
Client agree to the following rights consistent with an
independent contractor relationship:

• Contractor has the right to perform services for
others during the term of this Agreement.

• Contractor has the sole right to control and direct
the means, manner, and method by which the
services required by this Agreement will be
performed.

• Contractor has the right to hire assistants as sub-
contractors or to use employees to provide the
services required by this Agreement.

• Contractor or Contractor’s employees or subcon-
tractors shall perform the services required by this
Agreement; Client shall not hire, supervise, or
pay any assistants to help Contractor.

• Neither Contractor nor Contractor’s employees
or subcontractors shall receive any training from
Client in the skills necessary to perform the ser-
vices required by this Agreement.

• Client shall not require Contractor or Contractor’s
employees or subcontractors to devote full time
to performing the services required by this
Agreement.

• Neither Contractor nor Contractor’s employees
or subcontractors are eligible to participate in
any employee pension, health, vacation pay,
sick pay, or other fringe benefit plan of Client.
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9. Local, State, and Federal Taxes

The agreement should address federal and state

income taxes, Social Security taxes, and sales taxes.

a. Income taxes

Your client should not pay or withhold any

income or Social Security taxes on your behalf:

Doing so is a very strong indicator that you are an

employee, not an independent contractor. Indeed,

some courts have classified workers as employees

based upon this factor alone. Keep in mind that

one of the best things about being self-employed

is that you don’t have taxes withheld from your

paychecks. (See Chapter 8.)

Include a straightforward provision, such as

the one suggested below, to help make sure the

client understands that you’ll pay all applicable

taxes due on your compensation so the client

should not withhold taxes from your payments.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Contractor shall pay all income taxes and FICA
(Social Security and Medicare taxes) incurred while
performing services under this Agreement. Client will
not:

• withhold FICA from Contractor’s payments or
make FICA payments on Contractor’s behalf

• make state or federal unemployment compensa-
tion contributions on Contractor’s behalf, or

• withhold state or federal income tax from
Contractor’s payments.

b. Sales taxes

A few states require self-employed people to pay

sales taxes, even if they only provide their clients

with services. These states include Hawaii, New

Mexico, and South Dakota. Other states require

you to pay sales taxes on specified services. (See

Chapter 8, Section A2c.)

Whether or not you’re required to collect sales

taxes, include the following provision in your

agreement to make it clear that the client will

have to pay these and similar taxes. States change

sales tax laws frequently, and more are beginning

to view services as a good source of sales tax rev-

enue. This provision could come in handy in the

future even if you don’t need it now.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

The charges included here do not include taxes. If
Contractor is required to pay any federal, state, or
local sales, use, property, or value-added taxes
based on the services provided under this Agreement,
the taxes shall be separately billed to Client. Contrac-
tor shall not pay any interest or penalties incurred due
to late payment or nonpayment of any taxes by Client.

10.  Notices

When you want to do something important

regarding the agreement, you must tell the client

about it. This is called giving notice. For example,

you need to give the client notice if you want to

modify or terminate the agreement.

The following suggested provision gives you

several options for providing the client with

notice—by personal delivery, mail, fax, or email

followed by a confirming letter.

If you give notice by mail, it is not effective

until three days after you send it. For example, if

you want to end the agreement on 30 days’ notice

and you mail your notice of termination to the

client, the agreement will not end until 33 days

after you mail the notice.
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SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

All notices and other communications in connec-
tion with this Agreement shall be in writing and shall
be considered given as follows:

• when delivered personally to the recipient’s
address as stated on this Agreement

• three days after being deposited in the United
States mail, with postage prepaid to the
recipient’s address as stated on this Agreement,
or

• when sent by fax or email to the last fax number
or email address of the recipient known to the
person giving notice. Notice is effective upon
receipt, provided that a duplicate copy of the
notice is promptly given by first-class mail or the
recipient delivers a written confirmation of receipt.

11. No Partnership

You want to make sure that the client and you

are considered separate legal entities, not part-

ners. If a client is viewed as your partner, you’ll

be liable for its debts, and the client will have the

power to make contracts that obligate you to oth-

ers without your consent.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

This Agreement does not create a partnership
relationship. Neither party has authority to enter into
contracts on the other’s behalf.

12. Applicable Law

It’s a good idea for your agreement to indicate

which state’s law will govern if you have a dis-

pute with the client. This is particularly helpful if

you and the client are in different states. There is

some advantage to having the law of your own

state control, because local attorneys will likely be

more familiar with that law.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

This Agreement will be governed by the laws of
the state of ___________ [State in which you have
your main office].

13. Exclusive Agreement

When you put your agreement in writing, it is

treated as the last word on the areas it covers, if

you and the client intend it to be the final and

complete expression of your agreement. The writ-

ten agreement takes precedence over any written

or oral agreements or promises made previously.

This means that neither you nor the client can

rely on letters or oral statements either of you

may have made or other material not covered by

the contract.

Business contracts normally contain a provision

stating that the written agreement is the complete

and exclusive agreement between those involved.

This is to help make it clear to a court or a media-

tor or arbitrator that the parties intended the con-

tract to be their final agreement. Such a clause

helps avoid claims that promises not contained in

the written contract were made and broken.

Make sure that all documents containing any

of the client’s representations upon which you are

relying are attached to the agreement as exhibits.

(See Chapter 18, Section D3.) If they aren’t

attached, they likely won’t be considered to be

part of the agreement.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

This is the entire Agreement between Contractor
and Client.

14. Signatures

The end of the main body of the agreement

should contain spaces for you to sign, write in

your title, and date. Make sure the person signing

the agreement has the authority to do so. (See

Chapter 18, Section D1.)
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SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Client: [NAME OF CLIENT]

By: _____________________________________
      (Signature)

________________________________________
             (Typed or Printed Name)

Title: ____________________________________

Date: ___________________________________

Contractor: [NAME OF CONTRACTOR]

By: _____________________________________
      (Signature)

________________________________________
             (Typed or Printed Name)

Title: ____________________________________

Taxpayer ID Number: ______________________

Date: ___________________________________

Signing by fax. It is common to use faxed

signatures to finalize contracts. If you use faxed

signatures, include a specific provision authoriz-

ing them at the end of the agreement.

OPTIONAL  LANGUAGE—SIGNATURES BY FAX

[OPTIONAL: Contractor and Client agree that this
Agreement will be considered signed when the signa-
ture of a party is delivered by facsimile transmission.
Signatures transmitted by facsimile shall have the
same effect as original signatures.]

B. Optional Provisions
There are several optional provisions you may

wish to include in your agreement. They are not

necessary for every client agreement, but they can

be extremely helpful. You should carefully con-

sider including them in your contracts. Pay espe-

cially close attention to the provisions regarding:

• resolving disputes

• contract changes, and

• attorneys’ fees.

It’s usually to your advantage to include all of

these provisions in your agreement.

1. Resolving Disputes
As you probably know, court litigation can be

very expensive. To avoid this cost, people have

developed alternative forms of dispute resolution

that don’t involve going to court, including

mediation and arbitration.

The suggested clause below requires the client

and you to take advantage of these alternate forms

of dispute resolution. You’re first required to sub-

mit the dispute to mediation. You agree on a neu-

tral third person to serve as a mediator to try to

help you settle your dispute. The mediator has no

power to impose a decision, only to try to help

you arrive at one. (See Chapter 21, Section A.)

If mediation doesn’t work, the clause provides

that you must submit the dispute to binding arbi-

tration. Arbitration is like an informal court trial

without a jury, in which an arbitrator makes the

decisions instead of a judge. It is usually much

faster and cheaper than a lawsuit. You may, but

are not required to, be represented by a lawyer.

(See Chapter 21, Section B.)

You should indicate where the mediation or

arbitration would occur. You’ll usually want this

to be in the city or county where your office is

located. You don’t want to have to travel a long

distance to attend a mediation or arbitration.

However, every state has an alternative to

mediation or arbitration that can be even cheaper

and quicker than either of these approaches: small

claims court. Small claims courts are designed to

help resolve disputes involving a relatively small

amount of money. The amount ranges from

$2,000 to $7,500, depending on the state in which

you live. If your dispute involves more money

than the small claims limit, you can waive the

excess (that is, give up your right to sue for
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anything over the limit) and still bring a small

claims suit. You don’t need a lawyer to sue in

small claims court; indeed, lawyers are barred

from small claims court in several states. Small

claims court is particularly useful when a client

owes you a relatively small amount of money.

(See Chapter 7, Section B4.)

The following clause also provides that you or

the client can elect to skip mediation and arbitra-

tion—and take your dispute to small claims court.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

If a dispute arises under this Agreement, the par-
ties agree to first try to resolve the dispute with the
help of a mutually agreed-upon mediator in
___________ [City or county where mediation will
occur]. Any costs and fees other than attorneys’ fees
associated with the mediation shall be shared equally
by the parties.

If it proves impossible to arrive at a mutually satis-
factory solution through mediation, the parties agree
to submit the dispute to binding arbitration in
___________ [City or county where arbitration will
occur] under the rules of the American Arbitration
Association. Judgment upon the award rendered by
the arbitrator may be entered in any court having ju-
risdiction to do so.

However, the complaining party may refuse to
submit the dispute to mediation or arbitration and
instead bring an action in an appropriate small
claims court.

2. Modifying the Agreement

It’s very common for both you and your client to

want to change the terms of an agreement after

you have started work. For example, the client

might want to make a change in the contract

specifications that could require you to do more

work. Or you might discover that you underesti-

mated how much time the project will take and

need to charge more to complete it.

When you modify your agreement in this way,

you should write down the changes on a separate

document, have both parties sign it, and attach it

to your original agreement. (See Appendix 2 for a

tear-out form you can use to do this—a Contract

Amendment.)

The following provision recognizes that the

original agreement you enter into with the client

may have to be changed. Although oral changes

to contracts are enforceable, it’s a better idea to

write them down. This provision states that you

and the client must write down your changes and

both sign the writing. Such a contract provision

may be overkill—that is, both you and the client

can still make changes without writing them

down. However, making this requirement explicit

stresses the importance of documenting changes

in writing.

Neither you nor the client must accept a

proposed change to a contract. Because you are

obligated to deal with each other fairly and in

good faith, however, you cannot simply refuse

all modifications without attempting to reach a

resolution.

Resolving Disputes Over Modification
If you use this clause, check to be sure you

have also included the optional provision on

resolving disputes. (See Section B1.) That way, if

you and the client can’t agree on the changes, the

agreement will require that you submit your dis-

pute to mediation; and, if that doesn’t work, to

binding arbitration. This avoids expensive lawsuits

in court. (See Chapter 21, Section A.)
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SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Client and Contractor recognize that:
• Contractor’s original cost and time estimates may

be too low due to unforeseen events or to factors
unknown to Contractor when this Agreement was
made.

• Client may desire a mid-project change in
Contractor’s services that would add time and
cost to the project and possibly inconvenience
Contractor.

• Other provisions of this Agreement may be diffi-
cult to carry out due to unforeseen circumstances.

If any intended changes or any other events
beyond the parties’ control require adjustments to this
Agreement, the parties shall make a good faith effort
to agree on all necessary particulars. Such agree-
ments shall be put in writing, signed by the parties,
and added to this Agreement.

3. Attorneys’ Fees
If you have to sue the client in court to enforce the

agreement and you win, you will not normally be

awarded the amount of your attorneys’ fees unless

your agreement requires it. Including an attorneys’

fees provision in the agreement can be in your

interest. It can help make filing a lawsuit economi-

cally feasible—for example, it might help you to

convince a lawyer to file a case against your client

without you having to provide an up-front cash

retainer. It will also give the client a strong incen-

tive to negotiate with you if you have a good case.

Sometimes, however, an attorneys’ fees provi-

sion can work against you. It may help your cli-

ent find an attorney to sue you and make you

more eager to settle. If you think it’s more likely

that you’ll violate the agreement rather than the

client, an attorneys’ fees provision is probably not

a good idea.

Under the following provision, if either person

has to sue the other in court to enforce the agree-

ment and wins—that is, becomes the prevailing

party—the loser is required to pay the other

person’s attorneys’ fees and expenses.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

If any legal action is necessary to enforce this
Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to
reasonable attorneys’ fees, costs, and expenses in
addition to any other relief to which he or she may
be ntitled.

4. Late Fees

Many self-employed people charge a late fee if the

client doesn’t pay within the time specified in the

IC agreement or invoice. Charging late fees for

overdue payments can get clients to pay on time.

The late fee is normally expressed as a monthly

interest charge. (See Chapter 7, Section B2.)

If you wish to charge a late fee, make sure it’s

mentioned in your agreement. You should also

clearly state your late fee on all your invoices.

State Restrictions on Late Fees
Your state might restrict how much you

can charge as a late fee. You’ll have to investigate

your state laws to find out. Check the index to the

annotated statutes for your state—sometimes

called a code—available in any law library. (See

Chapter 7, Section B2.) Look under the terms

“interest,” “usury,” or “finance charges.” Also, a

professional or trade organization may have help-

ful information on late-fee restrictions.

You can safely charge as a late fee at least

as much as banks charge businesses to borrow

money. Find out the current bank interest rate by

calling your bank or looking in the business sec-

tion of your local newspaper.

The math requires two steps. First, divide the

annual interest rate by 12 to determine your

monthly interest rate.

EXAMPLE 1: Sam, a self-employed consult-

ant, decides to start charging clients a late fee

for overdue payments. He knows banks are

charging 12% interest per year on borrowed
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money and decides to charge the same. He

divides this rate by 12 to determine his

monthly interest rate: 1%.

Then, multiply the monthly rate by the amount

due to determine the amount of the monthly late

fee.

EXAMPLE 2: Acme Corp. is 30 days late pay-

ing Sam a $10,000 fee. Sam multiples this

amount by his 1% finance charge to deter-

mine his late fee: $100 (.01 x $10,000). He

adds this amount to Acme’s account balance.

He does this every month for which the pay-

ment is late.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Late payments by Client shall be subject to late
penalty fees of _____% per month from the date due
until the amount is paid.

5. Liability to the Client

If something goes wrong with your work, you

might end up getting sued by the client and hav-

ing to pay damages.

EXAMPLE: Julie, a self-employed computer pro-

grammer, designs an inventory accounting pro-

gram for a cosmetics company. A bug in the

program causes the program to crash, and the

company is unable to conduct normal business

for several days, losing tens of thousands of

dollars. The company sues Julie, claiming that

her program design was deficient.

Such lawsuits could easily cost more than you

were paid for your work and could even bank-

rupt you. To avoid this, many self-employed

people include provisions in their agreements lim-

iting their liability. This is particularly wise if

problems with your work or services could cause

the client substantial injuries or economic losses.

a. Liability cap

The following optional clause limits your total

liability for any damages to the client to a set dollar

amount or to no more than you were paid, which-

ever is less. It also relieves you of liability for lost

profits or other special damages to the client.

Such damages are also called “incidental” or

“consequential” damages. These are damages that

can far exceed the amount the client actually paid

you for your work. They arise out of circumstances

you knew about or should have foreseen when the

contract was made. This type of damages often

involves lost profits that logically result from your

failure to live up to your agreement. For example,

if you knew that your failure to deliver your work

on time could cost the client a valuable business

opportunity, you could be required to make up the

lost profits the client would have earned had you

delivered the work on time. The optional clause

below states that you will not be responsible for

these types of damages.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE A—
CAP ON LIABILITY:

Contractor’s total liability to Client under this
Agreement for damages, costs, and expenses,
regardless of cause, shall not exceed $_____ or the
compensation received by Contractor under this
Agreement, whichever is less. Contractor shall not be
liable for Client’s lost profits, or special, incidental, or
consequential damages.

b. No liability to client

The following provision limits your liability to the

client to the maximum extent possible. It provides

that you are not liable to the client for any losses

or damages arising from your work.
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SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE B—
NO LIABILITY:

Contractor shall not be liable to Client for any
loss, damages, or expenses resulting from
Contractor’s services under this Agreement.

6. Liability to Others
The work that you do can affect people other than

the client. Such people are called third parties.

Third parties—people you don’t know and

have never dealt with yourself—typically enter

the picture when they are directly or indirectly

injured by the work you’ve performed for a client.

The injuries can be physical, economic, or both.

For example, if an elevator crashes due to faulty

software a self-employed programmer designed for

the elevator manufacturer, the injured elevator pas-

sengers would be third parties to the programmer.

Even though the programmer never met or con-

tracted with them, the programmer might be legally

responsible for their injuries.

You need to be particularly concerned about

your liability to third parties if you’re engaged in

a hazardous or risky project that could result in

injuries to others if something goes wrong.

If third parties are damaged as a result of the

work you perform for a client, they’ll likely sue

everyone involved—including you. Both you and the

client may be liable for the full amount of such

claims. Legal clauses called “indemnification provi-

sions” require one party to pay the other’s attorneys’

fees and damages arising from such claims. Such pro-

visions don’t affect third parties who sue you, nor do

they absolve you from liability to third parties for

your actions. An indemnification clause only

requires one party (for example, your client) to

pay any amounts due from the other (for example,

you) as a result of such liability.

EXAMPLE: Bart, a self-employed software

engineer, creates an experimental software

program designed to automate a chemical

factory for BigCorp. The program fails, which

results in a chemical spill, damaging nearby

property.

The property owners affected by the

chemical spill could sue not only BigCorp.

but Bart as well, claiming that he negli-

gently designed the software. Bart could

be forced to defend himself against the

lawsuit filed by total strangers to him.

You may wish to include the following provision

in your agreement requiring the client to indemnify

you against third-party claims. This means the client

will be responsible for defending any lawsuits and

for all damages and injuries that third parties suffer

if something goes wrong with your work.

To accomplish this, the provision uses a standard

legal phrase that is a bit convoluted. It states that the

client shall “indemnify, defend, and hold harmless”

the contractor against third-party claims. This means

the client is required to assume responsibility for

dealing with third-party claims and must repay you

if they end up costing you anything.

Many clients will balk at including an indemni-

fication provision in your agreement. Moreover,

as a practical matter, such a provision is useless if

the client doesn’t have the money or insurance to

pay the amount due. You may be better off

charging the client enough to obtain your own

liability insurance protecting you against third-

party claims. (See Chapter 6, Section D.)

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Client will indemnify, defend, and hold harmless
Contractor against all liabilities, damages, and
expenses, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, result-
ing from any third-party claim or lawsuit arising from
Contractor’s performance under this Agreement.

7. Intellectual Property Ownership

If you’re hired to create or contribute to the

creation of intellectual property—for example,
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important business documents, marketing plans,

software programs, graphics, designs, photos,

music, inventions, or trademarks—the agreement

should specify who owns your work.

There are many options regarding ownership of

intellectual property that self-employed people cre-

ate. Typically, your client will want to own all the

intellectual property rights in your work, but this

doesn’t have to be the case. For example, you could

retain sole ownership and grant the client a license

to use your work. The only limit on how you deal

with ownership of your work is your imagination—

and the agreement of your client. (See Chapter 17.)

a. You retain ownership

Under the following clause, you keep ownership

of your work and merely give the client a nonex-

clusive license to use it. This means that the client

may use your work but does not own it and may

not sell it to others. The license is royalty-free—

meaning that the sole payment you receive for it

is the sum the client paid you for your services.

The client will make no additional payments for

the license. (See Chapter 17, Section B2.)

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE A—
NONEXCLUSIVE  TRANSFER:

Contractor grants to Client a royalty-free nonexclu-
sive license to use anything created or developed by
Contractor for Client under this Agreement (“Contract
Property”). The license shall have a perpetual term,
and the Client may not transfer it. Contractor shall
retain all copyrights, patent rights, and other intellec-
tual property rights to the Contract Property.

b. You transfer ownership to client

Under the following clause you transfer all your

ownership rights to the client. But you must first

receive all your compensation from the client.

You also agree to help prepare any documents

necessary to help the client obtain any copyright,

patent, or other intellectual property rights at no

charge to the client. This would probably amount

to no more than signing a patent or copyright

registration application. However, the client is

required to reimburse you for the expense of get-

ting and assigning the rights.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE B—
TRANSFER ALL RIGHTS:

Contractor assigns to Client all patent, copyright,
and trade secret rights in anything created or devel-
oped by Contractor for Client under this Agreement.
This assignment is conditioned upon full payment of the
compensation due Contractor under this Agreement.

Contractor shall help prepare any documents Cli-
ent considers necessary to secure any copyright,
patent, or other intellectual property rights at no
charge to Client. However, Client shall reimburse
Contractor for reasonable out-of-pocket expenses.

c. Reusable materials

Many self-employed people who create intellectual

property for clients have certain materials they use

over and over again for different clients. For

example, computer programmers may have certain

utilities or program tools they incorporate into the

software they create for many different clients.

You may lose the legal right to reuse such

materials if you transfer all your ownership rights

in your work to the client. To avoid this, include

a provision like the one below in your agreement.

It provides that you retain ownership of such

materials and only gives the client a nonexclusive

license to use them. The license is royalty-free,

which means that the sole payment you receive

for it is the sum the client paid you for your ser-

vices. The client will make no additional pay-

ments for the license. The license also has a per-

petual term, meaning it will last as long as your

copyright, patent, or other intellectual property

rights do.

If you know what such materials consist of in

advance, it’s a good idea to list them in an exhibit
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attached to the agreement. This isn’t required,

however.

OPTIONAL LANGUAGE—RIGHT TO REUSE:

Contractor owns or holds a license to use and
sublicense various materials in existence before the
start date of this Agreement (Contractor’s Materials).

[OPTIONAL: Contractor’s Materials include, but
are not limited to, those items identified in Exhibit __,
attached to and made part of this Agreement.]

Contractor may, at its option, include Contractor’s
Materials in the work performed under this Agree-
ment. Contractor retains all right, title, and interest,
including all copyrights, patent rights, and trade
secret rights in Contractor’s Materials. Contractor
grants Client a royalty-free nonexclusive license to use
any Contractor’s Materials incorporated into the work
performed by Contractor under this Agreement. The
license shall have a perpetual term and may not be
transferred by Client.

8. Assignment and Delegation

An assignment is the process by which rights or

benefits under a contract are transferred to some-

one else. For example, a client might assign the

right to receive the benefit of your services to

someone else. Such a person is called an

assignee. When this occurs, the assignee steps

into the original client’s shoes. You must now

work for the assignee, not the client with whom

you contracted. If you fail to perform, the as-

signee may sue you for breach of contract.

EXAMPLE 1: Terri, a self-employed designer,

agrees to design a cover and chapter head-

ings for several books published by Scrivener

& Sons. Scrivener assigns this right to Pop’s

Books. This means that Terri must perform

the work for Pop’s instead of Scrivener. If

Terri fails to do so, Pop’s can sue her for

breach of contract.

You may also assign the benefits you receive

under an IC agreement to someone else.

EXAMPLE 2: Jimmy agrees to provide Fastsoft

20 hours of computer programming services

in exchange for being able to use its com-

puter for 100 hours. Jimmy assigns, or trans-

fers, the right to the computer time to his

friend Kate. This means Fastsoft must let Kate

use its computer.

Delegation is the flipside of assignment.

Instead of transferring benefits under a contract,

you transfer the duties. As long as the new person

does the job correctly, all will be well. However,

the person delegating duties under a contract

usually remains responsible if the person to

whom the delegation was made fails to perform

competently.

EXAMPLE 3: Jimmy delegates to Mindy his

duty to perform 20 hours of programming

services for Fastsoft. This means that Mindy,

not Jimmy, will now do the work. But Jimmy

remains liable if Mindy doesn’t perform

adequately.

a. Legal restrictions

Unless a contract provides otherwise, you can

ordinarily assign and delegate freely, subject to

some important legal limitations. For example, a

client can’t assign the benefit of your services to

someone else without your consent if it would

increase the work you must do or otherwise mag-

nify your burden under the contract. Similarly,

you can’t delegate your duties without the client’s

consent if it would decrease the benefits the client

would receive.

One of the most important limitations for self-

employed people is that contracts for personal ser-

vices are ordinarily not assignable or delegable

without the client’s consent. This type of contract
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involves services that are personal in nature. Ex-

amples include contracts for the services of lawyers,

physicians, architects, writers, and artists. In such

cases, courts consider it unfair for either a client or a

self-employed person to change horses midstream.

EXAMPLE: Arthur contracts with Betty, a

freelance artist, to paint his portrait. She later

attempts to delegate her duties to her friend

Carla—that is, require Carla to paint Arthur’s

portrait instead of her. Arthur does not have

to agree to this change because Betty’s con-

tract with Arthur was a contract for personal

services.

b. Contract restrictions

Your contract may also place limits on assignment

and delegation. Contractual limits on your right to

delegate your duties to others are not supportive

of your independent contractor status because

they allow the client to control who will do the

work. Moreover, it is often advantageous for you

to have the right to delegate your contractual ob-

ligations to others. This gives you flexibility, for

example, to hire someone else to do the work if

you don’t have time to do it.

However, some clients may balk at allowing

you to delegate your contractual duties without

the client’s consent. This is usually where the cli-

ent has hired you because of your special exper-

tise, reputation for performance, or financial

stability, and the client doesn’t want some other

person performing the services.

Also, there may be cases in which you do not

want the client to have the right to assign the

benefit of your services to someone else, who

may turn out to be incompetent.

In this event, you may include the following

provision in your agreement. It bars both you and

the client from assigning your rights or delegating

your duties without the other party’s consent.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Neither party may assign any rights or delegate
any duties under this Agreement without the other
party’s prior written approval.

C. Sample Client Agreement
The following sample agreement is a fixed-fee

agreement calling for mediation and arbitration of

disputes and payment of attorneys’ fees. For your

information, each heading in the sample agree-

ment includes a citation in parentheses that coin-

cides with where the relevant discussion occurs

earlier in this chapter.
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Independent Contractor Agreement (See Section A)

This Agreement is made between Acme Widget Co. (Client), with a principal place of business at 123
Main Street, Marred Vista, CA 90000, and ABC Consulting, Inc. (Contractor), with a principal place of
business at 456 Grub Street, Santa Longo, CA 90001.

Services to Be Performed (A1)
Contractor agrees to perform the following services: Install and test Client’s DX9-105 widget manufac-
turing press so that it performs according to the manufacturer’s specifications.

Payment (A2)
In consideration for the services to be performed by Contractor, Client agrees to pay Contractor $20,000.

Terms of Payment (A3)
Upon completing Contractor’s services under this Agreement, Contractor shall submit an invoice. Cli-
ent shall pay Contractor within 30 days from the date of Contractor’s invoice.

Expenses (A4)
Contractor shall be responsible for all expenses incurred while performing services under this Agreement.

Materials (A5)
Contractor will furnish all materials and equipment used to provide the services required by this
Agreement.

Term of Agreement (A6)
This Agreement will become effective when signed by both parties and will end no later than May 1,

20XX.

Terminating the Agreement (A7)
With reasonable cause, either party may terminate this Agreement effective immediately by giving

written notice of termination for cause. Reasonable cause includes:

• a material violation of this agreement, or

• nonpayment of Contractor’s compensation 20 days after written demand for payment.

Contractor shall be entitled to full payment for services performed prior to the effective date of

termination.

Independent Contractor Status (A8)
Contractor is an independent contractor, not Client’s employee. Contractor’s employees or subcontrac-

tors are not Client’s employees. Contractor and Client agree to the following rights consistent with an

independent contractor relationship:

• Contractor has the right to perform services for others during the term of this Agreement.

• Contractor has the sole right to control and direct the means, manner, and method by which

the services required by this Agreement will be performed.

• Contractor has the right to hire assistants as subcontractors, or to use employees to provide the

services required by this Agreement.

• The Contractor or Contractor’s employees or subcontractors shall perform the services required

by this Agreement; Client shall not hire, supervise, or pay any assistants to help Contractor.

• Neither Contractor nor Contractor’s employees or subcontractors shall receive any training from

Client in the skills necessary to perform the services required by this Agreement.

• Client shall not require Contractor or Contractor’s employees or subcontractors to devote full

time to performing the services required by this Agreement.

• Neither Contractor nor Contractor’s employees or subcontractors are eligible to participate in

any employee pension, health, vacation pay, sick pay, or other fringe benefit plan of Client.

SAMPLE GENERAL IC AGREEMENT
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Local, State, and Federal Taxes (A9a)
Contractor shall pay all income taxes and FICA (Social Security and Medicare taxes) incurred while

performing services under this Agreement. Client will not:

• withhold FICA from Contractor’s payments or make FICA payments on Contractor’s behalf

• make state or federal unemployment compensation contributions on Contractor’s behalf, or

• withhold state or federal income tax from Contractor’s payments.

Sales Taxes (A9b)
The charges included here do not include taxes. If Contractor is required to pay any federal, state, or

local sales, use, property, or value-added taxes based on the services provided under this Agreement,

the taxes shall be separately billed to Client. Contractor shall not pay any interest or penalties incurred

due to late payment or nonpayment of any taxes by Client.

Notices (A10)
All notices and other communications in connection with this Agreement shall be in writing and shall

be considered given as follows:

• when delivered personally to the recipient’s address as stated on this Agreement

• three days after being deposited in the United States mail, with postage prepaid to the

recipient’s address as stated on this Agreement, or

• when sent by fax or email to the last fax number or email address of the recipient known to the

person giving notice. Notice is effective upon receipt provided that a duplicate copy of the notice

is promptly given by first-class mail, or the recipient delivers a written confirmation of receipt.

No Partnership (A11)
This Agreement does not create a partnership relationship. Neither party has authority to enter into

contracts on the other’s behalf.

Applicable Law (A12)
This Agreement will be governed by the laws of the state of California.

Exclusive Agreement (A13)
This is the entire Agreement between Contractor and Client.

Resolving Disputes (B1)
If a dispute arises under this Agreement, the parties agree to first try to resolve the dispute with the

help of a mutually agreed-upon mediator in Mariposa County. Any costs and fees other than attorneys’

fees associated with the mediation shall be shared equally by the parties.

If it proves impossible to arrive at a mutually satisfactory solution through mediation, the parties

agree to submit the dispute to binding arbitration in Mariposa County under the rules of the American

Arbitration Association. Judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any

court having jurisdiction to do so.

However, the complaining party may refuse to submit the dispute to mediation or arbitration and

instead bring an action in an appropriate small claims court.

Modifying the Agreement (B2)
Client and Contractor recognize that:

• Contractor’s original cost and time estimates may be too low due to unforeseen events or to

factors unknown to Contractor when this Agreement was made.

SAMPLE GENERAL IC AGREEMENT (continued)
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• Client may desire a mid-project change in Contractor’s services that would add time and cost to

the project and possibly inconvenience Contractor.

• Other provisions of this Agreement may be difficult to carry out due to unforeseen

circumstances.

If any intended changes or any other events beyond the parties’ control require adjustments to this

Agreement, the parties shall make a good faith effort to agree on all necessary particulars. Such agree-

ments shall be put in writing, signed by the parties, and added to this Agreement.

Attorneys’ Fees (B3)
If any legal action is necessary to enforce this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to

reasonable attorneys’ fees, costs, and expenses in addition to any other relief to which he or she may

be entitled.

Signatures (A14)

Client:  Acme Widget Co.

By: ______________________________________________________________________________

 (Signature)

 BASILIO CHEW

 (Typed or Printed Name)

Title:  President

Date:  April 30, 20xx

Contractor:  ABC Consulting, Inc.

By: ______________________________________________________________________________

 (Signature)

 GEORGE BAILEY

 (Typed or Printed Name)

Title:  President

Taxpayer ID Number: 123-45-6789

Date:  April 30, 20xx

Basilio Chew

George Bailey

SAMPLE GENERAL IC AGREEMENT (continued)
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D. Using Letter Agreements

Many self-employed people and their clients use

letter agreements instead of more formal standard

contracts. A letter agreement is usually a short

contract written in the form of a letter. Although

letter agreements may lack the appearance of

gravitas of standard agreements, they are perfectly

valid, binding contracts.

In a typical arrangement in which a letter

agreement is used, you and a client will reach a

tentative agreement in a meeting, over the phone,

by fax or email, or through some combination of

these. After you reach an agreement, one of you

drafts a letter documenting the important terms,

signs it, and sends it to the other person to sign.

Some clients have their own form letter agree-

ments they use with all self-employed people they

hire and will insist on using them. Review the let-

ter carefully to make sure it meshes with the

client’s and your own oral statements and does

not contain unfair provisions. (See Chapter 20.)

However, many clients will be happy for you

to take on the work of drafting the agreement.

You’ll almost always be better off if you draft the

agreement yourself because you can:

• avoid including any terms that are unduly

favorable to the client, and

• make sure the agreement is completed and

sent out quickly.

Take the initiative and offer to draw up the

letter agreement. Explain that this is part of your

service and that using an agreement you’ve

drafted helps establish that you’re not the client’s

employee.

Use the information in this chapter to draft one

or more appropriate form letters you can use over

and over again with minor alterations. This will

be particularly easy to do if you use a computer

and keep the forms on your hard drive or a disk.

Don’t Begin Work Until the Client Signs
on Bottom Line

No matter who drafts a letter agreement, don’t

begin work until you have a copy signed by the

client. You don’t want to begin work only to

discover that the client wants to cancel the project

or make major changes in your agreement.

1. Pros and Cons of Letter
Agreements

Letter agreements are usually shorter and easier to

draft than regular contracts. They are also less for-

mal looking. As a result, they often seem less

intimidating to clients. Many clients who are fear-

ful of signing a formal contract without having a

lawyer review it will sign a letter agreement with

no hesitation.

In some fields, using letter agreements is the

commonly accepted practice for doing business.

For example, letter agreements are commonly

used when freelance writers accept short assign-

ments from magazines or other publications. If

this is the case in your field of work, you may

have to use letter agreements as a matter of

course.

Because letter agreements are usually much

shorter than standard client agreements, they are

particularly useful for brief projects where rela-

tively little money is involved. A potential client

could well think you’re crazy if you insist on a

lengthy formal contract for a simple one-day

project. Clients don’t want to spend a lot of time

on legal documentation for minor projects—and

you probably don’t either.

However, in the interests of brevity, letter

agreements typically make no mention of many

provisions contained in longer standard agree-

ments that could prove useful if a problem

arises—for example, provisions concerning

dispute resolution, how the agreement may be

terminated, or cementing your status as an inde-

pendent contractor.
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Both your client and you may be better off

using a standard client agreement if:

• the project is a large and complex one that

involves a substantial amount of money

• you’re dealing with a new client you’re not

sure you can trust, or

• you are otherwise worried that problems or

disputes may occur. (See Chapter 18, Sec-

tion A.)

2. What to Include

A letter agreement can be as short as one-half

page. At a minimum, however, it should contain:

• a description of the services you will

perform

• the deadline by which you must complete

your services

• the fees you will charge, and

• when you will be paid.

Your agreement doesn’t have to end here, how-

ever. Depending on the nature of your services

and the client, you may want to include any of

several other provisions.

a. Services to be performed

The single most important part of the agreement

is the description of the services you’ll perform

for the client. This description will set out the

specifics of the work you’re required to do and

will serve as the yardstick to measure whether

your performance was satisfactory.

Describe the work you’re expected to accom-

plish in as much detail as possible. However,

word the description carefully to emphasize the

results you’re expected to achieve. Don’t describe

the method by which you will achieve the results.

It should be up to you to decide how to do the

work. The client’s control should be limited to

accepting or rejecting your final results.

It’s fine for the agreement to establish detailed

specifications for your finished work product—

but it should only describe the end results you

must achieve, not how to obtain those results.

You can include the description in the main

body of the agreement. Or, if it’s a lengthy expla-

nation, you can put it on a separate document

and attach it to the letter agreement. (See Chapter

18, Section D3.)

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE A—
DESCRIPTION IN AGREEMENT:

I will perform the following services on your
behalf: [Describe services you will perform.]

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE B—
DESCRIPTION ATTACHED:

I will perform the services described in the Exhibit
attached to this Agreement.

b. Deadlines

The agreement should also make clear when your

work will be completed and delivered to the cli-

ent. Make sure you give yourself enough time to

complete the job. It’s better to err on the side of

caution and give yourself more time than you

think you’ll need.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

I agree to complete these services on or before
_______ [Date].

c. Payment

Self-employed people can be paid in many differ-

ent ways. (See Chapter 7, Section A.)

The two most common payment methods are:

• a fixed fee, and

• payment by unit of time.
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Fixed fee

In a fixed-fee agreement, you charge an agreed

amount for the entire project. (See Chapter 7,

Subsection A1a.)

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE A—
FIXED FEE:

In consideration of my performance of these ser-
vices, you agree to pay me $ _________ [Amount].

Unit of time

Many self-employed people charge by the hour,

day, or other unit of time—for example, lawyers,

accountants, and plumbers. (See Chapter 7, Sub-

section A1b.) Charging by the hour does not nec-

essarily support the idea that you’re an indepen-

dent contractor, but you can get away with it if

it’s a common practice in your field.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE B—
UNIT OF TIME:

In consideration of my performance of these ser-
vices, you agree to pay me at the rate of $ ________
[Amount] per ______ [Hour, day, week, or other unit
of time].

Clients often wish to place a cap on the total

amount they’ll spend on the project when you’re

paid by the hour because they’re afraid you might

work slowly just to earn a larger fee. If the client

insists on a cap, make sure it allows you to work

enough hours to get the project done.

OPTIONAL LANGUAGE—CAP ON PAYMENT:

[OPTIONAL: My total compensation shall not
exceed $_____ [Amount] without your written consent.]

d. Terms of payment

Terms of payment means how you will bill the

client and be paid. The client will not likely pay

you for your work until you submit an invoice

setting out the amount due. An invoice doesn’t

have to be fancy. It should include an invoice

number, the dates covered by the invoice, the

hours expended if you’re being paid by the hour,

and a summary of the work performed. (See

Chapter 7, Section B, for a detailed discussion and

sample invoice form. A tear-out version of an

invoice you can use is included in Appendix 1.)

Full payment upon completing work

The following provision requires you to send an

invoice after you complete work. The client is

required to pay your fixed or hourly fee within a

set number of days after you send the invoice.

Thirty days is a typical payment term, but it can

be shorter or longer if you wish. Note that the

time for payment starts to run as soon as you

send your invoice, not when the client receives it.

This will help you get paid more quickly.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE A—
PAYMENT ON COMPLETION:

I will submit an invoice after my services are com-
pleted. You shall pay me within ____ [10, 15, 30,
45, 60] days from the date of the invoice.

Divided payments

You can also opt to be paid part of your fee when

the agreement is signed and the remainder when

the work is finished. When you’re paid by the

hour, such an up-front payment is often called a

retainer. The amount of the up-front payment is

subject to negotiation. Many self-employed people

like to receive at least one-third to one-half of their

fees before they start work. If the client is new or

might have problems paying you, it’s wise to get as

much money in advance as you can.
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The following provision requires that you be

paid a specific amount when the client signs the

agreement and the rest when the work is finished.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE—ALTERNATIVE B—
DIVIDED PAYMENTS:

I will be paid in two installments. The first install-
ment shall be $ _____ [Amount] and is payable by
[due date]. The remaining $____ [Amount] will be
due within ____ [10, 15, 30, 45, 60] days after I
complete my services and submit an invoice.

e. Optional provisions

There are a number of other provisions you can

add to a letter agreement. These aren’t necessary,

but they can be helpful to you. They are all dis-

cussed in detail in sections A and B of this chap-

ter. They include provisions that:

• require the client to reimburse you for

expenses you incur in performing the work

(see Section A4)

• require the client to provide you with mate-

rials, equipment, or facilities (see Section

A5)

• require mediation and arbitration of dis-

putes (see Section B1)

• allow you to obtain attorneys’ fees if you

sue the client and win (see Section B3)

• require the client to pay a fee for late pay-

ments (see Section B4)

• limit your liability to the client if something

goes wrong (see Section B5), and

• restrict the client’s ability to assign its ben-

efits or delegate its duties under the agree-

ment (see Section B8).

In addition, if your work involves the creation

of intellectual property—for example, any type of

work of authorship, such as an article or other

written work—you should include a provision in

your agreement that states who will own your

work. (See Section B7.)

3. Putting the Agreement Together

There are two ways to handle a letter agreement.

The old-fashioned way is to prepare and sign two

copies and mail or deliver them to the client to

sign. The client signs both copies, then returns

one signed copy to you by mail or messenger and

retains one copy for its records. Both copies are

original, binding contracts.

Today, however, it’s very common for an IC to

draft a letter agreement, sign it, and then fax a

copy to the client. The client signs the letter and

faxes a copy back to you. This has the advantage

of speed, but you don’t have the client’s original

signature on the letter, only a copy.

A faxed signature is probably legally sufficient

if you and the client don’t dispute that it is a fax

of an original signature. However, if a client

claims that a faxed signature was forged, it could

be difficult or impossible to prove it’s genuine be-

cause it is very easy to forge a faxed signature

with modern computer technology. Forgery

claims are rare, however, so this is usually not a

problem. Even so, it’s a good practice for you and

the client to follow up the fax with signed origi-

nals exchanged by mail or delivery service.

4. Sample Letter Agreement

The following is a sample letter agreement

between a self-employed public relations consult-

ant and an oil company. The consultant agrees to

create a marketing plan for the company’s new

oil additive called Zotz. The consultant will

perform the work for a fixed fee paid in two

installments.
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Maloney & associates
1000 grub street

marred vista, ca 90000

February 1, 20xx

Jerry Wellhead
Vice President
Acme Oil Co.
1000 Greasy Way
Tulsa, OK 10000

Dear Jerry:

I am pleased to have the opportunity to provide my services. This letter will serve as our agreement.

I will perform the following services on your behalf: I will create a marketing plan for the rollout of
Acme’s new oil additive called Zotz. The plan will include guidelines for magazine, radio, and
television advertising.

I agree to complete these services on or before March 1, 20xx.

In consideration of my performance of these services, you agree to pay me $5,000.

I will be paid in two installments. The first installment shall be $2,500 and is payable by February
5, 20xx. The remaining $2,500 will be paid within 30 days after I complete my services and
submit an invoice.

If this Agreement meets with your approval, please sign below to make this a binding contract
between us. Please sign both copies and return one to me. Keep one signed copy for your records.

Sincerely,

Susan Maloney
Susan Maloney

Agreed to: Acme Oil Co.

By: ____________________________________

     (Signature)

Jerry Wellhead

Title: Vice President

Date: ____________

■
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Many clients have their own agreement forms

they will want to use. This is particularly

likely if you work for firms that often use third

parties to perform services or for large companies

that have their own legal departments.

A client may present you with a lengthy, com-

plex agreement, hand you a pen, and tell you to

sign. You may be told that the agreement is only

a standard form that all nonemployees who work

for the client sign. However, signing a client

agreement is never a mere technical formality. A

client agreement is not simply a bunch of words

on a piece of paper. It’s a binding, legal docu-

ment that will have important consequences for

you in the real world.

Because client-drafted agreements are usually

written with the client’s best interests in mind, not

yours, you’ll almost always be better off if you

use your own agreement. A client will be more

willing to do this if you:

• provide a well-drafted agreement of your

own (see Chapter 19), and

• point out that if the client is audited, an IRS

or other government auditor will be far

more impressed by an agreement you

drafted than a standard form prepared by

the client: Using your agreement helps

establish that you’re an independent con-

tractor, not the client’s employee, and may

help the client avoid assessments and pen-

alties in the event of an audit.

If the client insists on using its own agreement,

be sure to review the document before you

accept the project. Read the agreement carefully

and make sure you understand and are comfort-

able with it before signing. If there are any provi-

sions you don’t understand, ask the client to

explain them to you and rewrite them so that you

do understand them.

No matter what the client may say, no agree-

ment is engraved in stone, even if it’s a “standard”

agreement the client claims everybody signs. You

can always request that an unfair or unduly bur-

densome provision be deleted or changed. If the

client refuses, you have the option of turning

down the project or going ahead anyway, but you

lose nothing by asking.

When you review a client’s agreement, make

sure it:

• jibes with the client’s statement and your

own oral statement (see Section A)

• contains all necessary provisions (see Sec-

tion B), and

• does not contain unfair provisions (see

Section C).

There may also be provisions you want to add.

(See Section D.)

CARELESS DOCTOR DONE IN
BY UNREAD AGREEMENT

One emergency room physician learned the

hard way that it’s always necessary to carefully

read and understand an agreement before

signing it. The doctor, who worked on the East

Coast, received an offer to work as an inde-

pendent contractor for a hospital in Hawaii.

The doctor agreed to take the job and signed

a lengthy independent contractor agreement

prepared by the hospital without reading it

carefully. The agreement provided a two-year

term. She thought this meant she had guaran-

teed work for two years and this would justify

the expense of moving to Hawaii.

The doctor moved to Hawaii and started

work. But within three months, she had

serious disagreements with hospital officials

over various clinical and administrative

issues. The hospital notified her that she was

being terminated. She protested, pointing out

that her contract was for two years. When

she took a closer look, however, she discov-

ered that the agreement included a provision

allowing the hospital to terminate her if it

concluded it was necessary to do so to oper-

ate efficiently.
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A. Make Sure the Agreement
Is Consistent With the
Client’s Promises

Unfortunately, some clients are in the habit of

telling people they hire one thing to get them to

accept the project, then writing something very

different in the agreements they prepare.

The language in your written agreement will

be an important map in your relationship with the

client. If a client says one thing to you in person

and the agreement says something else, the

agreement ordinarily will control. For example, if

the client tells you that your work must be com-

pleted in two months, but the agreement imposes

a one-month deadline, the work will have to be

done in one month.

For this reason, make absolutely sure the

agreement meshes with what the client has told

you and what you have told the client. If there

are differences, point them out. And if they’re

important differences, change the document to

reflect your true agreement.

HOW TO CHANGE AN AGREEMENT

If you want to delete all or part of a provi-

sion, you can simply cross it out. Minor

wording changes can be written in by hand

or typed. Both you and the client should

write your initials as near the deletions or

additions as possible to indicate your consent.

If you wish to add an extensive amount

of new wording, it’s best to redo the entire

agreement to prevent it from becoming illeg-

ible or downright confusing. It’s easy to

revise if you wrote and saved the agreement

on a computer or disk.

Another approach is to write the changes

on a separate piece of paper, called an

“attachment,” that you and the client sign. If

you use an attachment, state that if there is a

conflict between the attachment and the

main contract, the attachment will prevail.

(See Chapter 18, Section D3.)

B. Make Sure the Contract Covers
at Least the Basics

You should also make sure that the agreement

contains all necessary provisions. At a bare mini-

mum, it should include:

• your name and address

• the client’s name and address

• the dates the contract begins and ends

• a description of the services you’ll perform

• how much you’ll be paid, and

• how you’ll be paid.

These and other standard provisions are nor-

mally included in client agreements. If the client’s

agreement lacks any of these provisions, you

should add them. (See Chapter 19, Section A.)
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If you’re creating or helping to create intellec-

tual property—for example, writings, photos,

graphics, music, software programs, designs, or

inventions—the agreement should also contain a

clause making it clear who will own your work.

(See Chapter 19, Section B7.)

C. Provisions to Avoid

Clients’ agreements sometimes contain provisions

that are patently unfair to you. You should seek

to delete these entirely or at least replace them

with provisions that are more equitable. Examine

the agreement carefully for provisions such as the

following.

1. Indemnifying the Client

“Indemnification” is a legal word that means a

promise to repay someone for their losses or

damages if a specified event occurs. Some con-

tracts may contain indemnification provisions that

require you to repay the client if various prob-

lems occur—for example, if a problem with your

work injures a third party who sues the client. In

effect, these provisions require you to act as the

client’s insurer.

When it comes to indemnifying the client, your

rule should be to just say “no.” Examine the client’s

agreement carefully to see if it contains such a

provision. If you find one, try to delete it. Indemni-

fication clauses can be hard to spot and even

harder to understand. They’ll usually contain the

words “indemnification” or “hold harmless,” but not

always. Any provision that requires you to defend

or repay the client is an indemnification provision.

a. Problems with the IRS
and other agencies

If the IRS or another government agency deter-

mines that the client has misclassified you as an

independent contractor, the client may have to

pay back taxes, fines, and penalties. (See Chapter

15.) Some hiring firms try to shift the risk of IRS

or other penalties to the independent contractor’s

shoulders by including an indemnification clause

in their agreements. Such provisions typically

require you to repay the hiring firm for any losses

suffered if you are reclassified as an employee.

The following is an example of such a provision:

If Contractor is determined to be Client’s employee,
Contractor shall indemnify and hold Client harmless
from any and all liabilities, costs, and expenses Client
may incur, including attorneys’ fees and penalties.

Do not sign an agreement that contains such a

provision. The cost of fighting an IRS or other

government audit and paying the possible penal-

ties for worker misclassification can be enormous.

This provision makes you responsible for paying

all of these costs. If you are presented with an

agreement containing such a provision, strike it

out or refuse to sign the contract.

b. Injuries and damages arising
from your services

Your work or services on the client’s behalf may

damage or injure third parties—that is, people

other than you and the client. For example, a

passerby might be injured by a dropped hammer

while walking by a construction project under-

taken by a self-employed building contractor. Or

a software program written by an outside pro-

grammer designed to run an elevator might fail

and cause injuries. It’s likely that the people

injured in these situations—the passerby and the

elevator passengers—would sue the hiring firm to

pay for the costs of their medical care and other

expenses related to their injuries.

Hiring firms often include indemnification provi-

sions in their contracts, making the people they

hire responsible for all damages and injuries that

other people suffer if something goes wrong with
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their work. Many of these provisions are so broadly

written they require you to indemnify the client

even if the claim is frivolous, mainly the client’s

fault, or already covered by the client’s insurance.

EXAMPLE: Art, a self-employed engineer,

designs and installs a new type of widget in

BigCorp’s factory. Art signed an agreement

prepared by BigCorp’s lawyers that contains

the following indemnification provision:

Contractor shall indemnify and hold Client

harmless from any and all claims, losses,

actions, damages, interest, penalties, and

reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs arising

by reason of Contractor’s performance under

this Agreement.

One of BigCorp’s employees alters the

widget’s setting without Art’s permission. As

a result, the widget explodes and injures a

visitor at the factory, who sues BigCorp. Art

has to pay all of BigCorp’s costs of defend-

ing the lawsuit and any damages the injured

person recovers, even though the explosion

wasn’t his fault. This is because the indemni-

fication clause requires Art to repay BigCorp

for any claim brought that could be said to

“arise” from Art’s services for BigCorp.

Most indemnification clauses are even more

convoluted and harder to read than the one in the

example above. The wisest course is to strike any

such provision from the client’s agreement.

If the client insists on keeping such a provi-

sion, you should seek to add a provision to the

agreement limiting your total liability to the client

to a specified dollar amount or no more than the

client pays you. This will prevent you from losing

everything you own or going bankrupt. (See

Chapter 19, Section B5.)

Also, make sure you have enough liability

insurance to cover any potential claims. Feel free

to charge the client more to cover your increased

insurance costs. (See Chapter 7.)

c. Intellectual property infringement

If you create or help create intellectual property for

a client, the client may seek to have you indemnify

it for the costs involved if other people claim that

your work infringes their copyright, patent, trade

secret, or other intellectual property rights.

EXAMPLE: Jennifer, a self-employed com-

puter programmer, creates a program for

Acme Corp. A few months later, BigCorp,

Jennifer’s former employer, claims that she

stole substantial portions of the program

from software it owned and sues Jennifer

and Acme for copyright infringement.

Because Jennifer’s contract with Acme

contained an indemnification provision, she

is legally obligated to pay Acme’s attorneys’

fees for defending the lawsuit and any

money Acme may have to pay BigCorp as

damages or to settle the claim.

Intellectual property indemnity clauses are

routinely included in publishing contracts, soft-

ware consulting agreements, and almost any other

type of agreement involving the creation of intel-

lectual property. You’d be better off without such

a clause—that is, less of your own money will be

at risk on the job—but it’s often hard to get cli-

ents to remove them. After all, the clauses are

mainly aimed at ensuring proper behavior. You

shouldn’t commit intellectual property infringe-

ment, and clients do not to want to pay any dam-

ages if you do.

Instead of deleting the clause, your best

approach may be to add a provision limiting your

total liability to the client to a specified dollar

amount or to no more than the client pays you.

(See Chapter 19, Section B5a.)

2. Insurance Requirements

Look carefully to see if the client’s agreement

contains a provision that requires you to maintain

insurance coverage. Many clients want all self-
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employed people they hire to have extensive

insurance coverage because it helps eliminate an

injured person’s motivation to attempt to recover

from the client for fear you won’t be able to pay.

It’s not unreasonable for a client to require you to

have liability insurance. (See Chapter 6, Section D.)

However, some clients go overboard and

require you to obtain an excessive amount of

insurance or obtain unusual and expensive poli-

cies. For example, one self-employed courier

recently contracted with a courier firm to make

document deliveries using his own car. The con-

tract included an insurance clause requiring him to

obtain cargo insurance. His insurance agent told

him this type of coverage was usually obtained

only by trucking firms and would cost several

thousand dollars per year. It was ridiculous for a

document courier to be required to obtain such

coverage, because it provided far more coverage

than the client needed and cost far more than the

courier could afford to pay. The courier simply

ignored the contract and never obtained the cargo

insurance.

The better practice is to delete provisions

requiring excessive insurance from your contract

or demand substantially more compensation to

pay for the extra insurance. Make it clear to the

client that you have to charge more than you

usually do because it’s requiring you to carry so

much insurance coverage.

The following is a very reasonable provision

requiring you to carry liability insurance you can

add to a client’s agreement in place of an unrea-

sonable insurance clause:

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Client shall not provide any insurance coverage
for Contractor or Contractor’s employees or contract
personnel. Contractor agrees to maintain an insur-
ance policy to cover any negligent acts committed by
Contractor or Contractor’s employees or agents while
performing services under this Agreement.

3. Noncompetition Restrictions
Businesses that hire self-employed people some-

times want to restrict them from performing simi-

lar services for their competitors. To do this, they

include a noncompetition clause in a client agree-

ment barring them from working for competitors.

Try to eliminate such provisions because they

limit your ability to earn a living.

At most, you might agree to the following

provision barring you from performing the same

services for named competitors of the client while

you’re performing them for the client.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

Contractor agrees that, while performing services
required by this Agreement, Contractor will not
perform the exact same services for the following
competitors of Client: _________________________
[List competitors].

4. Confidentiality Provisions
Many clients routinely include confidentiality

provisions in their agreements. These provisions

bar you from disclosing to others the client’s trade

secrets—for example, marketing plans, informa-

tion on products under development, manufactur-

ing techniques, or customer lists. It’s not unrea-

sonable for a client to want you to keep its

secrets away from the eyes and ears of its

competitors.

Unfortunately, however, many of these provi-

sions are worded so broadly that they can make it

difficult for you to work for other clients without

fear of violating your duty of confidentiality. If,

like most self-employed people, you make your

living by performing similar services for many

firms in the same industry, insist on a confidenti-

ality provision that is reasonable in scope and

defines precisely what information you must keep

confidential. Such a provision should last for only

a limited time—five years at the most, but prefer-

ably one or two.
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a. Unreasonable provision

A general provision barring you from making any

unauthorized disclosure or using any technical,

financial, or business information you obtain

directly or indirectly from the client is unreason-

able. Such broad restrictions can make it very

difficult for you to do similar work for other cli-

ents without violating the confidentiality clause.

The following is an example of an overbroad

provision:

Contractor may be given access to Client’s propri-
etary or confidential information while working for
Client. Contractor agrees not to use or disclose such
information except as directed by Client.

Such a provision doesn’t make clear what

information is and is not the client’s confidential

trade secret, so you never know for sure what

information you must keep confidential and what

you can disclose when working for others.

Also, because this provision bars you from

later using any of the client’s confidential informa-

tion to which you have access, it could prevent

you from using information you already knew

before working with the client. It could also bar

you from using information that becomes avail-

able to the public. You would then be in the

absurd position of not being allowed to use infor-

mation that the whole world knows about.

Always attempt to delete or rewrite such an over-

broad provision.

Specifically, do not sign a contract requiring

you to keep confidential any information:

• you knew about before working with the

client

• you learn from a third person who has no

duty to keep it confidential

• you develop independently even though

the client later provides you with similar or

identical information, or

• that becomes publicly known through no

fault of your own—for example, you

wouldn’t have to keep a client’s manufac-

turing technique confidential after it is

disclosed to the public in a trade journal

article written by someone other than you.

b. Reasonable provision

A reasonable nondisclosure provision makes clear

that, while you may not use confidential informa-

tion the client provides, you have the right to

freely use information you obtain from other

sources or that the public learns later.

The following nondisclosure provision enables

you to know for sure what material is, and is not,

confidential by requiring the client to mark “confi-

dential” any document you get in the course of

that work. A client who tells you confidential

information must later write it down and deliver it

to you within 15 days.

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE:

During the term of this Agreement and for ____  
[6 months to 5 years] afterward, Contractor will use
reasonable care to prevent the unauthorized use or
dissemination of Client’s confidential information.
“Reasonable care” means at least the same degree of
care Contractor uses to protect its own confidential
information from unauthorized disclosure.

Confidential information is limited to information
clearly marked as confidential or disclosed orally and
summarized and identified as confidential in a writing
delivered to Contractor within 15 days of disclosure.

Confidential information does not include informa-
tion that:

• Contractor knew before Client disclosed it
• is or becomes public knowledge through no fault

of Contractor
• Contractor obtains from sources other than Client

who owe no duty of confidentiality to Client, or
• Contractor develops independently.
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5. Unfair Termination Provisions
Your agreement can always be terminated if you

or the client breaches one of its major terms—for

example, you seriously fail to satisfy the project

specifications. Ordinarily, however, neither you

nor the client can terminate the agreement just

because you feel like it. Some clients add termina-

tion provisions to their contracts allowing them to

terminate the agreements at will—that is, for any

reason or no reason at all. For example, the

agreement may provide that the client has the

right to terminate the agreement on ten days’

written notice.

If you sign an agreement with such a provi-

sion, you lose the security of knowing the client

must allow you to complete your assignment and

pay you for it provided you live up to the terms

of your agreement. Instead, you can be fired at

any time, just like an employee.

If the client insists on such a provision, fair-

ness dictates that it be mutual—that is, you

should have the same termination rights as the

client. The client should also be required to give

you reasonable notice of the termination. How

long the notice should be depends on the length

of the project. For lengthy projects, 30 days’

notice may be appropriate. For short projects, it

may make sense to require just a few days’

notice. Finally, the agreement should make clear

that the client must pay you for all the work you

performed prior to termination. (See Chapter 19,

Section A7a.)

6. “Time Is of the Essence” Clause

Examine the client’s agreement carefully to see if

it contains the phrase “time is of the essence.”

You’ll often find such clauses in the portion of

the contract dealing with the project deadlines.

These simple words can have a big legal

impact. Ordinarily, a delay in performance of

your contractual obligations is not considered

important enough to constitute a material breach

of the agreement. This means the client can sue

you for any damages sustained due to your late-

ness but is not entitled to terminate the contract.

EXAMPLE 1: Barney, a construction contrac-

tor, contracts to build a new wing on the

AAA Motel. The contract provides that the

wing is to be completed by April 1. Barney

completes the new wing four weeks late.

AAA may sue him for any damages caused

by the delay. But because the contract does

not include a “time is of the essence” clause,

it may not terminate the contract and is le-

gally obligated to pay Barney the contract

price.

However, if the contract includes a “time is of

the essence” provision, most courts hold that

even a slight delay in performance will constitute

a material breach. The client cannot only sue you

for damages but can terminate the contract. This

means the client need not perform its contractual

obligations—for example, the client need not pay

you.

EXAMPLE 2: Assume that Barney’s contract

in the above example did include a “time is

of the essence” clause. This would mean that

the AAA Motel was legally entitled to termi-

nate the contract when Barney missed the

completion deadline and sue Barney for

breach of contract.

If you want to be able to have flexibility in

your deadlines, delete any “time is of the essence”

clause from the client’s agreement.

D. Provisions to Consider Adding

There are a number of provisions that benefit you

that you may wish to add to the client’s agree-

ment. These provisions are discussed in detail in

Chapter 19 and include:
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• requiring mediation and arbitration of dis-

putes (see Chapter 19, Section B1)

• recognizing that the contract may have to

be modified in the future and providing a

mechanism to do so (see Chapter 19, Sec-

tion B2)

• allowing you to obtain attorneys’ fees if you

sue the client and win (see Chapter 19,

Section B3)

• requiring the client to pay a late fee for late

payments (see Chapter 19, Section B4)

• limiting your liability to the client if some-

thing goes wrong (see Chapter 19, Section

B5), and

• restricting the client’s ability to assign its

benefits or delegate its duties under the

agreement (see Chapter 19, Section B8).

E. Client Purchase Orders

Not all clients use standard contracts. Instead, you

may be handed a preprinted form that looks very

different from the contracts in this book. Such a

form is usually called a “purchase order.” Some

clients use purchase orders instead of, or in addi-

tion to, standard contracts.

A purchase order is an internal form devel-

oped by a client authorizing you to perform work

and bill for it. Typically, purchase orders are used

by larger companies that have separate account-

ing departments. Accounting departments often

don’t want to have to deal with lengthy or confus-

ing client agreements.

Purchase orders are designed to provide the

minimum information a company needs to docu-

ment the services you’ll perform and how much

you’ll be paid. They typically contain much of the

same information as a letter agreement: a descrip-

tion of the services you’ll perform, payment

terms, and deadlines. (See Chapter 18.) The order

should be signed by the client. You should in-

clude the purchase order number on your in-

voices and all correspondence with the client.

Some companies use purchase orders in

conjunction with standard contracts or letter

agreements. That is, either you or the client will

prepare a contract or letter agreement and the

client will also prepare a purchase order. In this

event, make sure the terms of the purchase order

are consistent with your client agreement.

Other companies use purchase orders alone

for small projects because they don’t want to go

to the trouble of drafting a client agreement.

Make certain the purchase order is filled out

properly. This should include an accurate descrip-

tion of the services you’ll perform, the due date,

and the terms of payment.

Some companies’ accounting departments will

not pay you unless you have a signed purchase

order, even if you have a signed letter agreement

or standard client agreement.

Before you start work for a client, find out if it

uses purchase orders. If it does, insist on being

provided a signed order before you start work.

Below is an example of a typical purchase

order for services.
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Acme, Inc.
P.O. #: 123
Vendor: Gerard & Associates

123 Solano Avenue
Berkeley, CA 99999
510-555-5555

Date: 8/1/20xx
Delivery Date: 9/1/20xx
Terms: 18¢ per word translated. Total price not to exceed $6,084.
Description of Services: Contractor will translate Acme instruction manual from the English language
into idiomatic Russian using the Cyrillic alphabet. The translated material will be provided in Word
Perfect format. Contractor will provide one disk copy and one printed copy of all translated
material.
Authorized by:   _____________________________________

  Joe Jones

 ■

PURCHASE ORDER
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I f a client claims that your work doesn’t meet

the contract specifications, insists that you’ve

missed a deadline, or fails to pay you for any

reason, you’ve got a potential legal dispute on

your hands. The way you handle such disputes

will have a big impact on your self-employment

success. The best way to handle them is usually

through informal negotiations. Call or meet with

the client and talk out your differences. If you

reach a settlement, write it down promptly and

have all parties involved sign it.

EXAMPLE: Gene, a self-employed computer

programmer, is hired by Acme Corp. to cre-

ate a custom software program for $10,000.

Gene delivers the program on time. How-

ever, Acme refuses to pay Gene because it

claims the program doesn’t fully live up to

the contract specifications. Gene meets with

Acme’s president and admits that the program

doesn’t do everything it’s supposed to do.

However, Gene demonstrates that the

program fulfills at least 80% of Acme’s re-

quirements. Gene offers, therefore, to accept

$8,000 as full payment instead of the $10,000

stated as full payment in the original con-

tract. Acme’s president agrees. Gene drafts a

short agreement stating that Acme will pay

him $8,000 in full settlement of their dispute.

A. Help Resolving Disputes

If informal negotiations don’t work, you have a

number of options:

• alternative dispute resolution, which

includes mediation and arbitration, and

• filing a lawsuit in court.

This chapter discusses these options in detail.

It also provides guidance on how to find and use

more specific legal resources, including lawyers

and other knowledgeable experts. And, finally, it

explains the basics of doing your own legal

research.

1. Mediation and Arbitration

Mediation and arbitration—often lumped together

under the term “alternative dispute resolution,” or

ADR—are two methods for settling disputes with-

out resorting to expensive lawsuits. People often

confuse the two, but they are in fact very differ-

ent. Mediation is never binding on the partici-

pants, whereas arbitration usually is binding and

often takes the place of a court action.

a. Mediation

In mediation, a neutral third person called a

“mediator” meets with the people involved in the

dispute and makes suggestions as to how to

resolve their controversy. Typically, the mediator

either sits both sides down together and tries to

provide an objective view of their dispute or

shuttles between them as a hopefully cool con-

duit for what may be hot opinions.

When the underlying problem is actually a

personality conflict or simple lack of communi-

cation, a good mediator can often help those

involved in the dispute find their own compro-

mise settlement. When the argument is more

serious, a mediator may at least be able to lead

them to a mutually satisfactory ending of both the

dispute and their relationship that will obviate

time-consuming and expensive litigation.

If you’ve ever had a dispute with a friend or

relative that another friend or relative helped

resolve by meeting with you both and helping

you talk things over, you’ve already been through

a process very much like mediation.

Mediation is nonbinding, which means that if

either person involved in the dispute doesn’t like

the outcome of the mediation, he or she does not

have to agree and can ask for binding arbitration

or go to court.
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b. Arbitration

If those involved in a dispute cannot resolve it by

mediation, they often submit it to arbitration. The

arbitrator—again, a neutral third person—is either

selected directly by those involved in the dispute

or is designated by an arbitration agency.

An arbitrator’s role is very different from that

of a mediator. Unlike a mediator who seeks to

help the parties resolve their dispute themselves,

an arbitrator decides on and imposes a solution

him or herself.

The arbitrator normally hears both sides at an

informal hearing. You can be represented by a

lawyer at the hearing, but it’s not required. The

arbitrator acts as both judge and jury: After the

hearing, he or she issues a decision called an

“award.” The arbitrator follows the same legal

rules a judge or jury would follow in deciding

whether you or the other side has a valid legal

claim and should be awarded money.

Arbitration can be either binding or nonbind-

ing. If arbitration is nonbinding, either person

named in the award can take the matter to court

if he or she doesn’t like the outcome. Binding

arbitration is usually final. You cannot go to court

and try the dispute again if you don’t like the

arbitrator’s decision—except in unusual cases

where you can show the arbitrator was guilty of

fraud, misconduct, or bias. In effect, binding arbi-

tration takes the place of a court trial.

If the losing party to a binding arbitration

doesn’t pay the money required by an arbitration

award, the winner can easily convert the award

into a court judgment that can be enforced just

like any other court judgment. In other words,

a binding arbitration award is just as good as a

judgment you could get from a court.

FINDING A MEDIATOR OR ARBITRATOR

It is usually up to you and the hiring firm to

decide who should serve as a mediator or

arbitrator. You can normally choose anyone

you want unless your contract restricts your

choice.

You can choose a professional mediator

or arbitrator or just someone you both

respect. A professional organization may be

able to refer you to a good mediator or arbi-

trator. Businesses often use private dispute

resolution services that maintain a roster of

mediators and arbitrators—often retired

judges, attorneys, or businesspeople with

expertise in a particular field. The best

known of these services is the American

Arbitration Association. This is the oldest and

largest private dispute resolution service,

with offices in most major cities. It handles

both mediations and arbitrations. The main

office is in New York City, reachable by

phone at 800-778-7879. The American Arbi-

tration Association also has a very informa-

tive website at www.adr.org.
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c. Agreeing to mediation and arbitration

No one can be forced into arbitration or media-

tion; you must agree to it, either in the contract or

later when a dispute arises. Business contracts

today commonly include an arbitration provision,

and many also require mediation. This is primarily

because of two factors: speed and cost.

Mediation and arbitration are usually much

faster than lawsuits in court. Most arbitrations and

mediations are concluded in less than six months.

Court litigation often takes years.

No one can tell you exactly how much a court

case will cost, but it’s usually a lot. Business law-

yers typically charge from $150 to $250 per hour.

Unless the amount of money involved is small

and the case can be tried in small claims court

(see Section A2c), arbitration and mediation are

usually far cheaper than a lawsuit. A private dis-

pute resolution company will typically charge

about $500 to $1,000 for a half-day of arbitration

or mediation.

For detailed guidance on mediation, see

Mediate, Don’t Litigate: Strategies for

Successful Mediation, by Peter Lovenheim and Lisa

Guerin (Nolo).

2. Filing a Lawsuit

If your attempts to settle the dispute through

informal negotiations or mediation fail and the

client won’t agree to binding arbitration, your

remaining alternative is to sue the client in court.

Or you or the client may choose to skip informal

negotiations or arbitration altogether and immedi-

ately go to court.

Most legal disputes between self-employed

people and their clients involve a breach of con-

tract. A person who fails to live up to the terms of

a contract is said to have “breached” it. In a typi-

cal breach of contract case, the person who

sues—called the “plaintiff”—asks the judge to

issue a judgment against the person being sued—

called the “defendant.” Usually, the plaintiff wants

money, also known as “damages.”

a. What you need to prove

Proving a breach of contract case is not compli-

cated. You must first show that the contract

existed. If it is written, the document itself should

be presented to the court. If the contract is oral,

you’ll have to testify as to its terms. You must also

show that you did everything you were required

to do under the contract.

You must then make clear how the client

breached the contract and show the amount of

damages you have suffered as a result. In many

situations, this amounts to no more than showing

that the client committed itself to buy certain

services from you, that you provided those ser-

vices, and that the client has not paid a legitimate

bill for a stated number of dollars.

EXAMPLE: Ted, a self-employed graphic

designer, contracted with the Acme Sand-

blasting Company to redesign its logo and

newsletter. Ted completed the work, but

Acme refused to pay him. After informal

negotiations failed, Ted sued Acme in court.

To win his case, Ted should produce the

written contract with Acme, a decent-looking

sample of the redesigned newsletter, and a

letter from someone with expertise in the

field stating that the work met or exceeded

industry standards. Ted would also be wise

to try to rebut the likely points the client

might make. For example, if the design work

was a few weeks late, Ted would want to

present a good excuse, such as the fact that

Acme asked for time-consuming changes.

b. What you can sue for

If you sue a client for breach of contract, forget

about collecting the huge awards you hear about

people getting when they’re injured in accidents

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/21DFE29E-DE7D-4BDE-982EFD1024F78106/104/
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and sue for personal injuries. Damages for breach

of contract are strictly limited by law. As a general

rule, you’ll get just enough to compensate you for

your direct economic loss—that is, the amount of

money you lost because the client failed to live

up to its promises. For example, if a client prom-

ised to pay you $1,000 for your services but failed

to pay after you performed them, you’d be

entitled to $1,000 in damages.

You can’t get punitive damages—special dam-

ages designed to punish wrongdoers—or dam-

ages to compensate you for your emotional pain

or suffering, even though clients who breach their

contracts can really be a pain. On the bright side,

however, if a client sues you for breach of con-

tract, damages are limited in the same way.

c. Small claims court

Most business contract suits are filed in state

court. All states have a special court especially

designed to handle disputes where only a small

amount of money is involved, called “small claims

courts.” The amount for which you can sue in

small claims court varies from state to state but

usually ranges from $2,500 to $7,500.

Small claims court has the same advantages as

arbitration: It’s usually fast and inexpensive. You

don’t need a lawyer to go to small claims court.

Indeed, some states don’t allow lawyers to repre-

sent people in small claims court.

Small claims court is particularly well suited to

help you collect against clients who fail to pay

you, provided the amount is relatively small. (See

Chapter 7, Section B4.)

For detailed guidance on how to represent

yourself in small claims court, see Every-

body’s Guide to Small Claims Court (National and

California editions), by Ralph Warner (Nolo).

d. Suing in other courts

If your claim exceeds the small claims court limit

for your state, you’ll need to file your lawsuit in

another court. Most business lawsuits are handled

in state courts. Every state has its own trial court

system with one or more courts that deal with

legal disputes between people and businesses.

These courts are more formal than small claims

courts and the process usually takes longer. You

may be represented by a lawyer, but you don’t

have to be. Many people have successfully

handled their own cases in state trial courts.

For detailed guidance on how to represent

yourself, see Represent Yourself in Court:

How to Prepare & Try a Winning Case, by Paul

Bergman and Sara J. Berman-Barrett (Nolo). This

book explains how to handle a civil case yourself,

without a lawyer, from start to finish.

B. Finding and Using a Lawyer

An experienced attorney may help answer your

questions and allay your fears about setting up

and running your business. Many different

areas of law may be involved when you’re self-

employed, including:

• federal tax law

• state tax law

• contract law, and

• general business law.

Fortunately, there are attorneys who specialize

in advising small businesses. These lawyers are a

bit like general practitioner doctors: They know a

little about a lot of different areas of law. A law-

yer with plenty of experience working with busi-

nesses like yours should be able to answer your

questions.

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/3731D4E8-C4D8-4A98-88680150520FAEDB/104/
http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/EE829024-37B3-4FA5-A32D6DCEF421A1A5/104/
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Such a lawyer can help you:

• start your business—for example, review

incorporation documents

• analyze zoning ordinances, land use regula-

tions, and private title documents that may

restrict your ability to work at home

• review client agreements

• coach or represent you in lawsuits or arbi-

trations where the stakes are high or the

legal issues are complex

• deal with intellectual property issues—such

as copyrights, trademarks, patents, trade

secrets, and business names, or

• look over a proposed office lease.

1. Finding a Lawyer

When you begin looking for a lawyer, try to find

someone with experience representing businesses

similar to yours. It’s usually not wise to start your

search by consulting phone books, legal directo-

ries, or advertisements. Lawyer referral services

operated by bar associations are usually equally

unhelpful. Often, they simply supply the names

of lawyers who have signed onto the service,

accepting the lawyer’s own word for what types

of skills he or she has.

The best way to locate a lawyer is through

referrals from other self-employed people in your

community. Industry associations and trade

groups are also excellent sources of referrals. If

you already have or know a lawyer, he or she

might also be able to refer you to an experienced

person who has the qualifications you need. Other

people, such as your banker, accountant, or

insurance agent, may know of good business

lawyers.

2. Paying a Lawyer

Whenever you hire a lawyer, insist upon a

written explanation of how the fees and costs

will be paid.

Most business lawyers charge by the hour.

Hourly rates vary, but in most parts of the United

States you can get competent services for your

business for $150 to $250 an hour. Comparison

shopping among lawyers will help you avoid

overpaying. But the cheapest hourly rate isn’t

necessarily the best. A novice who charges only

$80 an hour may take three hours to review a

consulting contract. A more experienced lawyer

who charges $200 an hour may do the same job

in half an hour and make better suggestions. If a

lawyer will be delegating some of the work on

your case to a less experienced associate, parale-

gal, or secretary, that work should be billed at a

lower hourly rate. Be sure to get this information

recorded in your initial written fee agreement.

Sometimes, a lawyer may quote you a flat fee

for a specific job. For example, a lawyer may

offer to incorporate your business for a flat fee of

$2,000. You pay the same amount regardless of

how much time the lawyer spends. This can be

cheaper than paying an hourly fee, but not

always.

Alternatively, some self-employed people hire

lawyers on “retainer”—that is, they pay a flat

annual fee in return for the lawyer handling all

their routine legal business. However, few small

businesses can afford to keep a lawyer on

retainer.
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USING A LAWYER AS A LEGAL COACH

One way to keep your legal costs down is to

do as much work as possible yourself and

simply use the lawyer as your coach. For

example, you can draft your own agree-

ments, giving your lawyer the relatively

quick and inexpensive task of reviewing

them.

But get a clear understanding about who’s

going to do what. You don’t want to do the

work yourself and then get billed for it be-

cause the lawyer duplicated your efforts.

And you certainly don’t want any crucial

elements to fall through the cracks because

you each thought the other person was at-

tending to the work.

C. Help From Other Experts

Lawyers aren’t the only ones who can help you

deal with the legal issues involved in being self-

employed. Tax professionals, members of trade

groups, and the Small Business Administration

can also be very helpful.

1. Tax Professionals

Tax professionals include tax attorneys, certified

public accountants, and enrolled agents. Tax pros

can answer your tax questions and help you with

tax planning, preparing your tax returns, and deal-

ing with IRS audits. (See Chapter 8, Section B2.)

2. Industry and Trade Associations

Business or industry trade associations or similar

organizations can be useful sources of informa-

tion and services. Many such groups track federal

and state laws, lobby Congress and state legisla-

tures, and even help members deal with the IRS

and other federal and state agencies. Many also

offer their members insurance or other benefits

and have useful publications.

There are hundreds of such organizations

representing every conceivable occupation—for

example, the American Society of Home Inspec-

tors, the Association of Independent Video and

Filmmakers, and the Graphic Artists Guild. There

are also national membership organizations that

allow all types of self-employed people to join—

for example, the National Association of the

Self-Employed.

If you don’t know the name and address of an

organization you may be eligible to join, ask

other self-employed people. Or check out the

Encyclopedia of Associations (Gale Research)

(usually available in your public library). Also,

many of these organizations have websites, so

you may be able to find the one you want by

doing an Internet search. (See Section E.)

3. Small Business Administration

The U.S. Small Business Administration, or SBA, is

an independent federal agency that helps small

businesses. The SBA is best known for providing

loan guarantees to bolster small businesses that

want to start or expand, but it provides several other

useful services for small businesses, including:

• SBA Answer Desk. The Answer Desk is a

nationwide, toll-free information center that

helps callers with questions and problems

about starting and running businesses. Ser-

vice is provided through a computerized

telephone message system augmented by

staff counselors. It is available 24 hours a

day, seven days a week, with counselors

available Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to

5 p.m. Eastern time. You can reach the

Answer Desk at 800-U-ASK-SBA (800-827-

5722).
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• Publications. The SBA also produces and

maintains a library of publications, videos,

and computer programs. These are avail-

able by mail to SBA customers for a nomi-

nal fee. A complete listing of these products

is included in the SBA’s Resource Directory

for Small Business Management. SBA field

offices also offer free publications that

describe SBA programs and services.

• SBA website. You can download SBA

publications from the SBA website and

obtain information about SBA programs and

services, points of contact, and calendars of

local events. The Web address is www

.sba.gov.

• SCORE program. The Service Corps of

Retired Executives, or SCORE, is a group of

retired business people who volunteer to

help others in business. To find a SCORE

chapter in your area, visit the SCORE

website at www.score.org or call the

national SCORE office at 800-634-0245.

The SBA has offices in all major cities. Look in

the phone book under “U.S. Government” for the

office nearest you.

D. Doing Your Own Legal
Research

If you decide to investigate the law on your own,

your first step should be to obtain a good guide

to help you understand legal citations, use the

law library, and understand what you find there.

There are a number of sources that provide a

good introduction to legal research, including

Legal Research: How to Find & Understand the

Law, by Stephen Elias and Susan Levinkind

(Nolo). This book explains in a simple way how

to use all major legal research tools and helps you

frame your research questions.

Next, you need to find a law library that’s

open to the public. Your county should have a

public law library, often at the county courthouse.

Public law schools often contain especially good

collections and generally permit the public to use

them. Some private law schools grant access to

their libraries—sometimes for a modest fee. The

reference department of a major public or univer-

sity library may have a fairly decent legal research

collection. And don’t overlook the law library in

your own lawyer’s office. Many lawyers will agree

to share their books with their clients.

1. Researching Federal Tax Law

Many resources are available to augment and

explain the tax information in this book. Some are

free and others are reasonably priced. Tax publi-

cations for professionals are expensive but are

often available at public libraries or law libraries.

a. IRS website

Somewhat surprisingly, the IRS has perhaps the

most useful and colorful Internet site of any

government agency. It contains virtually every IRS

publication and tax form, IRS announcements,

and a copy of the IRS Audit Manual on Indepen-

dent Contractors. It’s almost worth getting on

the Internet just to use this site, located at

www.irs.gov.

b. IRS booklets

The IRS also publishes more than 350 free book-

lets explaining the Tax Code, many of which are

clearly written and useful. These IRS publications

range from several pages to several hundred

pages in length. Many of the most useful IRS

publications are cited in the tax chapters in this

book.

The following IRS publications cover basic tax

information that every self-employed person

should know about:

• Publication 334, Tax Guide for Small

Businesses

http://www.nolo.com/product.cfm/ObjectID/ADA3D233-2448-4AFE-96BF37FF240C53F7/104/
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• Publication 505, Tax Withholding and Esti-

mated Tax, and

• Publication 15 (Circular E), Employer’s Tax

Guide.

IRS publications are available in IRS offices, by

calling 800-TAX-FORM, or by sending in an order

form. They can also be downloaded from the

IRS’s website at www.irs.gov.

Don’t Rely Exclusively on the IRS
IRS publications are useful to obtain infor-

mation on IRS procedures and to get the agency’s

view of the tax law. But keep in mind that these

publications only present the IRS’s interpretation

of the law, which may be very one-sided and

even contrary to court rulings. Don’t rely exclu-

sively on IRS publications for information.

c. IRS telephone information

The IRS also offers a series of prerecorded infor-

mational messages on various tax topics on a

toll-free telephone service called TELETAX at 800-

829-4477. See IRS Publication 910, Guide to Free

Tax Services, for a list of topics.

You can talk to an IRS representative at 800-

829-1040, but expect difficulty getting through

from January through May. Double-check any-

thing an IRS representative tells you over the

phone; the IRS is notorious for giving misleading

or outright wrong answers to taxpayers’ questions

over the telephone. And the IRS does not stand

behind oral advice that turns out to be incorrect.

d. Directories of IRS rulings

The IRS has issued thousands of rulings on how

workers in every conceivable occupation should

be classified for tax purposes. Tax experts have

collected and categorized these rulings by occu-

pation. By using these publications, you can find

citations to IRS rulings involving workers similar

to you. Several such publications are available as

follows:

• Employment Status—Employee v. Indepen-

dent Contractor, 391 3rd T.M., by Helen

Marmoll and Virginia Haymarket, summa-

rizes and provides citations to IRS rulings

on classification of workers in 374 different

occupations—everything from accountants

to yacht sales agents.

• An online database of hundreds of cases

involving ICs categorized by occupation can

be found at the website www.workerstatus

.com. Unfortunately, you must pay a mem-

bership fee to access the database.

• Many state chambers of commerce publish

guides that list IRS rulings for various occu-

pations. Call your state chamber of com-

merce—which usually has an office in your

state capital—to see if it publishes such a

guide for your state.

An industry trade group or association may

also be aware, or even have copies, of helpful IRS

rulings and court decisions.

e. Tax guides

Dozens of privately published self-help tax guides

are available, which you can find in many public

libraries. Among the most detailed and authorita-

tive of these are:

• U.S. Master Tax Guide (Commerce Clearing

House (CCH))

• Federal Tax Handbook (RIA), and

• Federal Taxation (Prentice Hall).

2. Researching Other Areas of Law

Many fields of law other than federal tax law

are involved when you’re self-employed. For

example, your state laws may control how you

form a sole proprietorship or corporation, protect

trade names, form contracts, and resolve disputes.

If you have questions about your state work-

ers’ compensation, tax, or employment laws, first

contact the appropriate state agency for more

information. Many of these agencies publish
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informative pamphlets. See Appendix 3 of this

book for lists of selected state agencies.

In-depth research into your state law will

require you to review:

• legislation—also called statutes, codes, or

laws—passed by your state legislature

• administrative rules and regulations issued

by state administrative agencies—such as

your state tax department and unemploy-

ment compensation agency, and

• published decisions of your state courts.

Many states, particularly larger ones, have legal

encyclopedias or treatises that organize summa-

ries of state case law and some statutes alphabeti-

cally by subject. Through citation footnotes, you

can locate the full text of the cases and statutes.

These works are a good starting point for in-

depth state law research.

It’s also helpful if you can find a treatise on

the subject you’re researching. A “treatise” is a

book that covers a specific area of law. The West

Publishing Company publishes a series of short

paperback treatises called the Nutshell Series. If

you are facing a possible contract dispute, you

may want to look at Contracts in a Nutshell, by

Claude D. Rohwer and Anthony M. Skroki, or

The Law of Corporations in a Nutshell, by Robert

W. Hamilton.

A relatively unknown resource for quickly

locating state business laws is the United States

Law Digest volume of the Martindale-Hubbell Law

Directory. It contains a handy summary of laws

for each state. Dozens of business law topics are

covered, including corporations, insurance, leases,

statute of frauds, and trademarks, trade names,

and service marks. The Martindale-Hubbell Law

Directory is in most public libraries.

E. Online Resources

The online world includes the Internet, commer-

cial online services such as America Online and

CompuServe, and specialized computer databases

such as Westlaw and Lexis. All contain useful

information for the computer-savvy self-employed.

1. Internet Resources

A vast array of information for small business

owners is available on the Internet. To get access

to the Internet, you need a computer and Internet

connection (modem, DSL, or cable modem),

appropriate software, and an account with an

Internet access provider. You can get Internet

access free in many university and some public

libraries.

There are hundreds of websites dealing with

small business issues, such as starting a small

business, marketing, and business opportunities.

Beware, however, that no one checks these sites

for accuracy. A good way to find these sites is

through an Internet directory such as Yahoo!,

which you can access at www.yahoo.com. Click

on “Directory” (above the search box), type

“small business information,” and click to search.

A few particularly useful websites for self-

employed people include:

• the CCH Business Owner’s Toolkit at

www.toolkit.cch.com

• the Quicken small business website at

www.quicken.com/small_business

• the Yahoo Small Business Center at

www.smallbusiness.yahoo.com, and

• the Small Business Taxes & Management

website at www.smbiz.com.

A growing number of court decisions are also

available on the Internet for free or at nominal

cost. You can find a comprehensive set of links to

free caselaw websites at www.findlaw.com. You

can also obtain legal decisions from the subscrip-

tion websites www.westlaw.com and www.lexis

.com.
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HOW TO READ A CASE CITATION

To locate a published court decision, you must

understand how to read a case citation. A citation

provides the names of the people or companies

involved on each side of the case, the volume of the

legal publication—called a reporter—in which the

case can be found, the page number on which it

begins, and the year in which the case was decided.

Here is an example of what a legal citation looks

like: Smith v. Jones Int’l, 123 F.3d 456 (1995). Smith

and Jones are the names of the people having the

legal dispute. The case is reported in volume 123 of

the Federal Reporter, Third Series, beginning on

page 456; the court issued the decision in 1995.

Federal court decisions. There are several

different federal courts, and the decisions of each are

published in a different reporter. Opinions by the

federal district courts are in a series called the Fed-

eral Supplement, or F.Supp.

Any case decided by a federal court of appeals

is found in a series of books called the Federal

Reporter. Older cases are contained in the first series

of the Federal Reporter, or F. More recent cases are

contained in the second or third series of the Federal

Reporter, F.2d or F.3d.

Cases decided by the U.S. Supreme Court are

found in three publications: United States Reports

(identified as U.S.), the Supreme Court Reporter

(identified as S.Ct.), and the Supreme Court Reports,

Lawyer’s Edition (identified as L.Ed.). Supreme Court

case citations often refer to all three publications.

There are also federal courts that specialize in

handling tax disputes, including the United States

Tax Court and United States Claims Court—formerly

Court of Claims. Published decisions of the United

States Tax Court can be found in the Tax Court

Reports, or TC, published by the U.S. Government

Printing Office. Tax Court decisions can also be

found in a reporter called Tax Court Memorandum

Decisions, or TCM, published by Commerce Clearing

House, Inc. (CCH).

Decisions from all federal courts involving taxa-

tion can be found in a reporter called U.S. Tax Cases,

or USTC, published by Commerce Clearing House,

Inc. (CCH).

State court decisions. Most states publish their

own official state reports. All published state courts’

decisions are also included in the West Reporter

System. West has divided the country into seven

regions—and publishes all the decisions of the

supreme and appellate state courts in the region

together. These reporters are:

A. and A.2d. Atlantic Reporter (First and Second

Series), which includes decisions from Connecticut,

Delaware, the District of Columbia, Maine, Maryland,

New Hampshire, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode

Island, and Vermont.

N.E. and N.E.2d. Northeastern Reporter (First and

Second Series), which includes decisions from New

York, Illinois, Indiana, Massachusetts, and Ohio.

N.W. and N.W.2d. Northwestern Reporter (First

and Second Series), which includes decisions from

Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota,

South Dakota, and Wisconsin.

P. and P.2d. Pacific Reporter (First and Second

Series), which includes decisions from Alaska, Ari-

zona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Kansas,

Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Oregon,

Utah, Washington, and Wyoming.

S.E. and S.E.2d. Southeastern Reporter (First and

Second Series), which includes decisions from Geor-

gia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, and

West Virginia.

So. and So.2d. Southern Reporter (First and Sec-

ond Series), which includes decisions from Alabama,

Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi.

S.W. and S.W.2d. Southwestern Reporter (First

and Second Series), which includes decisions from

Arkansas, Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee, and Texas.

All California appellate decisions are published

in a separate volume, the California Reporter (Cal.

Rptr.) and all decisions from New York appellate

courts are published in a separate volume, New York

Supplement (N.Y.S.).
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NOLO WEBSITE

Nolo maintains a website that is useful for

the self-employed. The site contains helpful

articles, information about new legislation,

book excerpts, and the Nolo catalog. The

site also includes numerous articles with

specific information for people who are self-

employed, as well as a legal research center

you can use to find state and federal statutes.

The Internet address is www.nolo.com.

Yet another resource on the Internet are Usenet

newsgroups. These are collections of electronic-

mail messages on specific topics, called “postings,”

that can be read by anybody with access to the

Internet. Most newsgroups are completely open—

meaning anybody can just jump into the discussion

by posting anything they want—although users are

usually encouraged to keep to the topic of the

newsgroup. Other newsgroups are moderated,

meaning that there is a moderator who reviews

postings before allowing them to appear in that

newsgroup. Moderated newsgroups almost always

contain more focused discussion, as the modera-

tors want to keep the conversation on track.

You can use newsgroups to network with other

self-employed people, ask specific questions, and

even find work. Some of the many newsgroups of

interest to the self-employed include:

• misc.taxes.moderated

• misc.jobs.contract

• misc.entrepreneurs

• misc.business.consulting

• alt.computer.consultants, and

• alt.computer.consultants.moderated.

If you don’t know how to access Internet

newsgroups, review your Web browser’s instruc-

tions for guidance. (Your Web browser is the

program you use to view the Internet—for ex-

ample, Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer.)

2. Commercial Online Services

Some of the best known parts of the online world

are commercial online services such as America

Online. To access these systems, a person must

become a subscriber and pay a monthly (and

sometimes hourly) fee. These systems typically

offer online chats with other users logged on to the

system, posting of public messages on various

topics, and vast collections of electronic databases.

All of these services have special areas devoted

to small business owners and consultants. For

example, America Online has a small business area.

You can also sometimes obtain information on

taxes and download copies of IRS tax forms from

these services. ■

http://www.nolo.com


Forms and Documents

Asset Log

Expense Journal

Income Journal

Invoice
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EXPENSE JOURNAL



EXPENSE JOURNAL

 1 2                       3

Date         Check No.        Transaction   Amount Advertising      Supplies,    Outside
 Postage, Etc.    Contractors

TOTAL THIS PAGE

TOTAL YEAR TO DATE

www.nolo.com
Expense Journal



           4         5         6          7           8 9 10                      11

     Travel Equipment     Rent      Utilities   Meals and      Misc.
Entertainment

Expense Journal

www.nolo.com





Source Invoice Date Amount

TOTAL

INCOME JOURNAL

www.nolo.com
Income Journal





INVOICE

Date: ________________________________________________________________________________

Invoice Number: _______________________________________________________________________

Your Order Number: ____________________________________________________________________

Terms: ________________________________________________________________________________

Time Period: __________________________________________________________________________

To: __________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Services: _____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Material Costs: ________________________________________________________________________

Expenses:_____________________________________________________________________________

TOTAL AMOUNT OF THIS INVOICE: _____________________________________________________

Signed by: ____________________________________________________________________________

www.nolo.com
Invoice





Sample Agreements

General Independent Contractor Agreement

Contract Amendment

Nondisclosure Agreement
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INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AGREEMENT

This Agreement is made between  (Client)

with a principal place of business at 

and  (Contractor), with a

principal place of business at .

Services to Be Performed

(Check and complete applicable provision.)

Contractor agrees to perform the following services:

OR

Contractor agrees to perform the services described in Exhibit A, which is attached to and made part of this

Agreement.

Payment

(Check and complete applicable provision.)

In consideration for the services to be performed by Contractor, Client agrees to pay Contractor

$  [Amount].
OR

In consideration for the services to be performed by Contractor, Client agrees to pay Contractor at the rate of

$  [Amount] per  [Hours, day, week, or other unit of time].

(Check if applicable.)

Contractor’s total compensation shall not exceed $  [Amount] without Client’s written consent.

Terms of Payment

(Check and complete applicable provision.)

Upon completing Contractor’s services under this Agreement, Contractor shall submit an invoice. Client shall

pay Contractor within   [10, 15, 30, 45, 60] days from the date of Contractor’s invoice.
OR

Contractor shall be paid $  [Amount] upon signing this Agreement and the remaining amount

shall be due when Contractor completes the services and submits an invoice. Client shall pay Contractor within

 [10, 15, 30, 45, 60] days from the date of Contractor’s invoice.
OR

Contractor shall be paid according to the Schedule of Payments set forth in Exhibit  [A or B]

attached to and made part of this Agreement.
OR

Contractor shall send Client an invoice monthly. Client shall pay Contractor within  [10, 15, 30,

45, 60] days from the date of each invoice.

General Independent Contractor Agreement page 1of 5
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Late Fees

(Check and complete if applicable.)

Late payments by Client shall be subject to late penalty fees of % per month from the date

due until the amount is paid.

Expenses

(Check applicable provision.)

Contractor shall be responsible for all expenses incurred while performing services under this Agreement.

(Check if applicable.)

However, Client shall reimburse Contractor for all reasonable travel and living expenses necessarily incurred

by Contractor while away from Contractor’s regular place of business to perform services under this

Agreement. Contractor shall submit an itemized statement of such expenses. Client shall pay Contractor within

30 days from the date of each statement.
OR

Client shall reimburse Contractor for the following expenses that are directly attributable to work performed

under this Agreement:

• travel expenses other than normal commuting, including airfares, rental vehicles, and highway mileage in

company or personal vehicles at  cents per mile

• telephone, facsimile (fax), online, and telegraph charges

• postage and courier services

• printing and reproduction

• computer services, and

• other expenses resulting from the work performed under this Agreement.

Contractor shall submit an itemized statement of Contractor’s expenses. Client shall pay Contractor within 30

days from the date of each statement.

Materials

(Check and complete applicable provision.)

Contractor will furnish all materials and equipment used to provide the services required by this Agreement.

Client shall make available to Contractor, at Client’s expense, the following materials, facilities, and equip-

ment:  [List]. These items

will be provided to Contractor by  [Date].

Term of Agreement

This Agreement will become effective when signed by both parties and will end no later than , 20 .

Terminating the Agreement

(Check applicable provision.)

With reasonable cause, either party may terminate this Agreement effective immediately by giving written

notice of termination for cause. Reasonable cause includes:

• a material violation of this agreement, or

• nonpayment of Contractor’s compensation 20 days after written demand for payment.

Contractor shall be entitled to full payment for services performed prior to the effective date of termination.

General Independent Contractor Agreement page 2 of 5
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OR

Either party may terminate this Agreement at any time by giving  [5, 10, 15, 30, 45, 60] days’ written

notice of termination. Contractor shall be entitled to full payment for services performed prior to the effective

date of termination.

Independent Contractor Status

Contractor is an independent contractor, not Client’s employee. Contractor’s employees or subcontractors are not

Client’s employees. Contractor and Client agree to the following rights consistent with an independent contractor

relationship:

• Contractor has the right to perform services for others during the term of this Agreement.

• Contractor has the sole right to control and direct the means, manner, and method by which the services

required by this Agreement will be performed.

• Contractor has the right to hire assistants as subcontractors or to use employees to provide the services

required by this Agreement.

• Contractor or Contractor’s employees or subcontractors shall perform the services required by this Agreement;

Client shall not hire, supervise, or pay any assistants to help Contractor.

• Neither Contractor nor Contractor’s employees or subcontractors shall receive any training from Client in the

skills necessary to perform the services required by this Agreement.

• Client shall not require Contractor or Contractor’s employees or subcontractors to devote full time to perform-

ing the services required by this Agreement.

• Neither Contractor nor Contractor’s employees or subcontractors are eligible to participate in any employee

pension, health, vacation pay, sick pay, or other fringe benefit plan of Client.

Local, State, and Federal Taxes

Contractor shall pay all income taxes and FICA (Social Security and Medicare taxes) incurred while performing

services under this Agreement. Client will not:

• withhold FICA from Contractor’s payments or make FICA payments on Contractor’s behalf

• make state or federal unemployment compensation contributions on Contractor’s behalf, or

• withhold state or federal income tax from Contractor’s payments.

The charges included here do not include taxes. If Contractor is required to pay any federal, state, or local sales,

use, property, or value-added taxes based on the services provided under this Agreement, the taxes shall be billed

to Client separately. Contractor shall not pay any interest or penalties incurred due to late payment or nonpayment

of such taxes by Client.

Notices

All notices and other communications in connection with this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be considered

given as follows:

• when delivered personally to the recipient’s address as stated in this Agreement

• three days after being deposited in the United States mail, with postage prepaid to the recipient’s address as

stated in this Agreement, or

• when sent by fax or email to the last fax number or email address of the recipient known to the person giving

notice. Notice is effective upon receipt, provided that a duplicate copy of the notice is promptly given by

first-class mail, or the recipient delivers a written confirmation of receipt.

General Independent Contractor Agreement page 3 of 5
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No Partnership

This Agreement does not create a partnership relationship. Neither party has authority to enter into contracts on

the other’s behalf.

Applicable Law

This Agreement will be governed by the laws of the state of .

Exclusive Agreement

This is the entire Agreement between Contractor and Client.

Dispute Resolution

(Check if applicable.)

If a dispute arises under this Agreement, the parties agree to first try to resolve the dispute with the help of a

mutually agreed-upon mediator in  [City or county where mediation

will occur]. Any costs and fees other than attorneys’ fees associated with the mediation shall be shared equally

by the parties.

If it proves impossible to arrive at a mutually satisfactory solution through mediation, the parties agree to submit

the dispute to binding arbitration in  [City or county where arbitration will

occur] under the rules of the American Arbitration Association. Judgment upon the award rendered by the

arbitrator may be entered in any court having jurisdiction to do so.

However, the complaining party may refuse to submit the dispute to mediation or arbitration and instead bring

an action in an appropriate small claims court.

Contract Changes

(Check if applicable.)

Client and Contractor recognize that:

• Contractor’s original cost and time estimates may be too low due to unforeseen events or to factors unknown

to Contractor when this Agreement was made,

• Client may desire a mid-project change in Contractor’s services that would add time and cost to the project

and possibly inconvenience Contractor, and

• other provisions of this Agreement may be difficult to carry out due to unforeseen circumstances.

If any intended changes or any other events beyond the parties’ control require adjustments to this Agreement,

the parties shall make a good faith effort to agree on all necessary particulars. Such agreements shall be put in

writing, signed by the parties, and added to this Agreement.

Attorneys’ Fees

If any legal action is necessary to enforce this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to reasonable

attorneys’ fees, costs, and expenses in addition to any other relief to which he or she may be entitled.

General Independent Contractor Agreement page 4 of 5
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Signatures

Client:  
(Name of Client)

By: 
(Signature)

 
(Typed or Printed Name)

Title: 

Date: 

Contractor:  
(Name of Contractor)

By: 
(Signature)

  
(Typed or Printed Name)

Title: 

Taxpayer ID Number: 

Date: 

If Agreement Is Faxed

Contractor and Client agree that this Agreement will be considered signed when the signature of a party is delivered

by facsimile transmission. Signatures transmitted by facsimile shall have the same effect as original signatures.

General Independent Contractor Agreement page 5 of 5
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CONTRACT AMENDMENT

This Amendment is made between  and

 to amend the Original Agreement titled

 signed by them on

 .

The Original Agreement is amended as follows:

All provisions of the Original Agreement, except as modified by this Amendment, remain in full force

and effect and are reaffirmed. If there is any conflict between this Amendment and any provision of the

Original Agreement, the provisions of this Amendment shall control.

Client: 

By: 

Title: 

Date: 

Contractor: 

By: 

Title: 

Date: 

(Signature)

(Typed or Printed Name)

Contract Amendment

www.nolo.com
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NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT

1. Introduction

This is an agreement, effective ___________, between _______________ (the “Discloser”) and ____________ (the

“Recipient”), in which Discloser agrees to disclose, and Recipient agrees to receive, certain trade secrets of

Discloser on the following terms and conditions:

2. Trade Secrets

(Check and complete applicable provision.)

Recipient understands and acknowledges that the following information constitutes trade secrets belonging to

Discloser: ____________________________________________

Recipient understands and acknowledges that Discloser’s trade secrets consist of information and materials that

are valuable and not generally known by Discloser’s competitors. Discloser’s trade secrets include:

(a) Any and all information concerning Discloser’s current, future, or proposed products, including, but not lim-

ited to, formulas, designs, devices, computer code, drawings, specifications, notebook entries, technical

notes and graphs, computer printouts, technical memoranda and correspondence, product development

agreements, and related agreements.

(b) Information and materials relating to Discloser’s purchasing, accounting, and marketing, including, but not

limited to, marketing plans, sales data, business methods, unpublished promotional material, cost and pric-

ing information, and customer lists.

(c) Information of the type described above that Discloser obtained from another party and that Discloser treats

as confidential, whether or not owned or developed by Discloser.

(d) Other: ____________________________________________________________

3. Purpose of Disclosure

Recipient shall make use of Discloser’s trade secrets only for the purpose of:

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Nondisclosure

In consideration of Discloser’s disclosure of its trade secrets to Recipient, Recipient agrees that it will treat

Discloser’s trade secrets with the same degree of care and safeguards that it takes with its own trade secrets, but

in no event less than a reasonable degree of care. Recipient agrees that, without Discloser’s prior written consent,

Recipient will not:

(a) disclose Discloser’s trade secrets to any third party;

(b) make or permit to be made copies or other reproductions of Discloser’s trade secrets; or

(c) make any commercial use of the trade secrets.

Recipient represents that it has, and agrees to maintain, an appropriate agreement with each of its employees

and independent contractors who may have access to any of Discloser’s trade secrets sufficient to enable

Recipient to comply with all the terms of this Agreement.

Nondisclosure Agreement page 1 of 3
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5. Return of Materials

Upon Discloser’s request, Recipient shall promptly (within 30 days) return all original materials provided by

Discloser and any copies, notes, or other documents in Recipient’s possession pertaining to Discloser’s trade

secrets.

6. Exclusions

This agreement does not apply to any information that:

(a) was in Recipient’s possession or was known to Recipient, without an obligation to keep it confidential,

before such information was disclosed to Recipient by Discloser;

(b) is or becomes public knowledge through a source other than Recipient and through no fault of Recipient;

(c) is or becomes lawfully available to Recipient from a source other than Discloser; or

(d) is disclosed by Recipient with Discloser’s prior written approval.

7. Term

(Check and complete applicable provision.)

This Agreement and Recipient’s duty to hold Discloser’s trade secrets in confidence shall remain in effect until

the above-described trade secrets are no longer trade secrets or until Discloser sends Recipient written notice

releasing Recipient from this Agreement, whichever occurs first.

This Agreement and Recipient’s duty to hold Discloser’s trade secrets in confidence shall remain in effect until

____________ or until whichever of the following occurs first:

• Discloser sends Recipient written notice releasing Recipient from this Agreement, or

• the above-described trade secrets are no longer trade secrets.

8. No Rights Granted

Recipient understands and agrees that this Agreement does not constitute a grant or an intention or commitment to

grant any right, title, or interest in Discloser’s trade secrets to Recipient.

9. Warranty

Discloser warrants that it has the right to make the disclosures under this Agreement.

10. Injunctive Relief

Recipient acknowledges and agrees that in the event of a breach or threatened breach of this Agreement, money

damages would be an inadequate remedy and extremely difficult to measure. Recipient agrees, therefore, that

Discloser shall be entitled to an injunction to restrain Recipient from such breach or threatened breach. Nothing in

this Agreement shall be construed as preventing Discloser from pursuing any remedy at law or in equity for any

breach or threatened breach.

11. Attorneys’ Fees

If any legal action arises relating to this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover all court costs,

expenses, and reasonable attorneys’ fees.

Nondisclosure Agreement page 2 of 3
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12. Modifications

This Agreement represents the entire agreement between the parties regarding the subject matter and supersedes

all prior agreements or understandings between them. All additions or modifications to this Agreement must be

made in writing and signed by both parties to be effective.

13. No Agency

This Agreement does not create any agency or partnership relationship between the parties.

14. Applicable Law

This Agreement is made under, and shall be construed according to, the laws of the state of _______________.

15. Signatures

Discloser: 

By:

Title:

Date: 

Recipient: 

By:

Title:

Date: 

Nondisclosure Agreement page 3 of 3
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Agencies

State Offices Providing Small Business Help

State Unemployment Tax Agencies

State Sales Tax Agencies

Patent and Trademark Depository Libraries
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Alabama
Department of Revenue
www.ador.state.al.us/licenses/
index.html

Alaska
Small Business Development Center
www.aksbdc.org

Arizona
Department of Commerce
www.azcommerce.com/smallbus

Arkansas
Department of Economic Development
www.1800arkansas.com

California
Secretary of State
www.ss.ca.gov/business/resources.htm

Colorado
Office of Economic Development &
International Trade
www.state.co.us/oed/index.cfm

Connecticut
Connecticut Licensing Information
Center
www.ct-clic.com/business/business.htm

Delaware
Department of Finance
www.state.de.us/revenue/services/
BusServices.shtml

District of Columbia
Department of Consumer and
Regulatory Affairs
http://dcra.dc.gov

Florida
Enterprise Florida
www.eflorida.com

Georgia
Secretary of State
First Stop Business Information Center
www.sos.state.ga.us/FirstStop

Hawaii
Department of Commerce and
Consumer Affairs
Business Registration Division
www.businessregistrations.com

Idaho
Department of Commerce and Labor
http://cl.idaho.gov/portal

Illinois
Department of Commerce and
Economic Opportunity
www.illinoisbiz.biz

Indiana
State Information Center
www.state.in.us/sic/owners/ia.html

Iowa
Department of Business and Economic
Development
www.iowa.gov/state/main/
business.html

Kansas
Kansas Business Center
www.accesskansas.org

Kentucky
Cabinet for Economic Development
Business
www.thinkkentucky.com

Louisiana
Department of Economic Development
www.lded.state.la.us

Maine
Department of Economic and
Community Development
www.econdevmaine.com

Maryland
Department of Business and Economic
Development
www.choosemaryland.org

Massachusetts
Department of Business and
Technology
www.mass.gov/portal/
index.jsp?pageID=agca&agid=ded&agca=
businessassistance

Michigan
Economic Development Corp.
www.michigan.gov/businessstartup

Minnesota
Department of Employment and
Economic Development
www.deed.state.mn.us/bizdev/
smallbus_assist.htm

Mississippi
Development Authority
www.mississippi.org

Missouri
Department of Economic Development
www.ded.mo.gov/business/
startabusiness

Montana
Department of Commerce
http://commerce.state.mt.us/
indexBRD.asp

Nebraska
Department of Economic Development
www.neded.org

Nevada
Small Business Development Center
www.nsbdc.org

New Hampshire
Small Business Development Center
www.nhsbdc.org

New Jersey
State of New Jersey
www.state.nj.us/Business.shtml

New Mexico
Economic Development Department
www.edd.state.nm.us/index3.html

State Offices Providing Small Business Help



New York
Governor’s Office of Regulatory Reform
www.gorr.state.ny.us/gorr/startbus

North Carolina
Department of Commerce Business
ServiCenter
www.nccommerce.com/servicenter/blio

North Dakota
Department of Business and Finance
www.discovernd.net/business

Ohio
Small Business Development Center
www.odod.state.oh.us/edd/osb/sbdc

Oklahoma
Tax Commission
www.oktax.state.ok.us

Oregon
Oregon Small Business Development
Centers
www.bizcenter.org

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Small Business
Development Centers
www.pasbdc.org

Puerto Rico
Commonwealth Department of
Commerce
www.puertorico.com

Rhode Island
Economic Development Corp.
www.riedc.com/riedc/business_services

South Carolina
Small Business Development Center
http://scsbdc.moore.sc.edu

South Dakota
Governor’s Office of Economic
Development
www.sdgreatprofits.com

Tennessee
Department of Economic and
Community Development
www.state.tn.us/ecd/res_guide.htm

Texas
Department of Economic Development
www.tded.state.tx.us

Utah
Department of Community and
Economic Development
http://dced.utah.gov/business/
business.html

Vermont
Department of Economic Development
www.thinkvermont.com/start/index.cfm

Virginia
Department of Business Assistance
www.dba.state.va.us

Washington
Department of Licensing
www.dol.wa.gov/businesses.htm

West Virginia
Secretary of State
www.wvsos.com/common/
startbusiness.htm

Wisconsin
Department of Commerce
www.commerce.state.wi.us

Wyoming
Small Business Development Center
http://uwadmnweb.uwyo.edu/SBDC/
starting.html



State Unemployment Tax Agencies

Alabama
Department of Industrial Relations
Montgomery, AL
334-242-8025
http://dir.state.al.us

Alaska
Division of Employment Security
Juneau, AK
907-465-2712
www.labor.state.ak/us/esd/home.htm

Arizona
Department of Economic Security
Phoenix, AZ
602-952-1815
www.azdes.gov/esa/contact.asp

Arkansas
Employment Security Department
North Little Rock, AR
501-682-3200
www.state.ar.us/esd/index.htm

California
Employment Development Department
Sacramento, CA
800-300-5616
www.edd.cahwnet.gov

Colorado
Department of Labor and Employment
Unemployment Insurance Tax Branch
Denver, CO
800-480-8299 or 303-318-9100
www.coworkforce.com/UIT

Connecticut
Unemployment Insurance Tax Division
Labor Department Administrative
Offices
Wethersfield, CT
860-566-1018 or 203-248-4270
www.ctdol.state.ct.us

Delaware
Department of Labor
Division of Unemployment Insurance
Newark, DE
302-368-6600
www.delawareworks.com/
Unemployment/welcome.shtml

District of Columbia
Department of Employment Services
Tax Division
Washington, DC
202-724-7273
http://does.dc.gov/does

Florida
Department of Revenue
Tallahassee, FL
850-488-9719 or 800-482-8293
www.dor.state.fl.us/dor

Georgia
Department of Labor
Unemployment Insurance Division
Atlanta, GA
404-656-3122
www.dol.state.ga.us/em

Hawaii
Department of Labor and Industrial
Relations
Unemployment Insurance Division
Honolulu, HI
808-586-9070
www.hawaii.gov/labor/ui/index.shtml

Idaho
Department of Commerce & Labor
Unemployment Insurance Division
Boise, ID
208-332-3576 or 800-448-2977
http://cl.idaho.gov/portal

Illinois
Department of Employment Security
Chicago, IL
312-793-4880 or 800-247-4984
www.ides.state.il.us

Indiana
Department of Workforce Development
Indianapolis, IN
1-888-WORKONE
www.in.gov/dwd

Iowa
Workforce Development
Des Moines, IA
515-281-5387 or 800-JOB-IOWA
www.iowaworkforce.org

Kansas
Department of Labor
Division of Employment Security
Topeka, KS
785-296-5026
www.dol.ks.gov

Kentucky
Department of Employment and
Training
Unemployment Insurance
Frankfort, KY
502-564-2900
http://oet.ky.gov

Louisiana
Department of Labor
Baton Rouge, LA
225-922-0182
www.laworks.net

Maine
Department of Labor
Bureau of Unemployment
Compensation
Augusta, ME
207-287-2338
www.state.me.us/labor

Maryland
Office of Unemployment Insurance
Baltimore, MD
410-767-3246
www.dllr.state.md.us

Massachusetts
Department of Employment and
Training
Boston, MA
617-727-6560
www.detma.org

Michigan
Unemployment Insurance Agency
Detroit, MI
313-456-2010 or 800-638-3994
www.michigan.gov/uia

Minnesota
Department of Employment and
Economic Development
St. Paul, MN
612-296-6141
www.mnworkforcecenter.org

Mississippi
Department of Employment Security
Jackson, MS
601-321-6000
http://mdes.ms.gov



Missouri
Division of Employment Security
Jefferson City, MO
573-751-3215
www.dolir.mo.gov/es

Montana
Department of Labor and Industry
Helena, MT
406-444-3834
http://uid.dli.mt.gov

Nebraska
Division of Unemployment Insurance
Lincoln, NE
402-471-9835
www.dol.state.ne.us

Nevada
Department of Employment, Training
and Rehabilitation
Employment Security Division
Carson City, NV
775-687-4545
http://detr.state.nv.us/es/
esd_employers.htm

New Hampshire
Employment Security
Concord, NH
603-228-4100
www.nhes.state.nh.us

New Jersey
Department of Labor and Workforce
Development
Division of Unemployment Insurance
Trenton, NJ
609-292-7163
www.state.nj.us/labor

New Mexico
Department of Labor
Unemployment Compensation Bureau
Albuquerque, NM
505-841-2000
www.dol.state.nm.us

New York
Department of Labor
Albany, NY
888-899-8810 or 518-485-8589
www.labor.state.ny.us

North Carolina
Employment Security Commission
Raleigh, NC
919-733-7395
www.ncesc.com

North Dakota
Job Service
Bismarck, ND
800-732-9787 or 701-328-2868
http://jobsnd.com/insurance

Ohio
Office of Unemployment Compensation
Columbus, OH
614-466-2319
http://jfs.ohio.gov/ouc

Oklahoma
Employment Security Commission
Oklahoma City, OK
405-557-7190
www.oesc.state.ok.us

Oregon
Employment Department
Salem, OR
503-378-4824
www.oregon.gov/EMPLOY/UI

Pennsylvania
Department of Labor and Industry
Harrisburg, PA
717-787-7679
www.dli.state.pa.us

Rhode Island
Department of Labor and Training
Providence, RI
401-243-9100
www.dlt.state.ri.us/ui

South Carolina
Employment Security Commission
Columbia, SC
803-737-3071
www.sces.org

South Dakota
Unemployment Insurance Division
Aberdeen, SD
605-626-2452
www.state.sd.us/dol

Tennessee
Employment Security Division
Unemployment Insurance Program
Nashville, TN
615-741-2621
www.state.tn.us/labor-wfd

Texas
Workforce Commission
Austin, TX
800-832-9394
www.twc.state.tx.us

Utah
Department of Workforce Services
Salt Lake City, UT
801-526-9400 or 800-222-2857
http://jobs.utah.gov/ui

Vermont
Department of Employment and
Training
Montpelier, VT
802-828-4000
www.det.state.vt.us

Virginia
Employment Commission
Richmond, VA
804-786-1485
www.vec.virginia.gov

Washington
Employment Security Department
Olympia, WA
360-407-5145
http://fortress.wa.gov/esd/portal

West Virginia
Bureau of Employment Programs
Charleston, WV
304-558-0291
www.wv.gov

Wisconsin
Department of Workforce Development
Madison, WI
608-261-6700
www.dwd.state.wi.us/uitax

Wyoming
Department of Employment
Unemployment Insurance Division
Casper, WY
307-235-3253
http://wydoe.state.wy.us



State Sales Tax Agencies

Alabama
Department of Revenue
Sales, Use, and Business Tax Section
Taxpayer Service Center
1021 Madison Avenue
Montgomery, AL 36104
334-242-1490
www.ador.state.al.us/salestax/
index.html

Alaska
No state sales tax.

Arizona
Department of Revenue
Transaction Privilege (Sales)
and Use Tax
1600 W. Monroe
Phoenix, AZ 85007
800-843-7196
602-255-2060
www.revenue.state.az.us

Arkansas
Sales and Use Tax
Department of Finance and
Administration
Joel Ledbetter Building, Room 1340
1800 7th Street
Little Rock, AR 72205
501-682-7104
www.arkansas.gov/dfa/taxes/
salestaxphone.htm

California
Board of Equalization
3321 Power Inn Road, Suite 210
Sacramento, CA 95826
800-400-7115
916-227-6700
www.boe.ca.gov

Colorado
Department of Revenue
1375 Sherman Street, Room 204
Denver, CO 80261
303-232-7378
www.revenue.state.co.us

Connecticut
Department of Revenue Services
Taxpayer Services Division
25 Sigourney Street
Hartford, CT 06106
800-382-9463
860-297-5962
www.ct.gov/drs

Delaware
(No state sales tax, but state gross
receipts tax.)
Department of Finance—Division of
Revenue
820 N. French Street
Wilmington, DE 19801
302-577-8780
www.state.de.us/revenue/obt/lic_gr.htm

District of Columbia
Office of Tax and Revenue
Customer Service Center
941 N. Capitol Street NE, 1st Floor
Washington, DC 20002
202-727-4829
http://cfo.dc.gov

Florida
Department of Revenue
Registration Information
5050 W. Tennessee Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399
800-352-3671
850-488-6800
http://sun6.dms.state.fl.us/dor/taxes/
sales_tax.html

Georgia
Department of Revenue
Sales and Use Tax Division
1800 Century Center Boulevard NE,
Suite 8214
Atlanta, GA 30345
404-417-6678
http://www2.state.ga.us/departments/
dor/salestax/index.shtml

Hawaii
Taxpayer Services Branch
830 Punchbowl Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
800-222-3229
808-587-4242
www.state.hi.us/tax/tax.html

Idaho
State Tax Commission
800 Park Boulevard, Plaza IV
Boise, ID 83712
800-972-7660
208-334-7660
www2.state.id.us/tax/home.htm

Illinois
Department of Revenue
James R. Thompson Center
Concourse Level
100 W. Randolph Street
Chicago, IL 60601
312-814-5232
www.revenue.state.il.us

Indiana
Department of Revenue
100 N. Senate Avenue
Indiana Government Center N,
Room N105
Indianapolis, IN 46204
317-233-4015
www.in.gov/dor

Iowa
Department of Revenue and Finance
Taxpayer Services
1305 E. Walnut
Des Moines, IA 50319
800-367-3388
515-281-3114
www.state.ia.us/government/drf/
educate/78539.html

Depending on the nature of your occupation and the state in which you live, you may have to pay state sales taxes. Check
with your state sales tax office for the current requirements. If sales taxes are required, you’ll have to fill out an application to
obtain a state sales tax number, also called a “seller’s permit” in many states. (See Chapter 5, Section A2c.)



Kansas
Department of Revenue
Docking State Office Building,
Room 150
915 SW Harrison Street
Topeka, KS 66612
877-526-7738 (outside Topeka)
785-368-8222
www.ksrevenue.org

Kentucky
Revenue Cabinet
200 Fair Oaks Lane
Frankfort, KY 40620
502-564-4581
http://revenue.state.ky.us

Louisiana
Department of Revenue
617 N. Third Street
Baton Rouge, LA 70821
Sales Tax Division
Taxpayer Assistance Section:
225-922-2300
www.rev.state.la.us

Maine
Revenue Services
Sales and Use Tax Division
P.O. Box 1065
Augusta, ME 04332
207-624-9693
www.state.me.us/revenue/salesuse/
homepage.html

Maryland
State Comptroller
Taxpayer Registration Assistance Center
State Office Building
301 W. Preston Street, Room 206
Baltimore, MD 21201
800-492-1751
410-767-1300 (within Maryland)
http://business.marylandtaxes.com/
taxinfo/salesanduse/default.asp

Massachusetts
Department of Revenue
Customer Service Bureau
200 Arlington Street
Chelsea, MA 02150
800-392-6089
617-887-MDOR
www.dor.state.ma.us

Michigan
Department of Treasury
Sales, Use, and Withholding
Taxes Section
Treasury Building
Lansing, MI 48922
517-373-3200
www.michigan.gov/treasury

Minnesota
Department of Revenue
Mail Station 6330
St. Paul, MN 55146
651-296-6181
www.taxes.state.mn.us/taxes/sales/
forms.shtml

Mississippi
State Tax Commission
1577 Springridge Road
Raymond, MS 39154
601-923-7015
www.mstc.state.ms.us/taxareas/sales/
main.htm

Missouri
Department of Revenue
Taxation and Collection
301 W. High Street, Room 330
Jefferson City, MO 65101
573-751-2836
http://dor.state.mo.us/tax/business/
sales/forms

Montana
No general sales tax.

Nebraska
Department of Revenue
301 Centennial Mall S
P.O. Box 94818
Lincoln, NE 68509
800-742-7474
www.revenue.state.ne.us/index.html

Nevada
Department of Taxation
1550 E. College Parkway, Suite 115
Carson City, NV 89706
775-687-4820
http://tax.state.nv.us

New Hampshire
No state sales tax.

New Jersey
Division of Taxation
Taxation Building
50 Barrack Street, 1st Floor
Trenton, NJ 08695
609-292-6400
www.state.nj.us/treasury/taxation/
freqqsub.htm

New Mexico
Taxation & Revenue Department
1100 S. St. Francis Drive
P.O. Box 630
Santa Fe, NM 87504
505-827-0700
www.state.nm.us/tax

New York
Department of Taxation & Finance
Sales Tax Registration
W. Averill Harriman Campus
Albany, NY 12227
800-972-1233
www.tax.state.ny.us/nyshome/stidx.htm

North Carolina
Department of Revenue
Sales and Use Tax Division
501 N. Wilmington Street
Raleigh, NC 27604
919-733-2151
www.dor.state.nc.us/taxes/sales

North Dakota
Office of State Tax Commissioner
State Capitol
600 E. Boulevard Avenue
Bismarck, ND 58505
701-328-3470
www.state.nd.us/taxdpt/salesanduse

Ohio
Department of Taxation
Sales and Use Tax Division
30 E. Broad Street, 20th Floor
Columbus, OH 43215
888-405-4039
www.state.oh.us/tax/
business_taxes_sales.html



Oklahoma
Tax Commission
2501 N. Lincoln Boulevard
Connors Building, Capitol Complex
Oklahoma City, OK 73194
405-521-4321
www.oktax.state.ok.us/oktax/
busreg.html

Oregon
No state sales tax.

Pennsylvania
Department of Revenue
Strawberry Square
Fourth and Walnut Streets Lobby
Harrisburg, PA 17128
717-787-1064
www.revenue.state.pa.us

Rhode Island
Division of Taxation
One Capitol Hill
Providence, RI 02908
401-222-2950
www.tax.state.ri.us/info/synopsis/1.htm

South Carolina
Department of Revenue
P.O. Box 125
Columbia, SC 29214
803-898-5000
www.sctax.org

South Dakota
Department of Revenue
445 E. Capitol Avenue
Pierre, SD 57501
800-829-9188
605-773-3311
www.state.sd.us/revenue/businesstax/
bustax.htm

Tennessee
Department of Revenue
500 Deaderick Street
Nashville, TN 37242
800-342-1003
615-253-0600
www.state.tn.us/revenue

Texas
Comptroller of Public Accounts
111 W. Sixth Street
Austin, TX 78701
800-252-5555
512-463-3961
www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/
new_business.html

Utah
State Tax Commission
210 N. 1950 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84134
800-662-4335
801-297-2200
www.tax.utah.gov

Vermont
Department of Taxes
Taxpayer Services Division
109 State Street
Pavilion Office Building
Montpelier, VT 05609
802-828-2551
www.state.vt.us/tax/index.htm

Virginia
Department of Taxation
3610 W. Broad
Richmond, VA 23230
804-367-8031
www.tax.state.va.us

Washington
Department of Revenue
2101 4th Avenue, Suite 1400
Seattle, WA 98121
800-647-7706
206-956-3002
http://dor.wa.gov

West Virginia
State Tax Department
1206 Quarrier Street
Charleston, WV 25301
800-982-8297
304-558-3333
www.state.wv.us/taxdiv

Wisconsin
Department of Revenue
2135 Rimrock Road
Madison, WI 53713
608-266-2772
www.dor.state.wi.us/faqs/sales.html

Wyoming
Department of Revenue
122 W. 25th Street
Cheyenne, WY 82002
307-777-5200
http://revenue.state.wy.us





Patent and Trademark Depository Libraries

Alabama Auburn University Libraries 334-844-1737

Birmingham Public Library 205-226-3620

Alaska Anchorage: Loussac Public Library, Municipal Libraries 907-562-7323

Arizona Tempe: Noble Library, Arizona State University 480-965-7010

Arkansas Little Rock: Arkansas State Library 501-682-2053

California Los Angeles Public Library 213-228-7220

Sacramento: California State Library, Courts Building 916-654-0069

San Diego Public Library 619-236-5813

San Francisco Public Library 415-557-4500

Santa Rosa: Bruce Sawyer Center (not a PTDL, but useful) 707-524-1773

Sunnyvale Center for Innovation, SCI3, Sunnyvale Public Library 408-730-7300

Colorado Denver Public Library 702-865-1711

Connecticut New Haven: Patent Library, Science Park 203-786-5447

Delaware Newark: University of Delaware Library 302-831-2965

District of Washington: Founder’s Library, Howard University 202-806-7252
Columbia

Florida Fort Lauderdale: Broward County Main Library 954-357-7444

Miami: Miami-Dade Public Library 305-375-2665

Orlando: University of Central Florida Libraries 407-823-2562

Tampa: Patent Library, University of South Florida 813-974-2726

Georgia Atlanta: Georgia Institute of Technology 404-894-1395

Hawaii Honolulu: Hawaii State Library 808-586-3477

Idaho Moscow: University of Idaho Library 208-885-6584

Illinois Chicago Public Library 312-747-4450

Springfield: Illinois State Library 217-782-5659

Indiana Indianapolis: Indianapolis-Marion County Public Library 317-269-1741

West Lafayette: Siegesmund Engineering Library, Purdue 765-494-2872

lowa Des Moines: State Library of Iowa 515-242-6541

Kansas Wichita: Ablah Library, Wichita State University 800-572-8368

Kentucky Louisville Free Public Library 502-574-1611

Louisiana Baton Rouge: Troy H. Middleton Library, Louisiana State
University (LSU) 225-578-8875

Maine Orono: Raymond H. Fogler Library, University of Maine 207-581-1678

Maryland College Park: Engineering and Physical Sciences Library,
University of Maryland 301-405-9157

Massachusetts Amherst: W.E.B. DuBois Library, University of Massachusetts 413-545-2765

Boston Public Library 617-536-5400, Ext. 2226

Michigan Ann Arbor: Media Union Library, University of Michigan 734-647-5735

Big Rapids: Ferris Library for Information, Technology, and Education
Ferris State University 231-591-3602

Detroit: Great Lakes Patent and Trademark Center, Detroit Public LIbrary 313-833-3379

Minnesota Minneapolis Public Library 612-630-6000

Mississippi Jackson: Mississippi Library Commission 601-961-4111

Missouri Kansas City: Linda Hall Library 816-363-4600, Ext. 724

St. Louis Public Library 314-241-2288, Ext. 390

Montana Butte: Montana Tech Library of the University of Montana 406-496-4281

Nebraska Lincoln: Engineering Library, University of Nebraska-Lincoln 402-472-3411



Nevada Las Vegas: Clark County Library, Las Vegas-Clark County Library District 702-507-3421
Reno: University Library, University of Nevada-Reno 775-784-6500, Ext. 257

New Jersey Newark Public Library 973-733-7779

Piscataway: Library of Science and Medicine, Rutgers University 732-445-2895

New Mexico Albuquerque: Centennial Science and Engineering Library
University of New Mexico 505-277-4412

New York Albany: New York State Library, Cultural Education Center 518-474-5355

Buffalo and Erie County Public Library 716-858-8900

New York: Science, Industry, and Business Library, New York Public Library 212-592-7000

Rochester: Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County 585-428-8110

Stony Brook: Melville Library, State University of NY at Stony Brook 631-632-7148

North Carolina Charlotte; University of North Carolina at Charlotte 704-687-2241
Raleigh: D.H. Hill Library, North Carolina State University 919-515-2935

North Dakota Grand Forks: Chester Fritz Library, University of North Dakota 701-777-4888

Ohio Akron: Akron-Summit County Public Library 330-643-9075

Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County 513-369-6971

Cleveland Public Library 216-623-2870

Columbus: Ohio State University 614-292-3022

Dayton: Wright State University 937-775-3521

Toledo/Lucas County Public Library 419-259-5209

Oklahoma Stillwater: Edmund Law Library, Oklahoma State University 405-744-7086

Oregon Portland: Paul L. Boley Law Library, Lewis & Clark College 503-768-6786

Pennsylvania The Free Library of Philadelphia 215-686-5331

The Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh 412-622-3138

University Park: Paterno Library, Pennsylvania State University 814-865-6369

Puerto Rico Bayamón: Learning Resource Center, Bayamón Campus, University of Puerto Rico 787-786-5225

Mayagüez: General Library, Mayagüez Campus, University of Puerto Rico 787-832-4040, Ext. 2307

Rhode Island Providence Public Library 401-455-8027

South Carolina R.M. Cooper Library, Clemson University 864-656-3024

South Dakota Rapid City: Devereaux Library, South Dakota School of
Mines and Technology 605-394-1275

Tennessee Nashville: Stevenson Science & Engineering Library, Vanderbilt University 615-322-2717

Texas Austin: McKinney Engineering Library, ECJ 1.300, University of Texas at Austin 512-495-4500

College Station: TIP2, Texas A & M University 979-458-1819

Dallas Public Library 214-670-1468

Houston: Fondren Library-MS225, Rice University 713-348-5483

Lubbock: Texas Tech University Library 806-742-2282

San Antonio Public Library 210-207-2500

Utah Salt Lake City: Marriott Library, University of Utah 801-581-8394

Vermont Burlington: Bailey/Howe Library, University of Vermont 802-656-2542

Virginia Richmond: James Branch Cabell Library, Virginia Commonwealth University 804-828-1101

Washington Seattle: Engineering Library, University of Washington 206-543-0740

West Virginia Morgantown: Evansdale Library, West Virginia University 304-293-4695, Ext. 5113

Wisconsin Madison: Kurt F. Wendt Library, University of Wisconsin-Madison 608-262-6845

Milwaukee Public Library 414-286-3051

Wyoming Cheyenne: Wyoming State University 307-777-7281



Index
A
Accelerated depreciation, 9/18–19, 9/20, 9/21
Accountants

for corporate bookkeeping, 2/20
CPAs, 8/6, 8/9, 8/10, 21/7
expenses paid by clients, 19/6
personal service corporations for, 2/13, 2/21
RLLPs for, 2/23
for tax audit help, 8/12–13

Accounting. See Bookkeeping; Tax preparation
Accounting methods, 14/13–16
Accounts receivable. See Billing and payment; Overdue

accounts
Accrual basis accounting, 14/15–16
Accumulated earnings tax, 2/13
Actual cash value insurance policies, 6/15
Actual expense method, vehicle expense deductions, 9/20,

9/22–25
Actuarial science professionals, personal service corporations

for, 2/13
Address changes, notifying IRS, 11/9
Adjusted gross income (AGI), 11/3
Administrative work

home office deduction for, 4/15–16
projected, for hourly rate calculations, 7/6

Advertising
costs as overhead, 7/6
independent contractor status and, 15/8, 15/13

Agreements (contracts)
with attorneys, 21/6
breach of contract lawsuits, 21/4–5
defined, 18/2
nondisclosure agreements, 17/3, 17/12–18, Appendix 2
oral, validity of, 18/2, 18/3
reasons to use written agreements, 18/2–4
that must be in writing, 18/2
See also Client agreement entries

Alimony, tax deductions for, 11/4
Alternative Depreciation System (ADS), 9/18
Alternative dispute resolution (ADR)

defined, 21/2
See also Dispute resolution

Amending agreements, 18/9–10, 19/13–14, 20/9, Appendix 2
American Arbitration Association, 21/3
American Association of Home-Based Businesses, 4/11
America’s Health Insurance Plans, 6/24
Annualized income installment method, estimated tax

calculations, 11/4–5
Arbitration

agreeing to, 21/4
agreement clauses, 7/23, 19/12–13, 20/9
binding vs. nonbinding, 21/3

of commercial lease disputes, 4/8
costs of, 21/4
finding an arbitrator, 21/3
overview, 7/23, 21/3

Architects
business license requirements, 5/2
liability insurance, 6/19

Asset logs, 14/10–11, 14/12, Appendix 1
Assets. See Business property; specific types of property

Assignment of copyright, 17/8, 17/9, 18/2
Assignment of patent rights, 17/11
Assignment rights, agreement clause, 19/18–19, 20/9
Attachments to client agreements, 18/8–9, 20/3
Attorneys

account collection role, 7/23
business license requirements, 5/2
coaching role, 21/6, 21/7
finding, 21/5, 21/6
Form 1099 reporting by, 9/4, 13/11
personal service corporations for, 2/13, 2/21
RLLPs for, 2/23
tax attorneys, 8/9, 8/12–13, 21/7
for trademark searches, 3/10
when to use, 21/5–6
for zoning disputes, 4/11

Attorneys’ fees and costs, 21/6–7
client agreement clause, 19/14, 20/9
nondisclosure agreement clause, 17/17
paid by clients, 19/6

Audits. See IRS audits
Automobiles. See Vehicle entries

B
Backup withholding procedure, 13/12–13
Bad debts, writing off, 7/21, 7/24
Bank accounts

business checkbooks, 14/3–4
business name for, 3/3, 14/3
checks for cash, 14/4
of clients, 7/18
computerized check registers, 14/7–8
of corporations, 2/8, 2/20
creditors’ claims on, 2/5
deposits, 14/4
early withdrawals from savings accounts, 11/4
electronic funds withdrawal, 11/7, 11/8
independent contractor status and, 15/13
IRS audits of, 14/8, 14/9

Bankruptcy, 2/6, 5/3
Behavioral control test, worker classification, 15/7
Behavior test, to demonstrate profit motive, 9/11–12
Benefits. See Employee benefits



INDEX/2 WORKING FOR YOURSELF

Beverage distributors, as statutory employees, 12/2, 12/5
Billing and payment, 7/9–24

avoiding payment problems, 7/9–16
caution against hourly payment, 15/8, 15/12
caution against “payment in full” checks, 7/20
discounts, 7/17
divided payments, 7/10, 19/4–5, 19/25–26
down payments, 7/10, 18/3
independent contractor status and, 15/12
invoices, 2/16–18, 7/17, 19/14, Appendix 1
late fees, 7/17–18, 19/14–15, 20/9
overview, 7/9
paying yourself from business checkbook, 14/4
payment terms in agreements, 7/2–3, 7/4, 7/16, 19/3–5
purchase orders, 7/10, 20/9–10
written agreements to ensure payment, 7/9, 18/3
See also Overdue accounts; Pricing services

Bonus depreciation, 9/17, 9/23
Bookkeepers. See Accountants
Bookkeeping, 8/5–8, 14/2–17

accounting methods, 14/13–16
asset records, 14/10–11, 14/12, Appendix 1
business checking accounts, 14/3–4
for corporations, 2/20
how long to keep records, 14/12
income and expense records, 14/4–10
overview, 14/2–3
professional help, 8/6, 8/8, 8/9–10
software for, 14/5, 14/7–8
tax years, 14/16–17
See also Billing and payment; Tax preparation

BOPs (business owner’s packaged policies), 6/16
Borrowing money. See Loans
Breach of contract lawsuits, 21/4–5
Business assets. See Business property
Business debts, personal liability for

as business form selection criterion, 2/2, 2/25
corporate shareholders, 2/3, 2/10, 2/11, 2/12, 7/14–15
LLC owners, 2/3, 2/26, 7/14–15
partners, 1/5, 2/3, 2/22, 7/14–15
personal guarantees and, 2/10, 2/11, 7/14, 7/15–16
RLLP owners, 2/23
sole proprietors, 1/5, 2/3, 2/5–6, 7/14–15

Business expenses
accrual method for tracking, 14/15–16
ambiguous or general, IRS audits, 8/14
business vs. personal, 9/6, 9/10–12
cash method for tracking, 14/13–15
direct, home office deduction for, 4/18
expense documents, 14/8–9
hourly rates based on, 7/5–6
independent contractor status and, 15/11, 19/6
indirect, home office deduction for, 4/17
ordinary and necessary, 9/5–6
recordkeeping, 14/4–5

reimbursed by clients, 9/5, 9/7–8, 15/8, 19/6
reported on Form 1099-MISC, 9/5
See also specific types of expenses; Tax deductions

Business interruption insurance, 6/22
Business licenses, 5/2–3
Business losses

carryovers, 4/17–18, 9/8–9
hobby loss rule, 8/12, 9/10–12, 15/14
home office deduction for, 4/17
overview, 9/10
risks of independent contractors for, 15/11

Business names, 3/2–10
in agreements, 19/2–3
for bank accounts, 3/3, 14/3
domain names, 3/8–10
fictitious business names, 3/4, 14/3, 15/12, 18/7, 19/2
independent contractor status and, 15/12
legal names, 3/2
name searches, 3/3–4, 3/9, 3/10
trademarks, 3/6–8, 17/3, 17/4
trade names, 3/2–5

Business organization, 2/2–27
audit risk and, 2/3, 2/5, 4/20, 8/11, 8/14
of clients, investigating, 7/14–15
criteria for choosing, 2/2, 2/3, 2/24–25
See also specific forms of organization

Business owner’s packaged policies (BOPs), 6/16
Business Privilege Tax, Nevada, 8/4
Business property

asset logs, 14/10–11, 14/12, Appendix 1
as capital expense, 9/8
of corporations, shielding, 2/10
independent contractors’ investment in, 1/4, 15/7, 15/8,

15/11
local taxes on, 8/4
as overhead, 7/6
personal creditors’ claims on, 2/5
personal property used for, 4/18, 9/14–16, 9/18
Section 179 deduction, 4/18, 9/14–16, 14/11
surrendered in bankruptcy, 2/6
See also Depreciation; specific types of property

Business property insurance, 4/7–8, 6/15–17, 6/24

C
Capital expenses

defined, 9/8
start-up expenses, 9/8, 9/30–31
when to deduct, 9/8
See also Business property

Capital gains tax, home office deduction and, 4/20
Car insurance, 6/19, 6/24
Carryovers

of business losses, 4/17–18, 9/8–9
Section 179 deduction, 9/16

Cars. See Vehicle entries



 INDEX INDEX/3

Case citations, how to read, 21/11
Cash basis accounting, 14/13–15
Cash, writing checks for, 14/4
Casualty losses, home office deduction for, 4/17
CC&Rs (Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions), 4/12–13
Certificates of deposit, 6/9–10, 11/4
Certified public accountants (CPAs), 8/6, 8/9, 8/10, 21/7

See also Tax professionals
Chambers of Commerce

group health insurance, 6/4
group insurance plans, 6/22
information on local taxes, 8/4
lists of IRS rulings, 21/9

Chapter 7 bankruptcy, 2/6
Chapter 11 bankruptcy, 2/6
Chapter 13 bankruptcy, 2/6
Chart of accounts, 14/4–5
Checking accounts. See Bank accounts
Children

business travel and, 9/27
as employees, 13/7–8

Child support orders against independent contractors, 13/15
CHIPs (Cooperatives for Health Insurance Purchasing), 6/4
Clerical help, as overhead, 7/6
Client agreements, 18/2–10

attorneys to review, 21/6
client’s refusal to sign, 18/3
copying, 18/9
date of signing, 18/8
distinguished from proposals, 18/6
faxed signatures, 18/9, 19/12, 19/26
fixed-fee agreements, 7/2–3
independent contractor status and, 12/6, 15/9, 15/14,

18/4, 20/2
letter agreements, 18/5, 18/6, 19/23–27
modifying after signing, 18/9–10, 19/13
modifying before signing, 18/9
oral, 7/9, 18/2, 18/3, 18/4, 20/3
oral amendments to written agreements, 18/10
retainer agreements, 7/4
signatures, 18/7–8
when to use, 7/9, 18/2–4, 19/2
See also Agreements (contracts)

Client agreements, drafting, 18/5–7, 19/9–27, 20/8–9
amendments, 19/13–14, 20/9, Appendix 2
applicable law clause, 19/11
assignment and delegation rights clause, 19/18–19, 20/9
attachments and exhibits, 18/8–9
attorneys’ fees clause, 19/14, 20/9
dispute resolution clause, 19/12–13, 20/9
essential provisions clause, 19/2–12
exclusive agreement clause, 19/11
expenses clause, 19/6
how to use forms in book, 18/6–7
independent contractor status clause, 19/9
intellectual property ownership clause, 19/16–17

late fees clause, 7/18, 19/14–15, 20/9
liability and indemnification clause, 19/15–16, 20/9
materials clause, 19/7
names of parties, 19/2–3
nondisclosure clause, 17/13
no partnership clause, 19/11
notices clause, 19/10–11
optional provisions, 19/12–19
overview, 19/2
payment options and terms clauses, 7/2–3, 7/4, 7/16, 19/3–5
reusable materials ownership, 19/17–18
services to be performed, 19/3
signatures, 19/11–12
standard contracts, 18/5, 19/20–22, Appendix 2
taxes clause, 19/10
termination of agreement clause, 19/7–9
term of agreement clause, 19/7

Client agreements, provided by client
attachments, 20/3
confidentiality provisions, 20/6–7
indemnification clause, 20/4–6
intellectual property indemnity clause, 20/4, 20/5
noncompetition restrictions, 20/6
nondisclosure clause, 17/3
overview, 20/2
provisions to avoid, 20/4–8
provisions to consider adding, 20/8–9
reviewing and revising, 18/4–5, 20/2–10
termination provisions, 20/2, 20/8
“time is of the essence” clause, 20/8

Clients
bank account information, 7/18
business form of, 7/14–15
as coauthors of copyrighted works, 17/10–11
credit checks of, 7/10–14
deadbeat, 1/5, 7/19, 7/21–24
entertainment expenses paid by, 9/28
expenses reimbursed by, 9/5, 9/7–8, 15/8, 19/6
Form 1099 reporting by, 8/11–12, 9/3–5, 14/8
liability insurance required by, 6/17–18, 20/5–6
materials provided by, 19/7
meeting at your home, 4/5, 4/10, 4/12, 4/15, 4/16, 6/17
multiple, and independent contractor status, 15/13–14
nondisclosure agreements for, 17/12–13
preference for corporations, 2/9, 9/4
for pricing information, 7/8
workers’ compensation coverage required by, 6/20–21
working at client’s home or office, 6/17
See also Billing and payment; Hiring firms

Clothing producers
as statutory employees, 12/2, 12/5
worker classification, 15/5

COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act),
6/13

Cohan rule, 14/12–13
Collection agencies, 7/23–24
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Collection calls, 7/19–21
See also Overdue accounts

Commissions
as payment option, 7/5
of statutory independent contractors, 12/6

Commuting expenses
statistics, 4/3
tax deductions, 1/3, 4/3–4, 9/20

Comprehensive insurance packages, 6/23–24
Computer programmers

benefits of incorporating, 2/9
worker classification rules, 15/9–10

Computers
depreciation periods, 9/19
insurance coverage for, 6/16
logging usage of, 9/20, 14/11
rental, as deductible, 9/27
Section 179 deduction, 9/14–16, 14/11
trade-secret security, 17/14

Computer software
bookkeeping, 14/5, 14/7–8
tax preparation, 4/19, 8/8, 14/8

Confidentiality. See Nondisclosure agreements; Trade secrets
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA),

6/11, 6/13
Constructive receipt of payments, 14/14
Consultants

defined, 2/13
expenses paid by clients, 19/6
personal service corporations for, 2/13–14
See also Independent contractors

Consumer Price Index (CPI), rent increases tied to, 4/7
Contract law, attorneys to resolve problems, 21/5
Contractors (building), home office deduction for, 4/15
Contracts. See Agreements; Client agreement entries

Cooperatives for Health Insurance Purchasing (CHIPs), 6/4
Copayments, health insurance plans

comparing plans, 6/6
defined, 6/5
See also Health insurance

Copyrights
coauthored by clients, 17/10–11
conflicting transfers, 17/6
notice or symbol, 17/5
overview, 17/2
ownership of, 17/3–11
ownership transfer agreements, 17/5, 17/6, 18/2
registering, 17/5
retaining some rights, 17/6–7
Section 179 deduction, 9/14–16
selling or licensing rights, 17/2, 17/5–10, 18/2
on works created by independent contractors, 17/5–6
works made for hire, 17/8–10

Corporate bylaws, 2/20
Corporate resolutions, 14/4

Corporations, 2/7–12
advantages and disadvantages, 2/9, 2/19–20, 15/12
audit concerns, 2/8–9
bank accounts, 14/4
bookkeeping requirements, 2/20
business names, 2/20, 3/2, 3/3, 3/4–5, 7/15, 18/8, 19/2
client preference for, 2/9, 2/27, 9/4
directors, 2/8
EINs for, 5/3, 5/4
failure to comply with required formalities, 2/20
forming, 2/20–21
home office deduction reporting, 4/21
incorporating outside of state, 2/21
individual vs. corporate tax rates, 2/14–15
liability for business debts, 2/10, 7/14–15, 18/8
liability for lawsuits, 2/10–11, 2/21–22, 7/14–15, 18/8
officers, 2/8
overview, 2/7–8
owner as employee of, 2/8
personal guarantees of owners, 2/10, 2/11, 7/14
personal service, 2/21–22, 2/24, 14/16
piercing the corporate veil, 2/11
professional corporations, 2/21–22
signing client documents, 18/8
taxation, 2/3, 2/12, 2/20, 10/2, 11/2–3, 13/3
See also Shareholders

Corporations, C (regular)
advantages and disadvantages, 2/3
debt liability concerns, 2/3, 2/25
defined, 2/12

Corporations, C, taxes, 2/3, 2/12–17
audit rates, 2/3, 2/5, 8/11, 8/14
deductibility of insurance premiums, 6/24, 9/30
employee benefits and, 2/15
estimated taxes, 11/2–3
income splitting, 2/12–13, 2/18, 2/25
interest-free loans and, 2/15, 2/17
LLCs taxed as, 2/24–26
overview, 2/12, 2/25
personal service corporations, 2/13–14, 2/21–22
self-employment taxes, 2/16, 2/18
tax rate comparison, 2/14–15
tax reporting, 2/12, 8/2

Corporations, S (small business)
advantages and disadvantages, 2/3
defined, 2/12
how to elect S corporation status, 2/19
IRS operating rules, 2/19
liability concerns, 2/3, 2/25
state tax rules, 2/19

Corporations, S, taxes, 2/3, 2/17–19
audit rates, 2/3, 2/5, 8/11, 8/14
as business form selection criterion, 2/25
deductibility of insurance premiums, 2/15, 6/24, 9/29–30
deducting business losses, 2/17
home office deduction reporting, 4/20
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income splitting not permitted, 2/17–18
income taxes, 2/19
LLCs taxed as, 2/24–26
overview, 2/17
as pass-through entities, 2/24
self-employment taxes, 2/16, 2/18–19, 10/3
tax year, 14/16

Correspondence audits, IRS, 8/11–12
Cost of goods sold, 9/8
Court judgments

collecting, 7/14, 7/22
researching, 21/10, 21/11
See also Lawsuits

Courts, municipal or superior, 7/23
Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions (CC&Rs), home-based

businesses and, 4/12–13
CPAs (certified public accountants), 8/6, 8/9, 8/10

See also Tax professionals
Credit cards

to buy gas, 14/7
to document expenses, 14/8, 14/9
for estimated tax payments, 11/8, 11/9
personally guaranteed by corporate owners, 2/10
separate cards for business use, 14/3

Credit checks of clients, 7/10–14
Credit Information Request form, 7/11–13
Cruise ship travel, 9/27
Custodians, of IRA retirement accounts, 16/4

D
Damages

for breach of contract, 21/4–5
defined, 21/4
indemnification clauses, 19/15, 19/16, 20/4–6
punitive, 21/5

Date agreements are signed, 18/8
DBA (doing business as) names. See Fictitious business

names
Deadbeat clients, 1/5, 7/19, 7/21–24

See also Overdue accounts
Deadlines

performance deadlines in client agreements, 19/7, 19/24
retirement plan establishment, 16/10
tax calendars, 8/4–5, 11/6

Death benefits, as deductible expense, 2/15
Debts

bad debts, writing off, 7/21, 7/24
bankruptcy and, 2/6
of clients, credit checks, 7/10
See also Business debts, personal liability for; Loans;

Overdue accounts
Deductibles

business insurance plans, 6/23, 6/24
health insurance plans, 6/5, 6/6, 6/7–8

Defendant, defined, 21/4

Delegation rights, agreement clause, 19/18–19, 20/9
Delivery services

to mail tax returns, 8/13
service to home-based businesses, 4/4–5, 4/9

Demand letters, for overdue accounts, 7/21–22
Depreciation, 9/16–20

accelerated, 9/18–19, 9/20, 9/21
bonus, 9/17, 9/23
calculating, 9/18–19
for commercial space improvements, 4/24
depreciation (recovery) periods, 9/16, 9/18, 9/19, 9/23
home office deduction for, 4/17, 4/18, 4/20
for listed property, 9/19, 9/20, 9/21, 9/22–23
overview, 9/16–17
recapture of, 4/20, 9/16, 9/20
recordkeeping, 14/10–11

Directors of corporations, 2/8
Disability, defined by insurance plans, 6/14
Disability insurance, 6/13–15

for corporations, 2/15
for partnerships, 2/15
for self-employed persons, 6/14–15
state, 13/9–10
tax deductions, 6/24

Discounts, for clients who pay quickly, 7/17
Discrimination

by employee retirement plans, 16/9
by health-insurance providers, 1/5
against home-based businesses, 4/4–5
labor law protections, 1/4
by lenders, 1/5

Dispute resolution
agreement clauses, 4/8, 19/12–13, 20/9
arbitration, 4/8, 7/23, 19/12–13, 20/9, 21/3, 21/4
legal research, 21/10
mediation, 4/8, 19/12–13, 20/9, 21/2, 21/3, 21/4
overview, 21/2
“payment in full” notation on checks, 7/20
zoning complaints, 4/10–12
See also Lawsuits

Divided payments. See Installment payments
Dividends, 2/16, 2/26, 9/3, 11/3, 13/9
Doctors

benefits of incorporating, 2/9
business license requirements, 5/2
Form 1099 reporting by, 9/4, 13/11
personal service corporations for, 2/13, 2/21

Doing business as (DBA) names. See Fictitious business
names

Domain names, 3/4, 3/5, 3/8–9, 3/10
Domestic partners, health insurance for, 6/3
Double declining balance depreciation, 9/19
Double taxation

on corporate income, 2/16
self-employed payroll taxes as, 1/5
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Down payments
to lease cars, 9/24
when to ask for, 7/10, 18/3

Draftspersons
benefits of incorporating, 2/9
worker classification rules, 15/9–10

Drivers
IRS rules for worker classification, 15/5
as statutory employees, 12/2, 12/5

Dun & Bradstreet, credit reports, 7/10

E
E&O insurance. See Professional liability insurance
Earnings. See Billing and payment; Income; Salaries
Earthquake insurance, 6/15
EAs (enrolled agents), 8/9, 8/10, 21/7

See also Tax professionals
EINs (employer identification numbers), 5/3–4, 5/5, 11/7–8,

13/12, 14/4
Electronic data processing (EDP) insurance, 6/22
Electronic Federal Tax Payment System (EFTPS), 11/8, 13/6
Electronic funds transfers, 11/8, 14/9
Electronic tax filing

caution against, 8/13
EFTPS, 11/8, 13/6
Form 1099, 9/4, 13/15

Employee benefits
from clients, 15/12
COBRA protections, 6/13
for corporate employees, 2/8, 2/15
HSAs, 6/11, 6/13
for independent contractors reclassified as employees, 15/3
as overhead, 7/6
See also Health insurance; Retirement plans; Unemployment

taxes/insurance; Workers’ compensation insurance
Employees

corporate employee-owners, 2/8, 10/2
employers’ tax-reporting obligations, 9/3, 13/2, 13/5, 13/8
of home-based businesses, 4/6, 4/9
independent contractors reclassified as, 2/7, 2/9, 15/2–4,

20/4
nondisclosure agreements for, 17/13
part-time, 13/3
pros and cons of hiring, 13/2, 13/4
recordkeeping requirements, 14/2–3
retirement plans for, 16/9–10
of sole proprietorships, 5/3
statuary, 12/2–5
temporary, 13/3
works made for hire by, 17/8–10
See also Employment taxes; Worker classification

Employer Identification Numbers (EINs), 5/3–4, 5/5, 11/7–8,
13/12, 14/4

Employer IRAs, 16/6
Employer liability lawsuits, 2/7

Employment law, researching, 21/9–10
Employment status. See Independent contractor status;

Worker classification
Employment taxes, 13/2–15

for C corporation shareholders, 2/20
double rates for self-employed, 1/5
family members as employees, 13/7–9
federal, 13/3–9
help in preparing, 8/8
hiring firms and, 1/2–3, 7/9
how to pay, 13/6
income splitting and, 2/13
nonpayment penalties, 13/2, 13/6–7, 15/2, 15/3, 15/10
overview, 8/3, 13/2, 13/3
for PSCs, 2/13–14
recordkeeping and, 14/2–3
Safe Harbor protection, 13/3
for S corporation employees, 2/18–19
for self-employed with outside jobs, 10/4–5
state, 8/3, 13/9–10
for statutory employees, 12/2, 12/5

Engineers
benefits of incorporating, 2/9
business license requirements, 5/2
personal service corporations for, 2/13, 2/21
worker classification rules, 15/9–10

Enrolled agents (EAs), 8/9, 8/10, 21/7
See also Tax professionals

Entertainment and meal expenses, 7/6, 9/6, 9/27–29, 14/9–10
Equipment. See Business property
Equipment leases, 2/10
Errors and omissions (E&O) coverage. See Professional

liability insurance
Estimated taxes, 1/3, 8/2, 11/2–10

help in preparing, 8/7
how much to pay, 11/3–6
how to pay, 11/7–9
overpaying, 11/10
overview, 8/3
saving for, 11/4, 11/7
underpayment penalties, 11/3, 11/4, 11/9–10
when to pay, 8/5, 11/6–7
who must pay, 11/2–3

Evictions, from commercial spaces, 4/7
Exclusive agreement, agreement clause, 19/11
Exclusive copyright licenses, 17/7–8
Exclusive use requirement, home office deduction, 4/14
Expense journals, 9/6, 14/5, 14/6, Appendix 1
Expenses. See Business expenses

F
Family and medical leave, 1/4, 13/10
Family members

business travel and, 9/27
as employees, 13/7–9
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Farmers, estimated tax payments, 11/6
Faxed agreements and signatures, 18/9, 19/12, 19/26
Federal laws

case citations, how to read, 21/11
researching, 21/7
trademark protections, 3/6

Federal licenses and permits, 5/2
Federal Motor Carrier and Safety Administration, 5/2
Federal taxes

help in preparing, 8/7
overview, 8/2–3
returns consistent with state returns, 8/13
See also IRS entries; specific types of taxes

Fee caps, 7/3, 7/4, 19/4, 19/25
Fees

attorneys, 21/6–7
homeowners’ associations, 4/17
tax professionals, 8/9–10

FICA taxes, 10/2, 13/3, 13/4–5, 13/6–7, 13/8
See also Employment taxes; Medicare taxes; Social Security

taxes
Fictitious business (doing business as) names

for checking accounts, 14/3
on client documents, 18/7
independent contractor status and, 15/12, 19/2
registering, 3/3, 3/4, 3/5

Field audits, IRS, 8/12, 8/13
Financial control test, worker classification, 15/7
Financial statements, independent contractor status and, 14/2
Fired employees

COBRA protections, 6/13
See also Unemployment taxes/insurance

First year expensing. See Section 179 deduction
Fiscal year, 14/16–17
Fishermen, estimated tax payments, 11/6
FITW taxes, 13/3, 13/5–6, 13/7, 13/8

See also Withholding taxes
Fixed-fee payment option, 7/2–3

agreement clauses, 7/2–3, 19/4, 19/5, 19/25
for attorneys, 21/6
fixed and hourly fee combinations, 7/4
how to set rate, 7/5, 7/8–9
independent contractor status and, 15/7, 15/12
reducing risks of, 7/3

Flat taxes, defined, 10/2
Flood insurance, 6/15
Food distributors, as statutory employees, 12/2, 12/5
Form of ownership. See Business organization
401(k) plans

deadlines for establishing, 16/10
Roth, 16/3, 16/9, 16/10
solo, 16/8–9, 16/10

Franchise taxes, 2/19
Freelancers. See Independent contractors
Fringe benefits. See Employee benefits
Full-time work, by independent contractors, 15/9

Furniture. See Business property
FUTA tax, 13/3, 13/5, 13/8

See also Unemployment taxes/insurance

G
Garage or separate structure used for business, 4/16–17
Gas, credit card for, 14/7
General liability insurance, 6/17–18, 6/19

See also Liability insurance
Getting paid. See Billing and payment
Gross leases, defined, 4/7
Gross profit, for home office deduction calculation, 4/19
Group health insurance plans, 6/3–4
Group insurance plans, 6/22
Guarantors, defined, 7/15

H
Harassment, labor law protections, 1/4
Health care professionals

nurses, business license requirements, 5/2
personal service corporations for, 2/13, 2/21
RLLPs for, 2/23
See also Doctors

Health insurance, 6/3–13
COBRA benefits, 6/11, 6/13
comparing plans, 6/6
group and individual policies, 6/3–4
for independent contractors reclassified as employees, 15/3
managed-care plans, 6/5–6
obtaining through spouse or partner, 6/3
overview, 6/3
rates for self-employed persons, 1/4, 1/5, 6/3, 6/4
tax deductions for premiums, 2/15, 6/12, 6/13, 6/24,

9/29–30, 10/3, 11/3
traditional plans, 6/5, 6/8, 6/12

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA),
6/4

Health maintenance organizations (HMOs), 6/5–6, 6/8
Health savings accounts (HSAs), 6/6–13, 9/30

age 65 or disability and, 6/10, 6/11
comparing plans, 6/6–7, 6/12
contributions to, 6/8, 6/9–11, 6/13
death of recipient and, 6/10
deductibility of contributions, 6/7, 6/8–9, 6/11, 6/24
for employees, 6/11, 6/13
HSA-qualified plans, 6/7–8, 6/11
leaving HSA program, 6/10
opening accounts, 6/8–9
tax reporting, 6/13

Hiring firms
advantages of hiring independent contractors, 1/2–3, 7/9
defined, 1/2
indemnification clauses, 20/4
LLCs hired by, 2/27
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office space provided by, 4/3
preference for incorporated businesses, 2/9, 2/27, 15/10
rates charged by, 1/2, 7/9
statuary employee obligations, 12/2–3
worker classification by, 6/20, 15/2, 15/4–9
workers’ compensation concerns, 1/4, 6/21
working outside firm’s place of business, 15/13
See also Clients; IRS Form 1099-MISC

Hiring help
bookkeeping/payroll services, 2/20, 8/6–7, 13/6
determining worker status before hiring, 13/2–3
independent contractors, 8/3, 17/13
See also Attorneys; Employees; Tax professionals

HMOs (health maintenance organizations), 6/5–6, 6/8
Hobby loss rule, 8/12, 9/10–12, 14/3
Hold-harmless clauses. See Indemnification clauses
Home-based businesses

benefits of, 4/3–4
businesses poorly suited to, 4/5–6
businesses well suited to, 4/5
business property insurance for, 6/16
drawbacks of, 4/4–5
lease restrictions, 4/13
liability insurance, 4/12, 6/16
neighbor relations, 4/5, 4/9, 4/10–12, 4/13
security concerns, 4/5
zoning and land-use restrictions, 4/3, 4/6, 4/8–12, 5/3, 21/6
See also Workplaces, outside

Home office deduction, 4/3, 4/4, 4/13–21, 9/14
calculating amount of, 4/17–20
garage or separate structure used for business, 4/16–17
hobby loss rule, 8/12, 9/10–12, 14/3, 15/14
homeowner concerns, 4/20
for inventory storage, 4/17
IRS audits and, 4/13
meeting clients at home and, 4/15, 4/16
profit limit for, 4/18–20
qualifying for, 4/14–16
record-keeping requirements, 4/18, 4/19
reporting requirements, 4/20–21
for sideline businesses, 4/14

Homeowners’ associations
fees, home office deduction for, 4/17
rules on home-based businesses, 4/12–13

Homeowner’s or renter’s insurance
endorsements, 6/16
overview, 6/16
tax deductions for, 4/17, 4/21, 6/24

Homestead exemption, 2/6
Hourly/unit of time payment options

agreement clauses, 19/4, 19/5, 19/25
for attorneys, 21/6
determining rate, 7/4–9
independent contractor status and, 15/7, 15/8, 15/12
pros and cons, 7/3–4
for tax professionals, 8/10

HSAs. See Health savings accounts

I
Improvements and repairs

to commercial spaces, 4/7
depreciating cost of, 9/17
home office deduction for, 4/17, 4/18
improvements distinguished from repairs, 4/24
outside office deduction for, 4/21, 4/24
vehicle repair expense, 14/7

Incidental-supplies exception, 9/9
Inclusion amount of deductions, 9/24
Income

accrual method for tracking, 14/15
adjusted gross income, 11/3
cash method for tracking, 14/13–15
checking accounts to track, 14/3–4
estimated taxable, 11/4
income ceiling for Social Security taxes, 10/2, 10/3–4, 13/5,

14/8
income documentation, 14/8
quarterly, 11/4–5
reported on Form 1099-MISC, 9/3–5, 13/11
subject to self-employment taxes, 10/2, 10/3–4
underreporting, IRS audits, 8/12, 8/14
See also Billing and payment

Income journals, 14/5, 14/6, Appendix 1
Income-producing factors, 9/8–9
Income splitting, 2/12–13, 2/17–18, 2/25
Income taxes

agreement clause, 19/10
C corporations, 2/12–13, 2/14, 2/16, 2/25, 8/2, 11/3
federal, 8/2, 13/9
on HSA withdrawals, 6/7, 6/10–11
individual vs. corporate rates, 2/14–15
local, 8/4
overview, 8/2
partnerships, 2/22, 2/23
preparing returns, 8/7
S corporations, 2/17–18, 2/19
sole proprietorships, 2/4, 2/5
state corporation taxes, 2/19, 2/21, 8/3, 9/3
state personal income taxes, 8/3, 8/7, 9/3, 9/13–14, 13/9
tax brackets, 9/13
underreporting, 8/12, 9/4
See also Estimated taxes; Tax deductions; Withholding taxes

Income-to-deduction ratio, IRS audits and, 8/14
Incorporation

advantages and disadvantages, 2/9, 2/19–20, 15/12
legal assistance, 21/6
See also Corporation entries

Indemnification clauses, 19/16, 20/4–6, 20/9
Independent contractor agreements. See Client agreement

entries
Independent contractors

copyrights on works created by, 17/5–11
enforcing child support orders against, 13/15
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how they are paid, 7/2–5, 7/9
national membership organizations, 6/4
nondisclosure agreements for, 17/13
patent ownership, 17/3, 17/11
pros and cons of hiring, 13/2, 13/4
tax concerns, 13/10–15
taxpayer identification numbers, 13/10, 13/12, 13/13
works made for hire, 17/8–10
See also IRS Form 1099-MISC

Independent contractor status, 15/2–14
agreement clauses, 19/9
establishing and protecting, 3/3, 4/3, 4/6, 6/20, 14/3,

15/10–14, 18/4
fictitious business names and, 15/12, 19/2
questioned by IRS, 2/7–9, 4/6, 6/20, 9/4, 13/3, 15/2–4,

15/5–10, 18/4
reclassification as employee, 2/7, 2/9, 15/2–4, 20/4
right of control test, 15/4–9, 15/11–12, 19/3
statutory employees, 12/2–3, 12/6
20-factor test, 15/5–6
workers’ compensation and, 6/20
written agreements and, 12/6, 15/9, 15/14, 18/4, 20/2
See also Self-employed status; Worker classification

Indirect expenses, home office deduction for, 4/17, 4/18
Individual health coverage, for self-employed persons, 6/4
Individual retirement accounts. See IRAs
Infringement

liability lawsuits, 2/7, 2/11, 20/5
of trademarks, 3/8, 3/9

In-home insurance policies, 6/16
Installment (divided) payments

advantages, 7/10
agreement clauses, 19/4–5, 19/25–26

Institute for Health Policy Solutions, 6/4
Insurance, 6/3–24

business interruption, 6/22
business property, 4/7–8, 6/15–17, 6/24
car, 6/19, 6/24, 14/7
choosing and buying, 6/22, 6/23
comprehensive packages, 6/23–24
for computers, 6/16
deductibility of premiums, 6/24, 7/6
deductibles, 6/23
disability, 6/13–15, 6/24
earthquake and flood, 6/15
electronic data processing, 6/22
group plans, 6/22
homeowner’s or renter’s, 4/7, 4/17, 4/21, 6/16–17, 6/24
independent contractor status and, 15/13
information resources, 6/24
key man life insurance, 9/4
See also Health insurance; Liability insurance; Unemploy-

ment taxes/insurance; Workers’ compensation insurance
Insurance salespeople

caution when working with, 6/23
IRS rules for worker classification, 15/5
as statutory employees, 12/2, 12/4–5

Intellectual property, 17/2–18
agreement clauses, 20/4, 20/5
attorneys to resolve problems, 21/6
copyrights, 9/14–16, 17/2, 17/3, 17/4–11, 18/2
infringement liability, 2/7, 2/11, 3/8, 3/9, 20/5
nondisclosure agreements, 17/3, 17/12–18, Appendix 2
overview, 17/2
patents, 9/8, 9/14–16, 17/2–3, 17/4, 17/11
trademarks, 3/6–8, 17/3, 17/4
trade secrets, 17/3, 17/4, 17/11, 17/13, 17/14, 20/6–7

“Intent to use” trademark registration, 3/8
Interest

on credit purchases, 14/3
home office deduction for, 4/17, 4/18
interest-free loans to shareholders, 2/15

Internet resources
business insurance, 6/24
commercial online services, 21/11
domain name registration websites, 3/4, 3/9
IRS case database, 21/9
IRS website, 21/8
name searches, 3/3–4, 3/10
online trademark registration, 3/7
participating HSA providers, 6/8
SBA website, 21/8
state licensing requirements, 5/2
trade associations and professional groups, 6/4

Inventory
accrual-method accounting and, 14/16
carrying, 9/8–9
distinguished from supplies, 9/9
for insurance coverage, 6/15
local taxes on, 8/4
storing, 4/6, 4/17
when to deduct cost of, 9/8–9

Investments, 12/2–3
in equipment and facilities, independent contractor status

and, 1/4, 15/7, 15/8, 15/11
HSA contributions, 6/9–10
See also Retirement plans

Investors, nondisclosure agreements for, 17/13
Invoices

discount notices, 7/17
elements of, 2/16
late fee provisions, 7/17–18, 19/14
payment terms, 2/16–17
samples, 7/17, Appendix 1
second notice, 7/21

IRAs (individual retirement accounts), 16/3–7
annual contribution limits, 16/5
deadlines for establishing, 16/10
employer, 16/6
overview, 16/3–5
Roth, 16/3, 16/5–6, 16/10
SEP, 10/3, 16/6, 16/10
SIMPLE, 16/6–7, 16/10
traditional, 16/5, 16/10
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IRS audits
as business form selection criterion, 2/2, 8/14
Cohan rule, 14/12–13
corporate audit rates, 2/3, 2/5, 4/20, 8/11, 8/14
employment tax/worker classification, 2/7–9, 4/6, 6/20,

9/4, 13/3, 15/2–4, 15/5–10, 15/14, 18/4, 20/4
of entertainment and meal deductions, 9/28
home office deduction risk, 4/13, 4/21
LLC audit rates, 2/3, 2/5, 8/11, 8/14
overview, 8/10–13
partnership audit rates, 2/3, 2/5, 8/11, 8/14
questionable deductions, 8/15, 9/6
recordkeeping and, 14/2, 14/8, 14/9, 14/12
of recurring losses, 9/10–12
sole proprietorship audit rate, 2/5, 8/11, 8/14
statute of limitations, 8/11, 14/12
tax professionals to help with, 21/7
ten tips to avoid, 8/13–15
of travel deductions, 9/25–27

IRS Form 940 and 940-EZ, 13/6
IRS Form 941, 13/6
IRS Form 944, 13/6
IRS Form 945, 13/12
IRS Form 1040, 6/9, 11/10
IRS Form 1040-ES, 8/3, 11/7
IRS Form 1065, 2/24
IRS Form 1096, 13/14
IRS Form 1098, 4/18
IRS Form 1099-MISC, 13/10–15

backup withholding procedure, 13/12–13
failure to receive, 9/4–5
filing, 9/4, 13/13, 13/15
income reported to you on, 8/11–12, 9/3–5, 14/8
obtaining taxpayer ID numbers, 13/11, 13/12–13
preparing, 13/13
to report home-office rent payments, 4/21
Safe Harbor protection and, 13/3
sample, 13/14
what to do with, 9/4
when not required, 9/4, 13/11, 13/12
when required, 2/4, 2/27, 8/3, 13/10–11

IRS Form 1120, or 1120-A, 2/12
IRS Form 2210, 11/5, 11/10
IRS Form 2553, 2/19
IRS Form 3115, 14/15, 14/16
IRS Form 4419, 13/15
IRS Form 5305, 16/4
IRS Form 8109-B, 13/6
IRS Form 8716, 14/17
IRS Form 8822, 11/9
IRS Form 8829, 4/19, 4/20–21
IRS Form 8832, 2/25
IRS Form 8889, 6/13
IRS Form SE, 8/2, 10/4
IRS Form SS-4, 5/4, 5/5
IRS Form W-2, 6/13, 9/3, 12/2

IRS Form W-4, 13/5, 13/8
IRS Form W-9, 13/12
IRS (Internal Revenue Service)

case database, 21/9
change of address notification, 11/9
Electronic Federal Tax Payment System, 11/8, 13/6
enforcement problems, 8/10
hobby loss rule, 8/12, 9/10–12, 14/3
HSA deposit reporting, 6/7, 6/8
researching rulings of, 21/9
rules for S corporations, 2/19
telephone information, 21/9
Tele-TIN program, 5/4
website, 5/4, 21/8
worker classification guidelines, 15/5–10
See also Tax entries

IRS publications, 21/8–9
15, Employer’s Tax Guide, 13/4, 13/5, 14/3, 21/9
334, Tax Guide for Small Business, 8/8, 21/8
463, Travel, Entertainment, Gift, and Car Expense, 9/23,

9/24, 9/25
502, Medical and Dental Expenses, 6/10
505, Tax Withholding and Estimated Tax, 2/15, 9/13,

11/5, 13/6, 21/9
535, Business Expenses, 9/31
542, Corporations, 2/12
560, Retirement Plans for the Small Business, 16/2
590, Individual Retirement Accounts, 16/2
910, Guide to Free Tax Services, 8/8
946, How to Depreciate Property, 9/16, 9/18, 9/23
969, Health Savings Accounts and Other Tax-Favored

Health Plans, 6/7
directories of rulings, 21/9
Employment Status—Employee v. Independent Contractor,

21/9
Independent Contractor or Employee?, 15/6

IRS Schedule C, 4/18, 8/2, 9/5, 12/2–3
IRS Schedule K, 2/24

J
Job security, 1/4
Jury duty, time off for, 1/4

K
Keogh retirement plans, 5/3–4, 10/3, 16/7–8, 16/10

L
Labor law protections, 1/4
Laid-off employees

COBRA protections, 6/13
See also Unemployment taxes/insurance

Land-use restrictions
on home-based businesses, 4/4, 4/7, 4/8–12, 5/3
permitted-uses lease clauses, 4/7
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Lanham Act, 3/6
Late fees, 7/17–18

client agreement clauses, 7/18, 19/14–15, 20/9
state restrictions on, 7/18, 19/14

Laundry distributors, as statutory employees, 12/2, 12/5
Lawsuits

attorneys’ fees clause, 19/14
award amounts, 21/4–5
against clients, credit checks to uncover, 7/10
filing, 21/4–5
final demand letters, 7/21–22
name used for, 3/3
overview, 7/21
proving breach of contract, 21/4
in small claims court, 7/22–23, 21/5
for trademark infringement, 3/8
for trade secret violations, 17/13
in trial courts, 7/23, 21/5
written agreements to support case, 7/9, 18/3
See also Attorneys; Dispute resolution

Lawsuits, personal liability. See Liability insurance; Limited
liability

Lawyers. See Attorneys
Leases, commercial

cancellation fees, 4/21
dispute-resolution clause, 4/8
gross leases, 4/7
improvements clause, 4/7
insurance clause, 4/7–8, 6/16–17
legal assistance, 4/21, 21/6
maintenance clause, 4/7
net leases, 4/7, 4/21
overview, 4/6
permitted-uses clause, 4/7
real estate fees to obtain, 4/21
rent clause, 4/6–7
security deposit clause, 4/7
sublease clause, 4/8
term clause, 4/7, 4/23
termination clause, 4/8
See also Workplaces, outside

Legal form of ownership. See Business organization; specific
types of organization

Legal name of business
choosing, 2/20, 3/2
on client documents, 18/7–8
defined, 3/2
as indicator of business organization, 7/15
registering, 3/2
used as trade name, 3/2–3

Legal research, 21/8–10
federal laws, 21/7
IRS rulings, 21/8–9
state laws, 21/7
workers’ compensation concerns, 21/9–10

Letter agreements, 19/23–27
deadlines, 19/3
optional provisions, 19/26
overview, 18/5, 19/23
payment options and terms, 19/24–26
pros and cons, 19/23–24
sample, 19/27
services to be performed, 19/24
signature of client, 19/23
when to use, 18/6

Liability
agreement clauses, 19/15–16
to third parties, 19/16
types of, 2/7
See also Business debts, personal liability for; Limited

liability
Liability insurance, 6/17–19, 7/11–13

commercial lease provisions, 4/7–8
for corporations, 2/11–12, 6/17
deductibility of premiums, 6/24
general liability, 6/17–18, 6/19
negligence liability, 6/17, 6/18, 6/21
overview, 6/17
product liability, 6/22
professional liability, 2/22, 6/18, 6/19
required by clients, 6/17–18, 20/5–6
for sole proprietorships, 2/7
umbrella coverage, 6/18–19

Licenses
business licenses, 5/2–3
copyright licenses, 17/2, 17/7–8, 18/2
independent contractor status and, 15/13

Limited liability
agreement clauses, 19/15–16
business form of potential clients and, 7/14–15
as business form selection criterion, 2/4, 2/25
of corporations, 2/10–11, 6/17, 7/14–15
of hiring firms, 6/21, 6/22
of inactive shareholders, 2/11
indemnification clauses, 20/4–5, 20/9
of LLCs, 2/24, 2/26, 7/14–15
of partnerships, 2/23, 7/14–15
of PSCs, 2/21–22
of RLLPs, 2/23, 2/24
of sole proprietorships, 2/7, 7/14–15

Limited liability companies (LLCs), 2/23–27
advantages and disadvantages, 2/3, 2/26–27, 15/12
bank accounts, 14/4
forming, 2/27
name choice and registration, 2/27, 3/2, 3/3, 3/5, 7/15,

18/8, 19/2
overview, 2/23–24
owners, 2/24
personal liability, 2/3, 2/24, 2/25, 2/26, 7/14–15
profit and loss allocations, 2/26
registered limited liability partnerships, 2/23, 2/24
signing client documents, 18/8
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Limited liability companies (LLCs), taxes, 2/3, 2/24–26
audit rates, 2/5, 8/11, 8/14
changing tax treatment, 2/24–26
deductibility of insurance premiums, 9/29–30
EINs, 5/4
estimated tax payments, 11/2
as pass-through entities, 2/24, 2/27
self-employment taxes, 2/18, 2/26–27, 10/2
tax year, 14/16

Limited partnerships, 2/23
LINK2GOV Corporation, 11/8
Listed property

depreciation deductions for, 9/19–20
recordkeeping, 14/11
See also Computers; Vehicle entries

Loans
to corporations, shareholder approval, 2/20
difficulties faced by self-employed, 1/5
interest-free, for C corporation shareholders, 2/15, 2/17
name used for, 3/3
personally guaranteed by corporate owners, 2/10
SBA loan guarantees, 21/7
from solo 401(k) plans, 16/9
on vehicles, as deductible, 9/22

Local business licenses, 5/3
Local business taxes, 8/4, 8/7
Local zoning ordinances, 4/9
Long-term health care insurance, 6/11
Long-term work, by independent contractors, 15/9
Losses. See Business losses
Luxury cars, defined, 9/24

M
MACRS (Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System), 9/18
Mail delivery, to home-based businesses, 4/9, 4/15
Maintenance. See Improvements and repairs
Malpractice lawsuits, 2/21–22, 2/23, 2/24, 6/17, 6/18–19

See also Liability insurance; Limited liability
Managed care health insurance plans, 6/5–6
Marketing. See Advertising
Materials

agreement clause, 19/7
reusable, agreement clause, 19/17–18

Meal expenses. See Entertainment and meal expenses
Mediation, 21/2

agreeing to, 21/4
agreement clauses, 19/12–13, 20/9
of commercial lease disputes, 4/8
costs of, 21/4
finding a mediator, 21/3
as nonbinding, 21/2

Medical expenses
employer reimbursement for, 2/15
qualified, 6/10
See also Health insurance; Health savings accounts (HSAs)

Medical reimbursement plans, 6/10

Medicare, HSA coverage and, 6/8
Medicare taxes

of corporate shareholders, 2/8, 2/18–19
double rates for self-employed, 1/5
income splitting and, 2/13
for PSCs, 2/13–14
for self-employed with outside jobs, 10/4–5
for statutory employees, 12/2
tax rates, 10/2, 13/5
See also Employment taxes; Self-employment taxes

Medications, HSA funds to purchase, 6/10
Mileage logbooks, 14/6–7
Military service leave, 1/4
Minimum wage, 1/4
Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System (MACRS), to

calculate depreciation, 9/18
Money market accounts, for HSA contributions, 6/9–10
Money purchase retirement plans, 16/8, 16/10
Mortgages

difficulties faced by self-employed, 1/5
home office deduction for, 4/17, 4/18
outside office deduction for, 4/21

Moving expense, income tax deductions for, 11/4

N
Named peril insurance coverage, 6/15
Names. See Business names
Name searches, 3/3–4, 3/5, 3/9, 3/10
National Association for the Self-Employed, 6/4, 6/22
National Association of Enrolled Agents (NAEA), 8/9
National Labor Relations Board, 15/2
Negligence liability, 2/7

of corporate owners, 2/10–11, 6/17
of hiring firms, 6/21
of professional corporations, 2/21–22
professional liability insurance, 2/22, 6/18, 6/19

Neighbors, of home-based businesses, 4/5, 4/9, 4/10–12, 4/13
Net business income (net profit), 4/19, 9/3, 10/3

See also Income
Net leases, 4/7, 4/21–24
Network Solutions, 3/4, 3/9
Newspaper distributors, as statutory employees, 12/6
Noncompetition agreements, 15/14
Noncompetition clauses in client agreements, 20/6
Nondisclosure agreements, 17/3, 17/12–18, Appendix 2

alternatives to, 17/14
drafting, 17/14–18
refusal to sign, 17/13
sample, Appendix 2
when to use, 17/12–13

Nondisclosure provisions in client agreements, 20/6–7
Nonexclusive copyright licenses, 17/8
Nonresident aliens, as S corporation shareholders, 2/19
No partnership, agreement clause, 19/11
Notices, agreement clauses, 19/9, 19/10–11
Nurses, business license requirements, 5/2
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O
Office audits, IRS, 8/12
Office equipment and furniture. See Business property
Officers of corporations, 2/8
Office space. See Home-based businesses; Workplaces,

outside
Official Payments Corporation, 11/8
100% penalty, 13/6–7
150% declining balance depreciation, 9/19
Online resources. See Domain names; Internet resources
Open years, IRS audits, 8/11
Oral agreements

enforcement difficulties, 7/9, 18/3, 18/4
oral amendments to written agreements, 18/10
that differ from written agreements, 20/3
validity of, 18/2, 18/3

Ordinary and necessary expenses, 9/5–6
Out-of-state incorporation, 2/21
Outside employment, self-employment taxes and, 10/4–5
Outside office space. See Leases, commercial; Workplaces,

outside
Overdue accounts, 7/18–21

arbitration to settle, 7/23
attorneys to collect, 7/23
bad debts, writing off, 7/21, 7/24
clients who won’t/can’t pay, 7/21–24
collection agencies, 7/23–24
collection calls, 7/19–21
confirming letters, samples, 7/19, 7/20
contacting clients, 7/19
demand letters, final, 7/21–22
nonpayment as grounds for terminating agreement, 19/8–9
partial payments, 7/19, 7/20
“payment in full” checks, 7/20
suing in municipal/superior court, 7/23
suing in small claims court, 7/22–23
when account is overdue, 7/18

Overhead expenses, 7/6, 19/6
See also specific types of expenses; Tax deductions

Overtime pay, 1/4
Ownership form. See Business organization

P
Parents, as employees, 13/9
Parking

for home-based businesses, 4/5–6
as tax-deductible expense, 4/21, 9/22, 14/7

Partnership agreements, 2/22, 3/2
Partnership resolutions, 18/8
Partnerships, 2/3, 2/22–23

advantages and disadvantages, 2/3
limited partnerships, 2/23
name choice and registration, 3/2, 3/3, 3/4, 7/15, 18/7
nondisclosure agreements for, 17/13
no partnership agreement clause, 19/11

overview, 2/2, 2/22
ownership, 2/22–23
personal liability, 1/5, 2/3, 2/23, 2/25, 7/14–15
registered limited liability partnerships, 2/23, 2/24
signing client documents, 18/7–8

Partnerships, taxes, 2/3
audit rates, 2/5, 8/11, 8/14
as business form selection criterion, 2/25
deductibility of insurance premiums, 2/15, 6/24, 9/29–30
EINs, 5/4
estimated tax payments, 11/2
as pass-through entities, 2/24
SE taxes, 2/18, 10/2
tax year, 14/16

Part-time employees, 13/3
Pass-through entities

LLCs as, 2/24, 2/27
partnerships as, 2/24
RLLPs as, 2/23
S corporations as, 2/24
sole proprietorships as, 2/24

Patent and Trademark Depository Libraries (PTDLs), 3/10
Patents

assignment of rights, 17/11
overview, 17/2–3
ownership of, 17/11
Section 179 deduction, 9/14–16
state patent and trademark depository libraries, Appendix 3
utility, 17/4
when to deduct cost of, 9/8

Pay-as-you-go taxes, defined, 8/3
Payment. See Billing and payment
“Payment in full” checks, 7/20
Payroll taxes. See Employment taxes
Payroll tax services, 8/6, 8/8, 13/6
Penalties

discriminatory retirement plan practices, 16/9
failure to pay payroll taxes, 13/2, 13/6–7, 15/2, 15/3, 15/10,

20/4
underpayment of estimated taxes, 11/9–10

Performance billing, 7/4–5
Performing artists, personal service corporations for, 2/13
Periodic payments. See Installment payments
Permitted-uses clauses, commercial leases, 4/7
Personal draws, from business checking accounts, 14/4
Personal expenses, treated as business expenses, 9/6, 9/10–12
Personal guarantees

asking clients to sign, 7/14, 7/15–16
of corporate owners, 2/10, 2/11

Personal property used for business
computer usage logs, 9/20, 14/11
depreciation rules, 9/18, 9/20
home office deduction for, 4/18
Section 179 deduction, 9/14–16

Personal service corporations (PSCs)
formation requirements, 2/21
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limits on limited liability, 2/21–22, 2/24
overview, 2/21
ownership requirements, 2/21
tax rate comparison, 2/14
tax rules for, 2/13–14, 2/22
tax year, 14/16

Personal services, reporting payments for, 13/12
Piercing the corporate veil, 2/11
Plaintiff, defined, 21/4
Point of service health plans, 6/6
Portability law. See Health Insurance Portability and Account-

ability Act (HIPAA)
Postage and delivery costs, as overhead, 7/6
Preexisting medical conditions, health coverage exclusions

for, 6/4, 6/6
Preferred provider organization plans (PPOs), 6/6, 6/8
Premises liability lawsuits, 2/7
Prepaying expenses, 14/14–15
Pricing services, 7/2–9

commissions, 7/5
experimenting with charging, 7/8–9
fee caps, 7/3, 7/4, 19/4, 19/25
fixed and hourly fee combinations, 7/4
fixed fees, 7/2–3, 19/4, 19/5, 19/25
hourly/unit of time fees, 7/3–4, 7/5–8, 19/4, 19/5, 19/25
overview, 7/2
performance billing, 7/4–5
retainer agreements, 7/4

Prior approval for treatment, 6/6
Privacy, of self-employed people, 1/3, 4/5
Product liability insurance, 6/22
Product liability lawsuits, 2/7
Professional corporations. See Personal service corporations
Professional image, of home-based businesses, 4/4
Professional liability (E&O) insurance, 2/22, 6/18, 6/19
Professional organizations

disability coverage through, 6/15
fees, as overhead, 7/6
group health insurance through, 6/4
group insurance plans, 6/22
as information resource, 21/7
to locate attorneys, 21/6
to locate mediators/arbitrators, 21/3
for pricing information, 7/8

Profit limit for home office deductions, 4/18–20
Profits

defined, 7/6
net vs. gross, 9/3
opportunities of independent contractors for, 15/11
projected, for hourly rate calculations, 7/6

Profit-sharing retirement plans, 16/7–8, 16/10
Profit test, to demonstrate profit motive, 9/10–11
Property deed restrictions on home-based businesses, 4/12
Property taxes

on business property, 8/4
home office deduction for, 4/17, 4/18

outside office deduction for, 4/21
on vehicles, 9/22

Proposals, distinguished from client agreements, 18/6
PSCs. See Personal service corporations
PTDLs (Patent and Trademark Depository Libraries), 3/10
Punitive damages, for breach of contract, 21/5
Purchase orders, 7/10, 20/9–10

Q
Qualified medical expenses

defined, 6/10
See also Medical expenses

Quarterly tax payments. See Estimated taxes

R
Real estate

depreciation periods, 9/19
mortgages, 1/5, 4/17, 4/18, 4/21
Section 179 deduction, 9/14–16

Real estate agents, worker classification, 15/5
Recapture of depreciation, 4/20, 9/16, 9/20
Receipts, to document expenses, 14/8, 14/9–11
Recordkeeping

asset purchases and depreciation, 14/10–11
business vs. personal expenses, 9/6
business vs. personal use of property, 4/18, 9/18, 9/20
computer usage logs, 9/20, 14/11
for corporations, 2/20
deductible expenses, 4/18, 4/19, 9/9, 14/8–9
entertainment, meal, and travel expenses, 9/27, 9/28
estimated tax payments, 11/8
how long to keep records, 14/12
HSA distributions, 6/13
importance of, 1/5, 9/12, 14/2
income and expense records, 8/3, 14/4–10
IRS audits and, 8/12, 14/2, 14/8, 14/9, 14/12–13
lack of adequate documentation, 14/12–13
reconstructing records, 14/13
time spent working, 4/15, 4/16
vehicle use and expenses, 9/20, 9/22–23, 14/5, 14/6–7
See also Bookkeeping

Recovery periods (useful life), 9/16, 9/17, 9/18, 9/19, 9/23
Register.com, 3/4
Registered limited liability partnerships (RLLPs), 2/23, 2/24
Registered trademark symbol, 3/8
Regular use requirement, 4/16–17
Regular use requirement, for home office deduction, 4/14
Reimbursed expenses

deductions for, 9/7–8
independent contractor status and, 15/8, 19/6
reported on Form 1099-MISC, 9/5

Rent
to corporations, shareholder approval, 2/20
home office deduction for, 4/3, 4/13, 4/17, 4/18, 4/21
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outside office deduction for, 4/21
as overhead, 7/6
tied to CPI, 4/7
See also Leases, commercial

Renter’s insurance. See Homeowner’s or renter’s insurance
Repairs. See Improvements and repairs
Replacement cost insurance policies, 6/15
Request for Credit Information, 7/11–13
Restrictive covenants on home-based businesses, 4/12–13
Retained earnings, corporations, 2/13–14, 2/25, 2/27
Retainer agreements, 7/4, 21/6
Retirement plans, 16/2–10

401(k)s, 16/3
deadlines for establishing, 16/10
early withdrawal penalties, 16/3, 16/5, 16/6, 16/7, 16/8,

16/9
for employees, 16/9–10
growth of taxable vs. tax-deferred accounts, 16/4
how much you will need, 16/2, 16/3
for independent contractors reclassified as employees, 15/3
IRAs, 16/3–7, 16/10
Keogh, 5/3–4, 10/3, 15/3, 16/7–8
Roth 401(k)s, 16/3, 16/9
SEP-IRAs, 10/3, 16/6, 16/10
solo 401(k)s, 16/8–9
tax benefits of, 1/3, 2/15, 10/3, 11/3, 15/3, 16/2–3

Right of control, worker classification and, 15/4–9, 15/11–12,
19/3

RLLPs (registered limited liability partnerships), 2/23, 2/24
Roth 401(k) plans, 16/3, 16/9
Roth IRAs, 16/3, 16/5–6, 16/10

S
Safe Harbor, worker classification, 13/3
Safeware, 6/16
Salaries

of corporation employee-owners, 2/8, 2/16, 2/18, 2/20
of LLC owners, 2/24
projected, for hourly rate calculations, 7/6
See also Income

Salespeople
home office deduction for, 4/15
IRS rules for worker classification, 15/5
as statutory employees, 12/2, 12/4
as statutory independent contractors, 12/6

Sales tax agencies, listed, Appendix 3
Sales taxes

agreement clauses, 19/10
local, 8/4
overview, 5/6, 8/4
states that collect/do not collect, 5/4

Savings accounts. See Bank accounts
SBA. See Small Business Administration
SCORE (Service Corps of Retired Executives) program, 21/8
Section 179 deduction, 4/18, 9/14–16, 9/24, 14/11

Securities and Exchange Commission, 5/2
Security concerns, for home-based businesses, 4/5
Security deposits, for rented workplaces, 4/7, 4/21
Security systems, tax deductions for, 4/17, 4/21
Self-employed income. See Billing and payment; Income
Self-employed status. See Independent contractor status
Self-employment

benefits of, 1/2–3
drawbacks of, 1/4–5, 6/20

Self-employment (SE) taxes, 1/5, 8/2, 10/2–5
computing, 10/3–4
deductions, 4/18, 9/13, 11/4
independent contractors reclassified as employees, 15/3,

15/4
LLC owners, 2/26–27, 10/2
outside employment and, 10/4–5
partners, 10/2
paying and reporting, 10/4
S corporation shareholders, 2/18–19, 2/25, 10/3
sole proprietors, 2/4, 10/2
tax rates, 10/2
who must pay, 10/2
See also Estimated taxes

SEP-IRAs, 10/3, 16/6, 16/10
Service businesses

home office deduction for, 4/15
selling services vs. property, sales taxes and, 5/6
suitability as home offices, 4/5
that serve home-based businesses, 4/4–5
See also Personal service corporations (PSCs)

Service marks
defined, 3/6
infringement lawsuits, 3/9
name searches, 3/10
registering, 3/7
selecting, 3/6–7
using trade names as, 3/5

Services to be performed, agreement clauses, 19/3, 19/24
SE taxes. See Self-employment taxes
Shareholders

annual meetings of, 2/19–20
employment status of, 2/8
interest-free loans for, 2/15, 2/17
of LLCs, 2/26
overview, 8/3–4
personal liability of, 2/9–12, 2/17, 2/20, 2/21–22, 6/17
tax concerns, 2/8–9, 2/16, 2/20, 2/26, 8/13, 11/2–3
See also Corporations

Shop rights, 17/11
Sick leave, 1/4
SIMPLE IRAs, 16/6–7, 16/10
Single Business Tax, Michigan, 8/4
Small Business Administration (SBA), 21/7–8
Small Business Service Bureau, 6/4
Small claims court, 7/22–23, 18/4, 19/12–13, 21/5
Social Security benefits, as retirement resource, 16/2
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Social Security number, as taxpayer ID, 13/10, 13/12
Social Security taxes

as business form selection criterion, 2/25
double rates for self-employed, 1/5
income ceiling for, 10/2, 10/3–4, 13/5, 14/8
income splitting and, 2/13
for PSCs, 2/13–14
for self-employed with outside jobs, 10/4–5
for shareholders, 2/8, 2/18–19, 2/25
for statutory employees, 12/2
See also Employment taxes; Self-employment taxes

Sole proprietorships, 2/4–7
advantages and disadvantages, 2/3
business checking accounts for, 14/3–4
name choice and registration, 3/2–3, 3/4, 7/15, 14/3, 18/7,

19/2
paying yourself from business checkbook, 14/4
personal liability, 1/5, 2/3, 2/5, 2/25, 7/14–15
signing client documents, 18/7

Sole proprietorships, taxes
audit rates, 2/5, 2/7, 8/11, 8/14
as business form selection criterion, 2/25
deductibility of insurance premiums, 2/15, 6/24, 9/29–30
EINs, 5/3–4
estimated tax payments, 11/2
overview, 2/3, 2/4
as pass-through entities, 2/24
self-employment taxes, 2/18, 10/2
tax year, 14/16
transfer of company profits to owner, 2/16

Special form insurance coverage, 6/15
Spouses

business travel and, 9/27
as employees, 13/7, 13/8
medical reimbursement plans and, 6/10
obtaining health insurance through, 6/3

Standard contracts. See Agreements (contracts); Client

agreement entries

Standard mileage rate, vehicle expense deductions, 9/20, 9/21–22
Start-up expenses, deductions for, 9/8, 9/30–31
State agencies

offices providing small business help, Appendix 3
patent and trademark depository libraries, Appendix 3
researching, 21/9–10
sales tax agencies, 5/6, Appendix 3
unemployment tax agencies, Appendix 3

State laws
bankruptcy provisions, 2/6
business licenses, 5/2
corporate name registration, 3/4–5
fictitious business name registration, 3/4
harassment of deadbeat clients, 7/21
health insurance, 6/13
homestead exemption, 2/6
incorporation, 2/20, 2/21
information-gathering on employees, 1/3

late fees, 7/18, 19/14
LLCs, 2/24, 3/5
mediation and arbitration, 19/12–13
“payment in full” notation on checks, 7/20
reporting requirements for independent contractors, 13/15
researching, 21/7, 21/9–10, 21/11
RLLPs, 2/23
S corporations, 2/19
trademark protections, 3/6
trademark registration, 3/7
trade name registration, 3/3
trade secret protections, 17/3
workers’ compensation, 6/20–21

State tax agencies
listed, Appendix 3
worker classification review, 13/2, 15/2

State taxes
as business form selection criterion, 2/2
for corporations, 2/3
employment taxes, 8/3, 13/9–10
help in preparing, 8/7
for LLCs, 2/3
for partnerships, 2/3
for sole proprietorships, 2/3
state corporation taxes, 2/19, 2/21, 8/3, 9/3
state personal income taxes, 8/3, 8/7, 9/3, 9/13–14, 13/9
unemployment insurance, 2/26, 13/9

Statute of limitations, IRS audits, 8/11, 14/12
Statutory employees, 12/2–5
Statutory independent contractors, 12/2–3, 12/6
Straight-line depreciation method, 9/18
Subleasing commercial spaces, 4/8
Supplies expense, 7/6, 9/9
Support Services Alliance, 6/4
SUVs

depreciation limits, 9/23, 9/24
Section 179 deduction, 9/24
See also Vehicle entries

Systems analysts, 2/9, 15/9–10

T
Tax attorneys, 8/9, 8/12–13, 21/7
Tax audits. See IRS audits
Tax basics, 8/2–5

consequences of reclassification as employee, 2/7, 2/9,
15/2–4, 20/4

missing records, 14/12–13
tax benefits of retirement plans, 1/3, 16/2–3
tax benefits of self-employment, 1/3
tax disadvantages of self-employment, 1/5
See also IRS entries; specific business forms; specific types

of taxes; Tax entries

Tax brackets, 9/13, 9/17, 14/9, 16/3
Tax calendars, 8/4–5, 11/6
Tax credits, for overpayment of estimated taxes, 11/10
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Tax deductions
12-month rule, 4/22–23, 14/14–15, 14/16
for business losses, 9/10–12
calculating savings from, 9/13–14, 9/17, 14/8
help in calculating, 8/7
income-to-deduction ratio, 8/14
of independent contractors reclassified as employees,

15/3, 15/4
list of common deductions, 9/6–7
overview, 9/3, 9/5
recordkeeping and, 8/12, 14/2, 14/8
Section 179 deduction, 4/18, 9/14–16, 14/11
self-employment taxes and, 10/3, 10/4
for statutory employees, 12/2–3
very large, IRS audits, 9/6
what can be deducted, 9/5–8
when to deduct, 9/8–9
See also Home office deduction; IRS audits; specific types

of business organizations; specific types of expenses
Tax deferred retirement accounts, 16/3, 16/4
Tax guides, self-help, 21/9
Tax law, researching, 21/8–9
Taxpayer identification numbers

EINs, 5/3–4, 5/5, 11/7–8, 13/12, 14/4
of independent contractors, 13/10, 13/11, 13/12, 13/13
Social Security numbers, 13/10, 13/12

Tax preparation
doing work yourself, 8/5–8
recordkeeping and, 14/2
software for, 4/19, 8/8, 9/19, 13/6, 14/8

Tax preparers, 8/9
Tax professionals, 2/5, 8/6, 8/9–10, 8/12–13, 21/7
Tax rates

capital gains tax on home office depreciation, 4/20
for corporations, 2/12–13, 2/14
for dividend income, 2/16
FICA, 13/5
FUTA, 13/5
for high-income taxpayers, 11/3
individual, 2/14, 2/15, 9/12
individual vs. corporate rates, 2/14–15
self-employment taxes, 9/13, 10/2, 10/3–4
state income tax, 9/13
tax savings from deductions and, 9/13–14, 9/17, 14/8

Tax reporting
for corporations, 2/20
electronic filing, 8/13, 11/8, 13/6
for employees, 9/3, 13/2, 13/5, 13/8
retirement plans for employees, 16/9–10
self-employment taxes, 10/4
tax calendars, 8/4–5, 11/6
tips to avoid audits, 8/13–15
See also Employment taxes; IRS Form 1099-MISC

Tax returns
amended, 15/3
how long to keep, 14/12

Tax years, 14/16–17
TEAS (Trademark Electronic Application System), 3/7
Technical services workers

patent ownership and, 17/3
worker classification rules, 2/9, 15/9–10

Telephones, separate line for home-based business, 4/15
TELETAX service, 21/9
Tele-TIN program, 5/4
Temporary employees, 13/3
Terminating agreements

agreement clauses, 19/7–9, 20/2
with reasonable cause, 19/8–9
unfair termination provisions, 20/2, 20/8
without cause, 19/9

Termination clause, in commercial leases, 4/8
Term of agreement, agreement clause, 19/7
Term provisions, for commercial spaces, 4/7, 4/23
Thomas Register, name searches, 3/4
“Time is of the essence” clause, 20/8
Toll expense, 14/7
Trade groups and associations. See Professional organizations
Trademark Electronic Application System (TEAS), 3/7
Trademark infringement lawsuits, 2/7, 3/8, 3/9
Trademark notices, 3/8
Trademarks, 3/6–8, 17/3, 17/4

defined, 3/6
“intent to use” registration, 3/8
registered trademark symbol, 3/8
registering, 3/7
selecting, 3/6–7
state patent and trademark depository libraries, Appendix 3
using trade names as, 3/5, 3/6

Trademark searches, 3/7, 3/10
Trade names

choosing, 3/2–5
defined, 3/2
eligibility for trademark protections, 3/5, 3/6
fictitious business name statements, 3/3, 3/4, 3/5
legal names used as, 3/2–3
made-up names as, 3/3
name searches, 3/3–4
registering, 3/3, 3/4–5, 3/6
See also Business names

Trade secrets, 17/4
agreement clause, 20/6–7
infringement lawsuits, 17/13
nondisclosure agreements, 17/3, 17/12–18, Appendix 2
overview, 17/3
ownership of, 17/11
strategies for protecting, 17/14

Traditional health insurance plans
compared to HSAs, 6/12
copayments, 6/5
deductibles, 6/5
HSA-qualified plans, 6/8
overview, 6/5
premiums, 6/5
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Traditional IRAs, 16/5, 16/10
Training, independent contractor status and, 15/8
Transportation expenses. See Travel expense; Vehicle entries

Travel expense, 9/25–27, 14/9–10
billing client for, 19/6
IRS rules, 9/6
as overhead, 7/6

Treatises, legal, 21/10
Trustees

of HSAs, 6/8–9
of IRA retirement accounts, 16/4

Trust fund recovery penalty, 13/6–7
12-month rule, for tax deductions, 4/22–23, 14/14–15, 14/16
20-factor test, worker classification, 15/5–6

U
Umbrella liability coverage, 6/18–19
Unemployment taxes/insurance

as business form selection criterion, 2/25
for corporate employees, 2/20
federal, 2/26, 13/3, 13/5, 13/9
for independent contractors reclassified as employees,

15/3, 15/14
state, 2/26, 13/9
state agencies, Appendix 3
worker classification review, 15/2
See also Employment taxes

Uninsured people, difficulties faced by, 6/3
Unmarried partners, health insurance for, 6/3
Unsecured debt, discharge in bankruptcy, 2/6
U.S. Department of Labor, worker classification review, 15/2
Useful life. See Recovery periods
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)

name searches, 3/3–4
patent registration, 17/2
trademark registration, 3/7, 3/8, 3/10

Utility expense
home office deduction for, 4/17, 4/18
outside office deductions for, 4/21
as overhead, 7/6

V
Vacation leave, 1/4
Variances, of zoning ordinances, 4/11
Vehicle expenses

actual expense method for calculating, 9/20, 9/22–25
business use recordkeeping, 9/21, 9/22
car insurance, 6/19, 6/24, 14/7
commuting costs, 1/3, 4/3–4, 9/20
deductions for, 9/20–24
overview, 9/20
recordkeeping, 9/20, 9/22–23, 14/5, 14/6–7
standard mileage rate for calculating, 9/20, 9/21–22
when to deduct, 9/8

Vehicles
depreciation deductions, 9/19, 9/20, 9/21, 9/22–23
leased, 9/21, 9/24
passenger cars vs. trucks, depreciation limits, 9/23, 9/24
personal creditors’ claims on, 2/5
Section 179 deduction, 9/14–16

Veterinarians, personal service corporations for, 2/21
Voting, time off for, 1/4

W
Websites. See Domain names; Internet resources
Withholding taxes

backup withholding procedure, 13/12–13
for child employees, 13/8
for employees, 1/3, 8/2
paid leave programs and, 13/10
professional help, 8/8
for shareholder employees, 2/8
See also Employment taxes; Self-employment (SE) taxes

Worker classification
agencies that determine, 13/2, 15/2, 15/4, 15/10
determining worker status before hiring, 13/2–3
IRS audits, 2/7–9, 4/6, 6/20, 9/4, 13/3, 15/2–4, 15/5–10,

18/4
right of control test, 15/4–9, 19/3
Safe Harbor protection, 13/3
technical services workers, 2/9, 15/9–10
20-factor test, 15/5–6
See also Independent contractor status

Workers’ compensation insurance, 6/19–22, 13/10
cost of coverage, 6/21–22
as deductible expense, 6/24
for independent contractors reclassified as employees, 15/14
lacking for self-employed, 1/4
obtaining coverage, 6/21
researching questions about, 21/9–10
worker classification review, 6/20–21, 13/2, 15/2

Work-for-hire agreements, 17/9–10
Work of authorship, defined, 17/2
Workplaces, outside

deductions for, 4/21–24
independent contractor status and, 15/13
leasing, 2/10, 4/3, 4/6–8, 4/21, 6/16–17
pros and cons of, 4/6
provided by self-employed, 1/4
See also Home-based businesses; Leases, commercial

Works made for hire, 17/8–10
Written agreements. See Agreements (contracts); Client

agreement entries

Z
Zoning restrictions on home-based businesses, 4/3, 4/6, 4/7,

4/8–12, 5/3, 21/6 ■
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Incorporate Your Business ................................................................................................................ $49.99 NIBS
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The Small Business Start-up Kit (Book w/CD-ROM) ...................................................................... $29.99 SMBU

The Small Business Start-up Kit for California (Book w/CD-ROM) ................................................. $24.99 OPEN

Starting & Running a Successful Newsletter or Magazine ................................................................ $29.99 MAG

Tax Savvy for Small Business ............................................................................................................ $36.99 SAVVY

Workplace Investigations: A Step by Step Guide ............................................................................. $39.99 CMPLN

Working for Yourself: Law & Taxes for Independent Contractors, Freelancers & Consultants ............ $39.99 WAGE

Working With Independent Contractors (Book w/CD-ROM) .......................................................... $29.99 HICI

Your Crafts Business: A Legal Guide (Book w/CD-ROM) ................................................................ $26.99 VART

Your Limited Liability Company: An Operating Manual (Book w/CD-ROM) .................................. $49.99 LOP

Your Rights in the Workplace ......................................................................................................... $29.99 YRW

CONSUMER

How to Win Your Personal Injury Claim ......................................................................................... $29.99 PICL

Nolo’s Encyclopedia of Everyday Law ............................................................................................... $29.99 EVL
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Nolo’s Guide to California Law ........................................................................................................ $24.99 CLAW

ESTATE PLANNING & PROBATE

8 Ways to Avoid Probate ................................................................................................................. $19.99 PRAV

Estate Planning Basics ..................................................................................................................... $21.99 ESPN

The Executor’s Guide: Settling a Loved One’s Estate or Trust ........................................................... $34.99 EXEC

How to Probate an Estate in California ............................................................................................ $49.99 PAE

Make Your Own Living Trust (Book w/CD-ROM) ........................................................................... $39.99 LITR

Nolo’s Simple Will Book (Book w/CD-ROM) .................................................................................. $36.99 SWIL

Plan Your Estate .............................................................................................................................. $44.99 NEST

Quick & Legal Will Book ................................................................................................................ $16.99 QUIC

Special Needs Trust: Protect Your Child’s Financial Future .............................................................. $34.99 SPNT

FAMILY MATTERS

Building a Parenting Agreement That Works .................................................................................. $24.99 CUST

The Complete IEP Guide ................................................................................................................ $34.99 IEP

Divorce & Money: How to Make the Best Financial Decisions During Divorce ................................ $34.99 DIMO

Do Your Own California Adoption: Nolo’s Guide for Stepparents

and Domestic Partners (Book w/CD-ROM) ................................................................................... $34.99 ADOP

Every Dog’s Legal Guide: A Must-Have for Your Owner .................................................................. $19.99 DOG

Get a Life: You Don’t Need a Million to Retire Well ....................................................................... $24.99 LIFE

The Guardianship Book for California ............................................................................................. $39.99 GB
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Living Together: A Legal Guide (Book w/CD-ROM) ....................................................................... $34.99 LTK

Living Wills and Powers of Attorney in California (Book w/CD-ROM) ........................................... $21.99 CPOA

Nolo’s IEP Guide: Learning Disabilities .......................................................................................... $29.99 IELD

Prenuptial Agreements: How to Write a Fair & Lasting Contract (Book w/CD-ROM) ..................... $34.99 PNUP
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GOING TO COURT

Beat Your Ticket: Go To Court & Win! (National Edition) .............................................................. $21.99 BEYT

The Criminal Law Handbook: Know Your Rights, Survive the System ............................................ $34.99 KYR

Everybody’s Guide to Small Claims Court (National Edition) .......................................................... $26.99 NSCC

Everybody’s Guide to Small Claims Court in California ................................................................... $29.99 CSCC

Fight Your Ticket & Win in California ............................................................................................ $29.99 FYT

How to Change Your Name in California ......................................................................................... $34.99 NAME

How to Collect When You Win a Lawsuit (California Edition) ........................................................ $29.99 JUDG

The Lawsuit Survival Guide ............................................................................................................. $29.99 UNCL

Nolo’s Deposition Handbook ........................................................................................................... $29.99 DEP

Represent Yourself in Court: How to Prepare & Try a Winning Case ............................................... $34.99 RYC

Win Your Lawsuit: A Judge’s Guide to Representing Yourself in California Superior Court ............. $29.99 SLWY

HOMEOWNERS, LANDLORDS & TENANTS

California Tenants’ Rights ............................................................................................................... $27.99 CTEN

Deeds for California Real Estate ....................................................................................................... $24.99 DEED

Every Landlord’s Legal Guide (National Edition, Book w/CD-ROM) ............................................... $44.99 ELLI

Every Landlord’s Tax Deduction Guide ............................................................................................ $34.99 DELL

Every Tenant’s Legal Guide .............................................................................................................. $29.99 EVTEN

For Sale by Owner in California ....................................................................................................... $29.99 FSBO

How to Buy a House in California ................................................................................................... $34.99 BHCA

The California Landlord’s Law Book: Rights & Responsibilities (Book w/CD-ROM)........................ $44.99 LBRT

The California Landlord’s Law Book: Evictions (Book w/CD-ROM) ................................................. $44.99 LBEV

Leases & Rental Agreements ............................................................................................................ $29.99 LEAR

Neighbor Law: Fences, Trees, Boundaries & Noise ........................................................................... $26.99 NEI

The New York Landlord’s Law Book (Book w/CD-ROM) ................................................................ $39.99 NYLL
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Renters’ Rights (National Edition) .................................................................................................. $24.99 RENT
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IMMIGRATION

Becoming A U.S. Citizen: A Guide to the Law, Exam and Interview ................................................ $24.99 USCIT

Fiancé & Marriage Visas (Book w/CD-ROM) ................................................................................... $44.99 IMAR

How to Get a Green Card ................................................................................................................ $29.99 GRN

Student & Tourist Visas ................................................................................................................... $29.99 ISTU

U.S. Immigration Made Easy ........................................................................................................... $44.99 IMEZ

MONEY MATTERS

101 Law Forms for Personal Use (Book w/CD-ROM) ...................................................................... $29.99 SPOT

Bankruptcy: Is It the Right Solution to Your Debt Problems? ......................................................... $21.99 BRS

Chapter 13 Bankruptcy: Repay Your Debts ..................................................................................... $36.99 CHB

Credit Repair (Book w/CD-ROM) ................................................................................................... $24.99 CREP

Getting Paid: How to Collect From Bankrupt Debtors .................................................................... $29.99 CRBNK

How to File for Chapter 7 Bankruptcy ............................................................................................. $29.99 HFB

IRAs, 401(k)s & Other Retirement Plans: Taking Your Money Out ................................................. $34.99 RET

Solve Your Money Troubles .............................................................................................................. $19.99 MT

Stand Up to the IRS ........................................................................................................................ $29.99 SIRS

Surviving an IRS Tax Audit ............................................................................................................. $24.95 SAUD

Take Control of Your Student Loan Debt ......................................................................................... $26.95 SLOAN

PATENTS AND COPYRIGHTS

All I Need is Money: How to Finance Your Invention ...................................................................... $19.99 FINA

The Copyright Handbook: How to Protect and Use Written Works (Book w/CD-ROM) ................. $39.99 COHA

Copyright Your Software (Book w/CD-ROM) .................................................................................. $34.95 CYS
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Online and Off (Book w/CD-ROM) .............................................................................................. $34.99 RIPER
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The Inventor’s Notebook ................................................................................................................. $24.99 INOT

License Your Invention (Book w/CD-ROM) ..................................................................................... $39.99 LICE

Nolo’s Patents for Beginners ............................................................................................................ $29.99 QPAT

Patent, Copyright & Trademark ....................................................................................................... $39.99 PCTM

Patent It Yourself ............................................................................................................................. $49.99 PAT

Patent Pending in 24 Hours ............................................................................................................ $29.99 PEND

Patenting Art & Entertainment: New Strategies for Protecting Creative Ideas ................................. $39.99 PATAE

The Public Domain ......................................................................................................................... $34.99 PUBL
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